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THE ECOLOGY OF THE AREA ADJACENT TO
LAKES ALEXANDRINA AND ALBERT

ByR. W. Jessup, Department of Botany, University ofAdelaide

Summary

This paper is concerned with the ecology of the area which links the Savannah Woodlands

communities of the eastern Mount Lofty Ranges with the communities of the South-East of

South Australia on the one hand and the mallee communities of the Murray Mallee on the other.

More specifically the survey embraces the Hundreds of Manarto, Mobilong, Freeling and

Brinkley of County Sturt and Malcolm, Seymour, Coolinong, Jeffries and Bonney of County

Russell, representing a total of 1,100 square miles. Fig. 1 shows the relationship of the area to

the rest of the State. On account a lack of development, due to comparatively low rainfall and

poor natural conditions of soil, much of it is relatively inaccessible.
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INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with the ecology of the area which links the Savannah

Woodland communities of the eastern Mount Lofty Ranges with the communities

of the South-East of South Australia on the one hand and the mallee communities

of the Murray Mallee on the other. More specifically the survey embraces the

Hundreds of "Monarro, Mobilong. Freeling and Brinkley of County Sturt and

Malcolm. Seymour, Coolinong, Jeffries and Bonney of County Russell, represent-

ing a total of 1,100 square miles. Fig. 1 shows the relationship of the area to the

rest of the State. On account of a lack of development, due to comparatively

low rainfall and poor natural conditions of soil, much of it is relatively inaccessible.

With regard to previous literature. Wood's "Vegetation of South Australia"

(21) gives a good general account, while Crocker (5) has adequately dealt with

the ecology of the lower South-East. The soils of the mallee have been investi-

gated by Prescott and Piper (15), while soils related to some of those considered

fn this paper have been described by Taylor (19) in the upper South-East and

Stevens et alia (18) in the lower South-East.

Trana. Roy. Soc S. Aust., 70, (I). 30 June 1946



CLIMATE
The greater part of the area lies within Davidson's (6) warm temperate semi-

arid zone with P/£ greater than 0*5 for five months of the year, but in the
western and south-easterly portions P/E exceeds 0*5 for seven months of the
year, This is within the warm temperate semi-humid zone.

Fig. 1 Map showing the locality of the area surveyed

The influential rains fall in the winter and spring, with June the month of
highest rainfall (fig;. 2). Murray Bridge has a secondary maximum in September.
Figures for temperature and relative humidity are only available for Strathalbyn,
which lies just outside the western limits of the area. Relative humidity is low,
particularly in the summer.

GEOLOGY AND PHYSIOGRAPHY
Broadly the surface deposits consist of level-bedded Miocene limestones

overlain by much wind-blown sand of Pleistocene to Recent origin (7). Inter-

posed between the light grey wind-blown sands of the southern portion of the
area and the consolidated Miocene limestone is a layer of mixed calcareous and
siliceous sands unconsolidated except for an indurated capping. The calcareous

and siliceous sands form both dune sheets and dunes, the system being related to

the Pleistocene coastal dunes of the lower South-East, This period of oscillating

land and sea level has also resulted in the formation of limited areas of raised

Pleistocene shell beds. According to Howchin (8) the Coorong. which may
represent to some extent a former outlet of the River Murray in a more southerly
direction, was formed during these times. The presence of lacustrine deposits

overlying the wind-blown sands adjacent to Lakes Alexandrine and Albert
indicates inundations following the arid Recent.

Topographically the area consists of gently undulating plains, but to the west
of the mallee plains the land rises fairly rapidly to the Bremer Range, which is the



eastern-most block of the Mount Lofty Ranges. Underlying the Miocene lime-

stone and occasionally outcropping is a granite batholith of Palaeozoic or Pre-

Cambrian age (10). According to Fenner (7) these hard, older rocks may have

influenced the course of the lower Murray, causing it to swing westerly from
Chucka Bend, carrying it to Tailem Bend instead of following the normal fall

of the land.

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

PERIOD IN MONTHS

LANGHORNE CR,

MURRAY BRIDGE > MEAN MONTHLY RAINFALLS

-*-#- MENINGIE

MEAN MONTHLY MAX. TEMP. '1

<r-*- M M MIN. » £ STRATHALBYN

" " REL. HUM.

Fig. 2



THE SOILS
The soils are very closely related to the geology, so much so that certain

difficulties are encountered in their classification. The)* can> however, be grouped

as follows;

1 Soils derived from underlying sedimentaries (red-brown earths).

2 Podsols with solonized subsoils.

3 Weakly solonized brown soils.

4 Soils of intermediate nature.

5 Soils of partly lacustrine origin.

6 Soils derived from igneous parent materials.

1 Red-twown Earths
These soils have been derived from the underlying sedimentaries of the

Adelaide Series (Proterozoic), which have undergone various degrees of meta-

morphism due to intrusion of igneous material. They are closely related to, if not

identical with, red-brown earths and carry an E, odorafa-E. lencoxyloitr-E. fescicu-

losa association, which is replaced by C\ siricta on shallow skeletal soils which are

common on the steeper hills. Some profiles show an acamiulation of lime above

the sedimentaries. To the east, with decreasing rainfall, these red-brown earths

are replaced by brown weakly solonized soil. The transition zone is rather broad

and Table I gives the results of laboratory analyses of a profile from this 2one. In

this case no horizons are developed and there is considerable lime accumulation

above the underlying rock. The reaction is that of a brown weakly solonizcd soil.

2 Podsot.s wrra Soixwztcn Subsoils

These soils were funned under high rainfall conditions in the Pleistocene

from the calcareous and siliceous sands of the old coastal dunes and dune sheet s r

probable accession of cyclic salt at the time of leaching accelerating the down-
ward movement of the clay fraction while under arid conditions in the Recent

the surface sands were subjected to aeoiian redistribution (Crocker—paper un-

published.) The pedogeneriealiy related podsolued sands of the lower South-

East have their podsol characters more pronounced, while in the area discussed

in this paper with conditions of much lower rainfall the solonctz characters are

more prominent. Thus the pH values are higher and the subsoils which are

faintly mottled show fairly well-developed columnar structure, sand from the

A horizons penetrating the B horizon to a depth of 7" and the tops of the columns
varying in diameter from 3 to 9 inches. Beneath the columns the subsoils show a

nutty structure.

Soils of this group are widespread in the region surveyed and arc associated

with three major types of vegetation: (a) mallcc-heath and heath; (b) E, divers'h

folia - E. anyulosa association; and (c) E. ongulosa- M. tmcinata association.

The profiles correspond lo descriptions given by Taylor (19) of light and normal

phases of the LafTer sand, and others to the Hill Country suite. For convenience

the soils arc discussed in three sections;

(a) Maltee-heath and heath soils—Over the greater part of the area shown
on the vegetation map as malloe-hcath and heath the soil i* a LafTer sand. There

are two phases: (a) light phase, lacking a sandy clay loam subsoil, and

(b) normal phase (ph iii, fig. 2V On sandy rises the soil profile corresponds to

descriptions given for the low sandy rise type of the Hill Country suite. The
soils occupy a gently undulating plain which is not subject to water-logging,

although the water tabic, which is usually at a depth of 10-15'. may come to within
0' of the surface. Analyses ot the ground water have shown a variation of from
1-6% total soluble salts. Outcrops of limestone are not infrequent.



Profile characteristics of the Podsols with Solonized Subsoils

(1) Heath and mallee-heath soils
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Profile characteristics of the Podsols with Solonized Subsoils

(2) E. diversifolia- E. angidosa soils.
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(3) E. angidosa- M. uncinata soils.
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Tahle II gives the results of laboratory analyses of these soils. Mechanical

analysis shows' that the surface horizons contain a preponderance of coarse over

Km- "sand and that the amount of coarse sand decreases with depth. As with

brown weakly solonized soils, the silt content is low and the amount decreases

through the surface horizons. Outstanding among the chemical data are the very

low figures for phosphoric add (-005% P..OJ and acid soluble manganese

(30 parts Mn.O. !>er million). The parent material of the soil itself is dehoein

in phosphorus' Frescott (14) has shown the nitrogen content of the.se sods to be

strictly proportional to the phosphate level. In connection with the nitrogen

estimations, it should be noted that a considerable proportion of the organic

matter is very rest stent to decomposition and therefore of little immediate Use to

the plant as a source of nitrogen. In addition to deficiencies in the major plant

food- various mmi.r elements, nmablv copper and zinc, are lacking [Riceman

and "Anderson (17) ]. The poorness of the soil is reflected in both the native

vegetation and the stock grazing upon it.

(b) Soils associated with the E, dhnvnifolia-E, angulosa association—The

area indicated on the venation map as E. diversifolia- E. angtdosa association

is topographically one nf low sand dunes (in the coastal region) and low lime-

stone hills. The sods belong to the Hill Country suite. There is only a limited

extent of Taylor's low sandv rise soil type, since it is found only in some of the

hollows between the crests of the coastal dunes. It is usually associated w«th

£, leitcoxylon v»r. pauperiia. Outstanding features of the profiles arc the great

depths of yellow sand whose intensity of colour decreases with depth, and the

complete absence of a subsoil.

It i- noteworthy that the reaction of a sample taken in the coastal E. divert-

folia -H. ancfufosa association (Table 111) U higher than that indicated m
Table IT, where the sample was Utfeeu further inland from the coast.

(c) Soih associated with the E. angulosu - Melaleuca uvcimta association,—

Here again the profiles correspond to descriptions given for the normal phase of

the Laffer sand and the intermediate sandy ridge type of the Hill Country suite.

There is, however, a greater depth of sandy clay loam subsoil. Throughout the

area shown on the vegetation map as alternating E, oleosa- E, dnmosa and

£, angulosa- M. uncinata associations, the leached sands which suppoit the latter

community are present as sandridgrs showing parallelism and running approxi-

mately east-west. Between these ridges is brown weakly solonized soil support-

ing the E. oleosa -E. dumosa association (pi. u\ fig. 4). The sandndgts are of

variable width and distance apart. In parts the leached sands predominate, while

elsewhere there is a greater proportion of brown weakly solonized soil. Near

Murray Bridge the soil profile is underlain by granitic material.

3 Weakly Solonized Brown Soils ("Mallee" Soils)

Movement of clay has occurred by the process of solonization [Prescott

(13) L The most outstanding feature is an accumulation of lime in the subsoil,

cither in the form of limestone rubble or as limestone hardpan which may be

structureless or may consist of limestone nodules which have been cemented

together bv calcium carhonatc. The hardpan may be 20" in thickness (pi. in,

fig. I)- Beneath this zone of maximum lime accumulation is a layer which varies

in character with the nature of the underlying lock but always containing much

fine-grained calcium carbonate, the amount of which decreases with depth,

Two phases may be distinguished:

(a) A shallow phase, very common in the intcrdune areas. Where "raid-

ing" has occurred, limestone appears at or near the surface. Its shallow nature

is its chief agricultural disadvantage.
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Profile characteristics of the Soils

(1) Weakly solonized brown soils

shallow phase deep phase

brown

loam

brown
to red-brown

brick-red

sand

sandy clay
loam

50"

brown to red-
brown

brown to red-brown

(2) Red-brown earths

2

12"

20"

sandy loam
to loam

clay loam

schist, hornfels
etc.

Fig. 4a
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(b) A deep phase—In the deep profiles the B horizon becomes lighter m
colour with depth. It has been divided into a B1

and B2 for analysis Sometimes

the A. horizon is a dark-brown sand, and in any case the brown or red-brown sand

becomes lighter in colour with depth. More rarely the lower levels of the A hori-

zon may be a sandy loam. The deep sands often support 5; augulosa with or

without E, oleosa, E. dtmiosa or E. Irplophylla,

No evidence of columnar structure is seen in the phases described above,

but mnly .structure may be shown by the subsoil.

Of interest is the occurrence of some localized areas in the mallee where the

soil will not wet under rain. Locally these arc known as "grease-spots." An

examination of one such area following a rain showed thar the surface soil

particles had, under the influence of the drops, formed a thin crust beneath which

the soil was quite dry. Even the crust was not wetted, but rather was due io

compaction and rearrangement of the particle?. A field estimate of texture

revealed no differences from the surrounding soil. Other writers mention similar

C39C5 which are attributed to waxy or fatty substances in the soil (15).

Table V gives the results of analyses of a deep phase profile. The phosphate

status of this soil is not much higher than that shown in Table IV, although potash

is verv much higher. Fertility in regard to nitrogen is low. There is a greater

preponderance of coarse sand than in any of the podsols with solonized subsoils.

Near Tailcm Bend, on both the eastern and western side of the River Murray

and in the vicinity of Ashviile, are some very shallow soils having affinities with

terra rossas developed on exposed limestone hardpan. The soils may be up to

ft" in depth but are usually less, and are red-brown or brown sandy loams, Tbcy

support C. stricto. M. ptibcsce?is, and towards their margins E. odoratn.

4 Soils of Intermediate Nature

In the Hundreds of Cooluiong and Malcolm, where the brown weakly solonized

soils reach the limits of their range in a southerly direction, arc other soils inter-

mediate in character between brown weakly solonized soils and podsols with

solonized subsoils. Representative profiles are shown in fig. 4 b.

Type (a) supports a small area of £. leueoxyhn var. panperita. The pH
values'of 7"4, 7*1 and 7'\ for the A

t
, A3 and B, horizons are lower than those

obtained for "malice" soil. The percentages of total soluble salts of '02, -05 and

•05 were obtained for the Au A2 and B
x
horizons respectively.

Type (b) has surface horizons similar to the Laffer sand, while the subsoil

resembles that of a
fcWlee" profile. The values of 7*4, 6*9 and 7-3 were obtained

for pi I of the A 3> A» and B, horizons respectively, and -053% and 023% for

total nitrogen of the A
x
and A

2
horizons.

In Type (c) the values of 7'6 for the A horizon and 7"8 for the E horizon

were obtained for the reaction. These are lower than corresponding reactions

given by "mallee" soil. The subsoil shows strongly-developed nutty structure.

The sail concentration is moderately high, as shown by the values "08% for the

A horizon and '04% for the B horizon of total soluhle salts.

5 Soils of Partly Lacostrtne O&iGrx

Here two distinct types may he recognised: on the one hand the soil formed

as a result of deposition of material of predominantly sdty anil calcareous nature,

and on the other, the one formed from deposits in which sand and clay pre-

dominate. Each soil has its own distinctive associated vegetation, and in both

cases the lacustrine deposits overlie an older soil profile of the Laffer sand type:.
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Profile characteristics of the Soils

(1) Soils of intermediate nature

Type (a) Type(b)

dark Al sandy loam
4"

sandy loam

11"

clay loam

26"

dark grey

light grey

brick-red

Al sand
brown

A2
5"
8 • sandbrown A2

El

red-brown Bl

sandy
clay loam

18"

i

brown

lype (o)

orange-brown f
rt
sandy loam to loam

__ an clay loam

brown

(2) Soils derived from igneous parent material

shallow phase deep phase

red-brown
sandy loam

schist

red-brown

brick-red

Al

A2

sand

7"

sandy loam
l6 "

* ^
18" sandy clay

loam

pegmatite

Fig. 4b

(a) Soil developed, in szvampy ar
{

eas of local internal drainage.—In some
swamps there is simply a considerable depth of unconsolidated calcareous material
incorporated with which may be some sand and sub-fossils of the gasteropod
Coxiella confusa. More usually, however, there is a layer of black silt loam over-

lying the calcareous layer. These two horizons are superimposed upon a narrow
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Profile characteristics of soils of partly Lacustrine Origin

(Due to retreat of lakes)

Stage (a) Stage (b)
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sand
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Fig. 5
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grey siliceous saud layer, the A
x
horizon of the old soil profile. The old A2

horizon is now strongly mottled, showing gre>\ orange and red-brnwn coloura-

tions due to conditions of intermittent waterlogging. Mechanical analysis reveals

that this horizon contains more coarse sand than the old A
L

. This is uot typical

of an ordinary Larier profile.

The remaining two horizons show a marked increase in clay content.

Sodium is obviously important in the base exchange complex, since in addition

tn pronounced plasticity and stickiness on wetting, the subsoil is impervious to

\»*atei\ Small limestone pebbles and fossils of Coxidla confusa are found in the

B„ horizon, which is a mottled green-blue and orange-brown. On the margins

of the swamp the calcareous and/or sand layers do not occur. Instead, the black-

silt loam which may be up tu 7" in depth is followed by the sand or clay layers.

Of interest is the widespread occurrence beneath the silt loam of a narrow layer

(4-24" thick) of consolidated limestone containing Coxidla confitsa fossils.

Table VI gives the results of laboratory analyses. Outstanding features of

the mechanical analysis are the figures of $S'3fc obtained for silt in the silt loam

horizon, and the 97% loss on acid treatment of the unconsolidated calcareous

layer. Clay has been rendered mobile by solonization and has accumulated in the

B horizon, Results for loss on ignition are correlated with organic and colloid

contents. Organic matter is responsible for the black colouration ok the silt loam

which is high in nitrogen, phosphorus and potash, but the total soluble salt con-

tent (mainly chloride) precludes plants other than extreme halophytes. The

chloride concentration of the surface horizon fluctuates according to the amount

of water in the swamp. (

That this type of swamp has never been connected with the lakes or the

Cooron? is evidenced by the presence of the surrounding hills with their podsolizcd

sands, which in the swamps themselves underlie the lacustriue deposits.

(b) Soils directly associated with advwee and retreat of the Lakes—Here

again the lacustrine deposits overlie the old podsol profile, but they are of pre-

dominantly sandy and clayey nature. The typical immature profile has a black

sandy clay with pronounced nutty structure overlying the sands which are now

stronglv mottled. Thus the inundation of the lakes over the land and their sub*

sequenr retreat took place later than the arid Recent geological period. A scries

of developmental stages can be traced in the soil profiles. These are shown in

fi£. 5. Table VII shuwB the results of analysis of a Stage (b) profiU. Coxrtpar-

iflg these results with those given in Table VI. it is seen that again there is an

increase of coarse sand with depth in the /\ horizons of the old J -after profile.

However, in the present case, the amounts of coarse and fine sands in the old

A
a
horizon are about equal, whereas fine sand predominates in the old A

t
of

Table VI.

The presence of a greater proportion of this somewhat more mature c-r.il and

of more grassland than samphire swamp in the Malcolm Plains, indicates that the

lake retreated earlier from tins region than from the Waltowa area or T at least,

the retreat was more complete,

The final stage of maturation [Stage (c), fig. 51 can be seen in ft narrow

zone fringing the Coorong and the lakes (in part). These soiis carry Casiwrhw

striata. Apparently this area has "been longer exposed. Table VIII gives the

results of laboratory analysis of the mature soil. The surface horizon shown in

this table has more 'coarse sand and less silt and clay than the surface horizon of

Table VII. This has resulted from increased separation of the finer particles.

Greater removal oi silt and clay has also reduced the amount of potash and phos-

phoric acid,
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Summing up, then, three stages of maturation of these soils have been dis-

tinguished. As a result, it is possible io trace serai stages in the associated

vegetation.

6 The Soils Derived from Igneous Parent Materials

In the vicinity of Rocky Gully is a small area of soils derived from peg-

matite, schist etc.* and containing visible fragments of quartz, felspar and mica.

The soils have affinities with brown weakly solonizcd soil.

Two phases have been distinguished, but the shallow phase is more common.

This type has been taken for analysis (Table IX). No subsoil is developed in the

profile analysed.

MECHANICAL .\ND CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF THE SOILS

Loc. of Sample; Hd. of Hd. of Bonncy Hd. of Bonney Hd. of Brinkley, Section 88

Manarto Section 173 Section Y9

Sect. 472

Transit.

Pedogenic type: "mallee" Fodsol with solon- Hill Country Podsol with solonized sub-

and red- izcd subsoil :
Latter suite, low soil. Hill Country suite

brown sand (normal phase) sandy rises (inter, sandy ridge type)

earth

Table I Tabt.f. 11 Table III Table IV
Horizon _ - A At A, Bt a b-c At Aa Kx Bi

Depth .. - .... 0-S" 0-5" 5-17" 17-20" 0-5" 5-21" 0-4" 4-24" 24-60" 60-75"

Reaction - 8-4 7-5 7-2 7-8 8-6 8-3 7-6 7-7 8-9 9-0

Jo % % % | % % % % % %
Coarse sand 20-6 57-0 53-0 34*9 50-8 53-2 56*2 52-7 51-0 41*4

Fine sand 42*6 30-8 45-4 50-9 45-9 44-2 40-3 45*4 42*3 45-8

Silt 29-7 1-5 0*3 0-5 1-1 0-2 2-1 0-6 0-2 1-7

Clay 9.9 2-1 0-4 12-4 0-8 1-3 0-7 0-7 5-2 12-4

Loss on acid treatm. 0-9 — — — —

1

— —, — —
Loss on ignition 7-3 l 1-3 0-3 2-0 1-2 0-6 4.4 0-4 0-8 —
Nitrogen, N •183 026 -015 — •039 — •095 — —

—

Pbos, Acid, P*Oc •054 -005 '007 — -006 -004 -Oil •012 — —
Potash, K-£> .... 1-29 •06 -06 — -06 "05 •07 •07

—

Mangan., MnsO* 30 p.p.m. — ,— — 30 p.p.m. —
Chlorides, as NaCl •005 — — — — •003 •002 -010 —
Total So!. Salts -06 •02 -01 -12 •02 -02 03 01 -04 •07

LoCv of Sample: Hd. of Mobilong, Sectio

Pcdogenic type; Brown weakly solonized

Tabus V
Horizon .... .... Ax A, Bt

Depth .... .... (VI
5" 15-27" 27-33" 3;

Reaction — 8-6 8*6 8-4

% % %
Coarse sand 60*2 70- 52-8

Fine sand 35-6 26-5 33*0

Silt -.- 2-3 0-4 0-5

Clay 0*6 2-3 12*7

Loss on acid treatm. —

—

—
Loss on ignition 1-3 0-8 2-0

Nitrogen, N 023 — —
Phos. Acid, P20« 018 •012

—

Potash, K9O .... •18 •14 •48

Mangan., Mn«0* — — -

—

Chlorides, as NaQ •008 007 ==a

Total Sol. Salts •04 '04 •02

B*
33-51"

8-6

%
54*4
28 '9

0-2
15-0

1-8

-04

lid, of Bonney, Section 171

Lacustrine origin (Internal drainage swamp)

Table VI

0-3"

7*8

%
m-i
1H-2
35-3
8-4

22*7
21-2

•43

*U
•94

3 24" 24-27" 27-39" 39-6T' 61-72"

8-7 8-8 8*6 8-4 8-7

Jo % % % %
0-2 23-9 45*1 17-0 12-9

2-0 55-5 42*2 43-5 21-3

2-0 9*6 1-0 8-8 6-2

0-3 2-5 5-5 28-0 49-2

97-0 7-9 5-4 4-0 9-0
— 1-5 3-9 13-t

6 -071 — — — —
Z -034 — — — —

•46 — -

—

— —

12-040 2*192 —
12-23 3-51 1-64 4*90 1-67 0-19



Locality of Sample:

Pedogenic type

Horizon .,- -

Depth —
Reaction

Coarse sand
,

Fine sand
Silt

Clay ....

Loss on acid treatment

Loss on ignition .

Nitrogen, N .... -
Phosphoric acid, PaOe
Potash, K*0
Mangan., MtuO*
Chlorides, as NaCI
Total soluble salts

16

Hd. of Malcolm, Section 600

Lacustrine origin due to retreat

of lakes. Stage (b)

Table VII

0-7" 7-1 8" 38-24" 24-65"
6*0

%
45-3
42-9
4-7
6-2

2-9
-116

•030
•29

•007

03

7-7

%
34-8
30-6
4-2

31-1

4-7
•096

•041
1-16

-011

•04

8-3

%
49-3
48-3
0-3
\-2

0-5

8-7

%
53-1

37-9
9-0

1-1

0-06 20

Hd. of Bonney, Sect. 368

Lacustrine origin due to

retreat of lakes

Stage (c)

Table VIII

0-10"

6-8

%
65-4
31-8

MI
0-2 J

096
017
11

010
03

10-34'

8-5

57*6
42-2
1-0

0-4

34-75"
9-0

%
33-4
56-6
9-0

5-7

014
10

004
03

007
04

Hd. Mobilong
Section 535

Derived igneous

parent material

Table IX
A

0-3"

8-2

%
51-4
36-4
8-2
2-7

2-8
-081

•047

•66

-002
02

Sample

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Table X
% Silica % Other Insol. Residue

.... 20 8

.... 30 5

.... 45

.... 51 3

... 37 28

.... 34 20

.... 36

32

47

% CaCOj

72

65

55

46

35

46

63

68

53

THE ORIGIN OF THE SOILS
The geologicaj history of arvy area is of prime importance in a consideration

of the origin of the soils. Climatic factors are largely responsible for the develop-
ment of the mature soil profile from the parent material.

In the South-East of South Australia the outstanding physiographic feature

is the ancient dune system parallel to the existing coastline and connected with
successive stages in the retreat of the sea in the Pleistocene (7). The fluctuation

in relative position of land and sea level is attributed to glacial and interglacial

conditions. These dunes are superimposed upon level-bedded Miocene marine
limestones which arc usually overlain by more recent calcareous deposits and in

part by siliceous sands. The consolidated dunes have arisen from unconsolidated
dunes similar to those present along the coastline at the present time. Thomas
(20) gives an analysis of the coastal dunes at Robe as about 65% calcium car-

bonate and 25% silica. At Discovery Bay, Victoria (3), they consist of 75%
calcium carbonate, while the finer sands of Portland Bay have up to 93% calcium
carbonate. The latter is derived from the remains of marine organisms com-
minuted by wave action, while the quartzite fragments have survived a previous
katamorphic cycle and are probably Oligocene in origin. In addition, Thomas has
shown that the sands contain small amounts of iron and aluminium which
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decrease in amount from the surface downwards. Since ferruginous and

aluminous materials are absent from the original shell remains, their presence is

attributed to continued accumulation of atmospheric dusts containing ferro-

magnesian minerals.

The Pleistocene dunes of the South-East have consolidated cores which

are commonly overlain by leached siliceous sands. There are extensive

interdune sandplains, the soils being podsols derived from yellow sands

which probably represent the remains of the A horizons formed from the

calcareous and siliceous sands of the dunes by leaching under high rain-

fall conditions in the Pleistocene and which were resorted by aeolian agencies

under arid conditions in the Recent as suggested by Crocker (paper tin-

M.MLtf>tlR00M8?LAH. MURRAY BRIOCC.

fctAiLLa-WTATH, EAST OF MEM»«,C.
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•32
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Fig. 6 Distribution curves for particle size of the surface sands

published). Evidence of such resorting results from a comparison of the dis-

tribution curves for particle size of the dune sands and the interdune plain sands.

Many of the podsols have structured subsoils, and the Riddoch sand (18) which

is a meadow podsol has a columnar-structured solonetzic B horizon. Where the

limestone hardpan capping of the dunes was exposed by removal of the overlymg

sands, terra rossa soils have developed.

Some of the soils hi the area considered in this paper are closely related

pedogenetically to those of the South-East. However, instead of a system of old

dunes running parallel to the existing coastline, there is an extensive dune sheet

beginning somewhere about the latitude of Wellington and extending beyond the
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southern boundary of the area surveyed. Its northern margin ts not deafly
defined, since there is a gradual increase in the proportion of calcium carbonate

and decrease in siliceous sand proceeding nofLh from its approximate margin.

The calcareous and siliceous sands of the dune sheet are unconsolidated except

ior an indurated capping, while the old dunes of the lower South-East are more
consolidated. Furthermore, the soils developed on this dune sheet have higher

pH values than might he expected. Thus in the Hundreds of Laffer and Willa-

Jooka, where the rainfall is about 18'' per annum, the Laffer sand has a pH value

of 6*5, in the surface horizons and 7'S in the subsoil (19) ; while in the vicinity

of Memngie, with a rainfall of about 201" per annum and a similar soil profile,

the subsoil has the same pH value of 7*8 hut the surface sands have a pit value

of 7'X Soils of the Hill Country suite in the Hundred of Bonney have a pH
value about 2 unit3 higher than similar soils in Latter and Willalooka.

Fxammation of the sands of the dune sheet reveals some macroscopicatly

visible fragments of marine organisms, but generally the comminution of their

remains has been fairly complete. Fragments of Bryozoa, foraminifera and
molluscs, can be distinguished by washing and examining the material under a

microscope, Since the podsols with solonized subsoils have a low phosphate

status, and in the surface horizons low potash, the parent material was analysed

for these constituents, using the ordinary hydrochloric acid method of extraction.

The values of 009% for phosphoric acid and.J*30$> for potash were obtained.

A number of samples were also treated with hydrochloric acid to determine the

proportions of calcium carbonate and silica present. The results are presented

in Tabic X. Crocker (paper unpublished) has suggested that much fine-grained

calcium carbonate was winnowed out of the coastal dunes and dune sheets

Differential winnowing would explain the variations indicated in the analyses.

The redistribution of the surface sands in the Recent resulted in the exposure
n£ limestone hardpan near Tailem Bend, Ashville and Waltowa, and at the same
time gypsum dunes which are now usually overlain by a thin covering of

if
mallee

M

soil were built tip at Cooke Plains. Shallow soils having affinities with terra rossas

have developed on the limestone. The northerly as well as easterly scarp faces

on some of the sandhills show that both southern and western winds played a part

in the redistribution. Distribution curves for particle size of the surface sands

{fig. 6) show the same general trends in the three cases. The sands associated

with the £. angnlosa-M. uncinafa association have undergone the greatest

amount ot resorting, while there is no significant difference between the other two
curves. Thru the soils of the sandplain were largely developed in situ. The rela-

tive amount of resorting as indicated by the sievings is supported by an examina-

tion of the sand grants under a microscops. Thus the larger grains of a sample

taken En the £. awjtilosa- 'M. uncincUa association near Murray Bridge are more
highly polished than grains of similar size from the mallee-heath at Meuingic.

The small grains do not show the effect to the same extent.

It has been pointed out in the section dealing with the soils that the deep

yellow sands have a zone of maximum colour intensity in their upper levels, and

that at greater depths the sand becomes light yellow and finally light grey in

colour, In flus connection there is an occurrence in the Hundred of Bonney of

a series of low hills, all of which are about the same level above the surrounding

plain and which have fragments of ferruginous sandstone from rhe size of gravel

up to 1' across embedded in the grey sand of the surface, which is about 6" in 1

depth. Beneath this surface horizon is the orange-brown sandy clay loam Sub-

soil, which gradually decreases in colour and texture to a light yellow sand with

depth. Somewhat consolidated mixed calcareous and siliceous sand is encountered

at about 4'
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THE VEGETATION
There is a close relationship between the soil and its associated vegetation;

climate is also important, but in the area considered m this paper climatic changes

arc not so clear cut so that their effect is less obvious.

THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE COMMUNITIES

At the beginning it should be pointed out that the term community is used

in a general sense to mean an assemblage of plants. The basis of classification is

the association as denned by Wood (24). All the associations herein considered

are climax communities with the exception of the Hordexmi-Danthonia association,

which is a stage in the -5ere samphire swamp-grassland

—

Cctsuarina stricta>

The concept of succession is restricted to those seres where the development

is due to the influence, partly or wholly, of the plants themselves.

Ecologically the area is a very complex one. The soils arc closely related,

topography plays a large part aud transitions between associations are frequent

and not always clearly marked. Thus heath, mallec-heath (ccotonc), C. stneta-

X. aastralis (ecotone), £. diversifotk;- E, anguhsa association and E. angulosn-

M, uncinate associations all occur on soils belonging to the group podsols with

solonized subsoil.

For the sake of clarity in discussion Table XI seta out the plant communities

and the factors determining their distribution.

Hordcnm murinum— Donthoma scmianmUaris association

As with most Savannah communities there has been considerable invasion by
introduced specie*. Most likely D~ scmictnnularis and Stipa selacea were the

original dominants. Pryor (16) describes a similar community in the Australian

Capital Territory [S, selacea- D. auriculata association). Selective grazing by
Stoex would doubtless have been of importance in altering the botanical composi-

tion of the sward.

In addition to H. murinum and D. semiannularis, Other plants practically as

important are H+ ntarilimutn, Bromus vtadritensiSj Avcna barbata and Erodium
eygnorum. Common plants are Medicago iribidoides, Stipa setacca, Cryptostemma
calendulaceum (Cape dandelion), THfolium glomcratum, T. tomento.mm and
Moraea xerospatha var. monophylla. Less commonly Salsola Koli and Kochia brcvi*

folia are found. Mamtbium vulgare (horehound), Cnrduas tcnuiflorus (Scotch

thistle), and occasionally Lycium ferocissimiim (African boxtborn), and Aspho-
dehis fistuhsus (onion weed) are present along roadsides. Distichlis spicota is

present in the earlier stages of the sere but is later largely replaced by the other

species. The plants form a continuous ground cover. Of the 19 described species

only 6 arc natives. The most important family is the Gramineac with 7 species.

The community occurs on soil derived from lacustrine deposits. (Stages
a and b, fig. 5.) Strong westerly and southerly winds are an important feature

of the habitat.

Casuarina stricla association

(PI. ii, fig. 2)

This community is found on soils belonging to several different pedo logical

groups in the same climatic zone in the area surveyed. A comparison of florisric

lists shows some differences, but in addition to the dominant species, many others

are shared in common
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In the Hundred of Monarto the associated soil is largely a shallow

red-brown earth, but some "mallee" soil is included. Pbysiographically

the area is steep and hilly. The community occurs as two separate patches

in a locality otherwise occupied by Savannah Woodland of B. odaratu,

E. leucoxylon and £. fasdculosa. In addition a few isolated groups

of sheoak occur scattered through the eucalypti Edaphically there is little

difference between the two habitats, but the Casuarina tends to be found on

shallower soils. The differentiation is due largely to microclimatic influence,

sheoak replacing the eucalypts where there is a rainshadow effect. The association

has all the characteristics of a typical Savannah Woodland with the dominant tree*

scattered, shrubs not abundant and a continuous ground layer.

The only serai phases recognised are Scirpus nodosus along sandy creek*

which flow irregularly, and crustosc and foliosc lichens (.including species of

Acarospora and Ponnelia) and xcric mosses on outcropping rodes. Parmcli"

australiensis is occasionally present on the ground.

The most common shrubs are Acacia brachybotrya, Pimelio glauea, Bttssaria

spinosa, A, pyewmtha, Cassia *:rcmophila> (7. rn?mopliita- var. pbtypoda, Kochia

hretnfolia and Nicotiana gleuca; less common are A. artnata, Hakca leneopter*

and A* Mensctii, A. ligulata, Oharia florihundtb, Dodonaci viscosa, H, rvgosa,

Beyerfci opacot *fid Halorrhagis elata arc rare. Caltitris propinqua and Myoporutu

plu'tyrarpum are trees of fairly common occurrence, while Eremopkila Untgifotia

(only recorded along watercourses) and Pittosponon phUlyreoidcs are rare.

Common undcrshrubs are Rhagodia crassifoHa, Enchylacna tomentasa and the

prostrate Atripfez sewtbaccatum- Vittadinia triloba is not oommon, while Cow
sperma volubtk and Dampiera rosmarimfolia (Wild Rosemary) are very rare

Common associated herbaceous plants (frequently of seasonal aspect) arc

Lotnimdra leucocephata, Hclichryswn apiculatum (including a dwarf form).

Vellcia paradoxal* Bulbine bulbosa, Microsens scapigcra^ tykhinium spatlm-

latum, Hcliptcrmn fessenii, HeUchtysum obtusifoUum, Erodtum cicitiarium,

Lepidospcrma laterah and Gahnia lanigera. Rarer herbaceous plants are DiancHtt

revoluta, Lomandra dnm
t
Kt'nncdya prostrate, Halganea cynota, Wahlenborgia.

gracilis, Thysanoius Patcrsomi, Salsola K<di and occasionally Acaen-a ovitu -,

Convolvulus embeseens, Dkhopoysn strictus, Asphodclus fisttdosus and Lomandra

densiflora occur. Many species are only present in grazed paddocks when pro-

tected by clumps of Lomandra hucocephola. This also applies to the taller grasses.

Many introduced species are common, especially along roadsides. Thes*

include Plantago BeUardii which is locally very abundant. Salvia Verbcmca (.wild

sage.), Erythraca Centauriwn (common Centaury), Foenkulum. vtdgare (tunnel),

Plantago lanceolata (ribgrassj, Moraea xrrospatha var. nwnophylla, Amigallis

arvensis (scarlet pimpernel), Trifolium awem? (hare's-foot clover), T. pro-

cumbevs (hop clover), Mcdkago mininui, Hedypnois cretica and Cryptostemma

caiendulaceum (Cape dandelion),

Native grasses present are Stipa clegantissima, S. eremopkila, Danthonit

penicillata, D. cctrphoides and less commonly 5. semibarbataj Ncurachne alapecu-

r&ides and Themcda australis. The following introduced grasses arc present in

the community; Avena borbata (bearded oat), Brixa maxima (large quaking

grass), Vulpia myuros (rat's tail fescue), Sclcropoa ngida {FesHtc* rigida),

Lolium subulatum and Leptnrus cylindncus.

Loranthus exocarpi (mistletoe) is a common parasite on the Casuarina

siricta, and one specimen was recorded on F.ucarya persicarms. (.'heiUmthes tcnui-

folia (parsley Fern) is found throughout most of the area, but in the southern

portion is present only where protected by rocks or other plants.
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Many of the recorded species are typical of the Savannah Woodland com-
munities of the Mount Lofty Ranges as a whole, others oi" the E, oleosa-
£, dumosa association, Among the 82 species the following families are repre-

sented: Gramineae 1/, Legum»nosae 11, Liliaceae 8, Compositae H, and Cheno-
podiaceae 5. Comparing these with the most important bouth Australian families

listed by Wood (21) as Compositae, Leguminosae, Graniincae
? Chenopodiaceae,

Orchidaceae, Cypcraceac, Myrtaceae (in order of importance), it is seen that four
of the five most important for South Australia as a whole are well represented in

this association. Twenty-two of the listed species are introduced plants. Of the
native species four are endemic to South Australia

—

Lomandra densiflora, Casua-
rina stneta, Gahnia lanigera and Acacia Menzeln* The latter has a very limited

distribution, being found in a small area north and north-east of Monarto South.

An analysis of the rest of the flora shows that 21 species are shared in common
with Temperate Australia, 14 with Australia as a whole, 12 with Eastern Aus-
tralia. 2 with Western Australia and 7 with both Eastern Australia and Western
Australia,

Where the C stricta association occurs other than in the Hundred of
MonaTto ha this survey, the soil either has affinities with Terra rossas or is a brown
weakly solonlzcd soil or to a lesser extent the mature phase (Stage c. fig. 5) of

the soil derived from lacustrine deposits. The topography is gently undulating.
In these localities the community usually occurs adjacent to £. oleosa -E. dumosa
association, but there is no evidence to indicate that it is a serai phase culminating
in mallee. Kather, field evidence shows that it is an edaphtc climax, the limiting

facto? being the shallow nature of the soils. Of interest in this connection is the
tendency for the euealypts in the adjacent mallee fringe to become more scattered

or for the E. oleosa and E. dumosa to be replaced by E. odorata. On the very
shallow terra rossas Mdakuva pubescens takes the place of C. stricta (pi. if,.

%- 3).

Plants present in the Hundred of Monarto but not recorded elsewhere m
this association are Acacia braehybotrya, A. annata, Pitiosporum phillyreoirfcs,

Rhagodia crassifolia, Hakca rugosa, Myoporum platycarpum, F.remophihi loHt/i-

folia, Reytria opaca. Bampiera rosmannifotia, A. Mcnzelii, Olearxa floribunda,
Dianclla rcvoluta, Dichopogon strictus, Trifoliunt arv&iM, T, procumbent, Medi-
aigo minima, Wahlenbergia gracilis, Cheilanthes temdfolia, Anagallis arvensis,
Ilalganm cyanea, Phmtago lunceolata, Focniculwm vnlgure, Buibme bulbosa,
Microscris scapigera, Velleia paradoxn

t
Thysanotus Patcrsomi, Erythrma Ccn-

Umriiim, Acaena ovina, Exocarptts persicorius, and the grasses Brisa maxim-a,
Bromus madritensis, Thcmcda australis, Scleropoa rigida, Stipa scmibarbata,
Vidpia myuros, Aim caryophyllea, Leplurm cylindricusj Lolinm subulatum and
\TCHrachne alopecuroides.

Species recorded elsewhere but not in Monarto include Melaleuca pubescevs,
Callitris Drmmnondii, Daviesta hrevifolia, Hibbcrtia sericca, Marrubhtm vulgar?,
F.oius auslralix, Lepidosperma carphoides, Carduus lenuiflorus {Scotch thistle),

StHiecio lautiiS, S. picridifulia. Euphorbia terracina. Gahnia densta and Callistcmon
rugnhissts which forms societies in low-lying arras of improved water relation-

phlps. CatHtrh proplnqua is much more widespread. A distinctive appearance is

given to the community by Lepidosperma laterale, E, carphoides, Gahnia dvusta
and Lomandra ieucocephala. In Monarto the first three species are not prominent.

In the vicintry of Ashville an ecotone of C% stricta and Xantlwrrhoea anstralis

can be recognised between the C. stricta and the E. dirersifolia - E. angutosa asso-
ciations. The soil profile corresponds to the description given for the Ilill Country
low sandy rise type.
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E. odorata- E. leucoxylon-E. fasckulosa association

(PI. ii, fig. 1)

Although these three cucalypts occur in constant combination throughout the
area occupied by the community, the relative numbers are somewhat variable.

£ odorata is most common, with an increasing proportion of E. fasriculosa in

the northern and southern portions of the area. The E. odorata has a semi mallec

habit with commonly two or three main trunks arising from the lignotuber.

Towards the cast this habit is more pronounced, E, odorata at first mingling with
E. oleosa and E. dumosa. E r leucoxylon and E. fasciculosa are trees with typical

woodland foim, having short boles and spreading round-headed crowns which are

greater in depth than the length of the bole.

The physiography of the habitat is variable, being steep and hilly in parts

and elsewhere gently undulating. The soil is a red-brown earth which is slightly

podsolized in the extreme north.

With regard to the floristics of the association any species recorded for the

C stricta association of Monarto may be present, and in addition the. following:

shrubs commonly present arc Acacia obliqua and A. calamifolia var. cnthycarpa;
shrubs and undcrshrubs of rare occurrence are A, spincsc^ns, Goodenki primit-

locea, Heiichrysttm retusum, A. farinosa, Ulex curopacus (gorse), Hihlnrtia
stricta and Thvmasia petalocalyx; very rare are A.fckpias frutkosa and Teuchrium
raeemosum; Lepidosperma carphoides is widespread and abundant in the ground
layer; Xanthorrhoea semiplana, X r quadrangulata, E. camaldulensis {red gum) and
Pteridiunt aqtiiUmon (bracken fern) arc extremely rare in the far north of the
area where there is an improved rainfall; herbaceous plants and plants of seasonal

aspect are Anguiliaria dwica, Heliptcrum moschatum, Ecliium plantaginettm (Sal-

vation Jane), Rapist-rum rugositm (wild turnip), Oxalis corniculata, Pkn$
echioidcSj Sonchus oleraceous, Asparagus officinalis, Silcne gallica, Bartsia hiti*

folio, Hypochaeris radkata, Stcltaria media, Senccio tautus, Caiadenia cardiockiki t

C. dilatata and Dhirus maadata; Loranthus Miqiuiii is rarely present on
E. odorata.

E. oleosa -E. dumosa edaphic complex

£, oleosa -E* dumosa association

(PL iii, fig. 3)

The malice communities in South Australia are found within the area
bounded by die 20" and 8" annual rainfall isohyets (22), Near Asbvilte. where
the rainfall approaches 19" per annum. E. oleosa, E. dumosa and less commonly
E. gracilis occur, but many of the associated plants are typical of the E. divorsi-
folia -E. angitlosa association. Wood and Baas Becking (23) have pointed out
that the mallee is really a vast ccotone connecting the sclerophyll communities of
the south with the arid communities of the north of the State.

The habitat in the area considered here is in general gently undulating and,
as carl be seen by reference to the vegetation map, interspersed throughout the
greater part of it are sandhills which carry E. angulosa-M. vnchiata association.
This is a transition area between the communities of the South-East of the State
and the mallee proper. Xo serai phases are present, the community being dosed
and mature and having the hiatus uf a climatic climax. The soil belongs to the
brown weakly solonized group, although in the vicinity of Tailem Bend £. odorata
occurs on shallow soils with terra rossa affinities.

The £* oleosa- E. dumosa association is the only association of the cdaphic
complex of the same name represented in this area. Throughout the association
E. dumosa and £. oleosa occur in fairly constant combination, although locally
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either may be absent. Associated with them are £, leptophylla, E, talycagona and

J5L gracilis, any of which may locally become co-dominant. In a tew localities

E. odorata is the dominant, the other mallees being partly or entirely lacking.

Where the soil is deeper, such a.s on *andrise.s, E, angulosa may be found with or

without E, oleosa, £. dumosa or E. leptophyUu. However, E. angidosa is charac-

teristic of the £. angnhsa-M. unctMata and £. diversifolia - E. avgntosa associa-

tions rathe* than the mallec proper, E, calycogona is restricted to the shallow

phastr of 3S*3T-

Tbns seven eucalypfs with nwllee habit are present as co-dominants and

many different combinations (vegetation types) occur through the area. The

difficulties of classification are similar to those encountered in the Mixed Eucalypt

Forests of New South Wales (12), There the, different vegetation types are the

Ksuii of varying topography which influcuces the microclimate. In the mAllce

the topography is uniform Depth of soil with its effect on moisture relationships

is probably the factor which controls the distribution of the mailee eucalypts.

Chance distribution of seeds may play some part.

CalHtrh propinqua (native pine) is common, particularly in the Hundred of

Seymour In the area surveyed the southern-most limit of this pine corresponds

fairly accurately with that of the E w oleosa — E. dumata association, It is luck-

•w? in the E, diversifolia- E. amjtdosa association and the mallee-heath of the

Hundred of Bonncy. Edaphic factor* controlling its distribution are obscure,

since it forms societies on both deep sands and shallow soils with limestone near

the surface. C. Morissoni also occtns on both deep and shallow 3oils (
but

C. verrucosa shows preference for deeper >oil$. C, verrucosa has previously been

recorded for the eastern side of the River Murray, but is present also on the

western side.

Melaleuca pubescens and M. acutnhtata are universally present. Common

trees are Myoporum platycarpiwi. Eucarya acnniinattfs (native peach) and

J?, persicarhts (bitter quandong) ; less common arc Pittospomm phitfyreoidrs and

Exotarpus cupressiformix (native cherry). The following shrubs and tender*

shrubs are commonly present: Acacia Os'imldU, A. farinoxa, A. microenrpa,

Koclria btevHolia, Enckylama tomentcto, Eassia wiiftora, Rhagodui crasstfolia,

R, nutans and Hakca leucopicra. Less commonly present are Acacia spinescens,

A. coJmmfolia, A, liqulaki, A. rigens, Cassia cremophila, C. ercmophila var, phuy-

poda
t
C, Sturtii, Daviesia gems

h
'folia, D. bmnfMia, Otcaria fioribunda, 0. picrhii-

foliu\ Airiplex semibaecatiim. Bassia biflara. Phcbalium bnllatunt, Bttrsaria spinosa

and Dodonaea hursariifoUa. Rarely present are Pomaderris racdnosa, Bcyeria

Leschenanltii, B. Leschenaultii var. rosmarUtoides, Halgama cymwa, Pimeha

ghuca, Esocarpus aphylla, Westringia rigida, Grevillea ilicifolfa (hollybushU

Dodonaea attenuate. &. slcnosyga, Erenwphila i-rassifoli<X. E glabra (tar bush),

Boronif* inornata, Kxtnsea pomifcra, Qlearia pimcleoidcs var. miuor, Ilclkhrysmn

rehtsum and Acacia Menselil A. rhclinocatpa is very rare. Previously it had been

recorded for Monarto South, but the present specimens were collected south of

Murray Bridge. Callistrmon rugulosits (scarlet bottJehnjsh) forms pure societies

in low-lying areas of improved water relations. The introduced plants Nkotiana

glauco (native tobacco) and Lycwm ffirocissinmm (African boxthorn) are

occasionally found.

Herbaceous plants, apoiri from Gahnia lanigcra, G. densta, Dianella revaluta,

Lomandta leucocephala, L&pidosp^rma lateral* and L. carphoides, which are

frequently plentiful, are not common, but Helichrysmn Uucopsidimn, H. apiat-

lofum (everlastings), Mesembryanlhcmum aequilatentk (angular-leaved pigface),

Lomandra dura, £. densiflora. and Goodenia primulacea are found. Rarely present

are G. varia, Wahlenhergia gracilis, Mesembryanfhemum australe (roundly-leaved
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nieface), Cheiranlhem linearis, Microseris scapigera (yam). Cucuwis myriocarpus,

Citrullus vulgaris. Convolvulus erubescent and Lovatcra plebeja (Australian

hollyhock).
'

Thysanotus Patersonii, Mesembryanthemum crystdhrmm p*
rfantl ^fttHM plantuqmeum (Salvation Jane). Nkoliana suarcolcns (tobacco

bmh), S^oinsona Greyana (Darling pea), Popavcr acukamn, Oxalts cormculaa

and Lmum margmak (native flax.) are very rare The parasite* Mj
melantha and C. J«Bw«*«ff are often abundant on shrubs and eucatypts. LhnaHs

microphylla (old man's beard) and Dillardicra cymosa arc climbers vvh.ch are

occasionally present. Ou land from which the native vegetation has been removed

hd which is otherwise undeveloped. ln«U> graveokns (stinkwort) and Salsola

Kali become abundant. Marruhium vulyare occurs along roadsides.

Grasses apart from Triodm irritant which forms local societies, are not

abundant but the following have been recorded: SUpa scmibarbota.E. WW***
sima Danthonia sewiommlaris and the introduced thn-dcum munnum (barley

tW) Xeric mosses are often conspicuous in the ground stratum. It. concluamg

notes qn the flora it should he pointed out that the seedlings of the euealypts were

not seen in this association.

There are 104 recorded species in the association, and of these only 7 are

introduced. The most important families are Legummosae 16 species and <-

varieties (genus Acada 10 spj>. and 1 variety). Myrtaccae 12 (genus Eucalypti

7 gurt Comuositac S, Cheiiopodiaceae 8, Grammeac 5, Lihaceae 5. bantalaceae S

and Pittosporacea, 4. An analysis of the flora shows that 35 the ««M
found in Temperate Australia, 32 in Eastern Australia. 13 in Australia as a whole.

10 in both Eastern Australia and Western Australia, and 3 m Western Australia.

6 species and 2 varieties of species are endemic to South Australia, and of these

Acacia Men^lii and A. rhetinocarpa are restricted \o the area considered m fin*

^Considering the genus Acacia, we *e that of the 8 species not limited to South

Australia, 7 are found also in Eastern Australia and I in Western Australia. It

is obvious that the centre of origin of these species is mainly Eastern Australia.

Thfi other important genus is Eucalyptus, and of the 7 spec.es, . are <£**£
in Eastern Australia, 3 in Western Australia, and 1 is typical of Template

For a comparison of the floras of the E. oleosa- E. dumosa and the

E. angulosa- M. uncinata associations see page 28.

In the extreme north of the area occupied by E. odorota-E. kucoxylon-

E. fasciculosa association there are several small isolated mallee communities on

ironstone capped hills, e.g., t| miles south-east of Mount Beevor in the Hundred

of Monarto. The soil cover is extremely shallow, the underlying rock (g*Mt»

and ironstone nodules being exposed. Stunted t. dumosa and E. kptophylla have

been recorded, as well as Melaleuca pubescent. The ground between is bare except

for some clumps of Schoenus deform*. In addition occasional stunted yaccas

iXanihurrhoea quadrangulola and X. semiplana) arc present. The areas are

rather curious, since they might be expected to carry Casuanna stneta.

E, anguli>sa-E. tneorifolia - Melaleuca uncinata- Batckea liehni

eilaphic complex

E. mgulosa - M. uncinata association

<PL iv. fig. 2)

Allied associations have been reported on Kangaroo Island by Crocker (4)

as the E. cneortfolia-M. uncinata and E. cottmphylla- M. nnevtata associa-

tions. Together, these form the E. cneorifolio ~ M. uncinata edaphic complex.
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Baeekea Behrii is entirely lacking on Kangaroo Island. On the mainland, the
£. angulosa- M. uncinata association extends from north of Kinchina to the south
of Bordertown. In addition, M. uncinata is found in the Southern Districts,
Yorke and Eyre Peninsulas and westward to Kingoonya. B. Behrii jg rare in the
Southern Districts (2). Lsing, CI eland and Black have listed the plants found
between Monarto South and Kinchina (9).

The habitat is undulating, while the associated soil is a podsol with
solonized subsoil. Rarely the broombushes occur on "mallee" soil or soil derived
from rock of igneous origin, but in these cases the community is modified by the
presence of eucalypts of the £. oleosa -£. dumosa association.

The distributions of M, uncinata and B. Behrii are largely controlled by Spil

moisture content. In the area receiving from 13-15" rainfall per annum,
M> uncinata is much more abundant than B. Behrii and occurs commonly ott deeper
sands than the latter, while both may be present on soils of intermediate depth.
Under slightly higher rainfall conditions (I6-18'y

), B. Behrii is more common
and is found also on deep sands. Thu> B. Behrii prefers slightly more favour-
able soil motslure conditions than M, uncinata. Supporting evidence is afforded
by the recorded distribution of the two species in South Australia (Black 2). Both
species are rather unusual in their local distribution, since there are often large
areas of apparently suitable soil either sparsely colonized or completely unoccupied.

-Edapbic control of the distribution of the eucalypts is marked. Thns, where
the surface horizons arc deep, E. angulosa is the only mallee present. E, tepto-
phylla occurs where the profile is shallower. However, it does not follow that
because the soil is shallow £. kptophylla will be present. The margins of the
dunes have shallow sand horizons but do not necessarily carry a fringe of
£. teptophylla. All that can be said regarding the edaphic requirement o! these
[wo species is that E. teptophylia prefers shallower soils than E. angulosa, which
is not so limited in its requirements. Soil moisture content is again the determin-
ing factor.

The Hundreds of Coolinong and Malcolm are "critical" areas, because here
four associations reach the limits of their range in the area surveyed. Thus here
is the southern limit of Lhe E, angulosa- M. uncinata and E, oleosa- E. dumosa
associations and the northern limit of the £. dwer$ifolia-E> angulosa and
Casnarina pusitta- Xanthorrhoea australis associations. As a result, B, Balms
invades the surrounding heath and X. atutralis and £. dwersifolia invade rhe
maltec-broombusb.

When limestone occurs near the surface. Melaleuca pubescens and M.
acuminata may replace the broombushes. A gradation of broombush to teatree
may be traced proceeding up a rise which has limestone exposed near the crest,

The following plants arc usually present in. addition to the dominants:
Leptospertmtw coriaceum (green tea-tree). Calythrix tetragons. Lasiopetalum
Behrii, L. Baueti. Hibbrrtia stricta, //. stricta var. glabrmscula and H, stricta
van canescens. in addition the following arc common i Correct rubra, Boronia
caendescens, Bntchxloma cricoides, Astroloma kumifusitm, A. conostephiouies
(flame heath), Acacia calamifolia var. euthymrpa, A. pyenantha, Baeckea crassi-
fotia, Exocarpus cuprcssiformis, E. spariea, Grcvillea lavandulacea var. serkea,
Ilibbertia serkcti and ft* scricea var. scabrifolid. Fairly common are Acacia
spincscens, DUlwynia uncinata, Olcaria picridifolia, Daviesia brcznfolia, U, qcmsti*
folia, Eutaxia mkrophylla, Slackhousia monogyna, Olcaria gluHnosa, O. "lepido-
phylla, O. ftoribitnda, Ifelichrysion reiusum. Dianella revolu'ta, Thonmsia pctaht-
calyx, Dodonara hexatidra, Proslanihera Behrimta, GrevilUa ilicifolw, Hibbertia
idrgata var. crassifolia, Hakea tewoplera, Spyridium vexillifemm, S. subochrea*
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tum t Pomaderris racemose, Beyeria Leschcnaidtii var. tosmarinoides and Casua-
rina MueiUriana. Rarely present arc A, rigens, A. microcarpa, Phebalium
builalum, Eutarya pcrskorius ( bitter quandong ) , Prostanthera microphytla,

Pimclia flttva, £, acuminatum (native peach), Dodonaea cuneatas EremophUa
ctassifolia, Myoporum platycarpum, Pomaderris obcordata, Rhagodia crassifoHaj

Pimclia glauca and rJalganca cyaneo. Very tare are Solamtm nigrum, Acacia
hhnzetii, A. colletoides, A. rhigiophyUa, A r litpdaia, A, calamifolia, Kunsea
pomifcra, Pomaderris obeordata, Adriana Klotzscliii, Lomandra densiftora,

Prostanthera aspalalhoides, L. dura, L- Icttcocephala, Zicria vcronicea (previously

recorded for the Square Water-hole, Mount Lofty Ranges and Kangaroo Island,

but collected and quite common around Harriet Hill), StyphcUa exarrhena*
Dodonaea viscosa, D. utlenuata. Psoralen patens, Westringia angustifolia and
Bursaria spinosa-,

Callistemvn rugulosxts occasionally forms societies in low-lying areas of

increased sod moisture content. The following grasses are present but are not
common; Triodio irriions (porcupine grass), Vanthonia semwmuloris, Siipa
variabilis, $t seiacca, S. e-reniophila and the introduced species Bromus madritensis

and Aira coryophyilea (silvery hair-grass). The three Gymnosperms, Callitris

propinqua, C. t'errnscosa and C. Drummondli are of common occurrence. Addi-
tional herbaceous plants include ihe following: Microseris scapigera (yam),
f-lctichrysum Baxteri (vicinity of Harriet Hill), tVahlenbergia gracilis, Senccio
lautus, H. leucopsidium, H, apicntatum, Ixodia ochiiteoides, Drowa glanduligcra,

D, Planchonii, D, iVhiitakcn, Coodcnia varia, Loudonia Behrii, Mesembryanthe-
mum aequilaterote, M, auscrale, Erodiuni cicuiarium (on cleared land only),
Rmcx australis and AnagcdUs femina (blue pimpernel). Climbing plants include

Clematis nncrophylla and more rarely Billardiera cymosa and MnehlcnbtH'hia
adpressa* The parasites Cassytha mel&ntha and C. pubescens are commonly
present on the eucalypts and shrubs, while C, glabella has been recorded on
B. Behrii in the Hundred of Coolinong. Orchids which have been found include

the following; Pterosfylis nana, P. mutiea and Lypivanthux nigricans in Coolinong
and Caladema cardiochita elsewhere. Thelymitra azuna was collected at Harriet
Hill.

Lepidospertna laierale, L. carphoides, Gahnia dcusta and G- lomgera are a
conspicuous feature of the ground vegetation. The introduced plants Inula
graveolcns (stinkwort) , Cryp tostemma caUndnlaceum ( Capri dandelion) and
Erecthites quadridentcda are present on land which has been cleared ot native

vegetation but which is otherwise undeveloped. Lycium feroc.issimmn (Atricau
boxthoni) is occasionally found.

As pointed out previously Melaleuca pubescem and M t acuminata may b&
present occasionally, but these species arc more typical of the E. oleosa —
E, dutHosa association.

Out of a total of 130 recorded species only 7 ;vre introduced plants. Ths
most important families are Leguminosae 14 species and I variety, Compositae
14 species, Myrtaceac 11, Grammeae 7, and Orchldaceae 5. Acacia is the moat
important genus. An analysis of the flora shows that 52 of ihe species are shared
in common with Eastern Australia, 29 with Temperate Australia, 13 with both
Eastern aud Western Australia. 12 are found throughout Australia and 2 are
shared in common with Western Australia, Thus most of the species are aM
Eastern Australian origin. Nine species and 4 varieties endemic to South
Australia are present. In addition the position with regard to Aauui
rhigiophyUa is rather doubtful, Apart from its occurrence m this area, where ft

is found over 7 square miles of counlty centred ahout Kinchina, it was recorded
in 1902 from West Wyalong, New South Wales. This is an unusual distribution

and could well be confirmed by comparison of specimens from the two localities.
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The following lists of species give the floristic differences between (he present

association and the E. oleosa- E. dumosa association. Present in the malice bat

nut in the rnallec-broombush are Acacia Oswddiu A. farinosa, A. rhetmocarpa,

Luvatera plebeja, Swainsona Greyana, Cassia Sturtii, C. eremophila, C, erewopkifa

van platypodo, Nicotians suaveolens, Eucalyptus oleosa, E. ttumosa, E. gracilis,

E, odorata, Popaver acttteatum, Oleoria pimeleoides var. minor, Satsola Kali,

Citmllits mtg&is} Kochia brevifolia, Atriplex semibaecatum, Enchylaena tonicn-

toso t
Phagodia nutans, Bassia umflora, B. bifiora, Stipa semibarbala, S. elegantly

sima r Hordenm murinntn, Thysanotus Patersonii, Cheiranthcra linearis, Cueumis

myrbcarpus, Pittosporum phillyreaides, Eremophila glabra, MesvmbryanUtemim

crystaUinmn, Dodonaea btirsarufolia, D. stenozyga, Goodenia prnmdacea, West-

riiiQio. rigida
t
Linmn marginal^ and Nicotiana gfauca. This is a total of 38 species.

Present in the mallce-broonibush hut not in the mallee are Acacw rhigiopliylla.

A/, nnciaata, B. Behrii. Leptospermum coriaceum, C^tiythrix tetragon*, Baeckea

crassifolia, Olearia gfaiinosa, Hetichrysnm Baxteri, Senecio huhis, Txodia

achdlcoides, Pmstanthera axpalathoides,' Bromus modritensis, Awa caryophyllea,

Boronia caeruteseens, Zieria vcronicea, Dodonaea hcxandra, D. tdscosa, Hibbcrlm

virgaia var. crassifolia, A. coUetoidcs Thomasia pelalocalyx, Grevillca lavandu

laeea var. stricea, Cassytha glabella, Prostanthera microphyllu, Erecthites qiiadri

dentata, P. Bchriana, "l-Vcstringm ant/iAStifolia, Stockhousia nwnogyna, Erodimv

eicutariuw, Dodonaea cttneata, Anagallis femina, Casuarina Muelleriana, Lmt~

donia Behrii. Pimelia flava, Psoralea patens, Muehlenbeckea adpresmt Spyridium

vrxiUijerum, ft snbochreatum, Pomaderris abcordata, Drosera peltata, D. glwndn*

liaera, D. Planchonii, Bmchyloma cricoidcx, Astroloma hmmfimtm, A. cono-

siepJuoides, S'typheUa cxarrltena, Pterostylis nana, P. mutica, Lyperonthus nigri-

cans. Culudenui cardiochiki, Thelymitra anurea, Stipa setaeea, S. eremophila, and

S. variabilis. This represents a total of 53 species. The E, oleosa- E. dmnosa

association has more Acacias, eucalypts and Chenopods, while the E. angulosa-

M. uneinaid has exclusively Droseras, Epacrkls and orchids. With more favour-

able seasonal conditions, orchids would have been recorded in the mallee.

The chief differences in the origin of the species of the two associations are

that more species of the mallee-broonrbush arc shared in common with Eastern

Australia than is the case with the malice which has more species in common with

Temperate Australia.

Table Xil gives the life-spectrum of the £. a»gulosa--M. uncinata asso-

ciation.
Table XII

spp. MM M N Ch 31 G HH TU E s

.Normal spectrum 400 6 17 20 9 27 3 1 13 3 *=

E angulosn-M. uneinam a&soc. .126 — 24 4t 13 11 T — L I 2

The outstanding feature is the lack of tall trees and the prominence of the

small shrub (25 cm. -2 rn.). and to a lesser extent of small trees and tall shrubs

(2-8 m.) This, then, is predominantly a community of shrubs.

E. dwersifolia-E, ati>pdosa-E. lepiophylta edaphic complex

This complex is a result of the influence of topography in a .Kandplain and

sandhill region. An analysis of the vegetation shows that on the crests of the

hills eucatjpts arc the dominants and give the characteristic appearance to the

community, while shrubs and ground vegetation (consisting of species belonging

to the families Cyperaceae and ^Restionaceae) are not important. This assemblage

constitutes the % diversifeha-E. angutosa association. Secondly, on hill slopes

where shrubs give Hie fades, cucalypts are subordinate and the amount of ground
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vegetation is intermediate between hill crests and flats-bctween- hills. This is the

mallec-hcath and is really an ecotone between the E. dfacrsifolia-E. angnlosa

association and the heath. And thirdly, on fiats-betwecn-hills where shrubs and

ground vegetation give the characteristic appearance, eucalypts are entirely

absent. These heath patches are usually very localized, Scattered throughout

various other associations in Jtofltt localities in the area surveyed arc deep sand-

hills which also carry heath, hut the community is dominated by somewhat

different species to that of the heath plain. Finally, the blue gum (£. Imcoxyimt

var paupcrita) forms societies in flaU where there is increased moisture (pi iv (

fig. 1), c.f. E. Baxteri which is found only on the ranges where it reaches the

limits of its Tange in the upper South-East (5).

The dividing line between the E. divefsifolia-E, antfittosa association and

the malloe-heath with its small included patches of heath shown on the vegetation

map js a relative one, since the three communities form a complex pattern. How-
ever, there is a marked tendency towards dominance by the R. dhwsifolia -

£. aiujulosa association in the coastal fringe and by mallee-heath in the sandplam,

The change is a gradual one, but the physiognomy of the vegetation in the two

areas is distinct. Throughout the whole area the soil is pi the Laflfer and Hill

Country types,

E. divcrsifalia — E o>ujulos,a association

As pointed out above, this community occurs in the sandhills fringing the

sandplain or on isolated hills scattered through it, The soil profile may be shallow

with limestone near the surface. The dominants form a dense growth. E. dherxt-

folia and E. angulosa are more abundant than E, IcptophyUa, which is prevatent

in the mallcc-heath. On shallow soils E. diversifolia occurs alone.

In hollows between the coastal sandhills there are isolated areas where

eucalypts are lacking and shrubs arc stunted (orten less than 6" in heights

Frequently the only plants present are mats of Ktmsea ponnfera with scattered

Hanksia marginata, Astroloma humfnsmn and Hibbertia seruea. Occasionally

A, conosicphioides. Thoniasta pelxlocaty.v and Mcscfnbryanlhemum anstrate may

be present. These treeless areas are due to 3n accumulation of salts in the Kofl-

A sample taken from the first few inches of soil where the shrubs grew to

a height of 3' 6" but where malices were lacking, gave a value for total soluble

salts of '17%.

In addition to the dominants (he following plants are usually present: Mela-

leuca p itbescens, M. fascic uliflora, K tinsta pomifera, PuHcnaea tenuifcilia,

P. prostrate, Xanthorrhoea australis, Hakca xiltata, Thomasia petahcaly.w Scirptts

nodosns, Hibbtrtia sericm, H. micea var. scabrifoUa, Boronio camdtscens,

Dianclla revoluta, Correa rubra, Exocarpus cuprcssifonms and E. spartca. Fairly

common arc Leptomeria aphylla, Casnarim MueUeriana.J Acratriche tordata,

Fhyilnta pleurandroidcs, Euearya penicarius, E, acuminotus
^
(the latter two

species especially in the fringes of samphire swamps), Lasiopetnlum^Behrii,

JL. Baueri, Hibbertia stricta, H. jtrirla var. glabriuscida, ll'akea rojtrata, Urevillea

lavandiilaveu var. sencea, Isopogon ceraiophyllus, H. lencoptcra, H. rxtgosa,

Brochyloma crkoides. Baeckca rras.nfolia, Astrohma hnmifusum, A. cono-

stephihidvs, Leucopogon Clclandii, Calythrix tetraijona, Melaleuca acuminata,

Vaviesia brevifolm, Acacia myrtifolia, A. tongifolia var. sophorcae, O picridifolia,

A, ligulata, and DUlwynia floribtt>uia. Fairly rare are Helkhrytum rcuaumj

O. leptophytia, 0; axillaris, A. pyenantha, Euphrasia coUina. Spyridium sub-

ockreatnm, & vaxillifsrum, Pomaderris racemose-, Hibbertia virgatc var. crossi-

folia, Crypstandra tomewtosa, Punrfia glauca and P> lwmilix> The following

plants arc very rare: Kcnnedya prostraia, A. spinescens, Leptoxpvrmum myrsin-

aides, Lomandra densifioro, L leucocfphola. Styphctia exharrc***, Conoipcrmunt
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patens, GreviUea tlicifolia, Spyridium criocephalum, Pomadcrru obcordata,

Pimclia flava, Dampiera rosmarinifcHa, Myoporum htmlare, Lencoprtgvn costatus,

Bwsaria spinosa, Dodonaea bursariifoUa, D. attcmiata, Rhagodia crassifolin and

Adriana KlotascMu

The following additional herbaceous plants or species of seasonal aspect have

been recorded as conmionly occurring: Stackhotwa monO/jyHa, Thclymiirs

arisiata, Drosera peltata, D. glanduligera, Loudonia Behrii, Mescmbryanthemum
aequ'daleralc, Hclichrysum leucopsidium, Senecio lautus and Polygonum aviadur?.

Less common are Ltodia aehilleoidcs, Microseris scapigera, Wahlenhcrgia gracilis,

Gootfenia varia, G. prhnularca, Meseinbryanthermim austmlc and Pintelia acta-

phylla, Ground vegetation consists of the following members of the Cypcraccae:

Gahnio deusta, G, kmigera
t
Clodium jttnceum, Lepidosperma lateral?, L. car-

phoidcs and Schoemts defonnis. The Restionaccae is represented by Ifypolaenc

fa.tfigaki. Grasses arc rare but several species have been recorded. These include

Stipe z-'ifrhbilix, S> eremophila, Danthortia sclacca, BruMtis madritensa, Mcurachne
Qlopceuroides, Thtmcda australis, Agrosiis Btilnrdicri, Dcsclvimpsui caespitnsa and
Bromus madritensis. Triodia irritans is more common. Climbing plants include

Hardenbergia monophylla Muehlcnbeckia adpressa, BUfardiem cymosa and
Clematis micTQphvtla. Cassylhn meluntha and C. pttbescens are present on shrubs

and trees and C glabella on shrubs only. The mistletoe Loranthus miraculosus

var. Mefalcucae is present on Melaleuca pttbescens but has not been recorded an
other Melaleuca spp.

Several introduced species are present along roadsides. These include

Carduus tenuiflarus, Cryptasiemma calenduiaceum ( Cape dandelion) . Rnmex
Acetosella (sheep sorrel), Anagatlis fnnina, Lycium ferocissimum and Marrubmm
vulgare. The composites Erechthites quadrtdentata and Inula g-raveotms are

abundant nn laud from which the native vegetation lias been removed but which

is otherwise- undeveloped. Ba9tksia ortiata and 8. marginata have both been

recorded but are more typical ot the malice-heath and heath. Caltitri-s verrucosa

is not found in the Hundred n[ Bnnney but is particularly abundant along the

boundary of the Hundreds of Coolinong and Malcolm. Restricted to this area is

a glaucous form of C, verrucosa. Malice seedlings are found in some localities

(pi. i t fig. 1 and 2)

The total number of recorded species is 130, and of these only 10 have been

introduced. Most important families are Leguminnsac with 12 spp.. Compositae

12, Myrtaceae 11, Protcaceae 10, Gramiueae 10. Epacridaceae 7, and Cyperaceac 7.

Outstanding features 3re the importance of the families Pioteaccae and Epacri-

daccae and the deficiency of members of the typical South Australian families

Chenopodiaccae and Orchidaceae. An analysis of the flora shows that 51 species

are shared with Eastern Australia, 3 with Western Australia, 12 are found in

Australia as a whole and 30 are typical of Temperate Australia. Seven nf the

species and 4 varieties of species are endemic to South Australia.

It is of interest to compare the floristics of this association with that of the

E. angulasa- M. imcinata association. The following list gives die species

recorded here but not present in the mallet-broomhusb: E. d'tv^rslfolia, Acacia

mvrtifatiaj Phytlota ptmrandrmdes, llarrfenbergia Monophylla, A longifotia var.

sopfwrcae, Cryplandra tomentosa, Dillwynia ftatilnwda, Kennedya ptostrata. Put-

Umata temafolia, P, prostrata, Carduus ttimiftcrrus, Olcaria axillaris, Melaleuca
fasciculiflora, Lcphspermum myri-Hoides, E. leucaxylon var. pauperita, Xanthorr-

hoea australis, Danthonia setacea, Nearachnc alnpecttrmdes, Themeda austraHs,

Agrostis Billardicri, Peschampsia caespiiosa, Thetymitya uristata, Lcucopogon
Clelandih Acrofricke cordata. Leuropogojx costahts, Leptmncria aphylh, podonaea
bursariifvlux, Marrubium vulgar*, Scirpux nodosus, Cladium junceum, Hypolatns
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fasligata, Schoenus deformis, Conospermxim patcns
f
Banksia ornata, B. marginata

f

Hakea intuitu, H, rugosat H. rostrata. Isopogon ceratophyllus, Myoporum insulare,

Pomaderris obcordata, Spyridimn erhcephalum, Stackhausia monogyna^ Goodenia
primulacea, Dampiera rosmarinifolia, Pimelia humilis, P. octophylfo, P t flava,

Rumcx Acelosella, Adriana Klotsschit, Euphrasia- collina and Loranthus miracu-
losus var. Melaleuca. This is a total of 52 species.

Present in the 11. angulosa - M. uncinata association* but not in the
E. diversifoUa- E. angulosa association, are; Melaleuca uncinata, Acacia
colletoides, Solarium nigrum, Psoralen patens, Dadonaca cuneata t Prostan-
thera aspatthoides, Pterostylis mutica, Stipa setacea, Baeckea Behrii, Eutaxia
microphylla, Damesia genis'tifoUa, DMwyma uncinata, A, microcarpa, A t calami-
folia, A, rhigiophylla, A. Mensdii, A, rigens. A. calamifolia var. ettlhycarpa.

Olcaria glutinosa, Hclichrysum Baxleri, H aptculotmn, Lephspermitm coriacetmu
Callisfemon rugulosus, Lomandra dura, Davthonia semiannuiaris, Aira caryo-

phyllea, Pterostylis nana, Lyptronthus nigricans, Caladenia eardiochih, ThelyA
miira azurea, Phebalium bullatnm, Ziena ?jeronicea, Dodnnaeo hcxandra,

D. viscosa, ProstanUiera microphvUa, P. Bchriuna, IVeslringia angustifolia,,

CaUitns Drummondii, Drosera Flanchomt, Myoporum ptatyairpnm. EremophUa
crassifolia, Ilatganea cyanea, Beycria Lcschenaultii var. rosmarhwides and
Erodium circutarium. This is a total of 44 species.

The families Gramineae, Cyperaceae, Proreaceac and Epacridaceae are repre-

sented by more species in the E. diversifolia-E. angulosa as&ociation.

Mallee-heath

(PI, iv, fig. 3)

This is an ccotoae between the E t dwersifolia - Et cmgutosa association and
the heath, so that the species present are typical of both associations. A few are
absent from the heath. E, leptophylla is more numerous than it is in the

Et diversifolia-E, angulosa association, and again E. dwersifolia can tolerate

shallower soils.

Cusuari>ia pusilla- Xanthorrkoea oustrolis association

(PI. iv, ftg. 4)

Crocker has described a similar association in the South-East as the
X. australis - Hakea rostrata association (5). The nomenclature of the com-
munity is difficult since many species are about equally abundant. Other very
important perennial species which may locally beenrne codominant are Banksia
niargimta, B, ornata, Hakea vittoia and Phyllota pkwrandroides. Many of the
shrubs are about 2' high.

In addition to the species given above, the following are common:
Adenanihos terminalis, Lcucopogon costatus, Euphrasia collina, Hibberfia strieta,

Pultenaea tenuifolio, Boronia caendescens, Hakea spp. (difficult to determine
because firing destroys the fruits), and Acrotriche cordata.

Fairly common are Astroloma humifusum, Lcucopogon CMandii. Correa
rubra and Pimelia- humilis. Rarely present are Lomandra densiflora, Isopogon
cerataphyllus, Astroloma conostephioides, Leptospermum ptyrsinoides, Daviesia
hrevifiAia, Hihberlia seti-cea, Ptutenaea prosfrata, Lcucopogon Woodsii and
H. znrgata var. crassifolia, Lhotskya alpestris, which was not recorded for the

mallee-heath, is very rare. Hclichrysum Baxteri, Droscra peltata, D. pygmaea
and Thelyniitra arisiata are of seasonal aspect. The ground vegetation is a con-
spicuous feature and consists of Schoenus deformis, Lapidospcrma carphoides.

Hypolaena fastigata and JL. laterale. Cassytha glabella is parasitic on the shrubs.
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As has been pointed out, the heath vegetation associated with some sandhills

has a somewhat different floristic composition to the heath of the plains. Any ot

the following species mav be dominant or several may be codommant: Banksia

ornaia Phyllota plruramtroides, Casuorina pusiUa, Upiospcrmum conacemn or

Baeckea BchnK The last two species occur where the heathy hill is adjacent to

£ amvlasa-M. uruimta association. Plants present which are not hstcd for the

heath plain are Brachyloma crkoides, Phehalvum bidlalum, Conospermnm patens,

Baeckea crassifolia, Thomasia petalocalyx, Spyndtum suhochrvatmn, 5*ip*mr

ferum Kunzea pomifera, Clematis micropkylla, Mcsembryantlwnmm aequdaterale,

Casttarina Muelteriana, Beycria Leschenaultii var. rosmarinoides and Hchchrysum

Blandowskianum.

THE DEVELOPMENTAL COMMUNITIES

Primary accession is not evident in most of the area studied since coloniza-

tion has proceeded to a sta^e where the communities are mature. There are, how-

ever, two important exceptions, the governing factors being in both instances the

salt and moisture contents of the soil.

Succession in Areas from wfich the Lakes or Cooronc have Rktkeated

Here the sere is samphire swamp—grassland—Casuarim stricta.

The samphire swamp is a practically pure community of Solkornia aus-

tralis ( ?) Although the plants themselves are somewhat scattered, the community

in a closed one through the spreading of the root systems (11). Locally A triplex

pahidemtm, Niiraria Schoberi, Kochia opposotifoda and Mesvulrryanlhe>num

austral* arc present. Cotula coronopifolia is abundant along drainage channels,

hut is never present when the salt content of the soil is high. Meidotus indtca

and Speririilaria rubra are sometimes found in the early stages, but they are later

replaced by other species as the sere progresses,

With reduced salt and water content of the >oil other species begin to appear,

Hordeum maritwtnm is one oE the first and also at an early stage L>isticlilis

spicala. Initially they arc found around the raised columns of samphire, but later

spread to form a continuous sward. The mature grassland is considered with the

climax communities, although it is really a subclimax. Relic samphires are

common in the grassland (pt, iii, fig, 4).

The climax community consists of Casuarino^ stricta with scattered clumps

of Scirpus nodoxua. Cladmm ptnccttm is a conspicuous associate, and also Dte-

tichlis spicaia, Bumiria spinosa is rare. There is no evidence of any further

development.

The percentages of total soluble salts in the surface few inches of soil are:

Satieornia austratis zone - - - 4—13

Mature grassland - - *t>4

C, stricta - ,ft3

Osborn and Wood (11) give the following figures:

ArthroeneiMim arbuscutd - - 169-1 7-5

A t halocnemoidcs - - - - 2'9- 4*9

Succession in Swamps Due to Local Internal Drainage

Here the sere is samphire swamp

—

Cladium fdum—tea-tree thicker. No
further stages can be discerned. It is tioU however, an example o£ simple zona-

tion, since there is definite evidence of biotic succession. Again the samphire

swamp consists of rather open dwarf shrubland of Sathornia ausitalis (?)-
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Frankenia pauciflora, Plagianthus microphyllus and Nitraria Schoberi are some-

times present. Fringing this is a sedge zone consisting of the cutting grass

Cladiiini filum. The outermost zone is a tea-tree thicket of Melaleuca fasciculi-

flora and M . pubescens. Either may be locally absent. Occasionally the Cladium

filum sedge meadow is more extensive, in which case the tea-trees are included

either as a discrete zone or dispersed throughout. Nicotiana glauca and Inula

graveolens arc found around the margins.

These swamps are fringed by E. diversifolia - E. angulosa association, which

begins abruptly. Eitcarya spp. are conspicuous in the fringe, and often aJso

£, Icucoxylon var. pauperita.

The following gives the percentage of total soluble salts in the different ztmes:

Salicorvis australis - - - 4—13
Cladium filum - - - - 3 -IS--76
M. fasciadiflora and M, pubescens < *

A sample taken at the margin of the E. divcrsifolia-E, angulosa association

showed only '02%.
SUMMARY

This paper deals with the soils and vegetation of the area adjacent to Lakes

Alexandrina and Albert. Undulating plains with much wind-blown sand overlying

Miocene limestone are characteristic of the area.

The soils are classified and described and mechanical and chemical analyses

given of representative profiles. In one instance the maturation of an immature

soil is traced. The most widespread soils are the podsols with solonized subsoils.

Their origin i& discussed.

The plant communities and the factors responsible for their maintenance are

set out together with detailed floristic lists. Two areas in which biotic succession

may be traced are described.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES MV
Plate I

Stages in the development of the Hgnotuber of the mallees. E. dwersifolia, E. angulosa,

and E. leptophylla.

Plate II

Fig. 1 Mallee habit. E. odorata, with E, leucoxylon in the centre of the photograph.
Lotnandra kucocephaia in the foreground. Callington.

Fig. 2. Cdsuarina striata and Lomandra leucocephala on skeletal soil. Callington.

Fig. 3 Melaleuca pubescent on shallow soil with terra rossa affinities. Ashville.

Fig. 4 Transition between podsol with solonized subsoil of the dune and brown weakly
solonized soil of the interdune areas.

Plate III

Fig- 1 Great thickness of limestone hardpan in the B horizon of a "mallee" soil

profile. Near Murray Bridge.

Fig. 2 Profile of the normal phase of the Laffer sand.

Fig. 3 E. oleosa—E. dumosa association. Murray Bridge.

Fig. 4 Relic samphires in grassland. Malcolm Plains,

Plate IV
Fig. 1 Society of E. leucoxylon v. pauperita with Kunsea pomifera and Scirpus

aodosus. Meningie.

Fig. 2 E, wigulcsa—M. un-cinata association. Murray Bridge.

Fig. 3 Mallee-heath plain.

Fig. 4 Cdsuarina pusilla—Xanthorrhcea australis association.
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SINGING SAND

ByE. S. H. Gibson, M.Sc, A. Inst. Phys.

Summary

Roaring or singing sand dunes have for many centuries been known to exist in desert regions,

but were not recorded as existing elsewhere than in waterless regions until Hugh Miller

discovered a beach of musical sand on the Island of Eigg in the Hebrides in 1884. Following

the publication of his finding the existence of many similar deposits has been noted. Although

only two occurrences of squeaking sand in Australia have been reported, one at Phillip Island,

Victoria, and the other at Botany Bay, New South Wales, many of our beaches contain sand

which to some extent possesses peculiar acoustical properties.
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SINGING SAND

By E. S. IT. Gibson, M.Sc, A Inst.Pbys.

[Read II April 1946]

INTRODUCTION
Roaring or singing sand dunes have for many centuries been known to exist

in desert regions (6), but were not recorded as existing elsewhere than in water-

less regions until Hugh Miller discovered a beach of musical sand on the Island

of Eigg in the Hebrides in 1884. Following the publication of his finding the

existence of many similar deposits has been noted. Although only two

occurrences of squeaking sand in Australia have been reported, one at Phillip

Island (7), Victoria, and the other at Botany Bay (5), New South Wales, many

of our beaches contain sand which to some extent possesses peculiar acoustical

properties.

The number of singing sandhills which produce a sound when the sand is **t

tunning down the slope is relatively small, in spite of the fact that they have

been known to exist for so long. Beaches which produce a musical noise when

disturbed by being walked upon or by stroking the dry surface appear to be fairly

common. The present paper deals with further Australian deposits of singing

sand, and with some physical properties of the sand.

SOME AUSTRALIAN MUSICAL SANDS
On the eastern side of the north arm of Boston Island, Port Lincoln, there

is about half a mile of ocean beach which has been known to local residents for

many years for its sonorous properties. The sound which accompanies normal

walking on the dry sand announces that the beach is peculiar. By sweeping the

surface with the hand or shuffling and scraping the surface, quite a loud note of

high pitch is obtained. It is rather like that heard when a roughened rubber sole

is swept across the pile ot a carpet, more of a swish and not very musical, and 't

differs only in intensity from that sometimes heard when the sand on the Adelaide

beaches is vigorously disturbed.

Sand possessing this peculiar property to some degree has been collected on

occasions at many sites from Cape Jervis to the Semaphore. When conditions

have been favourable, sand from at least Port Noarlunga, Hallett Cove, Glcndg

and the Grange has appeared to be almost as musical as that from Boston Island.

On Boston Island the dry sand always appears to be ready to emit a note when

disturbed, even if only driven by a strong wind. The conditions frequently pre-

vailing at the other beaches prevent the sand singing in situ, although with treat-

ment it can often be made to produce a sound.

According to reports received, many other deposits of sand with some

acoustic properties exist on Australian beaches, but so far no reliable evidence

has been found indicating the presence of musical sand in Australia away from

the coast.

INVESTIGATION AND EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS
Grading and Grain Size

In a number of reports dealing with the musical properties o£ sand it has

been stated, without experimental evidence, that the grains appeared to be

uniform in sire. Samples of approximately 3 kilos of sand have been reduced to

250 grammes in a Jones sample splitter, and the specimen obtained placed in a

Tram, Roy. Sac. S. AuK., 70, O). 30 June ««
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Rot-tap Automatic Shaking Machine on a set of standard sieves. The results
obtained in grading the sand have been represented in a series of graphs, where
the percentage of sand passing through them has been plotted against the size of
the holes in the sieves. The steepness of the curves gives an indication of the
uniformity of the size of the grains in the sample considered. Although the sands
taken range from excellent types of musical sand, like that from the Island of
F.jgg, to sand which is silent under all circumstances like that from Moana, no
outstanding difference is apparent from these curves.

Sand which is musical on the beach also emits a note when a pestle is rapidly
pressed into a mortar containing some of it. Certain sands which appear to be
silent on the beach will emit a note in a mortar, although not as readily, nor with
the same intensity as the sand which is musical on the foreshore.

In grading sand some form of uniformity coefficient is often adopted, this
coefficient sometimes being the ratio of the largest size of the smallest grains,
which constitute 60% of the sand, to the size of the smallest grain which would
be included in 90% of the larger particles. The more uniform the sand the
smaller h this coefficient, its value being unity when all the grains are nf the same
size. Table I, giving the explanation of the grading curves, also gives the value
of the uniformity coefficients. The value of the uniformity coefficients calculated
in this manner have been tabulated with the key to the graphs.

Table I
**'°- Sarid Uniformity Coefficient

1 Moana sand bills, South Australia, silent - - -1-6
2 Artio Bay, South Australia, fair in mortar - 1-8

3 Port Noarlunga, South Australia, (A), feeble - - 1-4

4 Boston Island, South Australia, (B), excellent - - 1-4

5 Island of Eigg, Hebrides, excellent * - - - 1-3

6 Second Valley, South Australia, fair in mortar - - 1*6

7 Glenelg North, South Australia, feeble on beach - - 1*S

8 Cape Jervis, South Australia, good - - - - 1*4

9 Simpson Desert, Central Australia, dead - - - 1-5

10 Warrnambool, Victoria, silent - - - - 1-7

11 Port Noarlunga, South Australia, (B), good - - 1-3

12 Boston Island, South Australia, (A), excellent - - 1-7

13 Glenelg South, South Australia, (B). good - - - \*$
14 Bundoona, Central Australia, dead - - - 1*8

15 Brighton-le-Sands, New South Wales, silent - - 1-3

16 Glenelg: South, South Australia, (A), fair - - -1-0
17 Brighton-le-Sands, New South Wales, good - 1-2
18 Palm Beach, New South Wales, good in mortar - - 1*4

19 Wollongong, New South Wales, dead - - - 1-5

The results obtained by sieving the samples of sand do not support the con-
tention that for sand to be musical it must be more uniform in si*e. On the other
hand r the size of the grains does play some part, in determining the character of
the sound produced, if any, in a mortar. A large sample of Boston Island sand
was graded into fractions according to size and tested separately in a mortar with
the following results:

Siac vi (train Result:; obtained in morlar

Less than 0-251 mm. - Very poor sample of musical sand
0*0251 - 0-295 mm. - Just a feeble squeak
0*295 - 0*353 mm. - Good musical sand
0-353 - 0-422 mm. - Better than mixture, higher pitch

Greater than 0'422 mm. • Better than mixture, lower pitch
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Except in one case, where the size of the grains was about 1 millimetre, all

musical sands which have been described seem to be less than half a millimetre

in size. Most musical sands measured appear to be in between 0*3 mm. and
0'5 mm., a range in which practically all the sand examined here would fall.

s/eve QPeNlNGS

Fig. 1

in MtLUMemes
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FiK. 2

"Killing" Singing Sand

It has been reported that singing sand can only be made to respond to treat-

ment on the beach, and that even careful transport appears to rob the sand of
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its peculiar power. However, sand carried from Port Lincoln by motor car and

stored for nine years still appears to be quite normal. Some evidence to support

the belief that musical sand will gradually lose its musical properties has been

found. For example, a quantity of excellent singing sand from Hallett Cove,

stored in a sack on the floor, lost its power to sing in just over a year. By the

treatment to be described it could be restored. On the other hand, if the material

is kept in a metal container where the risk of contamination by dust and moisture

is considerably reduced the time limit seems to be indefinite. Many samples,

including one from the Island of Eigg, have been stored in tins for over nine

years without any apparent change.

Wilson (4) found that sand shaken in a tin gradually lost its power of pro-

ducing a note in a mortar. After a great many demonstrations with Boston Island

sand it similarly began to lose its power of creating a note. If a pestle is con-

tinually pressed into the sand for about half an hour it becomes quite dead.

Fig. 3

Similarly, if a sample of musical sand is placed in a glass bottle, and rolled

mechanically while in a horizontal position, the musical property is gradually

destroyed. Every sample of musical sand which has been submitted to this treat-

ment has lost its peculiar property. However, if the sand is well covered with

water during the rolling process, and afterwards dried out, even after rolling for

four hours, the dried sand is still able to emit a note when suitably disturbed.

The water evidently protects the grains from the rough treatment sustained when
the dry sand is rolled.

Although rolling or continual hammering in the mortar appears to make a

difference to the acoustic property of the sand, the actual change appears to be

very small. A quantity of Boston Island sand was split into four samples, one

of which was pounded for an hour, another rolled for two hours, the third rolled

with water for four hours and dried, and the fourth left untreated. A sieve

analysis with each fraction failed to indicate any change brought about by the

treatment
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Reviving Sand

If musical sand which has been killed is thoroughly mixed with water, and

the liquid poured off before all the particles have settled, and the process repeated

several times, the sand when dried appears to regain its power to sing in the

mortar. Most samples which have been rolled and thus treated have regained

their musical powers, while sands which did not exhibit the musical property to

any degree have been improved by this procedure. Although this washing treat-

ment has been successful in reviving the musical properties of many parcels of

sand, it is not always efficacious. Evidently some sands, like that from Moana
sandhills, are definitely dead, and no treatment as yet devised will make this type

of sand utter a note in the mortar. Some investigators have found that singing

sands are more effective after a shower. Although washing has been found to

definitely improve the acoustic properties of the sand, it cannot be the important

factor in desert regions.

Rolling and washing can be continued alternately with satisfactory results.

One sample of sand from Port Noarlunga, which did not sing on the beach, but

which did give a good note in the mortar, has been rolled and revived five times

After rolling for 15 hours in all, it is still capable of emitting a sound. The
washing and drying treatment does not always give back to the killed sand its

acoustic properties, and at times the process has to be repeated to be effective,

If the finer particles are separated by sieving from sand which has been

killed, the residue on the sieve does not regain its power to emit a note. Th.*

agitation of the grains during a vigorous separation on a sieve would tend to

silence the sand. A gentle movement of the sieve might be expected to separate

the sand without deterioration, but on attempting to restore sands from various

sources by this method no success has been attained.

Moisture and Singing Sand

Most writers agree that sand is silenced by the addition of moisture, although

on some occasions singing sands have been investigated alter rain with satisfactory

results. It seems to make no difference if 0*05% of water by weight is added

to sand in the mortar, 0*1% makes a marked difference, while the addition of

1% only allowed a very feeble note. On the Adelaide beaches sounds can often

be produced by sweeping the dry surface sand over the damp sand below. As a

rule the sand must be dry, and in a number of cases, local sand which responded

in a feeble manner on the beach, ha? given quite a satisfactory note in the mortar

when thoroughly dried.

It has been frequently stated that musical sand cannot be transported any
greac distance or kept for any length of time if it is to retain its powers

Lewis (8) found that when the roaring sand of the Kalahari desert was
left exposed to the air away from the dry interior it absorbed up to 0*2% of

moisture and became dead. On the other hand, Bolton (2) attributed the

deterioration of musical sand oil exposure to the loss ot moisture. Both accounts

give details which cannot be dismissed lightly. To further complicate matters,

Bolton (3) found that from his collection of 600 varieties of sand onJy two pro-

duced a squeak when wetted. The local musical sands examined seem to belong

to the larger group which only produces a note when suitably disturbed in the

dry state.

iMrURITIES IN SANO
Regularly shaped grains free from any adhering matter have been observed

in all but one deposit of musical sand, and from the work described above il

appears that some small quantity of fine materia! produced by abrasion between
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the grains might be able to prevent the production of sound. In the case of

beach sand it is to be expected that any fragments of shells and other calcareous

fragments would be the first to be broken up by the rolling process. One per

cent, of finely divided calcium carbonate added to musical sand interfered very

seriously with its peculiar property, but it was still more musical than sand which

had been tumbled about in the bottle. Two per cent, of French chalk consider-

ably reduced the intensity of the sound, hut slightly raised its pitch. When finely

divided pipe clay was added, 1% reduced the intensity and raised the pitch, while

J% rendered the sand silent. One per cent, of finely divided pumice stone

reduced the intensity and raised the pitch, while 1% of powdered resin prevented

the production of a note. A. further sample of musical sand mixed with 1% of

pipe clay, which had been ground up with water in order to obtain a more uniform

distribution of the clay, upon drying was still feeble in its powers to produce a

note. Three per cent, of Moana sand, which is quite dead, appears to have very

little effect on Boston Island sand, but 6% or more greatly reduces the intensity

of the note produced in the mortar. Thus it appears that, by addition, quite a

considerable amount of foreign matter is necessary to prevent the production of

sound, yet the sand appears to be killed by some slight change brought about by

rough treatment.

Although an absence of contamination may be a contributing factor, under

some circumstances determining whether the sand will sing or not, it does not

appear to be a necessary condition, for Bagnold (1) found in Libya that the vocal

sands contained considerable ipumtities of fine material mixed with the grains,

and the grains were coated with oxide.

The roundness of the grains might also be expected to be a contributing

factor towards the production of sound, but most beach sands appear to be well

rounded. With suitable treatment sand which can produce a note may be '"killed"

and "restored" alternately. Hence it is unlikely that the actual shape of the

grains could be altered during the treatment which has been found to produce

the reversal of the acoustic properties of the sand.

Vibrating Air Pockets

Although the air between the grains must he affected by the emission of the

sound when the sand is set moving, it does not appear to play an essential role

to the production of sound, for it has been found that musical sand will emit a

liote When agitated in a vacuum.

The mortar was placed under a bell jar on the plate of a vacuum pump, and

a pestle With a very long handle was m3de to pass through a rubber tube and

protrude through an opening at the top oE the jar. The upper end of the rubber

tube was closed on the handle oT the pestle and the lower end fastened to the neck

of the bell jar, When the air was removed the rubber tube allowed the pestle

to be moved up and down into the sand. The note was still produced, although

reduced in intensity, when the sand was disturbed in the mortar, the sound pass-

ing through the metal plate on which the apparatus was arranged.

It has been suggested that the air spaces between the grains of sand, acting

as resonators, were responsible, the cumulative effect giving rise to an audible note.

This demonstration shows ihat neither the air between the grains of sand, nor that

in the liny hollows ill the grains themselves, can be responsible. Barking sand

from Hawaii consists almost wholly of fragments of coral, and the grains on

grinding displayed hollows. The presence of these air cells has been used to

explain the origin of the sound produced when the sand is disturbed II such

microscopic air pockets did vibrate, the pitch of the note would be extremely high,

well above the range of human audibility.



Ultra Sonics

The note emitted by a single oscillating sand particle would be well above

the range <>f audibility. In order to detect any such high frequency tones, if pro-

duced, a microphone attached to an -amplifier designed to handle high frequencies

was placed near the mortar, while the pestle was forced into the sand. A filter

incorporated in the circuit prevented the passage of tones lower than 15,000 cycles

per second. With several samples of good singing sand no high frequency tones

could be detected. The apparatus was checked, using a heat frequency oscillator

giving a minimum frequency of 16,000 cycles per second. I am greatly indebted

10 Mr. D. W. Cox, of the School of Mines, Adelaide, for his assistance in carrying

out this particular investigation.

As the sound made by the sand was quite loud, the high frequency com-

ponents required to give this audible note by interference would have to be of

considerable intensity, and no difficulty should be encountered in detecting their

presence if they did exist. It appears that no such high frequency tones were

produced, at least when the sand was disturbed in the mortar.

The Noise ok Moving Sand

To determine the character of the sound produced when sand moves down

an incline the following procedure was adopted. The sand was placed in a

triangularly-shaped hopper with a slot 9 cm, long and 0'3 cm. wide. An incline

10 cm. wide and 53 cm. long caught the sand as it fell from the hopper at the rate

of 250 grammes per second. A barrier at the base of the incline held back a layer

of sand 2*5 cm thick, and by adjusting the inclination of the trough the tumbling

sartd grains were kept moving over the stationary sand retained in the apparatus.

A sensitive moving coil microphone was employed to pick up the sounds created

bv the sand, and a five-stage amplifier, capable of a million-fold amplification

arranged b> magnify the sound, With smaller apparatus great difficulty was

encountered in obtaining any sound that could be heard distinctly from the back-

ground noises present, even in an otherwise empty and well insulated room In

the final trial the whole apparatus was placed in a large carton and surrounded

with a layer of 12 cm. of finely divided wood flour. The apparatus was placed

in a well insulated studio and covered with several thicknesses of insulating

material when set going.

Four types of sand were compared, Boston Island, a good sample of singing

sand from Port Noarhutga, and two quite dead sands from Moana and Sema-

phore. The noise in each case appeared to be somewhat like that produced by a

whistling kettle before the water is thoroughly boiling; something like the rustling

of Tain on an iron roof or the sound produced by sand falling on to a piece of

crumpled paper, The note produced by the Noarlunga sand was perhaps slightly

higher in pitch than the other sounds. Although the acoustic properties of these

sands when tested by other meaus fall into two distinct classes, xhe sounds heard

were almost identical.

There was a drop of 2 cm. from the hopper to the top of the incline, and

also a longer drop at the base of the slope, and the sound produced by the grains

falling in these two places may have altered the character of the sound heard-

When once the slope was established, the sand moved uniformly as a rule, but at

times it would accumulate on the slope, and then commence to move again on au

increased scale. Listening to the sand this feature could be detected as the

intensity of the sound alternately increased and decreased with the irregularity

in the movement. It appears then that, although the falling sand contributed to

the sound detected, the sliding grains were mainly responsible for the sounds

produced.
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Temperature

Musical sand which has been heated strongly or cooled with liquid air still

gives forth a note in a mortar, both under these extreme conditions, and also when
it has regained its normal state. Sand which is normally silent is similarly

unaltered by heating or cooling.

Elastic Properties

After removing all large fragments which would clog the apparatus, the sand
was placed in a funnel with the spout drawn out so that only a fine stream of

sand emerged- A piece of 2*5 cm. plate-glass was rigidly fixed at an angle of
45° to the horizontal, so that the sand had a fall of 30 cm. before impact with a

point about 1 cm. from the lower edge of the plate. In falling this distance the

sand grains did not diverge to any extent, the area of cross section at impact being
about 0'5 cm, in diameter. As there was a tendency for the sand grains to fly out
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Sand "Spectrum"

The percentage of sand collected by a series of narrow containers placed against each
other so that the sand falling on to a piece of tilted glass is reflected along the scries.

in all directions a screen caught all particles which moved beyond a fixer] sector,

the centre of which was the point of contact with the glass. The grains which
bounced oft" at an angle less than 10° with a central line were caught in a set of

narrow troughs placed perpendicularly with the motion of the particles. The
sand caught in various containers was weighed separately. With all the samples

tested practically all the grains fell short of 13 cm. The first experiments were
conducted with five troughs, and, as the results appeared to be consistent, the

number of divisions was increased to 14.

A number of different sands has been examined by this apparatus, and some
of the results obtained are illustrated by the graphs above (fig. 4). In each case

ibe percentage of sand retained by a particular box as ordinate has been plotted

against the number of that particular box giving a kind of sand spectrum.
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In order to check the method to compare the elastic properties a large sample

of Glenelg sand was separated by this procedure. The five div.sions in the receiv-

ing apparatus were employed, but the samples of sand collected m the last three

divisions have been weighed together, giving only three fractions The sand

collected in each of the first two divisions was again passed through the apparatus,

and in each case the first and second fractions were again separated The results

are set out in each case as a percentage into three classes—A, B and L.
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The direction and speed of the grains after impact will depend upon then-

direction and velocity before collision, as well as on the shape and composition of

the particles. It is obvious that this procedure does not separate the grains

according to their elastic properties alone, but the separation is influenced by some

other factor—most likely by the interference which is certain to take place among

the falling grains. Although not a true "spectrum" of the elastic properties of

the sand, the results obtained do demonstrate with regularity some very com-

plicated property oi the particles. As a rule there appears to be some difference

between silent and singing sand. In most cases the singing sand grains arc

projected further after impact with the slab of glass. This difference has been

noticed with sand that has been improved acoustically by washing. On the other

hand, singing sand from Boston Island which has been silenced by abrasion gives

almost the same "spectrum" as the untreated sand.

As the musical sand from Hawaii is composed of tiny fragments of coral,

while m other deposits the principal constituent of the singing sand is quartz, it

appears most likely that the elasticity of the particles is not the deciding factor

in determining whether the sand will sing or not.

CONCLUSION
It appears that the presence of singing or musical sand depends upon the

treatment that the beach receives. Many beaches do possess., at intervals, sand

with definite sonorous properties. However, Boston Island beach, Port Lincoln,

appears to be more favourably situated, and it always can be relied upon to squeak

when dry.

It has been shown that rough treatment of musical sand, or the addition of

impurities, will destroy its properties, and it is suggested that its condition can

be altered by the action of the sea.



A study of the size of the particles, their uniformity and their purity, seems to

indicate that there is little difference between singing sand and sand which is

silent. Air is not necessary for the production of sound in the mortar, nor do

any high frequency tones accompany the audible note. Further work is being

undertaken in order to investigate the origin of the sound, and no explanation

can be offered at present.

In conclusion, the author wishes to thank the many kind friends who have

assisted in the collection of samples and information. Without their valuable

aid this work could not have been possible.
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THE SIMPSON DESERT EXPEDITION, 1939

SCIENTIFIC REPORTS: NO. 6, GEOLOGY - THE SAND
FORMATIONS

ByC. T.Madigan

Summary

As it was already known that the chief features of the Simpson Desert were sand and spinifex,

one of the principal objects of the Expedition was to study the sand formations with a view to

discovering the mechanics of their building, the origin of the sand, the past history of the area

and the present position in the desert cycle. These are all fundamental questions which are

exercising the minds of geologists and geographers in connection with all deserts of the

world, and to which no wholly satisfactory answers are yet agreed upon. The problems of the

Simpson Desert has already been discussed by the author (Madigan 1936 an 1938), and it

seemed no further progress could be made without the help of more field observations. It was

partly for this reason that the desert crossing was made in a west-east direction instead of

north-south, so that the journey that lay across the sandridges and not in the lanes between

them, making it much more arduous but allowing the maximum sand ridge observation
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[Taken as read 11 April 1946
J

Plates V to VIII

INTRODUCTION
As it was already known that the chief features of the Simpson Desert were

sand and spinifex, one of the principal objects of the Expedition was to study

the sand formations with a view to discovering the mechanics of their building,

the origin of the sand, the past history of the area and the present position in

the desert cycle. These are all fundamental questions which are exercising the

minds of geologists and geographers in connection with all the deserts of the

world, and to which no wholly satisfactory answers are yet agreed upon. The
problems of the Simpson Desert had already "been discussed by the author
(Madigan 1936 and 1938), and it seemed that no further progress could be made
without the help of more field observations. It was partly for this reason that

the desert crossing was made in a west-east direction instead of north-south, so

that the journey lay across the sandridges and not in the lanes between them,
making it much more arduous but allowing the maximum of sandridge observation,

The first thing to do was to observe and record not only the morphology of

individual sandridges but also their distribution and variation throughout the area,

so as to provide a picture of the whole desert as well as to give details of par-

ticular sand piles. Such general descriptions of deserts are at present very rare.

In the past, examination of sand-dune or sandridge areas has presented great

difficulties, but these have largely vanished in this age of air travel, and no doubt

complete accounts of the nature and arrangement of the sand formations in all

deserts will soon be available from aerial surveys.

The general nature of the Simpson Desert sandridges was observed by the

author in the aerial reconnaissances of 1929 (Madigan 1929). These observa-

tions have since been supplemented by ground visits to the desert margin, as

well as by Mr. Colson's observations on his crossing along the 26th parallel, and
finally by the ground work of the Simpson Desert Expedition, 1939. This dis-

cussion will therefore begin with an account of all the known facts about the

Simpson Desert sand formations as they exist today. The reader is referred to

the map of ihe area already published by the author in these Transactions

(Madigan 1945), spare copies of which would be gladly supplied on application.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SAND FORMATIONS
The area occupied by sandridges is shown on the map referred to. The

western margin is the Finke River, with the outliers of the James and MacDonnell
Ranges to the north-west, a sand plain to the north and Lake Eyre to the south.

Taking the Mulligan as an eastern boundary (or the rabbit-proof fence to the

wea-t of it), and the lower Diamantina and Warburton as a south-east boundary,

the whole of the area thus enclosed is a flat plain rising from below sea level at

Lake Eyre to 600 feet in the north-west, and covered with a grid of parallel sand-

ridges of almost constant trend which is shown by the courses of the Hay und

o* K07 Sot- S. Atat., 70, (1). 30 June1W
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Mulligan, the end oi the Finke and the Jong axes of the dry lakes in South Aus-

tralia North oi the 26th parallel the sandridges are regularly spaced and con-

tinuous, but south of it they tend to be in groups with more sand-tree open

spaces between and dry lake beds elongated in the direction of the ridges. The

area thus defined is the Simpson Desert. To the south-east of it, that is in the

country north of Birdsville. and on the flood plains of the Dtamantma and Looper,

the sandridges still continue but fade away not far beyond the New South Wales

border with a definite margin only in the northern Flinders Ranges to the south.

In this south-eastern area the sandridges still have definite trends and are o the

same nature but they are much further apart, oiter. occurring as great elated

individuals on the gibber plains (see pi. viii), to which special names have been

given in some cases. Thev are not in general a hindrance to motor transport as

there is plenty of open country. The exception to this is the country in Sou h

Australia between the Cooper and the Northern Flinders, and part.cnlarly north

of Lakes Gregory and Blanche and in the neighbourhood of the Mrzelecki Creek,

where the sandridges are close and jumbled and the country is sandndge desert,

which also applies to the country along the east side of Lake Eyre as far as the

BirdsviHe track. Otherwise the country to the south-east is very different from

the Simpson Desert, and the borders of the Desert are quite obvious and familiar

to >he local inhabitants. They may be recognised as the limns beyond which no

one would attempt to go with an ordinary motor vehicle, for there *««««;£
thing to be seen ahead but an unbroken series of sandridges. Most of the details

following apply to the sandridges of the desert proper.

Numbers and spacing of sandridges—Although the ridges are so strictly

parallel, the spacing is not as even as seems at first, but varies from a few hundred

yards to half a mile in the desert proper. Invariably, the smaller the sandridges

the closer the spacing (see pi. vi, fig. 1). Between Camp 5 near the Hale and

Camp 14 near the Hay, 477 sandridges were crossed in a distance of 90 miles

measured across the ridges. This is five sandridges to the mde. and gives an

average spacing of 332 yards from crest to crest, which may be taken as the mean

for the main part of the desert. The biggest desert sandridges ^.^»^S
Camps 8 and K), in the middle of the desert, where 84 were crossed in 21 6 miles,

which gives just under four to the mile or 450 yards intervals.

At Andado Station there were two big sandridges half a mile apart with the

station in the lane between them, followed to the east by the first of five smal

ridges 760 yards away, the five being separated by an average distance of

135 Yards, then another big ridge a further half mile or more to the east (see

fie 7). At Camp 8 (see fig. 2) the intervals between crests were 347 yards.

193 yards and 622 yards, giving a mean of 387 yards. Between Camp 22 and

Birdsville, outside the desert, where the big sandridges arc separated by gibber

plains, this spacing was more irregular and much greater-37 ridges occupied

22 miles giving an average interval of just over 1,000 yards.

In all. the Expedition crossed 754 sandridges between the Finke near Char-

lotte Waters and Birdsville, a distance across the ridges of about 230 miles, which

«ves au average of over three to the mile, but advantage was taken oi some stony

country on the west side of the desert which would bring the overall average to

about four to the mile.

Trends—The trends were extraordinarily regular and the ridges practically

straight in the main desert (sec pi. v. fig. 2). The trend of the nearest ridge to

the camp was taken each morning by prismatic compass from a point on the crest

to the furthest peak visible, often only a few hundred yards away, and recorded

without any reference to or memory of the previous day's reading, yet tlic figure

was often the same on successive days, at places up to sixteen miles apart.
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Between Camps 6 and 14 the readings were 325, 325, 326, 330, 332, 328,

330, 327, 327, giving a mean of 328, which, with a compass variation of 5° E.,

gives the true mean trend as 333°, or N. 27° W. Between Camp 16 on the Hay
and Camp 23 near Birdsville the successive readings were 322, 325, 330, 329,



336, 330, 326, 332. On the east side of the desert, particularly cast of the Mulli-

gan, the ridges are more straggly, yet the mean of these trends is 329°, giving a

true trend of 334°, or N. 26° W., which is practically the same as for the main

desert crossing.

At Camps 26 and 27, south of Birdsvilk, the tread was N.20°W.. a dis-

tinctly more northerly trend ; av Camp? 40 and 41 near Lake Eyre at the north end

it was N. 10* W.. and at Camps 47 and 48 near the south end of the Lake it

was N.8Q W.
On the west side of the desert, at Mayfkld's Swamp, the trend was

N,H°W., and a* Andado Station N.9°W., but at Camp 1 it was N-25" W. (

practically the mean trend foe the main part of the desert.

Height and Length—The height varied from about 30 feet to 100 feet. Cross

sections were measured with tape and clinometer at Andado Station and at Camp 8

[Sg. I and 2). At other places heights were determined from a single angle of

elevation from the base and pacing to the crest. The crest of the big sandridge

at Andado Station was 86 feet above the ground immediately east of it At

Camp 8 the highest crest in the section was 63 feet above the bottom of the lane

At Camp 10 a height of 84 feet was measured. At Camp 17 on the Queensland

Border the height was- 38 feet, and at Camp 18 it was 35 feet. A big sand ridge

on the gibber plain at Camp 23 {pi. viii, fig. 1) measured 77 ft, 6 ins., and another

near Andrewilla Watcrhole on the Diamantina (Camp 28) gave 80 feet. It was

reckoned that s-r/me of the sandridges in the middle desert attained a height of at

least 100 feet, The highest ridges seen on the march were not measured.

The sandridges in the main desert run right through it unbroken, and many

of them must be 200 miles or more in length. From the air, at 4.000 feet, they

were seen to mn from horizon to horizon, a visible distance of some hundred

miles. Only one sandridgc end was seen and rounded among all the 626

encountered on the desert crossing between the Hate and the Mulligan. This one

ended at a ctaypan between Camps II and 12. All the others presented an un-

broken front and had to be climbed over. Occasionally two sandridges converge

and join, with a single ridge continuing on, the- stem of the Y thus foimed

invariably pointing northwards, but not more than half a dozen examples of this

were seen on the desert crossing.

The aerial examination and this crossing of the centre showed that the main

desert is a grid of very long, straight and parallel sandridges of moderate height

and i airly evenly spaced at five to the mile. In all this area of 300 miles by 200

miles the structure is astonishingly uniform and simple. There are no complica-

tions of pattern, no spurs or cross ridges, nothing but a succession of sandy lants

separated by low ridges of sand, ribbing the level surface in straight and parallel

lines. There can be no area of this size in the whole world of such complete and

orderly uniformity. Of few places surely could it be said that there is nothing

in any one particular locality to distinguish it from another a hundred miles away.

This uniformity is confined to the main desert. Round the borders it is

much less marked. To the north, between the Hale and the Hay, the sandridges

fade down through sandy undulations, still keeping their direction, into level

sandy plains, but on other sides of the desert the marginal sandridges are wavy
and straggly, and though maintaining a constant general direction they may change

their trend in curves through as much as 45°, and convergences are the rule rather

than the exception. This has been observed and photographed from the air in

the neighbourhood of the railway line on the western side of the desert near the

Finke, at Goyder's Lagoon on the Diamantina, and to the east of Lake Eyre [see

pl t v> fig. 1, and illustrations in the Geographical Kcvicw (Madigan 1936, pp. 211

214. 215)).
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Mr. E. A. Colson, who traversed the 26th parallel in 1936 with one Mack boy

and camels, reported that the sandridges along this parallel occurred in groups,

about two miles wide, with some ten sandridges to the group, separated by narrow

rubbly flats, which became dry lakes towards Poeppel's Corner The trend was

about N. 20° W. On the return journey he made a detour ot some 40 miles to

the south and found the sandridges smaller and sttfcggty, with a larger proportion

of flats of rubbly loam and the travelling much easier.

Cross Sections of Smniridgcs—It has long been known that the ridges

throughout the desert are unsymmctrical, the slope on the west side being gentler

than that on the east, giving the effect of a series ot* gentle dip-slopes and escarp-

ments. Of the pronounced slopes on each side of the crests, the western one

averaged about 15° and the eastern about 25^, but the western approach rose

almost imperceptibly from near the foot of the next ridge to the west, while the

eastern slope* changed direction comparatively abruptly at the base of each sand-

ridge. The lowest part of the lane between ridges was- always towards the wesl.

This is well shown in fig. I- The floors of the lanes seem flat, arid this gentle rise

might have escaped notice if levels had not been taken.

The great mass of the ridge, the plinth, to use Bognold & term, is entirely

fixed, chiefly by spinifex (Triodia sp.) and canegniss (Spinifex sp), and there

can be no question of any lateral movement at all in recent times. All the high

ridges, however, have a crest of live sand of the order of 50 to 100 feet across,

which is subject to continual modification by varying winds. There is no hard-

and-fast line between the fixed sand of die flanks and the live sand of the crest,

and vegetation often reaches to the top, but on most ridges the sand along the

crests 19 obviously subject to movement, with frequent shp-slopes or sand-falls,

These sand-falls would not exceed 10 feet in vertical height in a 50-ft. sandridgt,

the remainder of the flanks of the ridge being even and gentle spinifcx-covered

slopes,

On the western side of the desert the steep faces and sand-falls were mainly

on the eastern side of the crests, but on the eastern side the position was reversed.

Often there was a knife-edge along a crest which was equally inclined on both

sides at the angle of repose of the sand. The reason for this will be discussed

later. The object is first to set out the facts.

The sharp crest of live sand was not universal but it was the general rule,

and applied to most ridges in the main desert of 50 feet or over. In some locali-

ties, particularly in the neighbourhood of the Hay, the 30-foot ridges had rounded

summits with no sand-falls.

Fig. 1 and 2 both show trie same phenomenon, a hump on the western side

of the sandridge, which was. in fact fairly general though not conspicuous. It

gives the impression that the crest tends to migrate eastward, leaving a broad

whale-back behind it.

Longitudinal Profiles-—Although the pattern of the desert is simple, and the

ridges straights parallel and fixed, yet the formations of the live sand on top of

the fixed and similar plinths show considerable variation. The simplest case is

shown in pi. vi, fig. 2. where the crest is a straight ridge with gentle slope on

the west side and sand-falls on the east. This picture was by Colson along the

26th parallel. Although it illustrates the general principle it is exceptional in its

simplicity. Most often the crests were wavy in plan as seeu well in pi. v, fig. I,

and in the case of the bigger ridges they showed a distinct serration when viewed
trorn the side, due to the occurrence of a scries of summits, as shown in pi. vii,

fig 1. These were referred to as saw-tooth ridges in the field, and were nv>st

conspicuous in the middle of the desert and on the highest sandridges. The live
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sand of, the crest rises gently northwards to the highest point, with sand-falls on
the east side, then falls away more rapidly, the knife-edge curving back west*

ward down into a saddle, to continue in an easterly curve and rise to the next

summit. Sometimes the knife-edge was continuous across the saddle, sometimes

the crest in the saddle was a rounded curve or whaleback. The sharp crested

ridge is the self (plural siouf) or sword-blade of the Arabs of North Africa,

The appearance was of a series of sand-drifts with their long axes crossing the

ridges at a small angle, which placed the drifts slightly in echelon.

The arrangement is shown diagrammatically in fig. 3. The summits were
not more than a hundred yards apart, being much less on smaller sandridges. It

is to be noted that the summits are convex towards the sand-falls or slip-slopes.

The effect can be seen at the upper end of the desert sandridge in pi. v, fig. 2,

and better in pi. v t rig. 1, which shows sandridges near Lake Eyre with the con-
vexity and steep sand-falls on the west side instead of the east, which latter was

Fig. 3

Plan and eastern elevation, showing a common formation on Sandridge Crests

.

the rule further north. This formation of the crests seemed very similar to

Bagnold's "tear-drops" (Bagnold 1941, pi. xiib).

Route Notes on the Desert Crossing 1939—The nature and variations of the
sand formations having been described, a general picture of the Simpson Desert
can now be given from the route notes of the crossing of the centre. Sandndge-t
begin immediately the Finke is crossed near Charlotte Waters. They are entirely

absent on the south side of the river, which is a stony tableland. On the river

flats there are some short ridges and the track to Andado winds between them
without the necessity of crossing. They are similar in every way to a section of
a long desert ridge. Th^re are no signs of barchans. From Mayfidd's swamp
on to the stony area of Mount Day the track runs for 12 miles between low
parallel sandridges,

Andado Station is on the north-east side of this stony area and on the western
side of the desert proper. The 3tation and well lie in the lane between two very
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high sandridges which run up from the Finke 40 miles away and continue on to

the stony area at Andado Bore No. 1. Between Camps 1 and 2. in the lee of this

stony tableland the sandridges were smaU and close, with sand in the lanes

betvyeen.

From Camp 8 near the Hale to Camp 15 on the Hay the course lay across

the desert sandridges. Camp 5 was on the eastern side of the valley of a branch
of the Hale. The country was at first stony with occasional small sandridges,

tive in the first four miles, but 70 were crossed in the next 15 miles, and 73 in a.

similar distance the next day. They became progressively straighter and higher,

up to 50 feet, and sand was continuous between the ridges. Between Camps 7
and 8 the sandridges rose to an estimated height of 100 feet. At Camp 8 they

were again smaller. Fig. 2 shows a cross section at this. camp. The saw-tooth

appearance of the crests was very conspicuous here. Post-hole boring showed
that gravel underlay the sand in the lowest part of the lane at Camp 8, at a depth
of 11 feet, beyond which the borer would not go. Sandstone fragments indicated

ihat silicified sandstone underlay the sand at that depth.

Fig, 4

Looking: south along a Sandridge at Camp 8? showing Crest formation.

At Camp 9 the ridges were big and somewhat irregular on top, with the
crests double in a few places, enclosing a long narrow basin or fulje which was
open at the south (windward) end.

Between Camps 9 and 10 the biggest sandridges of the crossing were found,
They were higher and rather further apart, 40 being crossed in 10 miles. They
were also more symmetrical, the west side being considerably steeper and the
bottom of the lane neater the middle, The crests were again more irregular, with
some transverse superimposed dunes and hollows. A sandridge measured at

Camp 10 was 84 feet high, but higher ones had preceded it.

Camp 11 was less than a mile from Camp 10 and was on the edge of an
area about 10 miles wide where claypans occurred between the sandridges. The
ridges were still high in this area but the sand was thin between the ridges, with
some exposures of porcelainised sandstone and here and there the clay floors of
the claypans. At Camp 11 the crests were in snaky curves with the higher points
to the east, the saddles to the west. The saw-tooth effect was most pronounced
in this area. The spinifex-covered lower slopes were uniform. In some cases
the saddles were quite low, forming what almost amounted to a breach running
diagonally across the ridge in a north-east direction. It was only in this central
area, between Camps 9 and 11 that the summits and saddles were sufficiently

pronounced to make choosing a crossing-place worth while,, except for the great
ridges on the gibber plains east of the Mulligan.
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In many places along the knife-edge crests in the centre the live sand was

equally steep on both sides, as had been noted at Andado.

Between the ciaypans (Camp 11) and the Hay the sandridges dwindled to

30 feet in height or less, with no definite crests or live sand, hut with broad

rounded summits, made hummocky with smalt hollows and mounds. The country

looked level from the top of a ridge and the view was wide, not obstructed east

and west by the next jagged crest. The ridges, however, maintained rheir direc-

tion and spacing throughout,

East of the Hay the saudridges again became somewhat higher, 35 to 40 feet,

and straighten with a little live sand on top hut no conspicuous serration. The
herbage became more plentiful and some shrubs were permanent on the crests

The lanes east of the Queensland border became groves of gidgee {Acacia Cam-

bagei) and clay soils replaced the everlasting sand between the ridges. At the

Mulligan the ridges became broad undulations which could not be described as

ridges.

Between the Mulligan and Birdsvillc there are some patches of sandridges

with sand between the ridges as in the desert, but mainly they are big ridges

standing isolated on the gibber plains, and sometimes a mile or more apart. The

plinths are more symmetrical than m the desert and the crests tend to be rounded

(see pi. viii). There is a marked absence of knife-edges in the Birdsville area,

but where there were sand-falls they were mostly on the western side at that

time, making crossing more difficult. The smaller ridges show a marked

asymmetry, with gentle slopes on the western side.

Observations previously made in the vicinity of Birdsville {Madigan 1929)

were checked. The small, short sandridges show ablation at the south-east ends

and extension in an apron of sand at the north-west end:*. Wind erosion is much
more marked on the west sides than the east, though there are many sand-falls

alomr the crests on the west sides. A search was made for anything resembling

barchans, without success. The only small new formation on the gibbers noted

was near the police station. It was a narrow strip of sand rising to a height of

about four feet and running for a hundred yards in a N.N.W. direction, parallel

to all the big ridges. It was made up of two distinct lines of coalescing mounds

with a depression between them, making the surface hummocky. There were

also transverse hollows. At the north end there were several separate low mounds

Continuing in the same alignment as the two parts of the continuous sand-strip.

Mr. R. Gaffney informed the author in 1943 that this sand-strip had broken up

into several independent dunes which trended N.NAV. and were long, narrow

and very gentle rises terminating tn a crescent-shaped sand-fall at the northern

end, from which they tapered back to a point up-wind.

Mineralogy of the Sands—Dr. Dorothy Carroll has examined the samples

collected by the author and Mr. Crocker and the results have appeared in these

Transactions (Carroll, 1944). An account of Mr. Crocker's work on the samples

will appear later. The Simpson Desert sands are somewhat finer than most other

desert sands, but they agree with Bagnold's general findings, both as to fineness

and distribution of gradings. Dr. Carroll found that the main bulk lay between

024 and 0*06 mm. Bagnold (1941, p. 6) gives the usual values for wind-blown

sand as between 03 and 0'15 mm.

Dr. Carroll considered that the quartz grains had had a long past history,

though not more worn than many beach sands or beach dune sands. There was

considerably more rounding in the finer grains. The grains could possibly have

passed through several cycles of sedimentation. The distribution of the heavy

fraction was very significant. Sillimanite was rich in the middle of the desert,
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poorer to the east and south; garnet was much more plentiful to the west, and

epidote was also notably common to the centre and west. These minerals are

characteristic of metamorphic rocks, which occur in abundance comparatively near

in the MacDonnell Ranges to the north-west but would be rare in the Mesozoic

and later sediments of the desert basin. The variety of the heavy minerals

suggested to Dr. Carroll that they had not travelled far from their source though

they showed considerable abrasion.

Ill METEOROLOGY
The weather conditions during the expedition have been described (Madigan

1945). They applied only to two winter months and have little bearing on the

annual wind regime. Unfortunately, information on the desert winds is very

meagre. There are no meteorological stations on the eastern side near enough

to take into consideration at all On the western side there are Oodnadatta and

Alice Springs, but they have only been small stations where temperature, baro-

meter, rainfall and wind directions have been recorded by the postmasters at

9 a.m. and 3 p.m. There were no records of wind velocities till the war years,

when Air Force stations at those places noted wind direction and velocity at

1330 hours, that is, once a day. A summary of these observations is given in

the following tables for the years 1941 and 1943.

Altce Sprincs
Wind Veloc. No. oi cibservaticms at 1,330 S.A.S.T.

M.P.H. Year N. N.W. E. S.E. S. s.w. w. N.W. Total

4-15 - - 1941 23 16 77 80 18 3 14 241

1943 13 14 74 97 32 12 10 23 275

16-31 - - 1941 5 j 1 1 4 14

1943 1 4 2 1 5 13

32-47 - - 1941

1943 1 1

i

Total 52 30 155 182 51 13 15 46 544

*

—

OODXADATTA
Wind Vcloc. "No. of (>bst-TV3tions at 1,330 S.A.S.T.

M.P.H. Year -N. N.W & S.E. S. s,w. w. N.W. Total

4-15 - - 1941 33 26 49 30 28 10 5 10 191

1943 25 25 43 42 43 16 11 12 217

J6-31 - - 1941 31 14 9 16 22 12 6 6 116

1943 12 7 12 44 12 9 9 105

32^47 - - 1941 1 1 2 1 5

1943 3 1 4

Total 104 65 109 101 139 50 33 37 638

The tables show that for Alice Springs the east and south-east winds greatly

predominate, these two directions accounting for over 60% of the winds. West

and south-west winds are rare, 516 of the 544 recordings in the two years, or

95% t are for winds between 4 and 15 m.p.h., with 27 from 16 to 31 m.p.h. and

1 from 32 to 47 m.p.h. Of the 16-31 m.p.h, winds, north-west was the commonest

direction,, with north the next, followed by east and south-east. There were no

recordings for this velocity from the north-east and only one each from south,

south-west and west. The one recorded 32-47 m.p.h. wind came from the west.
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The stronger winds did not show any marked seasonal tendency but were well
distributed. The winds tend to be easterly in summer, south-easterly in winter.
At Oodnadatta the regime is somewhat similar, the main differences being that
the winds aie stronger and more of them blow in a meridional direction. South
tyimk are commonest but not much more frequent than those from the south-east,

east and north. Westerly winds are rarest. Over 34% of the winds were in the
16-31 m.p.h. group, with south winds making up 30% of their number and north
winds J9%. Nine winds in the 32-47 m.p.h. class were recorded in the two year*;,

three of them from the north and two from the south. Northerly winds are most
frequent in the winter. The strong winds show a marked increase in September,
when they are well distributed, with a bias towards south and west.

Alice Springs is in the middle of (he MacDonnell Ranges, at a height of over
1,900 feet, and is a hundred miles north-west of the straggly sandridges of the
nearest edge n( the desert, and over 200 miles from the middle of the desert.

Oodnadatta is 100 miles west of the south end uf the desert, on a stony tableland
intersected by countless water-courses. There are no sand accumulations in either
vicinity. The two places are 300 miles apart. Although they are 100 miles west
of the desert, climate varies in this great mteriot mainly with latitude, and the
differences in the two wind regimes are distinctly reflected »n the sand formations
to the east of them.

Mr. R. P Caffncy of Birdsville, a reliable observer, states that of the gentle

winds at that place, that is those up to 20 m.p.h.. 50% blow from the sou*h-ea*t
and 30% from south-east to north-east. Of winds from 20 m.p.h, to 60 m p.h. r

40% blow from south-south-west to south-south-east, and most of the remainder
from west of the meridian, with fewest between south-east and nurth -north-east.

Others have slated that the strongest winds come from the south-west. Observa-
tions, as well as the mean monthly isobars, show that the winds lend to he north-
easterly in the summer and south-westerly in the whiter.

Rainfall ngures are much more carefully recorded in Australia than any other
climatic factor, and are available from most of the pastoral holdings throughout
the country, which makes the Commonwealth Weather Bureau rainfall maps
fairly reliable even in the desert areas. The 5-inch isohyet, a closed ring, lias its

most southerly point at the north end of Lake Torrens, from which it practically

follows the railway line northward to Bundooma on the north-west side of the

Simpson Desert, from whence it rims north-easterly, following almost exactly the

borders of the desert sandridges round and down to Birdsville, and thence
southerly to I-uke Callabunna and back round the edge of the northern Flinders
Ranges in a curve down to Lake Torrens. It marks the harder of the sandridge

area to the north and west, and encloses all the main sandridges tu the east and
sooth, and might in fact have been taken as the margins of the Desert except for

the different naUue of the country east of the Diarnantina. as explained above.

The 8-inch isohyet passes between the desert and Alice Springs, skirts the central

ranges and loop? up north of the desert to about latitude 22° 30' It is followed
closely by the 10-inch line which borders the Southern MacDonnella.

Inside die 5-inch line the rainfall is very erratic. It can better be described

as a 10-inch or nothing rainfall. For example, the rainfall at Mungerannie east

<if Lake Evre was 1,511 points in 1890, but for the years 1898 to~1902 it was
successively 232. 204-, 191, 275 and 119 points, followed in 1903 by 507 points,

the last disposing of the oft-quoted jest that "'they never get the average." 1,198

points were recorded in 1908. 1,237 in 1917. the year of the greatest recorded

floods when the Cooper is said to have run into Lake Eyre, and 1,209 points in

1920. (One inch is 100 points.) Between these years there were *ome with
falls of two inches and below. The lowest record is 98 point* in I92y.
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At Muloorina Station at the south end of Lake Eyre North, where records

were kept between 1881 and 1902, the highest tall was 771 points in 1883 and

the lowest 70 in 1888. For 1900, 1901 and 1902 the figures were 204, 267 and

125 points.

It may be mentioned here that an examination of the rainfall records of 15

stations in the Lake Eyre region showed that no conclusion could be drawn from

them as to whether aridity was increasing, as is often claimed., or not. The out-

standing feature of the records is that the rainfall is extremely variable, with no

marked rhythm, Records began at the telegraph stations at Charlotte Waters

and Strangways Springs in 1874. The best general season was in 1920 with an

average rainfall of over 11 inches, and the best on the Birdsvitle track (the stock

route from Marree to Birdsville) was in 1917 with rains of 13 inches. The worst

general season was 1929 with an average of 1-8 inches, but in 1876 Charlotte

Waters only received 1*7 inches, and Strangways Springs 2*1 inches. The worst

year on the Birdsville track was 1888, with 06 inch at Cowarie and 0'7 inch at

Muloorina. Good seasons in general were 1878, 1885, 1890, 1917, 1920 and 1939,

and very bad seasons were 1876, 1888, 1898 to 1902, 1927 to 1929, and 1940.

There were eight good seasons in 62 years, giving an average of about nine years

apart The good season is the exception, drought conditions the rule, a hard

fact about the arid interior that Australians are reluctant to face up to.

The Simpson Desert lies in the zone between summer and winter rains, so

rainfall is fairly evenly distributed, with a bias towards December, January and

February, The mean monthly rainfall is £ inch for those months, and less than

£ inch for the other nine.

As to temperature, the Climatological Atlas of Australia, published by the

Commonwealth Bureau of Meteorology, 1941. gives the daily normal maximum
for the desert during the three summer months as 100° F., with an average

maximum for the year of 86°, an average minimum of 59°, and an average mean

temperature of 73° The same publication gives the mean relative humidity for

the year at 9 a.m. as about 38%, and at 3 p.m. about 22%, The figures for

January are 31% at 9 a.m. and under 20% at 3 p.m.; for AprU, 35% and 2S%

;

for July, 45% and 30%. and for October, under 30% and 20% respectively.

IV THE ORIGIN OF THE SANDRIDGES
From the morphology and nature of the sand-formaTtons of the Simpson

Desert and the meteorology and physiography of the region as set out above, it

remains to deduce both the origin of the sand and the mode and time of formation

of the ridges, which should throw some light on the problem of the advance or

retreat of the present aridity.

The Origin of ihv Sand— Broadly the post-Mcsosoic £eolc*gical history of the

Lake Eyre Basin is simple and accepted by all. The retreat of the Mesoxoic seas

was followed by lacustrine conditions with the deposition of the Upper Cretaceous

Winton Series, mainly sandstones, on the lower Cretaceous marine shales. Scat-

tered about round the marginal areas of the desert are low flat-topped remnants oi

freshwater beds known as the Eyrian Scries, consisting of sands and clays with

much gypsum. Some of these remnants contain Pleistocene freshwater shells

(Madigan 1932, pp. 98-100), others silicifled wood and even derived Jurassic

cycads. They almost certainly do not belong to any one period but represent any

chance lacustrine or terrestrial depositions occurring throughout the Tertiary

and Quaternary, though they are generally regarded as of early Tertiary age.

Those in the Lake Eyre region give the impression ol being late Pleistocene*.

The "flat-tops" or "tent hills" arc characteristic of the Lake Eyre Basin. They
include not only Eyrian formations but aUo lower nnd upper Cretaceous beds, as
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well as Permian glacial sandstones along the Finke River. All show the same
superficial siHcification, which H no indication of their age. As the silicification

is so universal *t can reasonably be ascribed to the Pleistocene, It was once

generally regarded as due to deposition of silica by the evaporation of water at

the surface, and was thus associated with the oncoming of aridity, but it is more
prnbahty the B horizon of a former soil profile, as put forward by Whitehouse

i 1940, p. 13-14), though formed in the genial periods of the Pleistocene glacia-

tion father than in the Pliocene.

li is also dear that there were highly pluvial times in the Pleistocene when
rivers were running, lakes were full,, vegetation was plentiful and there was an
abundant fauna of giant forms whn.se remains are well known in the ossuaries of

Lake Callahnnna and the Diamantina. while today we have a desert with a rain-

fall of under five inches, an arid psammophyte vegetation, and a much reduced

and relict fauna. There were world-wide fluctuations of climate in the Great Ire

Age, with advances and retreats of the ice, but a change of a comparatively tew
degrees in mean annual temperature can bring about such alternations. It seerns

quite unnecessary, even unreasonable, to postulate any such violent changes as

from pluvjal to arid as we know* it today, and back again, perhaps several times,

bat more probable that there has been a long-term set towards aridity, a gradual

desiccation with some temporary halts and reverses, whether or not the peak of

aridity has now been passed. The probabilities should be more in favour o£

uniformity than of what is more in the nature of catastrnpimm, with the swing to

arrdity beginning at the close of the Pleistocene glaciation.

The up warping of the east-west ridge in South Australia and the initiation

of inland drainage took place in the early Pleistocene. Even since then the rivers

from half a million square miles of country have continued to discharge their

loads into the Lake Eyre basin right down to the present day, though those from
the north of the desert no longer reach the present Lake Eyre. The desert is

thus a great alluvial basin which is still receiving Ncdiment, coarsei round the

margins, finer towards the lake, due to lessening grade. This is surely the origin

of the aeolian deposits. The subaenat erosion of the Cretaceous and Eyrian beds,

in situ, under arid conditions, without the aid of accumulation by water trans-

portation was formerly invoked (Madigan 1936. p. 226). but this now seems no

more than a supplementary source. Those formations in the sandridge desert

tend to he buried by the sands, not eroded. They arc found only outside the area

of deposition, particularly to the south where denudation has left scattered

remnants. There nre no '"tent hiUs in the main desert, but only very occasional

silicified crusts arc found in the low places as at Camp 11 and on the Hay. These

can be correlated with the duri-crusts of the desert margins. In the main desert,

then, the sand covers the older deposits. The rivers brought in the sand from

the Lower Palaeozoic and Pre-Cambrian formations and crystalline rocks to the

west and north-west and the Upper Cretaceous and Eyrian sands and later

alluvium to the east, and they are stilt doing it, so that the sandridges must still

be growing where the streams flood out, though at a reduced rate owing to the

reduction in supply

Gautier (1935, p. 44) says: "it is in these alluvial basins that, as a general

rule, the ergs are formed ; and these sedimentary regions seem to be places par-

ticularly favoured by the big dunes/' This statement appears to be of world-

wide application. The worst sandridge deserts are in alluvial basins, for example

the Thar, the Karakum, and the Simpson, as well as the Saharan ergs, at least

in the west. Insolation and deflation may cause lesser sand formations, but for

the enormous quantities of sand found in the places mentioned, transport and

accumulation by water seem essential. This view is also held by Aufrsre In
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the case of very old deserts, as the Libyan Desert appears to be, alluvial deposi-

tion may not have played the major role, but in a young desert like the Simpson

the conclusion seems inescapable that the dunes and ridge* have been formed from

alluvial deposits that have never been consolidated.

Doubianski (1928, p. 232-233) shows that the sand formations of the south-

eastern Karakum were derived from the sandy-clayey alluvium of the River

Oxus ot Amu Dana. He further states that single barchans, regularly creseent-

or sickle-shaped, regarded by Mushketov as the most frequent and characteristic

form for all deserts, are entirely missing In Karakum. He regards his ridges,

however, as "barchan rows," formed by the fusion of the low flanks of slightly

curved barchans. The wind regime is not fully stated, and it seems more likely

that these are secondary formations on longitudinal ridges. He makes no attempt

to explain how the barchans come to be arranged in rows. A fluviatile origin

h not supported by Bagnold (1941, p. 168), who says of the Libyan Desert;

"The place of origin of the sand is usually fairly obvious, an escarpment or a

series of depressions where wind erosion is actively taking place," and also "The

most typical kind of country in which desert dunes arc found is a flat erosion

surface/' In the case of the Simpson Desert it seems equally obvious that the

rivers are actively supplying the sand into an area of 300 miles by 200 miles, com-

pletely covered with sandridges. and with no other adequate source of supp1

y l
as

it is hardly possible that pre-existing sandstones am have disintegrated in situ

tti such an extent.

That the sands of the Simpson Desert have a fluviatile origin is strongly

supported by the distribution of the heavy minerals in the sands, as found by

Dr. Carroll and referred to above.

The conclusion is that the Simpson Desert is Ihe most uniform, active and
well-developed sandridge desert in Australia because it is a single basin of deposi-

tion in the driest part of Australia.

The Formation of the Sandridges—How the sand came to be piled up in

longitudinal ridges parallel to the prevailing wind direction has been the subject

of considerable discussion. That the dominant direction is parallel to prevailing

winds was first pointed out by Aufrere (1928) and noted independently by the

author somewhat later (Madigan 1929). Vaughan Cornish (1908} first derived

the longitudinal ridge from dunes transverse to the wind by the joining up of

crests in succession dimes and the blowing clear of the line of saddles. Then
there is the theory of blow-outs in a sea of sand, in the manner of the fidje or

Aufrere's caOtuhyres of Gascony, where the wind scours out longitudinal furrows
like sastrngi in snow.

The author (Madigan 1936, p. 225-227) suggested that longitudinal ridges

begin as many wavy longitudinal lines and evolve into fewer and larger straight

and parallel sandridges, a view that is supported by the further evidence of thi%

expedition and is, in his opinion, now removed beyond all doubt. Lastly, we
come to Bagnold's dune-chain theory (Bagnold 1941, p. 222-223), wherein the

longitudinal ridges grow by the extension of barchan dunes under the influence

of a dominant together with secondary winds.

The origin from transverse dunes can be dismissed on the grounds that such
a transition has nowhere been observed in operation, and such a complete and
wholesale conversion as must have taken place in the Simpson Desert for example,
where no transverse dunes occur at all, seems impossible. Blowouts could initiate

a longitudinal parallelism, bur whether the long hollows bordered by sandhills

each side, in the form of a hairpin open up-wind, would be capable of almost

indefinite extension seems very doubtful. This theory requires a thick existing

sand sheet as a starting point.
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Waliher (1900) considered the barchan to be the fundamental structure and

formed his chains by lateral unions of barchans, so that their direction would be

at right angles to the dominant winds.

Aufrere (1928) and Madigan (1929) pointed out that long chains were

parallel to dominant wind, but drew attention to the importance of secondary

winds in modifying the crests and producing asymmetry of the whole ridge.

Prince Keroal ed Din (1928) showed that the direction of the chains in the

Libyan Desert was not that of barchan-forming winds, as the crests on the chains

were transverse to the chain direction. Caporiacco (1934) confirmed this, and

stated four facts that applied to his zone, from Koffra to Aweinat, namely, that

the dunes are not crescentic but elongated in the direction of the wind, that the

chains are parallel to the dominant winds, that there is a distinct asymmetry of

slope and that the gentle slope is on the side of the principal cross wind. He
stated further that he found small drifts on bare patches that were a few metres

long, half a metre high and a few metres apart, that were never crescentic but

all elongated in the same direction as the great chains and identical in profile

with them. The only crescentic dunes seen owed their origin to an obstacle such

as a stone and were only a few centimetres high hut could form in chains dis-

cordant with the direction of the main chains. Jn some places he found the ridges

continuous, but in others, notably north of Zighcn and Gebcl el Hanaisc, all

chains, which were running north-west to south-east, were interrupted by vast

sheets of smooth sand with a meridional trend, the sand sheets being as wide as

the areas covered by chains. This also obtained south of Aweinat.

Caporiacco (1936) later agreed with the author's suggestion (Madigan 1936,

p. 225) that the chains originated from longitudinal sand-drifts.

Bagnold (1941) has given us the fundamental principles of sand movement.

Their application under ever-varying winds, winds whose movement is further

complicated at the surface as soon as a considerable sand pile is accumulated, is

still a very complex problem. To apply physical principles exactly to the build-

ing of grand-scale sand formations it is necessary to know the complete wind

regime as well as the morphology of the accumulation in its various stages Other-

wise we are restricted to probability and conjecture.

Bagnold refers to the Libyan sandridges as dune chains and derives them

from a single barchan dune whose horns are extended by strong secondary winds

at a small angle to the dominant wind, the gentler dominant wind being respon-

sible for the recurrent crests. Tht- principal agent in the extension is here the

secondary wind. This requires that a chain grows away from a source of sand

out on to hare country. Chains of separate barchan.s are known in Peru, where

alone they seem to be the chief type. Gautier (1935, p. 47) says the barchan is

very rare in the Sahara, there being no word among the indigenous people

corresponding to barchan, "One must search carefully through the biographies

of Saharan literature tn find aaiy reference to this formation, and the barchan

theory would never have been formulated, from observations made in the Sahara

alone. We should not, therefore, be too hasty in adopting the barchan or wind-

formed dune as the elementary unit of the ergs." This applies also to the. Simp-

son Desert. It is doubtful whether a typical barchan occurs in the whole of

Australia. In the Simpson Desert we are dealing with a great widespread alluvial

basin, as is the case with most of the world's big sandridge deserts, and we must

look for a mechanism that will form ridges throughout the area rather than one

that drives long ridges or a trailing line of barchans away from a relatively

restricted source. This mechanism is found in the long, narrow sandstrip* nnted

in the Libyan Desert by Caporiacco and Bagnold and the single example described

above near Birdsville. Bagnold himseSf shows (1941, p. 176-179) how such
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longitudinal sandstrips could originate, and it seems that he neglects this funda-
mental and common formation in favour of the rarer and more doubtful barchan

origin. It is true that the larger Simpson Desert sandridges, with their crests

and saddles, suggest art extended line of dunes, but there are no signs of the

initial stages of this even on the most favourable country, the gibber plains to the

east, where the sand supply is meagre. The serrations in the Simpson Desert

sandridges are regarded as a secondary effect, not a primary. At present they

concern the live sand crests only and are forming and changing today. They are

not reflected in the main bulk of the plinths themselves. No vestigial barchan

wings 3re seen, such are shown in Bagnold's illustration (1941, pi, 12 A, p. 224).
Tins should be compared with pi. vii, fig. 1 and 2, in this account. The chain

of barchans is. of course, possible, and Bagnold's picture looks like one, hut even
there the effects could be secondary and formed upon an already piled sandridge.

The conditions postulated for the origin of the Libyan Desert barchan chains and
the Simpson Desert sandridges are, however, quite different. In the one case the

chain is visualized as growing away from a source out over a hare plain, in the

other the ridges may originate anywhere within the widespaced source itself.

The origin and history of the Simpson Desert sandridges is considered to

have been as follows. They originated when aridity set in during the late Pleisto-

cene by wind action on the alluvial deposits, mainly unconsolidated, on the great

plains of the Lake Eyre basin.

The siliceous crust so common in the region is probably an old soil horizon

which remains covered and possibly unbroken under the sandridges of the main
desert, but is exposed and mostly broken up and gone in the areas to the cast

and south. If it is a B horizon, then it has been laid bare by the washing down
of the A horizon into the basin, together with great quantities of the underlying

beds, a process that has continued at a decreasing rate down to the present day.

Longitudinal sandstrips were first formed hy strong southerly winds. The
great majority of the sand-moving winds are southerly. The strips are formed
through transverse instability of the wind as shown by Bagnold, and so frequ^nlJy

seen on a small scale m drifliug sand on a pavement or in surface snow-drift.

Suitable southerly winds will extend the strip down-wind, others may build up
the up-wind end. Strong side winds will build up the whole length of the strip,

increasing its height and bulk, gentler winds will tend to spread it laterally.

When it reaches a certain height it will become an obstacle that will arrest all

sand driven by side winds at whatever angle, so that the lanes between strips may
be swept free of sand. The gentler southerly winds, between south-east ami
south-west, will drive the sand along the strips, now becoming ridges, and deposit

it at the northerly ends, so that all ridges will extend northward. This is seen

wherever the end of a sandridge car* be found. The northern ends end in a fan

nf sand on the gibbers, never a drift running off at an angle, and the southern

ends show erosion. All sand becomes trapped on the ridge and travels along it.

Owing to alimentation from the side, the leeward end grows much faster than
the windward end is abraded; in fact, recession of the southern end is very slow

if not no more than seasonal, as it may be built up from time to time by stronger

southerly winds. The result is that the ridges arc always growing in length, and
the net movement of sand is along their length These formations of ridges may
begin ar.ywhere in the sand sheet; they have not necessarily all begun at the

windward side. That the sand has not all been driven northward from a southerly

source is shown by Dr. Carroll's distribution of the heavy minerals in the sands.

They are concentrated at the northern and western sides, near their source, and
fade away as one goes southward. This would be mfersed if the origin oi ^ ]

the sand were to the south-east*
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Side winds will tend to move the ridges laterally and will be much mote

effective while the ridges are small. Smaller ridge? will overtake larger ones, so

that the larger absorb the smaller and grow at their expense, and eventually

the sandstrips that began as parallel bands whose length was measured in hun-

dreds of yard*; and heights m feet, become ridges up to a hundred feet high and

a hundred miles or more long. The regularity of size and spacing of the Simpson

Desert sandridges was not as perfect as at first supposed from aerial observations.

Everywhere large and small ridges were mixed, the larger ones invariably much

further apart than the smaller and the intervals varying as described above. The

spacing is sufficiently irregular to be no more than a statistical effect, and not

regular enough to warrant any further search for a principle determining it.

Small ones often occurred in batches. There was. however, an almost perfect

parallelism. This is in accordance with the processes here suggested. The trend

varies with the direction of the resultant of all sand-driving winds. It is east of

north in the Lake Callabonna area, a little west of north near Lake Eyre, an^\

west-north-west in the northern part of the desert, which agrees with the regional

variation in wind regime. The only feature that still remains at all surprising is

the rarity of junction* of ridges. They are plentiful round the margins, par-

ticularly on the south and north-west sides, but on the journey of this expedition,

between the Hale and Mulligan, hardly a junction was seen in crossing 700 ridges

;

in fact, only one junction was actually noted down. The interior is regarded as

the oldest and most matin e pari of the desert, and it appears that there all ridges

that had made contact had completely joined up before all became fixed by vege-

tation assisted by their size, In the immature margins where junctions are

common the ridges are very wavy, whereas in the interior they are straight.

The strongest side winds blow ftom between north-west and south-west,

with a preponderance of north-west winds in the north and south-west winds in

the south. Towards the east, north-easterly winds are more frequent than towards

the west, though not often strong. It is impossible at present to be more exact

than this. The results of these generalities are seen in the cross sections of the

sandridges. The gentle slope is invariably on the west side, but is more pro-

nounced on the west side of the desert than on the cast, the ridges being more

symmetrical to the east. This indicates that during the process of building and

before the ridges became fixed, there must have heen a slow migration to the east

in the manner of harehan movement. The sandstrips or small ridges would have

been more bulky at die tip-wind or southern ends, trailing away to the north, as

strong winds tend to build up the tip-wind end, and it seems certain that **

majority not only of all winds, but of strong winds as well. blow from between

south-south-west and south-east. Also, as the sandstrips grow northward, the

south end is the oldest and thus will have received more additions from the side

winds. This means that the westerly- lateral winds would move rhc northern ends

of the small ridges faster than the southern ends, as the rale of movement is

proportional to the bulk of the dune, and this conclusion leads to a very pretty

qnd satisfactory explanation of the only remaining pu2.2lc, why when there is a

junction of ridges the stem of the Y thus formed is invariably to the north, a fact

several times drawn attention to by the author. The reason is now obvious. The
north end 01 a ridge moves faster and will make contact first with the ridge being

overtaken, leaving the lane between them open to the south. This would also be

the case even if the net movement were westward and not eastward, but the

symmetry of the ridges as well as what is known of the wind regime clearly

indicate an easterly drift in the northern parts of the desert, though to the south.

and particularly east of Uike Kyre, the movement may be westerly, as strong

south-east winds are common and the trend of the ridges is more nearly north

(as seen in ph v, fig. 1). This picture clearly shows a swing to the west at the
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north end of ridges. Differential lateral movement also explains the waviness

of the ridges in the immature marginal zones. As the bulk has grown, movemart

has slowed down, and the development and spread of the psammophyte vegeta-

tion has by now permanently fixed the ridges in the main part of the desert,

though along the southern margins some of them seem to be still alive and mov-

ing. This may be a revival of movement, due to the destruction of cover by

stock and rabbits, though the author has always held that such destruction has

never been on a sufficiently large scale to have any regional effect in this area.

Now as to what is actually going on today in the main desert. The sand-

ridges are fixed as far as any movement has been detected since the white man
entered the region, Owing to' the bulk of the big ridges, as well as to the vegeta-

tion, any net displncement must be very small, particularly as there are sand-

moving "winds from both sides. The plinths are fixed, but there is. Jive sand on

nearly all crests, wj&i sandfalls mostly to the east un the west side and to the

west on the east side, but reversible according to the strength and duration oi the

last side wind. These crests were studied in detail at Andado and at Camps 8
and 11> and the general form is shown in fig. 3. The slope of the crest or seif

is determined by the side winds, and where a welldcvcloped saw-tooth arrange-

ment of crests and saddles was seen on the desert crossing it was under the action

of south-west winds at the time. These were driving the sand diagonally up

the side of the ridges and moving it northward. At Andado, when the wind

was about 30 m.p.h. from the south-west and the crests were "smoking," it was

noted that on the lee side of the crest the wind at the surface was blowing along

the ridge and even upwards towards the summit and carrying sand northwards

and upwards along the steep slip-slope. These eddies were preventing sand from

rolling down the lee slope, and in fact bringing back the grains that tried to

escape. The configuration shown in fig, 3 is referred to as common, but it was

nor universal. The smaller ridges with more vegetation and less live sand had

gently rounded crests with no peaks and saddles. Where the crests were sharp

an attempt was made to find some general pattern, with the result shown In fig, 3,

In this the sharp edges at the peaks aie concave towards the wind, not convex

as in the barchan, and the northern end of the edge as it falls curves back slightly

against the wind and does not trail down-wind. The saddles are thus re-entrants

against the south-west wind. There was definitely nothing to be found on the

ridges resembling barchan formation. Conditions at the top of a 50- or 60-foot

ridge are, of course, quite unsuitable for barchan formation. It was not quite

obvious what caused the saddles, but the process seems to be this. The bases of

the ridges are fixed and there is practically no general sand movement up Hie

sides of the slopes, which are protected hy clo-sf clumps of spinifex. The live

sand wc are concerned with is already at the top of the ridge, Where the

vegetation does not approach so near the summit there is a wider source of sand

and a greatet sand supply, hence a summit will tend to form between tongues of

vegetation that arc creeping towards the crest. PI. vii, fig. 2, definitely indicate*

this. The principle is akin to the formation of parabolic blow-outs or fuljee, and

indeed these forms were seen lying across some ot the broader crests, but not

where sharp crests were in evidence. The fulje effect will be modified by the.

sloping side of the ridge. It may also be ihe cause of the not infrequent sand-

falls found on tile windward side of the sharp crests, at their northern and

recurving ends, where both sides of the crest were often at the angle of rest of

the sand.

The sand, then, from an eroding patch on the side of the ridge is driven

upwards and northwards, rising to a summit to the north. The interval between

summits was not very regular and can he ascribed to statistical effects. Actually

the present live-sand crests form only a minor part of the whole sand pile. The
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saddles were never low enough to be regarded as breaches in the ridge, and there

were no dunes or sand piles to the leeward of the saddles. In the case of the

small primitive ridges a strong crass-wind could cause complete breaches in them.

'Die sand-drift at BirdsviJle r referred to above, was thus broker* up, probably by

south-west winds, but the dominant winds can fill the gaps and maintain the

alignment. This continual change and reforming of the live sand of the crests

under winds of wide variation in strength would lead to considerable variation

with depth in grading of the sand. The importance of grading was not suffi-

ciently appreciated on this expedition, with the result that samples were taken

more for rnineralogical purposes. It was only at Camp 8 that any systematic

sampling was done., and this was at rather wide intervals along the section. The

higher percentage of finer grades and clay particles in the two inter-ridge samples

as compared with crests 5s probably due to the winnowing effect or. the crests.,

where under present conditions of no net lateral mnvement and secondary winds

from both sides, the coarser fractions will tend to remain as residuals on the crests

and the crest sand to become more regular than that in the lanes. The "smok-

ing'* effect in strong lateral winds will carry the dust and finer particles well down
into the lec of the ridge, where, it will remain.

The dying out of the ridges to the north into sandy plains can be ascribed

to two causes, first the rapid increase in rainfall from five to ten inches, and

second the nature of the sands which, being much nearer their source in the

ranges, will be more mixed, with a larger proportion of grit and pebbles which

inhibit the drifting of sand.

V THE PRESENT TREND OF ARIDITY
No valid reason presents itself to justify the widely held view that aridity

was greater in the past when the sanHridgcs had their birth. That the sand-

ridges are now fixed is no proof, for the psammophyte and drought-resisting

vegetation which is mainly THodia and Spimfex (cane grass) throughout Aus-

tralia, would take a long time to replace the flora of the pluvial Pleistocene arid

T>eeomc established over these vast areas. The ridges could form in the possibly

barren times between the decline of the old vegetations and the establishment of

the new. Aridity in the Lake Eyre basin may actually have increased in recent

tfmes, as a desert tends to become increasingly more arid by the mutual effect of

desert influences, without change of climate, as indicated by Gauticr (1935.

p. 106), particularly by the blocking of waterways and the consequent with-

holding of water from the interior areas.

The sandridges are now fixed throughout most of the desert, hut sand is still

being delivered in reduced quantities to the area by the streams which do not in

most cases travel so far. and deflation of the gibber plains to the south-east still

continues, so that there is still some growth ot sandridges in the marginal areas

where they show signs of immaturity. Sandridge building has been very greatly

slowed up but is not yet quite dead. There is no evidence to show that the

advance of aridity has been halted, but it is not improbable that it has reached

its maximum. Owing to the .higher rainfall round the Simpson Desert borders

and the stiong hold of the protective "spinifex" cover which is practically immune

to the attacks of stuck and rabbits, no appicciable extension of the sandridges

area is possible at present and conditions appear to have become stabilized for all

practical purposes.
1 SUMMARY

The souice of the sands of the Simpson Desert is almost entirely the alluvial

deposits of the streams flowing into the T-ake Eyre basin, Sandridge formation

began at the close of the Pleistocene fluvial times when aridity became csrab-
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lished, and has continued down to the present day at an ever decreasing rate,

The primary form is the sandstrip. The dominant prevailing winds originate and

maintain the longitudinal arrangement. The lateral secondary winds build up

the height, clear the lanes between, cause lateral shifting of the whole ridge and

thus bring about the coalescence of ridges, so that the larger ridges absorb the

smaller. Barchan formation is absent and the ridges cannot be regarded as

barchan chains.

There is no evidence of greater aridity in the past. The present fixation

of the ridges by vegetation does not prove amelioration of climate, as it would

have taken this flora a long time to originate and colonize the vast areas involved.

Aridity may have reached its peak ; at any rate, owing to the "spinifex* cover and

the greater rainfall round the desert margins no material extension of the sand-

ridge area is possible under the present conditions, which appear to have reached

a state of balance.
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INTRODUCTION
Attention has been drawn to raised beaches in the South-East by Tenison

Woods (12), Howchin (8) and Tindale (10). The first writes of them in a

general way, and Howchin mentions a specific raised beach on the slopes of

Mount Graham and another in the Mosquito Creek near Struan. Tindale has

described a beach on the Woakwine Range about six miles south of Robe on the

Beachport Road, and in an interesting paper has stressed the desirability of study-

ing the shell fauna of the ranges further inland. In view of the increasing

interest being taken in Recent geology by anthropologists, geographers and pedo-

logists, investigations of these deposits are particularly worth while.

The present paper gives the locations, conchology and physiographic and
geologic information relative to 16 previously unrecorded raised beach sites, in

addition to a full description of the occurrence mentioned by Howchin at Mount
Graham. The significance of the deposits in the Pleistocene-Recent chronological

sequence is also discussed. The study is essentially one in paleoecology.

GENERAL FEATURES OF THE GEOLOGY AND PHYSIOGRAPHY
OF THE SOUTH-EAST

Unique physiographic features in the South-East of South Australia result

from the arrangement of a series of ranges, with intervening plains, more or less

parallel to the existing coastline. They were first recognised by Tenison

C
1
) W'aite Agricultural Research Institute, University of Adelaide.

(
s
) South Australian Museum, Adelaide.

Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 70, (1), 30 June 1946
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Map of Raised Beaches

of the Lower South-East

of South Australia.
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Woods (11) as representing a repetition of older coastal dunes or dune remnants,

which were stranded during successive stages in a retreat of the sea. This view
has subsequently been endorsed by a number of workers, (8), (5), (2), and is

now generally accepted.

The most inland range—the Naracoorte Range—is considered to represent

the original shore-line prior to the recession of the sea. Fenner (5) believes this

range to be an old fault scarp and not a sand-dune ridge, but it has been sub-

sequently pointed out (2) that there are both older calcareous dunes and siliceous

sands superimposed upon this scarp, and even though there also be a fault, it can

be considered a dune range.

The country east and north-east of the Naracoorte Range is all very much
higher and is an older and more mature land surface, but proceeding south-west

or west towards the coast there is a fall in height above sea level with successive

flats. The dune range remnants have impeded the natural drainage to the sea,

and as a result the inter-range plains are normally very wet in winter and late

spring. This is due largely to a general rise in the water table, both as a result

of local rains and rain in more remote regions. In wetter winters the water-

table may rise above the lowerlying portions of the plains. This has been modi-

fied a good deal by the construction of artificial drains. Originally the excess

water slowly found its way north-west and much of it finally filtered through to

the Coorong.

The chief physiographic features, together with the location of the raised

beaches described in this paper, are shown on the accompanying physiographic

map.
While the regular pattern of dune ranges and intervening flats is un-

interrupted in the region from Padthaway-Comaum to the coast, in the more
southerly parts of the South-East it is considerably modified by volcanic features.

The most important physiographically is the Mount Burr Range, the general

framework of which is composed of basalt, tuff and ash. Over most of this area,

however, are superimposed aeolian siliceous sands, though older calcareous dunes

also occur. Much of the Mount Burr Range region it has been suggested, was
an island or islands prior to the retreat of the sea, and the volcanic activity here

is thought to be considerably earlier than that at Mount Gambier and Mount
Schank (2), which is very recent.

The older consolidated dunes are composed of fine shell material, fora-

miniferal tests, etc., for the most part, but may have associated shell beaches (see

later). The calcareous aeolianite of which the dunes are composed is normally

capped with six inches to two feet of travertine limestone, and occasionally the

whole dune may be more or less cemented along the accretion layers. The
travertine is considered due to lime enrichment through leaching from surface

horizons of the aeolianite. The older dunes form the backbone to all the strand

ranges, but superimposed upon them is a considerable quantity of highly siliceous

sands. These sands are wind-piled and are the re-sorted upper horizons of soils

which lost their stability during the last great period of aridity. It is thought

that the leached surface horizons of the soils formed on the calcareous dunes

made the greatest contribution to these sands and that the stripping of them

exposed the lime-enriched (travertine) B-C soil horizons (2), (3).

The most sea-ward series of old dunes is the Woakwine Range, which is

almost entirely travertinised calcareous aeolianite, and practically free of any
superimposed siliceous sands (pi, xi, fig. 2). There are remnants, however, of

another range at numerous places along the coast from Cape Jaffa to the Victorian

border, which forms some interesting weathering features at such places as Cape
Northumberland, Beachport, Cape Dombey and Cape Jaffa.
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The inter-dune plains are underlain by Miocene limestones (12), (5). This,

however, only outcrops at the surface or is very near the surface in a small area

in the most southerly parts—roughly in the region enclosed by Mount Gambier,
Nelson, Port MacDonnell, Kongorong, Tantanoola and immediately north of

Mount Gambier. Elsewhere it is overlain by considerable quantities of calcareous

material left when the sea retreated, and superimposed over this in many regions

are aeolian siliceous sands, peats, soil, etc. Miocene limestone is also a prominent
feature in the elevated regions east of the Naracoorte Range.

THE RAISED BEACHES
The raised beaches described in this paper all lie within 16 miles of the coast,

but at varying elevations. Their positions are shown on the physiographic map and

are referred to as numbers throughout the text. They fall naturally into four

major groupings, according to their location:

—

(1) Mount Gambier district - - sites 1-9

(2) Woakwine Range - site 10

(3) Mount Burr Range - - - sites 11-12

(4) Konetta - Kingston district - - sites 13-17

The heights above sea level are all from aneroid determinations and can

be considered closely approximate. The readings were carefully made in refer-

ence to known datum points and usually checked back. They should be correct

to within ± 10 feet.

GENERAL CONCHOLOGY

The following list covers the more obvious and dominant shells found in the

17 sites herein described. They can be conveniently grouped into Fine Sand

Beach, Estuarine, Reef and Weed habitat facies. Under the various sites the

assemblage peculiar to each is indicated. All are recent species, well preserved,

and often retain their characteristic colours. Some of the dominant shells are

reproduced on pi. ix.

FINE SAND BEACH SHELLS

Pelecypoda

Katelysia scalarina Lamarck 1818 Glycymeris radians Lamarck 1819

Cardium racketti Donovan 1826 Mimachlamys asperrimus Lamarck

Tawera gallinula Lamarck 1818 1819

Venernpis gallactites Lamarck 1818 Equichlamys bifrons Lamarck 1819

Gastropoda

liber conicum Lamarck 1822 Parcanassa pauperata Lamarck 1822

Bullaria tenuissima Sowerby 1868 Niotha pyrrhus Menke 1843

ESTUARINE BEACH SHELLS

Pelecypoda

Anapella pinguis Crosse and Fischer Macoma deltoidalis Lamarck 1818

1864 Laternula recta Reeve 1860

Anapella adelaidae Angas 1865

Gastropoda

Zeacumanhis diemenensis Quoy and Cacozeliana granarium Kiener 1842

Gaimard 1835 Assiminea granum Menke 1843

Eubittium lawleyanum Crosse 1863 Salinator fragilis Lamarck 1822
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REEF SHELLS
Pelecypoda

Brachyodontes erosus Lamarck 1818 Ostrea sinuata Lamarck 1819

Mytihts plamilahts Lamarck 1819

Gastropoda

Turbo undulatus Solander 1786 Cellana tramoserica Sowerby 1825

Austrocochlea torri Cotton & Godfrey Patelloida alticostata Angas 1865

1934 Murexsul fimbriatus Lamarck 1822

Austrocochlea odontis Wood 1828 Floraconus anemone Lamarck 1810
Micrastrea aurca Jonas 1844 Fasciolaria australasia Perry 1811

Isoclanculus dunkeri Koch 1843 Coins australis Quoy 1833

Sabia conica Schumacher 1817 Nerita melanotragus Smith 1884

(attaches to other shells) Melarhaphe unifasciata Gray 1826
Cominella lineolata Lamarck 1809 Neothais textiliosa Lamarck 1822
Cominella eburnea Reeve 1846

WEED SHELLS

Zemitrclla ausirina Gaskoin 1852 Austrocochlea zebra Menke 1829
Phasianella australis Gmelin 1788 Naccula punctata Quoy and Gaimard
Cantharidus lehmanni Menke 1843 1835

Thalotia conica Gray 1826

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SITES

(1) Mount Gam bier District

In earlier physiographic studies of the South-East the strand dunes and old

shorelines in the Mount Gambier district have never been clearly defined. Tfee&e

extend to within a very short distance of the Mount—less than three miles. In

discussing Howchin's raised beach at Mount Graham, in the Mount Burr Range,

Fenner (4) has stated that "there is no evidence whatever of such an encroach-

ment affecting the Mount Gambier area." The major physiographic features

associated with the recent inundations in the Mount Gambier district are shown
in fig. 1 a, on which the beach sites have also been placed and the approximate

extent of the volcanic soils shown. The main strand ranges have been named
for convenience. Fig. 1 b is a cross-section along the line A-B on this map.

Site 1

:

Location—In pasture field, adjacent road, Section 38, Hundred Macdonnell,

Height above sea level—ISO feet.

General features of occurrence—Series of old dunes capped with travertine lime-

stone. Section exposed in quarry shows terra rossa - rendzina soil developed

from travertine in which there is evidence of very small traces of volcanic

ash. Below approximately six inches of travertine occurs calcareous sand, pro-

bably partly aeolian in origin. In both the travertine and underlying sand
are abundant shells.

Conchology—The shells found in both travertine and the aeolian sand are prin-

cipally of the fine sand beach suite, Katelysia scalarina being the dominant
species. There are also a few estuarine species such as Anapella pinguis,

adelaidae and Macoma deltoidalis, which suggests that a creek of brackish

water may have existed in the vicinity of this beach. Reef forms, or those

which may attach to debris are represented by the mussels Mytilus planu-

latus and Brachyodontes erosus. Both of these are found as odd examples
washed up on sand beaches. The shells of this suite retain their living
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colours, the nacre of the mussel being preserved as in living specimens. At
the Outer Harbour, near Adelaide, the same suite of shells in the same rela-

tive dominance, size and colours may be found living today. PL xii, fig. 1-3.

Site 2

:

Location—Roadside cutting adjacent Section 179, Hundred Macdonnell. About
100 yards from Blanche-Macdonnell hundred line, near the cheese factory

corner.

Height above sea level—145 feet.

General features—In small consolidated sand rise which is an outlier to the main

strand range in which Site 1 occurs.

Conchology—An exactly similar suite of shells as in Site 1.

Site 3:

Location—Roadside cutting adjacent Sections 428-487, Hundred Macdonnell.

Mount Gambier - Nelson Road.
Height above sea level—110 feet. The site is actually in a saddle, with consoli-

dated dunes on either side rising to approximately 140 feet.

General Features—Occurs with wind-blown calcareous sand in travertinised dune.

Conchology—Similar suite and same dominant species as in Site 1.

Site 4

:

Location—Roadside, adjacent Sections 267-401, Hundred Caroline.

Height above sea level—105 feet.

General features—Consolidated dune series. In valley between two dunes poly-

zoal (Miocene) limestone is exposed at surface and in a quarry, demonstrat-

ing the superficial nature of these strand dune and beach deposits.

Conchology—A similar suite of shells to that of Site 1.

Site 5:

Location—Roadside adjacent Sections 267-402, Hundred Caroline.

Height above sea level—90 feet. Another site a few hundred yards further

south-east and not mentioned individually here is 100 feet above sea level.

General features—This is a pebble beach exposed as a bench in a road cutting

at the edge of one of two dunes, which have an interesting long narrow
corridor running between them. This corridor is locally and incorrectly con-

sidered to be an old river. The pebbles are water-worn flints, obviously

weathered from Miocene limestone, and they are cemented in lime matrix
which contains shell material.

Conchology—Fine sand beach shell fauna as in Site 1. See pi. x, fig. 2.

Site 6:

Location—Roadside adjacent Sections 146-616, Hundred Caroline.

Height above sea level—88 feet.

General features—Shell material in travertine at edge of old dune.

Conchology—Fine sand beach shells as in Site 1.

Sjte 7:

Location—Roadside adjacent Sections 140-107, Hundred Caroline.

Height above sea level—95 feet.

General features—Travertinised shell bed.

Conchology—Here is a suite of exclusively reef shells similar in size, relative

dominance of species and colouration to that living at Cape Northumberland
today. The dominant shells such as Turbo undulata and numerous opercula

of that species, Patelloida alticostata
f

Nsriia melanotragus and Cellana
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tramoserica form the bulk of the deposit (see pi. xiii, fig. 1). On the flats

towards the sea south of the site the Miocene reef, on which this recent reef

suite lived, is exposed. It appears to be an extensive flat reef a,s seen on
parts of the South-East coast today, and the usual Miocene species of

Polyzoa, Chlamys and other marine fossils of the Miocene limestone arc

plentiful in the rock.

Site 8

:

Location—Roadside, adjacent Sections 121-580, Hundred Blanche.

Height above sea level—145 feet.

General features—Travertinised aeolian sand and shell deposits; associated with

a series of old strand dunes.

Conchology—Similar suite of shells as in Site 1.

Site 9:

Location—Section 170, Hundred Blanche, about one chain from road between
Sections 170 and 192, and in young pine plantation.

Height above sea level—210 feet.

General features—This is a deposit of small, water-worn flint pebbles, in which
no shell material was observed (pi. xi, fig. 1). It rests directly on Miocene
polyzoal limestone.

(2) Woakwine Range
Tindale mentions raised beaches on the Woakwine Range about 25 feet

above sea level. These were apparently on the seaward side of the range. The
site described here is near Rendelsham on the northern side of an arm of the

Woakwine Range, which extends east to eventually become the series of con-

solidated dunes on which Millicent is built.

Site 10:

Location—About 200 yards west Rendlesham Railway Station.

Height above sea level—54 feet.

General features—A small outlier to the main dune range. Abundant shell

material exposed beneath a travertine capping of about 6-8 inches.

Conchology-—This deposit is interesting in that fresh water shells occur above
the marine suite. The marine suite is like that of Site 1, but immediately

above it are numerous freshwater shells of the species Lenameria pectorosa

Conrad 1850, an Eastern Australian species. There is also a lot of frag-

mentary shells in a similar state to those found at Mount Graham.

(3) Mount Burr Range
Although the framework of the Mount Burr Range is volcanic, Miocene

limestones occur and probably underlie the basalt tuff and ash at depth. There
is a large system of fossil dunes which flank the range in a practically unbroken
line from Mount Graham past Mount Muirhead to Mount Burr and the Bluff.

While this interesting series of dunes, which appears to be of at least two definite

elevations, occurs on the north-west, west and south-west side of the range, there

is no counterpart on the north-eastern (landward) side of the range.

The first line of dunes along the Millicent - Mount Burr road going over

the Mount Muirhead saddle is approximately 140 feet above sea level, and the

second apparent line 210-225 feet above sea level.

In addition to these two series of strand dunes, there are several old dunes

in the valley which extends from the Mount Burr Mill to the Forest head-

quarters, and others occur scattered throughout the whole area.
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Site 11 (pi. xiv, fig. 1) :

Location—Slopes of Mount Graham, Forest Reserve, Section 181, Hundred
Riddoch.

Height above sea level—Actual site 205-210 feet, associated travertinised dunes

to 240 feet.

General features—The shell beach is towards the base of an old dune perched on

the fairly steep sides of Mount Graham and is about 70-80 feet above the

lower lying country at the foot. The deposit is overlain by fairly dense

travertine 6-12 inches thick, which contains little or no shell material except

in the bottom inch or two.

Conchology—The mollusca are of the reef type and retain in part their living

colours. The remarkable feature is that the shells are of a steep beach type

and those found in deeper water. The community is like that of say, Middle-

ton near Port Elliot, and has the same shells, notably Scaeoleda illepida

Iredale 1929 and Negyrina delecta Cotton 1946; both species are found on

exposed deep water beaches (see pi. xiv, fig. 2).

Site 12:

Location—Observation Pit, Mount Burr Research Station, Section 449, Hundred
Mount Muirhead.

Height above sea level—190-195 feet (actual bed).

General features—The deposit occurs at a depth of about 12 feet, and is over-

lain by soil and underlain by volcanic material.

Conchology—The mollusca are similar to those of Site 11.

(4) Konetta- Kingston Region

This is predominantly plain country—very flat and with very poor drainage.

It is indeed portion of the great plain that extends from the Coorong in the north

to practically Nelson (Victoria) in the south-east, and which is interrupted only

by isolated occurrences of older dunes like the Hatherleigh Range and the Milli-

cent Ridge. From enquiries made by the authors, it is apparent that much of

this Konetta-Kingston area is underlain by very recent marine shells at fairly

shallow depth.

Site 13:

Location—Main road adjacent Section 54, Hundred Smith. Near Konetta
Station homestead.

Height above sea level—36 feet.

General features—The exposure is made in a small rubble pit in a low bank-

adjacent to the road.

Conchology—Estuarine shells are here imbedded in travertine limestone, beneath

which the same suite continues in a calcareous clay material. The species

are of the estuarine flat types

—

Salinator fragilis and Eubittiutn lawleyanum
as dominants and odd species of the same facies.

Site 14:

Location—Sections 64 and 65, Hundred Smith, Koniak Station.

Height above sea level—35 feet.

General features—The soil in this area is a shallow rendzina developed on a

travertine limestone, which is frequently turned up in cultivation. This lime-

stone is crowded with very recent shells.

Conchology—The shells are principally of the fine sand beach suite with a mix-
ture of reef and weed types (pi. xv, fig. 2). The dominant species is

Katelysia scalarina, and there are a few Glycymeris radians, the common
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globular ark. The weed dwelling Phasianella australis is represented and
retains much of its beautiful living colours. The mussel Brachyodontes
erosus, found in colonies on reefs, is represented by odd separate valves

which have evidently been washed up on the sandy beach. They still retain

the characteristic blue-brown colour of the nacre. The small Murexsul
fimbriatus is represented by odd specimens, which suggest that it also has

been washed up from an outlying reef.

Site 15

:

Location—Approximately 5 miles north of Site 14, on main Kingston road.

Height above sea level—As for Site 14.

General features—As for Site 14.

Conchology—As for Site 14.

Site 16:

Location—Section 1, Hundred Murrabinna.
Height above sea level—30-35 feet.

General features—The site extends over 2-3 miles in a low travertinised ridge,

the Ashmore-Murrabinna ridge, which flanks the main road and skirts the

Kingston-Konetta plain. The ridge carries an open savannah woodland of

blue gum and pink gum.
Conchology—Similar shells to those found in Site 1 (see pi. xv, fig. 1).

Site 17:

Location—Well, Section 99, Hundred Mount Benson. Wongolina Station, Flint's

Paddock.
Height above sea level—Shell bed (about 4 feet below the surface) is 8-12 feet

above sea level.

General features—The country is flat and featureless, and carries depauperate

red gums. The shell horizon occurs at about 4 feet, below a fairly hard

travertine limestone.

Conchology—Here the dominant shell is the Port Lincoln oyster, Ostrea sinuata,

and the second dominant the Queen Scallop, Equichlamys bifrons (see

pi. xvi, fig. 1 and 2). Both are in living condition, the latter exhibiting its

deep red colour. Then follow in order of dominance and retaining much
of their living colour, Katelysia scalarina

j
Thalotia conica, Micrastrea aurea

and Tazvera gallinitla. The oysters are in clusters and have probably formed
on beds of old oyster shell.

ADDITIONAL SHELL BEDS OF INTEREST

Oyster Beds—On the Mount Gambier Range (see fig. la, lb) exposures of

underlying strata are rare due to the superimposition of siliceous sands, and, in

the neighbourhood of Mount Gambier, volcanic ash. The only exposure examined
in this range was a road cutting in Section 764, Hundred Blanche. Here a soft

horizontally bedded calcareous sandstone is exposed which contains the living

Port Lincoln oyster, Ostrea sinuata, in good condition, dispersed throughout a

thickness of some eight feet of the exposure (pi. x, fig. 1),

A very similar sandstone was noticed on a hill-top road cutting on the out-

skirts of northern Mount Gambier. This material is much older than the cal-

careous sandstone of the raised beach deposits already described, and is probably

Pleistocene in age.

Freshwater Shells—On the rendzina plains of the Millicent-Rendelsham

district, and in other parts of the plains, freshwater swamps were very extensive
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before artificial drainage, and as a result of this freshwater shell deposits of vary-

ing thickness have been built up.

The most prevalent species is the freshwater snail Lenamerla pectorosa,

which is still living in swamps in these parts, and is common in the Murray River

and its billabongs. Shells of this species occur both in the soil, the underlying

travertine and/or marly material, and may be present in considerable numbers.

Fig. 1 a

Raised beach sites (1-9) and the consolidated dune ranges in the neighbourhood
of Mount Gambier. Approximate extent of volcanic soil shown hy shading.

Fig. lb
Sketch section from the coast near Port MacDonnell to Mount
Gambier (A-B in Fig. 1 a). Thickness of volcanic material exaggerated.

At times the travertinised layer may be some feet thick and almost entirely com-
posed of shells of Lenameria (see pi. xiii, fig. 2). At other times the soil is so

full of remains of these shells and is so completely formed from them that it is

loose and "snuffy."

The shells are usually bleached white on the outside, though the inside

retains the natural delicate brown colour. Beneath the purely freshwater deposits

and incorporated with them to some degree, there is occasionally seen an estuarine

suite of rather small and scattered Katelysia scalarina and other associated

species, which indicate an abrupt change from estuarine to freshwater conditions.
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The absence of Coxiella shells supports the indications of a quick change in

conditions.

Land Mollusca—South of Meningie the only native land snail recorded is

Magilaoma penolensis Cox 1868, and the type locality is Penola. It is synonym-
ous with M. pictilis Tate 1878, from Cape Northumberland. This species,

about 3 mm. in diameter, is also found in Victoria and closely allied to M. par-

pictilis from north-west Tasmania; the two species being the only ones in the

genus. Although the region has not been thoroughly searched and some further

small species might yet be found, the apparent absence of larger characteristic

native snails is of interest.

There are a few European species introduced during the last 30 years, and
they are now abundant. These include Helix aspersa Muller, Helicella caperala

Montagu, Helicella ericetorum Muller, Euparypha pisana Muller, and Cochlicella

acuta Muller.

AGE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF DEPOSITS

CHARACTERISTIC SOUTH AUSTRALIAN BEACHES
The characteristic features of some of the more important beaches in South

Australia and their shell fauna can be briefly described before discussing the

significance of the present raised beaches.

(1) The Ocean Sand Beach
The surf swept ocean sand beach carries few species of Mollusca or

Crustacea, and practically no visible flora. Such beaches are found along the

ocean shores of the Coorong from Goolwa to Kingston. Here the dominant
mollusc is Plebidonax deltoides Lamarck 1818 (Donax of earlier writers), which
occurs in great numbers in coarse sand of about 0*5 mm. in diameter. The same
species occurs on various ocean beaches where the sand is coarse all around
Australia. It occurs on similar beaches near Port Lincoln and Kangaroo Island.

In South-Eastern Australia the species is probably a recent introduction carried

by ocean currents from the west in larval form.

(2) The Estuarine and Fine Sand Beaches

The estuarine type of beach runs almost imperceptibly into the fine sand

beach and many of the species of mollusca are common to each. Katelysia

scalarina is found in the almost pure fine sand beyond the muddy sand of the

estuary, while Katelysia peroni is dominant in the muddy habitats which occur

adjacent to the K. scalarina bed. Uber conica prefers clean fine sand, but may
still be found in the muddy estuarine sand. These two types of beaches are so

closely associated that it is not surprising to find their shell fauna grade one into

the other.

(3) The Warm Mud Flat

Common on raised beaches at Murat Bay, Port Augusta, Yorke Peninsula,

Fowler's Bay, Dry Creek and Port Wakefield is the sub-fossil Anadara trapezia

Deshayes (Area of some earlier writers). This belongs to a suite of warm-water
surface-dwelling mud-flat species found in the Zostera meadows. The associated

species include Torvamurex denudatus Perry 1811, Pyrazus ebinits Bruguiere

1792, Pyrazus australis Quoy and Gaimard 1834, Campanile laeve Quoy and
Gaimard 1834.

Although still living in New South Wales and Queensland, these species all

became recently extinct in almost all of South Australia. A living specimen of

Anadara trapezia is said to have been taken in Spencer Gulf.
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ECOLOGICAL CONDITIONS OF DEPOSITION OF THE RAISED BEACHES

The shell fauna preserved in the old beaches reflect the ecological conditions

under which they were deposited. Thus there are typical sand-flat, reef, estuarine,

deep water and weed suites. These can be signified by a name derived from their

most dominant species. They show a remarkable species convergence with

present-day fauna.

(a) Sand flats suite - - Katelysia scalarina - Bullaria tenuissima

Sites 1-6, 10, 15 association

(b) Estuarine suite - - Anapella adelaidae -Salinator fragilis-

Sites 1-6, 10, 15 Zeacumantus diemenensis association

(c) Reef suite - Turbo undidahts -Brachyodontes erosus

Site 7 association

(d) Deep water suite - - Negyrina delecta - Scaeoleda illipeda

Site 11-12 association

(e) Weed suite - Phasianella australis - Thalotia contra

Site 14 association

It is of some interest that the deposits conform with what might be expected

from an examination of the position of the sites in relation to the surrounding

country.

The reef deposit site occurs adjacent to the Mount Salt-Nelson flat for

example, which is characterised by large surface exposures of Miocene lime-

stones. These are frequently very reef-like in appearance and were undoubtedly

sub-marine reefs at some stage during the inundation. Many similar reefs are

exposed at low tide today off" Port Macdonnell and Cape Northumberland.

The deep water suite is perched on the steep sides of Mount Graham with

an immediate fall below the site of 50-60 feet over a distance of 10 chains, and
at least 100 feet within 40 chains. Such conditions are relatively unique in thr*

South-East, with its general lack of relief, and it is interesting that in the only

site where one could reasonably expect a deep water association, it is found.

It probably means that the relationship between the original beach and sub-marine

contours was of the same order as that between the position of the site on Mount
Graham and the adjacent flat.

It has already been suggested that the higher peaks and a large portion of

the Mount Burr Range were insular during some stages in the retreat of the

sea (2). The absence of any wave-cut terraces, however, would suggest that

the still stand periods were of short duration. What terracing there is appears

to be more apparent than real, and to be chiefly due to the superimposition of

older dunes (now consolidated) upon the slopes.

RELATIONSHIP OF SITES TO THE MAJOR STRAND-DUNE RANGES
The relative heights of the probable foreshores associated with the strand

ranges have been given by Tindale (10). In general they are agreeable with the

authors'. There is, however, a fall in level in all the ranges and intervening flats,

going northwards. As the beach terraces with which we are attempting to relate

them are all in the south, it has become necessary to use the southerly-most limits

of the ranges for correlation. These would give the following terrace levels :

—

Woakwine Range----- 20- 25 feet

Reedy Creek Range - - 70- 75 feet

West Avenue Range - - - -85-90 feet

East Avenue Range * 105-110 feet

Baker's Range ----- 140-145 feet

Cave Range ------ 180-190 feet

Naracoorte Range - 220-250 feet
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Sites 4-7 inclusive, 88-110 feet above sea level, occur in Burleigh Range and
are probably the extension southward of the West Avenue and East Avenue
Ranges. The steeper gradient of the country here has telescoped those two ranges

into one. The intervening flats are obviously only developed where the fall is

very slight. Thus skirting the Mount Burr Range it is probable that at least the

West Avenue Range, East Avenue Range and Baker's Range are all telescoped

into one. Tindale (loc. cit.) has suggested that the first strand terrace east of

Tantanoola is analogous to the West Avenue Range. This is most likely,

although it may even- be correlated with the Reedy Creek Range. The occurrence

of a series of residual flints, chiefly overlying polyzoal limestone in a narrow zone

on the south-western side of the Mount Burr Range in Hundred Hindmarsh is

interesting (9). There is a large series of consolidated dunes 125-200 feet above

sea level on the higher side, and another series 85-100 feet on the lower side.

This narrow flat with flints is probably closely correlated with the Joyce flat

between East Avenue and Baker's Ranges.

Sites 1, 2, 3 and 8 in Caveton Range have a general height above sea level

of 145-150 feet and are considered to be analogous to the old foreshore asso-

ciated with Baker's Range, and one of the lower series of terraces skirting the

Mount Burr Range.

Site 10, 54 feet above sea level on the base of the Millicent ridge near

Rendelsham, is quite obviously connected with the western side of the Woakwine
Range, and does indeed suggest that the sea was in the area subsequent to the

formation of that range. This could have been either a late incursion, or that

the range formed on an exposed sub-coastal spit during a minor fluctuation in

sea level or elevation of the land. The strand line of the Hatherleigh ridge would
be about the same height above sea level.

Sites 11 and 12 in the Mount Graham region, 190-210 feet above sea level,

are either related to the original Naracoorte Range still-stand, or as would seem
more likely to the Stuart< ;iJ Range - Cave Range period, and are the oldest deposits

in the beaches described.

The position of Sites 13-17, inclusive, in the Kingston - Konetta district is

so well defined in relation to the dune ranges that no further discussion is

required. They are the most recent of the shell fauna described, and this is very

well reflected in their retention of the more delicate natural colours.

A reconstruction has been made of the old coastlines relative to the stages

represented by Sites 1, 2, 3, 8, Sites 4-7, and Sites 11-12, and are shown in fig. 2.

The coastline analogous to the Stuart Range -Cave Range still-stand is indefinite

in the Mount Gambier region. Portions of the area north of Mount Gambier,

which is fairly steeply rolling are at a lower level, and in fig. 2 B the coastline

has been shown as possibly being north of Mount Gambier. However, it would
seem equally likely that the Mount Gambier Range just south of Mount Gambier
itself was the coastline at this stage. This range is 210-270 feet above sea level.

THE ANADARA BEACHES AND SUGGESTIONS OF CLIMATIC CHANGES
Attention was first drawn to the sudden extinction of Anadara trapezia

(Area) by Howchin (7). It was later suggested by Hedley (6) that "its extinc-

tion and that of its neighbour Pyrazus in South Australia are due to refrigera-

tion, and may mark a period in geological climate and time subsequent to that of

the Maitland raised beach (Hunter delta near Maitland, N.S.W.). The last cold

phase was reckoned by Professor David from the Koscuisko moraines to be three

to ten thousand years past." It can readily be accepted that the extinction of

(
a
) Also frequently spelt Stewart, which is probably more correct.
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Stages in the retreat of the sea: A, Naracoorte Range foreshore; B, Stuart Range -Cave

Range still-stand; C, Bakers - Caveton Range still-stand; D, Avenue - Burleigh Range.
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this warm mud site could be caused by low temperatures as they are all surface

dwellers. One would not expect such extensive casualties, for example, amongst
the oyster, Ostrea sinuata, because it lives at greater depth, although it might
suffer some damage.

The large deposits of Anadara at Port Augusta and elsewhere are in some
places washed by the tides and still show comparatively little wear. They can

readily be mistaken for living shells cast up on the foreshore. There is no doubt

that the Anadara horizon is very recent, and is a most important time factor in

our Recent geology.

No raised beaches have been located and recorded in the South-East where
this species or its normal associates have been dominant or even present, Occa-
sional specimens have probably been picked up, as they were known to have been

used by some South Australian natives in their implements, and may well have
been bartered. There is apparently no evidence of the species in Kitchen middens,

however. The only definite Anadara from the South-East seen by the authors

was one isolated specimen found in a quarry in Miocene limestone at Naracoorte,

where its occurrence was undoubtedly accidental, and from which no conclusion

can be drawn. The discovery of a definite Anadara horizon in the South-East

would be most valuable and worthy of close search.

From the evidence of a single Woakwine Range terrace in which Katelysia

(Chione) was prevalent and the sub-fossil Anadara (Area) absent, a migration

has been postulated by Tindale (10) for Anadara, Katelysia and Plebidonax

(Donax) with successively falling sea temperatures from the more southerly to

the most northerly latitudes in South Australia. He has also suggested that there

was "a relatively uniform 20-25-foot terrace extending along the whole of the

stable portions of the sea-front of South Australia, disturbed only by minor
movements in the unstable down-faulted region of St. Vincent Gulf." The shell

fauna at the Woakwine site was taken to be analogous in time with the raised

Anadara beaches about the St. Vincent Gulf, Spencer Gulf and Eyre Peninsula

coasts, though there seems little justification for this in view of the evidence for

local instability in the South-East.

It is known that Anadara was, for a brief time, present far south of the

South-East of South Australia, in Bass Strait for example. Tindale has suggested

that it had migrated north to about the Murray mouth by the time the Woakwine
Range terrace was built up. A good deal depends on whether Anadara, with

rising temperatures, made an entirely westerly migration or an easterly one. It

may well have been that Anadara came from the west, and far from retreating

to the south, was advancing thereto at the time the Woakwine Range terrace was
forming.

Interpreting negative information such as the absence of a particular species

as indicative of a certain environmental condition, requires to be done with great

caution and is very dangerous. For example, the fact that Anadara does not

occur in the beach site at Woakwine and elsewhere does not necessarily mean that

temperatures were too low. Other ecological conditions might well have been

unfavourable and limiting. It is known that this species is confined to shallow

water and mud flats and does not occur on sandy or rocky beaches . It is signifi-

cant perhaps that practically all the known occurrences of Anadara raised beaches

in South Australia are where the requisite muddy conditions could have been

anticipated, and many are adjacent to where a stream or small river enters the

sea. In the South-East there are no such mud flats occurring along the coast

today, and in the absence of any defined hydrology it is unlikely that any occurred

west of the Naracoorte Range. A very similar reasoning can be used in the case

of Plebidonax. It does not occur, nor would it occur, either in the raised beaches
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here under discussion or Tindale's Woakwine Range site, just as it does not live

nor has not established itself on the Gulf St. Vincent beaches. Knowledge as to

whether it was present in the South-East at this time must await the discovery

of raised beaches of a suitable type.

Although the absence of Anadara, unless the other relevant environmental

factors can be suitably evaluated, cannot be assumed to mean low marine tem-
peratures, its occurrence can be taken as indicative of warmer seas than at present.

It has been suggested that these warmer seas may have been co-incident with

the last great period of aridity (3), which for want of a name will be called the

Great Australian Arid Period. If this is correct, the Woakwine Range, because

it was stripped of its leached upper soil horizons during the aridity, would be
pre-arid and prt~Anadara r On the other hand, were Tindale's proposal correct,

the Woakwine Range would be post-Anadara. In any case the Woakwine Range
is pre-Arid.

The co-incidence of Anadara and the arid period seems logical, though no
evidence of a reliable nature has yet been produced. It is to be expected that

accompanying the meteorological conditions which led to the aridity, and finally

to the piling up of such large dune systems, were higher temperatures. It is not

known at what stage in the development of these conditions Anadara and
its associates became established along the South Australian coast, but they cer-

tainly persisted beyond the period of maximum aridity. It is probable that the

onset of aridity was rapid, but that the return to more ameliorable conditions has

been gradual. The last traces of desiccation have not yet disappeared, for the

crests of the larger dunes in the more arid parts of Australia (e.g., Lake Eyre
Basin, Simpson Desert, etc.) are still unstable.

CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE IN LOWER SOUTH-EAST
SOUTH AUSTRALIA FOR POST-MIOCENE GEOLOGICAL FEATURES

It has generally been considered that the recession of the sea, which led to

the stranding of the sequence of ranges from the coast to the Naracoorte Range,

was initiated some time in the Pleistocene, (11), (12), (5). However, recon-

sideration of the evidence, together with the new information presented here,

leads one to suspect that it might have been more recent than originally believed.

The beach site at Mount Graham is, for reasons given earlier, considered

contemporaneous with the Stuart Range - Cave Range shore line, perhaps even

with the Naracoorte Range. The Cave Range is the first range in the series west

of the Naracoorte Range. The fact that there is no higher series of consolidated

dunes on Mount Graham, which rises to over 600 feet, is additional evidence to

support this view.

The absence of any well-defined wave-cut terraces on the slopes of Mount
Graham would suggest that the early still-stand periods at least were not of

lengthy duration, and that the first elevations of the land were due to a series of

relatively close and sharp upward movements.

The oldest rocks in the region are the Miocene marine limestones, and super-

imposed upon these in the Mount Gambier district are more recent limestones

which are tentatively placed as Pleistocene. They are certainly much older than

the consolidated dunes, and later than the Miocene, The oyster in these beds is

apparently the living Ostrea sinuata, and not the Pliocene
fi
O. hyotidoidea" Tate,

which apparently does not belong to the genus Ostrea but is one of the tropical

"coxcomb oysters" of the genus Lopha common in the Pliocene beneath the

Adelaide plains.
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The old strand dunes overlie the Miocene limestones about Mount Gambier,

and in the Mount Burr region are often superimposed on basalt, ash and tuff

deposits (2). The fossil dunes have been preserved by leaching- of lime from
the uppermost horizons and its deposition lower down in the dune, so "consoli-

dating" it. The lime-free leached upper horizons, it has been suggested (2, 3),

were stripped in the Great Australian Arid Period, to expose in many places the

underlying travertinised horizon. This re-sorted leached material, both from the

dunes and other sources, has been left piled over all manner of material—cal-

careous aeolianite, Pleistocene sandstone, Miocene limestone, volcanic material

(Mount Burr Range), and recent calcareous material left in the inter-range

flats, etc.

In the Mount Gambier region the siliceous sands are overlain by the volcanic

material which has been brought forward as evidence (2) in support of Fenner's*

theory that the volcanism in this area was so recent as to be "pre-historic." It

clearly demonstrates that the activity of the Mount Burr region preceded that at

Mount Gambier and Mount Schank,

The present beaches of the South-East differ from the raised beaches, for

nowhere are they estuarine. It is indeed difficult to understand how estuarine

conditions could have prevailed in this region at that time, for there is no evidence

of ancient streams associated with the old foreshores. If the Murray River dis-

charged at a more southerly outlet or into a southerly extended Coorong, or if

the Glenelg River or an off-shoot of it had discharged more northerly, the

estuarine conditions could be readily explained. That there has been a north-

ward draining of the Coorong very recently could be expected in view of the

warping that has apparently taken place in the south. This is possibly related to

the Mount Gambier volcanic activity. It is reflected in the fall in height above

sea level of the old foreshores proceeding northward. It seems also that there

is a south-easterly fall in the old foreshore heights from the vicinity of Mount
Gambier towards the Glenelg River.

A point of considerable interest in connection with the old foreshore shell

deposits described in this paper is their remarkable state of preservation. In

almost all deposits a large proportion of the shells retain much of their original

colour and markings and their especial nacre. This even holds, though to a lesser

degree, for the most elevated, and therefore oldest, deposit—that at Mount
Graham. As stated earlier, this deposit is considered to be at least comparable

in time with the Stuart Range - Cave Range foreshore.

The condition of the shells in raised beaches was commented upon by
Tenison-Woods, who when discussing in a general manner recently raised sea

and estuary beds (12) in the region, says, "The shells in these beds have all a most
recent appearance, always retaining their colour and only slightly bleached ....
This circumstance I look upon as very remarkable; if the process of upheaval
had been gradual and slow, the shells found at 24 miles distant inland should
have a much more ancient appearance; moreover, it is impossible to understand,

since these shells are within a few inches of the surface . . .
." The only inference

that can be drawn from this state of preservation would appear to be that they

are very new indeed.

As pointed out earlier, no denned Anadara horizons which would be of value
as a chronological time index has yet been discovered in the South-East. The
most important recent chronological feature there would appear to be the wide-
spread evidence of aridity. Could the age and extent of the Great Australian
Arid Period be fixed, it would probably prove the most significant chronological

horizon in our Recent, because of its bearing on pedogenetics and the dynamics
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of the native flora and fauna. Unfortunately, very little direct evidence has yet

been obtained. Browne ( 1 ) has recently suggested it was about 5,000 years ago,

while Crocker (3) believes it considerably less than 9,000 years ago.

There is no doubt that the raised beach deposits described in this paper, on
the evidence to be found in the general relationship between the exposed traver-

tine surfaces and siliceous sands presented elsewhere (Crocker, loc. cit.), are

pre-Arid. In view of the well-preserved nature of the shells, even where they

have been exposed in the surface travertine since the arid period, together with

the more important fact that the order of relative dominance, size and trueness

to type of the species are identical with living suites, it is thought likely that they

are of Recent age and that the Great Australian Arid period may have reached

its maximum in these parts as late as 3,000 years ago or even more recently.

The post-Miocene chronological sequence in the South-East probably was:

—

Period Features Epoch

Late Pliocene

to

Late

Pleistocene

Volcanic activity,

Mt. Burr Range.

Certain Limestones

with Ostrea sinuata

near Mt. Gambier.

Old Dunes from
Naracoorte Range,

to

Woakwine Range and
beyond.

circ.

20.000 years

to

6,000 years

Recent

Great Australian

Arid Period

circ,

3,000 years

Mt. Gambier —
Mt. Schank volcanic

activity

circ.

1,500 years

SUMMARY
A description of 17 raised beach sites, 16 previously unrecorded, in the

Lower South-East of South has been given. The characteristics of the beaches,

their shell fauna, the ecological conditions they suggest, and their probable rela-

tionship to the old foreshores have been presented. The significance of the

deposits in the chronological sequence in this region has also been discused.

The remarkably recent facies and state of preservation of the shell material,

even where it has been exposed in surface travertine since the Great Australian

Arid period, leads to the conclusion that the aridity may have reached its

maximum in these parts as late as 3,000 years ago.

Volcanic activity at Mount Gambier and Mount Schank has been the most
recent geological event in the South-East. It is believed to have occurred about

1,500 years ago. Fenner (4) had previously considered it so recent as to be
"pre-historic."

A short description is also given of some freshwater shell deposits, and the

land snails of the South-East.
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Fig'. 1 Pleistocene Beds with Ostrca siint(t>la, Mount Gambier Ransre

Fiar. 2 Site 5. Pebble and shell beds, Hundred Caroline
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Fig, 1 Site 9, Flint pebble beach

Fig. 2 Aeolianite limestone, .showing the old accretion layers, Cape Northumberland,
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Fig. 1

A typical example of the dominant shells, Site 1.

Fig. 2

Travertine layers alternating with loose

-and, containing" the same suite of shells.

Site 1.

Fig. 3

A close view ol the travertine layer

(above) and free sand layers (below),
Site I.
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Fig. 1

Reef community shells in travertine. Site 7.

Fig. 2

Travertine limestone packed with Lciunut'ria pectorosa, low-lying Rats near Millicent.
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Fig. 1

Site 11, Mount Graliam.

Fig. 2

Shell material from Site 11.
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Fig. 1

Shells from Site 10, from Ashmore-Murrabinna Hank,

Fig. 2

Travertine, rich in shells, ploughed up at Koniak Station,
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Fig. 1

Eqtdcklmnys bifrons. Queen Scallop, together with other shells with living colour,

from Site 17.

Fig. 2

Oyster cluster, Ostrea sinnata, from Site 17,



AN INTRODUCTION TO THE SOILS AND VEGETATION OF
EYRE PENINSULA, SOUTH AUSTRALIA

ByR. L. Crocker

Summary

The study of the ecology of the natural vegetation of South Australia has been directed towards a

classification of the formations and major associations, together with an analysis of the climatic

and edaphic conditions which govern their maintenance and stability. The modification of our

natural flora over the last decade by rapid and revolutionary changes in the land usage and local

agricultural economy has meant that the final picture is so far for complete and stresses the

necessity of finishing the work at the earliest.
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INTRODUCTION
The study of the ecology of the natural vegetation of South Australia has

been directed towards a classification of the formations and major associations,
together with an analysis of the climatic and edaphic conditions which govern
their maintenance and stability. The modification of our natural flora over the
last decade by rapid and revolutionary changes in land usage and local agricul-
tural economy has meant that the final picture is far from complete and stresses
the necessity of finishing the work at the earliest.

Eyre Peninsula is one of the regions that has been least studied and one in
which the original flora is still represented by large relict areas, which for varying
reasons (but chiefly infertility or shallowness of the soil), have been spared the
many land utilisation projects.

Presented in this paper are the chief features of geology, physiography, soils
and climate, which have an important bearing on the distribution of the plant
communities of Eyre Peninsula. Many of the communities are described and
their principal constituents indicated. Some of the associations are only dealt
with in a very general manner, and still others, before their relationships can be
fully appreciated, require much fuller investigation of the floristics and a more
intensive analysis of edaphic conditions.

The area concerned is included in Counties Flinders, Jervois, Musgrave,
Buxton, LeHunte, Robinson, and York and occupies approximately 15,100 square
miles. Agriculturally this region is to be considered chiefly of importance for

Tran*. Koy, Soc. S. Aast, 70, (1), 30 June 1946
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grazing and cereal growing (mostly wheat). Unfortunately, cereal growing was
originally extended beyond the economic climatic limits and, in recent years, has

had to be withdrawn to the more reliable districts- In the very restricted areas

with an annual rainfall of 17 inches or more, temporary or longer leys have been

established to a limited extent. Elsewhere grazing has been entirety based upon
the foundation native perennial grasses (chiefly Slipa spp. and Damhonia spp.)

or, where cultivation has been abandoned, on volunteer annual herbs and grasses.

GEOLOGY AND PHYSIOGRAPHY
The geology of portions of Eyre Peninsula has been described in a general

way by a large number of authors (11), (12). (13) r (15) r (22). Their work,
however, has been chiefly of a reconnaissance nature and little or no detailed

geologic mapping has been carried out. Further, there have been no very recent

studies apart from those of Segnit (21) in the Robinson Freshwater Basin.

Dickinson (9) in parts of the Gawler Range*, and the author on certain aspects

of the Pliocene- Recent (5). The geology of the region is, therefore, only

imperfectly known.

The framework of Eyre Peninsula is essentially a gneissic and granitic

complex of the Pre-Cambrian age and is considered the stable Foreland of the

great Continental Shield that characterises Western Australia (10). It is bounded
on the east by the downfaulting of Spencer Gulf.

A metamorphic complex chiefly consisting of gneiss, schist, quartfcite and
quartzitc schist is widespread in the more easterly parts and forms the dominant
physiographic feature, with the exception of the Blue Range, from Central

County York to Port Lincoln. In the centre of County Jetvois in the Hundred*
of Yadnarie. Mann, Jamieson, Campoona, Mangalo and Miltalie, there arc par-

ticularly rugged hills up to 1,200 feet above sea level, but in the more southerly

regions, as between Koppio and Port Lincoln, the older Pre-Cambrian crystalline

rocks have been eroded to a peneplain over which primary latcrites developed

—

probably in the Pliocene. This lateritic-capped peneplain has subsequently under-

gone considerable dissection, which is still proceeding. In many places the

lateritic material has been completely stripped to expose the underlying schist

and gneiss. Most of the region is between 300 and 800 feet above sea level.

The silidfied sandstones of the Blue Range which rests horizontally and
unconformably on the Pre-Cambrian metamorphic complex have been considered

by Jack (13) as oi doubtful Ordovician Age. Marble Range which is a prominent

feature on southern Eyre Peninsula, is composed largely of slates and quartzites

and crystalline metamorphic rocks of doubtful age.

The most prominent physiographic feature on Eyre Peninsula is the Gawler
Ranges,, which rise to over 1,400 feet above sea level and flank the region in the

north. The rocks are essentially felspar porphories of Protcrozoic Age (11)
considered to have been formed either as a tremendous sill or surface flow

(Jack he, cti.).

While in the Gawler Ranges, the Middleback Range, the high country in

central County Jervois, and the Marble Range, heights between 1,000 and 1,500

feet above sea level are frequent, by far the greater part of Eyre Peninsula,

including almost all the area west and south-west of the Edillilic-Minnipa-

Cungena railway line, is less than 300 feet above sea level. In this region the

older rocks are chiefly granites, but they are only occasionally exposed at the

surface, as at Minnipa Hill, Calca Hill, Mount Hall, Mount Dunper, Wudinna
Mill. etc. For the greater part the old buried granitic terrain is overlain by a
considerable thickness of terrestrial deposits (Jack 1912, 1914), including
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Pleistocene calcareous sandstones and sands, Very recent siliceous sands are

frequently super-imposed upon the older terrestrial deposits. The Pleistocene

and Recent geology is particularly significant from the point of view of the

genesis of the soils.

The calcareous sandstones and sands on Eyre Peninsula are very widespread,
extending from Cape Catastrophe to Streaky Bay and discontinuously beyond to

the Western Australian border. Their features have been described in the neigh-

bourhood of Port Lincoln by Mawson (15), in portions of County Dufferin and
Robinson by Jack (12), in the Streaky Bay district by Segnit (21), and more
recently their distribution and significance has been discussed bv the author

(1945).

They consist essentially of a very recent series of unconsolidated dunes,

which discontinuously flank the coast and overlie a much older system of wind-
piled calcareous sands. This latter calcareous aeolianite is very extensive and in

NULLARBOR
PLAIN

Fig. I

The Nullarbor- Spencer Dune System. The portion marked A has largely
drifted off the Nullarbor Plain, and that marked B from the calcareous

aeolianite shown in fig. 2.

the area under discussion occupies no less than three thousand square miles- In
general the aeolianite is in the nature of dunes or dune sheets, capped with a
layer of travertine of varying thickness. At times the aeolianite travertine is

only a few inches thick, while at others it is many feet, or a whole dune may be
weakly consolidated along the accretion layers. In the underlying unconsolidated
or partially consolidated materia.], foraminiferal tests and shell fragments are
frequently recognised. In the neighbourhood of Port Lincoln in the Wanilla
Basin, this aeolianite may be over 100 feet thick where it overlies transported
lateritic gravels. It is considered to have been built up during the exposure of
large areas of the continental shelf, which accompanied the fall in sea level asso-
ciated with the Pleistocene glaciations (5), The travertine capping is thought
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to have been formed by lime enrichment through downward leaching and

deposition.

Extending from the Nullarbor Plain across the top of Eyre Peninsula fJ3

Spencer Gulf, in the neighbourhood of Cowell, is a huge dune system of very

recent origin. It is apparently purely deflationary in origin and has been piled up

during a severe arid period some 3,000-6,000 years ago (2), (6). The dunes

are of the $eif type and run in an approximate north-west-south-east direction.

Their repetition distance is very variable.

GA1RDNER

Fig. 2

Dune system (dotted) in relation to exposed aeolianite travertine (shaded)

on Eyre Peninsula.

These sands are highly siliceous, and for the most part lie adjacent to large

exposures of aeolianite travertine. It is believed that the original soils developed

on the calcareous aeolianite were of a nature which rendered their upper (A)

horizons particularly unstable with the loss of vegetative cover m the arid period,

and that the now adjacent siliceous sands are chiefly from the stripping of the

old A horizons. No doubt this material was considerably contaminated by soils

from other sources during the re-sorriug, but the leached upper horizons of the

^oils developed on the calcareous aeolianite would appear to form the chief con-

tribution to the siliceous sands of the eastern portion of what might be called the
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NuUarbor-Spencer dune system, In the Hundred Jamieson these dunes extend

on to high country about 1,100 feet above sea level (pi. xvii, fig. 2), but for the

most part they have skirted this high country and have only filtered through to

Spencer Gulf through relatively restricted depressions north and south of the

main ranges. The effect of more local ranges on the distribution and orientation

of the dunes is sometimes very marked. A notable example is the influence of

the Darke's Peak Range. This is a very spectacular range rising about 1,200 feet

above the surrounding country It is some eight miles long, running north and

south and a quarter to half a mile in width. Fairly high white and yellow sand-

ridges abut the range on the western side and southern end. These ridges are

parallel, and are orientated in a north-west-south-east direction (that is the normal

direction for the system as a whole), both at the southern end of the range and

at some distance west of it. Immediately west of the range, however, the ridges

Fig. 3

Distribution of solonis^d sand dunes about
Darke's Peak Range, Eyre Peninsula.

become very jumbled and many of them trend almost north and south. For some
four miles east of the range there is more or less sand-free country with good
arable soil (fig. 3). This has been sheltered by the range from superimposition

of the infertile leached sands, and it is obvious from the relationships of this sand-

free area to the range and sandridges, that the sand movement must have been

from directions lying between south-west and north-west.

The more important features of physiography are shown in pi, xxiii.

THE SOILS
In the foregoing section a brief analysis has been made of the geology and

physiography of Eyre Peninsula. In view of the fact that the greater part of the

region is overlain by Pleistocene and Recent terrestrial deposits, it is to be



expected that the relatively recent geological history should be very important in

affecting soil genesis. Owing to this rather unique post-Pliocene geological

history, it might also be anticipated that most of the soils will be intrazonal.

Seven major soil groups occur, and their distribution ia shown on the

accompanying soil map (fig. 4). The soils are podsols and residual podsols, red-

brown earths, terra rossasi, rendzinas, solonised siliceous sands, solonised brown

1 Podsols and res/dual podsols

B

Terra rossas and rendz/nas.

Red-brown earths amo brown so/us
ASSOC'ATEb with ONEtSSW ROCKS.

Solonised brown sotLS.

SoLON/SED S/UCEOUS SANDS.

Fig-. 4

The distribution of major soil types on Eyre Peninsula.

soils and desert loams. In addition, skeletal soils are common in some of the more
hilly areas associated with the ranges. These have not been mapped separately.

though they are an especial feature in the Cleve-Miltalie districts.

I. Podsols, Residual Podsols.

Podsolised soils occur over a very restricted portion of lower Eyre Penin-

sula, and are very much intermixed with primary and secondary lateritic soils
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and terra roswas. On the drier side they grade into what might be considered

grty-brown podsols, and finally, particularly along the eastern coastal scarp north

of Port Lincoln, to red-brown earths.

The dissection of the old laiensed peneplain has led to a redistribution of the

horizons of the laterite profiles and the formation of an interesting pattern of

secondary soils, all podsolised to some degree and frequently containing a

layer of heavy ironstone gravel immediately above the clay. The surface horizons

arc normally grey-brown or gvey sandy loams of varying depths. The gravel

horizon may vary from almost nothing to 15 inches or so thick, and is underlain

usually by yellow and red mottled clay. From the limited number of analyses

made* 1 * it appears that the pH of the surface horizons of these soils varies from
5*9 to 6'6 and their fertility status is low. One sample analysedw contained

0-12% K.O and *021% P2Ofil

Podsolised sands, some of which may be very deep, and which may or may
not contain ironstone gravel in the subsoil also occur. A small quantity of

pisolitic gravel is usual in the upper horizons, especially in the shallower types.

Most of these sands which are probably of acolian origin and of diverse parent

material were, no doubt, piled in their present position during the last period of

aridity. In part they were derived from material transported during the break-up

of the peneplain and may contain, therefore, some of the upper horizons of

laterised profiles. It is hardly likely, however, that such a contribution could

have been large, because dissection of the laterite must have heen initiated fairly

early in the Pleistocene, it had apparently proceeded a considerable distance by

the time the calcareous acolianite was blown up, for this abuts, overlies and
incorporates transported iateritic gravel in the neighbourhood of Pearlah and
Port Lincoln, and in the Wanilla Freshwater Basin there is as much as* 100 feet

uf calcareous aeolianite in places overlying ironstone gravels and Iateritic clays.

The podsols contain more pisolitic ironstone in the occurrences near the

rart£qs>. The podsols and residual podsols arc, generally speaking, associated with

scterophyltous heath, mallee heath, or sugar gum heath vegetation.

2. Red-brorvn Ear(hs
}
Grey-btonm Podsols and certain Skeletal Soils.

Typical red-brown earths are rare on Eyre Peninsula, but there is a notable

occurrence in a narrow band on the slope from the ranges, extending from north

nf Port Lincoln to Yallana. On the drier eastern (coastal) aide this gives way
1u typical mallee soils, while on the wetter (western) side are soils derived

directly in most cases from the old gneisses.

The red-brown earths are associated with peppermint gum (E. odorata)

savannah with an admixture of mallee in places.

The soils developed directly on the old gncissic exposures in the wetter dis-

tricts are very variable and frequently very shallow (skeletal). They are mostly

grey-brown, brown and red-brown sandy loams, loams and day loams, with con-

siderable admixture of gneissic gravel or partially decomposed rock. These soils

can be considered, at least in part, as grey-brown podsols, though the high base

status of the parent material and erosion have retarded the development of a
normal podsolic profile. These soils have, carried a Casuarinn stricta savannah
woodland, but where more podsoliscd, admixture with heath or sugar gum is

usual.

Deeper soils (alluvial) occur iu the valleys} between the gneissic hills, some
of which are very wet and others of which exhibit evidence of salinity.

O) Division oi Soils. C.S.T.R. Divisional Report.*. 22, 1943; 3, 1944.

< 2 > C. 5, Piper—personal communication.



Two samples of the foregoing soils analysed by Dr. C. S. Piper '-3> bad stir-

face pH values of 6*1 and 6'5 respectively. Their potash status was 0*30%
KsO, and phosphate status 030% and 0-17% P2O s

.

Some of the red-brown soils in Central Lower Eyre Peninsula appear to be

closely aki» to the red-brown earths. Their colour, however, appears in part to

be derived from a sandy ironstone (possibly a fossil orstein) which ;& quite

frequent in the Yallana- Cummins -Ungarra region.

3. Terra Rossas and Rendzinas

The large areas of calcareous aeotiaiute which occur on Eyre Peninsula are.

for the most part, covered with a veneer of red, red-brown, chocolate, dark brown
and blackish loams and sandy loams. This is a typical complex pattern of term
rossa and rendzina soils.

Although the aeolianite travertine is frequently exposed as sheet stone

at the surface and the soil is in any case normally very thin, pockets of deeper

soil occur, which in limited areas can be cultivated.

For the most part the soils are alkaline in reaction (pll 7-Q-8 5) and are

known to be deficient in copper and cobalt (Marstou el al, 19.18) in addition

to superphosphate. Owing to their shallowness and the frequent limestone out-

crops, they can only rarely be cultivated and are used chiefly for grazing of sheep.

It is unfortunate that soils of such low fertility and limited agricultural value

occupy such a large area of the reasonably reliable rainfall regions of Eyre
Peninsula.

In portions of the Nullahor-Spencer dune system which fall within the scope

of this paper, the soils of the inter-ridge regions are frequently shallow red-brown

loams and sandy loams, which have developed from underlying travertine. These

soils, although generally included with the solonised brown soils, have very close

affinities morphologically and genetically with the terra rossas.

4. Solonised Siliceous S&nds>

The distribution of (he Nullahor-Spencer dune system has been shown in

fig. 1. and portion is also shown on the soil map. Of that portion of the system

with which we are concerned in this paper, only a small area about Lock is

included in previous soil maps! (19). The dunes in this system are piled into

long parallel ridges which trend roughly north-west and south-east and are rarely

more than 20-25 feet high. They vary considerably in their repetition distance,

but are. usually 10-30 chains apart, though 40-60 chains arc not infrequent.

The sands are while, grey, yellow-grey or pale brown and, except at the

north-easterly extremes, highly siliceous. They almost invariably overlie an

illuvial horizon of brown and yellow-brown sandy clay loam or sandy clay at

1-4 feet, and this more or less forms a "core" to the dune. Yellow sands (A2)
may underlie the more heavily leached grey and white sands of the surface

horizons (Al).

The illuvial sandy clay loam and sandy clay core have probably been leached

in the profile under the weak solonising influence of cyclic salt accessions, and for

this reason Prescotr. has called the soils in the neighbourhood of Tx)t*k and similar

soils- on the Upper Sourh-East. solonctz.

One interesting feature of these soils is that they are in a sense residual

podsols, for they had undergone considerable leaching prior to being built up
into the present dunes. It is believed* too, that the soils are largely of a more-

southerly origin and are the aeolian re-sorted residua of older leached soils which

readily lost stability during the arid period. The principal source of supply of

(*> C, S. Piper—persona! couimtiricatinn-
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this leached materia! was probably the upper horizons of the soils developed on

the calcareous aeolianke at this time, and these under a south-westerly wind com-

ponent have migrated further north and east, and been finally built up into the

present system.

On the whole the soils arc of very low fertility, and on this account, and

because of their marked tendency to drift when cleared and cultivated, have been

little used agriculturally. The interdune corridors, however, when the travertine

limestone is not too shallow, are frequently used for cereal growing.

The sands on the northern edge of the dune system are normally light brown

and allied to the Wtnkie sands of the Murray Mallee. This is probably due to

a large? component of less-leached, more-northerly-origin parent material, and the

upper horizons of what were probably the older solonised brown soils have most

likely made a much greater relative contribution- The frequent exposure of

travertine limestone in the interdune corridors is evidence of complete loss of the

old A horizon of some of the solonised brown soils. Indeed, the dunes along

the northern-eastern side of the system are probably almost entirely from this

source.

5. Solonised Brown Soils

The chief characteristics of the solonisied brown soils (mallee soils) in South

Australia have been described by Prescott {17), and later, and in greater detail.

liy Prescott and Piper (20). Although the Eyre Teninsula occurrences have been

little studied, they conform in general with the principal morphological features

described elsewhere They typically have heavier subsoils, considered due to

solonisation, are markedly alkaline with a pH varying from 7 '5-9* 5 and arc

characterised by large quantities of calcium carbonate. Tins latter is normally

in the form of rubble or sheet travertine limestone, which, due to stripping of

variable amounts of the surface horizons, and/or super-imposition of wind-piled

material during the arid period, may either be exposed at the surface or at

variable depth.

It was established on Section 12, Hundred Wilton, by boring through a dune,

that the travertine exposed on either side was continuous beneath the saudridgc.

The travertine and lime rubble horizons are illuvial zones, and it is bdieved

that the calcium had a triple origin in; (a) the original soil parent matter;

(b) accessions of cyclic calcium normally present in very small quantities m rain-

water; and (c) accession of locssial calcium winnowed from the Pleistocene

calcareous aeolinite (5).

In die hilly and more actively eroding areas, as the elevated country in the

central County Jervois (i.e., the Hundreds of Yadnarif, Mann, Jamicson. Cam-
poona, etc), where skeletal soils are very frequent, it is likely that accessions of

calcium tTom outside sources have been more readily removed, either before being

leached down in the profile, or subsequent to it, than in regions with no defined

hydrology. This may well explain the more restricted occurrence of lime-rubble

and travertine in this region. Higher rainfall would also lead to a greater ground-

water removal.

The same reasons are probably also applicable to the Gawler Ranges.

Although the sods on the hills themselves do not appear to contain very much
calcium carbonate, considerable quantities* are in evidence in the siibsoiis of many
of the soils of the valleys and the desert loams further north.

$. Desert Loams

it has already been pointed out in an earlier publication that the solonised

brown soils grade gradually into the desert loams (5). and that although the
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1 trails of the malice vegetation can be defined reasonably well, there is no clear-

cut division between the soils with comparable physiographic relationships at

this stage.

This' is particularly evident on nortliern Eyre Peninsula, where much of the
tree-steppe vegetation occurs on what could be considered an ideal

u
mallee

f
' soil.

As one proceeds further north, however, the solonising effect no doubt diminishes
as a response to both lower rainfall and smaller contribution* of cyclic sodium
salts, until finally, with the very light precipitation, these soluble salts tend to be
retained in the profile.

In the region dealt with in this paper, desert toams are of exceedingly limited

occurrence, and as those thai do occur have very close affinities with the solonised
brown soils and the division separating the two is an arbitrary one, they can be
best considered as solonised brown soils.

THE CLIMATE
EyTe Peninsula has' a typical Mediterranean climate, with long summerA

when precipitation is low and erratic, and temperatures and evaporation high,
alternating with the rainy winter seasons when temperatures and evaporation
are lower.

The rainfall varies from 24-25 inches per annum in a small region in the
vicinity of Green Patch behind Port Lincoln, to less than 10 inches in the region

about Iron Knob and Yardea. The mean annual rainfall is shown on fig, 5.

There are two physiographic features which have a marked influence on the
incidence and distribution of the mean annual rainfall. These are; firstly, the
elevated, dissected peneplain country associated with the ranges which extend
from Port Lincoln to Moody; and secondly, the hilly regions west of CowelL in
central County Jervoisj.

From the viewpoint of the climatic factors influencing the distribution of the
natural vegetation, there is little doubt that the incidence of rainfall to evapora-
tion, as a measure of available moisture, the sub-soil reserves of moisture built

up during the period when soil evaporation and plant utilisation does not exceed
precipitation, and the temperature over the whole of the period during which
soil moisture reserves are adequate for plant growth, are the most significant.

In his climatic studies in connection with insect ecology m Australia,
Davidson (8) has taken a P/E ratio of 0'5 as a threshold value, and considers
rhat in a period over which P/E exceeds this value adequate moisiure hi avail-
able "for general plant growth" He has accepted mean monthly P/E values as
his time units, and on that basis and a consideration of the mean annual tempera-
tures, has defined bioclimatic zones in Australia. The region dealt with here falls

within Davidson's Warm Temperate Semi-Arid Zone. The number of months
in which P/E exceeds 0-5 varies from six in the most southerly portions to four
in the north and three in die extreme notrh-east, and mean annual temperatures,
except for the extreme north-east are between 60-65° F.

Taking the arbitrary value P/E =z 0'5 as the threshold value for defining
bioclimatic zones is probably satisfactory for general plant growih. In consider-
ing herbage plants specifically, however, Tmmble (23), from direct observation
of the growth of such plants at the Waite Institute and their correlation with
mean monthly rainfall, together with information gained with the evaporation
from soil blocks, defined the "influential rainfall.'* This is the amount of rgin
falling during the period in which P/E exceeds 3, when it is considered that
the surface four inches of soil is maintained above the wilting point for annual
herbage plants. The length of this period is known as the "influential rainfall
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period." Trumble has shown (loc. cit.) that the factor of P/E = 0"5 as used by
Davidson in conjunction with the Adelaide evaporimeter gives essentially similar

values under South Australian conditions as his value of 0*3 when allowance is

made for differences in the two evaporimeters used a3 standards. The length of

the influential rainfall period on Eyre Peninsula varies from 7*5 to <5'0 months
and the influential rainfall from about 16 inches in the lower Eyre Peninsula to

less than 5 inches in the arid upper north-eastern portion (23).

In addition to mean values for the annual temperature, Prescott (18) has
pointed out that two further constants are necessary to completely represent the

Recording Stations

ounciartes L

Fig. 5

Mean annual rainfall distribution on Eyre Peninsula.

march of monthly temperatures, These are the amplitude of the curve about the
mean, and the phase or position along the time axis. Phase is expressed in terms
of the lag between temperature and solar radiation. Prescott has constructed
maps showing both the lag (in days) of temperature behind solar radiation, and
amplitude (in °F.) of the mean monthly temperatures. The amplitude of the
mean monthly temperature on Eyre Peninsula varies from 7-11° FM and the phase
from 29-36 days lag of temperature behind solar radiation.

The climatic constants for Eyre Peninsula, after Prescott and Trumble, are
shown below in fig. 6-
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An important feature of climatic constants are their variability, and for a

fuller analysis of climatic factors figures for expectancy of both rainfall and

temperature conditions and P/E ratios should be made. Unfortunately, the

small number of meteorological stations and the limited period over which

recordings are available, together with the even greater scarcity of evaporimetcrs,

necessitating the use of calculated figures for evaporation, make this impracticable

at present. Some idea of the type of variability that occurs, however, can be

ED r,

MEAN PERIOD INFLUENTIAL RAINFALL (MONTHS)
AMOUNT INFLUENTIAL RAINFALL (INCHES)

— TEMPERATURE PHASE LAG ( IN DAYS)
TEMPERATURE AMPLITUDE ( ' F. )

•• MEAN ANNUAL TEMPERATURE ( V. )

Fig. 6

Climatic constants for Eyre Peninsula (after Trumblc, Prescott and Davidson)

gauged from the expectancies! calculated by Wark (25) for the only two Eyre

Peninsula stations with reasonably long records.

Influential Expe-:tancies for Influential Rainfall (I.R.)

Station

Record
(years)

rainfall

(modal value)
Once in 5 years

I.R.

< >

Once in 10 years
I.R.

< >

Once in 20 Years
I.R.

< >
Port Lincoln - 4S 17-37 1377 21-55 12-09 24-01 10-79 26-2

Streaky Bay - 49 11-26 8-44 14-07 6-95 15-56 5-70 16-81
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Influential
rainfall pci'iod

Cmontha )

(modal vfrtuv)

E*prr;Uno« for lnflutnii.il Rainfall Period

One* in 5 VWtra Oioe m 1 year* One* in 20 yt*t*
will <qual or will equal or will equal Of

< > < > < >
Port Lincoln - 7-3 6-4 8-3 6*0 B-S 5-6 9-9

Streaky Bay - 5-7 4-9 OS 4-5 6-9 4-1 7-3

A further index of variability of the influential rainfall is given below in

fig. 7, after Trtunble (24), which shows the percentage of seasons with a

minimum wet period of four months (p, 97).

THE VEGETATION
The vegetation oi Eyre Peninsula, in terms of plant communities and vegeta-

tion types, has been so little studied as to be almost unknown. The region is

relatively remote, and generally speaking, the soils ate poor and unattractive* ft

IS not surprising, therefore, that so little interest has been taken in the plant

associations.

Two previous vegetation maps which include this region axe Prescott's

"Vegetation Map of South Australia" (16) and Wood's "Vegetation of South

Australia" (27). In both of these pioneering works this region has been given

perhaps the least attention of any. In this present paper the vegetation types are

presented, together with the main soil factors, in much greater detail. The dis-

tribution of the major plant communities is embodied in one main map, which

covers the whole Peninsula, The present work does not claim to be complete,

but considering the area evolved (approximately 15,100 square miles), general

inaccessibility, and the limited nature of the foundation work, it is thought to be

a very great advance. It is hoped that it might prove a useful thesis to students

in stating the major asipects of the ecology in perspective and might encourage

someone to continue to sort out the finer details.

TERMINOLOGY
In the present paper the cdaphk complex as defined by Wood (26) is used,

as also is, in a restricted way, the analogous climatic complex which has been used

previously in several of the author's earlier papers, (1), (4). These are con-

sidered as secondary groupings of convenience. They do, however, serve to

illustrate some of the environmental relationships.

The primary units, the associations, are used in the sense of being charac-

terised by several species which are prominent and always present in the com-

munity. In some cases* the edaphic complexes, etc., are not subdivided into all or

any of their more fundamental units, as more work is required to define these.

One valuable feature of the climatic and edaphic complexes is that rbey can be

used as mapping units fairly readily on account of the ease with which the

relevant edaphk"and/or climatic conditions can be defined. They can he used in

conjunction with the text to give a logical picture when it is not practicable to

map the associations. This latter condition occurs very frequently.

THE PLANT COMMUNITIES

About 20 of the more important associations have been individually recog-

nised on Eyre Peninsula. Together with some of their more important inter-

relationships they are summarised below in Table I. A large number of the

associations have been mapped individually, but for the most part groups of

associations or edaphic and climatic complexes are mapped.

As the associations change gradually where climatic complexes are involved,

the boundaries are necessarily somewhat arbitrary in these cases.
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1 E. CLADOCALYX Xanthorrhoea Tateana -Casuarina Muelleriana
kdaphic complex

This complex occurs in a region with an annual rainfall of 19-24 inches and
an effective rainfall period of 6*5-7*5 months, with >15 inches effective rainfall

per annum. The soils are essentially podsols and include a complex pattern of

primary and secondary lateritic soils. Some of the highly leached siliceous sands

in this area are probably aeolian in origin.

Fig. 7 Percentage of seasons with a minimum of four months wet period.

£. cladocalyx association (pi. xviii, fig. 2)

£. cladocalyx (sugar gum) is usually associated with sclcrophyllous shrubs to
form a lowly integrated dry sclerophyll forest, though occasionally on some of the
podsolised skeletal gneissic soils it has a tendency to occur as a savannah woodland.

The £. cladocalyx dry sclerophyll chiefly occurs on residual lateritic podsols
and secondary podsols, both of which normally have the characteristic pisolitic
gravel layer immediately above the clay horizon as described earlier. The sugar
gum is almost invariably depauperate and twisted as though it were growing
towards the limits of its edaphic range. Amongst the sclerophyllous under-
shrubs Xanthorrhoea Tateana, Melaleuca uncinata, Hakea cyclopiera and
H. rugosa are very prominent. Other important species include Adenanthos
terminalis, Lissanthe strigosa, Pultenaea trinenns, Leptomeria aphylla, Acacia
rhetinodes var. angustifolia, A r rupicola, Exocarpus spartea, Phyllota, sp., Gre-
vittea ilicifolia, Spyridium leucopogon, Acrotriche cordata, Prostanthera spinosa
and Baeckia Behrii. Goodenia rolmsta is often quite abundant in more restricted
localities.

In many of the local low-lying wetter hollows in this association communities
dominated by Callistemon rugitlosus and Melaleuca decussata are common.
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Casuarina- Aluellericwa— X'authorrhoea Tateana — Melaleuca uncinata heath asso-

ciation.

On the podsolic soils lying between the western slopes oF the ranges west-

noitb-wes! o£ Port Lincoln, -and the Marble Range region, that is westward from

Who ilia, and as far north as Edillilie, sclerophyllous heath, more or less admixed

with mallee, is very widespread. It also occurs intermixed with E. cladocalyx

sclerophyll forest in the eastern portion of Hundred Wanilla, the western portion

of Lhmdred Louth, and the central northern section of Hundred Lincoln.

Where intermixed with the E. cladocalyx association the principal heath land

shrubs are essentially the same species as occur as undershrubs in the adjacent

sugar gum community, although Dov'tena brcvifoUa and GrcvUlea ilieifolia may
be much more abundant. It is not possible to define any soil characteristics which

might be correlated with the occurrence of the E. cladocalyx. As pointed out

earlier, however, this species appears to be toward) the limits of its edaphie range,

and it is very doubtful indeed whether it has ecccised ill these cases.

The principal heath species are Casuarina Muelleriona, Xanthorrhoeo

Tatcana (yaeka), TJahea cycloptera, Melaleuca uncinata (hroombush), finnksia

marginal^ (honeysuckle), and Astroloma sp, Other sclerophyllous undcr^hrub-

occurring include Acacia rhctinodes var. ancjuxlifoliu, La.siopetalt.tm- Better;,

Calythrix tetragono, Hihberlia spp., Daviesla incrassata ( ?) and Baeckew- Behrii.

In places there is a good deal of admixture of the heaLh with mallee, and

scattered shcoaks (Casuarina stricta). Occasional rnallee trees or mallee. chimps

occur throughout the whole association, though in the eastern parts at least they

are more prominent where- there are superimposed siliceous sands. The principal

mallee species are Eucalyptus anguloso. E. leptophylla, and £. Landsdozvtieana.

There is another mallee which could not be positively identified, but which has

affinities with E. teptophylla.

Towards the northern limits of tins association mallee becomes very pro-

minent, and in addition to the above species C Floctoniae occurs.

Ranksia warginata and I.eplospermnm eoriaceion show a marked preference

for the. lighter and deeper sands in this region,

E+ cladocalyx — C. stricta—heath association

This association can be considered as an edaphie ecotone, It occurs through-

out the dissected peneplain regions north-west of Port Lincoln on podsoliscd

soils associated with underlying gneisses.

E. cladocalyx is often absent from this community and it might be better to

recognise more than one association- Amongst the associated sclerophyllous

undershrubs Hakea cycloptera, GrcvUlea aspera, AstKolmna cotiostephioides,

A. huinifusum, Acacia pvenantha (golden wattle), etc., are common,

Where the skeletal gneissic soils arc less podsoliscd the tendency is for a

straight-out Casuarina stricta (pi. xix, fig. 1) or E. cladocalyx savannah wood-
land, and this rather mixed association can be considered an ecotonal link between

these communities and the sclerophyll forest and heath associations.

2 E. CLAf>OCALVX - CAStrARlNA STRICTA-K OLEOSA -M. UNCINATA
CLTMATIC COMPLEX

E, cladocalyx association and Casuarina stricta association

On the slightly podsohsed brown and chocolate skeletal soils associated with

the gneissic hilly country in the eastern portion oi Hundred Louth, much of

Hundred Koppio, and tn more restricted occurrence elsewhere in the higher rain-
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woodland dominated by Casuarina stricia (sheoak ) (pi. xbc, fig. 1).

Much less important on very similar soils is an E. cladocalyx savannah

woodland.

Little is known of the floristics of these two associations but the latter is

restricted to the wetter districts, while the Casiutrina stricta association also

occurs much further north. Interspersed with mallec and broombush (Melaleuca
unchiata), it is still found on the skeletal soils of the rough hills as far north

as CI eve.

Eucalyptus oleosa -Melaleuca uncuiata-Triodia inifans association.

On the high country about Cteve in Central County Jervois the soils are

chiefly skeletal, derived from metamorphic rocks, and apart from the Casuarinn
stricta associations much of the region is malice scrub and broombush. The prin-

cipal species are E. oleosa and less prominently E. duwiosa, while E. anceps and
E. gracilis have been recorded. The principal associated shrubs are Melaleuca
nvciuola, Pamaderris racemosa, Dadonaea hexandra, Bursaria sfiinosa, llafc.ua sp.,

Rhagodia sp. T Cassia ercniophila and Melaleuca pubescent.

Another species which occurs in the mallee-broom communities in this region

is II. brachycalyx var. Chindoo. It does noi appear, however, to be as widespread
as the other eucalypts.

The most prominent grasses are the perennial native grasses, especially

Detnlhonia semiannnlaris and Stipa eremophila.

In many of the valleys on alluvial and deeper soils Eucalyptus caldcultiix

( water majiee) often associated with Lomandra sp, (probably L. dura), Stipa sp.

and Danthonia spp. occurs.

On some of the more stony hills Triodia im'ians is particularly conspicuous.

In Hundred Campoona, coarse pinkish sands are quite a feature and
E.dumoxa* E.brochycotyx var. Chindoo and more sparingly £. leucoxylon (almost
a mallee form) occur associated with Lasiopetalum sp., Acacia sp., Triodm
irrhans, Daviesia brevifolia and Melaleuca nncinata.

This association is closely allied to several other mallee communities in its

floristics. The M. uncimla which gives quite a particular physiognomy to the
community, shows a very marked preference for sandy soils or shallow skeletal

soils. Wherever soils approaching the normal soloniscd brown soils occut, this

association is replaced by another community,

3 Eucalyptus odokata - C. stricta eoahtttc comtlkx

E. odorata- association (pL xix, fig. 2)

A very limited area of red-browu earths flank the ranges north of Port
Lincoln on the Spencer Gulf side. Elsewhere they are of restricted occurrence.
These soils grade rather gradually into skeletal chocolate and brown gneissic soils,
which carry a C. stricta savannah,

The red-brown earths carry a E. odorata savannah woodland, which reaches
its maximum development on the range footslopes at Yalluna, west of Tumby
Bay. In its edaphic, physiographic and climatic relationships the association can
be paralleled with that occurring along the western footslopes of the Adelaide
hills, on a similar soil typ£.

From a little north of Yallana the association follow* the footslopes lo as
far south as Poonmdie Plains, where there is a little admixture wiih Casnaritui
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siricta and E. calckultrit, The principal grasses are Danthonia semtannularis

and Stipa spp.

4 E. mVERSlFGUA- C. STRICTA - M. PUBESCKNS EOAPTIJC COMPLEX

This is the complex which is associated with the extensive occurrences of

calcareous aeolianite. on the travertinised surface o: which have developed tcrra-

rossa— rendzina soils.

It is of some interest that the same associations are to be found on geneti-

cally related soils in the Lower South-East of South Australia (4), and Yorfce

Peninsula. On Kangaroo Island, on these soils, oceurs the closely related

E. diversifolia- E, rugosa association,

E, diversifolia association (pi. xx, fig. 1 and 2)

This association occurs over a very large portion and discontinuously extends

from the southern -most portions of Eyre Peninsula to the neighbourhood of

Streaky Bay. The dominant species is E. dkwrsifolia (white mallee) and asso-

ciated with it, particularly in County Flinders, is a large number of sclero-

phyllous shrubs and, undershrubs. The soils arc very shallow terra ros&as

developed on the travertine horizons of the old dunes.

Immediately behind Port Lincoln, where the aeolianite limestone has

encroached upon both latentic gravels and the older gncissic rocks and over

which they may frequently rest as a relatively thin mantle, there is a large

number of other cucalypts associated with E. diversifolia. Chief amongst these

are £. rugosa and E. conglobata, but £. angulosa, £. transrontinentalis and

E. Landsdowneana occur, especially where the ironstone gravel is more apparent.

E. dumosa occurs with E. diversifolia at times on these soils.

In the region immediately behind Port Lincoln the associated sclerophyllous

shrubs include Pomaderris ohcordata, Tcmpletonia retusa, GfeviUea aspera.

Acacia Gillii, A, armata (chiefly marginal to gncissic outcrops), Dodonaea
cuneota, D. attetnutta (?), Lasiopetolum Schuhenii, Ilakva rugosa, II. vittata,

Pidtenaea acerosa var. acicularis, Halgania eyanea, Scaevola aomnla, Pimelia

strkta, Hibbrrtia stneta var. glabriuscula, Goodenia sp. (aff, o.ffi,nis) t
Stack-

housui monogyna and Xanlhorrhoea Talcana (rare on aeolianite")

The principal perennial grasses are Danthonia setacea, Stipa sp. (probably

S* crc.mophila) and 5. semibarbata var. gracilis.

E. diversifolia and E. rugosa (?) both occur, but again discontinuously, on
recent systems of unconsolidated dunes of calcareous aeolianite, which lie

adjacent to the coast in some parts. It will probably be possible in future to

recognise two distinct associations—an E. diversifolia association and an £.

diversifolia- E, rugosa association.

E. calcicidtrix association.

This rough-barked mallee is frequently known as "water mallee" and
though not restricted entirely thereto, it is most widespread on some of the terra

rossas associated with aeolianite travertine in the western portion of County
Robinson, In much of this- region, as about Chandada, it is sufficiently important

to reach the rank of an association dominant.

The association is fairly open and approaches savannah woodland. Asso-

ciated sometimes are Melaleuca pubescens (dry-land titree) and CaUitris pro-

pinqua, while Acacia ligulata, Geijcra linearifolia and E. diversifolia may occur.

The principal grasses are Stipa cremophila and Danthonia semiannularis.
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Casiiorina stricta - Melaleuca pubescens association.

This association, another associated with the terra rossa -rendzina complex

of the aeolianite travertine, is probably the most widespread on Eyre Peninsula,

It occurs interspersed with the former two associations, and although it is

intimately connected with the £. diversifotia association in distribution both on

Eyre Peninsula and elsewhere in South Australia, it is floristically (and hence

structurally) very different.

The association is essentially an open savannah woodland. The principal

dominant species is Casuarma sirlcta (sheoak), and over wide areas may be sole

dominant (pi. xxi, fig. 1). Melaleuca pubescent is, however, frequently asso-

ciated and in restricted localities may be sole dominant. It will probably be

better in more detailed work to further subdivide this community.

The most prominent perennial grasses are Danthonia semiannularis (wallaby

grass), Stipa eremophUa (spear grass) and S, faleata (spear grass), while

Bromus rubens is often a conspicuous annual grass. Gahnia lanigera (black

rush) is quite a feature in parts ot County Robinson, and probably elsewhere.

Casuarina slricla association.

On some of the large calcareous dune systems, along the coast a closely allied

association occurs. One such system was examined in Sections 292 and 297,

Hundred Ripon, and another near Perlubie, Hundred Finlayson, County Robin-

son. In both localities the sandhills were very unstable and poorly vegetated

The dominant tree was C. siricta, which was very dispersed; associated were a

number of shrubs, chief of which were EremophUa crassifotia, Lasiopttalmnt

discolor, Beye>ia Lc-tcltenardh'i, Thryplomcne Miqucliana
J
Fusanas acuminatusan<l

Lomandra hucoccphala, The most prominent grasses were Danthonia semi-

annularis, Stipa eremophUa, S. barbata, SHpa sp„ Pnecinetlia stricta, Bromus
rubens and B. rigidus. On the dunes nearer the coast Olearia sp., Spinifex

hirsutus and Scirpus nodosus are most important

5 E. angiilosa var. -E. leptophylla -E. Floctoniae edaphic complex

£J. ungulosa var.—E. leptophylla - Melaleuca tmcivata association

On the solonised siliceous sands of the Nultarbor-Spcncer dune system which

cut across the north of Eyre Peninsula is a typical low mailec-broombusb scrub.

There are perhaps modifications at the north-eastern edge of the system, but

generally speaking E. a>igtdosa var. (possibly var. eeratocorys) and E, tepto-

phytta (narrow-leafed mallee), together with MeUdexica itncinata (broombu^h),
give a characteristic facies to the vegetation.

Other maJlecs occur, and of these E. oleosa, E. dumosa and E. Floctontac

are the more important, and they all show a preference, at least in the mote
heavily leached dunes, for the lower slopes of the sandrises.

Associated with the broombmh on the more highly leached dunes arc a large

number of other sclcrophyllous shrubs

—

Hakea eyclopiera, H. ulicina, Casuarina

Muclleriana (oakbtish). Acacia spinescevs, A. farinoMi, Leptospcrnmm coriaeeum,

Phelalium pungens, P. bullatum, Baeckia crassifoHa, Thryptamcne colyciw*,

Grevillea pterospenjui, Ilahca tnultil'inea!at Spyfidium bifidum, S. subochreat urn,

Cal\thrix tetragona, GyYOstemon ramulosus, Astrolonnt conostephiuides, Boronia

caernlenscens, Hibberlia strivta, Loudonia Bchrii, Homoranihus Wilhelmii?

Exoearpus sparlea, Aolus viUosa, and Triodia irritavs.

At rimes the oakbusb (C, Muelleriana) is so abundant as to give a charac-

teristic facies to the association.
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In the drier regions, where the sands are not so heavily leached, as north
of Miuuipa* the greater part of these sclerophylious shrubs do not persist, but

M, uncinata, Tnodia irritans. Lepiospermum coriaceum and E.rocarpus spartea

are all very prominent (pi. xxi, fig, 2).

E. oleosa- M. uncinata association.

On some of the solonetzic sandrises li. oleosa may be so prominent as to be
the dominant tree in the community. This occurs in the sandy regions north-

east of Cowell. E. transcontincntalis, £. dirmosa, E. angulusa var. aud E. lepto-

phylla also occur, but to much less extent. Other species include Alyoporum
platyrarpuWj Melaleuca vvemata, Acacia Hgens and Baeckia crassifoliti,'

if. Plocton?ae-E. dumosa-M, undnata association

This association is widespread in the Cnnimms-Yeelanna region, where there

is an interesting pattern oT grey sands and sandy loams (with red-brown clay

subsoils), and red-brown loams. It occurs on the former soil types. It can be

considered analogous to the foot-slope community of the solonised dunes.

In addition to E> Eloctoneae and E. dumosa, E. lej>tophylla, E. oleosa and
E. calycogona occur. The latter appears to be particularly prevalent in this

region where ferruginous gravel (not pisolitic—possibly fossil orstein) occurs
in the soils,

Associated with the mallees are a number of sclerophylious shrubs, including

Melaleuca uncinata, M, pttbescens, Grevillea ilicifolia, Exocarpits spartca, Lasio-

potalum Bchrii, Damesia ovata, Dodonaca Baueri, Leptomeria aphylla, Astrolonia
conostephioides and Baetkia crassifolia.

6 E. OLEOSA — E. DUMOSA-E. GRACILIS EDftPHIC COMPLEX

This complex includes all those associations that occur on the major types

of what have usually been considered brown solonised soils. Some of the soils

are red-brown shallow' sandy loams over travertine limestone, others merely
contain large amounts of lime rubble in the B

t
horizon, while others are fairly

deep light to medium textured sods allied to Murray Valley types like the Bar-
mera sand.

E. dumosa- E. incrassata (?) association

In many of the inter-ridge areas associated with the system of solonised

dunes there is a community dominated by Eucalyptus dumosa, and a closely allied

species which may be E. incrassata. Many of the species which occur on the

dunes also occur in this association,

The following species were prominent on a shallow red-brown loam over
travertine limestone in this association near Rudall

—

Melaleuca uncmala, Eucarya
actmtinalaj Acacia spinesce-ns, Cryptandra tomeniosa, C, amara, Lasiopetalum
Baticri, L. Behrii ( ?) , Dampiera lanceolata, Grevillea ilicifolia, Exocarpus?
aphylla, Baeckia crassifolia, Phehaliwm Indlatum, Brachyloma cricoides, Brachy-
eome ciliaris, Dampiera rosmarimfoUa, Boronia inornata and Hibbertia siricia.

The rainfall in this region approximates 14 inches per annum.

£. oleosa- E. brachycalyx association

In some of the drier regions, as about Mitchellvillc (rainfall 11 inches per
annum), on brown sandy loams and loams usually underlain by travertine, there

is an association in the inter-ridge areas dominated by E, oleosa and E. brc-chy-
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calyx var. Chindoo. The other species present have a more arid fades than the

previous association and include many members of (he Chenopodiaceae. The
following record made at Section 12, Hundred Wilton, can be taken as an example
of the floristics of this association. Melaleuca pubescent. Geijera lincarifolia,

E, gracilis, Grevillea Htteglii, Fittosporum ph'diyreoide.s, Exocorp us aphylla,

Davicsia sp., Myopornm deserli (?) Dodonaea stenozyga, Rhagodia spinescens,

R. cKtssifolia, Kochia tomentosa var. appn'ssa, K. (riptera var. pewtapter'a,

Ahipfex stipitatum, Enchyhuna tonwntom and Cralyslylis conocephala. Amongst
the annuals Mesembrionthcmum acquilatcrale, M. australe, Bassia sderolacvoides,

8. obliquicuspis, Angxanthus tomentosus, and Zygophyllum fruticulusum tire

prominent The principal grasses arc Danthonia semianmdaris and D. sefaeea,

Stipa Drmnmondii, S. eremophila, and Schismus barbahts (especially on small

sand shadows, where Mescmbriavthcmum crystallinum is also often associated) -

In restricted area where the soils are heavier Alriplex vesicarium occurs.

E. oleosa- El gracilis association (pi. xxii, fig. 2)

This is Ihe most dominant and widespread of the mallee communities and
very closely allied to the previous association. It is the principal mallee associa-

tion in the Minnipa, Warramboo and Kimba regions, and also occurs in the

Cowcll district. E, dttmosa and Myopornm platycarpum may also be associated,

but the two important malices are fi, oleosa (red mallee) and 71, gracilis (Kong
mallee), The subdominant low tree-shrub stratum includes Melaleuca pubescenSj
Geijera linearifolia (candlebush), Acacia Oswald-H, A. Hgidata, Eremophila
scopariu, Grevillea Hueglei, Exacarpus aphylla, Fittosporum phUtyrcoides, and
usually where the soils are lighter and deeper, odd CalUtris prapinqua- (native

pine).

In the lower shrub stratum the composite Cratystylis conocephala (locally

called bluebush) is very prominent, and may give a particular fades to the com-
munity. Atriplex stipitatum, Rhagodia spinescem and Enchylucna lomenlosa

also frequently occur, and the chief grasses are Danthonia semiannuhris, SHpa
eremophila and 5\ variabilis.

Between Yanince and Minnipa, Casttarina lepidophloia occurs as a dispersed

dominant yj this association,

Casttarina lepidophloia association

On some of the lighter and deeper types of the solonised brown soils occurs
a more or less open savannah woodland dominated by Casttarina lepidophloia

1 black oak. or belar). There is a notable occurrence about a mile north of
Vaninec. Associated with the helar are a number uf other small trees, of which
Myopornm platycarpum, Eurarya acuminata, Exoearpus nphylla are most
important, while the smaller shrubs include Cassia eremophiiaJ C. Stuff ii and
Acacia ligulata.

CalUtris prapinqua association

Associated with outcrops of granite on Eyre Peninsula are soils of higher
fertility' status, and they frequency carry a Callitri.s prapinqua (native pine)

woodland.

The same, or a very closely allied association occurs on deep red-brown
sands, as about Kimba, or at othec times on shallow soils over travertine

limestone.

It is not infrequent, where, the soils are light-textured and deep, for a com-
munity dominated by Casuarina lepidophloia and Callitris prapinqua to occur.

This, community should perhaps be given association rank.
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Siipa eremophila - Danthonia semianmdaris association.

Throughout the malice regions on Eyre Peninsula, and especially in north-

western County Robinson and County Dufferin occur open grass savannah

regions which have always been tree-less.

The most prominent grass is one of the so-called spear grasses, Siipa

eremophila, but also present to some degree are other species, of which Danthonia

semianmdaris appears to be the most important.

The areas occupied by this association are usually small and dispersed,

though from the grazing point of view they are very important, and the total

area is considerable.

7 Acacia Sowdenli -Casuakina lepidophloia edaphic complex

This complex is important on the arid side of the malice communities and

occurs on very closely allied soils of the brown solonised soils group.

Acacia Sowdenii-Myoporum platycarpum association.

In the Whyalla region the most important association is a tree-steppe com-

munity dominated by Acacia Sowdenii (myall) and Myoporunt platycarpum

(sandalwood). The taller woody shrubs occurring are Heterodendron nteifolium,

Eremophila scoparia, Eucaryu acuminata, Acacia Oswoldii, Gcijeru linearifolia,

Cassia Sturtii and Exocarpus aphylta, but they are fairly sparse and a particular

physiognomy is given to the association by the more or less continuous lower

shrub stratum. The principal species in this are AtripUx vesicarinm (saltbush)

and/or Kochia sedifolia (bluebush). Other species occurring, however, include

Kochia pyramidata, Enchylaena tomentoso, Atriplex slipiiatxtm and Kochia triptera

var. pentaptera.

Where the soils are a little lighter, Hakca leucoptera and Lycium castrate

are often present.

The ground flora is comprised chiefly of various species of Bassia, of which

obliquicuspis is the most prominent, and sparse grasses such as Stipa variabilis,

Danthonia semiannularis and Enneapogon nigricans.

This association has already been described north of this region on Yudna-

pinna Station (7).

Casuarina Icpidophloia- Kochia sedifolia association

It is not unusual for occasional trees of C. lepidophloia (black oak) to occur

in the previous association, but at other times an association dominated by this

species and with a continuous shrub-steppe stratum occurs. The principal shrub

is Kochia sedifolia, but Atriplex vesicarinm and other species also occur.

Associated with the black oak may be occasional Myoporum platycarpum

and Acacia Sowdenii. The soils frequently contain a good deal of lime-rubble

or travertine in the sub-soil.

Atriplex vesicarinvi ~ Kochia plantfolia association.

This association is very restricted on Ifie area under consideration and has

already been described in the Yudnapinua region.

Kochia sedifolia association

This shrub-steppc association, which may at times be almost monospecific

so far as the dominants are concerned, occurs in places. It is most probably

associated with soils containing a good deal of free lime. Associated with the
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K. stdifolia may be Atriplex veskarmm, and occasionally Kochm planifolia ami

Kochia Georgei. Ennwphila scoparia, Ca^uanna lepidophloia, Myoporum platy-

(arpum and Neurodendron oleifolium may occur very sparsely*

Other Co?nmunitie$

Two communities of some local interest are the Eucalyptus camuldulensis

association, which is probably most important in the neighbourhood of the Big

Swamp and Little Swamp on southern Eyre Peninsula, and the Eucalyptus

leucoxylon association. The latter -association has only been observed as a very

limited one in some of the valleys in the dissected peneplain behind Port Lincoln

and on some of the. skeletal soils west of Yallana.

E. canwlduhnsis association, in addition to fringing swamps, also occur* as

a fringing forest along some of the creeks.

THE MAPS
Soil Map—This map has been compiled from a recognition of the main types

in the field during several visits to Eyre Peninsula, and subsequently following

out their distribution with the aid of all the information available. Of great value

were data contained in the original survey records.

No attempt has been made on the map to indicate that in the sand-dune system

associated with the solonised siliceous sands, the soils of inter-dune areas are

normally brown solonised (mallee) soils, frequently shallow over travertine lime-

stone. The red and red-brown soils in these latter cases have distinct affinities

with the terra rossas. Nor has any attempt been made to indicate separately the

major areas of skeletal soils. Their distribution is obvious by reference to the

physiographic map. pi. xxiii. They are a most important feature in the Qcve-

Miltalie region m Central County Jervois.

p'etjetation Map—After field differentiation of the major communities and

their inter-relationships, their distribution has been defined with the assistance of

the original survey diagrams. In most cases no attempt has been made to map
associations, though where there are large floristic differences between some asso-

ciations within lite same edaphic or climatic complex, they have been mapped

separately.

SUMMARY
The most important features of the geology, physiography, soils, and climate

which influence the distribution of the major plant communities of Eyre Peninsula

are described, and soil and vegetation maps presented* The area concerned is

approximately 15,000 square miles and includes Counties Flinders, Jervois, Mus-
grave. Buxton, Le Hunte, Robinson and York.

Twenty three plant associations have been defined, and these are grouped

for convenience into seven edaphic and climatic complexes.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES XVII TO XXIII

Plate XVII

Fig. 1 Consolidated calcareous aeoliamte exposed in a road cutting near Calca, Comity.
Robinson. The old accretion layers are faintly visible.

Fig. 2 Climbing sandridges passing over the high country between Cowell and Kimba.

Plate XVIII

Fig. 1 Calcareous aeoliamte—an unstable dune system near Pcrlubie, County Robinson.

Fig. 2 Eucalyptus cladocalyx association near Wanilla. Xanthorrhoea Tateana is very
prominent as an undershrub.

Plate XIX

Fig. 1 CasuaHna stricta association on a gneissic hill near Wanilla.

Fig. 2 Eucalyptus odorata savannah woodland.

Plate XX
Fig. 1 Eucalyptus divcrsifolia—Eucalyptus rugosa association on aeoliamte limestone

near Port Lincoln,

Fig. 2 Eucalyptus divcrsifolia association on shallow terra rossa soil developed from
aeolianite travertine behind Port Lincoln.

Plate XXI
Fig. 1 CasuaHna stricta savannah on shallow terra rossa soils, Hundred Rounsevell,

County Robinson.

Fig. 2 Eucalyptus angulosa var.

—

E. leptophylla—Melaleuca uncbmta association north
of Minnipa.

Plate XX T

I

Fig. 1 Eucalyptus oleosa (red mallee) on a brown solonised soil which contains traver-
tine limestone and rubble. Near Mitchell ville.

Fig. 2 Eucalyptus oleosa—E. gracilis association, Kimba. Cratystylis conocephaia (blue-
bush) is an important undershrub.

Plate XXIII
Relief Map of Eyre Peninsula.



NOTES ON A RECENT RAISED BEACH AT POINT BROWN,
YORKE PENINSULA, SOUTH AUSTALIA

ByR. L. Crocker

Summary

With greater interest being shown in the geological Recent, the occurrence of raised beaches

is especially important. The elevated beach deposit described in this paper is at Point Brown,

a small bluff some 4-5 miles south of Port Rickaby, on Spencer Gulf.
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NOTES ON A RECENT RAISED BEACH AT POINT BROWN,
YORKK PENINSULA, SOUTH AUSTRALIA

By R. L. Crocker

[Read 11 April 1946]

Plat&s XXIV akd XXV

INTRODUCTION
With greater interest being shown in the geological Recent, the occurrence

of raised beaches is especially important. The elevated beach deposit described

in this paper is at Point Brown, a small bluff some 4-5 miles south of Port

Rickaby, on Spencer Gulf.

GENERAL COASTLINE FEATURES
The coast features at Point Brown are very interesting. The Point is com-

posed of cliffs some 12-16 feet above sea level, which form a small though

prominent bluff. On either side, that is, both north and south, the cliffs rapidly

disappear as they become both lower and covered with calcareous coastal dunes.

These latter arc practically absent at the Point itself.

The cliffs are entirely composed of travertine limestone. This is hard and

dense and has been built up by the cemeutation of pisolitic lime rubble. These

rubble units are readily detectable and, being more resisletU to weathering than

the matrix, frequently stand out prominently.

Towards the base of the cliffs there appears much less lime rubble, and the

whole rock is more clayey and more weakly cemented. The result is a good deal

of undercutting from occasional high seas, and a tendency for the formation of

caves. Unfortunately, this lower portion of the cliffs is mostly obscured by fallen

blocks of the overlying travertine, and cannot be traced right to sea level.

Flanking the whole coastline for some miles in either direction is a limestone

reef some 4-6 chains wide. This reef, only broken by occasional small rock-free

areas* is very flat, and drops away suddenly on its sea-ward margin. It is sub-

merged by 2-4 feet of water at high tide and is normally completely uncovered at

low tide, though limited areas of it may be covered by a few inches of water.

The limestone of which the reef is formed is a typical travertine in which lime

rubble nodules are obvious. The general features of the coastline arc shown in

fig. 1 and in pi. xxiv and xxv, fig. I and 2.

THE RAISED BEACH
The travertine cliffs exhibit the development of two or three hard pavement

-

like surfaces which are horizontal and apparently extend back into the cliff. The
travertine immediately underlying these pavements is normally much more

resistant than the material either above or below and tends to form a projecting

shelf. Towards the very top of the cliff, above one of these hard pavements,

occurs a raised beach deposit. This is normally 6-8 inches thick and, though

lime-cemented and with a thin pavement capping, is very much softer than the

underlying travertine, which is more or less sheet stone,

The deposit contains numerous shells chiefly of a reef suite; the dominant

species is the black winkle Neriia ynelanotragns. The shell bed is practically

free of any of the lime-rubble so conspicuous in the underlying travertine, which

Trufw. Roy Soc S. Aust., 70, (1), .10 June 194G
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it has post-dated. Its more recent origin is apparent from the manner in which the

deposit has filled vertical cracks in the travertine. The material in these fissures

can be traced up to the overlying" shell bed, from which it is indistinguishable.

It is interesting that a raised beach has already been described some 15 miles

further south at Point Turton by Clark (1). Here the upper limit of the bed
was only 5-6 feet above high water mark, but as the high water limits are rather

indefinite, it is probable that the two deposits bear approximately similar relation-

ships to sea level. The Point Turton deposit could be traced for some two miles

and was overlying Miocene marine limestone. It is most likely that the two
deposits were formed at the same period when the sea, relative to the land, must
have been at least 10-12 feet higher than at present.

AEOLIAN SAND
SHELL BED

TRAVERTINE
LIMESTONE

SEA LEVEL
TRAVERTINE REEF

Fig. l

Sketch section showing the main coastal features at Foint Brown.

Most of the shells are represented on the beach adjacent to the site today, and
include a) Nerita melanotragus, Zeacumantus diemenensis and Emosamia flindersi.

In addition to the species still living in this region there is also Euplica
bidentatUj which evidently became extinct in South Australia about the same time
as Anadara trapezia, although still living in Western Australia today/2*.

REFERENCE
(1) Clark, E. V. 1928 Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust, 52, 189-190

l?J Identified by B. C, Cotton* Conchologist, S.A. Museum.
() B. C. Cotton—Personal communication,



GERMAINATION STUDIES OF AUSTRALIAN CHENOPODIACEAE
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE CONDITIONS NECESSARY

FOR REGENERATION

ByNancy T. Burbridge, M.Sc, WaiteAgricultural Research Institute

Summary

The characteristics of the germination of Atriplex vesicarium Hew. were described in a

previous paper (1) which in now followed by a similar study of three species of a genus

which, in South Australia at least, is of comparable importance. Over the last few decades the

condition of the arid pastoral area has deteriorated. For various reasons the natural

vegetations has proved unstable under stocking and as a result increasing attention is being

given to the remaining shrubs and to the remainder of the shrub country. Much of the latter

carries the palatable but longer-lived bluebushes. Of these Koshia sedifolia (Black Bluebush)

are very long-lived, but the life-span of K. georgei (George's Bluebush) is probably

comparable with that of Atriplex vesicarium, which Wood (4) gives as about 12 years. In all

species longevity is likely to be dependant on the particular incidence of good and bad

seasons.
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GERMINATION STUDIES OF AUSTRALIAN CHENOPODIACEAE
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE CONDITIONS NECESSARY
FOR REGENERATION. II — (a) Kochia sertifrfta F. y, M,, (b) K> pyra-

itiifata Bcnth, (c) K. gcorgci Diels

B\r Nancy T. Buruiuge, M.Sc, Waite Agricultural Research Institute

[II April 1946]

Platk XXVI

The characteristics of the germination of Atripiex vesicarium Hew. were
described in a previous paper (1) which is now followed by a similar study of
three species of a genus which, in South Australia at least, is of comparable
importance. Over the last few decades the condition of the arid pastoral areas
has deteriorated. For various reasons the natural vegetation has. proved unstable
under stocking and as a result increasing attention is being" given to the remaining
shrubs and to the remainder of the shrub country. Much of the latter carries
the less palatable but longer-lived bluebnshes. Of these Kochia sedifolia (Blue-
bush) is one of the most important. Roth tins species and K. pyramidata (Black
Elucbush) are very long-lived, but the life-span of K. georgei (George's Blue-
bush) is probably comparable with that of Atripiex vesicarium, which Wood
(4) gives as about 12 years. In all species longevity is likely to be dependent
on the particular incidence of good and bad seasons.

The present study was an attempt to obtain informal ion of value m the search
for methods of preserving the natural shrub vegetation which is in real danger of
complete destruction. The general features of germination arc much the same
in all three species. As compared with Atripiex vesicarium development is

extremely rapid and the optimum temperature is higher. These characteristics
are believed in hold for the whole genus.

THE SPECIES
The plants are monoecious. The perianth is five-lobed, the lobes being

imbricate. This structure becomes enlarged and a scarious wing is developed
during the maturing of the seed. Owing to the wing, transportation of ihe seed
is by wind.

The seed is similar to that of Atripiex, ie._, a small disc-shaped structure,
but it is placed horizontally in the Ovary, not vertically. The point of the radicle
is towards the junction of the outer and inner perianth lobes (pi. xxvi. fljr, 4).
It is from between these lobes that the young root emerges at the time of germina-
tion. The seed is loose within the ovary. As in Atripiex it is normally "retained
within the fruit though in K. pyramidata. where the fruit as well as the wing
becomes scarious. the structure may split and release the seed. In the field the
fruits, found lying under bushes or in dehris. are often empty, due to insect
depredations. Ants are the most destructive, and their holes are commonly sur
rounded by discarded fruits,.

The seeds of K, sedifolia used in the test were collected at Yudnapinna
Station near Port Augusta, in October 1943 (No. 4,168) and March 1945
(No. 4,269). Despite the incidence of poor seasons this species has produced
seed four times in the last three years. This is not in accordance with the
observations of other workers (4). The flowers appear after rains occurring
during the warm season. K. pyramidata Mowers in late winter, the seeds falling
in spring or early summer. It is a. heavy seeder whenever there are winter or

Tfwis. Rcj. Soc. S. Anu., 70, (1). 30 fl»e !**
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autumn rains. Seeds used in these experiments were collected at Yudnapinna in

December 1942. K. georgci seeds about the same time as K. pyramidata, but may
also flower after summer rain. The seed used was collected at Pallamana in

June 1944.

METHODS
The methods employed were the same as those used for Atriplex vesicarium

and already described (1). The only difference was that tests ran for two weeks

instead of three. Unless slated otherwise, the medium used was sand moistened

to 60% saturation.

RESULTS
A. Effects of Temperature

(a) Optimum Temperature

The optimum temperature was sought first in Kochla sedifolia (4,168). The
14 cabinets of the multiple temperature incubator varied from 6-41° C In a

preliminary test the seeds were removed from their fruits and placed on moist

filter paper in 9'0x 1*5 cm. petri dishes. In less than 24 hours, at all except the

lowest temperatures, 50% of the embryos had burst out from their seeds. In

three days germination was complete.

This escape of the embryos from the seed a few hours after moistening can

hardly be called true germination, which is a process involving actual growth of

tissue. It seems more probable that, because of imbibition and increased turgor,

pressure in the curved embryo results in a rupturing of the testa. The
process is analogous to the escape of a coiled spring*

Embryos which had appeared at 41-5° C, were already blackened at 24 hours,

so that it was clear that, as in A. vesicarium, actual damage to the tissues or rapid

attack by pathogens occurred at high temperatures.

In all other tests the medium used was sand which had been passed through

a 1 mm. sieve. This medium delayed the assessment of results owing to the burial

of the seed, but rapid germination was found to be characteristic of all species.

In the next test K. sedifolia (4,168) was again used. Half the seeds were
removed from their fruits, and the remainder were untreated, The results are

shown in Table h Similar results were obtained with K, pyramidata and

K. georgci. (See Tables II and III,)

Table I

Kochia sedifolia germinated in multiple temperature incubator.

50 seeds per petri dish with sand at 60% saturation. Sum of two replications.

A.
°C. 3

Removed from
41-0 ,, —

4

fruit:
5 6

Increase
7 S

per Day
9 10 n 12 13 14 Germination

36-0 .. 43 11 1 1 — —
1 » _* — —

-

— 57

30- S p 58 S 4 1 — 1 —
f 72

26-5 .. 65 12 3 — 1 — — — — — — — . 81

24-5 .. 11 3 1 1 79

22-5 .. m 2 2 . 73

20- .. 70 6 — — 1 1 —

—

— — — —
... 78

18-5 .. 67 7 1 1 1 1 75

16-5 .. 52 u 7 3 2 — 75

14-5 .. 38 38 7 2 1 4 — — — — 2 — 92

13*5 .. 17 29 23 10 2 3 — — — — 1 —

i

. 85

11-5 .. 7 22 13 19 8 3 1 — — — — 82

9-0 .. 4 2 6 3 16 15 14 14 1 9 — 1 . 76

6-0 .. — — 1 — 1 7 8 5 2 3 — 10 . 31
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B.

a C. 3 4 5

Not removed from fruit:

41-0

36*0

30*5

26-5

24-5

22-5

20-0

Increase per Day
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

1 2 2 1

4 5 9 6 3 2 — 1 1
— — —

14 12 8 7 6 — 1
— — — — —

19 9 4 6 2 — — — — — — —
19 19 — 2 1 — 1 — — — — —
16 23 5 3 — 1 — — — — — —
8 21 15 3 3 2 — I — — — —
4 25 17 4 1 — 2 1 — — — 1 ..

— 8 17 16 4 2 1 1 — — — —
— 8 15 U 3 — 1 — — __ —

, 3 3 20 11 1 2 — 3 3 —
— — — — 6 4 2 3 10 5 1 6 ..

,
— —

, 1 — — 1 4

Germination

6

31

48

40

42

48

53

54

49

38

46

37

6

Table II

Kochia pyramidata germinated in multiple temperature incubator.

50 seeds per petri dish with sand at 60% saturation. Sum of two replications.

Germination
°C.
40-0

35-5

29*5

25-5

22-5

20-5

18*0

16-0

14*5

12-5

11-5

9-5

7-0

4-0

3 4 5 6

Increase
7 8

per Day
9 10 n 12 13 14

12 3 2 1 2 — 1 3 1
— — —

35 10 7 2 2 8 9 2 — — 1 1

36 15 5 3 3 -- — _ — — — —
45 14 4 1

__ 1

40 19 8 1 2 — — — — — —
22 27 7 5 — 2 — — — — — —
6 24 16 5 5 1

3 22 17 16 4 3 1 3 — — — —
1 8 13 19 9 2 4 2 — 1 —

5 6 2 5 13 6 — 2 1 — 2 ..

1 — 9 10 6 9 11 — 2 3 ..

1 — 3 9 8 1 3 ..

25

70

62

65

70

63

55

69

59

42

SI

25

Table III

Kochia georgei germinated in multiple temperature incubator.

50 seeds per pctri dish with sand at 60% saturation. Sum of two replications.

°c.
40*0

35'

29

25'

22

20'

18-0

16-0

14*5

12*5

11-5

9-5

7-0

4-0

3 4 5 6

Increase
7 8

per Day
9 10 11 12 13 14

4 2 5 3 6 8 4 — —

i

1 ,.

14 6 4 4 8 6 4 4 — — 1 —
24 10 4 5 4 2 1 — 2 1 — —
26 8 1 5 1 2 1 — — — —
39 16 3 1

17 32 4 5 1

3 29 14

— 25 13 6 5 1 2 2 — — — —
— 7 14 11 6 2 4 1 1 —

i

— —
—

.

— 8 12 8 9 8 — 1 —

—

1

— — — 14 4 10 8 4 7 — 2 2 ..

— — — — 4 3 1 3 29*

17 5 4

1 ..

1

%
Germination

33

51

53

46

60

59

46

54

46

47

51

41

29

* Sand disturbed and all seedlings counted.
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It will be noticed that, as in Atriplex veskaritim, removal of the seeds of
K. sedifolia from their fruits greatly improved the rate and amount of germina-
tion. In all species a wide temperature range is tolerated. This range is higher
than that for Atriplex vesicarium. No germination took place at 41° C, while at

the lower temperatures there was retardation.

(b) Maximum Temperature

The optimum temperature tests were followed by maximum temperature
experiments designed on the same lines as those for Atriplex vesicarium. It ts to

be regretted that, owing to the smallness of the cabinets in the multiple tempera-
ture incubator, it was not possible to run concurrent tests using all species. All
seeds were tested in their fruits.

In the first test K. pyramidata was subjected to a 41° C. maximum. The
schedules used were :

—

A
a
up to 41

c C daily for one hour, down to 16° C. at night;
B

a up to 36° C. daily for one hour, down to 16° C. at night;
C, up to 30° C daily for one hour, down to 16° C. at night;
Dj up to 41° C. every third day commencing third day of incubation. Up to

30° C. on remaining days. Down to 18° C at night

;

Fn up to 41° C every fifth day commencing fourth day. Otherwise as for D

;

F
3
up to 36° C every third day commencing third day. Otherwise a« for D

Controls were kept at 27° C, 25° C, 23° C. and 22*C There were two
replicates of 50 seeds.

The test was done twice and the results are shown in Table IV. There is
no indication that maximum temperatures up to 41° C. have a delrimental effect
on germination.

Table IV
Maximum temperature test in K, pyramidata, — % germination

At B, Ci D* E, Fi IT C. 25° C. 23* C. 22° C
1st .... 54 41 33 45 40 33 43 36 45 34
2nd .... 31 34 26 27 25 34 39 33 25 32

A maximum temperature of 41" C. was also tried for K. sedifolia (4,269)
following Schedule A. described above, except that the night temperature was
18° C There were control dishes at 25° G, 23° C and 21-5° C Four replicates
were used.

The dishes undet treatment showed a lower germination than the controls
Best results were obtained at 21-5° C, and on a * test the schedule germination
rate differed significantly at the 5% level. Differences in the remaining results
were not significant, They were as follows; Schedule A.; 18*5% : Controls at
25° C : 30-0% ;

23° C. s 24-5% ; 21 -5* C : 32-0%. '
controls at

Only one test with K, georgci was possible owing to scarcity of seed. The
schedules used were; A,: Up to 35° C. for one hour daily, night temperature
14° C. B

2 : Up to 42*5° G for one hour daily, night temperature 16'5° C
C? : Up to 42*5° G for one hour on alternate days, night temperature 16*5° G
Control dishes were held at 18*5° C. The results were; A„: 20%, B,.: 12%!
€„; 22-6%, Control: 34-6%. These indicate that K. georgci has a maximum
temperature tolerance rather lower than that of K. p\>ra?nidata.

It seemed likely that all species would survive a greater maximum tempera-
ture than 41° G Accordingly the multiple temperature incubator was adjusted
so that the compartments registered as follows: 1 : 500° C 2' 43*5C 3 j 36-0°
4: 31-5°, 5; 27-5 c

, 6: 25-0*. 7: 22-5°. 8: 200°, 9; 18-0°, 10:"l6-0° 'll - IS'G*
12: 125% 13: 10-0% 14; 7*0°.

' W ° '
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K. sedifolia (4,269) and K. pyramidata were then tested with the following

schedules: A3
; Up to 50° C. for two hours per day, down to 20° C at night.

B 3
: Up to 43'5° C. for two hours per day, down to 18° C. at night. C3 : Up to

36° C. for two hours per day, down to 16° C. at night. Control dishes were held

at 22-5° C. There were four replicates of 50 seeds each.

occurredNo germination

for either species under A.
B

3
and C

2
effected K> pyra-

midata but not iv. sedifolia-

The results are shown in

Graph 1. The germinative

period is typical for Kochia.

It may be contrasted with

the longer period found in

Atriplex vesicarium.

The results for K, pyra-

midata were unexpected after

the first tests. Apparently

the duration of the maxi-
mum temperature period was
likely to be significant. Using
43-5° C, the effect on K.
pyramidata of a one-hour

maximum period was tested

against a two-hour period.

The schedule followed was
similar to that of B3

de-

scribed above. The germina-

tion was : one-hour maximum
20*0%, two-hour maximum
6-5%.

Since it had been found that

a 50° C. daily maximum was
lethal, a further test was made
with K, sedifolia in which
the seeds were subj ectcd to

this maximum every third

day. There were three treat-

ments, A
4 , with maximum

temperature 50* C. on 1st, 4th,

40

z

a

o
u
O

z
LJ

u

LJ

a

10

MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE
Exp* 3

->- ija £0 43 °C

-*~ " » 35 °C-

-*- Co*i£hat(£25 cj

3 5 7 9 11

DAYS OF INCUBATION
Graph I

7th and 10th days, B4 up to 50° C. on 2nd, 5th, 8th and 11th days, C4 up to

50° C. on 3rd, 5th, 9th and 12th days. The control dishes were held at 20° C
The test was carried out three times ; once with a two-hour maximum period and
twice with a one-hour period. The results are shown in Table V.

Table V
Kochia sedifolia: effect of 50° C. maximum every third day, % germination.

Ai B* C* Control (20° C.)

2 hour maximum 13-5 4-S 6*5 39-0

1 hour maximum (a) 13-5 20-5 10*5 18*5

1 hour maximum (b) ..._ .... 32*5 24-5 30*0 48-5

These results provide further evidence of the importance of the duration

of the maximum temperature period and suggest that heat penetration into the

dishes is rapid.
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Subsequently the incubator was adjusted so that the top compartment regis-

tered 47° C, and K. sedifolia (4,269) was tested under the following treatments:
A

5 : Up to 47° for one hour daily, down to 19*5° C at night. B5 ; Up to 47° C
on 2nd, 5th, 8th and 11th days, night at 19-5° C. CB

: Up to 47° C on 3rd, 6th,

9th and 12th days, night at 18° C Control dishes were held at 21*5° C. The
results were: A 5 :23'5%, B5 :34-5%, C3

:33-0%, Control 47%.
This test was repeated with K. pyramidaia. More than six months had

elapsed since the previous test with this species, but it was disappointing to find

that the seed was no longer viable and the experiment had to be abandoned. This
is further discussed under longevity.

The information obtained in the maximum temperature tests is summarised
in Table VI According to this soil temperatures of 45° C (113° F.) or higher
immediately following heavy summer rains would adversely affect germination
of these Kochia spp. with the possible exception of Kochia sedifolia.

Table VI
Summary of results in maximum temperature experiments.

Temperature K. sedifolia K. pyramidaia K. georgei

No adverse effect - cf. Tables I-III30° C.

35-&DC No adverse effect Slight effect if daily

maximum period is two
hours.

Slight effect even with
one hour maximum
period.

41 °C, Some effect which is Effect not significant

increased if the maxi- with one hour maxi-
mum period is two mum period, but signi-

hours. fkant with two hour
period.

42-5-43-5"G

47°C.

Some effect with two
hour maximum period.

Definite effect which is

much lessened when
maxima occur every
third day.

Some effect with one
hour and strong effect

with two hour period.

50°G No development with No development with

Definite effect with
one hour maximum
period- With alternate
day treatment effect

lessened but grill evi-

dent,

continuous maximum, continuous maximum
With maximum every treatment.
third clay effect less

with one hour than two
hour max, but always
significant.

B. Effects of Soil Saturation

All three species were germinted at 23'5° C. under the following conditions of
soil saturation : 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 100%. The results are shown in Table VII.

Table VII

% germination under varying conditions of soil saturation.

Species 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
Kochia sedifolia 17 67 75 69 68
K.pyramidata , 61 61 ?3 70 58
K. georgei 37 48 57 50 40
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It will be noted that there is toleration of a wide range of moisture condi-

tions. This with the equal toleration of temperature suggests that Kochia spp.

are capable of germinating under a wide range of field conditions.

In Kochia sedifolia (4,168) removal of the seeds from their fruits resulted in

> 80% germination at all saturation levels under incubator conditions.

Kochia sedifolia (4,168) was also used in a glasshouse experiment run con-

currently with one on Atriplex vesicarium which was described in the first paper

of this series. The seeds (100) wfere planted in flat tins 15 x 6 cms., each holding

one kilogram of soil. The treatments were as follows :

—

Series 1. watered to 70% saturation continuously.

„ 2. watered to 70% saturation 2 weeks, then left dry 3 weeks.

t> 3. 10 ccs. water per week.

„ 4. left dry.

In each series half the tins had buried seeds and in the other half the seeds

were scattered on the surface. There were three replications.

Treatment continued for ten weeks (9 June -10 August), after which all

tins were brought to the 70% saturation level for three weeks. The results are

shown in Table VIII and Graph II.

Table VIII

Treatment
1st

week
2nd
week

3rd 4th-10th

week week
11th

week
12th

week
13th

week
Total

%
Cont. 70%
saturation

Buried Seed

18-3 25-7 0-9 — — — 44-9

Cont. 70%
saturation

Surface Seed

4*4 17-3 \-7 19-6 — _ — 43-1

14 days 70%
21 „ dry

Buried Seed

30-7 17*7 0'9 0-4 — — — 49*7

14 days 70%
21 „ dry

Surface Seed

1-7 17-7 1-7 20-9 4.9 1-7 0-9 49-5

10 ccs. water

per week
Buried Seed

— — — — 43-6 7-1 01*9 51-6

10 ccs. water

per week
Surface Seed

— — — _ 9-3 10-7 4-0 24-0

No water

Buried Seed — —

-

— — 18-7 13-7 0-4 32-8

No water

Surface Seed 3-6 16-4 4-0 24-0
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It will be noted that in the first two series buried seed started more rapidly

than surface seed, but the latter finished at the same level. There was a distinct

periodicity owing to intermittent watering in the case of the surface seed, but the

final result was not affected. This is contrasted with the results in Atriplex

vesicariunij where cessation of watering after the second week had a detrimental

effect on the result. In series 3 and 4 no effect of treatment was evident.

bO

BURlEO
SEED TREATMENT SURFACE

SEED

fWtV&frti

_70/ Sa&Lra&on.

14. Djujs. loX Solar
Ch&l £l cCays dry

—10 cc1 water fztr tvcck

—Na wxufa- —

—

13

Graph II

C. Effect of Saturation x Temperature
The test was made with K, pyramidata. The results are shown in Table IX.

As in Atriplex vesicarium higher saturations gave better germination than lower
when the incubating temperature was either above or below the optimum range.

Table IX
of saturation temperate:e for IC pyranii data. — % Germination

Saturation

Temperature c»C 40% 60% 80% 100%
36-5 _ 2 1 6

29-0 31 25 41 34
25-5 35 30 32 39

22-5 _... .i.. 39 40 35 35

17-S 32 38 41 39

14-0 20 25 25 35
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D. Depth of Planting

Seeds of all three species were planted at various levels in 600 cc. beakers,

whose sides were covered with black paper to exclude light, and incubated at

23'0°C. The results are shown in Table X.

TABLE X
Effect of depth planting. — % Germination

Depth ai planting If. sertifcha K . pyramidalj K. yeorgti

Surface 53-3 28-0 160
at i" 16-0 160 12-0

at 1" - . — 1-3 4-0

atr _ — — —
at 3" .... ,... — — —

A comparison of Tables X and VIII shows that the moist atmosphere condi-

tions in the incubator favoured the seeds on the surface. In the field a shallow

burial would provide less variable moisture conditions than the surface, and hence

a more propitious habitat.

E. Longevity of Seed

K. sedifotia (4,168) was collected, in October 1943, from the bushes and
stored in airtight 'tins. Germination tests have given consistently good results.

No. 4,269 was collected in March 1945 and also stored. In June there was a rain

of 180 points on the collecting area, which brought up a number of seedlings.

A week later a collection was made of seed still lying under bushes and seed

remaining attached to the plants. This material was tested for viability at

22*5° C. The seed from the ground proved quite unviable while that from the

bushes gave 2% germination. From tins it appears that seeds remaining un-
germinated after the first heavy rains may have a very low viability. Such a

conclusion is consistent with the results of the glasshouse experiment (Tabic

VIII).

The seeds of K. pyramidata were collected in December 1942 from the

ground beneath the bushes. Up till June 1945 viability showed a gradual falling

off. No further test was made until January 1946, when no seeds germinated.

As there had been no alteration in methods of storage this was probably due to

a change in the seeds themselves. It remains to be seen whether the viability in

K. sedifolia 4,168, collected a year later, will decrease- rapidly in 1946.

DISCUSSION
The optimum temperature being higher for Kochia spp. than it is for

Atriplex vesicarium
f it is not surprising to find that there is toleration of higher

daily maxima. The rapidity of germination and the toleration for a wide range

of temperature and saturation conditions demonstrate the adaptability of the

species under the prevailing climatic conditions which are so characterised by

irregularity of both intensity and incidence of precipitation (2) (3). Germination

and establishment of K. sedifoUa would be possible after rains in almost any month

of the year though January might, in some seasons, be unpropitious. K, pyra-

fnidata and K. georgei would probably be affected by high temperatures in

January but the limiting factor for all species, during the hot season, would be

the rapidity of the drying out of the soil rather than the occurrence r>£ danger-

ously high daily maxima. In view of the shallow planting favoured by the seeds

it would be interesting to know what diurnal changes in moisture content take

place in the top half inch of soil in arid country.
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The structure of the light-winged fruit has considerable influence on the

possibility of regeneration of denuded land because, owing to the winds so preva-

lent in open arid country, there is little chance of the fruits finding an anchorage

on a bare surface. Similarly the results of the tests on depth of planting show
that the seedlings are unlikely to be prominent among the pioneers colonising a

sand drift. Again, if the great majority of viable seeds germinate following the

first heavy rain after seeding, then there will be no important seed reserve in the

soil over a long period. Hence the species can only be maintained in places where

there are enough mature bushes to provide both a regular supply of seed and

enough litter to catch the blown seed. A denuded area adjacent to land carrying

mature bushes would be regenerated, though with great slowness, if there was a

covering of dead or living cphemerals to hold the blown seed. In other words,

Kochia spp. are not important during the early stages of the ecological sere.

SUMMARY
Germination in Kochia spp. is rapid and complete in a few days.

A higher optimum and a wider range of temperature is tolerated than is the

case in A triplex vesicarium.

It follows that a higher daily maximum temperature can be endured without

adverse effect on the rate of germination.

Kochia sedifolia can withstand higher maxima than either K.- pyramidata or

K. georgei.

A wide range of soil moisture conditions is tolerated by all species.

Planting deeper than £ inch severely reduces the number of seedlings.

Seeds under field conditions are not likely to remain viable for any long
period.

None of the species is likely to be important during the early stages of re-

generation of denuded areas under natural conditions.
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Fig. 1. Kochia sedifoliw: a, fruit from above; b, vertjcal section of fruit;

c, ovary with seed; d, seed. a. and b. x 4, c. and d, x 10.

Fig. 2. K. pyramMata: a, fruit; b, vertical section of fruit. x4.

Fig. 3. K. georgei: a, fruit; b, vertical section of fruit; c, fruit from above. x4.

Fig, 4. Floral diagram showing the relation between seed and perianth lobes.



THE LIFE CYCLE OF THE SHEEP LIVER FLUKE IN SOUTH
AUSTRALIA

ByT. Harvey JohnstonandAnne C. Beckwith, University ofAdelaide

Summary

The sheep liver fluke, Fasciola hepatical, is not common in South Australia. It is found from

time to time in sheep slaughtered at the Metropolitan Abattoirs, as well as at some country

centres, such as the South-East. Attempts by us to ascertain from what particular localities

such infected animas are derived have not been successful, because sheep may have been

bred in one district and sold elsewhere before reaching slaughterhouses. Mitton (1944, 202;

1945, 13) has stated recently that the parasite is not widespread in this State, but occurs in

sheep in the South-Eats, along the River Murray swamps, and in the Southern Hills, and is

liable to be found in any locality where creeks and marshy areas along rivers abound and

remain wet throughout the year. The markedly seasonal character of the rainfall, which is

mainly a winter one, and the hot dry summers play a very important part in limiting the

prevalence and distribution of the parasite in South Australia.
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THE LIFE CYCLE OF THE SHEEP LIVER FLUKE IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA

By T. Harvey Johnston and Anne C. Beck with, University of Adelaide

[Read 9 May 19461

The sheep liver fluke, Fajciolo hepatica, is not common in South Australia.

It is found from time to time in sheep slaughtered at the Metropolitan Abattoirs,

as well as at some country centres, such as the South-East. Attempts by us co

ascertain -from what particular localities such infected animals were derived have

not been successful, because the sheep may have been bred in one district and

sold elsewhere before reaching the slaughterhouses. Mttton (1944, 202; 1945, 13)

has stated recently that the parasite is not widespread in this State, but occurs

in sheep in the South-Kast, along the River Murray swamps, and in the Southern

Hills, and is liable to be found in any locality where creeks and marshy areas

along rivers abound and remain wet throughout the year. The markedly seasonal

character of the rainfall, which is mainly a winter one, and the hot dry summers

play a very important part m limiting the prevalence and distribution of the para-

site in South Australia.

Until wc commenced in 1937 our studies of the life cycles of local nema-

todes, the only species whose life history in Australia was known was fasciola

hepatica, which is not a native of Australia. Before reporting our own observa-

tions, we propose to review briefly the earlier attempts to ascertain what kinds of

pond snails may serve as the intermediate hosts for the parasite in the Common-

wealth. Such investigations were carried out in New South Wales and Victoria

because of the prevalence of liver fluke in the moister parts of those States.

The earlier records of the occurrence of the cercaria stage in various pond

snails in the eastern States are now regarded as incorrect (Johnston and Clelaud

1937. 193), as the genera and species of molluscs mentioned have since been

found refractory to infection by the miracidium of Fasciola hepatica. Amongst

such records are those of Cherrv (1895; 1917) and Fielder (1896), as well as

members of the Victorian Field "Naturalists' Society (1896). Cobb (1897. 459;

1898, 182) reported that Bnlinus brazicri (now known as hidordla bmzieri)

was the intermediate host in Australia, basing his statement on his observations

near Moss Vale, New South Wales; hut Bradley (1926a) pointed out that

Cobb's figures indicated two distinct snails, fl. brasieri and Lymnaca brasien

Cbetry (1917) reported that larval stages of the sheep liver fluke had been found

in Victorian species of BuHmts and Planorhis, but that statement lacks confinna-

tinn and. no doubt, was based on incorrect determinations of the larvae.

During 1925 and 1926 a determined effort was made in New South Wales

by Bradley and McKay to ascertain the actual transmitter. Bradley (1925)

found that 15% of L. brasieri examined in the Monaro district were infected

with distome cercariac and that that snail was probably the intermediate host of

F. hepat-ka. Next year (1926 a) he extended his examinations to other specie*

of freshwater snails" and included the New England tableland in his survey. He
reported finding a pigmented type of larva (as well as others) in L. brasieri, and

.stated that, on epidemiological grounds, he considered that snail to be the inter-

mediate host of the sheep fluke in New South Wales. In a short paper (1926 b)

he referred to the presence of L. brasieri in fluky sheep paddocks in New Eng-

land* and to its usual absence from paddocks where fluke did not occur in sheep.

few*. Uoy. Sex, S. Anst, 70, <i>. JO fluuc 194G
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Jn a later paper (1926 c) he referred to Hie pigmented larva as Cet curia pigmen-
tosa and recorded its occurrence in 40% of a smull number of L. brazieri in an
aquarium into which sheep fluke eggs had been introduced; and such cercariae

were found during summer in 69 and 72 days after the eggs had been added.

McKay (1926 a, b, c) succeeded Lu tracing the complete life cycle in

L. brazieri, in which snail he found three kinds of pigmented larvae, one of which
agreed with Thomas' account and figures of that of F. hepatica. The cysts wete
fed to guinea pigs and the adult stage of the liver fluke of the parasite was
obtained. Attempts (1926b) to infect with miracidia of F- hepatua other kinds

of pond snails, as well as the land snail, Succinca austfalis, proved unsuccessful.

In 3 later paper McKay (1928) published rather more information than was
contained in his earlier report (1926b).

Clnnies Ross (1928 b) stated that L. brazicri was the only Australian snail

which had been proved to be an intermediate host for F. hcpatUa; and in the

next year, in conjunction with McKay, published a very important paper dealing

with the lite history and control of the liver fluke, as well as its transmitting

Sflail in New South Wales. Attempts to infect other pond snails (Bulinus spp.,

Gttbbia, Sfgnientma) were unsuccessful. Specimens af L. brasieri were found
in the central district of Victoria, and that species was regarded as the transmitter

in that State also. Specimens were also received from Tasmania, and though
showing certain differences in form from typical L, btazicri, were regarded
as belonging to the same species (1929, 26-27). Rabbits and guinea pigs were
found experimentally to be able to harbour the adult fluke (Ross and McKay
1929).

Bradley (1933) stated that L. brasieri was the usual (if not the only) local

intermediate host for larval stages of F. hepatica, and drew attention to the par-
ticular kind of aquatic environment required by the more common pond snails

(including L. bmzicri) in the highlands of New South Wales. Cotton and
Godfrey's statement (19.32, 160) that Isidorclla brasicri was the intermediate

host is an error due, no doubt, to having confused two different animals bearing
the same specific name.

Mittvn (1944, 202; 1945. 13), when dealing with fluke in South Australian
sheep, gave a brief account of the life cycle of F. hepafica and republished figures

of L, brasieri} stating that the latter was the only one through which the parasite
in Australia could undergo its larval stages. There is no evidence that L, Lrazieri

occurs in South Australia, but, as we shall indicate, there is a related local species,

L. suhaquatiiis, which has similar habits, and is capable of transmitting F. hcpiHt'co

in this State.

Our early efforts to infect Amcrianna spp. and L* tessoni. using eggs or
miracidia of F t hepatica, were unsuccessful. For many years we have attempted,
when opportunity offered, to ascertain whether /- subuqitatiHs. whose habits
closely resemble tho.se of L. brasreri, could serve as the intermediate host and thus
afford an explanation of the local infestation of sheep. The snails of this species

used in our experiments were collected in Hazelwood Park, an enclosed public
reserve in a suburb of Adelaide, From this park sheep and cattle are excluded
and in it rabbits are rarely seen, hence natural infection of the snails with liver

fluke is very improbable; and none of these molluscs has revealed infection with
any trematode larvae when tested prior to using them for our experiments. The
creek is dry in summer, but its waters enter the Torrens after rain in winter and
early spring. We had difficulty in keeping the snails alive in our aquaria until

recently, and liver flukes were rarely available at times when this snail could be
obtained.
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We found that eggs hatched in 27 days in late autumn (May-June). Ross

and McKay published information regarding the. length of time needed for

hatching under different conditions of temperature and under diurnal changes.

Their results indicated a minimum of eight days at about 80° F- ; 9 days at ?a* F.

;

10 days in January—midsummer (maximum 86° F. and minimum 64° F.); the

period lengthening to 28 days when the daily room temperature was between

64 and 75° F. for 16 hours and 46-52° F. for 8 hours. No hatching took place

at about 50° F., but eggs remained viable through the winter and hatched on the

advent of waim weather. They stated that it would appear that, with alternating

periods of relatively high temperatures during the day. cold conditions during the

night checked development only proportionately to the length of the latter We
did not have an opportunity to ascertain the period required during summer in

Adelaide where the day and night temperatures have a higher average than in

Sydney, but Ross and McKay's observations would suggest about eight or nine

days if such eggs had reached a moist environment. The hot dry summers in

South Australia must play a very important part in controlling hatching of fluke

eggs and the pre-swimming life of the miracidrom. Mirton (1945, 14) stated

that 9 to 20 days , according to temperature, were necessary in summer, but that

in winter hatching might require five or more months.

From one of a few L. sttbaqn&tilis exposed to miraeidia in mid-Jane some

rediae were taken in early August, ;>., 48 days later. On 27 June 1945, eggs

obtained by teasing live flukes were added to shallow aquaria containing the same

species of snail. Eight of the latter which died during July and August showed

no trace of infection, but all snails which died after 10 September contained large

numbers of rediae. This indicated that the cold weather had preveuted hatching

and infection until some time after August. The rediae first detected amongst

these dead snails were small, but they already contained daughter rediae. On
2 November cercariae were observed swarming from a dead snail and were

identical with those oE F. hepalica. This observation indicated that from eggs

obtained in midwinter, under laboratory conditions, cercariae may be developed

and escape from infected snails four months later, u\, in late spring. These

cercariae encysted readily on lettuce leaves (as well as elsewhere), usually within

a few minutes after escape. The infected leaves were fed to rabbits on 7 Novem-
ber. On 15 January 1946 one rabbit was killed and a small F. hepatka was taken

from a bile duct, the worm, though only 20 mm. long, already containing eggs

On 8 February another rabbit was killed and eight flukes were recovered, most

of them being a little larger than the first one obtained Hence adult flukes may
be produced in midsummer under Adelaide conditions in 69 days after the

ingestion of cysts in late spring. Mitton stated that maturity was reached in

10 to 12 weeks from the time lhat cysts entered the final host. Ross and McKay
(1929, 25) reported that the bile ducts are apparently not reached by the wander-

ing young flukes until after the thirty-ninth day in experimental animals, and that

maturity "was attained in the bile ducts of an experimental guinea pig in 13 weeks.

One of our observations, recorded above, indicates that a shorter period can

suffice.

On 19 November 1946 another attempt was made to infect a number <>f

L. sttbaquatilU, hut too many cgg^> must have heen used, since all the snails were

killed. In one which died on 4 December, i,e, t 15 clays alter eggs had been added

to the aquarium, abundant miracidia were found moving in the tissues of the

mollusc. In another which survived until 10 December, minute sporocysts were

found, Le,, in 21 days after the addition of fluke eggs. In snails which died later

(in Jate December and very early January* typical rediae were recovered, but all

snails died by 5 January befure cercariae had developed in them. These
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observations seem to indicate that a period of 47 days in early summer is insuffi-

cient to permit ccrcariae to be developed and escape from infected snails.

Cotton and Godfrey (1932, 158) mentioned as recorded localities for
L. suhaquatilis Tale—River Torrens at Adelaide and Reedbcds, Henley; Victor
Harbour; and Millicent. They also published a figure (pi, it, fig. 2) which shows
a relatively more elongate opening of the shell and a different gradation in the size

of the whorls from that figured later by Cotton (1943, pi, xvi, fig, 7S) t the latter

illustration resembling more closely our specimens. We have collected the species

near Myponga (from a "black bog" due to a spring) ; near the head of Currency
Creek (also in a similar bog) ; the northern shores of Lake Alcxandrina (in ruts

and shallow channels amongst the flooded samphire) ; and m a small pool in black

mud in a rich pasture close to the Murray River near Murray Bridge; and in all

these localities fluke was. present in some of the sheep, though none of the snails

taken by us was found to be infected with Fi hepatica. We should mention chat

some years ago we were informed that rabbits in the South-East sometimes
harboured liver fluke, but unfortunately our notes regarding the locality have
been lost.

Iredaie (1943, 212-214) reviewed the Australian -species of Lymnacidae and
subdivided Lymnaea into several genera, including Pcplhnma for /.. lessoni, and
Simtimnm for small Lymnaeids with a short acute spire, large normal (not

swollen) body whorls, well developed inner lip, columella ru>t much folded, and
shell comparatively stout. He included under Simtimitea, L, hnuricri from New
South Wales, L. gunni and L. neglecta from Tasmania, L vktoriac from Gipps-
land, and L. subaquoHUs from the Torrens. South Australia. He also mentioned
Ihat there were two MS names, L. viriduta and L. venustula applied to snails in

western Victoria, and another. L. tasmanica, from Tasmania. He suggested that

the lust-named may have been based on the European L. fiercgra, supposed to

have been introduced accidentally. Cotton (1943. 145) accepted some of Iredale's

new genera, but rejected P^pl'mmea, retaining lessoni under Lymnaea. He gave
a key to the Australian genera of the family and a more extended diagnosis for

Simlimnea (146). He listed the five species mentioned by Iredule, noted the

chief differences between some of them, and figured S, subaqitotilis and 5. gunni.

Since all these species h?ive similar habits and are found in localities where
liver fluke occurs, it is reasonable to assume that all of them arc likely to serve

as transmitters, and that Ross and McKay's L. brasi-eri from Tasmania was
actually one or more of the Tasmanian species of Simlimnep, and that the Vic-

torian forms belonged to S. vicioyiae. The carrier in south-western Victoria

has not been determined, but it is possible that it is S* snbaquaHlis. The hahits

of .?. brasUri have been described by Bradley (T26a; 1933, 248) and bv Ross
and McKay (1928, 27-29).

In 1889 Whittlegge reported that cercanac of Distoma sp. occurred com-
monly near Sydney in local pund snails, amongst which lie included L. braticri,

but without mentioning any particular species as host (1S89, 307), ladder
(lS96c*i reported finding larval stages of flukes in the same species from southern

New South Wales, and figured a heavily pigmented round cyst from it. He also

illustrated a minute stylet-bearing cyst from the same host.

Bradley (1926a) found three kinds of cercariac in L. brazteri in Mew
South Wales, one of them pigmented (figured, and probably belonging to

F t hef>at:cd), and two unpigmented, one of which possessed a stylet. Later in

the year (I926d) he described these two latter as Ccrcaria cafeUae (an cchino-

stome larva) and C. pcUucida respectively. C. peltundu was stated to resemble

C. brevicacea and C. polyndena. As Bradley's specific name was preoccupied,
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one of us (Johnston 1941, 282) renamed this ptogiorchid larva as C. bradteyi.

In 1927 Bradiey discussed the probable life cycle of C. catelkw, to which species

he referred again in 1933. Wc considered this cercaria to belong to Hchinosknfui

revo/utum (Johnston and Cleland 1937, 196; Angel 1941, 317).

McKay (1926 a) reported that he found three kinds of pigmented cercariae

in L* bragieri, one of them being that of F. hepaticdj the other two being less

heavily pigmented and not able to encyst on available material. Ross and McKay
(1928, 14) referred to the presence in L. brasieri of C. pelluchla and C. greeri.

The latter had been described by Bradley (1926 d) as occurring in Bulintts

brasicri, its author believing the cercaria to be that ol a schistosome, but the general

form of the body, tail-stem and furcae indicate that it was a Strigeid (Johnston
1941, 282). Bradley (1933, 247) listed it as a parasite of U brasieri.

We have found four different species of cercariae issuing from L. sub-

aquatiUs from Lake Alexandrina. Two of these were furcocercariae belonging

to the Strigcida; the third was Cercaria parocellata, a schistosome larva described

by us (Johnston and Simpson 1939, 63) from L. lessoni; and the fourth was
identified as C. cllisi, an echinostome, originally described from L. lessoni

(Johnston and Simpson 1944, 125).

We desire to acknowledge gratefully assistance received from Miss L. M.
Angel who made the earlier observations in our laboratory ; the following
veterinary officers : Messrs, F. V. Collins, Burrage, McKenna, Smith, Pulsford
and Gosling; as well as B. C. Cotton of the South Australian Museum,

SUMMARY
Simtimnca subaqitaHlis is a transmitter of Fasciola hepaika in South Aus-

tralia; and some observations on the developmental stages of the parasite art
recorded.

Of four different kinds of cercariae found in 5*. subaquatilis, twu (C. paro-
ccllata and C. ellisi) were known previously only from Lymnaea lessoni from the
lower Murray region.
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STUDIES ON THE MARINE ALGAE OF SOUTHERN AUSTRALIA
INTRODUCTION AND

NO. 1 THE GENERA ISACTIS AND RIVULARIA (MYXOPHYCEAE)

ByH. B. S. Womersley, Department of Botany, University ofAdelaide

Summary

The history of phycology in Australia is one of an enthusiastic beginning during the years

1840-1890, when numerous collections from the Southern Australian region (including

Tasmania) where sent to Europe and described by workers of that time. During this period a

considerable proportion of the Australian species was described, chiefly by W. H. Harvey, J.

G. Agardh, W. Sonder, T. Reinbold and others, and it is on the work of these men that

present-day phycology in Australia is based. A. H. S. Lucas, who was the only Australian

worker between 1910 and 1936, has given a more detailed survey of the early work

(Seaweeds of South Australia, Pt. I), as also has V. Mary (Journal of the C.S.I.R., 18, No.l,

62).
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STUDIES ON THE MARINE ALGAE OF SOUTHERN AUSTRALIA

INTRODUCTION AND
No. I THE GENERA ISACTIS AND RIVULARIA (MYXOPHYCEAE/

By H. B. S, Womersley, Department of Botany, University of Adelaide

[Read 9 May 19461

INTRODUCTION
The history of Phycology in Australia is one of an enthusiastic beginning

during the years 1840-1890, when numerous collections from the Southern Aus-

tralian region (including Tasmania) were sent to Europe and described by

workers of that time. During this period a considerable proportion of the Aus-

tralian species was described, chiefly by W. H. Harvey, J. G. Agardh, W. Sondcr,

T. Reinbold and others, and it is on the work of these men that present-day

phycology in Australia is based. A. H. S. Lucas, who was the only Australian

worker between 1910 and 1936, has given a more detailed survey of the early

work (Seaweeds of South Australia, Ft. 1). as also has V. May (Journal of the

C.S.I.R., 18, No. 1,62).

For Australian students taking up the study of marine algae this history has

certain unfortunate results. The type specimens of most of the species described

before 1900 are in Europe (with the exception of those of W. H. Harvey, of

which numerous cotypes are present in the Melbourne and Sydney National Her-

baria), and not available to Australian workers. This means that determination

of species must, in many instances, be based on descriptions alone. Apart from

the works of W. II. Harvey, which were usually well illustrated, most authors

gave no figures; descriptions were usually inadequate and only in Latin, resulting

in the utmost care being necessary to establish an identification today.

Since 1900, practically the only worker on Australian marine algae was

A H. S. Lucas, who published several papers in the Liunean Society of New
South Wales, and wrote Fart I and the first halt of Part 11 of "The Seaweeds

of South Australia." Since 1938 keys and notes on New South Wales algae

have been published by V. May, and Part II of "The Seaweeds of South Aus-

tralia
1
" should be available by July 1946.

It is evident that at present scarcely a single species from Australian waters

does not require a thorough study, and each genus needs detailed revision. In

the past details of locality and occurrence have been generally inadequately given

Although taxonomic studies are of first importance, extensive ecological

surveys are needed, for it is such work that brings to light variations in form of

many species and indicates how reliable certain taxonomic criteria may be. It is

daring such ecological studies that associations of economically important species

arc likely to be found.

This paper is the first of a series on marine algae from the Southern Austra

lian coasts and deals with two genera of the Myxophyceae, family Rivulariaceae,

which are common on rocky or tidal flat regions. The Myxophyceae as a whole

have been left severely alone by previous workers, although many species are to

be found around our coasts.

Trans. Roy. Sbc. S. AusL '/O, (J?.30JiitU- 1W.
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No. 1 THE GENERA ISACTIS AND RIVULARIA

These two genera belong to the family Rivulariaceae of the blue-green algae.

The family is a natural one, distinguished by a combination of false branching

and terminal hairs to the trichomes, and usually with heterocysts at the base of

the filaments. Both freshwater and marine representatives of the family are

common, and several marine species of Cahthrix and Lyngbya occur in South
Australian waters.

Genus Isactts Thuret 1875

Thuret Essai Class. Nost, 1875, 376, 382; Bornet and Flahault, Rev. 1, 1886,

34}; De Toni, Sylloge Algarum, 5, 646; Rabenhorst, Kryptogamen Flora,

14, 656; SetchelL and Gardner, Marine Algae of Pacific Coast of

N, America, 104; Newton, Handbook of British Seaweeds, 35.

Filamejits erect, parallel, densely crowded and coalescent into a compact layer

attached to the substratum, simple or sparsely branched ; heterocysts basal;

reproduction, by spores unknown.

Isactts is a genus differing from Rxvularia in its more simple trichomes which
are crowded and parallel. This gives rise to flattened, more or less orbicular

layers instead of hemispherical or more or less convex and lobed expansions.

IsActis plana (Harv.) Thuret

(Fig. 1 : A)
Rivitlaria plana Harvey in Hooker, Brit. FI.

( 1833, 2, (1), 394; IsacHs plana
(Harv.) Thuret in Essai, 1875. 382; Bornet and Thuret, Notes Algal. II,

1880, 163, pi. xl; Bornet and Flahault, Rev. [I, 344; Dr Toni, Sylloge
Algarum, 5, 646; Rabenhorst, Kryptogamen Flora, 14, 656; Setchel! and
Gardner, Marine Algae of Pacific coast of N. America, 104; Newton,
British Seaweeds, 35.

Fronds 0*4 to 0'9 mm. thick, spread out indefinitely on the surface of rocks,

but usually less than 2 cm. across, dark green; filaments densely crowded, mostly
simple; trichomes 7-9*5 /a diameter, light blue-green, tapering into a delicate hair
above when young; cells not to fairly deeply incised at cross walls, \ to 1 times
as long as broad.

South Australian specimens seem to belong to the var. plana B. and F. in
which the layer is not zonate, filaments unbranched or nearly so, cohering together.

Hog Bay (on rocks in littoral), Vivonne Bay (edge of rock pools, on
mollusc Crtlana), and Pennington Ray (on reef surface) on Kangaroo Island;
Port Noarlunga (on reef in littoral); Port Willunga (on reef in upper littoral).

Atlantic, Mediterranean, coasts of Europe, North America. Apparently not
pieviously recorded from Southern Hemisphere. Probably to be found anywhere
in the Southern Australian region, at all time* of the year.

The only noticeable difference from descriptions of Northern Hemisphere
specimens is in the greater thickness of the frond (0-9 mm. against 0*5 mm).

Genus Rtvularta C Agardh 1812

G Agardh. Disp. Alg. Suec., 1812, 43, Syn, Alg. Scand., 1817, p. xxxviii, 130-131

!

Syst. Alg., 1824, 19; Roth, Ncue Beitr. z. Bot, 1803, 261 ; Cat Rut, 3, 1806
332; Bornet and Flahault, Rev. Nost. Het 1, 1886, 345; DeTom\ Sylloge
Algarum. 5, 648; Rabenhorst, Kryptogamen Flora. 14, 64-3; Setchel'l and
Gardner, Marine Algae of Pacific coasts of N. America, 105; Newton,
British Seaweeds, 38.
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Fig. 1

A, Isactis plana, group of trichomes ; B, Rivularia atro, group of trichomes with

two hormogonia ; C Rivularia ttitida, group of trichomes ; D, Rivularia australis,

three typical trichomes from one of Harvey's specimens.

Thallus hemispherical, globose or irregularly lobed, light to dark green, softly

or firmly gelatinous, at times hollow, or confluent into a solid expanded stratum;

filaments radiating from the centre or from the base, repeatedly false-branched;
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heterocysts basal (or rarely intercalary), some species (sub-genus Gheoirkhia)

producing cylindrical spores contiguous to the hcterocyst.

In view of the presence of intercalary heterocysts, as described below in

R. firma, R. polyolis and i?. atistralis, the generic description must be modified

slightly, as has been done above.

The species of Rhtdoria are far from satisfactory taxonomtcally, as consider-

able variations may be shown in different habitats. In placing any particular

specimen, attention should be focussed on all the features used irt separating the

species rather than any single one. Five species can now be recorded from

Southern Australia, of which one is described as new ; the other four are con-

sidered specifically identical with widespread Northern Hemisphere forms which

are pTobably cosmopolitan.

Staining with gentian violet is often necessary to distinguish details of the

sheath. Sometimes if a firm colony is broken up a layer of mucilage may cling

to the trichome and appear very similar to an individual sheath, staining faintly

blue,

Key to the Southern Australian Spbcjks ok litmilaria.

1 Intercalary heterocysts abundant, thallus verr firm. R. firma n.sp.

V Intercalary heterocysts absent or rare, thallus either small or large and soft. 2

2 Thallus solid, hemispherical, less than 4 mm. across. /?. aha
2' Thallus hollow, expanded, globose or plicate corrugate. 3

.3 Thallus dark olive green, plicate corrugate, usually less than 1 era. across. K, nituta

3' Thallus light green, hollow, soft. 4

4 Trie-hornet; 5-7-5 ^ thick, shcaih thin. R. Qustrtttis

4' Trichomes 9-14 /t thick, sheath usually wide, lamellate. R. polyotis

Rivularia firma n. sp.

(Fig. 2, A and B)

Thallus caeruleus, hemispheric's, .>olidus, firmissimc gelatinus, 2 era larus,

copiae 5 cm, latae; corpus qui produci potest, leutus. Trichomatibus confertis,

pressione non secendentibus, 2-3 & latis infernc, superne 6-8*5 /j. latis, in pilum

attenuatis; vaginis angustis, hyalinis. superne indistinctis, totus in gelatinam

amorpham confluens; cellulis superne diam. £-1 brevioribus, ad genkula contrac-

tus, cellulis inieriorihus elongatis. Heterocystis basibus et intercalaribus; basis

globosa, 10-18/* diam.; intercalaribus tasitarus copiosis, ovatis aut longis linearis!

cum cras&o muro, 4-8 /t latis, diam. 2-20 brevioribus; basibus heterocystis in

concentrica zona dispositis-

Thallus dark blue-green, hemispherical, solid, very firmly gelatinous; indi-

vidual plants to 2 cm. across, masses formed by union of several to 5 cm across;

substance elastic,, not easily torn. Trichomes crowded, not separable by pressure,

2-3 p. thick near basal heterocyst, expandiug upwards to 6 to 8'5p. thick in

meristematic region,, then tapering to a long narrow hair; sheath thin, hyaline,

vanishing above, but the whole iu a very firm gelatinous matrix; cells in meri-

stematic region J to 1 times as long as broad, slightly to moderately incised at

•cross walls, lengthening below to 3-6 times as long as broad. Heterocysts basal

and intercalary; basal approximately spherical, 10-18/*. diameter; intercalary

ones usually abundant, ovoid to elongate linear, thick-walled, 4-8 /a wide, 2 to 20
times as long as wide, rarely causing any bulging of filaments; basal heterocysts

usually produced in roughly concentric bands causing a faint zonarion in trans-

verse section of the thallus.

Granite Island and Petrel Cove, near Victor Harbour (on rocks, particularly

in roughest places, in upper littoral and spray zones). Antechamber Bay, Cape
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Fig. 2

A and B, Riznilaria firma n.sp; A, trichomcs from young tliallus; B, trichome*

from older thallus showing intercalary heterocysts and cell arrangement ; C, Rhw-
laria polyotis, trichom.es with wide lamellate sheatlis.
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Willoughby, Pennington Bay, Vivonne Bay, on Kangaroo Island (in upper

littoral, probably all along east, south and west coasts).

Occurring throughout the year, hut usually better developed in winter.

lu general. R. firma forms a zone in the upper littoral on exposed rocky

coasts* frequently occurring ou otherwise bare rocks and in situations where it

is often exposed to desiccation for several hours daily. The firmly gelatinous

thallus enables it to withstand considerable exposure.

The presence of abundant intercalary heterocysts distinguishes this species

from any previously described. They are usually much elongated, 2 to 20 times

as long as broad, lying within the trichome sheath. When much elongated each i$

often slightly wider at the ends where the walls are somewliat thicker than in the

centre, with finely granular colourless contents (see fig. 2, B). Intercalary

heterocysts such as these have apparently not been described in any other species-

Occasionally, however, they occur in both 7?. australis and R. polyotis, though
only very rarely.

The very firm and solid nature of th^ thallus is also a distinctive characteristic.

Hormogonia develop beneath the superficial layers of the thallus, and
because of their confinement within the very firm gelatinous matrix often develop

into ovoid or elongated masses of compressed, often polygonal, cells instead of

the usual cylindrical trichomes, This type of hormogonia development is particu-

larly characteristic of species of Rivularia with a firm thallus,

Specimens collected from the south side of Granite Island, Victor Harbour,
in December 1943, were brownish, with pitted surfaces, particularly distorted

hormogonia, and unusual abundance of intercalary heterocysts. This is attributed

to a heat wave and low tides shortly before collection, the specimens probably

being dead and atypical when collected.

Type and cotype specimens arc catalogued under numbers A 2205 (K.I. 5)
and A 2,204 (K.I. 4) respectively, in the Algal Herbarium, Department of Botany,.

University of Adelaide.

Rivularia atra Roth
(Fir. l.B)

Roth, Cat. Bot., 3, 1806, 340; Bornet and Flahault, Rev. II, 18S6, 353; Harvey
Phyc. Britt. t. 239; De Toni, Sylloge Algarum, 5, 664; Rabenhorst,

Kryptogamen Flora 14, 645 ; Setchell and Gardner, Marine Algae . .
, r 107

;

Newton, British Seaweeds, 38.

Thallus solitary or confluent, hemispherical or flattened, up to 4 mm. in

diameter. Filaments radiating from the centre, densely compacted, abundantly
false-branched, Trichomes 2'5-5ft thick below, expanding slightly to 5-6*2 ft

thick above, then tapering to a narrow hair ; cells yellowish-green, shorter than
broad above, lengthening below to 3-6 times as long as broad, not or very slightly

incised at cross walls; cross walls very indistinct below; sheath hyaline, incon-

spicuous, but often fairly thick. Heterocysts basal, spherical to ovoid, 7-10 £
character. Older specimens may show faint zoitation of heterocysts in section of

the thaJius. Hormogonia forming towards ends of outer trichomes.

Poit Noarlunga (on reef, littoral); Marino, Moana (on rocks); Port
Willunga (on reef, littoral) ; Vivonne Bay, Kangaroo Island (around edges of

littoral pools, south side of Ellen Point), Occurring throughout the year.

Europe, North America. Japan. Australia (previously recorded by Nord-
stedt) . Cosmopolitan.

Two varieties of Rivularia atra have been distinguished; var, hewispherica
(Kut2.) B. and F., with hemispherical colonies, very dark green, and var
conflueiis (Kiitz.) Hornet, in which the thallus is a flat confluent mass, deep blue-
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green, trichomes 5-7 /* wide. Both varieties flfcerd to be present in South Aus-

tralia, although many gradations between the two are shown.

The main differences from descriptions of Northern Hemisphere species lie

in (a) trichomes expanding slightly to up to 6*2 ju. thick. Setcheit and Gardner,

however, record a width of 57 ^ for trichumes in vac. conjluens (Kiitz.) Bornet,

Young outer trichomes. in our specimens, taper evenly from the base, being

5-6*2 /* thick ; (b) sheath often quite thick in our specimens, whereas, it is given as

"thin" in all descriptions.

RrVTJLARlA NITIDA Ag.
(Fig. 1, C)

C. Agatdh, Disp. 44, 1812; Bornet and Flahautt, Rev. II, 1886, 357; De Toni

Sylloge Algarum, 5, 661; Rabenhorst, Kryptogamen Flora, 14. 646;

Setchel! and Gardner, Marine Algae ... 108; Newton, British Seaweeds,

38; R, plkata Carm. in Hooker's Brit. Fl. Crypt., 392; Harvey, Phyc. Brit.

t, 215 ; Phyc Aus. Syn. No. 787.

Thallus usually hollow, variable in outline, expanded and plicate-corrugate,

to 2 em. across, dark olive green in colour. Filaments crowded, usually tapering

from the base to a long narrow hair, from 3*5 to 6-3 ^ thick below, occasionally to

8-5^ thick next to hetcrocyst, tapering evenly to 2/x thick in the hair, or some-

times expanded slightly upwards; cells olive green,, mostly ^-1 times as long as

broad, often longer below, not or slightly incised at cross walls. Sheath usually

prominent and distinct, hyaline or yellowish-brown. Heterocysts basal, ovoid to

spherical, 6 to 12 /x across.

Pelican Lagoon, American River, Kangaroo Island (on flat rock in littoral).

Collected during January 1946, but probably present throughout the year.

Specimens from this locality are identical with Harvey's No. 591 B (as #. plicnta

Carm.) from King George Sound, Western Australia.

Britain, North Europe, Mediterranean, Nova Scotia, Alaska.

Only apparent difference from Northern Hemisphere specimens lies in the

somewhat thicker trichomc (to 6'3 p. thick as against 2-5 /x in descriptions).

Rivularia austraus Harvey

(Fig. 1,D)

Harvey,, Some Ace. Marine Bot. of W. Aust., 566, 1854; Phyc. Aus. Syn., n. 786;

Sondcr. Alg. Austral, hact cognitae, 42. It, 1.047; Bornet and Flahault,

Rev. II, 362; De Toni, Sylloge Algarum, 5, 658; Newton, British Sea-

weeds, 40; Rabenhorst, Kryptogamen Flora, 14, 646.

Thallus irregularly globose, soft, always hollow, to 8 an, across, usually a

metallic blue-green in colour; occasionally growing as masses of smaller irregu-

larly united hollow fchalli. Trichomes easily separated by pressure, Jong, almost

parallel, expanding in width from 1-3 « near heterocyst to 5-7'5/t in meristematic

region, then tapering to a fine hair; cells in meristeroatic region i to 1 times as

long as broad, slightly to moderately incised at cross walls, becoming longer below.

Sheath very thin, hyaline, usually only detectable near hetcrocyst. Filaments

below straight or slightly undulating. Heterocysts ovoid to spherical, 10-13 ^i by

7-11 p; intercalary heterocysts very rare, ovoid to oblong, similar to those in

i?. finna,

The very soft thallus, trichome width and absence of a sheath distinguish

this species reasonably welt.

South Australia: Port WiUunga (on reef, littoral). Victoria; Port Lons-

dale (January 1941); Phillip Island (January 1946); Brighton (January \8$S);
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Frankston (Januaiy 1903) {,)
; San Remo (February 1929).<iJ New South

Wales. Eden (January 1910)/° Tasmania; Tamar Heads (December 1864);

Low Head (February 1935) u>
; East Beach, Low Head (February 1927W and

March 1932]. Western Australia: Cape Riche (Harvey s 592 C).

Most of Ibese records are during the months of January and February, but

the species probably occurs during all months of the year.

Atlantic, Europe, England.

Specimens of Harvey's R. nilida Ag., No. 593 I, recorded by Harvey from
Brighton* Porl Phillip and Georgetown, Tasmania, have beet* examined and found

to belong to R. australis Harv. According to De Toni, Sylloge Algarum, 5, 660,

R, nilida Ag. as figured by Harvey in Phyc. Brit. t. 68, is a synonym for

R. bullata (Poir) Berkeley, and Harvey's and Sender's Australian specimens are

referred to the latter species. The only difference in the specimens placed by

Harvey under the two species, R. australis and A\ nitida Ag., lies in the external

appearance of the thallus. Harvey's R. australis was slightly smaller and firmer

than his R. nitida, but both show trichomes expanding upwards to 5-7*5 ** thick,

with the cells -J-1 times as long as broad, slightly to moderately incised at the

cross walls. The sheaths in both are scarcely detectable, very thin and hyaline.

J-Ieterocysts are spherical to ovoid, 7-9 /i by 7-11 /i. Intercalary heterocysts are

rare, but present, in Harvey's 592 C.

Harvey's J?- nitida Ag. (R, builda (Poir) Berkeley) must then without any
doubt be referred to his own species, R. australis. He records R> australis as

growing on rocks near low water at Cape Riche. Possibly his specimens of

R. nitida were growing in more sheltered conditions, and this would account for

the slight differences in the external thallus structure.

A specimen in the Melbourne National Herbarium, named as R. nilida var.

frullatti Kutz., from rocks at Port Phillip, is probably also referable to R, australis

Harvey. Sonder's specimens of R, kultota from "Adelaide" (according to

De Toni) may also be referable to R, australis Harv.

It appears then that the true R. butlata cannot as yet be recorded from
Australia.

It should be noted, however, that R, australis Harv. and R. bullala (Poir)

Berkeley are closely related. Frum descriptions, it appears that the main differ-

ences Jie in the firm thallus and slightly wider trichomes (to 8*5 or 10 ^i) Of

R. bullala compared with the very soft thallus and trichomes to 7*5 p wide of

R. australis Harv.

RivulAbia poi-Yotts (Ag ) Rome* and FJahault

tFig. 2C)

Bornet and Flahault, Rev. II, 360; De Toni, Sylloge Algarum, 5, 659; Raben-
horst, Krypto^amen Flora, 14, 647. R. plkata Harv. Australian Alg.

(1857) • Sender, Algae Austral., 42 (sec De Toni, 5, 659).

Thallus light to dark green (darker when young), very soft, hollow except

when young, irregularly globose, to S cm. across. Trichomes easily separated by
pressure, expanding in width upwards from 2-5 & near hctcrocyst to 9-14^ in

meristematic region, then tapering to a moderately thick hair; cells in meristctnatic

jegion e to 1 times as long as broad, not or slightly incised at cross walls, becom-
ing longer below. Sheath usually prominent, thick, hyaline, lamellate, expanding
above. Heterocysts basal, ovoid to spherical, 10-18/* by 10-14/*. Intercalary

heterocysts very rare, ovoid to oblong-cylindrical, similar to those in R. firma.

W These specimen? had been identified by A. H. S. Lucas as Lc<aifn?sio. difformis (L.)
Aresch^ and one specimen from Tasmania, Low Head, as Codiuw ponuiidct J Ag,
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American River, Kangaroo Island (on Posidonia, Zoslera and algae on tidal

flats, often detached and floating. Common throughout the year. West Beach,

Port Adelaide River, Port Noarlunga, Port Willunga (on Hvrmosira Banksti

Dene, and an reef, littoral). Typically occurring under calm sheltered conditions-

such as on tida! flats and inlets.

Europe. Atlantic, Mediterranean, Southern Australia.

The combination of soft, hollow tballus, thick trichomc and wide lamellate

sheath distinguishes this species. Occasionally, however, a few specimens- of an

otherwise uniform series from the one locality have failed to show any notice-

able sheath.

The records of this species given by Dc Tom (5, 659) as under "7?. plicat^

Harv. Aus. Alg. (1857), Sond, Algae Austral., 42, non Carrnichael, nee Lloyd,"

cannot be discussed as none of these specimens are available for examination.

Ecological Notks on the South Australian SrEcies of Rivularia

The South Australian species of Isactis and Rivularia are found in the upper

littoral or spray zone on rocky coasts, or in littoral regions in tidal inlets, where

they are often floating. Although records are still very fragmentary, except for

Kangaroo Island, there are probably few places on the coast of Southern Aus-

tralia where one or more of the above species do not occur.

Rivularia polyotis is characteristic of tidal inlets such as American River and

the Port River, where conditions are very calm. This species is usually epiphytic,

particularly on Posidoma australis Hooker and Zostera Muelicri Innish (Ameri-

can River), or on Hormosira Banksii Dene. (Port Willunga); young specimens

occur on the reef itself at Port Willunga, and may be solid, R, polyot-is is often

cast up on the beaches of Holdfast Bay during winter months.

Rivularia australis probably favours somewhat similar habitats. Only one

specimen of this species has been found in South Australia, but from records

available it appears to be common in Port Philiip Bay, Victoria, and the Tamar

in Tasmania.

On the rocky exposed south coast of Kangaroo Island, and similar places

on the mainland (Gtanite Island, Petrel Cove), the dark green, very firm blobs of

Rivularia firnm are usually found. This species is confined to the upper littoral

and spray zones, where it may have to withstand exposure for several hours

each day.

The small blobs of Rivularia atra and Isactis plana occur usually in littoral

situations where they may have to withstand some exposure, but appear to be

less hardy than Rivularia firma. At Pennington Bay Isactis plana occurs in areas

of scattered small patches almost anywhere on the reef surface, but invariably

where it is always covered with water,

Rivularia nitida occurs on flat rock in the littoral zone at Pelican Lagoon,

American River. Hete it is subject to severe drying and desiccation during low

tide on hot days, for no water is retained near it. It appears to sutler little

damage from this.

The Southern Australian species of Rivularia and Isactis then are typically

littoral algae; R. firma flourishes under the roughest of conditions, while

R. polyotis, R. australis and R. nitida favour calm sheltered places. R. atra and

Isactis plana occur in intermediate conditions. Ail these species seem to occur

throughout the year.

From the literature available^ it appears that Isactis plana has not been pre-

viously recorded from the Southern Hemisphere,
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SUMMARY
One species of Isactis and five of Rivularia (Myxophyceae) are now known

from Southern Australia, including one species, R. firma, here described as new.

The presence of abundant intercalary heterocysts in R. firma is considered as dis-

tinguishing this species from all others of the genus.

An examination of W. H. Harvey's specimens of R. atistralis and R. plicata

Carm. (R. nitida Ag.) has shown that they are specifically identical, and his

R. plicata Carm. must be referred to R. australis Harv. It appears that records

of R. bullata (Poir.) Berkeley may be incorrect, the specimens actually being of

R, atistralis Harv.
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Summary

Previous to this communication on the genus Dasyopsis has been known only from the

Northern Hemisphere, where seven species have been described. Five species occur in the

European and Mediterranean regions, and two on the western coast of the United States of

America. (De Toni, 1,177; Smith, 356).
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Previous to this communication the genus Dasyopsis has been known only

from the Northern Hemisphere, where seven species have been described. Five

species occur in the European and Mediterranean regions, and two on the western

coast of the United States of America. (De Toni, 1,177; Smith, 356),

The family Dasyaceae comprises a natural grouping of members of the Cera-

rniales showing sympodial growth of the axis, while Dasyopsis is distinguished

from other genera of the family by the apparent absence of pericentral cells sur-

rounding the central axis or siphon of the stem, This apparent absence, however,

is actually due to separation of the pericentral cells from each other and from

the central siphon by corticathig cells which penetrate between them. This will

be discussed more fully later.

The species described as new in this paper agrees with Dasyopsis in all

essential aspects, but shows several distinctive differences, as far as can be

ascertained from descriptions alone, from all other described species. An alga

such as this, being so far removed from other species of the genus in its geo-

graphical distribution, forms a most interesting record. It is worth noting, how-
ever, that the closely related genus Dasya shows a strong Australasian distribution

of its species, 25 of 46 described species occurring in the Southern Australian

and Tasmauian regions. Other genera of the Dasyaceae are also well represented

in these regions.

The range in external form is remarkable in this species (see fig. 1, A and B,

pi. xxvii)- When first collected only the extreme forms (pi. xxvii) were known
and the existence of two species was suspected. A complete range of form

between the two extremes has now been found, and the form in any particular

habitat appears to be correlated with the roughness and severity of wave action

in that habitat.

This alga has been collected during ecological studies on the marine algae

of Kangaroo Island. In later papers it is hoped to survey the ecology of the south

coast of the island, particularly the Pennington Bay and Vivonnc Bay regions

Dasyopsis clavigera n.sp.

Named after the tlarate (club-shaped) fdrm of the branches.

Occurrence and Habit

The only known occurrences as yet are on the southern and western coasts

of Kangaroo Island. Serial numbers of the specimens deposited in the Algal

Herbarium, Department of Botany, University of Adelaide, are given below.

Pennington Bay, 20 and 25 May 1945—Cast up and growing in the Cystophora*

coralline association in the south-east corner of the main reef. (Thi3 reef

is the largest of many similar ones in the Pennington Bay region, and h
also the most accessible.) Sometimes epiphytic on Cystophvra Sub*

Jt©5- Soc. S. Au-rt., 70, (1 ), 30 June W«6
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farcimta (Mert) J, Ag., or with Ceramiim nohile J. Ag. epiphytic on it.

No. A 2,727 (KI. 527).

15 January 1946—In the Cystophora~cara.\\inc: association and along

the eastern edge of reef and to one foot down the vertical side. Often

with a heavy epiphytic growth of Jania sp. Tetrasporangia), spentiatangtai

and cystocarpic plants present Nos. A.1,049 (K.I. 849), A2.845 (K.I.

645).
A2345a has been selected as the type specimen (fig. 3, A).

Vivonne Bay, 23 May 1945—On rocks just above the Cystophora zone r on the

south side of Ellen Point. Only tetrasporangial plants found. No. A 2,726

(K.I. 526).

31 December 1945. From just inside Ellen Point, extending

around the point and at least half a mile west, in a region just above the

Cystophora zone (lower littoral). Plants mainly tetrasporangial.

No. A2,997 (KJ. 797).

West Bay, 6 January 1946—Cast up; epiphytic on Sargaxsum sp. and with

Plocamium sp. and NitophyUum sp. epiphytic on it. Plants tetrasporangial

or sterile. Nos. A 3,199 (K.I. 999), A 3.251 (K.I, 1,051), A 3,253

(K.I. 1.053), A 3,265 (K.I. 1,065).

It seems probable that Dasyopsis davigera occurs generally along the south

and west coasts of Kangaroo Island, usually in regions where it is subject to

considerable or very heavy wave action. All the. habitats in which it has so far

been found correspond to the lower littoral or the upper margin ot the sub-

lit toral.

The extreme forms of this variable alga are illustrated in pi. xxvii, A and D.

The type, specimen, A, from Pennington Bay is the largest found, being 20 cm.

high and consisting of numerous erect terete stems from a common base, the main

stems being rarely branched but all closely set with short lateral branches

1 to 3 cm. long, giving each frond a narrowly pyramidal outline.

The specimens in pi. xxvii, B, from Vivonne Bay (May 1945) are quite

typical of those collected at this time. Each consists of one to five clavate, simple

or occasionally branched, stems from a common base, the whole forming a tuft

2 to 5 cm. high.

During January 1946 specimens collected from the end and about halt a mile

to the west along the south side of Ellen Point, Vivonne Bay, showed all degrees

of variation between the specimens shown in pi. xxvii, B, and smaller specimens

of the form shown in pi. xxvit, A.

The plants in all cases consist of a terete stem or branch densely clothed

with branched, filamentous pseudolaterals, giving the frond a woolly appearance,

but usually becoming shrubbier and finally denuded near the base.

The form of this alga shows adaption to the extremely rough conditions

under which it grows. At Vivonne Bay, particularly in the habitat where the

smaller unbranehed specimens grew, waves are continually breaking directly onto

the rocks, and the short, scout, terete fronds, with a common adhesive base and

little branching, together with the close occurrence of the plants, offer minimum
resistance to the breakers. In somewhat less exposed places more branched

plants occur, showing gradation to the forms met with on the Pennington Bay

reef.

On the reef studied at Pennington Bay, D. clutngera occurs in the south-cast

corner {Cystophora-zorbXWne association) and along the eastern edge of the reef.

All the plants in these regions show profuse laterals, but vary from one to
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numerous main stems from the common base. Owing to the very flat and hori-

zontal nature of the reef, and the sudden vertical drop into deep water at the
edge, the breakers tend to surge over the edge and along the side of the reef,

rather thau breaking outo it. These conditions are clearly less xiolent than at

Vivonne Bay, and allow greater development in size and lateral branching of the
alga. A dense covering of other algae on the reef also affords mutual protec-
tion for each.

Branched forms o{ P. davigcra are uniformly of a yellowish-brown co3our#

with the extreme tips often a rose red, The Vivonne Bay plants of May 1545
(pi. xxvii, B), however, were all deep rose red in colour. It seems that with
greater development only the youngest parts retain the red colour.

The forms of D, chvigera met with so far in different localities therefore,

appear to be closely related to the forces of wave action which they have to with-

stand. The importance of physical factors in determining the form of an alga

is quite clear in this case; such criteria as degree of branching, and particularly

size, are of little value laxouoniicaUy. and it is more than likely that forms pre-

viously separated on such criteria will have to be united when their full range of
form becomes evident.

Vegetative Structure

Dasyopsis clazngera shows the sympodial type of growth that is charac-
teristic of all the Dasyaceae. The growing region, illustrated in fig 1 D, shows
clearly the development of pseudolaterais. A lateral, arising from the ba.se of

the previous generation, continues the growth of the axis, while the upper parts,

which become displaced, form the successive units of the sympodium (3, 2, 1 in

fig. 1 D) and develop as branched, apparent laterals (pseudolaterais). These
pseudolaterais develop in spiral sequence, densely covering the stem and branches
except for the lower parts and base which usually become denuded. The stein

between the pseudolaterais is bare, and where they are not too dense the spiral

arrangements can be readily distinguished. Fritsch (p. 572), however., refers, to

the pseudolaterais in other species of Dasyopsis as being distichously arranged,

although they are spiral in the genus Dasya.

The genus Dasyopsis differs from Dasya essentially in that the pericentral

cells become separated from the central siphon by large corticating cells whidj
penetrate between the original pericentral. The presence of pericentral cells

has often been denied, but Fritsch (p. 574) points out that their apparent absence
is due to intermixture with cortical cells and separation from the central siphon.

Fig. 1 D illustrates the method of corricatjon of the main axis. At the bases

of the pseudolaterais which have just been displaced small elongate cells develop
and rapidly form a thick cortex to the stem. Fritsch (p. 572) records five peri-

central cells generally for Dasyopsis, but In this species no definite number could
be distinguished. At the base of each apical tuft of the filaments the structure

is clearly polysiphonous, but cortication commences so early, with the corticating

cells penetrating between the original ones, that a Cross section just below the

apex shows a ring of cells, some of which may be larger than others, surround-
ing a large central siphon (see fig. 1 E). The cortex lapidly becomes many cells

thick, but often in the younger parts four to six cells are larger and stand our
from the others (fig. IF). In older stems no distinctive cells are apparent,
though the central siphon is always evident, being several times larger than any
other cells in the stem. It may well be that the number of periceutrals is five,

but (his could not be established m any of the plants examined. The adult stem
is 1-2 mm. thick, and the cells have Tather thick walls.

Fritsch (p. 572) refers to the pseudolaterais of Dasyopsis as uniseriate, though
noting that in Heterosiphonia the three basal segments of the pseudolaterais
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hBSW

Fig. 1 Dasyopsis clavigera n. sp.

A : form of specimen from Vivonne Bay; B, form of am»|l specimen from
Pennington Bay; Cf tuft of hairs from near apex; D, the^rowing point, show-

ing- syjnpodial growth; E, Cross section of stem just below growing point. F,

cross section oE stem lower down; G, pseudolaieral tuft bearing stichidia.

AxlUxi.
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become polysiphonous, while according to Falkenberg (p. 169) the basal segment
may also become polystphonous in Dasya.

In this species the base of each pseudolateral is clearly polysiphonous (fig. 1,

D, G), and divided by successive dichotomies into a number of monosiphonous
filaments, all curved upwards and in towards the stem above. All the filaments

lie in essentially the same curved plane.

After being displaced from the growing point each pseudolateral develops
into a small dense tuft. Further development, however, into lateral branches tij)

to 2 cm. long, may occur, such as in the branched forms from Vivonne and
Pennington Bays; i,e. t the pseuda laterals retain the power of further growth, the
extent to which this occurs being determined by the conditions under which the
plant grows.

The form of the filaments is illustrated in fig. 1 C, D, G. At or close to the
apex of the stem or branch the filaments taper uniformly in the upper half. As
th*y become larger, and further from the growing point, the upper tapering part
invariably becomes broken off. leaving the filaments terminating at the largest

cell, the end of which is squarely cut off. Apparently the rough conditions under
which the alga grows allow only the strongest basal part of the filament to

remain. No trace of the breakage is left, however. Further from the apex the
pseudolateral tufts become stubbier, until the stem is finally denuded, although
scars in the positions of the old tufts often remain.

Filament dimensions: near growing points. 38-60 ^ thick, 47-115/* thick
when fully developed. Cells at base of filaments 1^-2 times as long as broad,
2-5 times in widest region, 6-8 times towards (he ends. Cells in all parts with a
distinct firm gelatinous sheath^ wider towards the base. Pseudolateral tufts
1-2 mm. long, giving the fronds a thickness of 2-4 mm.

Attachment to the rock substratum is by means of an adhesive disc. At
Pennington Bay the plants are often epiphytic on Cystophora sxibfarcinaio

(Mert.) J.Ag., and may be heavily epiphytised themselves with Jania sp.,

Chromium nubile J. Ag,, Poiysiphonia dasyoides Zan. and other algae.

The filaments of the pseudolateral tufts comprise the main photosynthetic
organs of the alga. Each cell contains numerous rose-red laminate chromatophores,
usually irregularly polygonal in outline, though in occasional cells spindle-shaped.

They are confined to the peripheral cytoplasm of the cells, the colourless spaces
left between them giving the whole cell a reticulate appearance in face view. The
outer layer of cells of the stem ustially contains similar chromaiophores.

Development of Stichkua and Tgtrasporancia

Plants bearing tetrasporangia and cystocarps have been collected during hot!)

May and January, so it is likely that fruiting material may be found at any time
of the year.

A stichidium originates as one branch of a dichotomy of the pseudolateral
filaments, very close to the growing point. An initial row of cells each cuts off,

from below upwards, six pericentral cells (fig. 2B). Each of these pericentrals

then divides transversely to the length of the stichidium to form an upper cell

which develops into the tetrasporangium, the lower cell remaining as a basal

supporting cell, This basal cell then cuts off two cover cells on the outside

(fig. 2 B, C), and all from one layer of pericentrals He in the same plane, slightly

below and outside each tetrasporangium (fig. 2 A).

Tbe central row of cells elongates slightly at this stage and as the tetra-

sporangia mature they become almost completely exposed (fig. 1G, 2A,C)-
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Mature stichidia comprise 10 to 13 series of pericentral, but usually only four

tetrasporangia form in each row of six. At an early stage the young stichidiuin

has a wide base and tapers to the apex (fig. 2 A). Development occurs from the

base upwards, and by the time the stichidium is mature most of the tetraspores

in the lower part have escaped (fig. 1 G).

HBSW
Fig. 2 Dasyopsis clavigera n. sp.

A, young stichidium; B and C, transverse and longitudinal section respectively

of' mature stichidium; D, pseudolateral tuft bearing ftpermatangia; E, cystocarp.
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Mature stichidta are borne profusely on the pseudolaterais, each on a short

monosiphonous pedicel of 1-3 cells. Each is oblong cylindrical in shape, narrow-

ing at the top to a uniseriate beak of up to five cells (fig. 1 G). Length 310-450 >*»

width 80-11 Opt. Tetrasporangia tetrahedrally divided, rose-red in colour, 24-25

u

in diameter.

Development of Spermatangia

Spermatangia develop on filaments of the pseudolateral tufts, in a similar

position to the stichidia. Often 70 to 80% of the filaments bear spermatangia.

A row of 6 to 10, but usually about 8, almost quadrate cells forms in place

of one of the filaments, and beyond this row of cells the filament develops

normally though much less extensively, forming a chain of only 3 to 5 small cells

(fig. 2 D). Each of these -quadrate cells cuts orf two rows, one above the other,

of 8 pericentral cells; later more may be formed, giving up to 16, and these become

the spermaiangial mother cells. Each of these gives rise to 1 to 3 (usually 2)

spermatangia. resulting in a horizontal row of from 16 to 32 spermatangia. At
the apex of the sperrnatangial mass a group of 2 to 4 larger cells, surrounding

the axial cells, is usually left. Development occurs from the base up, but most

spermatangia form almost simultaneously. Sperrnatangial masses 75-120 ji long,

30-50 m wide, the whole encased in a gelatinous matrix (see fig. 2D).

This is iu general agreement with spermatangial development for Dasyopsis

(also Polysiphoma) as recorded by Fritsch. It will be noticed also that many
similarities are shown with development of tetrasporangia as previously discussed.

Cystocarp Structure

Cystocarpic plants of D. clavigera were found during both May and January.

Cyst.oearps occur in the axils of pseudolateral tufts, the peiicarp being

attached at maturity to both the base of the pseudolateral and the main branch*

but more so to the latter (fig. 2E). Fritsch (711) states that as a general rule

only one cystocarp matures on each branch, but in this species up to six were

found on one lateral branch. They often occur on otherwise almost denuded

branches. Each cystocarp is large, spherical, with a prominent apical beak

surrounding the osteole, the whole just showing through the crowded pseudo-

laterals when mature. Length when mature 0-8-1 '2 mm., width 0-6-0*85 mm.
Pericarp oi three layers of cells, containing a large mass of dark-red carpospores.

Carpospores irregularly ovoid to spherical, 9-18 j* long.

Early stages of cystocarp development have, as yet, not been found.

Relation to other Species of Dasyopsis

D. clavigera appears most closely related to D, cerzneornis (see Falkenbcrg,

664, De Toni, 1,178), differing in the terete stem compared with the angular

stem and winged branch insertion of the latter. Other species also appear to

possess distiehously arranged pseudolaterais, these also being monosiphonous,

whereas in D. clmngora they are polysiphonous at the base and spirally arranged.

D. clavigera appears to be the only species of Dasyopsis known from *Jie

Southern Hemisphere, thus establishing considerable geographic discontinuity

within this genus.

Taxoxomic Description

Frondes cum caulibus units aut plurcs, crccti teretcs, ex uno base, principes

caulcs parce ramosi> plerumquc tccti cum brevibus ramulis quoquoversmn

egredientibus ; Irom in forma angusti pyramidis, -4-20 cm. altus, tamuli 1-25 cm.

longi. Cautes et ramtitt tecti cum brevibus fioccis pseudolateralibus ramdlis,

nudis ad basem Pseudalatorales polysiphonii ad bascm, aliter monosiphonii et
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decomposites-dichotome. Cellulae pericentrales nullae. axi corticc rhizoideo

immediate cmcto, 1-2 mm. latae. Cystocarpia globosa, osteolata, cum rostro in

apice, 0'8-l"2 mm. longa, 0"6~0"85 mm. lata, cum copia rubidorum carposporum.

Spermatia in ramellis pseudolateralum, 70-120/* longa, 30-50/* lata. Stichidia

in ramellis pseudolateralum, obionga, rostrata, 310^-50/* longa, 80-110/* lata, in

pedkello monosiphonio 1-3 cellulorum. Color fulvus, juvenis sanguineus.

Specimina exsiccatione chartae adherent.

Fronds comprising one to several upright terete stems from a common base,

main stems rarely branched, but usually closely set with short laterals, spread-

ing on all sides, giving a narrowly pyramidal outline; frond 4 to 20 cm. high,

laterals 1-2-5 cm. long. Stems and branches covered with short tufts o£ pseudo-

lateral filaments, denuded near base. Pseudolaterals polysiphonous at base, other-

wise monosiphonous and dichotomously branched. Stem with a single central

siphon, pericentrals obscured, 1-2 mm. thick. Cystocarps globose, osteolate, with

a prominent beak, 0-8-1-2 mm, long by 0*6-0-85 mm. wide, containing a mass of

dark red carpospores. Spermatangia borne on filaments of pseudolaterals, masses

70-120 fi long, 30-50/* wide. Stichidia replacing filaments of pseudolaterals,

oblong cylindrical, apiculate, 310-450/* by 80-110//-, borne on a monosiphonous

pedicel of 1-3 cells. Colour yellowish-brown, rose red at branch tips or in young

plants. Adheres to paper.

Loc—Pennington Bay, Vivonne Bay and West Bay, Kangaroo Island, South

Australia. In lower littoral or sub-littoral fringe, on rocks.

Type (No. A 2,845a) and cotype specimens have been deposited in the Algal

Herbarium of the Botany School, University of Adelaide- Cotypes have also

been sent to the National Herbaria of Melbourne and Sydney.

SUMMARY
A new species of the genus Dasyopsis, D. clavige-ra, from the south coast of

Kangaroo Island, is described. The range of form in relation to its habitat is

discussed, and the development of vegetative organs, stichidia and spermatangia

outlined.

It is considered that in finding the range of form and variation of a species

an ecological approach is necessary. The geographical discontinuity between this

species and others of the genus (from Europe and west coast of the United

States) proves this to be a most interesting record.
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Summary

This collection compromises approximately 350 spices representing 50 families, including

Fungi, Pteridophyta {Masilia only) and Flowering Plants; Lichens were not collected. The

actual Desert crossing was merely a portion of the journey of the Expedition, and 79% of the

species listed here were collected outside the Desert proper, in the neighbourhood of Charlotte

Waters and Andado Station, on the western side and especially along the track from Birdsville

to Marree, on the south-eastern side; here the Diamantina was in flood and much of the

country in good heart.
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INTRODUCTION
This collection comprises approximately 350 species representing 50 families,

including Fungi, Pteridophyta (Marsilia only) and Flowering Plants; Licherv3
were not collected. The actual Desert crossing was merely a portion of the journey
of the Expedition, and 79% of the species listed here were collected outside the
Desert proper, in the neighbourhood of Charlotte Waters and Andado Station,
on the western side, and especially along the track from Birdsville to Marree, on
the south-eastern side; here the Diamantina was in flood and much of the country
in good heart.

The 76 species collected from Camp 5 to Camp 19 inclusive, are listed
separately and considered to belong to the flora of the sandridge Desert proper,
interrupted only by the floodplain ol the Hay River.

The plants come from three States—South Australia, Central Australia and
Queensland. The regions around the Desert are fairly well known botanically and
it was not expected that many new plants would be found; however, there is a
new species of Atriplex, A, cordifolia described by J. M. Black, from Camp 45
oil the eastern edge of Lake Eyre North. Mr. Blake and Mrs. Lee discovered
among the Gramineae and among the species of Sivainsona respectively, further
examples of forms recognised by them as new, A possibly new variety of
Zygophyllum ammophilum h also described. Dr. G. H. Cunningham, of New
Zealand, and Dr. J. B. Cleland have established one of the fungi (Schisostoma
lacera-hint) as new to Australasia.

In his paper "The Simpson Desert and its Borders" (12) (q.v. with its

bibliography), Madigan gave an account of the journeys of earlier explorers
around the margins of the Desert, It is interesting to survey their botanical
activities. Sturt (1845) did not collect on a very large scale, apparently confining
himself to plants that looked new or interesting, and Robert Brown, who wrote
the botanical appendix to Sturt's narrative, found a large percentage of new
plants in the 100 or so collected by Sturt during 1844-46. Hodgkinson (1876)
seems to have made only the usual general vegetation notes on his map. Lewi's
(1874) had a collector and naturalist, F. W. Andrews, with him, but states that

friUi Roy- Sw, Si. AUsL. Tt^ Ct), 30 JutiC 1*46
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there was so little to collect that he confined himself to "grasses"; he gives no

report on these grasses nar anv indication of what happened to them. Barclay

{1878) apparently did no collecting. Winnecke (1877-81 and 1883) was in touch

with the great botanist, von Mueller* and collected carefully, sending his plants

to von Mueller for identification. He complains that four sets of collections were

destroyed during the 1877-81 journey by the inattention of members of his party

during his absence from camp; but appended to the journal (15) of his 1883

expedition is a very interesting list of 85 plauts determined by von Mueller.

Lindsay (1885-86) had Dittrich with him collecting, and sent packets of plants

back to von Mueller, but no further account of these plants occurs in Lindsay's

article jo the Proc, K. Geogr. Soc, 1899. T. E. Day (1916) did not collect (9).

For the collecting done on Madigan's owu earlier expeditions, see his "Simpson

Desert and its Borders" (12); another paper of his, "The Australian Sand-

ridge Deserts'
1 (ll) r has some general vegetation notes,

In 1937 G. H. Clarke was with E. A. Cotson and collected 77 species

between Abminga and Anacoora Bore; 19 of these were not included in the

present collection. The difference in the two lists of species of Acona is most

instructive ^unpublished records of the Waite Institute). In August J 938, C P.

Mountfurd collected on the south-west fringe of the Desert while with a search

patty for some putative remains of Leichhardt. His plants were identified at the

Adelaide University Herbarium and include only one or two further species (list

unpublished), notably Alaluya hentighmca. Whitewood.

Some of the plants collected by the 1939 Simpson Desert Expedition are rare,

and the determination of others is in doubt because they belong to difficult genera

(eg Frankenia). Two or three plants could not be identified on account of

insufficient material. The families represented by the largest number of species

are as follows, the asterisk marking those containing the more important desert

plants tu this collection. .

* Swx coll. in _ _ Spp. coll. m
Tot* I Desert {.roper Total Dwerl proper

•Chenapodiaccae - 51 9* Euphorbiaccae - 9 2

Gratnineae - SO * Soianaceac - * A

•Legomincsae - 40 13* CrtKiferac - 1

Pooipofeitae - 36 4 Ai*oaceac • 7

Amarantaceac - 13 4 Zygfophyllaceae - 7

•MyopDraceac - 12 5* Frankwiiaccac - 6

Cypcrawae - 1? 1 Loranthawae $

Malvaceae - - 10 3 *Proteaceac - f?

Good«iiaceae 5 3

It is «een that half the total uumber of species collected is evenly distributed

among the first four large families, and the remaining 50 families are represented

only by a few species each, with the exceptions quoted above.

The predominance of Chenopodiaceae in number both of individuals and

species i« a characteristic phenomenon of our drier areas and, to a lesser extent,

of those in many other parts of the world Of the Legunuuosae, 14 are species of

Acacia and it is these and some species of Cassia which, because they are

perennial shrubs or small trees, are so important in the Desert proper. Families

represented by the larger shrubs or trees are Myoporaceae and Proteaceae VW
Eucaiypts axe of first importance wherever they occur. Eucalyptus Loolahah is

found here and there, while £. pyrophora is present, though rare, and the tallest

tree in the Desert. The preponderance of Gram'meae, Legutnmosae and Com-

positae is a normal feature of most floras.
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The two families so outstandingly characteristic of the Australian flora as a
whole, Myrtaceae and Proteaceae, are represented by relatively few specks, but

they at least have the importance of tree status. It is interesting to see th*5

smaller, chiefly Australian families like Goodeniaceae, Myoporaceae and the

endemic genera of the Amarantaccae well to the fore.

The Gramineae are notable because two shrubby species are ubiquitous in

the Desert; indeed, one of them, Triodia Basedozvii (Porcupine Grass or "Spini-

fex"), is the overwhelmingly constant and frequent plant of the Desert sauds.

The other is Cane Grass. Spinifex paradoxus (now to be known as Zygoclttoa
paradoxa). Their ecology is described by Crocker (8) in another of the present

series of reports. The common name "Cane Grass" has, in this paper, been
applied also to some other grasses on account of their habit; they are Glyceric*

ramigcra (now Eragrostis australasica) , Chrysopogon futlax and EchhwcMoa
Tttrneriana.

The Chenopodiaceae of the Desert proper are practically limited to a few
common species, e.g., PMagodia spinescens, Kochia ianosa and Enchyfaena
tomenfosa; the same applies to the Compositae.

It seems, then, that after the two shrubby grasses mentioned, the chief trees

and shrubs hardy in the Desert l>e1ong ro the families Lcguminosae, Myopora-
ceae and Proteaceae, together with Eucalyptus Coolahah (Desert Box), Dodonaea
viscosa, a very few Malvaceae. Scaevola depauperate, a few Chenopodiaceae, and
some of the small, shrubby Amanuitaceae, Eupborbiaceae and species of Solanum.
A tree which occurs more rarely is Codonocarpus catimfoliiu (Native Poplar

V

The remaining families tabulated above are represented ehieHy by small annual or
perennial plants.

The presence of several species of fungi, probably rather localized, is inter-

esting. The conditions must be generally unfavourable for geophytes and even
cphemerals, though there is still much to learn about this most important aspect

of the Desert flora. As regards the rest of the collection, a few short remarks
on species of particular interest will be made.

Ruppia mariiima (Hale River)—There is a scarcity of records of the dis-

tribution of this cosmopolitan aquatic plant in Australian inland waters, but one
has little doubt that it must be widespread m spite of the distances separating

suitable habitats; it is also recorded for many waters and springs in the Egyptian
desert. The only other aquatic plant was a Myriophyllum; Mursilia does not fall

into quite the same category.

In the Gramineae, the large uumber of Eragrostis species (ten) should be
mentioned. No Schismus barbalus {Mediterranean Grass) was collected. This
is an introduced annual which has rapidly invaded the northern areas of South
Australia, and is bound to follow transport routes to Central Australia.

Ptiloius: latifolkis, first collected by Sturt and evidently not uncommon in

this region, is interesting taxonomically.

Fruiting specimens only of the rare Acacia pence were gathered at Andado
Station and near Birdsville, on the western and eastern edges of the Desert
respectively, the only known Localities for this species; the globular flower-heads
have not yet been described, but probably will be in the second edition of J. M.
Black's "Flora of South Australia* (3). Most writer* who have seen this tree

mention its "pine-like habit/' It is commonly called "Casuarina" at Andado,
which is misleading, and "Warldy" (13) at Birdsville. Blake (1938) gives photo-
graphs (4) and it is also illustrated here in ph :xxix; F. M. Bailee (1) calls it

"Iron^ood." Colson (1940) (7) says that the wood is as heavy as iron and nearly
as hard; that it was used for the survey-line mile-posts erected by Poeppel on
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the Queensland-South Australian border in 1879, and that these posts are still

in good condition. Dr, L. K. Ward collected it at Andado in 1925 and 1928 and

took photographs. T. E, Day (1916) (9) published a photograph described as

"Casuarina" which probably illustrates this species. Acacia pence is very likely

on the way to extinction.

The only mulga collected was A. brachystachya. Umbrella Mulga.

Triumfttta Winneekeana (Tiliaceae) h a small plant found on the crests of

sandridges in the Desert and apparently seldom collected. Winnecke obtained

the first specimens in his journey north-east and east of the Desert in 1883 (IS).

Plagiunthus incanus specimens have now been found far from the type

locality and extend our knowledge of the species greatly. Another malvaceous

plant, Sida inrfusa, must be well enough known by now* but its large, spiny fruit

completely enclosed by the calyx is still remarkable.

Some of the Goodeniaceac are worth mention. Calogyne Bvrardiana is a

smalt desert plant like a Goodcnia, except for the curious divided style bearing

an indusium on each of the two branches; Lesckmaultia divaricata is a leafless,

wiry bu$h with podlike capsules.

Much "help from various botanists is very gratefully acknowledged, as follows:

Fungi—Identified by Dr. J. B. Cleiand of Adelaide.

Gramineae—Identified by Mr. S. T, Blake, Brisbane National Herbarium,

the author of many studies on grasses.

The genus Enncapogon—Identified by Miss N. T. Burbidge, Waite Institute,

who has recently revised it.

Cyperaceae—Identified by Mr. S. T. Blake, a specialist on the family.

Chenopodiaceae—Identified with the help of Mr. R. L. Crocker, the collector,

and Mr. R. H, Anderson, Chief Botanist, National Herbarium, N.S.VV.

The genus Sivainsona—Identified by Miss A. Melvaine (Mrs. Lee), National

Herbarium, N,S.W.

Mr Blake determined over 60 species, a large share of the work most criti-

cally and competently performed.

In addition, Mr, P, F, Morris, of the Victorian National Herbarium, has

•checked the identity of Trimnfvtla IViwwckeana and determined Euphorbia Mac-
GUlivrayi and a puzzling form of Bassia quinqucnispis.

The Western Australian State Herbarium has also been consulted.

Finally, Mr J. M. Black's Herbarium was continually used and his advice

sought. Most of the plants in ihi.-. list are described in his "Flora of South Aus-
tralia," Adelaide 1922-29 (also Part I, second edition, 1943) (3), and in his

"Additions" published annually in subsequent volumes of the Trans. Roy. Soc.

S. Aust. ; in other cases, a reference to a description, not necessarily the original

•one, has been given.

The excellent and important botanical collection itself, with the careful notes

of Mr- Crocker, the collector, has been presented to the Herbarium in the

Botanical Department of the University of Adelaide by Dr, Madigan*

Now that we have a picture of the flora of this most inhospitable of the Aus-
tralian deserts, as displayed in the present list and in Crocker's companion paper
on the plant ecology (8), the question at once presents itself, "How does this

vegetation compare with that of the other great deserts of the world, and does it

help us to an accurate conception of the true relative aridity of our own desert?"

This theme has, therefore, been developed as a logical conclusion to the present

paper, and, it is hoped, will soon be published.
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ITINERARY
Dates and Camp Numbers (C) as used in Collector's Notes

MAY
25

26

27

28

29

30

31

JUNE
1

1939

Charlotte Waters

Andado H.S., Mayfield's Swamp

tl Indinda Well

Andado Bore No, 2

Crown Stn., Finke River; M'ayfieid's

Swamp; Charlotte Waters; Andado
Abminga Creek, S. Aust; Indinda

Well

Near Andado
Andado Bore No. 1 C. 1. The

Illitera

C. 2. Flood plain of Todd River

C. 3. Flood plain of Hale River

C. 3. Edge of tableland and Hale

flood plain

C 4. Hale River channel, Allua Soak

JULY
1

2

3

4

5

Western edge of Desert crossed

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

C.5.

C.6.

C.7

C.8.

C.8.

C.8.

C.8.

C9
CIO
C.ll.

C.12

CI3
C. 14

C. 15

C, 16.

C. 17

Mulga flat with Porcupine Grass

Desert proper

Rain

Gidgee hollows

Flood plain of Hay River

C.20

C21.
C.22

C23.
C.24.

Georgina ft! flood plain

Stony flat

Red gibber flat

Eastern edge of Desert crossed

6 C.25. Birdsville Hotel

7

8

9

10 North Birdsville

11 Leave Birdsville

South Australian Border crossed

12 C. 26. Diamantina River

13 C.27. Eleanor Creek, S.A.

14 C 28 Andrewilla W.H., Diamantina

15 C.29 Burt's W.H. Diamantina

16 C. 30. Goyder's Lagoon
17 C. 31. Canegrass Swamp, Goyder's

Lagoon
18 C.32. 7-Mile Creek, Goyder's La-

goon Bore

Queensland Border crossed at C. 17

26 C. 18. Gidgee hollows, Queensland
27 C.19
Rabbit Board Fence crossed

28 C.20. Claypans, "Lake Crocker"

C, 20, Mulligan River/ 1
) Kudda-

ree W.H., Kaliduwarry Station

C.20

29

30

;
W C. 33. Gibber plain

20 Mount Gason
21 C. 34. Mount Gason

22 C.35

23 C, 36. Warburton River. Hot bores

24 C. 37. „ „ Cowarie

Station, Denvent Creek

25 C.38
26 C. 39. Cowarie Crossing. Warbmv

ton flood plain

27 C 40. Claypans, Kalamurina Stn.

28 C. 41. Gypseous area

29 C. 42. Junction Warburton River

and Macumba River, near L. Eyre
30 C43
31 C. 44. Gypseous claypan

AUGUST
1 C. 45 Dillon Bush hollows

2 C.46
3 C.47
4 C.48
5 C.49. Near Lake Eyre North

6

7

8

C. 50. Clayton River branch

Lake Letty. About 15 miles N. Marree

9 Marrce

t
1
) There has been much confusion about the correct limits of the Mulligan and

Georgina Rivers, and the two names have been used rather indiscriminately on the plant
labels.—R. L. Crocker.
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SUMMARY OF PLA>ITS COLLECTED
Total Desert Total Desert
8pp. spp. «pp- spp.

Fungi - 8 6 Sapindaceae - 3 1

Marsiliaceae - 2 Tiliaceae - 1 1

Potamogetonaceae - 1 Malvaceae - ID 3

Gramineae - 50 4 Sterculiaceae - - 1

Cyperaceae - 12 1 Frankeniaceae - 6

Liliaceae * - 1 Thymelaeaceae - 1

i\maryllidaceae - 1 Lythraceae - 2

Proteaceae - 5 4 Myrtaceae - 4 3

Santalaceae - 1 Halorrhagidaceae - 3 1

Loranthaceae - - 5 1 Umibelltferae - - 1

Polygonaceae - - 3 Gentianaceae - - 1 1

Chenopodiaceae - 51 9 Convolvulaceae 2

Amarantaceae - 13 4 Boraginaceae - - 2

Nyctaginaceae t 1 Verbenaceae - - 3 2

Phytolaccaceae - 1 1 Labiatae - - 2

Aizoaceae - 7 Solanaceae - 8 4

Portulacaceae - - 3 Scrophulariaceae - 2 1

Caryophyllaceae - 1 Myoporaceae - - 12 5

Capparidaceae - 1 Plantaginaceae - 1

Cruciferae - 7 1 Cucurbitaceae - - 2

Leguminosae - - 43 14 Campanulaceae - 2

Geraniaceae - 1 Goodeniaceae - - 9 3

Zygophyllaceae - 7 Brunoniaceae - - 1

Meliaceae - 1 Compositae - 36 4

Euphorbiaceae - 9 2 —
Totals - 346 76

Of the above 49 families present, the 23 families in heavy type are those

with representatives collected in the Desert proper (i.e., between Camps 5-19

inclusive), the number of species being given in the last column opposite the

appropriate family.

PLANTS FOUND IN SIMPSON DESERT PROPER
Collected between Camp 5 and Camp 19, inclusive, from 10 June 1939 to

27 June 1939. Plants collected before 10 June 1939 may have occurred in

the Desert without being collected again. Camps 15-16 were along the flood-

plain of the Hay River.

Fungi
Montagnites Candollei—C. 16-17.

Podaxon pistillaris—Common, C. 7-8.

Tidostoma albicans—C. 16-17.

T. McAlpiniamtm—Common, C. 7-8.

Dtsciseda cermna—C. 16-17.

Pisolithus tinctorius—Hay River.

Gramineae
Setaria Brownii—C. 18.

ZygocMoa paradoxa (—Spinifex paradoxus), "Cane Grass"—Common in

Desert, C. 5, 6, 7, etc., though not collected there.

Triodia Basedotvii "Porcupine Grass" or "Spinifex"—Occurs very frequently

in Desert.

Eragrostis eriopoda—2 collns., in Desert only, C 8 and C. 16.
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Cyperaceae

Fimbristylis dichotoma?—C. 19, very common.

Proteaceae

Hakea leucoptera—C. 8, not collected here ; identification fide R. L. Crocker.

H. intermedia—Up to 2 m. high; C. 7, C. 10.

Grevillea juncifolia—Up to 3 m. high, very common, C. 6-8.

G. stenobotrya—Up to 2 m. high; collected only in Desert; C 5,, 6, 7, 12, 13.

? G. striata, Beefwood—Up to 5 m. high, C. 5 ; leaves only.

Loranthaceae

Lorantkus sp.
—"On Hakea leiicoptera" (sic) which was not collected in the

Desert; C. 8.

Chenopodiaceae

Rhagodia spinescens—Common with Triodia, C. 10.

Atriplex vesicarium—C. 19, Gidgee-Saltbush association,

Bassia bicornis—C. 19, Goathead.

B. intricata—C. 19.

B. paradoxa—C, 19-20.

B. uniflora—C. 19.

Kochia lanosa—C. 11 and C. 18.

Salsola Kali—C. 5.

Enchylaena tomentosa—C. 8, C 9, C. 19,

Amarantaceae

Trichinium alopecuroideum var. rubrtflorum—Common, C. 14.

7\ obovatum var. grandiflorum—C. 8, C. 11.

Piilotiis latifolius—Very common on all Canegrass sandhills berween Andado
and C. 10.

Amaranhts grandiflorus—C. 11.

Phytolaccaceae

Codonocarpus coUnifolius, "Native Poplar"—C. 16, Hay River.

Cruciferae
Blennodia pterosperma—C. 11.

Leguminosae

Acacia Cambagei, "Gidgee"—Not collected in Desert, but certainly occurs at

C. 11, 18, 19 and probably elsewhere.

A. brachystachya—Not collected in Desert, but occurs at C. 5. "Mulga."
A. dictvophleba—C 6, to 2 m. high; C. 11.

A. ligulata^'Sandhm Wattle," C. 6, to 2 m. high.

A. Murrayana—C. 6.

A, patens—C. 6-C. 8, up to 1 m. high.

A, Wattsiana—Prob.. no fruits, C. 17, 5 miles east of Hay River.

Cassia pleurocarpa—"Sandhill legume," C. 10, C. 13.

C. eremophila—Common C. 7, C. 14; flood plain of Hay River.

Crotalarici Cunninghamii—"Parrot Bush" or "Felt Bush," Common Andado,
G 8.

C. dissitiflora—C. 8, C. 15.
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Psoralea eriantha—C, 14.

Swainsona rigida—Common after C. 17.

S. microphylla ssp. affinis—C. 6, 7, 13.

EUPHORBIACEAE

Adriatic Hookeri—Common C 5 - C. 8, but often dead.

Euphorbia Wheeleri—Very common Andado; C. 11.

Sapindaceae

Dodonaea viscosa—Edge of Desert, C. 12, C. 13 and C. 18.

TlLrACEAE

Triumfetta Winneckeana—C. 6-8.

Malvaceae

Sida corrugata—C. 6 and 7 common, C. 8, C. 19 Gidgee hollow.

S. virgata—Common up to C. 13.

Hibiscus Krichauffianus—"Common across S.D.**

Myrtaceae

Eucalyptus pyrophora—"Bloodwood." Rare, C. 17-18, 9 m. high.

JS. Coolabah—C. 6-7, 5 m. high; C. 12-13; Hay River, 7-9 m. high.

Thryptomene Maisonneuvii—C. 18.

Halorrhagidaceae

Halorrhagis Gossei—C 9 - 10.

CONVOLVULACEAE

Ipomoea Muelleri—Hay River flood plain, C. 15.

Verbenaceae
Newcastlia cephalantha—C. 17.

Dicrastylis Doranii v. eriantha—C. 16- 17.

Solanaceae

Solanum ellipticum—C. 5 and Hay River.

S. esuriale—C. 16.

5". coactiliferum—C. 14.

S. chenopodinum—C. 19, Gidgee hollow.

SCROPHULARIACEAE
Morgania glabra—C. 15.

Myoporaceae

Eremophila Latrobei—C. 5, C 18.

E. longifolia—C. 7, C. 8.

E. Willsii—Very common, C 6 - 7.

E. Strehlowii—Very common, C. 12- 13.

E. strongylophylla—C. 5.

Goodeniaceae
Goodenia cydoptera—C. 6.

Calogyne Berardiana—C. 5.

Scaevola depauperata*—C. 5, C. 8, C. 18; only in Desert.
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COMPOSITAE
Calotis erinacea—Andado to C. 7.

Heliptermn moschatum—C. 8.

Helichrysum ambiguum v. paucisetum—C. 13.

//. roseum v. Davenportii—C. 8.

Total, 76 species in 23 families.

LIST OF ALL PLANTS COLLECTED

Cryptogams

FUNGI

For descriptions of the following fungi, see J. B. Cleland (6).

basidiomycetae

(1) hymenomycetales

Agartcaceae

Coprinus sp.—Spores oblique, sometimes ovate. 7*5 to 9 /i x 5'5 /*. No details

of locality.

Montagnites Candollei Fr.—Sand-slope between C. 16-17. Spores 15 to 28 $i

x9-5 to 11/*.

(2) gasteromycetales

Hymenogastraceae
Hydnangium glabrellum (Z. and D.) G. H. Cunn.—Spores spherical, 11 to

12*5 /t. No details of locality. Identified by Dr. G. H. Cunningham* of
New Zealand (v. his "Gasteromycetes of Australia and New Zealand,"
Dunedin, N.Z., 1944).

Tulostomataceae

Podaxon pisHUaris (L.) Fr.—Common between C. 7 and 8. Stable sand.
Spores 13 to 15/* x 9/*. Capillitium scanty, brownish, 5 to 7/*. 16.6.39.

Tulostoma albicans White—Sand-slope between C. 16 and 17. Spores 5*5/*.

7\ McAlpinianum Lloyd—Stable sand, common between C- 7 - 8. Spores 4'5 u.

16A39.
Schisostoma laceratum Ehrenb. ex Leveille. (Quetetia nvundkuri Ahmad.

Journ. Indian Bot. Soc, 20, 135, 1941,) Named for the Punjaub, the genus
is a new record for Australia. Also found in Africa. Identified by
Dr. G. H. Cunningham, of New Zealand.

Lycoperdaceae

Disciseda cerznna (Berk.) Cunn.— (1) Near C. 3; spores 6-7 /a; capillitium

short, fuscous, 3'7 to 4-5 /*, (2) Sand-slope between C. 16-17; spores
5'5 to 7"5/*; capillitium short lengths, occasionally branched, brown, 3'5
to 5 -5 /*.

Sclerodermataceae
Pisolithus tinctorius (Micheli ex Pers.) Coker et Couch.— (1) Flood plain,

Hay River* spores 9/*. (2) Channel of Hay River; spores 8-5/*.

Pteridophyta

Marsiliaceae

Marstlia hirsuta R. Br.—Watercourse, Charlotte Waters. 27.5.39.
Marsilia Drutnmondii A. Br., "Nardoo"—Georgina River, C. 21. 2.6.39.
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Phanerogams

MONOCOTYLEDONS

POTAMOGETONACEAE

Ruppia maritima L.—Channel of the Hale River. A water plant,

Gramineae
andropogoneae

Chrysopogon fallax S. T. Blake, Univ. Queensland Papers, Dept. Biol, 2,

' No , 3, gt
1944, "Cane Grass/' Seven-mile Creek; tall grass 1-1 '5 m. high.

187.39.

Dkhanthmm humUius J. M. Black— (1) Finke River, Crown Past. Co. 2.6.39,

(2) Common on flood plain of Hale River, C. 3.

EulaUa fulva (R. Br.) O. Kuntze—Watercourse, Charlotte Waters.

Iseilema membnumceum (Lindl.) Domin— (1) Finke River, Crown Pasl. Co.

• (2) Inter-ridge watercourse near Andado ILS.

L vaginiflorum Domin— (1) Charlotte Waters; in watercourse and associated

with Eragrosiis sp. 27.5.39. (2) Common on tableland and small water-

course thereon between C. 30 and C. 33.

zoysieae

Tragus australianus S. T. Blake, Univ. Queensland Dept. Biol. Papers 1,

No. 18, 1941—Off small watercourse, C 34. Formerly referred to as

7\ racemosus (L.) All. 21.7.39.

PANICEAE

Brachiaria praetervisa (Domin) C.E.Hubbard (Urachloa praetervisa (Domin)

Hughes)— (1) Finke River flood plain, Crown Station. 2.6.39, (2)

Flood plain of Hale River, C. 3. 7.6.39.

Digitarw ammophila (F. Muell.) Hughes—C. 34. 21.7,39.

Ichnanthus australiensis (Domin ) Hughes—Sandridgc 8 miles north-east

Andado Bore. 5.6.39.

Panicum decowposiium R. Br.— (J1 Watercourse, Charlotte Waters. 27.5.39.

(2) Abminga Creek. 3.6.39. (3) Flood plain of Hale River, C 3. 7.6.39.

(4) Common in canegrass swamp; Goyder's Lagoon. 17.7.39. (5) Edge

of claypan, gypseous hollows, C. 41. 28.7.39.

P. Whitei]. M. Black— (1) Inter-ridge watercourse. Andado Station. 30.5.39.

(2) Common about Diamantina River. C. 29. 15.7.39.

Echinochloa Tumeriana Domin, in Biblioth, Bot., 20, Heft 85, 307, (1915).

cited as an alternative name for Panicmt Turnerianitm Domin Lc. "Cane

Grass": tall grass about 1 m. high along Diamantina channels and

Goyder's Lagoon, C. 29. 167.39.

Eriochloa auStralmms Stapf ex Thellung in Vierteljahr. Naturforsch. Ge-

sellsch., Zurich, 64, 697 (1919).—Swamp between Charlotte Waters and

Andado.

E. pseudo-acrotricha (Stapf ex Thellung) C. K Hubbard ex S. T. Blake, Trans.

Roy. Soc. S. Aust, 67, 43 (1943)— (1) Watercourse between Andado and

Charlotte Waters 28.5-39. (2) Finke River. Crown Pastoral Co. 2.6.39.

(3) Very common about Goyder's lagoon. 16.7.39. (4) Common along

Warburton River. 23.7.39.

E. longiflora S. T. Blake, Univ. Queensland Papers, Dept. Biol., 1; No. 18,

194i— (1) Sandy watercourse, Charlotte Waters, 27.5.39. (2) Burt's

Waterhole, C. 29. 15.7.39.
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Plagiosetum refractmn (F. Mueli.) Bentk

—

(1) Very common with Spimfex
(Cane Grass) on rather unstable dune, east of Andado Station. 29.5.-39-

(2) "Drooping Oat Grass." Sandhills near Mulligan River. 28.6.39

Selaria Brownii Herm., in Rosen, Beitr. Biol. Pflanzen, 10, 61. (1910)—Rare,
sand-slope, C 18, Qld. 26.6.39.

S. Dielsii Hcrm., Lc, 52, (1910)—Box flood plain of Finke River between
Charlotte Waters and Mayfield Swamp. 2.6.39.

Zygochloa paradoxa (R, Br.) S, T, Blake. (Spimfex paradoxus (R, Br.)
Benth,), N.B.

—
"Spinifex" is regularly used as a popular name and

applied to Triodia spp. q.v., a long-standing and unfortunate confusion.

( 1 ) Sandhills near Mayfield Waterhole ; "Cane Grass" ; male plant, 28.5.39,

(2) "Cane Grass** 1-1 i m, high ; sandy flat, near C. 3 ; female plant, 8.6,39,

Recently published as a new genus, Univ. of Queensland Papers, Dept.
Biol., 1, No. 19, 1941.

ACROSTIDEAK

Aristida anthoxanfhoides (Domin) Henr.—Inter-ridge watercourse, Andado
Station. 30.5.39.

A> Browni'ina Ilenr. (A. Mitellerl Hcnr.)—(1) Sandhill near Andado Station

homestead. 29.5.39. (2) Between sandhills. 2 miles north-east C. 1.

6.6.39. (3) Sandy Creek, near C. 3. 8.6.39. (4) Claypan and gidgee
country. 28.6.39. (5) Red gibber flat. 5.7.39.

A. arcnaria Gaud.— (1) Between sandhills, 2 miles north Mayfield's Swamp,
Andado. 2.6.39. (2) C 3. 8.6.39. (3) Gibber tableland; C. 33. 19.7.39.

SHpa nitkia Summerhaves and Hubbard—Common about gypseous daypans,
C 44 and 45. 1.8.39.

Sporobolns aetinodadus F. MuelL—Very common, stony tableland. Goyder's
Lagoon Bore. 18.7.39.

Agrostis avenacea Gmel.—J> W. Vickery, Contribns. N.S.W. National Herb., 1,

No. 3, 1941. (1) Andrewilla, small swamp. 14.7.39. (2) A very
common grass, Goyder\s Lagoon, C. 30. 16.7.39.

AVENEAE
Eriachne nervosa Ewart and Cookson, in Ewart and Davics, Flora of the

Northern Territory, 44 (1917)—Abminga Creek channel. 3.6.39.

£. Benthamii Hartley, J. Linn. Soc. Bot., 52, (No, 344), 345, 1942 (E. ovata
Nees var. pallida Benth.)— (1) Charlotte Waters watercourse. 27.5.39-

(2) Wetter habitat, red gibber flat, between C. 23 and 24. 5.7.39.

E. artstidea F. Muell.— (1) Sandhill, east Andado Station. 29.5.39. (2) Sandy
Creek. C. 2. 6.6.39.

FESTUCEAE (.Enwapogon spp. determined by N. T. Burbitige.)

Enneapocjon azmtaceus (Lindl.) C. E. Hubbard (v. N. T. Burbidge, Proc. Linn.

Soc. Lond.. 153rd Session '(1940-41), pt. i, Au^ 1941, 52.)— (1) Common
in claypan hollows west of Mulligan River. 28.6.39, (2) Comtnon in

gibber country. Mount Gason. 20.7.39.

E. tylindricws N. T. Burbidge. he. cit,—Between sandhills near Cowaric
Station, C 37. 25.7.39.

E. polyphyllus (Domin) N. T. Burbidge, loc. cit,— (1) Watercourse, Charlotte

Waters. 27.5.39. (2) Intcr-ridge watercourse near Andado H.S. 30.5.39.

(3) Small watercourse or! Finke (Crown Past. Co.)- 2.6.39- (4) Flood
plain. Hale River, C. 3. 6.6.39. (5) Common on gibber country. Mount
Gason. 20.7-39

Trimphis mollis R. Br,— (1) Sandy watercourse. 27.5.39. (2) Flood pLain uf
Hale, C 3. 8.6.39.
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Triodux Basedowii E. Prifczcl. "Porcupine Grass" or "Spinifex"; v. note on

Z\gochloa above. (Formerly known as T. pmtgeits, v. Black, Flora S.A.,

First Ed,)—(1) Base of sandhill cast of Andado Station. 29,5.39. (2)

Between sandridges, about 2 miles north of Mayfield's Swamp, Andado

Station. 2.6.39. (3) Between sandhills, 2 miles west of C. 8. 13.6-39.

Also widespread in the Desert.

Diplachne Muelleri Benth. (D. fusea (L.) Bcauv. var. Muelleri)—(1) Water-

course, Charlotte Waters. 27.5.39. (2) Common along bore drains,

Goyder's Lagoon Bore; C 32. 18.7.39. (3) Seven-mile Creek. 167.39

(A) Bore drain, Mount Gason. 20.7.39.

Cynosurus cristatus L„ Bentham and Hooker. British Flora. 536, 1908 edn.

No loc.

Eragrostis setifolia Nees—(1) Charlotte Waters- 27.5.39. (2) Channel of

'Hale River; near C. 3. 8.6.39.

E, leptocarpa Benth.

—

(1) Watercourse, Charlotte Waters. 27.5.39. (2)

Andado Station homestead bore. 29.5.39. (3) Stony flat. C 23. 4.7.39.

(4) Watercourse off stony gibber plains, Goyder's Lagoon Bore. 18.7.39.

£. laniflora Benth.—Gentle slope of sandriae; C. 1, 6.6.39.

E, japonka (Thunb.) Trin.—Charlotte Waters, watercourse, 27.5.39.

£. mopoda Benth.— (1) Between sandridges; C. -8. 13.6.39. (2) Sandy rise;

near C. 16, Hay River. 24.6.39.

£. DielsX Pilger— (1) Sandridge. 29.5.39. (2) Common in sandy watercourse;

C. 2. 6.6.39. (3) Flood plain of Hale; near C. 3. 8.6.39. (4) Common
ou sandrise; C. 24. 57.39. (5) Very common about Andrewilla Water-

hole. 147.39. (6) Very common in hollows and base of sandhills; C. 40

and 41. 287.39.

£. confertiflora J. M. Black—(1) Finke River, Crown Past. Co. 2.6.39

(2) C 4. 9.6.39.

£. Biuedowii Jedwabnik, in Bot. Arch. ? 4, 328 (1923)— (1) Sandy watercourse,

Chartotte Waters. 27.5.39. (2) Common about claypans along Rabbit

Board Fence; C 20. 29.6.39. (3) Sandy patch at edge of sandridge on

gibber plain. 197.39, (4) Watercourse, edge of sandhill; C 39. 27.7.39.

£. Bosedozuii Jedwabnik forma vel sp. aff.—Sandridge slope, Kaliduwarry

Camp. Not common. 29.6.39.

£, austratasica (Steud.) C. E. Hubbard, Kew Bull.. 26 (1941} (= Glyreria

ramigera F. Muell. , and other synonyms). — "Cane Grass." Tall grass

about 1-2 m. high, common in some swamps on Goyder's Lagoon; C. 31.

177.39

Tripoqoft loliiformis (F. Muell.) C. E, Hubbard, Kew Bull., 448, 1934

(Diplochne lolnformh F, Mud).)—(I) Near C. 34. 217.39. (2) Gibber

plain between C. 32 and 33. 197.39.

CHLORIDEAE
Chloris pectinala Benth, Fl, Aust, 7—{lj Sandy watercourse, Charlotte

Waters, 27.5.39. (2) Common at 7-mile Creek. 187,39.

Ch. virgata S\v.—Watercourse, Charlotte Waters. 27.5.39.

Astrebla pectinata (Lindl.) F. Muell. ex Benth.—"Mitchell Grass/' (1) Clay-

pans near Rabbit Board Fence. 28.6.39. (2) Gibber plain; C. 32, etc.

187.39. (3) Stony tableland, Mount Gason. 207.39.

Dactyloctcnium radidans (R. Br.) Beauv.
—

"Button Grass." Sandy water-

course, Charlotte Waters. 27.5.39.

Leptnchloa digitata (R, Br,) Domin—Large tussock to I m. high. Bed of Finke

River. Crown Past. Co. 2.6J9.
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Cyperaceae

Cyperus aristalus Rottb.— (1) Hale River Channel; C 4, Allua Soak. 9.6.39.

(2) Dement Creek; C 37. 257.39.
C. bulbosus Vali). Enum., pi. % 342 (1806).—(1) Charlotte Waters, 27.5J9.

(2) Hale River Channel; C. 3. 8.6,39. (3) Hale River Channel; C. 4r

Allua Soak. 9.6.39. (4) "Yowa." About "Lake Crocker," in small sandy
watercourse, 28.6-39.

C*. dactylotes Benth., forma vel sp. aff.— Too young for satisfactory deter-

mination. Common on edge of Abminga Creek (Gidgee and Box). 3.6.39.

C. sp. aff C. dactylotes Benth. and C, altemiflorus R. Br.—Too young for satis-

factory determination. Watercourse, Charlotte Waters. 27.5.39.

C. difformis L.—Cowarie, Derwent Creek. 26.7.39.

C gymnocaulos Steud. Synops. Cyper., 12 (1855) ; = C. vaginaius
R, Br, var. densiflorus Benth., FL Aust. 1, 273, (1878)— (1) Kuddaree
Waterhole, Georgina River. 29.6.39. (2) Common along bore drain,

Mount Gason. 20.7-39. (3) Common along edge of Warburton Channel
(also hot bores). 237,39.

C faevigatus L.—Goyder's Lagoon, bore drain. 187.39,

C. rigideUus (Benth.) J. M. Black— (1) Edge of waterhole on Warburton,
about 6 miles from C 38. 277.39. (2) Edge of claypan near C 39 on
Warburton flood plain. 277.39.

C» tnctoriensis C. B. Clarke, in Kew Bull. Addit., Ser. viii, 12 (1908)—Water-
course, Charlotte Waters, 27.5.39.

Fimbristylis dichotomy (L.) Vahl,? —Very common amongst Gidgee about
C, 19. 27.6,39,

Scirpus mariiimns L.—Common at Goyder's Lagoon, bore drain, 187.39.

S, australiensis (Maiden and Betche) S. T. Blake, Proc. Roy. Soc. Qld. 51,

179, 1940.—Derwent Creek; C. 37. 257.39.

LILIACEAE

ftulbine svmiharbata (R. Br.) Haw.—Common along Diamantina and Eleanor
River flats. 137,39.

Amaryludaceae
Crimim peditnculatum R. Br,

—"Murray Lily." ? Flood plain of Mulligan
River, Qld.

This determination is in doubt, the perianth segments are narrower
than those of most South Australian specimens; Black (3) 2nd ed., now
considers the South Australian species to be C. flaccidum Herbert,

DICOTYLEDONS
Proteaceae

Hokca intermedia Ew. et Davies

—

(1) Plain wTest of Andado Station, 29.5.39,

(2) Rarely exceeding 2 m. high, between sandridges; C. 7. 12.6.39.

(3) C. 10. 18.6.39..

f/. leucoptera R. Br., probably, no flowers—Needlebush near C. 2. Also in
sandhills between C. 1 and 2. Probably also in Desert, C. 8, 6.6.39.

Grer/Ulea juncifalia; Hook.— (1) Andado Station. (2) Flower tangerine. Tree
rarely exceeding 3 m. high. Very common between sandridges from C. 6-
C 8. 13.6.39.

G. stenobotrya F. MuelL—(1) Sandhill near C. 5. 11.6.39. (2) Common
between sandridges, C. 6 and 7; shrub 1^-2 m, high. 12,6.39. (3) Sand-
.vlope Grevillea. Rare to C 12. more common between C. 12 and 13-
Flower, pale yellow.
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?G. striata R. Br., leaves only— (1) Sandhill; C. 5, LlAJft. (2) "Beefwood"

tree to 5 m. high; creek near Mount Gason; C, 34, 21.7.39.

Santalaceae

Santalmn lanceotatuni R. Br.
—"Sweet Tree." Creek near C. 3. Good camtl

fodder; slightly drooping habit. 8.6.39.

As some of the leaves on this specimen are almost 3 cm. broad, *t

has been considered to belong to the type rather than the variety

which follows. The majority of the leaves are no more than 1 cm, broad.

var. angxtstifoiium Benth.— 'Sweet Bush" or "Wild Plum/' Gibber plain near

C. 33. Fruit black when ripe. 197.39.

LORANTHACEAK

Loranthus Exocarpi Behr.—Andado Bore No. L Mistletoe on Acacia pence.

4,6,39.

L. Maidenii Blakely—Mistletoe on Mulga; C. 3. 8.6,39.

L. Mnrrayi F. MuelL et Tate—Mistletoe on Mulga; Co. 3. 8.6.39.

L. gibberulus Tate—No flowers present \ berries only. The specimen is prob-

bably a glabrous form of this tomcntose-leaved species. No locality given.

Blakely has described this form with glabrous leaves as var TateU (Proc.

Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 47, 395. 1922).

L. sp.—Mistletoe on Hakea lencoptera, C. 8. 17.6.39.

This specimen approaches L. Quandang Lindl. and L. Maidenii Blakely,

but the leaves are glabrous. The specimen is incomplete and does not

show the type of inflorescence.

POLYGONACEAE

Rumex crystallinus Lange—Eleanor Creek, Andrewilla Waterhole. 147.39.

Polygonum plebejum R. Br.—Diamantina River; C. 28 and 29.

Mitehlenbeckia Cttnninghaniii (Meisn.) F. Mticll. "Lignum."— (1) Creek,

Charlotte Waters. 27.5.39. (2) Inter-ridge watercourse near Andado
H,S. 30.5.39. (3) In Coolabah flood plain of Hale River. 7.6.39. (4)

Goyder's Lagoon. 177.39. (5) Sandhills between Warburton River and

Cowarie Station. 247.39.

Chknopootaceae

Rhagodia faraholica R. Br. "Oldmati Saltbush/'—Tall shrub %$£ m. high.

Andrewilla Waterhole; C. 28. 147.39.

Rh. spmescens R. Br.— (1) Ahminga Creek. 3.6.39. (2) Watercourse off table-

land ; C. 3. 8.6.39. (3) Common with Triodia between ridges; C. 10.

18.6.39. (4) C. 34, near Mount Gason. 21 7.39 r

Chenopodium mmcovnum Lindl.— (1) Near bore, Andado Station. 29.5.39.

(2) Goyder's Lagoon. 167.39.

Ch. cristatum F. Muell.—Finke flood plain (Crown Station), very common-
2.6.39 t

Ch, Blackianum Aellen (Dysphagia liftoralis R. Br.), Trans, Roy, Soc, S. Aust.
(

58, 172, 1934—Inter-ridge watercourse, 1 mile north Andado H.S. 30.5.39.

Ch, myriocephalwn (Benth.) Aellen (Dvsphania myriocephala Benth), loc. cit.

—Edge of claypan ; C. 39. 277.39.

'

Ch. simrdans F. Muell. et Tate (Dysphania simulans F. Muell, et Tate), loc.

cit,—Fairly common about "'Lake Crocker," Qld. 28.6-39.

Atripte.r angulation Benth.—(1) Mount Gason. 207,39. (2) Flood plain of

Warburton. 20.7.39.
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A. cordifolia J. M. Black in Trans. Roy, Soc. S. Aust., 69, (2). 309, 19*5—
Sandhills and hollows east of Lake Eyre North, C. 45 ; with cntcifers and

Buckbush (Sahola Kali?) ; not a dense plant. 1.8.39.

Mr, Black has described the above new species from this specimen; it

is near A. Muelteri in the fruit, but the leaves are smaller, sessile and

cordate. An erect, glabrous annual, 4(3-60 cm, high, stems and brandies

rigid, whitish; leaves ovate-lanceolate, sinuate- dentate, somewhat thick,

ashy-grey, with minute papillae, sessile-cordate at base, 7-15 mm. tang,

6-8 mm. wide; flowers clustered in the axils, upper clusters androgynous,

lower ones female (owing to an error, the lower clusters are described as

male in the original Latin diagnosis); fruiting bracteoles almost as in

A. Muclleri, but scarcely denticulate, sub-rhomboid, 3 mm. long and broad,

lightly three-nerved. 9

A. vlachophylhtm F. Muell.—Charlotte Waters, slaty rise. 27.5,39,

A. halimoides Lindl.— (1) Gibber plain; C. 34. 21.7.39. (2) Warburton flood

plain flats- 23.7.39,

A. leptoca?-pnm F. Muell.—Neai Warburton at Cowaric Crossing. 26.7.39.

A. Hmbakim BenUi-— (1) Very common in Needlebush sand hollow; C 24.

5.7.39. (2) Sandy hollow between two sandridgea west of Cowarie; C. 37-

25.7.30. (3) Goyder's Lagoon (?). Approaches var. scxifidum J. M.
Black.

A, numnmlarium Lindl. "Giant Saltbush."— (1) Probably this sp.; swamp near

MavBeld. 28.5.39. (2) Lignuin-Box association, Georgina River, Queens-

land. 29.6.39. (3) Shrub ij- m. high; Georgina Box flood plain. 2.7.39.

(4) Shrub 1 m. high; common on plain about Goyder's Lagoon Station

and South, 18.7.39. (5) Flood plain, Warburton; about 2 m. high; "Old

Man Salt-bush," common. 23.7.39.

A. Quinii F. Muell.—Stony tableland, Abminga, S. Aust. 3.6.39.

A. spongiosum F. Muell,—(1) Watercourse, Charlotte Waters. 27.5.39. (2)

Abminga Creek. 3.6.39. (3) Tableland and watercourse, Andado.

2.6.39. (4) Georgina; C 21/2.7.39. (5) Sandhill, Aiidrewilla. 14.7.39.

(6) Stony gibber tableland between Goyder's Lagoon and the old Station

homestead; C 31. 17.7.39. (7) Grey flats of Warburton. 2Z7Z9. (8)

Warburton River flood plain. 23.7.39. (9) Lake Letty. 8.8.39.

The usual wide range of form and size of fruits and leaves was en-

countered in this collection of specimens of A. spongiosum.

A. vehitinetlnm F. Muell.—Sandhills, Burfs Hoie. 15.7.39.

A. wsicarium Heward—(1) Gibber tableland, Abminga. 2.6.39. (2) Table-

land about 5 miles south of C. 2. 6,6.39. (3) Gidgee-saltbush association,

about C. 19. 27.6.39. (4) Gibber tableland; C 34. 217.39. (5) Gibber
tableland; C. 34. 21.7.39. (6) About gypseous clavpans between C. 44
and 45. 1.8.39.

Bossia bicornis (Lindl.) F. Muell— (1 ) Sandrise near Indinda Well, Andado.

31.5.39. (2)
uGoathead

M
; Gidgee-Airiplcx hollow. 27.6.39,

B. brachyptcra (F. Muell.) R. II. Anderson—Lake Letty 88.39
B. convexula R. H. Anderson—Between ridges east of C 22. 4.7.39.

B. divaricata (R. Br.) F. Muell.

—

(1) Tableland west of Andado Station Home-
stead. 31.5.39. (2) Stony flats between C. 23 and 24. 5.7.39.

B. eriacantha (F. Muell.) R. H. Anderson—Bore No. 2, Andado, stony Cre-

taceous tableland. Probably this sp., but perianth immature. 1.6.39.

B. intrkata R. I J, Anderson— (1) Gidgee hollow, C. 19. 27.6.39. (2) Common
about claypans, C 20. 28.6.39. (3) Andrewilla, small watercourse, C. 28.

14.7.39. (4) Stony tableland. Mount Gason. 21,7.39. (5) Lake Letty,

8.8.39.
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B. fanicuspis F. Muell.— (1) Charlotte Waters, 27.5.39. (2) No. 2 bore,

Andado. 1.6.39. (3) Abrninga. 3.6.39. (4) Stony rise, North Birdsville.

107,39. (5) Common on gibber tableland; C 34. 21.7.39.

B. paradoxo (R, Br.) F. Muell.—Qx&gtQ-A triplex hollow; C. 19-20. 28,6,39.

B, quinqueenspis F. Muell —(I) Probably this sp.. Stony rise 4 miles north

Birdsville. 10.7.39. (2) Flood plain and watercourse of Diamantina River,

Andrewilla Waterhole. 15.7.39. (3) Small sandrise east of Andado

Station. A form with the perianth tube almost at right-angles to plane

of attachment and to stem. 30.5.39.

B. potenticuspis R. H. Anderson—Lake Letty. 8.8.39.

tf. TaUi F, Muell.—Stony rise, C. 34; rare. 21.7.39.

B. unifiora (R. Br.) F. Muell.—(1) Common about C. 19 in gidgee hollow.

27.6.39. (2) Very common in sand hollows; C. 24. 5.7.39. (3) About

Diamantina, Burt's Waterhole; C. 29. 157.39.

var. incongmens). ML Black— (1) Abrninga Creek. 3.6.39. (2) Watercourse

at Charlotte Waters. 27.5.39.

Babbagia acroptera F. Muell, et Tate— (1) Clayparn samphire gypseous hollows

near C 20. 28.6.39. (2) Edge of sandhills, C. 38. 26.7.39.

B. dipterocarpa F. Muell.—Andado Creek. 1.6.39.

Kochia aphylla R. Br.—Rare on flats between ridges; near C. 23 4.7,39.

JC. coronata J. M. Black—Sandy watercourse, Charlotte Waters. 27.5.39.

K. Georgei Diels—Abrmnga. 3.6.39.

K. Imosa Lindl.— (1) Gidgee hollows near C. li. 19.6.39. (2) Gidgee

hollows near C, 18. 26.6.39.

K. pentagona R. H, Anderson—Common on gibber plain between Goyder's

Lagoon and C. 33. 19.7.29.

K. planifotia F. Muell.—C. 34. 21.7.39.

K. pyramidata Benth.—C 34, 21.7.39.

K> tomentosa (Moq.) F. Muell.—<1) C 3; probably tliis sp. 8.6,39. (2) C 34.

217J9.
var. Mppressa (Benth.) J. M. Black— (1) Gypseous hollows. 28.7.39. (2)

Iwow edge ofWarburton; C. 42. 29,7.39. (3) Edge of gypseous salt clay-

pan between C. 44 and 45. 1.8.39.

Salsola Kali L., "Buckbush"— (1) Sandhill near Andado Station. 29.5.39.

(2) Near No. 2 Andado Bore. 1.6.39. (3) C 2. 6-6.39. (4) Neat C 5,

with Canegrass, etc, 11.6.39.

var. strobilifera Benth.— (1) Watercourse near Andado H.S. 30.5.39. (2)

Abrninga. 3.6.39.

Enchylaena tomentosa R f Br.— (1) Abmiuga Creek. 3.6.39. (2) C. 8. 13.6.39.

(3) Inter-ridge: C 9. 17.6.39. (4) C, 19. 27.6.39.

Tfirelkeldia inchoata J, M. Black—Abrninga Siding, watercourse. 3.6.39.

Th proceriflora F- Muell.—(1) 5 miles north-east of Charlotte Waters.

28.5.39. (2) Lake Letty. 8.8.39.

? Pachycornia tenuis (Benth.) J. M. Black— (1) Near C. 2; no fruits present.

6.6,39. (2) 3 miles west of Andado; no fruits present. 31.5.39. (3)

"Lake Crocker/' 28.6.39. Some spp. of Samphire with insufficient

material. — () "Lake Crocker." 28.6.39. (5) C 43. 31.7.39.

AMARANTACEAE
Trkhinimn ahpecuroideum Lindl.—(1) Sandhill west of Andado Station.

29.5.39, (2) Fiat between sandridges east of Andado Homestead. 30.5.39.

(3) Very common between sandhills ; C. 1 and on. 6-6-39.

var tufjriflorum J. M. Black—(1) Very common in a sandy watercourse;

C. 2 6.6.39, (2) Common j C. 14. 23.6.39.
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T, cxaltatum (Nees.) Benth.—(1) Stony slopes by Finke River. 30.5.39. (2)
Edge of watercourse, Finke River, Crown Pastoral Co. 2.6.39. (3) Sandy
watercourse; C 2. 6.6.39.

7\ obovalum Gaudich—Flat east of C 22. 47 39.

var. grandiflorum Benth.—(1) Andado Station. 28.5.39. (2) Tableland

gutters. 13.6.39. (3) Towards crest of ridge. 19,6.39.

T. corymbosum Gaudich—Abminga Siding. 3.6.39.

T. helifteroides F. Muell. var. minor J. M. Black— (1) Abminga, 3.6.39. (2)
Tableland east of C 4. 9.6.39.

T. fhacrocephalum R. Br.— (1) Abminga. 3.6.39. (2) Watercourse east of

C. 4. 9.6.39.

T. setnilanatvm Lindl.—Charlotte Waters, 27.5.39.

Ptitotus latifolius R. Br,— (1) Sandridges east of Andado. 30-5.39. (2) Very
common on all canegrass sandhills between Andado and C. 10. 18.6.39.

The identity of this species has been checked carefully with specimens
in the Tate Herbarium and seems in no doubt whatever. It has, on the

rim of the stamina! cup, alternating with the filaments, an equal number
of membranous, divaricate teeth; specimens in the Tate Herbarium, on
examination, proved also to have these membranous teeth. The interest

lies in the fact that this was not mentioned by J. M. Black or by Bentham;
indeed, Bentham probably did not know the plant very well, it is somewhat
rare. Bentham described the genus Ptitotus as being xtrithout intervening

teeth between the stamens; in the very closely related genus Trichinium

he has a small section SqiiQtKigera, to include the species showing this

character, which, however, he does not consider of absolute generic

importance.

/*. Murrayi F. Muell. var. major ], M. Black—At Eleanor Creek along

edge of sandhill; C. 27-28.

Amarantus gramiiflorns J. M. Black— (1) Charlotte Waters, creek or water-

course. 27.5.39. (2) First sandhill west of Andado. 29.5.39. (3) Towards
crest of sandridge; C 11. 19.6.39.

A. Mitchellii Benth—Watercourse between Charlotte Waters and Andado
Station. 28.5.39.

Allernanihera angustifolia- R. Br.— Sandy watercourse, Charlotte Waters.
27.5,39.

A. nodtflora R. Br—(1) Indinda Well, Andado Station. 31.5.39. (2) Andre-
willa Waterhole. 14.7.39.

NVCTAGINACEAE

Boerhawa diffusa L,— (1) Tnt« i r-ridge watercourse near Andado U.S. 30.5.39.

(2) On Box Flat, overflow of Finke River, near Charlotte Waters.

2.6.39. (3) Very common in flood plain of Hale River; C. 3. 7.6.39.

PHYTOLACCACEAE
Codonocarpus cotinifolius (Desf.) F. Muell.—Hay River, sandy bank at edge

of flood plain. 24.6.39.

AlZOACEAE

Carf>obrotus aequilaterns (Haw.) N. E. Br. (Mesembrianthemum aequilaterale.

Haw.)—East side of Lake Eyre; low, undulating, sandy country.

Tetragonia expansa Murr,—Cowarie, Derwent Creek; C. 37; "Wild Spinach."

25.7.39.

Ai&oon quadrifidum F. Muell. (Gunniopsis quadrifida (F. Muell.) Pax)

—

Gypseous hollow; C 41. 287.39.
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Trianthema dccandra L.— (1) Watercourse, Charlotte Waters. 27.5.39. (2)

On sandhill about Burt's Hole. 15.7.39.

7\ crystallina Vahl—Charlotte Waters. 27.5.39. var. clavata, J. M. Black;

C. 33. 19.7.39.

T. pilosa. F. Muell.— (1) Sandhill near Andado. 28.5.39. (2) Sandy water-

course near C. 2. 6.6.39.

Glinus lotaides Loefl.—(1) Small Box Swamp, near Andado H.S, 30.5.39.

(2) C. 28 or 29.

PortulacaceAe

Calandrinia ptvchosperma F. Muell.— (1) Andado. 1.6.39. (2) Common,
7-mile Creek. 18.7.39.

Portulaca intratcrranca J. M. Black—"Munyeroo" ; C. 2. 6.6.39.

Great mats of "Munyeroo" were seen around the claypans at C. 11.

This common name is applied to various succulent Portulacaceae; good

camel fodder (13).

P. olcracea L. probably—Watercourse, Charlotte Waters. 27.5.39,

Caryophyllaceae

Polycarpaca corymboso (L.) Lamk—Sandv watercourse, Charlotte Waters,

'27.5.39.

Cappaeidaceae

Polamsia inscosa (L.) DC Andado Station. 31.5,39.

Chuciferae

Bleiinodia eremigena (F. Muell.) Benth.— (1) Flood fiats near Cowarie Station.

24.7.39. (2) Edge of smalt claypan, flowers white. 27.7.39.

B. blennodioides (F. Muell.) Druce {B. lasiocarpa F. Muell.). Trans, Rov.

Soc. S- Aust., 62, (1), 101, 1938— (1) 7-milc Creek. 18.7.39. (2) C. 38.

26.7.39.

B, pterosperma J. M. Black— (1) Sandy watercourse, Charlotte Waters.

27.5.39, (2) C 11. 19.6.39." (3) Very common on sandhills about the

Diamantina from Birdsville to Andrewilla Waterhoie. A "Wild Stock"
14.7.39. (4) C. 38. 25.7.39.

B. filifolia (F. MuelL) Benth.— (1) C. 33, 21.7.39. (2) C. 42. junction of

Macumba and Warburton River. 29.7.39,

Menkea sphaerocarpa F. Muell.—7-mile Creek. Flower white. 18.7.39.

Lepidium rotundum DC.— (1) Watercourse, Charlotte Waters. 27.5.39. (2)

Abminga, 3.6.39. (3) Edge of sandhills along Eleanor River; C 27-28.

12.7J9. (4) Goyder's Lagoon. 16.7.39.

Stenopetalmn nutans F. Muell.—Very common on flats east of C. 22. 4.7,39

I.eguminosae
mimosoideae
Acacia brachystachya Benth. "Umbrella Mulga."— (1) "Mulga." Sandy water-

course near C.2. Tree to 4 m. high.; pods absent. 6.6.39. (2) "Mulga."
Very spreading habit. 7.6.39.

A. Cambagci R. T. Baker. "Gidgee"— ( 1) Abminga. (2) Edge of tableland

and Hale flood plain. Tree to 5 m. high. S.6.39.

A. colletioides A. Cunn.~( 1) Sandhills near C 40 and 41. 28.7.39. (2) Sand-

hills about Lake Eyre; C. 48, 4.8.39.

The legumes with these specimens are abnormally large for the species,

up to 18 mm. broad and 12 cm. long and curled; they are not attached to

the twigs bearing the phyllodes.
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A. dictyophleba F. Muell.—(1) Shrub 1 m. high. Sandhills north-east of
Andado Bore No. 1. 5.6.39. (2) Sandridge in Desert proper; C. 6. Tree
to 2 m. high. 11.6.39. (3) Towards crest of ridge, C 11. 19.6,39.

The phyllodes of these specimens are larger than usual, up to 7 cm. long
and 1'5 cm, broad.

A. estrophiolaia F. Muell. "Ironwood"—Flood plain of Hale; C. 3. 7.6.39,

A. Kempeana F. Muell. (in the absence of fruits)—Creek near C. 2. 6.6.39,

A. Ugulata A. Cunn.—(1) "Sandhill Wattle," between Andado H.S, and Finke
River, 2.6.39. (2) Between C. 1 and C 2. 6.6.39. (3) Xear crest of saud-
ridge (west side) ; C 6. Tree to 2 m. high. 11.6.39.

A. ligulata A. Cunn. or A. salicim Lindl.— (1) Near bore at Andado Home-
stead. 29,5.39. (2) Sandy creek near C 3. To 2 m. high. 8.6.39.

These two specimens are without pods and difficult to name exactly.

A, Mitrrayana F. Muell

—

(t) Andado Station. 29.5,39. (2) C. 6. 11.6.39.

A. patens F, Muell.—Common between C. 6 and C. 8. Seldom more than
1 m. high.

A. pence F. Muell., Fragm. iii, "The Sheoaks," J. M. Black. (1) Andado
Station. (2) North of Birdsville.

These are the two classic localities for this rare species. Fruits, but
no flowers; the latter have never been described. Loranthus q.v. (MisLlc-

toe), on tree. J. M. Black quotes phyllodes to 25 cm. long, these speci-

mens have them 30 and 40 cm. long; v. introductory remarks. Madman
(1945, 122) states that there are only 50 or so trees remaining at each of

the two localities-

A. salicina LindL— (1) Flood plain of Finke, near Charlotte Waters. Small,

drooping tree, 2 m.-3 m. high. 2.6.39. (2) Finke overflow between Char-
lotte Waters and Mayfield Swamp, Sometimes slightly drooping. 2-6.39,

(3) Common along Warburton River; also collected at Kuddaree Water-
hole on the Mulligan. 23.7.39.

? A. stenophylla A. Cunn. — Kaliduwarry, Kuddaree Waterhole, Georgina
River Tree about 3 ni. high. Identification uncertain in absence of pods.
29.6.39,

A. ietragonophylla F, Muell. "Dead Finish"— Swamp between Charlotte

Waters and Andado Station. The phyllodes are unusually long—up to

6 cm. 2.5.39.

A. IVattsiana F. Muell. (probably this species in the absence of fruits)—
5 miles east of Hay River; C. 17. 24.6.39.

},A. aff. teretifoliae Benth. (no flowers or fruits)—C. 34. Tree 3 ni. high, on
stony rise. 21.7.39.

Ncptunia monosperma F Muell.— In small watercourse, Charlotte Waters
2.5.39.

CAES.VLPTNTOIT>EAE

Cassia plcurocarpa F. Muell. "Sandhill legume-"— (1) Very common on sand-
hills at Andado Station; C. 1. 6.6-39. (2) C 10. 18.6.39. (3) C. 13.

21A39,
C. desolata F. MuelL—(1) West of Andado. 31.5,39. (2) Creek near C, 2.

6.6.39. (3) Stony flats near C 23. 4.7.39. (4) Near Lake Eyre North;
C. 49. 5.8.39.

C. Sturtii R. Br.—Abminga Creek. 3.6.39.

C Sinrtii R. Br. var. invohtcrata T. M. Black—Common on gibber plains; C. 33.

197.39.

Some of the specimens of C. desolata and C. Stutiii are very difficult

to separate.
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C. eremophile A, Ctmn.—(I) Andado Homestead. 29.5.39. (2) Common
between sandridges; C 7, 12.6.39, (3) C. 14. 22.6.39. (4) Flood plain

of Hay River. (In this specimen leaflets are unusually long—up to 8 cm.)

24.6.39. (5) Stony watercourse, Birdsville. 9.7.39. (6) In creeks; C 34.

217.39. (7) C. 49, near Lake Eyre North (also has leaflets to 7 an. long).

5.8.39. (8) Near Lake Eyre North; C. 49 (leaflets up to 6 cm. long).

6.8.39.

Specimens 3, 5 and 6 have unusually broad leaflets, up to 5 mm. wide.

C. orUinisivuies Gaiidich.—Abminga.
Bauhinia Carronii F. Muell. "Queensland Bean," "Bean Tree/'—Not in flower,

pods and leafy shoots only. Occur* along Eyre Creek. KaHduwarry
Station; C 20. 29.6.39.

FAMUOKATAE
Crotalaria Cunningliamii R. Br. "Bird Flower."-—(t) Slope of sandfidge east

of Andado Station. 29.5.39. (2) "Parrot Bush" or "Felt Bush." Common
on sandhills from Andado Station to C. 8. 13.6.39. (3) Andrcwilla. sand-

ridges, 14.7.39.

C. Mitcheltii Benth.—Box flat near Georgina River; C. 21. 2.7.39.

C. dissitifiora Benth. A species with a wide tange of forms.— (1) Sandhill

saddle, Andado Station. (2) Poisonous pod. Sandhills, Andado Bore.

1.6.39. (3) Common on sandridges; C. 8. 13.6.39. (4) C. 15. 23.6.39.

(5) "Broombush." Much greyer in appearance than further west. Sand-

hilts about Georgina; C 21. 2.7.39. (6) Sandy part, 7-inile Creek. 18.7.39.

Pritzel (Fedde, Report, xv, 356 t 1918) has distinguished the species

C Strehlowii Pritzel, which differs from C. dissitifiora Benth. mainly In

being glabrous and in having leaves of only one leaflet. In the above range

of specimens, however, there occur glabrous, slightly pubescent and densely

grey-pubescent forms. Also., some of the glabrous forms have three

leaflets; in all cases the terminal leaflet is larger than the other two.

Although some of the above specimens conform to the description of

C. StrcMouni, we prefer to follow J. M. Black and include them ail under

C. dissitifiora,

C\ Novae-HollaniHae DC—Sandhill, Andado Station. 28.5.39.

Trigonetta suavissimu Lindl.

—

(1) Georgina River about Kudriaree Waterhole;

C. 20. 29.6.39. (2) Goyder's Lagoon; C. 30. 16.7.39. (3) Lake Letty,

"Clover/
1

8.8.39.

Lotus australis Andr. var. parviflorns Benth. — (1) Inter-ridge watercourse

near Andado H.S. 30.5.39. (2) Flood plain of the Hale; C. 3. 8.6.39-

(3) Common about claypans ; C. 20. 28.6.39. (4) Watercourse, Govders
Lagoon Bore. 18.7,39. (5) Creek; C 34. 21.7.39, (6) Flats and near

claypans. 27.7-39.

Psoraiea eriantha Benth,— (1) Sandhills about C. 14. 23.6.39. (2) Common
on sandridges about Mulligan River ; C. 20. 2.7.39. This specimen has

unusually large leaflets, up to 5 cm. long. (3) Sandhills along Diamantina,

Burt's Waterhole; C. 29. 15.7,39.

P. cinerea Lindl.— (1) Mayfield Swamp. 28.5.39. (2) Kuddaree Waterhole;

C. 20. 29.6.39.

P. patens Lindl.—(1) Finke River Crossing near Andado. Common about

swamps. Leaflets very large, up to 7 cm. "Verbine." 2.6.39, (2)
Georgina flood plain; C. 21. 2.7.39. (3) Andrcwilla Waterhole. 14.7.39.

(4) C 33. 19.7.39.

Tephrosia purpurea Pcrs.—No locality or date.

Sesbania aculeata Poir.—Kuddaree Waterhole, Georgina River; C. 20. 29A39.
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The species of Sivawsono were identified by Mrs. Lee as follows;

Styainsona rigida (Benth.) J. M. Black

—

(1) Common on sandridges after

C. 17- 27.6.39. (2) Common o*n sandhills about KaJamurina Station;

C. 40. 27.7.39.

S. oligopfiylla F, Muell., ex Benth.—(1) Watercourse, 1 raile north Andado

H.S. 30.5.39, (2) Sandy watercourse, Charlotte Waters.

5". mkrophylla A. Gray ssp. iommtosa A. Lee, MS.— (1) Near Warburton

River i G 37. 247.39. (2) Near Kalamurina Station; C 40. 277.39.

S. mkrophylla A. Gray ssp. affinis A. Lee MS (5. affinis Maiden and Cheel

incd.)— (1) Between C 6 and C 7. 12.6.39. (2) Near C. 15. 23.6.39.

6\ oroboides F. Muell. ex. Benth. ssp. oroboides A. i-ee, MS.—Charlotte

Waters. 27.5.39.

5. stipulates F. Mucll. var. purpurea A Lee, MS.—C. 41. 287.39.

S. phacoides Benth. ssp. phacoides A. Lee, MS.—Near C. 2. 6.6.39.

Glycine scricea (F. Muell.) Benth.—Sandrise, C. 24, and elsewhere east of

Mulligan River. 5.7.39!

Vigna lanceolata Benth.—Large creeping herb, common along banks of Finke

River, Crown Station. 2.6.39.

Geranjaceae

Erodium cygnomm Noes— (1) Watercourse, Crown Pastoral Co. 2.6.39. {2)

Warburton River, Cowarie Station; C. 37. 24.7.39. (3) Lake Leity.

8.8,39.

Zygofhyixaceae

Nitrarh Schobcri L. "Nitre Bush."—''Dillon Bush." Gypseous hollows; C. 41 -

287.39.

Zygophyllum frutuulosum DC.—Stony rises about Mount Gason. 207.39.

zVcompression J. M. Black— (1) Common about "Lake Crocker"; C 20.

28.6.39. (2) Clayton Branch, North Lake Eyre; C 50. 6.8.39.

Z. Hozmivii F. Muell,— (1) Finke River. 2.6.39. (2) Sandridge near Andado,

4.6.39. (3) C 2. 616.39, (4) ''Lake Crocker"; G 20. 28.6.39.

Z, humUHmuni M. Koch—Sandhills about Warburton River; C 57. 247.39.

Z. sp. (aff. amniophilo) — (1) Andado Creek, 10 miles north of home-

stead. 1.6.39. (2) Edge of watercourse and tableland, Finke River

(Crown Pastoral Co.). 2 6.39.

These specimens have affinities with both Z. ammophilum F. Muell-

and Z compression J. M. Black. The flowers are four-partite and the

filaments eight in number; the fruits are four-angled and very like those

of Z. ammnphilum, they have nearly truncate summits and sharp corners

on the angles when immature, these usually round off. The petals (yellow)

and sepals are both 3 mm. long, that is, equal as in Z. ammophilum. The

filaments are like those of Z. eompressum with the lower part broadened

into a membranous wing on either side, ending abruptly in an acute tooth;

in Z. ammophilum, on the other hand, the filaments gradually broaden

towards the base with no teeth. All three types have similar erect, ciliate

glands around the ovary. The leaflets of these specimens are ovate-oblong

or cuncatc and broader than those of Z. atmnophihtm, not appressed to

each other, and often notched at the summit, characters not seen in

Z. compression. Leaflets are up to 12 mm. long. The petiole is rather

broad and flat. As far as could be ascertained, there are one or two seeds

in each cell of the ovary.

Mr. J. M. Black has in his collection a fragment of a plant with similar

leaves and only one fruit, collected by Captain S. A. White at Dalhousie
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Springs in August 1913. The two specimens under discussion were col-

lected in the same region. For the present, they might be considered a

broad-leaved variety of Z. amtnophilum.

Tribulus hystrix R. Br.— (1) Sandhills near Mayheld Swamp, Andado.
28.5.39. (2) Inter-ridge watercourse, Andado. 30.5.39.

Meliaceae

Otvenia acidida F. Muell.—Sandslope near C. 24. "Emu Apple." 5.7.39.

EUPHORBIACEAE

Phyllanthus lacwarius F. Muell.—Kalamurina Station. 27.7.39,

P. sp. Female only—Near C. 38. 267.39.
P. Fncrnrohrii F. MuelL, probably this species.—Andado Station. Female

flowers only. 29.5.39.

Ricmus communis L. "Castor-oil Plant."—Andado Station Homestead bore

29.5.39.

Adriana Hooker} (F. MuelL), Muell. Arg. Male and female—Common between
C. 5 and 8, but frequently dead. 13.6.39.

Euphorbia IVheeleri Baill.—Very common on all sandridges between Andado
and C Xh 19.6,39.

£. Drummondii Boiss.— (1) Sand plain east of Andado Station. 30.5.39. (2)
Abminga watercourse. 3.6.39.

E. eremophila A. Cunn.— (1) Andado Station. 31.5.39. (2) C 40. (3)

C. 41. Probably this sp. in the absence of seed.

E. Macgillivrayi Boiss., Benth. Fl. Aust., 6, 50. "Probably identical and
synonymous with E. hyperiafolia, a cosmopolitan weed" (1\ Morris)

—

Finke River, Crown Pastoral Co. 2.6.39.

Sapindaceae

Dodonaea znscosa L-— (1) Occurs rarely on sand slopes all the way across the

Desert to C. 12. More common C. 12-13. 21.6.39. (2) C. 18. 26.6.39.

D. atienuata A. Cunn.—C. 50, Clayton River. 6.8.39.

D. microzyga F. Muell.— (1) Stony rise ; C. 34. 21.7.39. (2) Near Lake Eyre
North; C. 49. 6.8.39.'

Atalaya hemiglauca F. Muell. "Whitewood."— Not collected, but stated by
Crocker to have been seen in the Desert sand ridge country.

Tiliaceae

Trmmfctta Whineckeana F. Muell, in Append, to Mr. Winnecke's Explo.

Diary. 1883. Also F, M. Bailey, Queensland Flora, 1, 156.— (1) Creeping
herb common on crest of sandridges about C. 7 and on. 12.6.39. (2)
"Bidgee-widgee" (in error on account of the burrs, probably). Very com-
mon on top of sandridges; C. 6-8. Flower yellow. 13.6.39.

Malvaceae

Lavatera plebeja Sims— (1) Finke River, Crown Station. 2.6.39. (2) Lignum
Claypan, Mulligan River; C. 20. 29.6,39. (3) Andrewilla Waterhole;
C 28. 14.7.39.

Malvastrurn sphatum (L.) A. Gray—Abminga. 3.6.39.

Plagianthus glomeratus (Hook.) Benth,—(1) C. 42, Female flowers only.

30.7.39. (2) C. 48. About arm of Lake Eyre. 4.8.39.

There are two separate branches, bearing respectively male and female

flowers.
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P. incanusj. M. Black—C. 48. About arm ot Lake Eyre. 4.8.39.

Male and female flowers occur on distinct branches at least, probably

on distinct plauts.

This species was described from material with male flowers, only,

collected in the Gawier Ranges, Eyre Peninsula. From rhe present collec-

tion, the description in Black's Flora of South Australia may be extended

as follows;
—

"Smallest leaves about 2 mm. long; largest ones 15 mm. long

and 11 mm. broad, tapering into a petiole and 3-5-toothed at the summit.

Female Mowers about the same size as the male ones, corolla only slightly

longer than calyx, style branches three wiih some small abortive anthers

around their base." These specimens differ more in appearance from

P. microphyllits F. Muell. than the plant originally described by Mr Black,

on account ot the generally larger leaves. Mr. Black describes the flowers

of P. gtometatus and another species as bisexual ; our experience is that

androtdum and gynoecium never both fully develop in the same flower, *i

point made also by Bentham.

Sida corrugata Lindl.— (1) Slope of sandridge east of Andado—an efficient

stabilizer. 29.5.39. (2) Very common in all sandhills to C. 3. Inter-ridge

watercourse 1 mile north of Andado. 30.5.39. (3) Watercourse, table-

land Abminga. 3.6.39. (4) Sandy watercourse near C, 3. 8.6.39. (5)

I^Ow and spreading, fairly common on Canegrass sandridges. C 6 and t*

12.639, (6) Low and spreading, about boundary of stable and unstable

portion of ridge; C. 8. 13.6.39. (7) Small, spreading shrub. Gidgcc hollow;

C. 19. 27.639. (8) Spreading, prostrate plant at edge of sandhills and

hollows; C 37. 25 7 39.

S. virgata Hook.— (|) Sandy slope east of Andado. 29.5.39. (2) C. 3. Very
common in sandy watercourses and lower parts of sandridges. 8.6.39.

(3) Common on sandridges and slopes up to C, 13. 21.6.39

S. intricata F. Muell.— (l) On stonv rise, Mount Gasnn Station. (Prubably

this sp.) 20.7.39. (2) About 30 cm. high, between C. 46 and 47, 2.8.39.

S. inclnsa Benth.— (1) SanUise I mile north-west Indinda Well. Andado
Station. 3.5,39. (2) Sandy flat between C. 1 and 2. 6.6.39.

Several species of the genus Sida are extremely common in the drier

areas of S. Aust., and, no doubt, in contiguous regions of the other States.

The majority of these specimens fall into the three species, .5*. corrugata,

S. intricata and 51 virgata. S. corrugata seems to be the most polymorphic

of the three and has in the past been divided iuto several varieties; in view

of the intergrading of the characters used by their authors to separate

them, the utility of doing this is questionable, as Bentham himself wrote.

J, intricata, in our experience, preserves its individuality as a small-

leaved bush of upright habit.

In his Flora ot South Australia, J. M. Black considers S. ptdnnvulata

A. Cutui. to be a variety of 5". corrugata, but later (Trans, Roy. Soc,

S. Aust., 59, 258, 1935) changes his opinion and raises it to specific rank;

the occurrence of the flowers in small or large axillary racemes, quoted as

a diagnostic character of tins form, is very common iu S. corrugata and
is often associated with smaller leaves and fruits than those described for

S. pcdunculata A. Cunn. As a rule these racemes have very many small

linear bracts, giving them a characteristic appearance.

In this Simpson Desert collection, some of the specimens are probably

what is described as S. peditneuhta A. Cunn., but the others are closer to

the type; they have all been grouped simply as $. corrur/aia Lindl,

Abutilon atocarpnm F. Muell.

—

(1) Inter-ridge watercourse ar Andado Station.

30.5.39. (2) Lower sandhill. Andado Station. 29.5.39.
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Hibiscus KrichaugiamtsV. MuelL— (1) G 1, sandhills. 6.6.39. (2) At base oi

sandhills; C. 37 257.39, Also common across Simpson Desert.

Stkrctjuaceae

Melhania incana Heyne—(1) Sandv watercourse off tableland; No, 2 Canip,

6,6.39. (2) Common between "ridges east of C 22. 4.7.39. (3) C 34.

21.7.39.

Fraxkeniaceak

The only genus in this family with which we are concerned is Frankenia.

It is an extremely difficult one on account of the high degree of general resemb-

lance among the species, making it necessary to resort to microscopic characters

for classification.

The only really comprehensive survey of the Australian species was pub-

lished by V. S. Summerhayes in the Journ. Linn. Soc, 48, 337-388, 1930, q.v,

J. M. Black has studied the South Australian members in particular and has

described several new species {v. especially Trans. Roy. Soc, S. Aust., 56, 43,

1932), and it is hoped that he will soon be in a position to look at this collection

of ten gatherings.

The genus is characteristic of the Mediterranean, and desert zones of Aus-

tralia and other parts of the world. None, however, were found in the Desert

proper.

Only the practised expert can hope to come to sound conclusions about the

identification of the species of Frankema, and in the meantime tentative sugges-

tions alone will be made for the naming of these specimens.

A. Near F. gracilis Summerh. or F, Sturtii Summerh.—(1) C. 33. 19.7.39.

(2) Edge gypseous salt claypan; C 45. 1.8.39.

B. Probably F. hamata Summerh,—Small shrub, Abminga. 3.6.39.

C Near F. orthoiricha J. M. Black-—C. 43; edge flood, ^vpseous clavpan.

31.7.39,

D Near 7\ gracilis Summerh.—Claypan area near Rabbit Board Fence and

"Lake Crocker"; C 29. 28.6.39.

E. Near F. gracilis Summerh. But unlike F. gracilis, these plants have terete

leaflets up to 16 mm. long. They also have white flowers in contrast to

all the other specimens collected, which had pink flowers.—(1) Common at

edge of compact white sandhills near Warburton River; C. 37. 24.7.39.

(2) Ranks of lower Warburton and gypseous sand-hollows; C. 42. 29.7.39.

(3) Edge of gypseous claypan between C. 44 and 45.

F Near F. foliosa J. M. Black and F. muscosa J. M. Black— Small dense

shrub 10-15 cm. high. "Lake Crocker
1
* ;C. 20. 28.6.39.

G. Near F. subteres Summerh. and F, foliosa J. M. Black—Edge gyp3eous

claypan j C. 45.

TllVMELAfcACKAE

Punclca (richostachya Lindl,—(1) Diamantina; C. 28 and 29. (2) Sandy

watercourse, near C. 34. 21.7.39.

LVTUKACKAE

J.vthrum Hyssopifolia L.—C 29; Diamantina. 15.7.39.

Ammannia multiflora Roxb,— (1) &dgz of channel of Abminga Creek. 3.6-39.

(2) C. 28 or 29; Diamantina. 14.7.39.

MVKTACEAE

Melaleuca glomerata F. Muell.—Paperbark teatrce, Fiuke Channel, Crown
Pastoral Co. 2.6.39. Rather rare here.



Eucalyptus pyrophora Benth.— (1) "Bloodwood." Tree with rough, brown
bark, 9m. - 12m. high; C. 3. 8.6.39. (2) "Bloodwood." Rare, hollow

between C 17 and 18; rough bark, tree 9 m. high. 26.6.39.

E. Coolabah Blakcly and Jacobs. W. F. Blakely, Key to the Eucalypts, 245,
Sydney, 1934. (These specimens would formerly have been included in

E. microtheca F. MuelL)—(1) "Desert Box." Swamp, Andado Station.

28.5.39. (2) Creek, flood plain or swamp between C 6 and 7. Tree to

5 m. high. 12.6.39. (3) Between sandhills from C. 12-13. Entirely

smooth-barked. 21.6.39. (4) Tree 7-9 m. high. Flood plain of Hay
River. A little rough bark at base of grev-white trunk and branches; C. 16.

(v. Madigan, 1945, pi. viii, fig. 1.) 24.6.39. (5) "Box/ 1

Georgina River
(Queensland). Tree to 6 m. high. Stem rough-barked, branches smooth;
C. 20. (Madigan, 1945, pi. viii, fig. 2.) 29.6.39, (6) Tree to 12 m. high.

Box habit. Eleanor Creek, S. Aust.; C 27. 13.7.39. (7) Tree,. 6 m. - 9 m.
high. Box habit. About junction of the Warburton and Macumba Rivers
near Lake Eyre; C 42. 29.7.39.

Thryptomene Maisonnctmi F. Muell.— (1) Between Andado Bore No. 1 and
the Illitera, amongst canegrass sandhills. 5,6.39. (2) C. 18; between
saudridges. 26.6.39.

Haloukhacjdaceae
Hahrrhagis Gossei F. MuelL—Between C. 9 and C 10. 18.6.39.

II. heterophylia Brongn.—(T) Very common on flood plain of Hale River;
C. 3. 7.6.39. (2) Warburton River. 23.7.39.

Myriophyllum verrucosum Lindl.—Hale River Channel; an aquatic and swamp
plant. 9.6.39.

TJmbelufekae

Didtscus glaucifolius F, Muell.— (1) Near C 2, in sandy watercourse at edge
of sandhills. 6.6.39. (2) Watercourse near C 34. 21.7.39.

Gentianaceae
Erythram Ccntaurium Pers.—Andrewilla Waterhole. 14.7,39.

Convolvulaceae
Convoknttus erubescens Sims. "Australian Bindweed."— (1) Inter-ridge water-

course near Andado Station homestead, 30.5.39. (2) Common in flood
plain of Hale River; C. 3. 7.6.39. (3) Common on sandhills about Dia-
mantina, Burt's Hole. 15.7.39. (4) Flood flats near Cowaric Station.

247.39.
lpomoea MueUeri Benth.— (1) Sandy watercourse; C. 3. 8.6.39. (2) Common

on Hay River flood plain; C. 15. 23.6.39,

BORAGINACEAE
Heliotropimn tenuifolimn R. Br. van parvifio-ntm J. M. Black, Proc. Roy. Soc.

t

S. Aust, 57, 1933—Near lndinda Well. 31.5.39.

Trichodcsma seylankum (Bunn.) R. Br.

—

(1) 10 miles north of Andado.
1.6.39. (2) 8 miles north-east of Bore No. 1, Andado. 5.6.39.

Verbenaceae
Nezvcastlia ccphalantha F. Muell.—C. 17. 25.6.39.

N. spodiotricha F. Muell. —No locality.

Dicrastylis Doranii F. Muell. var. eriantha F. Muell—Between C. 16 and 17,

25.6.39.
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Labiatae

Teucrim* racemosum R. Br.— (1) Andado Station. 28.5.39, (2) Watcrplain

of Georgina near Kaliduwarry Station ; C. 20. 29,6,39-

Mentha australis R. Br. "BlackfellowV Tea Plant/*— (1) Diamantina; C. 28

or 29, (2) Andrewilla Waterhole. 14.7,39.

Solanaceae

Solatium ellipticum R. Br.— (1) Very common on tableland watercourse,

Abminga, 3.6.39. (2) Mulga fiat ; C 5. 11.6.39. (3) Hay River. 24.6.39.

(4) Gibber plain. 19.7.39.

S. cmriate LindL—(1) Charlotte Waters. 27.5.39. (2) C 16. 24.6.39.

S. coactiliferum J. M. Black—C 14. 22.6.39.

S, chenopodinwn F. Mtiell.—Gidgce hollow; C. 19. 27.6.39.

Datura Lcichhardtii F. Muell.—Finke River Bed (Crown Pastoral Co.).

? Nicotiana Goodspeedii Wheeler (Trans. Roy Soc. S. Aust., 60, 169. 1936)—

C 34. Identification doubtful in absence of lower leaves. 217-39.

N. ingulba J. M. Black, lot\ cit.—Charlotte Waters. 27.5.39.

A', vrtiitina Wheeler, loc. nV— (1) Near Andado. 2.6.39. (2) Oaypati

country near Rabbit Board Fence ; C. 20. 28.6.39.

SCKOPHULARIACKAE

IMitnuhts sp. Fragments only—Verv common iu Canegrass Swamp, Goy-

dex's Lagoon. 17.7.39,

Morgania glabra R. Br.

—

(I) Common on flood plain of Hay River; C 15.

23,6.39. (2) Near Mount Gason Bore. 20.7.39 (3) C. 42, Macumba-

Warburton.
'

30.7.39.

MVOPORACEAE.

MyopOTum montanum R. Br.—Shrub to 2 m. high, Mount Gason Head Station.

20.7.39.

Eremophila Latrobei F. Muell.— (1) C, 2; near tableland. 6.6.39. (2) Q 5.

(3) Sandridge; C. 5. 9,6-39. (4) Common in hollows east of Hay

River; C 18. 26.6.39. The corolla lobes are distinctly acute in many of

these specimens.

£. longifolia (R, Br.) F. MuclL— (1) Banks of Finke River, Crown Pastoral

Co. 2.6.39. (2)' Sandy creek off tableland near C. 3. 8.6.39, (3) C ?•

Common, but irregularly so. 12.6.39. (4) C 8. 13.6.39.

E. Wiltsii F. Muell.— (1) On stabilized sandrise east of Andado, 30.5.39.

(2) Very common between C. 6 and 7. 12.6.39.

The branches in these specimens are glabrous instead of glandular-

hairy. (Also noted by von Mueller in the botanical appendix to Win-

necke'i* journal of his 1883 expedition in this region.)

E. Frcelhigii F. Muell.—Very common on tableland country. Collected near

Finke River (Crown Station). 2.6.39.

E bignoniiftora ('"Benin.) F. Muell— (1) Common about waterholes along

Diamnntiua; C. 28 and 29. 147-39. (2) C. 36; Warburton River. 23.7.39.

£. Duttonii F. Muell.—Tableland near Clayton River. 6.8.39,

E macutata (Ken) F. Muell.— (1) Charlotte Waters. 27.5.39. (2) C. 24.

5.7.39.

£ MacDonnetlii F. Muell,— (1) Base of sandhill east of Andado Station.

30.5.39. (2) Hale flood plain. 7.6,39. (3) C. 47 and 48. 4,8.39.

var. glabrmscnla J. M- Black

—

(1) 8 miles north-east of Andado Bore No, 1.

6.6.39. (2) Common in flood plain of Todd River, between C. 2 and 3.

7.6.39.
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£. StreHowii E. Pritzel, Feddc Repert., 15, 356, 1918—Common on sandridges
and slopes between C 12 and C 13, 21.6,39.

E. strongylophylla F. MuelL, Fragm, Phyt. AustM 10,— (1) Small watercourse;
C 2. 6.6.39. (2) Common in sandy mulga country near C 5. 9.6.39.

Plantacinackae
Plantago varia R. Br.—(1) Watercourse near Andado ILS. 30.5.39. (2) Sand-

hill along Eleanor Creek; C. 28. 14.7.39.

Cttcurbitaceae

Melotkria madcraspatana (L.) Cogn.—Common in flood plains of Hale and
Todd, and occasionally between sandridges ; C. 3. 7.6.39.

Cuatmis Melo L» var. agresiis Naud,—"Ulcardo Melon/' Finke River. 2.6.39.

Campaxulaceae
Wahlenbcrgiu Sicbcri A., DC, Proc. Roy. Soc. S. Aust, 58, 182, 1934—Water-

course near Warburton; C. 38. 25.7.39.

W. quadrifida (R. Br.) A., DC, he. cit.—7-mile Creek. 18.7.39.

GOODENIACEAE
Goodenia lunata J. M. Black—Andado Creek. 1.6.39.

G. snbintegra F. Muell.— (1) In Canegrass Swamp, Goyders Lagoon. 17.7.39.

(2) Common at 7-mile Creek. 18.7.39. (3) In small, sandy watercourse:
C. 34. 21.7.39.

G. cydoptera R. Br.— (1) Sand-dune, Andado Station. 29.5.39. (2) Sand-
bill 8 miles north-east of Andado Bore No. 1. 4.6.39. (3) Very common
on sandridges; C, 6. 11.6.39. (4) Common on sandhills near Diamantina
and Eleanor, C. 28, Andrewilla. 14.7.39.

Calogyne Berardiana (Gaudich.) F. MuelL— ( 1 ) Watercourse, Charlotte
Waters. 27-5,39. (2) Among Needlebush on sandv rise in tableland
country near C. 2. 6.6.39. (3) C. 5. 9,6.39.

Lcschenauttia divaricata F. MuelL—Common in flood plains of Hale, Todd, and
also at base of sandridges. (1) Andado Station sandhill, eastern slope.
29.5.39. (2) Sandhill, 10 miles north of Andado Station. L6.39.

Scaevola spinesenis ft Br. — Rise on stony tableland, C. 34, Mount Gason.
21.7.39.

S. depauperata R. Br.—(1) Sandhill, C. 5, with Porcupine Grass and low Mulga.
Glabrous form. 9.6.39. (2) Between sandridges; C, 8. Rough, hairy
form. 13.6.39. (3) Sandrises near C 18. Glabrous form. 26.6.39,

S, collaris F. Muell.— (1) Common on sandy banks about "Lake Crocker";
C 20. 28.6.39. (2) C. 40, gypseous hollow. 27.7.39.

S\ avalifolia R. Br,—Very common in flood plains of Todd and Hale, and in
some of the sandflats between. (1) C 3. 7.6.39. (2) Slope of sand ridge,
C. 20, Mulligan River. 29.6.39. (3) Diamantina; C 28 and 29. (4)
Sandy watercourse near C. 34. 21.7.39.

Brunoniaceae
Bnmonia australis Sm.—Common in sandy mulga country near C. 5- 9.6.39.

Compositae
Minuria denticutata (DC) Benth.— (1) Watercourse, Charlotte Waters.

27.5.39. (2) Watercourse, Andado, 30.5,39. (3) Tableland wattr-
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course, Abminga. S A, 3.6.39. (4) 7-mile Creek, near Goyder's Lagoon

Bore. Common. 18.7.39. (5) Small, bushy plant about 23 cm. high. Clay-

pan, gypseovis hollow, C 4), 287.39.

M. sttaedifolia F. Muell,—Small, bushy plant about 30 cm. high. Near

gypseous salt claypan between C 44 and 45. 1.8.39.

Af. leptophytta DC—On stony gibber country; C 34. 21.7.39.

Mi integerrtma (DC.) Benth.—In creek channel, Abminga. 3,6.39.

Colotis'crinacea Steetz—Fairly common along sandridges from Andado to C. 7.

C Jothtscula F. Muell. et Tate—In Dillon Bush hollow near C. 45. 1.8.39.

C. h'spidula F. Mueli. — About the dumps, Indinda Well Andado Station.

Saiccio tautus Sol.—(1) Kuddarce Waterhole, Georgina River, Kaliduwarry;

C. 20. 29.6.39. (2) AndrewUla; C 28. 14.7.39. (3) Goyder's Lagoon.

S Curmingiuvmi DC—Shrub about 1 m. high along Warburton River 23.7.39.

£ Grrgoni F Muell.— (1) Charlotte Waters. Sandy watercourse. (2) C 3.

7.6.39. (3) Hale Channel; C 4. 9.6.39. (4) Common on sandhill water-

courses about Cowarie Station ; C 38. 26.7.39.

S. maqmficus ¥. Muell.—Lake Letty Bore. 8.8.39.

Ptetigeron cylindriceps J. M. Black—Charlotte Waters; watercourse. Creep-

ing herb. „ e ro.

P. adscendens. Benth. — (1) Charlotte Waters; watercourse. 27.5.3y. (I)

Bore at Andado. -

P liatroides (Turcz.) Benth.—(1) Watercourse, Charlotte Waters. Z7.5.M

(2) Andado Creek, 10 miles north of homestead. Spreading herb, mauve

flower. c

Epattes CnnninghamU (Hook.) Benth.—Rare, small scraggy shrub about 75 cm.

high. Andrewilla, banks of waterhole. 14.7.39.
t

Sphaenmthus indints L.—About waterholes along Diamantina Raver; U 26.

12 7 39
Hdipterumwaschtihtm (A. Cunn.) Bench.—(1) Sandy tableland between C. 4

and 5 9.6.3<* (2) Between sandridges near C 8. 13.6.39. (3) Common

along sandhill edge, Eleanor Creek; C. 28, 12.7.39. (4) C. 48•4 8.39.

//. stipitatum F. Muell.—(1) Sandy mulga watercourse; C 5. 9.6.39. (t)

Common between C 4 and 5. 9.6.39

H. pterochaetum (F. Muell.) Benth.— (1) Sandy dissected tableland east of

C 4. 9.6.39. (2) Stony rise; C 34. 21.7.39.

H. floribwdum DC—(1) Sandy watercourse. Charlotte Waters. 2/. 5.39. (2)

Inter-ridge watercourse near Andado H.S. 29.5.39. (3) Common on

tableland and creeks near C 2. 6.6.39. (4) Flood flats between Warbur-

ton River and Cowarie Station. Very common. 24.7.39. (5) Off edge of

gypseous salt claypan; C. 45. 1.8.39.

H. strirtum (l.indl.) Benth.—Andrewilla; C. 28. 14.7.39.

H Charstcvae F. Muell.—(1) Abminga Creek. 3.6.39. (2) Between C 4 and

5. 9A39. ' _
Ixiolaem leptolepis (DC.) Benth,)—Goyder's Lagoon. 17.7.39.

Hrtkhrysum apkalatum (Labill.) DC—No locality.
m

H, ambiguuw Turcz. v. pauchctum J. M. Black—Fairly common about C 13-

22.6,39.

H. semifertile F. Muell.—Watercourse near C 34. 21,7.39.

H. roseum (Land!.) Druce v. Davcnportii Benth.—Between ndges near C 8

where more rain has fallen. 13.6-39.
^

H. podolepideum F. Muell—Common on gibber plain. 19.7.39.
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Rutidosis helichrysoides DC.— (1) Inter-ridge watercourse, Andado Station.

(2) Georgina flood plain; C, 21. 27.39.

Afyriocephalus Rudallii (F, Muell.) Benth.—Box Swamp, Andado Station.

M.Staartii (F, Muell. ct Sond.) Benth.

—

(1) Watercourse at Charlotte Waters.
27,5.39, (2) Andtewilla Watcrhoic. 147.39.

Gncphosis cyathopappa Benth.—Box Swamp, Andado Station, Probably this

species, but inflorescences immature.

G. skirrophora (Sond. et F. Muell-) Benth.—Common about claypan country.

C 20. 28.6.39.

£, eriocarfa (F. Mud!.) Benth.—Watercourse, Charlotte Waters.
Eriochtam^s Behrii Sond. et F. Muell.— Qaypan, gypseous hollow; C. 41.

28.7.39.

Craspcdia chr\santha (Schlechtd.) Benth.—Flood plain of Diamantina River;
C 29. 157.39-

SUMMARY
A botanical list is given of the plants collected by R. L. Crocker on this

Expedition, with his field notes. The material was gathered all along die route,

from Charlotte Waters just north of the South Australian Border, across the
parallel sandridges of the Simpson Desert to the north-cast, and then southwards
via Birdsville and the eastern side of Lake Eyre to the railway line at Marree;
a journey by camel of 800 miles, in the months of June, July and August 1939.

Two hundred miles of this lay across the heart of the Desert, hitherto unexplored
except by air ; it is the most arid of the Australian deserts.

The collection numbers 350 species in 50 families, including Fungi. Of these

species. 76 were gathered in the Desert proper and are listed as such; the few
new forms were found outside the Desert only, and include a new specves of

Atriphx, A. cordifolia J. M. Black. The great majority of the plants was deter-

mined at the Herbarium of the Adelaide University Botanical School, with the
notable exceptions of Gramineae, Cyperaceae, Swainsona and the Fungi, which
could be submitted to specialists.

Short lists are included which summarise the itinerary and the plants col-

lected. For a map of the route of the Expedition, see the leader's narrative

(Madigan, 1945) (13).

The character plant of the Desert is the bushy, perennial grass, 1'rioaia

Basedowii E. Pritzel, "Porcupine Grass" or ""Spinifex." A variety of shrubs
and small trees also occurs, hut it is considered that wc have not as yet

an adequate account of the ephemeral flora which one supposes to be present on
rare occasions after rain, though Portulaca, "Munyeroo/1

is evidently part of it.

and perhaps also the cruciferous herbs common on the Birdsville track, where
good recent rains had fallen. The shrubs and small trees belong chiefly to the
families Leguminosae. Chenopodiaceae. Myoporaceae and Proteaceae, in that

order.

Reference has been made to earlier collectors on the margins of the Desert,

and plants of particular interest, notably the almost extinct Acacia pence F. Muell.,

have been discussed in the introduction.

In comparison with the other great deserts of the world, the Simpson Desert
is tolerably well stipplied with vegetation, though it is by no means the most
fertile of them. This comparison has been drawn in some detail and, it is hoped,
will soon appear as Part II of the present contribution.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES XXVIII, XXIX and XXX

Plate XXVIII

Fig, 1 Trwdia Basedowu ("Spimfex"), the typical Desert vegetation, with Acacia sp, on.

the skyline; C 12.

Fig. 2 Triodia sp. ("Spinifex") showing a common ring formation.

Fig. 3 Hakca leucoptera ("Needlcbush') shrubs at C S.

Fig. 4 Crotalaria dissiiiflora (A) and Grcv'dlea sienobotrya (B)
;
C. 13.

Plat*; XXIX
Fig, 1 Zygochioa paradoxa (Spunfex paradoxus), "Sandhill Canegrass". Herbarium specimen

Fig. 2 Acapia- pence, "Waddy", Birdsvillc.

Fig. 3 Acacia pence, a group of trees at Andado Bore Na 1.

Plate XXX
Fig. 1 Psoralen patens, Finke River crossing near Andado Station,

Fig. 2 Cahtls erinaeea y a sandhill daisy, C. 13.

Fig". 3 Acaeia Cambayci ("Gid.see'M, with Triodia Bascdoza-ii (

,i

Spiniftx
,,

) > C !«S-19.

Fig. 4 Blnmodia plerospmna "(A - flowering), Salsoto Kali (B), and Zygochloa paradoxa

(C - "Canegrass*"), Andrewilla WaterboK
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AN AGE DETERMINATION ON SAMARSKITE
FROM MOUNT PAINTER, SOUTH AUSTRALIA

ByA. W. Kleeman

Summary

The occurrence of urainium-bearing minerals at Mount Painter was described in a paper by

Sir Douglas Mawson (3). In that paper he described as "Fergusonite" a mineral that was

analysed by W. S Chapman in 1911 and by the present writer in 1944. Both of these analysis

were made on impure material. More recently the writer has obtained from Sir Douglas purer

material, on which the present analysis was made.
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AN AGE DETERMINATION ON SAMARSKITE
FROM MOUNT PAINTER, SOUTH AUSTRALIA

By A. W. Kleeman

[Read 9 May 1946]

The occurrence of uranium-bearing minerals at Mount Painter was described
in a paper by Sir Douglas Mawson (3). In that paper he described as "Fer-
gusonite*' a mineral that was analysed by W. S. Chapman in 1911 and by rhfc

present writer in 1944. Both of these analyses were made on impure material.
More recently the writer has obtained from Sir Douglas purer materia!, on which
the present analysis was made.

The mineral is associated with monazite, btmatite and brown feldspar in 3
quartz vein and was separated by hand-picking under a bitiocuiar microscope.
The SamarskiLc is dark brown in colour, transparent in thin edges and has a
resinous lustre. When altered it varies from light brown to yellow, often in the
same fragment. There is also a black mineral with a splendent lustre which is

probably titaniferous hematite: it was difficult to avoid some grains of this
mineral, and some or all of the titania in the analysis may be due to this mineral
There is also the possibility of some feldspar and iron-stained quartz contaminat-
ing the powder.

In all about 2 grams of the mineral were obtained for the analysis. This
was divided into five portions and different series of constituents were "determined
tin each portion. As the primary object was the determination of lead and
uranium, methods were chosen best suited to these two elements. In general the
course of analysis follows that recommended hy Schoeller (5, 6). The mineral
was attacked with pyrosulphate and the melt lixiviated with tartaric acid. The
bulk of the lead was found in the residue from this process and was always
contaminated by iron sulphates. The remainder of the lead was recovered by
treating the filtrate with hydrogen sulphide. In one portion the fusion was
leached with dilute hydrochloric acid. This solution contained all of the uranium
as well as iron, aluminium, rare earths and some of the lead. The uranium was
separated from the rest of the elements precipitated by ammonia by keeping the
uranium in solution as a complex with hydroxylamine-hydrochloride after a
method of F. Hecht (1). This gave a slightly higher result for uranium than
was obtained when uranium was separated after the earth acids and iron had
!>een precipitated. No attempt was made to determine the stale of oxidation of
the iron or uranium because of the small amount of material. Moreover the
mineral was considered to be slightly weathered and probably oxidised.

THE AGE OF THE MINERAL
Three determinations of PbSO^ gave 0*68%, 0*72%, and 0-80%, with a

mean of 0*73%. Four determinations of U
3O fi

gave 10'0%, 10*4%. 10-53%
and 10-8%, with a mean of 10*4%. This made the Pb/Ur ratio 0'057, which
according to the simple formula T =r Pb/Ur x 723 x 10 11 years (Kccvil, 2) is
equivalent to an age of 410 million years. No account is taken for possible con-
tamination hy ordinary lead, and in view of this and the difficulties encountered
in the analysis, it is suggested that the age be taken as 400 ± 50 million years

tiu. Hay. Sou S. At»t-, 70. <0, fy June W<6
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THE FORMULA OF THE MINERAL
The analysis of the mineral is given in Table I, column 1, with an analysis

by R C Wells of the Samarskite from Glastonbury, Connecticut, in column 2

for comparison. The constituents are listed in order oi decreasing lomc radius.

The SnCX, SiCX and A1„03
reported are considered to be impurities. The SnL>2

was insoluble in the original bisulphate fusion, which according to Schoeller

(5, 166) is an indication that it is mechanically admixed

derived from the glassware

ALOo is possibly

L%0. -

PbO -

CaO -

CeO. -

LfieO* etc

ThO. -

YsO* etc.

MnO -

SnO. -

FeO -

MgO -

Table I

(1) (2)

10-42 7'85 (UOO Fe.O.
-54 .34 NbiOa

2-tl -33 Ta.O»
•38 '53 (Cc.Os) WO*
• 18 t-SS TiO.

nil 3-47 Al.O,

4-93 12-47 SiO»

43 1-75 HaO+
3-36 H,0-
13-16 2-U Remdr,

•51 -02

(1)

n.d.

50-54
2*66

tr.

•20

•48

2-40
5-26
2*62

100-18

(2)

9-82
42-00
14*73

1-40

•03

65

-46

99-51

The cerium is reported as CeOs , as the consideration of ionic radii suggests

that the smaller Ceiv ion would more readily fit in the structure.

Ur & Vb -

Ca -

Rare Earths & Th
Mn, Sn, Zr, etc. -

Fe" & Ug - -
»

Fe'" - >

A metals
Nb
Ta -

Ti -

VV
B metals

(1)
-40

-37

•06

1*92

Table II

(2)

•75

-12

-02

3-12

3-89

29
-OS
03
•23

•28

•19

-08

-66

•18

(3)
-36
•49

1*03

3-07

3-92

8S

3-44
•62

20

(4)
•68

9
•19

-66

2-73

4-26

3-79
•08

3-12

3-87

./>
•09

1-61

•22

1-55
•24

4-08
2-17
•S2
•09
•06

294

(1) Mount Painter, South Australia; (2) Glastonbury, Connecticut;

(3) Antanamalaza, Madagascar; (4) Aslaktaket, Norway; (S) Mask, U.S.S.R.

Table II gives the ionic ratios of the elements in the two minerals and in

three others quoted in Dana's System (4). The proportions are calculated on

the basis of total metals = 7 rather than oxygen = 14, as in several of the analyses

the state of oxidation is uncertain. The metals present fall into three groups

;

Ca rare earths Th, Ur and Pb form the first group in which the lomc radii are

cloU to 1-0a; Mn. Sn, Zr, Fe" and Mg form the second with radii above 0v5,

and the third group contains Nb, Ta, Ti, W and FC" all with radius about 0-66.

The Rcvisors of Dana's System divide the metals into two groups, A and b,

niacin* Nb Ta Ti W. Fe'" in group B. They then divide the minerals into

two groups, those in which the ratio A: B = 1:1 and those in which the rat.o

AB = 1"2 The former group contains Fergusonite and the latter group

Euxenite and Eschynite. They also place Samarskite in the latter group, but in

the footnote point out that Machatschki assigns a value of 3 : 4 to the A
:
B ratio

and that in the Glastonbury mineral the ratio A: B = 2: 5 (A 2
B O ). If be in

the Glastonbury mineral is assigned to the A group the ratio is 307: 3-9Z. In out
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mineral with all the iron in the A group the ratio is 3 12: 3 '89, but if some of

the iron is assumed to be in the ferric stale it could approach the 2: 5 ratio. How-
ever, in view of the slight difference in the ionic radii, the metals of the niobium

and the ferrous iron groups should be placed together. This leaves the metals

with ionic ratio about 1*0 A
t which may constitute up to one-third of the metals

present. Until much more is known of the arrangement of the. metallic ions in

the structure the only possible classification is a chemical one, and if this is so

only Nb, Ta and Ti should be in group B. On the facts presented above it is

obvious that any attempt to find a classification in which there is a fixed ratio

between the A and B metals is doomed to failure. The proportion of A: B must

vary with the average valency of the A metals in order to keep the metal : oxygen

ratio at 1 : 2. Thus if A is divalent FeO + NkO- = FeNb..O ; if A is trivaleni

\\>O
rt
+ Nb.>0 5

= YNhCV
In our specimen the average valence of A is just below 3, so that A : B e? 3 : 4.

In the Miask Samarskite A: B is 4: 3, suggesting an average valence of A above

3. This would be the case if all the ions were reported in the ferric state.

This line of reasoning brings the Samarskite group much closer to Fer-

gusonite and suggests that the only difference between the two groups is the

greater amount of rare earths in Fergusonite.

SUMMARY
An analysis is given of Samarskite from the uranium field at Mount Painter.

The age determination places the age of the mineralisation in Lower Palaeozoic

and infers that the general metamorphism of the area is of the same age. The
presence of 10% of uranium in the mineral suggests that it is the primary .source

of uranium on this field.
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AUSTRALIAN CUMACEA NO. 13(1)

THE FAMILY LAMPROPIDAE

By Herbert M. Hale, Director, SouthAustralianMuseum

Summary

Two species are represented amongst the many Cumacea now available from southern and

eastern Australia coasts. Both are referable to Hemilamprops and have been taken only

between lat. 34°-43°S. and long. 147° -152° E.; the depths range to 120 metres.
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AUSTRALIAN CUMACEA. No. 13 CD

THE FAMILY LAMPROPIDAE

By Herbert M. Hale, Director, South Australian Museum

Fig. 1-4

[Read 9 May 1946|

Fam. LAMPROPIDAE
Two species are represented amongst the many Cumacea now available from

southern and eastern Australian coasts. Roth are referable to Hemilamprops

and have been taken only between lat. 34 -4S° S. and long. I47°- 152° E. ; the

depths range to 120 metres.

Genus Hkmtlam props Sars

Hemilamprops Sars 1883, 11 and 55; Stebbing 1913, 55 (ret).

Heimlamprops is separated from iMinprops (Sars, 1863, 239) by male

characters only. If Lmnprops rarhtata Hart (1930, 34 (12), fig. 4 A-E) Is

retained in Lmnprops, then the latter differs from Hemilamprops only in that the

male lacks pleopods. A few species are referred tentatively to one or other of

these genera because the female only is available. A combined key of the females

of all species placed in the two genera is therefore given below.

Kev to Females of Species of Lumprops and Hemilamprops

1 Telson with three spines at distal end. 2

Telson with more than three somes at distal end. 9

2 Carapace with at least one ridge on each side, below frontal lohe. 3

Carapace with sides smooth. 7

3 Peduncle of uropod suhequal in length to telson. 4

Peduncle of uropod distinctly longer than telson. 5

4 No distinct antennal notch. Carpus of first peraeopod reaching to level of front of

carapace. Peduncle of uropod shorter than endopod. H. uniplkata (Sars)

A distinct antennal notch. First peraeopod shorter, its carpus not nearly attaining

level of front of carapace. Peduncle of uropod a little longer than endopod.

/-. (?) beringi Caiman.

5 Carapace with a longitudinal ridge near inferior margin and below a carina -running

from antero-lateral margin to hinder edge. H. gracilis Hart.

Cjarapacc with no ridge below the carina extending from anterolateral margin to

hinder edge. o

6 First peraeopod slender, the carpus reaching to level of front of carapace. Peduncle

of uropod longer than endopod. U. maivsmti Hale.

First peraeopod stout, the carpus not nearly reaching to level of front of carapace.

Peduncle of uropod suhequal in length to endopod. H. lata sp, nov.

7 Median dorsal crest of anterior half of carapace not denticulate.

//. (?) ultima? .s/>et Ximmer.
Median dorsal cre>t of carapace denticulate 8

S Dactylus of first peraeopod longer than propodus and tuioe as long as carpus.

H, criftala Sars

Dactylus of first peraeopod shorter than propodus and little longer than carpus.

H. l>L'lhu:ida Zimmer

0J For No. 12 see Ree, S. Aust. Mus., 8, (3), 357-444, fig. 1-60

Trans. Roy. Sot- S- Aust., 70, (1), -30 June 19A6
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9 Telson with five spines at distaP end. 10
Telson with more than five spines at distal end. 21

10 Peduncle of uropod considerably shorter than telso*. H> diverse sp. nov.
Peduncle of uropod at least as long as telson. \[

11 Carapace with at least one ridge on each side. 12
Carapace without lateral ridges. 1$

12 Carapace with not more than two ridges on each side. 13
Carapace with three or four ridges on each side. 14

13 Carapace with a single curved ridge on each side below frontal lobe: pseudorostruin
short, truncate in front, PT. (?) i-alijomka Zimmcr,

Carapace with two ill-defined curved ridges crossing each hranchial region: pseuda-
rostrutn longer, tapering to the subacute front. L, sar.ri DcrjavitL

14 Uropod with first joint of exopod distinctly shorter than second. L, fasci&ta Sau-
Uropod with first joint of exopod suhequal in length to second, 15

15 First joint of endopod of uropod more than half as long again as combined lengths
of second and third joints* L, krasheninnikavi Derjavin.

First joint of endopod of uropod little longer than second and third together,

L, rftmdripHcnta S. L Smith <>.

16 Peduncle of uropod subequal in length to telson. 17
Peduncle of uropod distinctly longer than telson. 18

17 Anterolateral margin of carapace not dentate. AH distal spines of telson truly terminal

L. fuscata Sari
Anterolateral margin of carapace with five teeth. Two of distal spines of telsrm
situated below the other three. /".. srrrata Hnrt(').

18 F?r3t antenna almost three-fourths as long as carapace. Cfcrnus in posterior peraeopods
three times as long as menjs. /.. ( ?) comala Mimmer W;
First antenna not more than half as long- as carapace. Carpus in posterior peraeopoiis
at most not much longer than merus. 19

19 Peduncle of uropod longer than endopod. L* earinata* Hart
Peduncle of uropod shorter than endopod. 20

20 Catapace with denticulate median dorsal crest; eye wanting, Telson not much shorter
than peduncle of uropod. H. uonmni Bonnier-

Carapace without denticulate dorsal crest; eye developed, Telson} only half as fottft

as peduncle of uropod- L. korroctish Derjavin tty

21 Telson with six spines at distal end. Eye without corneal lenses. H, asshmlis Sar§-

Telson with eight spines at distal end, Kye with ci^ht corneal lenses,

H. rosea (Norman)
Hemilamprops lata n. sp.

Ovxgctoiis female—Integument thin but calcified and brittle; reticulate

pattern somewhat diffuse.

Carapace more than one-fourth of total length of animal, and a little more
than pedifijerous somites together; it is very broad, half as wide again as deep
and as wide as long; on its upper surface a sharp carina runs from the ocular

lobe to about middle of length, and terminates at anterior end of a wide median
gutter which is margined on each side by a crest-like ridge which extends practi-

cally to posterior margin; a short and not very well-defined carina extends from
the front of each pseudorostral lobe towards frontal lobe, and from neighbour-
hood of antennal angle to posterior margin is a rugose ridge resulting from the

sudden inflexing of the inferior lateral part of carapace; posterior parts of sides

with short, irregular, and not well-defined ridges. Qcular lobe not much wider

^S« remarks by Caiman, 1912, 629. L, fa&ci&ta, quadripl&ata and hrasfenmnikdvi
(Derjavin, 1926, 179, pi. iii, fig. 6, and pi. vi) seem to be very closely related.

fl fide Hart, 1930, p. 14 and fig. 4 F.

<4 > Possibly representative of a new genus.
{') A species from fresh water.
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than long and with small corneal lenses. Fseudorostral lobes widely truncate

and slightly concave, both as seen from above and from the sides; meeting for i

distance equal to only about one-twentieth of total length of carapace. Antero-

lateral angle subacutcly rounded; 110 distinct antcro-Iatcral sinus.

First pedigerous somite short, smooth except for some obscure tubercles at

anterior margin, and partly concealed by pleural parts of second, which is

dorsally longer than any of the others; second somite with a pair of dorsal

carinae, nn each side of which is a dorso-lateral ridge and a broken lateral carina;

third with ridges as in second but with the lateral ones more distinct; in fourth

and fifth somites the same ridges are present but arc short and those of the sides

tend to become almost tooth-like.

First three pleon somites with, on each side, a longitudinal dorso-lateral

carina, a lateral ridge and a faint infcro-lateral carina; fourth to fifth somites

each with a strong, median, longitudinal carina, flanked on both sides by a lateral

ridge and an infero-lateral ridge; the last, though feeble, is more distinct than

that of third somite- fifth somite little longer than fourth (which is longer than

the subequal first three somites) and with sides subparalle! and a little sinuate;

sixth somite only about half as long as fifth, very slightly dilated at the rear

where it is distinctly broader than long; like the two preceding somites it has a

median dorsal ridge (but one that is much less pronounced) flanked on each side

with a dorso-lateral carina and an obsolete lateral ridge; telson elongate, sub-

triangular, toundly subtruncate at distal end and more than twice as long as sixth

pleon somite; each lateral margin of telson is very finely serrate for part of

proximal half and in distal half bears half-a-dozen articulated spines; its apex

is furnished with three spines subequal in length.

First antenna with first segment of peduncle subequal in length to second

and third together, and second fully twice as long as third; flagellum as long as

second and third peduncular segments together, two-jointed (possibly a third

minute joint), the second joint more than half as Ion# again as first; accessory

lash four-fifths as long as main flagellum, two-jointed, the second segment twice

as long as first. Second antenna with second segment short, third shorter than

first and a little longer than fourth,

Palp of first maxilla with two filaments.

Basis of third maxtlliped only about one-fifth as long as combined lengths of

remaining joints, with external distal angle not at all forwardty produced and
furnished with two very long plumose setae; ischium very short; merus with a

forwardty produced but not greatly dilated outer lobe ; carpus longer than either

merus or propodus, which arc subequal in length and each longer than dactylus.

First peraeopod stout and rather short, the carpus not reaching nearly to level

of anterior margin of carapace; basis not much more than two- thirds of length of

rest of limb; carpus longer than ischium and rnerus together and about equal in

length to propodus; dactylus subequal in length to merus, and with longest

terminal seta (like distal setae of propndus) as long as propodus.

Second peraeopod five-sixths as long as first leg; basis subequal in length

to rest of limb and with exopod rather small ; ischium relatively large, armed with

a strong distal spine as well as slender setae; merus half as long as carpus and
with a stout inner distal spine; carpus longer than propodus and dactylus together

and with a row of inner spines, one. near proximal end being longer than the

others; dactylus twice as long as propodus, with distal setae short.

Third and fourth peraeopods with two-jointed exopods; basis in third pair

nearly twice as long as rest of limb, that of fourth half as long again as remain-

ing joints together, that of fifth a little shorter than the rest of limb; in all three
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posterior limbs the merus, carpus, propodus and dactylus successively decrease
a little in length while the two longest distal carpal setae together with the pro-
posal $eta reach well beyond the tip of dactylus.

Peduncle of uropod so strongly keeled above that it is subtriangular in
section and with a score of spines on inner margin; it is one-fourth as long again
as tehon; endopod barely shorter than peduncle, with first segment not very
Attlch longer than second and third joints combined and second distinctly shorter
than third; spines ot inner maigins of joints of endopod respectively sixteen,
five and six, and stout terminal spine only half as long as distal joint; exopod
equal in length to first and second endopodal segments combined,

Fig. i

H+ntilwnprops luta. type female 8ti<i allotype male; lateral views
and (ceph.) cephalothorax from above (x23).

Colour, creamy-white. Length, 6'4 mm.; embryo widi pleon curved over
back, 0*42 mm.

Adult male—Integument brittle, less calcified than in female, but with
sculpture 9imilar though less pronounced ; the crests on the branchial regions of
the carapace in particular are noticeably less elevated, so rhat as. seen from the
side the dorsal outline is far less irregular.

Carapace a little longer in relation to total length of animal than in adult
female and less broadened posteriorly; seen from above it is suboval in shape;
nearly half as wide again as deep, lunger than wide and almost twice as long as
broad. Anterolateral margin as in female, but anterolateral augle rather
more obtuse.

Telson relatively a little longer than in female, but with similar armature;
the median of the three terminal spines is shorter than the other two.

First antennae with first peduncular segment longer than in female and with
both flagella three-jointed, the distal joint in both longer than either of the
remaining two. Second antenna with tiagellum reaching quite to end of fifth

pleon somite.
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Mandible with ten and eleven spines in the row.

Third rnaxilliped as in female except that basis and exopod are wider.

First peraeopod relatively a little longer than in female, the basis being

five-sixths of combined lengths of remaining joints, and propodus a trifle longer

than carpus.

mxp. 3 9

Fig. 2

Hemilamprops lata, type female and allotype male; ant., antennae (x56);

mxp., third maxillip'ed (x 30) ;
prp., first to third and fifth peraeopods

(x30); pip., pleopod (x56; rami, x250); tirop., uropod with fifth and
sixth pleon somites, and telson (x30).

Basis of second peraeopod one-sixth longer than rest of limb ; armature and

proportions of joints otherwise much as described.
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Third peraeopod not specially modified, differing only truru that of female
in the wider basis and large exopod, which has the peduncle, as in first and
second pairs* very broad.

The three pairs of pleopods are similar to those figured for other specie* nf

the genus (fig. 2, pip. j

.

Peduncle of uropod less than one-fifth longer than telson and barely longer
than endopod, the first joint of which is armed with a greater number of spines

than in the female.

Length, 5 mm.
Loc.—New South Wales: off Sydney, from stomach of Morwong or Jackass

Fish—Dactylopagrus macropterus (A. C. Simpson, July 1939); off Coffs Har-
bour, 50 metres (K. Sheard, A. Trawl, June 1941); U miles off Eden, 120
metres (type female. K, Sheard, A. Trawl, Jan, 1943) ; off Wata Mooli,
70 metres (allotype male. K_ Sheard, Trawl Station 4, July 1943) ; 5 miles east
of Port Hacking. 100 metres, on mud (K. Sheard, Trawl Station 7, July 1943)

;

off Jibbon. 45-50 metres, on coarse sand (K. Sheard, Trawl Station 10, Aug.
1943); off Uiladulla, 75 metres and 80 ruerres, on coarse sand (K. Sheard.
A. Trawl. June and Aug. 1944). Tasmania: off Babel Island, lat. 39° 55' S..

lonjr. 148° 31' E. ("Warreen" Station 29, Jan. 1939). Tvpes in South Austra-
lian Museum, Reg. No, 2,802 and 2,804.

The type is the largest female available; other ovigenous examples are only
4'0 mm. and 5*5 mm. in tength and the uropod has fewer spines, there being
sometimes only about ten on first joint of endopod and fifteen on peduncle, which
also may be a little shorter in relation to the telson. Almost always the median
of the three terminal spines of the telson is distinctly shorter than the others, as
in the male figured (fig. 2, urop. <$). In small immature specimens (3 rum or
so in length) the carapace has the sides, as seen from above, converging slightly

towards the rear, and it is less widened that) in the adult, but is still broader than
in the related Antarctic muzv&om Hale. The last-named bears a close general
resemblance to hta but is separated by its relatively gigantic size (the immature
female, 20*5 mm.), the shape of the pseudorostral lobes which are not widely
subtruncate in front, the character of both first and second antennae, the less
robust peraeopods, the different proportions of the uropods, etc. It should be
noted that the cleaning and mounting of the posterior appendages of the single
available young female of mawsoni shows that very small exopods are present
on the third and fourth peraeopods (see Hale, 1937.46).

Hemilamprops diversa n. sp,

Ovigerous female — Integument semi-membranous with small reticulate
patterning (especially distinct on carapace ) t but almost polished; smooth except
for the sculpture of carapace as described.

Carapace short and robust, less than one-fifth of total length of animal, three-
fourths as long as pedigcrous somites together, very little wider than deep and
not much longer than broad; seen from above the sides are curved and converge
towards the widely subtruncate front ; on the back a sharply defined, median
carina runs from the ocular lobe to about three-fourths of length of carapace;
in posterior fourth the dorsum is depressed between the slightly swollen branchial
regions, the indentation emphasised on each side by a feeble crest, which fades
into a faint antero-lateral fold continuing forward outside (or below) the frontal
lobe; the dorsum »s hollowed on each side between the median carina and the
irontaJ-lobe sutures. Antero-lateral margin almost straight, very slightly concave,
and scarcely any indication of antennal 3nglc. There is no distinct pseudo-
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rostrum, the lobes only just meeting in front of ocular lobe, which is rounded,

with small lenses. Frontal lobe large, extending to about half length of carapace.

First pedigerous somite short, its pleural parts partly overlapped by those

of second which, like the third, is longer than any of the other somites ; none is

much expanded laterally.

Pleon distinctly longer than cephalothorax ; first and second somites sub-

equal in length, then successively increasing in length to fifth which is two-thirds as

long again as sixth and tapers to the rear; sixth little dilated posteriorly, where it

is distinctly wider than long; telson narrowly subtriangular, rounded at distal end

and twice as long as sixth somite; each of its lateral margins bears three slender,

ceph. 9

Fig. 3

Hentilctmprops diversa, type female
and allotype male; lateral views and
(ceph.) cephalothorax from above

(x25).

finely serrate, spines; its distal end has three similar spines subequal in length,

and above these a pair of much longer subapical slender spines.

First antenna with first joint of peduncle longer than second and third seg-
ments together; second twice as long as third; flageltum three-jointed, as long
as second and third peduncular segments together and with second joint much
the longest; accessory lash two-jointed, two-thirds as long as main flagellum.

Second antenna as usual in female of genus; second segment about half as long
as third, which is a little shorter than fourth.

Mandibles with ten and eleven spines in the row.
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Basis of third maxilliped half as long again as remaining joints together and
with outer distal angle rounded but not at all forwardly produced- merus slightly

dilated, nearly three times as long as ischium, and two-thirds as long as carpus
which is little longer than propodus.

First peraeopod with carpus reaching to level of front of carapace and with
propodus and dactylus long- and slender; basis half as long as remaining joints
together, carpus not much longer than merus; propodus one-fifth as Jong as
dactylus and longer than ischium, merus and carpus together.

Second peraeopod two-thirds as long as first; basis little longer than distinct
ischium, merus and carpus together; carpus half as long again as merus and
almost twice as long as propodus which is about two-thirds as long as dactylus.

Third and fourth peraeopods with two-jointed exopods; basis of third half
as long again as remaining joints together, that of fourth about as long as rest

of limb, of fifth much shorter than this; merus, carpus and slender dactylus of
posterior limbs subequal in length and propodus much shorter; three distal carpal
setae, like propodal seta, reaching well beyond tip of dactylus.

Peduncle of uropod less than four-fifths as long as telson, armed with half-
a-dozen slender spines on distal half of inner margin! endopod nearly half as long
again as peduncle and one-fifth as long again as exopod. with its first segment
one-fourth as long a^ain as combined lengths of second and third, which are
subequal in length; spines of inner margins of joints respectively twelve, four
and three, and terminal spine as long as distal joint.

Length, 4'5 mm.; ova approximately 0'28 mm, in diameter.

Adult male—Carapace with sculpture much as in female except that the
median dorsal carina of anterior half is grooved medianly, producing the effect
of a pair of ridges when seen from above; viewed thus the carapace is narrower
at the rear, where it is not much wider than deep and about twn-thirds as broad
as long; it is equal in length to the pedigerous somites together and is more than
one-fifth of total length of animal.

First pedigerous somite shorter than the others, which do not differ much
in length and are not expanded laterally.

Pleon a little longer in relation to cephalothorax than in female but somites
one to six of the same proportions ; telson two and one-half times as long as sixth
somite, each of its lateral margins with four spines, its rounded distal end with
three spines hut differing from those of female in that the median one is nearly
twice as long as the others; there are similarly two suhapical spines, seated on
the dorsal surface, which are longer than ami of the other telsonic spines (see
fig. 4, tels. $).

First antenna relatively very slightly larger than in female but with flagella
mnre subequal in length, each composed of three distinct segments, the distal
of which is the longest. Second antenna with flagellum reaching well beyond
end of sixth pleon somite.

First peraeopod with carpus reaching a little beyond le%'e1 of anterior margin
of carapace; basis two-thirds as long as remainder of limb; carpus quite as long
as merus and ischium together; propodus and dactylus each longer in relation to
combined lengths of ischium, merus and carpus than in female,

Second peraeopod more than two-thirds as long as first; basis longer than
the next lour segments of limb.

Third peraeopod with no specialized appendages but like fourth with basis
relatively wider and longer than in female and with the usual wide exopods;
i^tae of all posterior peraeopods as in female.
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Fig, 4

Hemilamprops diversa, type female and allotype male; ant., first (antenna (x85);

prp., first to third peraeopods (x 45) ; urop., uropod with fifth and sixth pieon

somites and telson (x 45); end., last segment of endopod of uropod (x 180; spine,

x550); tels., distal end of telson from above (xl80).
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PcduncJi* of uropod linger in relation to fifth pleon somite than in female

but still less than four-fifths a3 long as telson ; in distal half it is armed with
seven short, stout senate spines, preceded by a couple of more slender spines;

endopod only one-third as long again as peduncle and one-fourth as long again

as exopod, the inner margin of its first segment with two dozen spines (alterna-

tively long aud short) and its second joint with five inner spines; third segment
of endopod specialized, there being at second-fourth of length of inner margin
a recess, at both proximal and distal ends of which is an articulated spine more
modified than the others margining the ramus: the proximal spine is curved
backwards and inwards, has two small triangular projections near the base and
has on the inner (or posterior) margin a thin lamellate and serrate plate (fig 4,

end. $ ) ; the spine at posterior end of the recess, and also a short subapical and
longer apical spine of the joint are divided in proximal half by a suture.

Length, 5 mm.

Lot.—New South Wale*: off Btoughton Island (K. Sheard, submarine
light. 11.30 p.m. to midnight Dec. 1938); off Sydney, from stomach of Mor
wong or Jackass Fish

—

Dactylopagrus macraptmis (A C. Simpson, July 1939).
oft* (Toffs Harbour, 50 metres (K. Sheard, A, Trawl, func 1941}; 11 miles off

Eden, 120 metres (K. Sheard, A. Trawl, Mar. 1943.) : off Wata Mooli, 70 metre?
(K. Sheard, A, Trawl, July 1943) ; off Jtbbon, 70 metres (K. Sheard, A. Trawl.
July 1943) ; 4 miles off Eden, 70 metres, in silt (type loc, K. Sheard, Oct. 1943 > ;

5 miles off Eden. 60 metres, on mud < K. Sheard, submarine light, Dec. 1943) ;

14 miles east of Cronulla, ISO metres, nn mud (K. Sheard, Jan. 1944); off

Ulladulla, 75 metres and 60 melres on coarse sand (K, Sheard/ A. Trawl, June
and Aug. 1944). Tasmania: south end of Marion Bay (W. S. Fairbrtdge,
F.uphausiid bottom net, Dec 1944). Types in South Australian Museum, Reg.
No. C. 2,809-2,810.

The sue is a little variable (adult male, Tasmania, 5-5 mm.), as is also the
armature of the lateral margins of telsou and inner edge of first joint of endopod
of uropod

; the spines of the distal end of tclson (three truly terminal and a longer
subapical pair) arc constant. An ovigerous female 5 mm. in length has five

spines on each lateral margin of tclson and fourteen inner spines on first joint
of endopod of uropod. A male lias fourteen short and fourteen longer spines
on inner margin of endopod of uropod

f but the spines of .second aud third joint*
of this ramus arc as in type and paracype adult males. The peduncle of the
uropod may he very slightly longer in relation to the endopod of that appendage
than in the types.

The specialized third segment of the endopod of the uropod of the adult
male seems to be distinctive for the species.

Of the forms referred to HemiUmtprcps and Lamprops, Hvmilampraps (?)
califarnica Zimmer (1936, 429, fig. 36) and perhaps also Lamprops serrata Hart
{1930, 36 (14), fig. 4, F-G) agree with divcrsa in having a pair of telsonic spines
which are neither truly terminal nor lateral. In Zimmer s paper these spines arc
figured and described as being situate "Below, and somewhat external to the two
lateral spines" of the terminal three, whereas iu divcrsa they emanate from al»ove
the three terminal spines. Hart's fig. 4, F shows for Lamprops serrata a pair of
spines seated, apparently, beneath the three terminal spines,

Amongst the differences separating divcrsa from the Califorman species the
different sculpture of the carapace and the proportions of the uropod mav he
mentioned; in Zimmer's species the peduncle of the last-named is as long as the
endopod, and is fully as long as the tclson.
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SUMMARY
The first two representatives of the family Lampropidae to be noted from

Australian waters are described. Both occur, apparently fairly commonly, off

the eastern coasts of Australia and Tasmania, between lat. 34°-43° S, The forms

are Hcmilamprops lata and H, diversa spp. nov,
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO OUR KNOWLEDGE OF THE AUSTRALIAN
TORTRICIDAE (LEPIDOPTERA) PART II

By A. Jei-tekis Tuknkk

[Communicated by H. Womersley, 13 June 1946]

Capua arrythmodes uom. now

a(tpv6nu><h}s t disorderly.

1 substitute this name for C. acritodcs Turn., which is preoccupied.

Subfam. EUCOSMINAK

Hermenias rivulifera n. sp.

rivulifonts, carrying a rivulet.

j$>, 19 mm. Head and thorax pale grey. Falpi o\; grey. Antennae grey}
filiations in male minute. Abdomen grey. Legs fuscous with whitish rings;

posterior pair whitish. Forewings narrow, costa scarcely arched, apex rounded,
(ermen extremely oblique; in male with a broad costal fold reaching beyond two-
thirds; whitish with numerous longitudinal fuscous lines; these combine to form
an undulating median line to apex, basally three-forked, forks subcostal, median,

and one to fold; costal edge fuscous; cilia white with fuscous bars, below mid-
termen pale grey. TTindwings grey; cilia whitish,

Queensland; Maryland, near Stanthorpe, in April ( \V. Li. Barnard); one
specimen.

Hermenias callimita n. sp.

xaXAi/uTo?, prettily threaded.

S> 9, 10-12 mm. Head* thorax, and abdomen fuscous. Palpi 21, whitish.

Antennae fuscous; ciliattons in mate minute. Legs fuscous with whitish rings;

posterior pair mostly whitish. Forewmgs narrow, costa scarcely arched, apex
rounded-rectangular, termen straight, scarcely oblique; hi male without costal

fold; white partly suffused with grey; markings dark fuscous; costal half of

basal area clear white tu one-third, there interrupted and continued as a sub-

costal streak to apex, interrupted again at two-thirds and before apex; many
fuscous dots in basal area; many oblique dark fuscous streaks from apical two-

Ihirds of costa; a curved line from two-thirds of costa to termen bcnealb apex;

a spot above two-fifths dorsum; several fine longitudinal streaks in disc; a white

apical dot; a dark fuscous terminal line; cilia white, on apex blackish, on tornus

grey. Hindwings and cilia grey.

Queensland : Toowoomba in October (\V. B« Barnard) ; two specimens.
Type in Queensland Museum.

Bathrotoma spodostola n. sp.

cr7rtK>ooToA.ov, grey-cloaked.

gj 18 mm. Head and thorax whitish-grey. Palpi 2-i; grey. Antennae
grey; cihations in male minute. (Abdomen missing.) Legs fuscous with whitish

rings; posterior pair whitish. Forewings narrow, costa gently arched to middle,

thence straight, apex rectangular, termen slightly rounded* slightly oblique; in

male with a broad costal fold nearly reaching middle; whitish mostly suffused

with grey; markings fuscous; very numerous costal strigulae; a small sub-basal

median spot ; a series of strigulae on dorsum ; an elongate median spot broader
anteriorly, tapering to a point posteriorly; a wedge-shaped spot above tornus;

Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 70. <2), 1 Dec. 1946
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another wedge-shaped spot beneath apex, connected hy a singula with costa; a
line from apex to midtermen; cilia white with an apical spot and a bar beneath

it, from middle to tornus grey. Hind wings grey ; cilia whitish.

The unusual shape of the forewingvS is .like that of B. melanogmpha Turn.

Western Australia: Margaret River in November; one specimen.

Bathrotoma aethalostola n. sp.

aWxXopToXos, black-cloaked.

9, 15 mm. Head and thorax grey. Palpi 2^; grey. Antennae fuscous

Abdomen pale grey, Legs fuscous with whitish rings: posterior pair whitish.

Forcwings narrow, costa slightly arched, apex suhrectangular, termen straight,

not oblique; grey; markings dark fuscous; a series of minute costal strigulae;

an irregular dorsal blotch from base to two-fifths; a post-median blotch not

reaching dorsum, posteriorly indented and margined with white, anteriorly touch-

ing dorsal blotch; a slender line from costa near apex to midtermen and almost

to tornus; grey with a few dark fuscous bars beneath apex. Hindwiugs grey:

cilia whitish.

Western Australia : Tammin in October; one specimen.

Spilonota brachytycha n. sp.

/fya\i7rrr,Y0s t With short fold.

g . 14 mm. Head, thorax and abdomen grey, Palpi 24; whitish. Antcnne
grey. Forewings with casta slightly arched, apex pointed, termen almost straight,

oblique; male with a broad costal fold reaching one-third; whitish mostly suffused

with grey; a series of oblique fuscous costal strigulae in apical half; a circular

whitish tornal area, posteriorly edged with silvery-white, containing three short

blackish longitudinal lines; a narrow oblique apical dot; cilia grey. Hindwings
pale grey: cilia whitish.

Western Australia: Perth (Mount Dale) in January (W. I!. Barnard); one
specimen.

Spilonota euploca n. sp,

rfaAaieof, well woven.

5, 20 mm. Head fuscous. (Palpi missing.) Antennae fuscous; dilations

in male minute. Thorax fuscous wT ith a grey central spot. Abdomen fuscous

;

tuft grey. Legs fuscous with whitish rings; posterior pair mostly fuscous.
Forewings with costa gently arched, apex rectangular, termen slightly rounded,
slightly oblique; fuscous with dark fuscous and grey-whitish markings; four grey-
whitish spots on dorsum, each with a central fuscous stria; a dark fuscous
prctornal spot; dark fuscous strigulae on basal half of costa; similar markings
edged with grey-whitish on apical half; brownish spots in mid-disc at two-fifths

and one-half ; an erect row of short dark fuscous streaks from tornus half-way
across wing; a dark fuscous submarginal line from costa to near tornus; eili'i

grey with fuscous bars Hindwings grey; cilia whitish.

Queensland: Brisbane in March ; one specimen.

Spilonota sphenophora n. sp.

(T<p^vncf>apn'i 1 bearing a wedge.

3, 12 mm. Head and thorax grey. Palpi 3; grey, lower edge whitish.

Antennae grey. Abdomen pale gTey. Legs fuscous; posterior pair whitish.

Forewings with costa gently arched, apex rectangular, termen straight, slightly

oblique; whitish with patchy grey suffusion and fuscous markings; a series of
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triangular costal dots with intermediate minute dots; some grey dots in disc; a

wedge-shaped spot based on dorsum from two-thirds to tornus, its apex acute

and reaching one-third across disc ; a grey spot before tcrmen containing a short

longitudinal blackish line; cilia grey with some fuscous bars. Hindwings and

cilia pale grey-

New South Wales: Brunswick Heads in January (W. B. Barnard); one

specimen.
Spilonota ebenostigma n. sp.

9j3a>ovTiytJ#Sy with black dots.

# 12-13 mm. Head, thorax and abdomen fuscous. Palpi 3; fuscous,

terminal joint white. Antennae fuscous; ciliations in male minute. Legs grey

with white rings; posterior pair white. Forewings narrow, costa straight,

apex pointed, terinen straight, oblique ; in male with a narrow costal fold

reaching one-third ; whitish partly suffused with grey ; markings fuscous

;

numerous costal dots edged with whitish; basal part of dorsum strigulated; an

irregular spot on one-third dorsum reaching more than half across wing; a

triangular spot on dorsum before tornus ; four black dots in a line from tornus,

first three approximated, fourth above middle; cilia grey-whitish. Hindwings

and cilia grey,

Victoria: Mount Buffalo in June, January; three specimens.

Spilonota dyselia n. sp.

Six^Aios un-illumined.

3,2, 14-16 mm. Head, thorax and abdomen fuscous. Palpi 2; fuscous.

Antennae fuscous; ciliations in male minute. Legs fuscous; posterior pair grey.

Fotewirtgs with costa slightly arched, apex rounded, termen obliquely rounded;

in male with a broad costa] fold nearly reaching middle; fuscous slightly sprinkled

with ochreous-whitish ; some obscurely darker oblique costal strigulae; a fine dark

fuscous terminal iine; cilia fuscous. Hindwings dark grey; cilia grey.

North Queensland: Cairns in August and March; Athcrton in September;

Townsville in June, Queensland: Brisbane in May. Ten specimens.

Spilonota metabola n. sp.

peTapokos, variable.

£. 9, 14-16 mm. Head and thorax whitish-grey. Palpi 4; whitish-grey.

Antennae and abdomen grey. Legs whitish; anterior pair in male fuscous with

whitish rings. Forewings narrow, costa slightly arched, apex pointed, termen

straight, oblique; grey-whitish; markings dark fuscous; a short basal line on

dorsum; two or three fine oblique costal strigiilae, that from one-third longer; a

streak along fold; a median longiiudrnal streak from one-fourth, connected with

a broader streak to apex; cilia whitish. Male without costal fold; markings

except apical streak not developed; some fuscous suffusion on fold and above

middle of disc. Hindwings and cilia grey.

Western Australia: Denmark in March ( W.B. Barnard); two specimens.

I have made the female in the Queensland Museum the type.

Spilonota liphaema n. sp.

Aa<£cu/LUK, pallid.

$-, 9, 12-20 mm. Head, thorax and abdomen whitish-grey. Palpi 3;
whitish-grey- Antennae grey. Legs pale grey with whitish rings; posterior pair

whitish. Forewings narrow, costa slightly arched, apex pointed., termen sinuate,

oblique; male with a broad costal fold extending to middle; whitish sprinkled
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with grey; markings pale fuscous; numerous slender oblique costal striguiae,

longer towards apex; an apical dot; tornal area whitish-grey, edged posteriorly

by a silvery terminal line, containing three minute longitudinal blackish streaks;
cilia grey, apices partly whitish. Hindwings whitish-grey; cilia whitish.

Queensland: Toowoomha in August, September and November (W. B.
Barnard); five specimens. Type in Queensland Museum.

Spilonota zophotypa u. sp.

£i»<£oru7ro?
r with dark markings,

$ , 18 mm. Head, thorax and abdomen fuscous. Palpi Bjfo grey, second
joint with fuscous oblique bar before middle. Antennae grey; ciliations in male
minute. Legs fuscous with whitish rings; posterior pair whitish, Forewings
with costa almost straight, apex obtuse, termen straight, oblique; in male with a
broad costal fold reaching to middle

J
whitish-grey heavily marked with fuscous

;

basal area to two-fifths occupied by fuscous extending two-thirds across wing
and containing dark fuscous dots and costal striguiae, its dorsal margin very
irregular; a narrow fascia from costa beyond middle to tornus, interrupted above
dorsum; four costal dots beyond this, with minute striguiae between them: a
rather long oblique streak from apex; a series of terminal dots; cilia grey with
dark fuscous bars and sprinkling. ITindwings and cilia dark grey.

Western Australia; Denmark in March (W. B. Barnard); one specimen.

Spilonota ochronephes n. sp.

toXpot>€tl>7{K, pale clouded.

<?> 9, 11-14 mm. Head, thorax and abdomen grey-whitish. Palpi 3\;
grey. Antennae grey; ciliations in male one-half. Legs whitish, Forewings
narrow., costa slightly arched, apex pointed, termen. very obliquely rounded; in

male with a narrow costal fold reaching to one-third; whitish with slight grey
suffusion ; markings pale fuscous; numerous minute costal striguiae, better shown
in female; some dots, in disc, more numerous in female; a longitudinal streak
from middle of wing to apex; fine dark fuscous terminal line; cilia whitish, oa
apex dark fuscous. Hindwings and cilia whitish-grey.

Queensland: Brisbane in August; Stradbroke Island in January; Tweed
Heads in September ; Toowoomha in October j Stamhorpe in September.
October, December, January and February. New South Wales: Brunswick
Heads in December. Ten specimens.

Spilonota notosphena n. sp.

j'o>ToiTt£>;i>o$, with dorsal wedge.

$ t
10 mm. Head, thorax and abdomen whitish-grey. Palpi 3V; grey,

terminal joint white. Antennae grey; ciliations in male minute. Legs white;
anterior pair grey_ Forewings narrow, costa scarcely arched, apex acute, termer-
sinuate, oblique; in male with a costal fold reaching two-fifths; white with some
grey suffusion and fuscous markings ; a scries of costal dots and others in basal
area; an oblique mark from above two-fifths dorsum to middle of wing; an out-
wardly oblique wedge-shaped dorsal spot before tornus; a slender line from
three-fourths costa to termen beneath apex; cilia whitish-grey. Hindwings and
cilia grey,

Queensland: Macphcrson Range in November; one specimen.

Spilonota euryptycha n. sp.

€vpvTTTVxos t with broad fold.

S, 11-14 mm. Head, thorax and abdomen grey. Palpi 3£; white, some-
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times with an oblique fuscous line on second segment. Antennae grey. Abdomen
grey. Legs whitish; anterior pair grey. Forewings with costa slightly arched,

apex pointed, termen sinuate, oblique ; male with a broad costal fold extending

to two-fifths; grey; a broad white costal stripe from base to apex; numerous

oblique fuscous lines from costa; a fuscous terminal line; cilia grey, Hindwings

grey ; cilia whitish.

New South Wales: Brunswick Heads in December (W. B, Barnard);

nine specimens.

Spilonota diplostigma n. sp.

SttrA.o<myjxcK, twice branded.

9 9
10 mm. Head, thorax and abdomen grey. Palpi 3h ;

grey, towards apex

white. Antennae grey. Legs grey; posterior pair whitish. Forewings narrow,

costa straight, apex acute, termen sinuate, oblique; white suffused with grey

except a longitudinal median streak; basal area sprinkled and costa strigulated

with fuscous; a broad oblique dark fuscous mark in disc at one-third; a rhombl-

form dark fuscous spot on dorsum before tornus; a slender line from three-

fourths costa to tornus; a terminal line; cilia pale grey. Hindwings and cilia

pale grey.

Queensland: Brisbane in August; two specimens,

Spilonota ammostigma m sp,

afipooTLyfws, branded with sand.

& ,
13-14 mm. Head and thorax whitish-grey. Palpi 3; grey, inner surface

whitish, Antennae grey; ciliations in male minute. Abdomen grey. Legs

whitish; anterior pair grey, Forewings narrow7
, somewhat dilated, costa slightly

arched, apex acute, termen strongly .sinuate, oblique; costal fold in male vestigial;

whitish with slight grey suffusion towards dorsum; markings dark ochreous-

brown; a slender or moderately broad streak from base ending in a pretornal

spot; in female some strigulac on costa near apex, an apical spot, and a short

terminal line; in male these arc obsolete; two or three minute blackish dots above

tornus; cilia grey, on apex blackish, Hindwings grey: cilia grey, towards apex

whitish.

(Queensland: Stanthorpe in October; two specimens.

Spilonota clastomochla n. sp.

xAtxcrro/io^Aors, with broken bar.

£ T £, 13-15 mm. Head, thorax and abdomen fuscous. Palpi 2^; white.

outer surface suffused with fuscous. Antennae fuscous; ciliations in male

minute. Legs fuscous with whitish rings; posterior pair whitish. Forewings
with costa slightly arched, apex pointed, termen sinuate, slightly oblique ; in male

with a narrow costal fold reaching to one- fourth; whitish-grey; a dark fuscous

median blotch, giving off a line to termen beneath apex; a broad whitish-grey

costal streak, which becomes white at apex; this is crossed by oblique fuscous

lines; a dark fuscous spot above tornus; a fuscous terminal line not reaching

tornus ; cilia grey, on apex dark fuscous. Hindwings and cilia grey.

Western Australia: Albany and Nornalup in November; four specimens.

Spilonota mediocunea n. sp,

mediocuncus, with a median wedge,

16 mm. Head and thorax grey-whitish. Palpi 2^; grey. Antennae grey.

Abdomen grey; tuft whitish. .Legs grey; posterior pair whitish. Forewings

narrow, costa slightly arched, apex acute, termen straight, oblique; grey-whitish;
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markings fuscous; a median elongate wedge from base to middle of wings, linear

at base, gradually becoming broader on fold, ending in a sharp point; some costal

strigulac, more numerous towards apex; a terminal grey suffusion, traversed by

two parallel erect lines from before and beyond tornus; a blackish apical dot;

cilia whitish, on apex blackish. Hindwings and cilia pale grey.

Spilonota atmophanes m sp,

aTjwo<£an?s» smoky*

$ f 9, 13-14 mm. Head, thorax and abdomen fuscous. Palpi 3; fuscous.

A ntennae fuscous. Legs fuscous with whitish rings : posterior pair whitish.

Forewings narrow, costa almost straight, apex rounded, termen obliquely

rounded ; male with a broad costal fold extending to middle ; grey with

fuscous markings; a series of minute costal dots; a curved line from four-fifths

costa to an apical dot ; a curved line crossing this from costa before apex to mid-

termen continued to tornus; a spot on base of dorsum; very irregular spots in

disc at two-fifths and three-fifths, the latter larger; some white dots in and
beyond middle; cilia grey with some fuscous bars. Hindwings and cilia

pale grey.

Queensland: Toowoomba in October; Bunya Mountains in April (W. B.

Barnard) ; two specimens.

Spilonota eutbytoma n. sp.

ci'&jto/aos, straight cut,

$, 15 mm. Head, thorax and abdomen dark fuscous. Palpi 3^; white,

a median dot on upper edge of second dot, and lower edge of terminal joint,

fuscous. Antennae fuscoits. Legs fuscous; terminal joint grey-whitish. Fore-

wings with costa slightly arched, apex pointed, termen sinuate, slightly oblique;

on costal side of a straight line from base to apex whitish-grey, traversed by
oblique fuscous costal streaks; on dorsal side of line mostly suffused with

fuscous; tornal area grey; an erect curved transverse white line from before

tornus, preceded by a fuscous dot; a straight transverse erect white line beyond
tornus ; cilia grey ; on apex fuscous.

Tasmania: Strahan in February; one specimen.

Spilonota mesosticha n.sp.

/KorrffTixo*. with median streak.

2 ? 16 mm. Flead grey. Thorax whitish; side tufts fuscous. Palpi 4;
fuscous, inner surface of second joint whitish. (Abdomen missing.) Legs
whitish; anterior pair fuscous. Forewings narrow, costa slightly arched, apex
pointed, termen straight, oblique; whitish with slight fuscous sprinkling; a broad
fuscous streak from base to middle, along fold; a short oblique streak from apex;

cilia whitish. Hindwings and cilia grey.

Spilonota leucopyga n. sp.

AcvjcoTTvyos, whtte-rumped.

$, 12 mm. Head fuscous. Palpi 2^; fuscous, lower edge whitish.

Antennae grey; ciliations in male minute. Thorax whitish mixed wdth fuscous.

Abdomen fuscous; tuft white. Legs whitish; anterior pair fuscous. Forewings
narrow, costa slightly arched, apex pointed, termen straight, oblique; in mate
with a narrow costal fold reaching to one-fourth; fuscous with white markings;
broadly white from base of costa to mid-disc at one-third r enclosing a fuscous

subdorsal spot near base; a senes of costal strigulae separated by fuscous; two
oblique streaks from two-thirds dorum and tornus uniting to form an inverted
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V ; an erect series- of minute black streaks before ternien across middle o£ disc,

the lower three approximated; a black apical dot; a white terminal line; cilia

grey, on apex black. Hindwings dark grey ; cilia whitish.

New South Wales; Kosciusko (3,000 ft.) in January; one specimen.

Spilonota niphosticha n.sp,

vt^offTixos, white-lined.

i , 12 mm. Head grey. (Palpi missing.) Antennae grey; ciliations in male

minute. Abdomen fuscous. Legs whitish; anterior pair fuscous with whitish

rings. Forewings narrow, costa almost straight, apex obtusely pointed, ternien

sinuate, oblique; in male with a moderately broad costal fold reaching one-fourth

;

pale fuscous; costal fold white; a white subcostal streak from base to three-

fourths, interrupted at one-fourth; some costal strigiilae in apical fourth; two

black dots above and before tornus, followed by a curved transverse white line,

this by two minute black dots, and this agaui by a white line; transverse white

line; a fuscous apical dot; cilia whitish, on apex fuscous, Hindwings grey; cilia

pale grey.

Western Australia; Ferth in August ; one specimen received from Mr.

W. H. Matthews.
Spilonota luctfeca n. *p.

lucifcrus, shining.

9, 12 mm. Head grey-whitish. Palpi 3-J; white, outer surface of second

joint grey towards apex. Antennae fuscous. Thorax and abdomen dark

fuscous. Legs, anterior pair fuscous; middle pair whitish with fuscous rings

(posterior pair missing). Forewings narrow, costa slightly arched, apex pointed,

ternien straight, oblique; dark fuscous; markings white with brilliant silvery

Lustre; a series of short costal streaks with slender fuscous centres, first basal

and spotlike, second and third reaching half across disc, fourth short, fifth pro-

longed as a solid silver bar to tornus, fifth very short, sixth, seventh and eighth

rather longer; a short subnnirginal line before middle of ternien; cilia grey,

bases whitish. Hindwings and cilia grey.

Tasmania: Cradle Mountain (3,000 ft.) in February; one specimen.

Spilonota baeodes n. sp.

£atwS?7*, tiny.

5, 9 mm. Head, thorax and abdomen grey. Palpi 2i; grey. Antennae

grey; ciliations in male minute, Legs grey; posterior pair whitish. Forewings

narrow, costa straight, apex acute, termen sinuate, oblique; in male without

costal fold; whitish-grey with numerous minute pale fuscous dots and strigulac;

an irregular pretornal spot ; an apical dot and terminal line; cilia whitish-grey.

Hindwings and cilia pale grey.

Queensland: Brisbane in August ; one specimen,

Spilonota subpallida n. *p,

subpallidus, somewhat pale.

S , 14 mm. Head, thorax and abdomen grey. Palpi 3; grey-whitish.

Antennae grey; ciliations in male minute. Legs grey. Forewings with costa

straight to two-thirds, thence arched, apex obtuse, termen obliquely rounded,
in male with costal fold extending to beyond middle; pale grey with some fuscous

sprinkling; three or four fine, oblique costal streaks towards apex; a white

suffusion before termen containing three fine blackish longitudinal lines; cilia

grey- Hindwings and cilia pale fuscous.

Queensland : Stradbroke Island m September ; one specimen.
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ipatoxvTos, darkly suffused.

S, 20 mm. Head and thorax fuscous. Palpi 6; fuscous. Antennae grey-
Abdomen grey-whitish, towards apex grey. Legs fuscous. Forewings with costa
slightly arched* apex round-pointed, termen rounded, slightly oblique; whitish
sprinkled with fuscous; basal area and a dorsal streak from base to tornus
whitish; four minute whitish dots on apical half of costa; a series of dark fuscous
terminal dots; cilia fuscous with narrow whitish bars. Ilindwings and cilia

grey-whitish.

Western Australia; Yanchep in September; one specimen.

Spilonota pellopis n. sp,

TrcAAwwt-;, grey.

£, 14-16 mm. Head and thora pale ochreous-grey. Palpi 2^; grey, apex
of second joint pale fuscous. Antennae grey; ciliations in male minute. Abdomen
grey. Legs whitish; anterior pair grey with whitish rings. Forewings with costa
slightly arched, apex rectangular, termen slightly rounded, slightly oblique; in

male with a broad costal fold reaching middle; whitish mostly densely suffused
with grey; numerous pale fuscous streaks from costa, short on basal half, longer

and oblique on apical half, and there separated by whitish ; three or four very
fine short longitudinal blackish suhtermmal streaks; ciiia grey. Ilindwings and
cilia pale grey.

New South Wales: Brunswick Heads in January (\V. B. Barnard);
two specimens. Type in Queensland Museum.

Spilonota tornosema n. sp.

Tupvo<n]f.io<;, with tornal marking.

9, 15 mm. Head, thorax and abdomen grey. Palpi 3; grey, lower edge
white. Antennae grey. Legs grey with whitish rings; posterior pair whitish.

Forewings narrow, costa slightly arched, apex rounded, termen obliquely rounded;
grey with patchy brownish suffusion; a series of fuscous dots on basal half of
costa; on apical half oblique strigulac. brownish with fuscous bases; a suffused
subdorsal fuscous spot at two-fifths; an oblique apical fuscous dot; a small
brownish tornal spot traversed by a slender blackish longitudinal line; beyond
this aii erect series of three blackish Sines, edged posteriorly by a silvery line on
termen ; cilia grey, Ilindwings grey ; cilia whitish with a grey sub-basal line.

Western Australia: Perth (Mount Dale) in June (W. B. Barnard) 5 one
specimen.

Spilonota stenophylla n. sp.

<?TevQ<t>v\\o*. narrow-winged.

jfr-j 1344 mm. Head and thorax pale grey. Palpi 3; white mixed with
pale grey. Antennae fuscous. Abdomen gvty; apices of segments dark fuscous.
Legs fuscous

;
posterior pair grey. Forewings very narrow, costa almost

straight, apex pointed, termen sinuate, oblique; male with a narrow costal fold

reaching to one-third; grey with fuscous markings; a white interrupted streak
from base of costa to apex; a series of costal strtgoilae, those near apex separated
by white; a series of dorsal dots from base to two-thirds; a series of dots on
lower edge of white streak from base to one-third; a dark fuscous streak travers-

ing white streak at two-fifths, then bent along its lower edge to termen beneath
apex; tornal area grey containing a short blackish longitudinal line; cilia grey.
Hindwings and cilia pale grey.

Western Australia: Alhany and Denmark in March (W. B, "Barnard) ; two
specimens. Type in Queensland Museum.
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Spilonota poliophylla n. sp.

7roAt.o^uAAiK, grey-winged.

& 9
11 nun. Head, thorax and abdomen grey. Palpi 3i; white, at apex

grey. Antennae fuscous. Legs fuscous with white rings; posterior pair whitish.

Forewings narrow, costa nearly straight, termen sinuate, oblique; male with a

broad costal fold reaching two-fifths; grey with whitish suffusion along costa;

a series of fine fuscous costal strigulae; a slender dark fuscous median streak

from base to apex, expanded by fuscous irroration beyond middle, and then

interrupted; two white apical costal strigulae; tornal area grey with two short

blackish longitudinal streaks; cih'a grey, on apex fuscous. Hindwings pale grey;

darker at apex; cilia pale grey, on apex darker.

Western Australia: Denmark in March (W. R. Barnard); one specimen.

Gen. Hylotfopha nov.

vXa-TpoefiO^ forest-bred.

Palpi porrect ; second joint with projecting hairs above and beneath

,

terminal joint short. Thorax smooth. Forewings with 7, 8, 9 stalked, 7 to

termen. Hindwings with 3 and 4 stalked, 5 approximated, 6 and 7 stalked. A
development of Acroclita.

Hylotropha leptotypa n. sp.

A£7rTo™r<K, lightly marked.

9 , 16 mm. Head and thorax grey . Talpi 2^; grey, internal surface white.

Antennae fuscous. Abdomen fuscous. Legs whitish ; anterior pair fuscous.

Forewings with costa gently arched, apex pointed, termen sinuate, not oblique;

whitish suffused and strigulated with pale grey faintly greenish-tinged; markings

fuscous; basal patch indicated by several transverse lines; a narrow inwardly

oblique fascia from costa about middle to two-fifths dorsum, not fully developed;

several fine longitudinal lines in disc ; a broken suhterminal fascia ; a dark fuscous

apical dot ; cilia grey, on apex dark fuscous. Hindwings and cilia grey.

New South Wales: Mittagong in January; one specimen-

Acrocita seditjosana. Meyr.

Proc. Linn. Soc. N.SAV., 1881, 684.

Spilonnia deloschema Turn., Proc. Linn. Soc. N.SAV.. 1914, 554.

Batrotoma cataplasta Turn., Proc. Linn. Soc. N,S.W., 1915, 192,

Eucosma phacoscia Turn., Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 1916, 534.

North Queensland: Atherton. Queensland: Nambour, Brisbane, Macpher-
son Range, Bunya Mountains, New South Wales: Ebor, Sydney, Hulli.

ACROCTTA XKGTHET.A Turn.

Trans, Roy. Soc. S. Aust, 1916, 524.

Queensland : Bundabcrg, Brisbane, Esk, Toowoomba. One example has

been bred from a larva feeding on Lantana.

Acroclita hemiochra n. sp.

Efiud^pes-j half pale„

$ , 9 , 9-12 mm. Head, thorax and abdomen f uscous. Palpi 2J
? ; whitish,

terminal joint usually fuscous. Antennae fuscous ; in male simple. Legs

fuscous with whitish rings; posterior pair whitish. Forewings with costa

scarcely arched, apex pointed, termen sinuate, oblique; grey-brownish ; a rather

broad suffused white streak from midbase to apex ; numerous dots in basal area
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and on costa dark fuscous; a large spot on three-fifths dorsum followed by a
tawny blotch extending- on termen from apex to tornus, fuscous-brown; a dark
fuscous terminal line preceded by a narrow pink suffusion ; cilia grey-brownish,

bases white, in female more or less mixed with pink. Hindwings and cilia grey.

Western Australia; Denmark in March (W. B. Barnard); four specimens.
Type in Queensland Museum.

Acroclita erythrotypa n. sp.

*pv#/>oTV7ros, marked with red.

9, 14 mm. Head and thorax pale ochreous-grey. Palpi 2£; whitish.

Antennae grey. Abdomen pale fuscous. Legs whitish; anterior pair grey.

Forewings with costa gently arched, apex pointed, termen sinuate, not oblique;

pale ochreous-grey mixed with red; a broad white costal streak from base to

middle, giving off at one-third a white streak to tornus; an apical dot and a
terminal line fuscous; cilia white. Hindwings grey; cilia Avhite, towards
tornus grey.

Western Australia: Albany in February (W. B. Barnard) ; one specimen.

Acroclita rubrisignis n. sp.

rnbrisignis, with red markings.

9 , 14 mm. Head, thorax and abdomen grey. Palpi 3£; whitish. Antennae
grey. Legs, anterior pair grey; middle pair reddish on dorsum; posterior pair

whitish. Forewings with costa slightly arched, apex pointed, termen sinuate,

not oblique; whitish; markings reddish and grey; a grey dorsal suffusion broaden-
ing to half across disc at one-third, narrowing to tornus; an oblique reddish
mark from midcosta towards but not reaching tornus; a scries of minute costal

dots and strigulae; a broad grey terminal fascia; a short upwardly oblique line

from midtermen; a reddish apical dot and terminal line not reaching tornus:
cilia white, bases grey, on apex reddish. Hindwings grey; cilia whitish.

Western Australia: Busselton in October; one specimen.

Acroclita polybalia n. sp.

7roAvfia\io>i f
with many dots.

9, 13 mm. Head grey, Palpi 2; grey. Antennae grey with dark fuscous
annulations, Thorax pale fuscous. (Abdomen missing.) Forewings narrow,
costa slightly arched, apex rounded, termen obliquely rounded; whitish sprinkled
with grey; markings brownish dotted with dark fuscous; a moderate basal patch
with rounded posterior edge; a rather narrow median fascia from two-fifths
costa to three-fourths dorsum; a triangular mark on four-fifths costa; an incom-
plete terminal line; cilia whitish with fuscous sub-basal line. Hindwings and
cilia whitish.

Western Australia; Denmark in April (W- B. Barnard) ; one specimen.

Acroclita ochrophara n. sp.

uixpQ<f>apa<i l pale cloaked.

£,$, 10-12 mm. Head and thorax whitish-ochreous-grcy. Pilpi 2\\
white, sometimes tinged with pale ochreous-grey. Antennae grey; in male
simple. Abdomen fuscous; tuft grey. Legs whitish. Forewings with costa
gently arched, apex pointed, termen sinuate, not oblique; male without costal
fold; ochreous-whitish ; markings reddish; a series of minute costal dots, some-
times pale fuscous; a spot or some suffusion on fold at one-fourth; an oblique
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streak from midcosta; strigulae beyond this silvery-edged; an apical spot; :

a

slender fuscous terminal line; cilia whitish. Hindwings pale grey; cilia whitish.

Western Australia: Albany and Russclton in February (W. B. Barnard);

seven specimens. Type in Queensland Museum.

Acroclita acromochla n. sp*

u^ojuoyAcs, with an apical bar.

fcj 12-14 mm. Head and thorax pale ochreous-grcy ; Palpi 2£; whitish,

terminal joint dark fuscous. Antennae fuscous. Ahdomcn grey. Legs fuscous

with whitish rings; posterior pair except tarsi whitish. Forewings narrow;

costa gentlv arched, apex obtuse, termen strongly sinuate, slightly oblique; basal

area whitish-ochreous; a series of dark fuscous costal dots; a fuscous dorsal

suffusion from near base to two-thirds; a curved ochreous-brown bar from mid-

costa to apex; a slender dark fuscous terminal line preceded by a broader

ochreous-brown line; cilia white, towards apex dark fuscous.

Western Australia: Waroona in January; Perth in February (W. B-

Barnard) ; two specimens. Type in Queensland Museum.

Acroclita nimbata n. sp,

nimbalus, clouded.

<$, 13 mm. Head, thorax and abdomen pale ochrcous-grey. Palpi 2;

whitish. Antennae pale grey; in male simple. Tegs whitish. Forewings with

costa gently arched, apex pointed, termen sinuate, not oblique; male with a narrow

costal fold reaching two-fifths; whitish mostly suffused with grey and with some

fuscous sprinklings; a series of fuscous costal dots; a whitish area on costa from

two-thirds almost to apex, with a curved outline reaching one-third across disc.

defined by a fine fuscous margin; subterminal area grey with fuscous dots and

longitudinal strigulae; a fuscous apical dot; cilia whitish. Hindwings pale grey:

apex and terminal edge ivhitish; cilia whitish.

Queensland; Toowoomba in January (YV. B. Barnard) ; one specimen.

Acroclita commatica n. sp.

*0ju.jLum*<K, impressed.

18 mm. Head and thorax whitish - grey. Palpi 2\ ; white, apex

and a median dot on second joint dark fuscous. Antennae grey.

Abdomen fuscous. . Tegs whitish ; anterior pair grey. Forewings with costa

gently arched; apex pointed, termen obliquely rounded; white mostly suffused

with grey; markings fuscous; a series of short oblique lines from costa with

intermediate dots; some grey suffusion on fold; a longitudinal interrupted

blackish streak above middle from three-fifths to four-fifths; a blackish streak

running to termen hctieath apex; a very fine line from three-fifths costa strongly

curved outwards so as to run through interruption in discal streak, and then

sinuate to mid-dorsuru; a terminal line; cilia whitish. Hindwings and cilia grey.

Western Australia : Collie in November ; one specimen.

Acroclita atacta n. sp.

uTtutro* confused.

$ t 9, 14-16 mm. Head and thorax fuscous-brown. Palpi 2; fuscous-

brown. Antennae fuscous Abdomen fuscous; tuft whitish. Tegs fuscous

with ochreous rings
;
posterior pair ochreous-whitish. Forewings with costa

arched to middle, thence straight, apex obtuse, termen slightly rounded, oblique:

male with a broad costal fold reaching one-third; shining white suffused w ; th
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grey; markings brown and fuscous; basal patch indicated; a fuscous spot on two-

thirds costa. followed by an inwardly oblique grey-whitish suffusion across disc

;

terminal area with four transverse brown lines partly edged with dark fuscous

and anastomosing, separated by confused grey-whitish lines ; cilia fuscous. Hind-
wings and cilia grey.

Queensland: Toowoomba in September and Novanbcr (W. B. Barnard) ;

four specimens. Type in Queensland Museum.

Acroclita albifusa n. sp.

dbifusiis, suffused with whitish.

.$ t 13 mm. Head, thorax and abdomen fuscous. Palpi 2; grey. Antennae
grey-whitish; ciliations in male one-half. Forewings with costa gently arched,

apex rounded, termen obliquely rounded; male with a broad costal fold reach-

ing one-third; ochrcous- whitish with fuscous markings; basal patch well defined

towards costa, deficient towards dorsum ; a series of dark fuscous costal dots and
strigulae; a large roundish dorsal spot before tornus, its apex touching a spot on

two-thirds costa; a grey terminal fascia edged with dark fuscous; cilia ochreous-
whitish with fuscous bars. Hindwings grey; ctlia whitish, towards tornus grey.

Queensland: Toowoomba in September (W. B. Barnard); one specimen.

Ancylis eupena n. sp.

eoTTv/yos, finely woven.

9 , 11 mm. Head and thorax fuscous. Palpi V2 J
ochreous-whitish.

Antennae grey. (Abdomen missing.) Forcwings narrow, costa slightly arched,

apex acute, falcate, termen sinuate, oblique ; whitish posteriorly with some
ochreous suffusion ; basal half with numerous transverse fuscous lines more or

less interrupted into dots
;
posterior half with five broad oblique wedge-shaped

blackish lines separated by white lines; an erect blackish line with slight trans-

verse projections from tornus two-thirds across wing, preceded by ochreous and
followed by grey suffusion; a white terminal line from apex meeting apex of last

costal white line; cilia on apex blackish, beneath apex ochreous, traversed by an
erect blackish line, below middle fuscous. Ilindwings and cilia dark grey.

Queensland: Mount Tambourine in September; one specimen.

Ancylis panolbia n. sp.
3rcu'<?A/3tos', happy.

8 ? 14 mm. Head brown. Palpi 24 ; hrown. Antennae grey; in male simple.

Thorax whitish-grey with dark fuscous dots. Abdomen pale grey; tuft whitish,

Forewings with costa straight almost to apex, apex pointed, moderately falcaite*

termen sinuate, not oblique; male with a narrow costal fold reaching to near
middle; whitish slightly sprinkled with grey; markings fuscous; numerous costal

strigulae; four dorsal spots, near base, at one- fourth, ai one-third, and before
tornus; a slender curved line from three-fourths costa to tornus; an apical spot
and terminal line; cilia fuscous, bases blackish, on tornus whitish. Ilindwings
pale grey; cilia whitish.

Queensland: Mucpnerson Range (Springbrook) in October (W. B. Bar-
nard) ; one specimen.

Procoronis capnophanes n. sp.

KcnrvQrfca.vrj'i, dusky.

3. 15 mm. Head and thorax iuscuns. Palpi 34; fuscous. Antennae fus-
cous; ciiiatmns in male minute Abdomen grey, towards base pale brownisln
Legs whitish-ochreous; anterior and middle pairs with fuscous rings on tibiae
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and tarsi. Forewings with costa arched to middle, thence straight, apex pointed,

termen slightly rounded, slightly oblique; male without costal fold; white witli

extensive fuscous sufluston and strigulae; a large fuscous basal patch, its outer

edge from one-fourth costa to two-fifths dorsum, angled above middle; numerous

fuscous costal strigulae; median area paler; many fine transverse fuscous lines

in apical third of disc, those near termen with whitish between them ; cilia

fuscous. Ilindwings and cilia dark grey.

Queensland: Toowoomba in May (W, H, BarnanU ; one specimen.

Eucosma periptycha n.sp.

TrtptfrTxixps, fenced around.

9, 12 mm. Head and thorax fuscous. Palpi 2i; fuscous; lower edge

whitish. Antennae fuscous. (Abdomen missing.) Forewings narrow, costa

scarcely arched, apex rectangular, termen obliquely rounded: a costal stripe from

base almost to apex white; a series of minute triangular dark fuscous costal dots;

a white dorsal spot near base, sprinkled with fuscous, continued along dorsum
to middle, where it expands triangularly reaching middle of disc; some white

suffusion before tornus, edged posteriorly by a curved dark fuscous line; cilia

white with dark fuscous bars, apices grey. Hindwings grey; cilia whitish.

Western Australia: Albany in February (W. B. Barnard); one specimen.

Eucosma nitida n sp.

nitidus, neat.

9, 14 mm. Head fuscous; face white. Palpi 3; white, second joint with

three transverse fuscous bars. Antennae grey. Abdomen grey; tuft white.

Legs whitish; anterior pair grey. Forewings with costa slightly arched, termen

sinuate, not oblique; white with slight partial grey suffusion; markings dark

fuscous, sharply defined; costal edge dark fuscous to two-fifths; a line from costa

near base to fold, along which it is continued to one-third, where it joins an
oblique stTeak from two-thirds dorsum half across disc; a large pretornal spot;

a series of costal strigulae; a spot on termen above middle; a dark fuscous apical

dot; cilia white with a few dark fuscous points, towards tornus grey. Hindwings

grey; cilia pale grey.

New South Wales; Mittagong in January; one specimen.

Eucosma i-aciiykf-uka Turn,

Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust, 1916, 525.

This species is variable. Of the three specimens before mc only two have

the hindwing veins outlined with dark fuscous, Tri one, there is a whitish spot

with grey strigulae on the middle of the dorsum of the forewings.

Queensland: Brisbane, Macpherson Range (2,500 ft), Toowoomba.

Eucosma anisospila n. sp.

o.vurtMTTrtAo'j, unevenly spotted.

3, $, 12-15 mm. Iiead white. Palpi H; fuscous, apices white. Antennae

fuscous; ciliations in male minute. Thorax white mixed with fuscous. Abdomen
gre}\ Legs fuscous with white rings; posterior pair white. Forewings narrow,

costa gently arched, apex, rounded, termen obliquely rounded; male without costa!

fold; white with dark fuscous spots and dots: several dots near base; an elongate

spot from one-third dorsum to near one-third costa, sometimes forming a com-

plete fascia; a second spot on two-thirds dorsum, sometimes connected with a
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spot on three-fourths costa; a tornal spot, sometimes connected with that on costa;

a variable number of dots on margins and in disc; cilia pale grey. Hindwmgs

grey ; cilia whitish with grey sub-basal line.

Western Australia: Katamunda. near Perth, in December and January

(W. B. Barnard) ; five specimens. Type in Queensland Museum.

Eucosma eridcla el sp.

epifyAos, clearly marked.

2, 13 mm. Head whitish. Palpi 2; whitish. .Antennae fuscous. Thorax

fuscous or whitish. Abdomen fuscous. Legs fuscous; posterior pair whitish.

Forewings with costa slightly arched, apex rectangular, termen sinuate, oblique;

white; markings dark fuscous; a costal series of oblique wedge-shaped streaks

with intermediate dots; a slender curved transverse line at one-third enclosing

basal patch; joined by a slender line from base along fold; sometimes a similar

costal line; a wedge-shaped dorsal spot before tornus, sometimes with a discal

spot above it; a whitish tornal area edged with dark fuscous and containing two

or three minute longitudinal blackish lines; cilia grey. Hindwings and

cilia grey.

North Queensland: Mackay in October; two specimens.

Eucosma charmera n. sp.

xapwpos, pleasing-

<5 ,
18-20 mm. Head and thorax fuscous-brown. Palpi 2-J; grey. Antennae

fuscous; in male simple. Abdomen grey; tuft grey-whitish. Legs fuscous with

ochreous-whitish rings; (posterior pair missing). Forcwings with costa gently

arched, apex rounded, termen sinuate, slightly oblique; male without costal fold;

dark grey tinged with brownish; a dark basal patch, its posterior margin curved

from one-fourth costa to two-fifths dorsum, narrowly edged with whitish; costal

area dark from one-third to apex, containing five pairs of whitish strigulae from
costa; a narrow dark erect wedge-shaped tornal spot, containing some blackish

connected dots ; dorsal area between this and basal patch grey ; tornal area

whitish edged anteriorly and posteriorly by erect silvery lines and containing two
blackish dots; cilia white with three very slender fuscous lines. Hindwings grey;

cilia whitish.

Queensland ; Toowoomba in September, New South Wales : Ebor in

December; two specimens.

Eucosma striphromita n. sp.

aTpujyafitTas, closely threaded.

£ , 9, 13-14 mm. Head and thorax grey. Palpi 2|; white, apex of second

joint grey. Abdomen grey; basal segment brownish.. Legs grey with whitish

rings; posterior pair whitish. Forewings narrow, costa slightly arched, apex
rectangular, termen straight, not oblique; male with a broad costal fold extend-

ing beyond middle; whitish partly suffused with grey: markings fuscous-brown;

numerous costal strigulae; a median fuscous-brown suffusion from near base to

three-fourths ; a scries of long wavy slender closely packed strigulae ; a. pale sub-

terminal spot; a terminal line; cilia white with three fine blackish bars beneath

apex, Hindwings grey; cilia grey, towards apex white.

New South Wales ; Brunswick Heads in December (W- B. Barnard)

;

two specimens. Type in Queensland Museum.
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Eucosma symploca n.sp.

m>ixTr\oKQ^, interwoven.

£, 2
t

10-14 mm. Head grey. Palpi 2; fuscous, inner surface and terminal

joint whitish. Antennae fuscous; in male simple. Thorax fuscous mixed with

whitish. Abdomen fuscous. Legs whitish; anterior pair fuscous with whitish

rings. Forewings strongly arched, apex rectangular, termen straight, not ohlique

;

in male without costal fold; white sprinkled and strigulated with fuscous, mark-

ings dark fuscous edged with black; basal patch large, interrupted by a white

fascia, outer edge from one-third costa to rnid-dorsum, with an acute posterior

tooth on fold; median fascia from one-third costa to near tornus, margins very

irregular, broadest on costa, often with a slender nearly erect process from outer

edge, below middle; a curved line from four-fifths costa to midtermen; an apical

dot; cilia whitish with fuscous bars. Hindwing grey with a whitish terminal

line; cilia grey.

North Queensland : C^pe York in October and November (W. B. Barnard) ;

seven specimens. Type in Queensland Museum.

Eucosma ebenocosma n. sp.

ifitvoKoapo** decorated with black,

2, 16 mm. Head black. Palpi 2^; white, second joint with three black

dots on outer surface. Antennae black. Thorax white with a black posterior spot.

Abdomen grey. Forewings with costa slightly arched, apex obtusely pointed,

termen slightly rounded, slightly oblique; white; markings black; two broad

oblique streaks from costa, first from one-fourth to below middle at one-third,

second from midcosta to mid-disc at two-thirds, the two broadly connected in

disc and produced in a triangular expansion extending from apex to midtermen;

a dot on base of dorsum; a triangular mark from three-fourths dorsum, its apex

touching apical triangle; cilia fuscous, on apex and midtermen black. Hindwixigs

and cilia dark grey.

North Queensland; Kuranda; one specimen received from Mr. F. P. Dodd.

Eucosma phaeoloma n. sp.

ifHuoktufios, dark-fringed.

<? , 12 mm. Head and thorax dark fuscous. Palpi 2; dark fuscous.

Antennae dark fuscous. Abdomen brownish. I^egs fuscous, Forewings narrow,

costa straight, apex obtuse, termen slightly rounded, oblique; male with a broad

costal fold reaching two-fifths; grey-rvhitish sprinkled with fuscous; a broad

fuscous costal streak from base to apex, with a series of oblique dark fuscous

strigulae in apical half; four minute blackish dots in an erect hue from tornus;

an apical dark fuscous spot giving off a slender fuscous submarginal line; a pale

terminal line; cilia brown, bases dark fuscous. Ilindwings with 3 and 4 co-

incident; grey; cilia grey.

North Queensland: Lake Barrine, Atherton Tableland, in June; one

specimen.

Eucosma dolichosticha n. sp.

SaXixoanxos, with long lines. B

$ j 15 mm. Head, antennae and thorax pale grey, Palpi 1£; pale grey.

(Abdomen missing.) Forewings with costa gently arched, apex rectangular,

termen sinuate, not oblique; mate with a narrow costal fold extending to about

middle; ochreous-whitish with some fuscous sprinkling, markings dark fuscous;
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a broad subcostal suffusion from near base to termen, containing several long

dark fuscous lines; numerous oblique costal strigulae; a strongly oblique line

from midcosia to middle of disc, with two others slightly beyond and parallel,

all ferruginous-edged ; two less oblique and converging subapieal lines; a white

tornal area, edged anteriorly by a fuscous line, and containing three slender

longitudinal blackish lines; a terminal line; cilia fuscous, apices whitish. Hind-

wings grey; cilia whitish.

North Queensland: Cape York in April (W* ti. Barnard): one specimen.

Eucosma psammopasta n. sp.

X<i{ji.fjLorauTo^ sprinkled with sand.

o, 15 mm. Head, thorax and abdomen fuscous-brown. Palpi 2; brown-
whitish. Antennae fuscous; in male simple. Legs whitish-ochrcous; anterior

pair with dark fuscous rings. Forewings with costa slightly arched, apex
rounded, termen slightly rounded, slightly oblique; in male without costal fold;

white; markings brownish; a basal patch containing many blackish dots, its outer

margin faintly indicated; a moderate median fascia from midcosta to three-fifth*

dorsum, partly edged with blackish dots and strigulae; a slightly curved fascia

from three-fourths costa to tornus, edged anteriorly writh blackish dots ; a series

of blackish costal dots; a line blackish line close to termen • a fine fuscous line

round apex; cilia whitish. Ilindwings pale grey; a tine fuscous line round apex;
cilia whitish.

North Queensland: Cape York in May (W. B. Barnard); one specimen.

Eucosma euprepes n. sp.

eu7rp€7r//<;, comely.

8 , 12 mm. Head and thorax fuscous. Palpi 2; fuscous. Antennae fuscous ;

in male simple. Abdomen fuscous; tuft grey. Legs whitish with fuscous rings;

posterior pair wholly whitish. Fcrewings with costa strongly arched, apex rect-

angular, termen straight, not oblique; fuscous with dark fuscous transverse lines

and strigulae; towards dorsum white; a small basal patch, its posterior edge

indicated by a transverse line with sharp median angle; a moderate fascia from
one-fourth costa to one-third dorsum, edged with dark fuscous, posterior edge

angled above dorsum, a fascia from costa before middle to termen before tormu,

broad on costa, narrow on dorsum, giving off a short line towards apex, which
partly encloses a white spot; a regular series of dark fuscous costal dots with
intermediate strigulae; a slender hue from three-fourths- costa ending in three

short branches to termen below middle; a dark fuscous apical dot; cilia grey

with whitish apices.

North Queensland: Cape York in October (W. B, Barnard)
j one specimen.

Eucosma diaema n. sp.

Stat/Aos, blood-stained,

9 , IK mm. Head and thorax pale ochreous-grey. Palpi 34; pale ochreou**

grey. Antennae grey. Abdomen pale fuscous; tiift whitish. Forewlngs rather

broad, costa gently arched, apex rounded, termen slightly rounded, slightly

oblique; pale ochreous-grey with slight reddish suffusion on dorsum and beneath

midcosta ; a triangular reddish apical blotch nearly reaching tornus, preceded by
a suffused whitish line; some minute fuscous costal dots; cilia whitish, bases

barred with fuscous. Hindwings grey ; cilia whitish.

Queensland: one specimen bred from fruit. Unfortunately the record of

localitv and food plant has been lost.
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Eucosma leuconephela n. sp.

Xtvicovetfrekos, clouded with whitish.

3, 16 mm. Head and thorax fuscous-brown. Palpi 24; fuscous-brown.
Antennae grey ; ciliattons in male minute. Abdomen fuscous. Legs grey

;

posterior pair whitish. Forewings with costa gently arched, apex pointed, termen
sinuate, not oblique; male without costal fold; fuscous-brown; posterior two-
thirds of costal area whitish with many longitudinal fuscous-brown lines; a large

basal patch ; a costal scries; of dark fuscous oblong dots ; an apical dot ; cilia

brown. Hindwings grey; cilia whitish, bases grey-

New South Wales: Ebor in December; one specimen,

Eucosma syntaractis n. sp.

thwftuafcTic, confused.

Jfi."?} 13-16 mm. Head fuscous; face ochreous-whUish. Palpi 2\\ fuscous,

upper edge ochreous-whitish. Antennae fuscous; ciliattons in male one-fourth.

Thorax fuscous. Abdomen ochreous-grey ; tuft whitish. Legs dark fuscous;
posterior pair whitish, Forewings with costa gently arched, apex pointed,

termen obliquely rounded; male without costal fold; whitish more or less suffused

with grey; markings fuscous; basal patch not well developed, but posterior edge
sometimes distinct ; an irregular series of oblique costal strigulac ; a median costal

spot at two-thirds, sometimes connected with costa and termen beneath apex; a

terminal line; cilia grey, bases whitish. Hindwings pale grey; cilia whitish.

New South Wales: Brunswick Heads in December (W. B. Barnard);
six specimens. Type in Queensland Museum,

Eucosma tornocosma n. sp.

TopvoKoapos, with tornal ornament,

$, 14 mm. Head and thorax brown. Palpi 2; fuscous, inner surface and
terminal joint whitish. Antennae fuscous. (Abdomen missing.) Legs fuscous
with whitish rings; posterior pair whitish. Forewings narrow, costa nearly
straight, apex pointed, termen sinuate, oblique; brown mixed with fuscous; a
series of fuscous costal dots; a whitish spot containing fuscous dots on mid-
dofsum; a brown tornat triangle traversed by a longitudinal blackish line, edged
posteriorly by a silvery terminal line, and above by a curved fuscous line; a
fuscous apical dot with a minute white centre; a fuscous terminal line; cilia grey
with a fuscous median line. Hindwings and cilia pale grey.

Queensland: Noosa in May; Brisbane; two specimens. Mr. A. R. Dodd
has bred one example from Lantana.

Eucosma ochrotorna n. sp.

txpoTopw, with pale tornus.

2 , 13 mm. Head and thorax fuscous. Palpi 2; grey-whitish, upper edge
fuscous. Antennae fuscous; in male dentate with minute ciliations. Abdomen
fuscous; tuft grey-whitish. Legs whitish; anterior pair fuscous. Forewings
dilated posteriorly, costa rather strongly arched, apex rectangular, termen almost
straight, oblique; male with a broad costal fold extending to beyond middle;
whitish with grey strtgulae; towards costa grey-suffused; a series of dark fuscous
costal strigulae separated by whitish; basal patch indicated by a fuscous spot at

one-third* posteriorly bidentate, connected by a slender oblique line with costa

;

median patch from two-thtrds costa, narrow, strongly oblique to middle, there
interrupted, completed by an oblong spot on three-fifths dorsum; a dark fuscous
sinuate line from three-fourths costa to nudtertnen, preceded by a broad grey
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suffusion ; tornal area occupied by a large whitish suffusion extending almost to

costa ; cilia whitish. Hindwings whitish ; towards apex grey with fuscous

strigulae; a broad grey and fuscous suffusion on dorsum; cilia whitish.

New South Wales: Brunswick Heads in December (W. E. Barnard);
one specimen.

Eucosma transfixa n. sp,

transfixus, pierced through.

9 , 16 mm. Head and thorax pale grey. Palpi 2\\ grey. Antennae fuscous.

Abdomen fuscous; dorsum of first segment white. Legs pale grey; posterior pair

whitish. Forewings with costa slightly arched, apex subrectangular, termcn
straight, slightly oblique; whitish with some grey suffusion; markings fuscous;

a longitudinal streak from near base to apex, interrupted at one-third; a series

of minute costal dots; a dorsal spot before tornus; an apical dot; cilia whitish.

Hindwings and cilia grey.

North Queensland : Kuranda in June; one specimen.

Eucosma gracilistria n. sp.

gracilisfrius, with slender lines.

9, 15 mm. Head and thorax brownish-fuscous. Palpi 2\\ brownish-
fuscous. Antennae fuscous. Abdomen ochreous-whitish. Legs grey; anterior

pair fuscous with whitish rings; posterior pair whitish. Forewings with costa
gently arched, apex rectangular, termen sinuate, not oblique; ochreous-whitish
with fuscous markings; basal three-fourths of costa with minute strigulae; an
oblique line from three-fifths costa, becoming transverse about middle, ending on
three-fifths dorsum; several fine longitudinal lines running into this; a series of
more or less interrupted fine lines running from median line to termen; three
oblique streaks from apical part of costa; an apical dot; a terminal tine; cilia

ochreous-whitish with a median fuscous line. Hindwings with 2 and 3 connate;
grey-whitish; cilia grey-whitish.

North Queensland: Palm Island in May; one specimen,

Eucosma apicmota n. sp.

apicinotas, with apical mark.

j}-, 12 mm. Head and thorax whitish. Palpi 2\\ grey-whitish. Antennae
grey with dark fuscous annulations ; in male simple. Abdomen whitish-grey.
Legs grey; posterior pair mostly whitish. Forewings narrow, costa slightly

arched, apex obtuse, termen sinuate, oblique; male without costal fold; pale grey;
markings dark fuscous; a broad whitish costal streak beyond middle; some
whitish suffusion in dorsal area; a series of minute costal dots; a whitish suffu-
sion before tornus, containing two minute longitudinal blackish streaks ; an apical

spot, cilia grey, on apex dark fuscous. Hindwings with 2 and 3 long-stalked or
coincident; whitish; cilia whitish.

North Queensland: Mackay in August; one specimen.

Euosma polymita n. sp.

irxAoiMTte, with many threads.

$ , 9 , 12-15 mm. Head and thorax white. Palpi 2\\ white, in male with
apex of second Joint fuscous. Antennae grey, in male with minute ciliations.

Abdomen grey; tuft whitish. Legs fuscous; posterior pair whitish. Forewings
with costa scarcely arched, apex rectangular, termen straight, not oblique; in male
with a broad costa! fold extending beyond middle; whitish with patchy grey
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suffusion and fuscous markings; numerous fine oblique costal strigulae: an

irregular spot on fold at one-third connected by a line or by suffusion with base;

a line from three-fourths costa to midtermen, closely followed and connected

with a parallel line; dorsal area except near base whitish, traversed by fine

oblique threads, which anastomose confusedly in disc ; a wedge-shaped apical dot

;

cilia white with some fuscous bars. Hindwings grey; cilia grey, on apex white.

New South Wales: Brunswick Heads in December and January (W. B.

Barnard); four specimens.. Type in Queensland Museum.

Eucosma perversa n. &p.

pcntersuSf askew.

(J , 13 mm. Head and thorax ochreous-whitish. Palpi 2
\
pale grey. Antennae

grey; in male simple. Abdomen whitish; towards apex grey. Legs fuscous;

posterior pair whitish. Forewings narrow,, costa slightly arched, apex round-

pointed, termen straight, oblique; male without costal fold; whitish with some

grey sprinkling; markings fuscous; a large basal patch with posterior edge angled;

numerous fine oblique lines from costa; a suffused oblique line from midcosta,

broadening in middle of disc, connected with a suffused spot before termen; a

spot before tornus; a slender line from costa before apex to midtermen; an

apical dot; two or three minute longitudinal lines in tornal area; cilia whitish

with a median fuscous line, Hindwings and cilia grey-whitish.

Queensland: Yeppoon in June; one specimen,

Eucosma atripuncti* n. sp.

atrip unctis, with black dots.

$ t
12-15 mm. Head and thorax dark fuscous. Palpi J^; pale grey. Antennae

fuscous; in male simple. Abdomen fuscous. Legs ochreous-whitish; anterior pair

fuscous. Forewings narrow, costa almost straight, termen sinuate, not oblique;

male without costai fold; whitish more or less heavily sprinkled with dark grey;

markings dark fuscous; basal patch undefined; a series of oblique costal streaks,

more or less thickened on costal margin; an oblique bar from one-fourth dorsum,

not reaching costa, anteriorly suffused, posteriorly well defined, sometimes

interrupted ; in one example the dorsal bar is succeeded by a broad white patch

;

two to four minute elongate black dots in an erect line beyond tornus ; edged

posteriorly by a white line; a tornal spot; cilia fuscous with a whitish basal line.

Hindwings grey: cilia grey-whitish, with a sub-basal dark line.

Queensland : Bunya Mountains in March ; three specimens.

Eucosma aspersa n. sp.

oJpersuSj splashed,

£,2, 15-16 mm. Head, thorax and abdomen grey. Palpi 2; pale grey.

Antennae grey; in male .simple. J-egs grey; posterior pair whitisin Forewings

slightly arched, apex pointed, termen sinuate, not oblique; in male without costa!

fold ; grey with fuscous markings ; a broad longitudinal suffusion from near base

to termen beneath apex; a series of fine short oblique costal strigulae; a slender

oblique line from midcosta to central suffusion, and a simitar line from two-thirds

costa to termination of suffusion; a broad white splash in tornal area, containing

three or four black dots, and edged posteriorly by a curved silvery line; cilia

grey. Hindwings grey; cilia grey-whitish.

North Queensland; Cape York m April and May (W. B. Barnard); two
specimens. Type in Queensland Museum.
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Eucosma polypiega n. sp.

TrokvTrXtryos, with many stripes.

£ f 13 mm. Head snd thorax pale fuscous. Palpi 3; whitish. Antennae
grey; ciliations in male minute. Abdomen grey-whitish. Legs whitish; anterior

pair grey. Forewings with costa slightly arched, apex rectangular, termen
obliquely rounded; in male without costal fold; whitish with pale fuscous mark-
ings; some dots in basal area; numerous short oblique lines from costa; central

area irregularly suffused, and connected hy several oblique lines with dorsum;
a subterminal suffusion; an interrupted terminal line; an apical dot; cilia whitish

with some fuscous bars. Ilindwings pale grey; cilia whitish.

Queensland: Caloundra in September; one specimen.

Eucosma acrosema n.sp,

aicpouTipo'i, with apical mark.

& y 14 mm. Plead and thorax grey-whitish. Palpi 4; grey-whitish.

Antennae pale grey; in male simple. Abdomen grey; base of dorsum brownish;
tuft whitish. Legs grey; posterior pair whitish. Forewings narrow, dilated

posteriorly, costa slightly arched, apex pointed, termen sinuate, not oblique; in

male with a narrow costal fold reaching two-fifths; whitish with slight fuscous
sprinkling; markings fuscous; a median spot at one-third; another at two-thirds,

its lower pole with a fine curved process towards tornus ; some oblique costal

strigulae beyond middle; a blackish apical dot, giving off a slender terminal line

not reaching tornus; cilia grey-whitish, on apex blackish.

New South Wales: Brunswick Heads in December (W. B. Barnard);
one specimen.

Eucosma leucopleura n. sp.

AevKoirXtwo?, with white costa.

£, 9, 14-16 mm. Head, thorax and abdomen grey. Palpi 4; grey-

Antennae grey; in male simple. Legs grey; posterior pair whitish. Forewings
narrow, costa scarcely arched, apex pointed, termen sinuate, oblique; male with-

out costal fold; a broad white or grey-whitish costal streak from base to apex,
attenuated at extremities; a series of fine oblique lines from apical half of costa,

near apex edged beneath with blackish; a blackish or fuscous median dot at

four-fifths; a slender terminal line not reaching tornus; a blackish apical dot;
cilia pale grey. Hindwings with 3 and 4 stalked or coincident; pale grey; cilia,

pale grey.

Queensland; Stanthorpe in September. New South Wales: Brunswick-
Heads in December. Four specimens (W. B. Barnard). Type in Queens-
land Museum.

Eucosma leuconota n. sp.

AcvKowro?, with white dorsum.

$ , 14 mm. Head and thorax white mixed with dark fuscous. Palpi 3;
fuscous, at base and apex white. Antennae fuscous. Abdomen grey; penulti-
mate segments fuscous. Legs whitish; anterior pair fuscous with whitish rings.

Forewings with costa slightly arched, apex pointed, termen sinuate, oblique;
white with dark fuscous markings ; a small basal patch connected with a central

patch extending to three-fourths; a series of costal dots; an oblique wedge-
shaped dorsal spot before tornus; an irregular apical patch; an incomplete
terminal line ; cilia white, on apex dark fuscous. Hindwings and cilia grey-

New South Wales: Brunswick Heads in January ( W. B. Barnard);
•one specimen.
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Eucosma austera n. sp.

Qusterus, gloomy,

a, 9, 14-16 ram. Head, thorax and abdomen grey, Palpi 1£; grey.

Antennae grey; in male simple. Legs grey with whitish rings; posterior pair

whitish. Forewings with costa slightly arched, apex rectangular, termen sinuate,

not oblique; male with costal fold reaching one-third; grey with fuscous strigulac

on costa; a slender strongly oblique line from three-fourths costa to termen;

sometimes irregular whitish suffusion or blotches and fuscous spots in disc;

some fuscous suffusion on tornus; supratornal area grey, edged posteriorly by

a white subterminal line, ?rnd containing three short longitudinal blackish streak*;

a fuscous apical spot and terminal line; cilia grey, Hindwings with 3 and 4

coincident; brownish-grey; cilia grey,

Queensland : Brisbane in December ; Toowoomba in October (W. B.

Barnard) ; ten specimens.

Eucosma eurypolia n. sp,

topwroXtoS) broadly grey.

#, 18 mm. Head and thorax grey. Palpi if; white with grey dots.

Antennae grey; ciliations in male minute. (Abdomen missing.) Legs fuscous

with whitish-ochreous rings; posterior pair whitish. Forewings with costa

slightly arched, apex rounded, termen obliquely rounded; male without costal

fold
;
pale grey ; a fuscous basal spot on costa, not reaching dorsum, connected

with an irregular median costal spot; apical half of costa with short pale streaks

divided and separated by fuscous; an oblique fuscous subapical bar; cilia fuscous

above and grey below middle of termen. Hindwings grey ; cilia fuscous.

Queensland: Tweed Heads (Burleigh) in September (W. B, Barnard);

one specimen.

Eucosma ceratodes n. sp.

*€/>utw8i;s, horn-coloured.

fcj 16 mm. Head, thorax and abdomen fuscous-brown. Palpi 3; grey.

Antennae grey. Legs grey; posterior pair ochreous-whitish. Forewings with

costa gently arched, apex rectangular, termen sinuate, not oblique ; fuscous-brown

;

a slight fuscous median suffusion connected with a similar subterminal suffusion ; n

small semilunar tornal spot, brown partly edged with blackish; cilia brown. Hind-

wings and cilia grey.

North Queensland: Cape York in October (W. R. Barnard) ; one specimen.

Eucosma fulva n. sp.

fuhms, yellowish-brown.

$ t 14 mm. Head and thorax pale ochreous-grey. Palpi 2i; pale ochreous-

grey, Antennae fuscous; in male simple. Abdomen ochrcous-fuscous ; tuft

whitish-ochreous. Legs ochreous-grey ; posterior pair whitish-ochreous. Fore-

wings with costa gently arched, apex rectangular, termen slightly rounded,

oblique; male without costal fold; ochreous-whitish with yellowish-brown suffu-

sion and markings; numerous slender transverse lines in basal half; in apical halt

these lines are mostly confluent and curved ; a slight subterminal fuscous suffusion

above dorsum; cilia ochreous-whitish; bases grey. Hindwings dark grey; cilia

grey mixed with ochreous-whitish.

Queensland : Stanthorpe in January (W, B. Barnard) - one specimen.

Eucosma phaedropa n. sp.

^aifipwTrow, cheerful.

S t
14-15 mm. Head and thorax fuscous-brown. Palpi 2£; fu&couv
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Antennae grey. Abdomen fuscous. Legs fuscous with whitish rings; posterior

pair grey. Forewings with costa scarcely arched, apex round-pointed, termen
sinuate, not oblique; brown, numerous minute fuscous and whitish strigulae on
costa; basal patch undefined; a short sub-basal fuscous line on dorsum, with

some whitish suffusion above; an irregular median dorsal whitish suffusion; a

fuscous triangle based on dorsum from two thirds to tornus; a large whitish

tornal area with some grey sprinkling, edged posteriorly by a grey terminal line,

and above by a thick blackish curved line; a hlackish apical dot; cilia whitish,

apices partly fuscous. Hindwings and cilia grey.

Queensland; Toowoomba in April and May (W, B. Barnard); two speci-

mens. Type in Queensland Museum.

Eucosma ammopastca n. sp.

ufxpoiravTos, sprinkled with sand.

3 , 14-16 mm. Head and thorax whitish-brown. Palpi 2; fuscous, base

and apex white. Antennae grey, ciliations in male minute. Abdomen pale

oehrcous-grey; tuft whitish. Legs grey ot fuscous, with whitish rings; posterior

pair whitish, Forewings with costa slightly arched, apex pointed, termen altnost

straight, oblique; male with a narrow costal fold reaching to two-fifths; whitish

sprinkled and striguJated with brown ; a costal series of strigulae fuscous at their

bases ; middle of disc with irregular brown markings and sometimes sprinkled

with fuscous; a white terminal line closely preceded by a brown or fuscous line;

cilia brown. Hindwings with 3 and 4 connate; pale grey; cilia whitish.

New South Wales: Broken Hill in March; two specimens.

Eucosma tornocycla n. sp-

TvproKXos, with tornal ring.

<3 . 9 . 14 mm. Head and thorax fuscous. Palpi 2; fuscous. Antennae
grey ; ciliations in male minute. Abdomen grey. Legs fuscous with whitish

rings; posterior tibiae and femora whitish. Forewings with costa slightly arched,

apex pointed, termen obliquely rounded; male without costal fold; dark grey;

basal third suffused with whitish except margins and a median line; numerous
dark fuscous costal dots separated by minute white strigulae; a large grey tornal

blotch reaching three-fourths across wing, edged with fuscous, containing three

minute longitudinal blackish streaks separated by white lines ; a dark fusccus
apical dot; cilia grey mixed with fuscous and whitish, Hindwings and cilia

pale grey.

North Queensland: Eungella in June. Queensland: Toowoomba in April,

Two specimens.

Eucosma dasycerca n. sp.

SaavKtpKGs. bushy- tailed.

3 , 9
i
15 mm. Head and thorax white. Palpi 2; fuscous, terminal joint

and apex of second white. Antennae grey, basal joint white; ciliations in male
minute. Abdomen grey, ending in a terminal dense tuft of long ochreous-whitish
hairs. Legs grey; posterior pair whitish. Forewings narrow, costa slightly

arched, termen straight, oblique; in male without costal fold; white with grey
and fuscous markings; a grey costal streak from base to near apex; a grey dorsal

streak from base to tornus, thickened at three-fifths, where its upper edge is

rounded and capped with fuscous; some fuscous suffusion above tornus; a
fuscous oblique streak behind termen from apex; a fuscous terminal line; cilia

white, bases fuscous except below middle, on tornus grey. Hindwings grey;
cilia whitish.

Queensland: Toowoomba in March (\V. B, Barnard) ; two specimens.

Type in Queensland Museum.
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Eucosma prosphiles n. sp.

irpoaptXyp, pleasing.

3 , $ » 10-11 mm. Head, thorax and abdomen pale grey. Palpi 2\\ whitish.

Antennae pale grey; ciliations in male minute. Legs whitish; tarsi with dark

fuscous rings. Forewings with costa gently arched, apex rounded, termen

straight, slightly oblique; male without costal fold; white with brown markings

and blackish strigulae; a sub-basal transverse line; a narrow transverse fascia at

one-fourth; a moderate outwardly curved fascia from before middle of costa to

mid-dorsum, its margins strongly dentate, sometimes with a blackish dot or short

longitudinal line above middle; a narrow brownish or grey fascia from three-

fourths costa to tornus, .sometimes interrupted by blackish dots; a series of

blackish costal dots, separated by white or brown; a strong curved blackish line

from costa to termen cutting off extreme apex; a slender blackish terminal line;

cilia white, partly tinged with brown. Hindwings pale grey; a slender blackish

line round apex; cilia grey-whitish.

North Queensland: Cape York in April (W. B. Barnard); six specimens.

Type in Queensland Muscutn.

Eucosrna tapina n. sp.

ranavo^ modest.

jfj 16 mm. Head pale grey. Palpi 3; white, apex of second joint grey.

Antennae grey; in male simple, Thorax brownish-grey, Abdomen ochreous-

whitish. Legs whitish; anterior tarsi fuscous with whitish rings. Forewings

with costa slightly arched, apex pointed, termen sinuate, scarcely oblique; male

without costal fold; grey- whitish with some brownish and fuscous sprinkling,

terminal half more suffused; numerous oblique brown costal strigulae, one from
middle long; a short erect silvery line from above tornus, and another before

midtcrmen, between these several fine longitudinal blackish lines; cilia whitish-

grey, towards apex and above torn us fuscous. Hindwings grey; cilia whitish.

New South Wales : Brunswick Heads in January (W, B. Barnard)

;

one specimen.

Eucosma neurosticha n.sp.

vcvpovTixos> with lines on veins.

3 , 18 mm. Head and thorax ochreous-grey. Palpi 3; fuscous, upper edge
ochreous-grey. Antennae dark fuscous; ciliations in male minute. Abdomen
ochreous grey, towards apex fuscous. Forewings narrow, costa slightly arched,

apex pointed, termen slightly rounded, oblique ; male without costal fold

;

ochreous-grey-whitish with some fuscous sprinkling and markings; sub-basal

median and dorsal dots ; irregular median spots at one-third and two-thirds, the

former connected with dorsum; slender oblique costal strigulae in apical half;

veins in terminal area slenderly fuscous; an ochrcous-whitish terminal line

preceded by a dark fuscous line ; cilia grey with fuscous points. Hindwings with

3 and 4 connate ; grey ; cilia grey.

Queensland : Murrurundi in February ; three specimens received from
Dn B, L. Middleton.

Bactra capnopepla n. sp.

ttaTrt'OimTrkft* in dark clothing.

<? , 15 mm. Head and thorax fuscous. Palpi 2; fuscous. Antennae fuscous;

ciliations in male minute. Abdomen brownish-grey; tuft grey. Legs fuscous;

tarsi with whitish rings ;
posterior pair grey-whitish. Forewings narrow, costa

gently arched, apex pointed, termen sinuate, oblique ; whitish suffused and
minutely reticulated with fuscous, appearing grey; markings dark fuscous; a
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series of minute costal strigulae; a slender slightly curved line from one-third
costa just crossing fold, sometimes interrupted ; an oblique line from costa beyond
middle half across disc, there much thickened and gradually bent upward* to
apex; sometimes interrupted; an apical dot and terminal line; cilia grey with
whitish and fuscous points. Hindwings and cilia grey,

Queensland: Noosa in October; one specimen.

Bactra ablabes n. sp.

a/?Aa/?»/?, harmless.

$ . 16 mm. Head and thorax fuscous. Palpi H; grey. Antennae fuscous;
eiltations in male one-third. Abdomen brownish-grey; tuft grey-whitish. Legs
fuscous (posterior pair missing). Forewings narrow, costa gently arched, apeN
obtuse, termen straight, oblique; whitish suffused with grey and slightly brownish
tinged; markings dark fuscous; numerous short oblique costal strigulae; a small
spot in disc at one-third, followed by a terminal fuscous suffusion; an apical dot
and terminal line; cilia grey with an ochreous-whitish basal line. Hindwings
and cilia grey.

New South Wales: Brunswick Heads in December (W. B, Barnard);
one specimen.

Eucosma aulacota n. sp.

nuAojcoros, furrowed.

£ , 17 mm. Head whitish on crown, sides and face grey. Palpi 2\\ whitish,
basal half of second joint grey, sharply defined. Antennae grey; in male simple.
Thorax whitish; tegulae pale brownish. Abdomen grey. Legs whitish partly
suffused with fuscous; posterior pair wholly whitish. Forewings with costa
slightly arched, apex rectangular, termen rounded, not oblique; male with a broad
costal fold extending to middle; whitish with numerous fuscous lines and strigulae
on dorsum and in tornal area; short strigulae on costa, with a small spot on
slightly beyond middle; long slender oblique lines in disc, those nearer termen
transverse; a small narrow mark on tornus; cilia whitish with fuscous bars.
Hindwings and cilia grey,

Queensland: Killarney (Acacia Plateau, .2,000 ft.) in October; one specimen,

Bactra eurysticha n r sp.
ct-puffrt^o?, broadly striped.

$ , 16 mm. Head and thorax grey. Palpi 2J; grey. Antennae grey; dila-
tions in male one-half. Abdomen pale grey; tuft whitisn. Forewings with costa
gently arched, apex round-pointed, termen slightly rounded, slightly oblique;
grey ; an ochreous-whitish median line from base to three-fourths, there broadened
and directed upwards to apex; cilia ochreous-whitish. Hindwings pale grey;
cilia whitish.

New South Wales: Mittagong in February; one specimen.

Herpystis chrysosema n. sp.

Xpvtrooiifxosi with golden markings.

2 r 16 mm. Head whitish-brown. Palpi 24; brown. Antennae fuscous.
Thorax and abdomen brownish-fuscous. Legs fuscous with whitish-ochreous
rings; posterior pair whitish-ochreous. Forewings with costa slightly arched,
apex rectangular, termen slightly rounded, slightly oblique; whitish-ochreous
partly suffused with fuscous; markings deep golden-brown; a basal patch com-
posed of three transverse lines, its posterior edge nearly straight; closely followed
by a median spot at oue-foarth, connected with a costal spot; a fascia from
three-fifths costa, bent inwards above middle, continued to three-fifths dorsum,.



preceded and followed by some fuscous suffusion; a pretornal etongate-obtong
spot; a line from three-fourths costa to termen above tornus; a parallel sub-
apical line; an apical spot; cilia whitish, bases fuscous. Hindwings fuscous;
cilia whitish with a fuscous sub-basal line.

Queensland: Stanthorpe (W. B. Barnard); one specimen.

Gen. Idiomorpha nov.

IBio fiop<f>o<if peculiar.

Palpi ascending; second joint thickened with appressed scales and expanded
posteriorly at apex; terminal joint minute. Thorax smooth. Forewings with 2
from two-thirds, 7 and 8 separate, 7 to termen. Hindwings with cell long;

3, 4, 5 closely approximated at base, 12 anastomosing with cell from near base to

near middle, then diverging. A peculiar and isolated genus.

Idiomorpha reticulata n, sp.

reticulatuSj net-like.

g , 20 mm. Plead and thorax fuscous. Palpi 2 ; fuscous. Antennae fus-
cous ; ciliations in male minute, ( Abdomen missing. ) Forewings strongly
dilated, costa slightly arched, apex rounded, termen slightly rounded, oblique;
male with a strong costal fold extending beyond middle; ochreous-whitish
sprinkled throughout with fuscous, appearing grey; an irregular fuscous suffusion
in disc from middle to three-fourths, containing a whitish-ochreous dot at three-
fifths; terminal area finely reticulated with fuscous; a fuscous terminal line; cilia

pale brownish with some fuscous bars. Hindwings and cilia grey.

Queensland : Toowonmba (W. B, Barnard) ; one specimen.

Gen Anatitamna Mcyr.

Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 1911, 261.

While in A. plana Meyr. 3 and 4 of the hindwings arc closely approximated
at origin, the following species have these veins connate, and in the second they
are shortly stalked on one side of the type specimen. Yet they appear congeneric,
and, I think, the definition of the genus should be widened so as to include them.

Anathamna psathyra n. sp.

Xa6apo<;, dry.

8 , 9 ,
18-22 trim. Head whitish-ochreous or greyish-nchreous, in female

purplish-grey. Palpi 1£; whitish-ochreous or purple-grey. Antennae pale
ochreous-grey

: dilations in male one-half. Thorax whitish-ochreous more or
less suffused with purple-grey. Abdomen whitish-ochreous. Legs pale ochreous.
Forewings with costa moderately arched to one-third, thence slightly, apex rect-

angular, termen rounded, not oblique; whitish-ochreous more or less suffused
with greyish-brown variably disposed; a dark fuscous spot in middle of disc
variably developed, sometimes reduced to a short streak, absent in female, some-
times connected by a line with one-fourth costa, and in one example, to two-thirds
dorsum; a few costal dot?.; an incomplete fuscous line from costa near apex to
midtermen; cilia whitish-ochreous. Hindwings with S and 4 connate; whitish-
ochreous or grey; cilia concolorous. Variable in colour and markings. It lacks
the blackish costal strigulae of A. plana MeytL

North Queensland: Cape York in November (W. B. Barnard); ten male*
and one female. Type in Queensland Museum.
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Anathamna castanicolor n sp,

castanicolor> chestnut-coloured.

tf
i
18 mm. Head and thorax reddish-brown. Palpi 2; white sprinkled with

reddish-brown. Antennae grey ; dilations in male minute. Abdomen grey ;

terminal segments brown ; tuft ochreous-whitish . Legs brown-whitish with
fuscous rings; posterior pair white. Forewings with costa rather strongly

arched, apex rectangular, termen sinuate, not oblique; 3 and 4 connate; whitish

obscured by brown and grey strigulae; numerous dark fuscous dots and strigulae

on costa; some reddish-brown spots containing some fuscous scales; roundish
costal spot at one-fourth and middle ; a spot on base of dorsum connected with

base of costa and with a large spot on mid-dorsum, and this with a spot on
dorsum before tomus; a large subapical spot sending a fine irregular line to mid-
termen; an elongate dark fuscous apical dot; three partly confluent dots on mid-
termen; cilia fuscous with several pale brownish bars towards tornus. Hind-
wings with 3 and 4 connate or short-stalked ; grey ; a broad white costal streak

;

cilia grey.

North Queensland; Cape York in October (VV. B. Barnard) ; one specimen.

Gen, Lobophora nov.

KofSofopo*, lobed.

Palpi porrect. Thorax with a posterior crest. Forewings with 7 and 8
stalked, 7 to termen. Ilindwings with termen incised, tornus prominently lobed;

3 and 4 coincident, 5 curved and approximated at base, 6 and 7 closely approxi-
mated towards base,

Lobophora axiologa n. sp.

it£toAi*yos, remarkable.

(5, 16 mm. Head and thorax dark fuscous, Palpi 24; fuscous, upper edge
grey. Antennae grey; dilations in male minute. Abdomen fuscous; basal seg-

ments and tuft grey. Forewings narrow, posteriorly dilated, costa strongly

arched, apex pointed, termen slightly rounded, strongly oblique; pale brownish;
markings fuscous-brown; an elongate spot on dorsum from base to one-third,

indented above; minute strigulae on basal half of costa, on apical half fuscous
dots separated by ochreous-whitish strigulae, each with a minute fuscous centre;

an irregular line from one-third costa to middle of disc, there bent at a right
angle, and thence longitudinal to near termen; a subcostal parallel line, and
between this and preceding two fine longitudinal lines; a fuscous apical dot and
another above tornus ; terminal area ochreous-whitish ; cilia ochreous-whitish,
with two fuscous bars above middle. Hindwings sinuate beneath apex, middle
of" termen widely excavated, termen strongly lobed; pale grey, thinly scaled

except towards apex; a slender fuscous line edged with brown on termen beneath
apex; cilia whitish, above excavation with a grey basal line.

North Queensland: Cape York in April (W. B. Barnard) ; one specimen.

ARGYROrLOCE OELOCIILORA Tufm

This species, though variable in markings, is usually constant in colouration

;

but there is a remarkable aberration in the Queensland Museum in which the
forewings are grey instead of green and the hindwings and abdomen brownish-
tinged

Queensland; Brisbane, Bunya Mountains.
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Argyroploce ophiocosrna n, sp.

»»^ioxo<r/jL4T«, with serpentine ornament.

&, 18 mm. Head, thorax and abdomen grey. Palpi 2; grey. Antennae-

gTcy; dilations in male minute. Legs grey
;
posterior tibiae in mate with very

dense long hairs on dorsum. Forewings posteriorly dilated, costa slightly,

arched, apex rectangular, termen rounded, scarcely oblique; pale brownish; basal

two-fifths whitish unevenly suffused with grey; the outer edge of this basal patch

defined and with a subdorsal tooth; a costal series of dark fuscous strigulae;

beyond basal patch a series ot costal dots separated by whitish strignlae with

minute fuscous centres; a triangular group of small fuscous spots at two-thirds;

immediately beyond a narrow serpentine fascia, thrice curved, grey with central

fuscous and marginal whitish line, arising from two-thirds dorsum, it ends below

costa near apex in a wide grey expansion; beyond this beneath costa a round

whitish spot with a centra! grey dot, edged above by a dark fuscous line* and
beneath by an irregular fuscous spot ; a narrow leaden-grey irregular-edged fascia

from beneath costa near apex to tornus; cilia whitish with a few fuscous bars.

Hindwings dark grey; cilia whitish.

North Queensland; Cairns 111 December; one specimen received from Mr.

F. H. Taylor.

Argyroploce niphostctha n. sp,

ntfHwrtfla, snowy-breasted.

S, 21 mm. Head and thorax brown. Palpi 1£; brown, lower edge white.

Antennae grey; ciliations in male minute. Abdomen grey; fctsal two-thirds of

undcrsurface snow-white. Anterior legs fuscous with whitish tarsal rings;

middle pair with ventral surface snow-white, dorsal surface partly dark fuscous;

posterior pair snow-white, in male with dense tufts of long hairs on tibiae.

Forewings with costa strongly arched, apex rectangular, termen rounded, not

oblique; ochreous-brown with fuscous strigulae; basal patch densely strigulated

except towards costa; costa with alternate dark fuscous dots and minute

strigulae; a fuscous suboblong blotch on dorsum from middle to tornus, reach-

ing half across wing, and a spot on midcosta representing median fascia; four

slender oblique leaden-grey lines from apical third of costa, the last two con-

nected by a series oi longitudinal fuscous streaks; three elongate dark fuscous

terminal dots between apex and midtermen edged by a sinuate ochreous line;

cilia grey, bases brown. Hindwings grey; a snow-white costal streak not reaching

apex ; cilia grey.

North Queensland; Malanda, Atherton Tableland, in October; one specimen.

Argyroploce sytnplecta n. sp.

ptyftdUftjtHCi interwoven.

3 , 16 mm. Head fuscous. Palpi 1^; ascending; whitish. Antennae
fuscous; ciliatinns in male minuie. Thorax fuscous; tegulae and crest whitish.

Abdomen fuscous; tuft and underside whitish. Legs fuscous with whitish tarsal

rings; posterior pair whitish. Forewings with costa gently arched, apex rect-

angular, termen sinuate, not oblique ; white with fuscous strigulae and dark
fuscous markings ; a narrow basal fascia with a short upward curved median
process and another on dorsum; a subcostal dot at one-fourth; median fascia at

first narrow, interrupted beneath costa, then widened and very irregular reaching
dorsum from two-thirds to tornus, posterior edge with a circular excavation
beneath middle; tornal area beyond this white with slight grey sprinkling on
anterior edge, upper edge of area subcostal and strongly curved, alternate minute
blackish and brown longitudinal lines on posterior edge; oblique strigulae on
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posterior two-fifths of casta, blackish at base with brown prolongations; a blackish

apical dot edged with white, and this with blackish; cilia on upper half of

termen brown, on lower white, but narrowly blackish on apex and tornus. Hind-

wings grey ; cilia grey, beneath apex whitish.

North Queensland: Cape York in June (W. B. Barnard) ; one specimen.

Argyropioce toxoscma n. sp.

Tofomj/wK, marked with a bow.

9 , 18-19 mm. Head and thorax dark brown. Palpi 2; dark hrown or fuscous.

Antennae fuscous. (Abdomen missing.) Legs grey; tarsi fuscous with whitish

rings; posterior pair whitish. Forewings with costa slightly arched, apex rect-

angular, termen slightly rounded, not oblique; grey with fuscous strigulae, towards

costa purpltsh-tinged ; a broad dark fuscous line from one-fourth costa to apex,

dentate beneath, where it approaches mid-dorsum, narrow at apex, its edges

irregular; costal edge whitish with fuscous dots and strigulae; an erect purplish

torna! spot crossed by three or four dark fuscous longitudinal lines; a dark

fuscous spot on midtermen, cilia ochreous-whitish, on midtermen apices fuscous*.

Hindwings dark grey; cilia grey-whitish.

Queensland : Yeppoon in October ; Tweed Heads in January ; two
specimens (W. B. Barnard). Type in Queensland Museum.

Argyropioce atactodes n. sp.

KrajcTKuS^T. confused.

£ , 18 mm, Plead and thorax fuscous-brown. Palpi 1\ ;
grey. Antennae

grey; ciliations in male minute. Abdomen grey. Anterior legs ochreous-whitish,

tarsi fuscous with whitish rings; middle pair pale brownish; posterior pair white,

tarsi grey with fuscous rings. Forewings with costa strongly arched, apex

rounded-rectangular, termen slightly rounded, not oblique ; 7 and 8 closely

approximated at origin; ochreous-whitish with brownish and grey strigulae;

markings fuscous-brown; basal patch dark except extreme base, its posterior

margin rounded ; a spot on midcosta representing median fascia, with some
irregular suffusion between this and tornus; a series of dark fuscous dots and
strigulae on costa; a double very fine leaden-grey line from two-thirds costa to

tornus; two similar lines from costa to termen, the last edged with fuscous, in

which terminate three or four short longitudinal fuscous lines ; cilia fuscous.

Hindwings and cilia grey.

9 , 19 mm. Forewings pale brownish-ochreous without strigulae; a well-

defined dark fuscous triangle on base of dorsum extending two-thirds across

wing; a sharply defined dark fuscous apical mark from three-fourths costa to

midtermen ; all other markings absent, except a dot on midcosta ; cilia dark
fuscous, towards tornus pale brownish-ochreous. This appears an extreme
aberration, but probably the species is variable.

North Queensland: Cape York in October and November (W. B, Barnard) ;

two specimens. Type in Queensland Museum.

Argyropioce empyra n. sp.

ifLnvpo% scorched.

$ ,
18 mm. Head fuscous. Palpi 1 ; brownish. Antennae grey. Thorax

grey; crest dark brown, Abdomen whitish-ochreous mixed with fuscous. Legs
fuscous, tarsi with whitish rings; posterior pair grey-whitish. Forewings rather

narrow, dilated posteriorly, costa gently arched, apex rectangular, tenners
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straight, not oblique; whitish obscured by reddish-brown and fuscous strigulae;

markings dark fuscous; a series of costal strigulae; a small costal spot at one-

fourth, and another in middle; a large oval blotch from tornus almost to costa.

its centre leaden-grey; cilia reddish-brown, apices fuscous, around tornus wholly

fuscous. Hindwings dark grey; cilia pale grey, towards apex grey with a grey

basal line.

New South Wales: Brunswick Heads in December (W. B. Barnard); one

specimen.

Argyroploce zophophanes n. sp.

^o<^o<ftayi)^
i
gloomy.

$j 20 mm. Head and thorax fuscous-brown, Palpi 3t¥] fuscous-brown.

Antennae fuscous. Abdomen fuscous-brown; tuft grey-whitish* I-egs fuscous

;

tarsi with whitish rings; posterior pair mostly whitish. Forewings strongly

dilated, costa almost straight, apex obtuse, termen slightly rounded, slightly

oblique; dark fuscous; a small sub-basal fuscous tuft on dorsum; a whitish dorsal

streak from near base to three-fourths strigulated with dark fuscous and brown;
a narrow band of whitish and grey suffusion at two-thirds; a dark fuscous fascia,

broad on costa before apex, gradually narrowing to a slender line ending on
fortius, iricgular-cdged ; a broad white terminal line edged with grey from costa

before, apex to near tornus, containing three downwardly oblique blackish

streaks; cilia fuscous, bases brownish, on apex mostly brownish. Ilindwings

with 3 and 4 stalked; grey; cilia grey.

North Queensland: Kuranda in September (W. B, Barnard); one specimen.

Argyroploce auchmera n. sp.

«$XWo\, squalid.

5, 18 mm. Head and thorax fuscous. Palpi 1£; fuscous. Antennae

fuscous. Abdomen grey, Legs fuscous; tarsi with whitish rings; posterior pair

whitish. Forewings with costa slightly arched, apex rounded, termen slightly

rounded, not oblique; fuscous partly mixed with whitish; a series of dark fuscous

costal dots and strigulae; a small whitish spot on one-third costa; an irregularly

dentate fascia from midcosta to two-thirds dorsum; a sub^basal dark fuscous

line of raised scales from dorsum half across wing; some whitish suffusion on
mid-dorsum and in disc at two-thirds; a narrow irregularly dentate sublerminal

fascia from costa near apex to a grey spot on tornus, edged posteriorly by a

fuscous line edged brownish from costa to lermen below middle; a similar short

line at apex; cilia whitish, towards tornus fuscous. Hindwings grey; cilia grey,

from two-thirds termen to apex whitish. This species shows a general similarity

to the preceding, but has very different palpi.

Queensland: Tweed Heads in June (W. A Barnard) ; one specimen.

Argyroploce nephobota n. sp.

vt^o/faAof, clouded.

& , 16 mm. Head, thorax and abdomen grey. Palpi 1 ; second joint smooth,

broadly expanded at apex, terminal joint minute. Antennae grey ; ciliations in

male minute. Legs fuscous with whitish rings; posterior pair whitish. Fore-

wings somewhat dilated, costa gently arched, apex rounded, termen rounded,.

slightly oblique; grey partly suffused with fuscous; a costal series of dark fuscous

dots alternating with minute strigulae; a large costal blotch extending three-

fourths across wing, white with some grey suffusion, invaded by a fuscous bar

from midtcrmen ending in a broad central suffusion; between this and tornus

two short longitudinal blackish streaks: cilia white with a broad fuscous bar on
midtermen and narrower bars above and beneath- ilindwings and cilia grey.

Queensland : Brisbane in April ; one specimen.
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Argyroploc© lychnospila iu sp,

At>x»'o<"rtA<K, with shiny spot or blotch,

$ t 9 , 14-16 mm. Head and thorax blackish, Palpi ij ; blackish. Antennae

fuscous; ciliations in male minute. Abdomen fuscous. Legs blackish with

whitish tarsal rings ;
posterior pair whitish or grey, tibiae in male with long white

hairs above and beneath. Forewings suboblong, costa slightly arched, apex

rounded, termen rounded, not oblique; leaden-grey mixed with fuscous cr

blackish; small fuscous or blackish costal strigulae; a leaden-grey suffusion pre-

ceding a pale brownish tornal area crossed by a downwardly oblique blackish line

changing to reddish-brown as it approaches midtermen, sometimes prolonged to

tornus; cilia grey, bases blackish. This is a variable species, for in addition to

the aforesaid markings there is frequently a snow-white shining spot on two-

fifths costa, or a costal blotch from one-fourth to three-fourths, sometimes pro-

longed to tornus. Hindwings in male grey; in female brown with grey terminal

band; cilia white, towards apex grey with a whitish median line.

Queensland; Noosa in April and May; eight specimens.

Articolla rfeOSMRA

Two examples have been bred from the fruit of Omphaktix quecnslandiae

(Euphorbiaceae).

Articolla myriolychna n. sp,

pvpioXvxvoSf with countless lights.

9, 14 mm. Head and thorax fuscous. Palpi 2; fuscous. Antennae

fuscous. Abdomen pale fuscous. Legs fuscous with whitish tarsal ring*.

Forewings narrow, costa almost straight, apex rounded, termen obliquely rounded

;

8 and 9 stalked; dark fuscous sprinkled with numerous minute bluish-white

shining scales mostly arranged in circles so as to appear dots; small whitish dols.

on costa and dorsum; a whitish terminal line from apex not reaching middle;

cilia fuscous. Hindwings with 3 and 4 connate; dark grey, cilia grey.

North Queensland; Mossman; one example bred from the fruit of Hcarnia

sapindina (Meliaceae) in Brisbane in August.

Articolla scioessa n. sp.

CT/ciocts, gloomy.

S t 14 mm. Head and thorax dark fuscous. Palpi !£; dark fuscous.

Antennae dark fuscous. (Abdomen missing,) Legs fuscous; tarsi with whitish

rings. Forewings triangular, costa almost straight, apex pointed, termen straight,

oblique; 7, 8, 9 closely approximated at base; dark fuscous to middle, beyond

this paler; some whitish suffusion on dorsal and terminal margins; veins in

dorsal area outlined with dark fuscous; a median whitish discal dot; costa wi'.h

dark fuscous and whitish strigulae; cilia fuscous. Hindwings with 3 and 4
stalked; dark grey; cilia fuscous.

North Queensland: Lake. Barrine, Atherton Tableland; one example bred

from the fruit of Acfonychia vestita (Rubiaceae) in Brisbane in July,

Laspeyresia cyanosticha n. sp.

KvavovTixos, blue-streaked.

Si ? , 14-16 mm. Head, thorax and abdomen fuscous; face whitish. Palpi

14; white. Antennae pale grey; in male simple. Forewings with costa slightlv

arched, apex rectangular, termen sharply incised beneath apex, slightly rounded,

slightly oblique; iuscous; a short grey-whitish oblique streak with fuscous.
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central line from dorsum before middle, sometimes obsolete; a broad outwardly-

curved whitish streak from two-thirds dorsum with a fuscous central line, or

sometimes two lines; whitish costal strigulae separated by dark fuscous; the last

two larger; a lustrous blue line from midcosta, at first very oblique, curved
around end of .second dorsal streak, and ending obtusely above tornus; between
this and tertnen three short longitudinal blackish streaks; a similar blue streak

from three-fourths costa to terminal incision; a blackish apical dot; a fine fuscous

terminal line; cilia white, bases with blue lustre. Hindwings fuscous; cilia

whitish.

North Queensland : Koah in December ; three examples bred from fruit of
Porinarium nonda (Rosaceae).

Laspeyresia aetheria n. sp.

aidcpio* heavenly.

$
H
16 mm. Head and thorax dark fuscous. Palpi 1 ; ochreous-whitish.

Antennae fuscous; in male simple. (Abdomen missing.) Legs fuscous. Fore-
wings strongly dilated, costa genily arched, apex rounded, termen incised beneath

apex, not oblique; six white costal strigulac, mostly long with blue apices, fourth

strigula much longer, curved to termen just above incision, thence bent along
termen and white to tornus; a pair of faint oblique grey lines from one-third

dorsum to apex of second costal strigula; a similar pair from two-thirds dorsum
to apex of fourth costal strigula; a broad curved whitish streak from tornus tu

fourth strigula, interrupted by a fuscous dot above tornus; cilia fuscous. Hind-
wings fuscous with slight purple sheen; a broad thinly scaled and translucent

central stripe ; cilia whitish.

North Queensland: Cape York in October (W. B. Barnard) ; one specimen.

Laspeyresia argyroela n. sp.

apyvporjXos, with silvery rod-

(5, 12-13 mm. Head, thorax and abdomen fuscous. Palpi 1£; whitish,

upper edge fuscous. Antennae fuscous; in male simple. Legs fuscous; tarsi

with whitish rings. Forewings with costa slightly rounded, apex rounded-
rectangular, termen slightly rounded, scarcely oblique; brownish-fuscous

;

numerous long oblique dark fuscous strigulae separated by whitish strigulae; a
wide curved whitish streak with central fuscous line from mid-dorsum half

across disc; a silvery while erect rod from before tornus half across disc; a
lustrous blue line from midcosta to apex of this rod ; between rod and termen
four or five blackish longiludinal streaks; cilia fuscous. Hindwings dark fuscous;
cilia grey-whitish.

Queensland : Tweed Heads in September. Smith Australia : Flinders

Island in November. Two specimens.

Laspeyresia deloxantha n. sp,

&jAo£ai'0us, clear yellow.

i , 12 mm. Head dark fuscous; face yellow. Palpi 2; yellow, basal half
of second joint fuscous. Antennae and thorax dark fuscous. Abdomen grey.

Legs fuscous; tarsi with whitish rings; posterior pair whitish. Forewings with
costa gently arched, apex obtusely pointed, termen slightly rounded, oblique;
clear yellow; a narrow fuscous basal fascia slightly prolonged on costa; som£
minute fuscous dots on costa before middle, and on dorsum before two-thirds;
terminal area fuscous with darker longitudinal lines, its anterior edge nearly

straight from three-fifths costa to two-thirds dorsum; some dark fuscous
strigulae on apical third of costa separated by ochreous-whittsh strigulae; a
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slender incomplete yellowish terminal line; cilia fuscous. Hindwings fuscous;
cilia ochreous-whitish with a grey submcdian line, on tornus and dorsum grey.

North Queensland: Mossman; one example bred from the fruit of Heamia
sapindaria (Meliaceae) in Brisbane in July.

Laspeyresia delomilta n. sp.

SrjkofxiXra, vivid red.

9, 12 ram. Head red. Palpi 2; red. Antennae dark fuscous. Thorax
dark fuscous; margins of tegulae and crest red. Abdomen fuscous with three
pale ochreous transverse lines on dorsum. Legs fuscous with reddish rings;
posterior femora grey, towards apices fuscous (tibiae and tarsi missing). Fore-
wings with costa gently arched, apex rounded, termen obliquely rounded ; vivid
red with fuscous strigulae and markings; a series of dark fuscous and pale
ochreous costal strigulae, the latter increasing in length towards apex of wing;
a very irregular fuscous line from one-third costa to near tornus; the strigulae
in disc above this are longitudinal; a whitish-ochreous line edged with fuscous
from two-thirds costa towards one-lhird termen from apex; cilia dark fuscous
with leaden grey lustre in oblique light. Hindwings fuscous with a broad
ochreous central stripe to two-thirds; cilia whitish. In colour of forewings this
resembles L. martia Meyr,, but the markings differ. The ochreous centre of the
hindwings is also distinctive.

North Queensland: Cape York in May (W. B, Barnard) ; one specimen.

Laspeyresia tornosticha n. sp.

Topva<TTcxo$
t
with tornal lines.

3, 10 mm. Head fuscous; face whitish. Palpi 2; whitish. Antennae
fuscous; in male simple. Thorax and abdomen fuscous. Legs whitish. Fore-
wings with costa slightly arched, apex rounded-rectangular, termen rounded,
slightly oblique; fuscous; a series of whitish costal strigulae separated by dark
fuscous; four outwardly curved whitish lines from middle third of dorsum
nearly half across disc; two inwardly oblique slightly diverging whitish lines from
tornus, the anterior short, the posterior reaching half across wing; a slender
interrupted dark fuscous terminal line; cilia whitish. Hindwings and cilia grey.
The tornal lines distinguish this from L. tetrazancla Turn.

North Queensland: Cape York in April (W. B. Barnard); one specimen.

Laspeyresia callilampetes n. sp.

KakXi\afLw£T}]s, beautifully shining.

$, 14 mm. Head and thorax fuscous. Palpi 2; fuscous. Antennae
fuscous; in male simple. Abdomen grey. Legs fuscous. Forewings narrow,
posteriorly dilated, costa straight, apex rounded, termen slightly rounded, slightly
oblique; fuscous with brilliant purple and blue reflections; cilia fuscous! Hind-
wings and cilia pale grey.

North Queensland: Cape York in November (YV B Barnard')- one
specimen.

'



MORPHOLOGY AND ANATOMY OF THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
SPECIES OF TRIODIA R.BR
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Summary

The first paper of this series dealt with the macroscopic characters of the species under discussion

(4). The features so described are of interest to ecologists and taxonomists as well as to the

anatomist since the variation in form, particularly at the junction of sheath and lamina, is of

diagnostic value. As might be expected, this variation is correlated with modification of the internal

anatomy which will be described later.

The great diversity in the anatomy of grasses is well known, but few grass leaves, which have been

described, are so modified to permit the various life processes to continue despite the aridity of the

habitat (8). There is a tendency in ecological work to class the grasses with the herbaceous species,

but these tussock grasses play more the part of small shrubs in their particular plant association (3).

So far as the Australian environment is concerned they are the tropical counterpart of the

chenopodiaceous shrubs which are so important in southern arid country (14). They are, therefore

drought enduring species and their anatomy is specialized in accordance with their need.
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MORPHOLOGY AND ANATOMY OF THE
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN SPECIES OF TRIODIA R.Br.

II. INTERNAL ANATOMY OF LEAVES

By Nancy T. Eurbtoge, M.Sc, Waitc Agricultural Research Institute

[Read 13 June 1946]

Plates XXXI to XXXVII

The first paper of this series dealt with the macroscopic characters of the

species under discussion (4). The features so described are of interest to

Geologists and taxonomists as well as to the anatomist since the variation in

form, particularly at the junction of sheath and lamina, is of diagnostic value.

As might be expected, this variation is correlated with modification of the internal

anatomy which will be described later.

The great diversity in the anatomy of grasses is well known, but few grass

leaves, which have been described, are so modified to permit the various life

processes to continue despite the aridity of the habitat (8). There is a tendency
in ecological work to class the grasses with the herbaceous species, but these

tussock grasses play more the part of small shrubs in their particular plant

association (3). So far as the Australian environment is concerned they arc

the tropical counterpart of the chenopodiaceous shrubs which are so important

in southern arid country (14). They are, therefore, drought enduring species

and their anatomy is specialized in accordance with their need.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
The only fresh material available was that of Triodia pungens R. Br., which

differs, in a number of important features, from all the other species. This was
unfortunate, but lack of seed prevented the growing of any other species. As
a result herbarium specimens were utilised. The material was treated in alcohol

according to the method described by McLean (9). Leaves which had been so

prepared proved much belter for cutting than boiled material, though satisfac-

tory mounts were made from the latter. The sections of the laminae were taken

about 1-1 '5 cm. above the petiole. All sections were cut free-hand*

GENERAL STRUCTURE
Sheath

As was stated in Pt. [, the leaf arises spirally from the node. In his work
on Saccharxtm officinarmH Artschwager (2) described how the leaf traces

descending from the leaf took a horizontal course at the level of the node and
then passed down the centre of the stem. In Triodia a similar condition exists.

The culm, which will be more fully described at a later date, has a central core

of vascular tissue bounded by an endodermis and often possesses a small hollow

pith. There is a narrow cortex.

For the sake of convenience the development in Triodia will be described

from just below the node up to the lamina.

The first leaf traces which become distinguishable from the vascular core

are found in the cortex about 2-4 mm. below the insertion of the sheath on the

node. The distance varies according to the length of the internode, and also with

the species. These primary traces are small (pi. xxxii, fig. 6) and consist of little

more than one or two protoxylem elements and a few fibres. At the level of the

node a number of larger traces become recognisable as they pass almost hori-

TtW. Rny. Soc S. Autt., 70, 12), I J?$S 1046
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zontally across the nodal plexus and into the cortex, where they take up positions

between the primary traces (pL xxxii, ilg. 7). At this. sLage the outer margin of the
sheath breaks free, followed by the inner. The last portion to become free from
the culm is that part of the sheath into which the last trace passes from the nodal
plexus. In some specie?, this is the median nerve, e.g., T. Si'cunda (pi. xxxii, rig-. 8)
and 7". lengh'eps, but in T. pungent it is the first lateral on the side towards the
inner margin. When the sheath has become separated the bundles have the
following status. The median nerve is usually large, as are the first laterals on
cither side, while between the median and each lateral is a subsidiary nerve winch
represents the continuation^ one of the original primary nerves. In some species

there arc two subsidiaries, and this condition is further discussed below. Outside
the first lateral on either side is another small bundle (primary) followed by a
large one, and then the bundles rapidly decrease in size towards the margin
(pi. xxxi, fig. 1-8).

Immediately above the junction of sheath and node the tissue is pulvinal
(false node of some authors). The bundles arc free in the general parenchyma
and the associated fibres are not fully Hgnified. The condition in 7\ pungens is

shown in pi. xxxi. fig. 2-3). There is a large number of siliceous cells in the

abaxial epidermis.

Above the pulvinus the parenchyma between the bundles becomes loose and
then breaks down, leaving spaces (pi. xxxi, fi#. .1-6

;
pi. xxxii, fig. 9). These cavities

extend tip the sheath for more than three-quarters ot its length. Then they
gradually decrease until they disappear just below the orifice. Such cavities occur
in many other grasses. They have been figured for Lotinm rigidum (7),
Saccharum officinarum (2) and in Ayrostis tenuis (1), and appear to be a normal
feature of sheaths. From the pulvinus to the orifice there is a progressive increase

in the relative amount of sclerenchyma present. The fibres associated with the
bundles become linked with the abaxial epidermis, while other fibres develop in

the central portion of the adaxial surface (pi. xxxi, fig. 5-8; pi, xxxii, fig. 9).
In species other than T. pungens the abaxial surface of the sheath is smooth

or has shallow grooves due to the presence of fibres over the bundles. In
7\ pungens, as the sheath emerges above the ligule of the preceding sheath, the
median abaxial portion becomes definitely grooved. In the cavities su formed
the epidermal cells carry papillae with either blunt or acute apices and chloren-
chyma is developed along the sides (pi. xxxi, fig. 5-7; p!. xxxii, fig. 1). Cells con-
raining chloropfasts are found throughout the general parenchyma at all Levels of
the sheath in all species,, but only in 7\ pungens is there any wctt-defined tissue
similar to that found in the laminae.

T. pungens is also peculiar in having a resin secreting epidermis. This
special tissue is found along the abaxial epidermis of the flange of the sheuth.

The best development occurs on exposed portions, i,e>, in the same part as the
ehlorenehyma described above but on either side. The resiniferous tissue con-
tinues up the margin to the auricular ridge (4), where it is interrupted by the
auricular hairs (also epidermal in origin). It is found again on the petiole, but
disappears at the base of the lamina (pi. xxxi, fig, 5-13).

The Orifice and the Petiole

At the orifice the margins of the sheath become thinner, while the centra]
portion becomes thickened and more or less triangular in section. At the sam*e
time the nerves which will pass up into the lamina are found grouped in this
central part. They usually consist of the median, subsidiary and first, third and
fourth laterals. The number of laterals involved varies in different species. In
T. secunda three marginal veins on either side pass into the fringed auricular
appendage (4), whereas in T. pungens the number of laterals varies from one
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form of the species to another. Open lamina forms have more nerves than closed

lamina ones (he.) (pi. xxiv, fig. 3» and pi. xxxvii, fig. 1). Compare also

T, lanigera in pi, xxxiv and xxxv. The second laterals disappear.

The behaviour uf the subsidiaries was found 10 vary in different species.

In 7\ pungens, as is shown in pi. xxxi, one subsidiary i* present in the sheath*

but in the petiole a second pair develops as an off-shoot from the first laterals

(pi. xxxi. fig. U). This second pair becomes associated with the sclcrenchyma which
linked the first laterals to the abaxial epidermis. Thus ultimately all laterals are
attached to adaxial groups of fibres (pi. xxxi, fig. 12 and 13). T, irritans is

anomalous in Lhis part of its anatomy. In the sheath there is one pair of subsidi-

aries buL the btede is variable, a common condition being one subsidiary on one side

of the median nerve and two on the other (pi. xxxiv, fig. 7) , Occasionally there are
two pairs of subsidiaries or the sheath condition is continued up into the petiole.

These differences are due to the amount of branching which may or may not
take place in the petiole (pi. xxxii, fig, 4), If the median alone branches a state of
asymmetry is found, while in other .specimens studied both the first laterals

and the median nerve had branched. In this case one of the lateral branches was
very small and socn died out (pi. xxxii, fig. 5). As this was produced on the
same side as the median off-shoot the resultant lamina appeared symmetrical
(pi. xxxvii, fig. 2). In 7*. Basedawii and T. lanigera two subsidiary nerves are
present on either side of the median in the sheath as well as in The lamina
(pi. xxxii. fig. 2-3; ph xxxiv, fig. 1-2). In the remaining species the single sub-
sidiary of the sheath continues up into the lamina.

The length of the petiole varies in different spexies and on different leaves
of the same plant. It is always highly sclerenchymatous and triangular in section.

The -development of the petiole which, o[ course, is not a true petiole in the
ontogenetical sense, determines the angle between the sheath and the leaf blade.
Strength at this point is essential iE the whole organ is to survive a prolonged
period at or near the wilting point.

The ligular hairs are unicellular but the hairs of the auricular ridge and
petiole, when developed, are multicellular though the septa are few. In tomentose
forms like T. Basedozvii and T. lanigera the hairs are coiled and tangled together.

As the petiole passes into the lamina the adaxial and abaxial surfaces
(adaxial only in T, pnnyens) become lobed between the bundles. The proportion
of sclcrenchyma to parenchyma decreases (pi. xxxi, fig. U-13) and chlorenchyma
is developed on the sides of the grooves, so that there is a gradual transition into
the condition found in the lamina.

Lamina
The general arrangement of tissues i.s much the same m all species except

T. pungens, Plate xxxiv shows a scries of diagrams representing the structure
of the lamina in all species. It will be noted that T, pungent; is quite outstanding
(pi. xxxiv, fig. ?,), It should be compared with fig. 6 which represents Plecvichne
Schinsii, a member of a closely related genus. Species of Plerfrachne were formerly
grouped under Triraphis ft. Br., though very different from Robert tfrown's
type species T. mollis. They are coarse tussock-forming grasses of the same.
type as that found in Triodia, ;md they have a similar distribution. Tlie two
genera arc separated mainly on the length of the lobes of the lemma. In
Plectrachnc the lobes are. elongated into long awns, whereas in Triodkt they vary
from obtuse or acute lobes longer than the base of the lemma (T. pungens,
T. lanigera and T, Basedoitdi) to mere indentations of the apex of the lemma
(7\ irritans, T. angusta and 7\ seatndu). In view of the variation within Triodia
the distinction between die genera is not wholly satisfactory and it is interesting
to find such an affinity in the leaf anatomy.
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The variations in internal structure of the lamina agree with the affinities

deduced during the laxonomic study (5) and expressed in the key based on floral

structure. Thus T. fungens, T. Basedowii and T. lanigera which, as stated above,

have deeply lobed lemmas all have two pairs of subsidiary nerves. 7\ Wiscanu

and X. brisiotdes share a number of characters. The main difference is that in

the former the inner faces of the lamina (t.ev the udaxtal or upper face) have

two iastead of one groove unopposed to a corresponding one on the outer face

(pi. xxxiv. fig. 4-5). It i$ doubtful whether such a character could be regarded

as diagnostic.

7\ irriians and T. Fitegcraldii are remarkable for the amount of sclerenchyma

which is developed. It will be noticed that in the former the bundles are linked

to the abaxiat sclerenchyma,, and in the latter to the adaxial. Also, as has already

been mentioned, 7\ irriians is often asymmetrical. Leaves of this type were

found on specimens available from both Western and South Australia, so the

condition cannot be regarded as a mere abnormality. T. irriians shares with
7*. IViseana and T, brizioides the character of having the chlorenchyma compara-

tively free from the sclerenchyma, whereas in 7\ Fitzgercddii and T. longiceps

the groups of chlorenchyma, with their associated parenchyma sheath, are prac-

tically enclosed in fibres, particularly on the abaxial surface (pi. xxxiv, fig, 8-9).

In T. angusta and T. s^cunda sclerenchyma has been reduced to a minimum
and the chlorenchyma is bounded by inesophyll cells. It is significant that both

these favour habitats where moisture is likely to be available for a longer period

than is the case for the other species. Thus T. angusta grows on the upper banks

of rivers and creeks subjected to periodic flooding id the wet season, while

T. sevunda is found near drainage channels or on wide flats which are also subject

to occasional flooding in good years (pi. xxxiv, fig. 10-11, and pi. xxxvi, fig. I).

It was stated in the first paper of this series that when the leaf was fresh the

blade was more or less open, *.<?., V-shaped in section, whereas when dry the blade

closed up and became U-shaped. In pi. xxxvii, fig., a section made from fresh

material of 7\ pungens illustrates the former condition, while pi, xxxvi, fig. 1,

shows the latter in T, angusta. The section in this case was prepared from a boiled

leaf which had been taken from a herbarium specimen. T. angusta though, with

T. secunda} among the least xeromorphic in internal structure, never has a very

open lamina. Consideration of the diagrams on pi. xxxiv and the photographs

will explain why T. pungens exhibits the most marked changes in the degree of

open-ness.

Towards the apex of the lamina the lateral nerves die out one by one,

commencing with the marginal pair until the median, subsidiaries and the first

laterals remain. In species having two pairs of subsidiaries the outer ones are

the next to disappear, then the inner followed by the laterals, leaving only

the median. At the same time there is a progressive reduction in the amount of

mesophyll and chlorenchyma, so that finally in all species the pungent point is

formed of the median nerve surrounded by sclerenchyma.

HISTOLOGY
Epidermis

The cells of the epidermis may be subdivided as follows -
'—(1) normal

epidermal cells, (ii) siliceous and suberised cells, (iii) secretory cells (T. pungtns

Otlly)» (iv) hairs, and (v) stotnates.

(i) Normal epidermal cells—In surface view the majority of the epidermal

cells have the same undulating wall as has been described and figured for many
other grasses. In vertical section they appear about as wide as deep, but the

outer wall is thickened and the central cavity is consequently more or less oval.
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Epidennal cells above a vein or on the adaxial surface of the sheath are simpler

in outline (surface view) than are those between the veins or in the grooves of

the laminae,

(U) Siliceous and suberucd cells—These are short and occur together either

in pairs or two siliceous cells separated by a suberised one. The latter cells are

always more or less square or shortly rectangular, but the siliceous cells vary irom

rough squares to double axe-shaped bodies. The shape is simplest in epidermis

covering sclerenchyma, i.e., above a nerve. In section the cells are shorter than

the surrounding cutinised ones. They are absent from the abaxial face of the

sheath.

(iii) Secretory cells—These have been mentioned in the description of the

sheath in T. pungens, and are responsible for the production of a sticky resin

which is visible to the naked eye as a line down the margins of the sheath, If

the production of resin is very vigorous, as it is in good seasons and after rain,

drops of the substance may fall on to other parts of the leaves, including the

lamina. The function of the resin is obscure. The modified epidermis is always

produced on the outer margins of the sheath and on the portion which will

project above the preceding sheath. The development is commonly interrupted

above a vein (pi. xxxiii, fig. 3). The thin-walled secretory cells are supported by

thtck-wallcd ones whose projecting tops form minute flanges, In surface view

(pi. xxxii, fig. 10) these stand slightly above their neighbours, which, like them,

arc short and wide.

Secretory epidermis is rare among grasses, but resin is produced in othc
species, of Tn^dia. e.g., T, Mitckellu and T. stenostachya, which are not known
to occur in Western Australia,

(iv) ffairs—The hairs developed from the epidermal cells are of three types:

a, papillae or unicellular hairs in which there is a projection of the cell wall

;

b, long multicellular hairs in which several septa arc present, and c, two-celled

hairs which are found only in the grooves of the laminae.

The papillae may he blunt or sharp-pointed, but the walls arc always

thickened in the same manner as those of the normal epidermal cell (pi. xxxv,

fig. 1 and 2; and pi. xxxvi, fig. 1). These papillae arc found on all parts of the

adax?al surface in all species. They do not develop on the exposed parts of the

abaxial surface but are abundant in all grooves except in T, pnngens (pi. xxxiii,

fig. 1). In the grooves the papillae interlock with those on the opposite face. This

must prevent complete collapse of the grooves when the leaf is in a state of wilting

If the grooves were fully closed there would be serious interference with

transpiration and respiration. Rigid papillae are also present in the grooves of

the l^af sheath in T. pungens (pi. xxxii, fig. t).

Multicellular hairs occur in pubescent species such as T, iamgerct and
T. Bascdozim, and also on the auricular ridges of all other species. They may be

stiff and more or less straight as in T, pu$tg#tts nr coiled and tangled as in the two
last-named species.

The hairs of the ljgulc are intermediate between the last two types. The
hairs are divided off from the epidermal cell, hut other septa were absent in those*

inspected.

The two-celled hairs are found at intervals along the bases of the grooves

on laminae uf all species Their relative abundance varies considerably from

species to species, as does their site. They are scarce in T> Imvgi'ra and

T. Basedow^ and abundant in T, angusta and T> secimda. The hairs consist of

a lmlbous-hascd cell imbedded between the epidermal cells and epidermal in origin

and an apical cell. Both cells are thin-walled (pi. xxxiii, fig. 2; pi. xxxvi, fig. 1 and

2). In pi. xxxv the drawing of the T.S. lamina of 7". Fitzgeraidii also shows some
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of these hairs, but trie cut has not. passed directly through their bases. These
organs are the same as those described by Prat (11) as being characteristic of
his Chloridoid type of epidermis, under which he classes the Eragrostideae.
Triodia lias been placed in this sub-family by some authors. Prat's hypotheses
concerning the relationships of grasses are extremely interesting, hut it is possible

that some of his affinities may be due to parallel dcvelopmeut in similar habitats

as well as to phytogeny. That a large group of Australian and species would
come under his Chloridoid type is a case in point*

The fact that these two-celled hairs are (except in T, pztngens) in direct

contact with the thin-walled mcsophyll tissue between the bundles (pi. xxxtii,

fig. 2 ; pi. xxxvi, fig. 2). makes it possible that they are associated with the response
of the tissues to changes in atmospheric moisture content. However, since the

hairs occur in other genera and subfamilies which do not have such specialised

laminae, the point cannot be settled without the aid of the physiologist.

In T. pungens the hairs occur only on the upper surface and only in grooves
between lateral nerves. They are placed directly above chloretichyma and arc

smaller with a less bulbous base than in other species.

tv) Stomal es—These arc of the normal grass type. They arc to be fount!
only on protected surfaces. They are present in grooves in the sheath of
T, piotgevs and on the overlapping flanges of the margins as well as in the grooves
of the lamina adjacent to the chlorenchyma in fefl| species.

Vascular Tissue axu associated Sclerenchyma
The vascular bundles are of the festucuid type, since there is a mestome

sheath as well as a parenchyma one. An unusual feature is the hreakfng-up of

the phloem into two, or sometime* three, groups in the larger bundles such as the

median and first laterals. The division occurs as a result of the formation of
small fibres, and is found in all bundles of sufficient size whether in the sheath or
the lamina. In the section of T. lanigera (pT r xxxv) the phloem is not completely
intruded, but in pi. xxxvi, fig. l r

the phloem groups in the lamina of T. angttsl*i

are -c|uite distinct- Subdivision of the phloem occurs it) other Austral iun
xeropbytes.

The arrangement of the peripheral sclercnchyma developed between the
epidermis and the bundle varies from species to species (pi. xxxiv). Whether
this sclerenchyma is in direct contact with the mestorne sheath or whethci the
two are separated by the parenchyma sheath varies not only with the species but
also from one bundle to another( pL xxxv, fig. 1-2).

C-ULOREKCIJYMA. AND ASSOCIATED PARENCHYMA

t

The chlorenchyma is formed in bands along the sides of tha grooves on the
laminae. The tissue is by no means extensive. If the ratio between the amount
of chloreiichyma and the amount of vascular tissue per unit area be taken as a
measure of xeromorphy, then these leaves must be placed high among th*
?clcropbyl1<.,

The detail of the cells was very difficult to discern even in fresh material.
The walls are thin and the contents dense, so that staining of tissues is even. In
the various drawings they are stippled to distinguish them from the adjacent
mcsophyll cells. While the general arrangement of the cells is compact, there are
always air spaces immediately below the stomatcs.

The cells of the parenchyma sheath of the bundle are extended as arms of
a single cell in thickness around the chlorenchyma (pi. xxxv) and divide the latter

from the peripheral sclercnchyma. These mesophyll cells contain plastids and, v.i

fresh material, large compound starch grains. The cell walls adjoining the
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chlorenchyma arc pierced by innumerable pits. Rhoades and Carvalho (12)
found that plastids In the parenchyma sheath of the maize leaf were directly

concerned in the elaboration of starch. They state that the plastids in Zen Mdys
are different from those of members of the Pooideae. Nevertheless, a simitar

function is probably carried on by the plasLids in the chlorenchyma sheath in

Triodia.

Mtsoruvu-
The tissue of the leaf between the parenchyma sheaths of adjacent bundles

is formed of thin-walled cells with occasional thick-walled fibres which appear
to he scJereid in function. The latter are particularly evident in T. Filsgeraldii

(pi. xxxv, fig. 2).

It is believed that shrinkage of this tissue would result in the reduction of

the width o[ the groove, with consequent interlocking of the epidermal papillae

and the protection of the slomates. The transverse bands of tissue are clearly recog-

nisahle in all sections (pi. xxxv, fig. t-2; p). xxxvi, ng. 1) except in T. pungens,
which is again different from the remaining species (ph xxxvii, fig. 1). Owing to

die lack of grooves development of the thin-walled tissue occurs only between the

median and the subsidiaries (pi. xxxiii. fig. 1). As indicated in the figures the
cells «re commonly shrunken in prepared mounts, though they are turgid in

pL xxxvli, fig. 1, which was from fresh materia!. The mesophyll cells pass without

demarcation into the epidermal cells which, though thin-walled inside, have a
cutinised and sometimes papillose outer wall (pi. xxxrii, tig. I), In pi, xxxv
it can be seen that there is a similar modification of the epidermis at the bases

of the grooves adjacent to the median and subsidiary nerves. It is at these points

that the closing and opening of the lamina causes the greatest strain, and these

modified epidermal cells are homologous with the hulliiorm cells of Duval-Jouve
and figured by him for Scsleria coerulra (7). Simitar cells have also been
figured by Arher (1) for Dcscliampsia cacspitosa.

In species where there is comparatively little srlcrenchyma the body of the

leaf is made up of parenchyma cells similar to those of the parenchyma sheath

(pL xxxv, Jig, 1 ). In 7", puiigrus there is a parenchyma zone below the lateral

uerves. Jn fresh material the cells contain plastids and are rich in compound starch

granules. This provides some explanation of the fact that this spccics T coarse

though it is. provides a nutritious reserve fodder for sheep.

DISCUSSION
Very little has, as yet, been published concerning the anatomy of the Aus-

tralian grasses. One of the most detailed studies was that of Vickery (13), who
discussed a number of species from the Andropogoneae. Zoysieae and Trisragineac
oreurrhig in New South Wales. As all of these havn a pnntc<iid anatomy direct

comparison with Triodia is difficult.

Turning to overseas work, the contrast between the structure of the lamina
in the Australian Triodia spp. with that illustrated for Sirgliiujin decumbims
Benth. (== Triodia decumbcus Beau v.) by Burr and Turner (6), supports Stapf's
view that Triodia should be restricted to the Australian species. On the other
hand, if resemhlances are sought there is a likeness between the furrowing ot the
lamina in Triodia and that in Psamiua tircuarla (I.e.), in various South American
species of Heirochloc (10) and in the South African Arlstuia vestita t^l). Since
the four genera concerned belong to three, sub- families of the Gramiueuc, the
similarity between thern can only be due to parallelism. It is interesting that the
habitats in which the. two former grow share certain ecological features.

Consideration of the behaviour" of the lamina in Triodiu during periods of
wilting make it clear that mere folding together of the two halves of the leaf Ik



not sufficient. Such a folding would expose, not protect, the .stomates in the

grooves of the outer {i.e., the lower) surface. This is in contrast to the condition

in the species mentioned above, where there is no furrowing of the lower surface.

Since the closing of the blades is known to take place as the leaf is drying, there

must be some mechanism to prevent: over-exposure of the outer grooves. This
is probably the reduction in volume of the thin-walled tissue between the bundles.

Shrinkage of this mesophyll would have the desired result without seriously inter-

fering with the efficiency of the more important chlorenchyma and vascular tissue.

The large amount of mechanical tissue must act as a support against permanent
collapse during such periods of strain.

Discussion of the course of the leaf traces in the culm from the node down
must be left until this part of the plant is described in Part III. The fact that

the minor bundles are free only in the internodc immediately below their sheath,

while the major bundles continue down the culm for some distance, is in accord
with ocher work (2).

SUMMARY
The maimer in which the leaf traces pass between the sheath and the node

has been described. It differs only slightly from one species to another.

The bundles within the sheath have a definite arrangement, and only the
number of minor veins on either side varies.

A number of the marginal veins are lost at the orifice. The remainder pass

up through the petiole into the lamina, and then at the tip die out from each side

until only the median one continues into the terete pungent point.

The lamina is deeply grooved and stomates occur only in the grooves, The
differences in structure from species to species could be of value in diagnosis

if so desired,

Chlorenchyma is scanty in the lamina, and in the sheath occurs anlv in

T. pungens. Mechanical tissue is abundant except in T. angusta and 7\ sccunda.

T. pungens is different from all other species and anatomically stands quite

apart. The lamina is very similar to that of Plectrachne Scltinsii. It is also

peculiar in having a resin secreting epidermis on the margins of the sheaths.

This character is shared with several non-Western Australian specks.

Resemblances with some other genera are discussed briefly, as is the
mechanism which permits the closing of the grooves on both sides of the lamina,

during periods of water shortage.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES XXXI TO XXXVII

Plate XXXI
T. pungens, a series of diagrammatic sections from the node to the upper part of the

petiole: a.h., auricular hairs; c, cavities in mesophytl; 1., ligule hairs; m.n., median nerve;

n.p., nodal plexus; r.er> resiniferous epidermis; scl., sclerenchyma; v.b.
(
vascular bundle; 1st s.

and 2nd s., first and second subsidary nerves.

Plate XXXII
1. T. pungens, transverse section of part of the sheath showing grooves with chloren-

chyma. xl50: c, cavities in mcsophyll; ch., chlorenehyma.

2. T. Basedow*, diagrammatic section of sheath showing two pairs of subsidiary nerves

:

m.n., median nerve ; s.n.. subsidary nerve, x 20.

3. T. Basedami: T.S., petiole. x20.
4. T. irritant „ showing one pai* subsidiaries. x20.

5. „ , t
showing median and first laterals each with a small

of! -shoot, x 20,

6. T. seemda: T.S. culm, just below junction of shealh and node. x20.

o' " } stages above, 6. x20.

9. .. T.S., higher up sheath. Note single pair of subsidiary nerves. x20.

10. Tt pungens, surface view of resiniferous epidermis. x400.

PLATE XXXlH
1. 7\ Pungens: T.S., central portion of lamina showing the thin-walled mesophyU and

bulliform cells on the upper epidermis between the median and subsidiary nerves and between

the latter and the first laterals, chlor., chlorenehyma ; b.c., bulliform cells.

2. T. angusta: T.S., portion of lamina showing bulbous based two-celled hairs in the

grooves.

3. T. pungens: T.S., outer portion of sheath showing resin secreting epidermis.

Plate XXXIV
Diagrams illustrating the variation in construction of the lamina: I f

T. lanigera;

2, T. Basedovni; 3, T. pungens; 4, T. Wiseana; % T. briswides, 6, Plcctracknt Schinsti;

7, T, irritansi 8, T. Fitzgeratdii; 9, 7\ hngiceps; 10, T. angusta; 11, T. secunda. All approx.
x80.

Plate XXXV
1. r. lamgera: T.S. lamina. xl70.
2, T. Fitsgeratdti: T.S. lamina. x!70.

b.c, bulliform cells; h.r hair; g., groove; m., mesophyll
;

p.s., parenchyma sheath; scl. f scleren-

chyma; St., stomate; v.b., vascular bundle; m.n., median nerve; 1st s. and 2nd s., first and
second subsidiary nerves; 2nd 1., second lateral.

Plate XXXVI
1. T. angusta: T.S. lamina (note double phloem and transverse bands of thin-walled

mesophyll.

2. T. angusta: portion of above showing detail of bulbous based hair in groove.

Plate XXXVII
1. Tt pungens: T.S. lamina.

2,. T. irritans: T.S. lamina showing two pairs of subsidiary nerves.
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Fig, 1

7". annusia: T,S. lamina (note double phloem and transverse bands nf thin-walled mesopliyl]

Fig, 2

T. aui/usto: portion \j$ ribovti showing detail of Indium- b.i-td hair in groove

•
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Fig. 1

7\ pittiyctis: T. S. lamina.

Fig. 2

7. irritaiis: T.S. lamina showing two pairs of subsidiary nervej
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Summary

In spite of the isolation and inaccessibility of the Simpson Desert, its flora has been very well

collected about the fringes. This collection began with the early explorers - Sturt, Warburton, Lewis

and Winnecke - and has more recently been added to by a large number of botanists, most

prominent of whom have been J. B. Cleland, S. T. Blake and G. H. Clarke.
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INTRODUCTION
In spite of the isolation and inaccessibility of the Simpson Desert, its flora

has heen very well collected about the fringes. This collection began with the
early explorers—Sturt, Warburton, Lewis and Wintiecke—and has more recently
been added to by a large number of botanists, most prominent of whom have been
J. B. Cleiand, S. T. Blake and G. H. Clarke.

The only published ecological study of the Simpson Desert has been made by
Blake (1937), who touched the south-east portion when classifying- the plant
communities of western Queensland. The present paper is the result of a rapid
transect across the centre of the desert and a journey along its south-eastern
fringe in 1939, together with notes made during an earlier visit to the northern
portion in 1937, The floristics, insofar as the important perennials are concerned,
are very complete. The collection of annuals and ephemerals are as complete as
was possible under (he seasonal conditions prevailing.

During both the 1937 and 1939 expeditions a limited number of soil samples
were taken.

<
J
> Ecologist, Division of Soils, Council for Scientific and Industrial Research

Waitc Agricultural Research Institute. Botanist and Soil Surveyor, Simpson Desert
Expedition, 1939.

Trans. Roy. S*c, S. Aust., 70, (2), t Dec. 1946
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GEOLOGY AND PHYSIOGRAPHY
The geology and physiography have already been very fully reviewed by

Madigan (11) and will only be outlined briefly here.

The Desert extends some 300 miles north of Lake Eyre and is approximately

250 miles across at its greatest width. It is predominantly sandy. Roughly

triangular, it is bounded by the Finke River in the west, the Diamentma and

Mulligan Rivers in the east and the Eastern MacDonnell, Harts, Jervois and

Adam Ranges in the north.

The west, south-west, east and south-east of the Desert in surrounded by

gibber plains, claypans and watercourses interspersed with tableland remnants

of early Tertiary (Eyrian series) and late Mesozoic (Jurassic-Cretaceous) rocks.

In the north-west the Archaean and early Palaeozoic rocks of the Eastern Mac-
Donnell and Harts Ranges outcrop, and to the north the Cambro-Ordovician of

the Jervois, Tartton and Toko Ranges (Madigan (11), Whitehousc (19) ].
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The principal physiographic feature of the Desert is formed by the parallel

sandridges which vary for the most part from 25 to 100 feet in height and trend

north-west—south-east; that is parallel to the direction of the prevailing winds
[Madigan (10), (11) ]. The ridges, which may be more than 150 miles long,

are approximately 300-600 yards apart and are almost always unstable at the

crests. The inter-ridge areas, including the lower slopes are fixed by sparse

vegetation. The eastern slopes are invariably steeper than the western. In the

extreme north of the desert the ridges lose themselves in a featureless sandplain.

Claypans and saline lakes are common about the south-west, south and south-

east parts of the region.

All the southern rivers and watercourses flow into Lake Eyre, as also do the

Finke, Diamentina and Mulligan. However, the Hale, the Todd and the Hay
Rivers, and a number of additional minor creeks from the north and north-west,

are lost in the Desert sands. During exceptional floods the Hale and the Todd
probably link with the Finke and ultimately reach Lake Eyre.
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CLIMATE
Practically the whole of the area falls within Davidson's (8) Hot Desert

Zone, with P/E greater than 0*5 for nil months of the year and mean annual

temperatures higher than 70° F., with an amplitude of 15-16° R and a phase lag

of some 18-22 days behind solar radiation (15),

Very little accurate data on the climate is available, as meteorological stations

about the fringes are exceedingly rare and the records not entirely reliable. The
rainfall, however probably averages between four and ten inches annually, and
increases from south to north due to the increasing influence of summer mon-
soons. Its most conspicuous feature is its unreliability. This is well illustrated

in fig. 1 which gives the annual distribution of rainfall for two stations, Oodna-
datta and Cordillo Downs, for the years 1892-1940,

Rainfall expectation figures for several stations about the edge of the Desert

have been calculated by E. A, Cornish/-* and are listed below.

Table I

Rainfall Expectation Desert Margin Centres

Station

Muloorina Sin. (21 years)

Gowarie Station (19 years)

Birdsville (41 years)

Cordilla Downs (53 years)

Oodnadatta (44 years)

THE SOILS
The soils of the Simpson Desert and its borders fall into three major

groups :

—

(1) Sands—which predominate in the desert proper and range from the very

deep and unstable sands of the ridge crests to the shallower sands of

both the inter-ridge areas and the northern sandplain.

(2) Brown soils—associated with surface gibbers and derived directly from

the break-up of the old pre-Pleistocenc peneplain, which is still repre-

sented by isolated mesas and huttes.

(3) Alluvial soils—of the floodplains. These are chiefly grey and grey-

brown and arc very variable in texture.

No discussion of the soils of the Simpson "Desert and its borders could be

initiated without reference to the quite revolutionary and important suggestions

made by Whitehouse (19) in his studies of the lale geological history of Queens-

land, Briefly, he considers practically all the soils west of the Great Divide in

Queensland to be laterites or laterised to some degree, or to be secondary soils

derived from various horizons of an original laterised profile.

This laterisation is considered to have occurred at two periods in the

Pliocene when high temperatures coincided with high rainfall conditions. The

laterites began to form on a gently sloping plain from the Great Divide to the

Lake Eyre region. Later, pluvial periods of the Pleistocene, which coincided

Once irt the same 20 years
-innwal rainfall <R)

Rainfall Expectation
Once in the same

10 years (R)
Once in the name

5 years CR)

wilt equal
or exceed

will equal cr
be less than

will equal
ot exceed

will equal or
be lesa than

will equal
or exceed

will equal or
be less than

ins. ins. ins. ins. in* ins.

10*30 1-23 8-00 1-57 6-01 2-09

i 11*99 1-04 7-79 1-59

15-00 1-30 11-38 1-72 8-20 2-39

16-83 1-61 12-93 2- 10 9-44 2<87

9-65 1-73 7-95 2-10 6*31 2-65

(> Officer in charge, Division of Biometrics, Council for Scientific and Industrial

Research,
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with low (ice-age) temperatures, initiated the break-up of this peneplain and
the redistribution of the laterised horizons. This process is continuing today,

though at a much retarded rate. Thus the red loams and redistributed red loams
are considered remnants of the uppermost or (ferruginous) zone of a latcritic

profile, and the gibbers and "billy" remnants of a once widespread siliceous zone
—in places probably a continuous sheet—a fossil B horizon.

1. The Sands

{i) Distribution and Form of the Sandridges

The limits of the sandridges have been defined by Madigan (11), and in

Queensland by Blake (4), In a new soil map of Australia Prescott (16) has
shown the approximate limits of both sandhill and sandplain areas. On the south,

east and west fringes the sand desert is bordered by gibber plains and rolling

stony downs, with isolated flat-topped tableland remnants. The dunes are
orientated parallel to the direction of the prevailing winds [Madigan (10 (11) ],

trending north-north-west and south-south-east. As has been shown by Madigan
(11) the individual sandridge may be two hundred miles long, and over large

distances the ridges preserve remarkable parallelism and repetition. They are

stable except for the crests of the higher ones, and definite movement takes place

only along their length. Probably only with very high wind velocities from a
direction approximating right angles to their length is there likely to be actual

movement of sand from off the ridge, and in these cases it is not likely to be
great, Although there may be a loss or gain of sand, the dime itself is quite fixed.
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The mean repetition distance is approximately £ mile. The sand grains arc

predominantly quartz (Carrol loc. cit.), and were no doubt derived from quartrr-

bearing rocks, including certain horizons of the Pliocene latcrised profiles and

their foundation rocks. The occurrence of heavy minerals of a dominantly meta-

morphic and granitic assemblage indicates, however, that the contributions from

the arenaceous Eyrian series, which have been suggested as the source of the

sands (Whitehouse loc. cit.) t are only partial.

(ii) Laboratory Examination Cs)

Mechanical Analysis—
Mechanical analysis of a number of the soil samples taken in the Desert have

been carried out. As far as the dune sands were concerned, the percentage o£

clay {i.e., fraction less than '002 mm. diameter) was so low that it was not con-

sidered worth while carrying out a full mechanical analysis. The samples were

therefore first dispersed with sodium oxalate or sodium hydroxide and the clay

decanted off, following standard soil sedimentation methods. After oven drying,

the sand was sieved through a series of I.M.M. sieves using Smith's (7) tech-

nique, except that six shakings were given instead of four. . The following

sieves were used: 2 mm., 1 mm., 0*5 mm., SO, 70, 90 and 200 mesh.

The various fractions were then plotted on a summation percentage diagram

(summation percentage against log particle diameter), from which percentage

distribution diagrams were constructed using a log interval of O'l on the particle

diameter scale. The advantage of using this technique is that much more detail

can be shown in the distribution curves which are, in this case, drawn from some

18 points, instead of only seven had direct plotting from the sievings been made.

The general results are illustrated in fig. 2, 3, 4, 5. In fig. 2 the distribution

of a number of surface samples taken in a traverse across a series of ridges at

Camp 8 in the centre of the Desert, together with one or two additional samples,

C*) The following samples were taken. The principal soil collection was carried

out at Camp 8, about the centre of the Desert, where a series of samplings -was made
across several dunes. The position of these (A-E) is shown in a section drawn by

Dr. C. T. Madigan (Trans. Roy, Snc, S. Aust., 70, (1), 47).

Location

Goyders Lagoon, Floodplain of Diamcntina R.

Sandridge crest, Mulligan R*

Sandridge crest, Camp B-, towards centre Desert

Inier-ridge corridor, Camp 8.

Catalogue number Depth

6,221 0-12"

6,222 0-26"

6,223 (Sample A) 0-46"

6,224 (Sample B) 0- 5"

6,225 (Sample B) 5-37"

6,226 (Sample B) 37-46"

6,227 (Sample C) 0-45"

6,228 (Sample D) 0-18"

6,229 (Sample E) 0- 5"

6,230 (Sample E) 5-26"

6,231 (Sample E) 26^t.S"

6,232 0-12"

6,233 16-27"

6,234 27-32"

6,235 32-46"

6,236 0- 6"

6,237 6-20"

5.W9 0- V
5,200 M6"

!

s

Sandridge slope, Camp 8.

Sandridge crest, Camp 8.

Inler-ridge corridor, Camp 8.

Inter-ridge corridor, Camp 19.

Gypseous hollow between sandhills, near con-

fluence of Macumba and Warburton Rivers.

Sandplain at north end of desert.
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are shown. Samples 6,223 (4
> and 6,228 are unstable crest samples, and samples

6,224 and 6,229 inter-ridge corridor samples in the Camp 8 series. It is seen at
once that the peak (modal) diameters of the crest samples are coarser than those
of the corridors. 6,227 (fig. 3), a slope sample, taken between the sites 6,224
and 6,228, shows a peak diameter intermediate between these two. It is also
apparent that the greater part of the sand in the corridors has a particle diameter
of less than (M mm., and that the greater portion of the sand of the crests has a
particle diameter greater than 0*1 mm.

The other samples taken support the general conclusions from those taken
at Camp 8; for example (in fig. 2), 6,222, a sandhill crest along the Mulligan
adjacent to old Kaliduwarry Station homestead, and 6,232, a corridor sample
from about 16 miles west of this.

This is extremely interesting, as Bagnold considers it is the finest sands that
collect at the top of dunes and the coarsest at the bottom, Bagnold (1935) (1941).
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It is to be noted that the particle size distributions for the crest sands is

much more restricted in range than those of the inter-ridge areas, particularly

in the coarse sand range. In the samples from the interior of the Desert there

was no sand present in the crests with a diameter as large as 0'5 mm. 6,222,

situated on clay flats of the Mulligan flood plain, is a more recent dunei lighter

in colour than the ridges of the Desert, and obviously a mixed sand. Recent
dunes in desert regions are apparently always lighter in colour (Gautier).

The heterogeneity exhibited in the sands, see fig. 2, 3, 4, 5, is only to be
expected in view of the fact that steady meteorological conditions never last long
enough to build up any great thickness of uniform sand. The fact that the
crest sands are much more restricted in their particle diameter range, evidences
the greater wind winnowing to which they have been subjected, 6,228 is a regular
sand indicating steady conditions of wind and sand supply for a reasonably long
time, while 6,223, the adjacent ridge crest, does not show anywhere near the

W The numbers arc the catalogued numbers of the samples in the Soil Library of
the Division of Soils, C.S.I.R., at the Waite Institute, Adelaide.
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same degree of sorting. This is probably due partly to variation within the

dunes themselves, accentuated by the fact that the former is the mean of a vertical

section only 18 inches deep, while the latter section was 46 inches. These

samples, although from unstable ridge crests, were taken about a day after a very

steady fall of some 1£ inches of rain, when the sand was quite coherent and at

about field capacity to at least 15 inches. The fact that the former sample was
able to be bored out with a soil auger below the depth of moisture penetration

indicated a much firmer packing of the particles bclnw—in other words, 6,223

is a mixture of accretion layers (typical of the dip slope) and sand which has

been subject to avalanching, whereas 6,228 is composed almost entirely of the

latter. The indications are from 6,223 that a change of slip slope of the small

unstable crest from east to west is by no means unusual, that is, the strong winds
must blow from two almost opposite directions. This may be only occasional,

but there is further evidence for it in the almost symmetrical nature of some of

the crests. However, there is no doubt that during the building up of the greater
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part of the dune (which is now quite stabilised) the strong winds were from
the west or south-west. Most probably only occasional east or north-cast winds
are strong enough to reverse the minor slip slopes of the crest today.

The broadness of the distribution about the modal diameter in most of the

«ands indicates either lack of sorting or a mixture of two sands of slightly differ-

ing dominant diameters. This has already been mentioned in connection with

6,223, which it was suggested was a mixture of both avalunched and accretion

deposits. Mixed sands always indicate some change in conditions, either a change

in the long term wind regime, or a change in the continuity of sand supply.

Uagnold (1941) mentions that the possibility of change in conditions is so great

that it is not surprising that on occasions the grading of a sand may differ greatly

at the surface and a few inches below.

6,227, a dip slope sample (0-45"), exhibits this broad distribution about the

peak diameter, and could quite easily be the result of a mixture of two sands
with differing predominant diameters. Two hypothetical sands, which when
mixed would give the distribution curve of 6?227, are shown by the dotted lines

m fig. 3 above. 6.225 (fig. 5), a subsurface sample 5-37 inches, below 6,224, is
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almost certainly a mixed sand of the above type. The presence of mixed sands
would indicate, as would indeed be expected, that the conditions which governed
sand accumulation, principally wind regime and supply of raw material, varied

considerably during the building up of the Simpson Desert dune system.

Some of these variations, especially sand supply, probably had a purely local

effect Indeed, the variation met with does not mask general similarities such

as the dominant diameters of the corridor as compared with the crest sands. The
sands may be relatively uniform for a considerable depth, and even minor pecu-

liarities in the distribution may occur throughout. This is well illustrated in

fig. 4 where the frequency distribution of a corridor profile taken in three

horizons, 6,229 (0-5 inches), 6,230 (5-26 inches), 6,231 (26-15 inches), is shown.
The repetition of certain features as the second small peak diameter in all three

horizons, and the general similarity between the three, would indicate uniformity

of sand supply and wind conditions.
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A special case of a mixed sand is that where the peak diameters of the two
sand components are widely separated. Baguold, loc, cit,, has shown that this is

so in sand sheets, and suggests that if the ratio of the two peak diameters is of

the order of 10 to 1, the sand will remain a relatively immobile sheet. Under
these circumstances the coarser grains are too heavy in comparison to the smaller

to move even by surface creep, they tend to become uniformly dispersed and
protect the finer material from the normal eddies of turbulence. As a result, the

sand sheet remains ripplc-less and becomes stabilised.

It was thought that it might be interesting to see howr far these conditions

were fulfilled in an Australian sanclplain. During an earlier expedition with

Dr. C. T. Madigan (1937), a soil sample had been taken by the author in the

featureless sandplain at the north end of the Desert about six miles south of the

junction of the Arthur and the Thring (see pi. xlii, fig. 12). The frequency particle

size distribution of the surface £ inch is in entire agreement with Bagnold's

theory (5.199, fig, 5, above).

The two peak diameters correspond to a particle size of approximately
*08 mm. and '8 mm. respectively, that is, one is almost exactly ten times as great

as the other.
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The distribution of 5,200 (J-16 inches, below 5,199) has interesting implica-

tions when considered in conjunction with 5,199, and helps to explain the method

by which the sand sheet was stabilised. Apparently the sand originally bid a

peak diameter slightly higher than -08 mm., but the distribution curve was skew

with a greater extension into the coarser diameters, very much in fact like the

curve for 5,200. Under the influence of moderate to strong winds the finer

material has been removed by saltation and suspension, and to a lesser degree by

surface creep. Much of the coarser material was of too large a diameter and too

heavy to be shifted far in surface creep under the bombardment of the smaller

particles in saltation, and the proportion of these relatively immobile grains there-

fore continued to increase in the surface layer until they were sufficiently

numerous to protect the finer materials. The distribution of 5,199 can be looked

upon as the equilibrium state, when even in the strongest wind practically no

sand would be removed from the sheet.

The sandplain at the north end of the Desert was, therefore, probably the

first portion to becomr perfectly stable and be colonised by vegetation.

Reference to fig. 2 and 5 shows that the distribution about the peak diameters

for the typical corridor sands and those of the northern sandplain (exclud-

ing (he surface £ inch) are almost identical. The peak diameters are prac-

tically the same, barely higher than *08 mm.; and in both cases the curves

are skew with a noticeable extension to the coarse bide. The corridor

samples 6,229, 6,224 and 6,223 all show tendencies to slight second maxima on

the coarse side. These similarities are borne out by a close relationship in the

vegetation of the corridors and the sandplain (see later). This may indicate that

originally the sand-sheet was more widespread and occupier! much of the Desert-

Absence of sufficient coarse grains in the more southerly regions, together with

perhaps other differences dependant on the supply of sand material, could lead

to increased mobility and the building up of the complex sandridge system there,

while gradual loss of mobility was causing the stabilisation of the sheet to the

north. It is unlikely that this was the only mechanism, and it is certainly not

necessary to have a sand-sheet preceding the formation of a sandridge as Madi-

gan (10) has pointed out and as is so clearly demonstrated by the chains about the

margins, with their dean gibber flats and sand-free corridors.

The particle size-frequency distribution curves of the Simpson Desert sands

agree with Bagnold's theories in most respects. The only serious disagreement

seems to be in the relative dominant particle diameter of the crest and corridor

samples. He has found in his Libyan Desert studies that with seif dunes the

finest sands collect at the crests, and the coarer sands in the hollows, and that

with ripples the reverse is the case. Jn the Simpson Desert this generalisation

breaks down, and we find the crest samples have coarser peak diameters than

those in the hollows, which are all of the order of *08 mm. Carrol's * fi> (loc cit>)

sievings of the same sands collected by the author, together with four additional

crest samples collected by Madigan, indicate the same relationship. Kagnold

says the fiuest sand-dune material known hns a peak diameter of '08 rum. ; for

particles below this diameter the minimum wind velocity required to shift the

grains actually increases. It is suggested that the extreme fineness of the

Simpson Desert sands has an important bearing on the reversal of the relation-

ship he postulates as being general. There can be no doubt that 6,224, 6,229

and 6,232, our corridor samples, were taken within the plinth, as he has defined

I*) Carrel has plotted the quantities retained oo the various sieves directly above
tfte sieve size, instead of midway between that aizc and the next coarsest.
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it. It is again to be noted, however, that the crest samples have a much narrower
distribution than corridor samples, and larger grains, too heavy to move in sur-
face creep, collect in the hollows. There are relatively few of these heavier
grains.

The extreme fineness of the Simpson Desert sands suggests that previously
abraded material has made the bulk of the contribution, and there can be little

doubt that the arenaceous beds of the Eyrian series supplied most of it. Un-
fortunately, practically nothing is known of the mineralogy of the Eyrian series.

Full mechanical analyses were carried out on a few samples, and together
with other analytical data are summarised in Tables II, III and IV, The
extremely low silt figures (mostly less 1%) with somewhat larger amounts of
clay are interesting, and have already been commented on by Prescott and
Skewes (17) who mechanically analysed a number of desert sands. The presence
of I to 6fo of clay, and almost complete absence of silt, is apparently a charac-
teristic feature of even the most highly sorted desert sands, and is no doubt the
result of the almost complete removal, as loess, of the silt fraction through
constant wind winnowing. The very fine material, less than -002 mm. diameter
(the clay fraction, or part of it), apparently has too high a fluid threshold to be
lifted up as readily by the ruling wind conditions. Bagnold, he. cit, has quoted
the case of a wind strong enough to move pebbles 46 mm. in diameter being
unable to shift particles from a loosely scattered layer of Portland cement.

Calcium carbonate, as measured by loss on acid treatment, is uniformly low.
6,235, a subsoil sample (32-46 inches) of a corridor soil type carrying an asso-
ciation of gidgee (Acacia Cambugei) and saltbush (Atriflex vesicarium) is an
exception.

Table II

Analytical Data on Dune Crest Samples

Sample number 6,222 6,223 6,227<*) 6,228

near x— ___ -

Location Mulligan Camp 8
Riiver

Vegetation .. ., .. Spinifcx S* Trwdia S,

paradoxus paradoxus Bnsrdowii paradoxus
Depth (inches) 0-26 0-46 CMS 0-18
Chemical data

—

% % % %
Total soluble salts ._ .. -01 "13 -259 -01

Sodium chloride .... — -05 -HO
Nitrogen -003 — —

JjjJJj

Phosphate (PmO«) .. .. -008 — _ -014

Reaction (pH) ,.* .. 7-3 6«5 6-6 7-0
Mechanical analysis

(as percentage fine earth)

—

Coarse sand 57-0 — — 55-3

Fine sand .. ,. .. 40*9 — 43-2
Silt .. ... ,. .. 0-1 — _ 0*0
Clay . . 1-4 — — 1-1

Loss on acid treatment .. 0*3 — 0*1

Moisture 0*2 — 0-2
Loss on ignition .. .. 0*4 — 0*6

!W Dip slope sample.
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Table III

Analytical Data on Inter-dune Corridor Samples

Sample numbers 6,224 6,225 6,226 6,229 6,230 6,231 6.232 6,233 6,234 6,235

Location Camp 8 Camp 8 Camp 19

Vegetation , . M Triodia and CWcvillcn Triodui and JIakea sJcaria Camhagei and

,A triplex vesicarium

Depth (inches) 0-5 5-37 37-46 0-5 5-26 26-45 0-12 16-27 27-32 32-46

Mechanical analysis

—

% % % % $
Coarse sand 16-6 8-4 10-1 11*3 8-6

Fine sand not 66-7 not 85-0 75*7 67*2 86-2

Silt deter- 1-6 0-1 1*0 1-7 27
Clay mined 13-6 determined 5-5 12-0 1M 17-8

Loss on acid treat-

ment 0-7 0-3 0-7 1-S 23-9

Moisture . . *.* 2-0 0-6 1-6 2-9 2-9

Chemical data

—

Total soluble salts •0M -07 •33S •02 •02 -04 •01 •179 •783 •570

Sodium chloride .

.

•03 -03 •144 — — — tr. •069 -340 •245

Nitrogen -019 -013 . : 019 — — •010 •011 — —
Phosphate (PflO«) •018 -018 -020 •017 — •017 •017 •021 —
Reaction (pH) 6-4 6-£ 7*3 6-9 6-8 7-1 11 8-6 8-3 8-8

(Ui) ADDITIONAL ANALYTICAL DATA

Soluble, salts and chlorides are relatively unimportant in the sand-dune crest

samples, at least in the first two feet. The concentrations for the deeper samples
6,223 and 6,227 (Table LI) indicate, however, that beyond the depth of penetra-
tion of the normal rains moderate salinity is likely and concentrations of "15--35%
should not be unusual In the inter-dunc corridors, soluble salts arc low in the

surface horizons, but may be very high in the subsoil. 6,234 is an extreme case

where the conditions are apparently more favourable to saltbush than Triodia,

which is replaced entirely. Prcscott and Skcwes (loc, cil.) found saltbush soils

of the north-east and northern pastoral areas of South Australia more saline than
the Triodia soils> although the latter can be more saline (e.g., 6,227) than they
expected.

The moderate salinity of 6,223 supports the .arguments made earlier that

this sample is a mixture of accretion and avalanched material, 6j227, a dip slope

sample, is entirely of accretion sand. Water tends to percolate along the accretion
layers.

Soil reaction was determined with the normal glass electrode method. The
gidgee-salthush hollows are the most alkaline, increasing from pH 7*7 in the

surface foot to pH 8*8 at 32 inches. The sands generally, other than this profile,

are acid to neutral. The lowest value obtained was pH 6*4, and the Simpson
Desert sands do not apparently reach the very low values recorded for the Gibson
Desert sands (17), which may mean that the former have not previously been
through such extreme leaching (latcrisation). There is normally a slight increase

in pH with depth.

Nitrogen values are as expected, extremely low, and conform with those

recorded for arid aeolian deposits elsewhere in Australia. The ridge crest samples
are lower in total nitrogen than the corridor samples.

Phosphates (as P2O n )
are also very low, varying between '008 and *021% in

the samples analysed. The figures for 6,232, 6,233 and 6,234 of the gidgee-

saltbush profile indicate that Pv.OB content alone is not a sufficiently reliable iudex
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of fertility for the generalisations made by Prescott and Skewcs (loc. cit). It

is seen by reference to Tables If and III above that there is no significant

difference in the P2Os figures for saltbush {Atriplcx vcsicarinm) as against

porcupine grass (Triodia Basedowii) in these samples. The high alkalinity

(pH 7 '7-8S), and the quantity of free calcium carbonate (23 "9% at 32-46 inches

)

of the subsoil of this profile may, in conjunction with the PaO& level, be of more
importance.

Table IV
Analytical Data on a Simpson Desert Sandplain Profile and a Profile from a

Gypseous Hollow near Lake Eyre

Sample number 5.199 < 7
) 5,200 <

T
> 5..20H 7

) 5,236 S.237

Location sandplain
-r -

, Simpson Desert near confluence of War
burton, Macumba R.

Nitraria Schoberi,

pathyphylla Salsolakall,, Bassia, etc

f-16 16-30 0-6 6-20

Mechanical analysis

—

% % % % %
Coarse sand .. .. 42<3 25-0 23-6 11*6 23-1

Fine sand -* ., 52-2 64*0 64-2 47-3 57-3

Silt 0-6 0*5 1-0 0-6 0-6

Clay 4-1 9'4 10*2 13-1 9-2

Loss on acid treatment .

.

0-2 0-2 0-2 17-7 8-7

Moisture 0-4 0-9 1-0 6-U 2-6

Chemical data

—

Total soluble salts .» tr. tr, •01 •77 •845

Sodium chloride tr. tr. nil •003 016
•024 — -007

Phosphate (PgO0 ., -015 •016 -

—

— —

.

Reaction (pH) 7-0 6-6 6-5 81 8-0

2. Brown Soils associated with Surface Gibbers

As mentioned earlier, brown soils associated with surface gibbers are very
extensive about the sand desert margins, and there is little doubt that they are
more or less continuous beneath the desert sands. The sand is entirely superficial.
Evidence for this is the frequent occurrence of gibber flats between the sandridge
on both the eastern and western sides of the Desert, and the limited occurrence
of gibbers in the corridors near Camp 11. Colson also reports that in crossing
the Desert along the 26th parallel in 1936, stony corridors were frequent during
the western two-thirds of the journey. Very strong evidence of a greater extent
of these soils in the past is also presented by the distribution of the spectacular
tree, waddy, or, as it is sometimes locally called, "Casuarina" (Acacia pence).
This tree occurs on gibber downs in two very restricted localities: (1) near
Birdsville, (2) near Andado bore No. 1, and in each case there are only a hundred
or two trees. The two localities are now separated by more than two hundred
miles of sand.

In origin the soils are secondary, having been derived from the break-up
and erosion of the Pliocene peneplain. The gibbers are in part remnants of the
B horizons of the laterite or lateritic profile developed over this plain (Whitchouse
1940), that is, they are in part a fossil horizon. It is unlikely, however, that
all the gibbers have had this origin, as duricrust gibbers with their "patina" and
high polish are very characteristic of desert regions generally.

<
7
> Taken from J. A. Prescott and H, R, Skewes. Trans. Roy Soc. S. Aust., 62,

(2), 1938.
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The gibbers, which reach their maximum dimensions in Start's Stony Desert

(Blake loc. cit.)
f
are very variable in size.

Thc soils of this group need more thorough investigation before their varia-

tion will be fully understood. No sampling of them was done on the 1939

expedition. Crabholes are of frequent occurrence,, especially about Birdsville

and on the south and west sides of the Desert, and where they occur the gibber

shelf is almost devoid of vegetation. In places, over very large areas, the soils

are crabhole- free, but every gradation occurs between the two extremes. The

sampling of these soils, carried out by various workers earlier, was for the most

part in connection with studies on crabholes (normally gibber-free) to the south

and west of the Desert.

The soils are all heavy with clay loam and clay surfaces, or very rarely a

lighter surface (e.g., loam or sandy loam), which rapidly becomes heavier. There

is usually slight lime in the subsoil, and gypsum is frequent in the B2 horizon.

It has already been shown in studies on soils derived from outliers of the

Arcoona Tableland in South Australia (6) that the gibber shelf soils are highly

saline, while the greater leaching in the nearby crabholes has washed down the

soluble salts to greater depths. This is no doubt the case wherever the crabholes

occur, and is demonstrated by a wide collection of profiles taken by J. K.

Taylor (R) in 1938, the soluble salts and pfl of two of which are given below

(Tabic V), together with samples collected by the author at Mutooroo (South

Australia) in 1939. In tins latter case the shelf gibbers are milky quartz.

Table V
Soil number 5,602 5,603 5,604 5,605 5,606 5,607 5,608 5.609 5,610

Location 12 miles west of Stan} Plain, 1 chain from 5T602

Coward Springs, crabhole

Depth (inches) <M 4-10 10-33 33-42 0-9 9-15 15-2* 24-33 33-42

Total soluble salta (%) •044 -049 •<#5 2-108 3-46S 3-455 3-283 3*308 3-394

Chloride (as % CI.) .

.

*003 -005 -021 -315 1-44 1*51 1-40 1-36 1-31

pH 87 8-0 8-0 8-2 7-6 8-0 SO 8-0 8-1

Soil number -- *. 6,240 6,241 6,242
>

6,243 6,244 6,245

Location , , .

.

North Plain Paddock, Quartz gibber shelf,

Mutooroo, crabhole £ chain from 6,240

Depth (inches) 0-7 1-21 23^36 0-1 1 Hi24 24-^6

Total soluble salos \fo) -059 •985 1-85 •422 2-00 2-40

Chloride (as % CI.) . - — •018 -265 -184 -93 -69

PH 8-6 7*9 8-2 8-0 8-3 8-1

It has been suggested by Crocker arid Skewes (6) that the high soluble salt

content of gibber shelf soils, together with the very great edaphic aridity of which

it is indicative, is the cause of the scarcity and even complete absence of vegetation

on these soils. The soluble salts are principally sodium chloride, sodium sulphate,

and calcium sulphate. There is no doubt that except in local depressions large

areas of gibber soils are never wet beyond two or three inches, otherwise there

would be much more evidence of downward leaching of the salts. J. K. Taylorw
considers that the mechanical action of raindrops on an already wet surface may

<
9
) The author is grateful to Mr. Taylor for making the &ita on these samples

available.

O) Personal communication.
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materially disperse the sodium saturated clay of the surface layer, to form an
almost impervious soil surface. This may well be the reason for lack of penetra-

tion, and the fact that gibber profiles with a lighter textured surface have a much
lower soluble salt content supports this suggestion, as, for example, that collected

on the 1937 expedition, 100 miles north-west of Oodnadatta: 0-2" '01%,
2-10" -01%, 10-46" *01% (17).

Although the very saline gibber soils are more or less impervious to water,

the crabholes, which collect considerable quantities during rains in run-off, and
some other areas (most likely with a lighter textured surface) are less saline.

Soil salinity is probably the most important index of fertility in these soils,

because in addition to the question of toxicity of high salt concentration it is a
measure of the water relationships. However, single value factors for the

assessment of fertility are very dangerous. . It is suggested that the following

soil-vegetation relationships for the stony deserts be tentatively accepted.

Surface 12 inches Veijetatinii

(1) High salinity .. ,. No vegetation or occasional samphires and Basstas.

Ephemerals on small wand shadows.

(2) Moderate salinity Saltbush, grasses and various Bassia spp

(e.g., edge of crabhole)

(3) Low salinity .. ... Saltbush, bluehush, wealth of grasses (especially

Eragrostis, and in northern parts Astrebla and

ephemerals.
'* Acacia spp., Erentophila spp.

Soil reaction is markedly alkaline in the stony desert soils, usually with
surface pH values between 7*5 and 8-7

t
and subsoil values of the same order.

There are, however, one or two anomalous soils in the samples collected by Taylor
with subsoil pM values as low as 6*4-.

3. Soils of the Flood Plains

These soils, as is readily understandable, are very variable. They are chiefly

grey or brown in colour, and arc normally medium to heavy textured. This is

the "channel country" of Blake and others. Prescott has grouped them as "grey
and brown soils of heavy texture" in his new soil map.

Analytical data on a typical sample from Goyder's Lagoon, a flood plain of
the Diamentina River, is given below.

Sample number . . ,

.

6,221 Mechanical analysis

—

%
Depth (inches) . . .

.

0-12 Loss on acid treatment 1 *6

Description .. .. ,. grey clay Moisture . . .. .. 6*6

Vegetation ., .. .. lignum, etc. Chemical data 1—
Mechanical analysis— % Total soluble salts .. «03

Coarse sand .. .

.

2*3 Nitrogen ...... «03

Fine sand 35-5 Phosphate (P3Os ) .. '07

Silt 4-0 Reaction (pH) .... 8*1

Clay , .. 50-9

V. THE VEGETATION
The vegetation of that portion of the Simpson Desert in Queensland has

already heen described by Blake, loc. cit.
f but in his studies on this Desert fringe

it was not possible for him to see in perspective the desert as a whole.
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In the desert proper, although the sandhill communities are varied, they

retain on sandridge crest and inter-ridge corridor a remark-able consistency. This

is to be found across the whole region. The relative abundance of species varies

a great deal, but the most important ones are the same practically throughout.

Some prominent species present on the eastern side, like Crotalaria Cunning-

hamii (parrot bush), occur only sparingly or are apparently absent in the west,

and vice versa, but such species are relatively few.

The principal communities have been divided into associations and grouped

as edaphic complexes, and are summarised in Table VI as below. The distribu-

tion of the edaphic complexes is shown on the generalised map, which has been

compiled from information from all available sources including original survey

diagrams of the Lands Department, Adelaide, and in Queensland that published

by Blake (4). "The base map is after that of Madigan (13) but has been simpli-

fied, only the. actual Desert camp sites being shown. His original map should

be consulted for greater detail-

Assoeiation

1. Spinifex paradoxusW
2. Triodia Bosedouni

3. Nitraria Schohcri

4. Triodia Boscdowii - Grei>iUca

juttc'tfoUa - Eucalyptus

pachyphylta

5. Acacia Cambagei —A triplex

vesicarium

6. Acacia pcu-ce -Bassia spp.

7. Astrcbla pec tinata- Bassia spp.

8. A triplex vesicarium - Bassia spp.

9. Eucalyptus coolabah

10. Atriptex nummuforium

11. Chennpndium auricomum

12. Muchlcnbcckia Cnnniucfhatnii

Table VI
Vegetation Associations

Flithiut

Unstable sandridge crest

Inter-ridge corridors and

lower slopes

Inter-ridj^e areas near

I*ke Eyre

Sandplain

Restricted inter-ridge

areas

Gibber downs

Gibber downs

Gibber downs

Fringing channels and

fioodplains

Flnndplains

Floodplain swamps

Floodplaitis and swamps

Edaphic Complex

Triodia Basedowii-

Spinifex paradoxus

Astrebla pectinata-

A triplex vesicarium -

Bassia spp.

Eucalyptus coolabah -

A triplex 7tunttrtula>riu»t

1. TRtoniA basedowii-Sptnifex paradoxus edaphic complex

(1) Spinifex paradoxus association {see pi. xxxviii, fig. 2, and pi. xliii, fig. 13)

Throughout the Desert the sandrige crests, except in the case of very low

sandrises, are unstable and practically devoid of vegetation. The most important

and consistent perennial is Spinifex paradoxus (cane-grass), a moderately good

sand-binder, which usually grows to about four feet high and has rigid much-

branched stems (pi. xxxviii, fig. 2).

A few other perennial or semi-perennial species which occur are Ptilotus

latifolius and Sida corrugata var. pedunculata. In places, particularly on sand-

ed) The bulk of the systematic work on the Simpson Desert material was done hy
Miss C. M. Eardley, who is presenting the results in separate papers. She arranged and
supervised the whole of the identifications. Only one family, the Chenopodiaeeae, was
done by the author.

(-1) Now Zygochloa paradoxa (R. Br.) S. T, Blake.
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ridge crests in the western portion of the Desert, the creeping herbaceous binders

Triumfetta Winneckeana and Tribt<lus hystrix are found. Crotalaria Cunning-

hamii (parrot bush) and C. dissitiflora, although most prominent on sandridge

slopes jusl below the unstable crests, nevertheless are frequently conspicuous on

the crests themselves; the former was only observed from the region of the Hay
River and east thereof, and the latter, which occurs across the whole Desert, is

much more hoary and pubescent in the eastern than western parts. In the latter

it is almost glabrous. The most important annual plants are the chenopod,

Saisola Kali ( buck-bush or roly-poly ) , two grasses Plagiosefum rcfractwm

("drooping oat grass") and Eriachne aristidea, and Trichodesma seylanka

(water bush). All four species grow very rapidly after rain and are drought

e-scApitig rather than drought resistant. Saisola Kali, after dying off, remains as

an important sand-binder for some time, and on sandridges adjacent to the eastern

side of Lake Eyre individual plants five feet high and nine feet in diameter

were common.

Bknnodia pterosperma and Goodenia cycloptcra arc particularly prominent

after rains on the lower horizons of the unslabte crest near the stable slope

—

Unstable ciest intervene. The former is very colourful and good camel fodder

while it lasts, but dies off and disappears very rapidly.

(2) Triodia Basedowii association (pi. xxxviii, fig, 1; pi, xxxix, fig. 4; pi. xl.

fig, 6)

Triodia Basedowii (commonly called "spinifex" or porcupine grass) is the

most important species of the whole desert, occurring as it does in all Ihe sandy

inter-ridge areas, on the lower ridge slopes and on the northern sandplain. The

Individual plants are very much branched, and the leaves spiny. Spreading out

from the centre, it grows as dense tussocks, which apart from the flowering

panicles supported on a slender stem, are rarely more than two and a half feet

high, but varying greatly in diameter and often dying in the centre. In the

hollows the individual plants are sometimes so close together that camels dislike.

walking amongst them; usually, however, they are more widely spaced. The
species flowers relatively quickly after rains, sending up slender stalks terminat-

ing in the spikelet panicles and very much resembling a field of wheat (fig. 6).

It is a drought resistant plant.

Throughout the Desert a great number of other species occur associated with

the "spimfex," but their incidence is very spasmodic and they only rarely add

anything to the physiognomy of the association as a whole. For convenience

(see Table VI), the spinifex communities have been divided into two: (1) those

of the inter-ridge corridors and lower .-lopes, and (2) those of the northern

sandplain. The general similarities of the two edaphic habitats have already

been referred to. The division into two associations is an arbitrary one, and a

large number of species of the sandplain (e.g., the GrcviJleas) arc often con-

spicuous in the inter-ridge corridors and on lower ridge slopes. Although

"spinifex'
4

is present in both the hollows and on the slopes, the relative abundance

of associated species in these two situations varies a good deal—one grades, of

course, gradually into the other.

In the sandy hollows very few plants other than Triodia Basedowii are found.

Occasionally there are shrubs or small trees, e.g. (see pi- xxxix, fig. 4; pi. xl, fig. 6),

clump* of needlework (Ilakea Jcucofitera). scattered Grevilleas {Grevitlva steno~

hotrya, G. juntifolia) or Eremophilas (£. longifolia, E, Latrohei), and sometimes

growing under the shelter of these larger shrubs or small trees are Rhagodia

spin-escens and Enchylacna tomentosa. Two small shrubs of the Euphorbiaceae,

Euphorbia IVhccleri and Adriana Hookeri arc often prominent, while Euphorbia
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Drummondii and E. eremophila were recorded. Trichiniunt aloptrcuroideutn was

common in corridors near the western edge of the desert but rapidly disappeared

going east. The composites Nclichrysum roseum var. Davunportii and Helipterutn

moscfuitum may be locally conspicuous after rain, but they are very short-lived, a5

also are the grasses, Eragrostis eriopoda. Arisiida Muelleri, A. areitaria, Eragrostis

Pielsii, Entieapogon cytindriens and Enneapogon asperotns (the lalte.T three only

prominent during the expedition east of Lake Eyre). Practically the only other

plants of the hollows worth mention here are Scacvola depauperata, Thryptomexe

Maisonnntxni and Portutaca intraterranca ("munyeroo," an excellent camel

fodder).

The sandridge slopes, that is the regions between the hollows proper and the

unstable crests, are fixed by T. Basedottrii. A mtich larger number of associated

species (rarely abundant enough to give a particular fades to the community)

occurs lierc than in the hollows ;although all the perennials present there are also

found in varying degree on the slopes. The most prominent woody shrubs or

small trees to occur are Grt'x>Ulea stenobolrya and G. juncifolia (especially in the

easterly portion of the Desert), C striata (?) (rare, only seen in the western

part), Atalayo? hemigtauca (whttcwood), Ilakca ieucoptcra (needlebush),

EreniophSa Strehlouni, E, Macdonneltil var. gtabriuscuta, 7i. Macdonnellii (this;

species recorded in western side of Desert only), E. Willsi^ E. strongylophytta,

Dodomea viscosa (occurs sparingly across, the whole desert), Acacia ligutata

("sandhill wattle"), A. dkiyophlelm, A. patens, A, Murrayana and Cassia

pleuracarpa (sandhill cassia). Acacia Wattsiona (?) and Owama acidula (emu
apple) were recorded only along the eastern edge of the desert (i.e., cast of the

Queensland border). Other plants occurring on the slopes are Sida rorrugaia,

S> virgata, Htbisius Krichouffiamts . Amarantns grandiflorus, Scaevola ovoHfolia,

S. dfpn-upttrata, Leschemultia divaricata, Crotalaria novae-holhindiae
}
Goodenia

cycloptcra, Trichodesma seylaniea, Myriocephalus Stuartn, Newcastlia cephatantka,

Cutotis erinacca and Euphorbia Wheeleri and the grass Eriachnc aristidec.

Acacia brachyphylla was common on some of the low dunes and dune alopes

at the western side of the Desert.

Present to varying degrees but more or less confined to upper slopes in the

intcrzone between the stabilized slope and unstable crest, are Sida cvrrugaia var.

pedunculata, Sida trirgata, Ptilotus latifolius, Trichiw'um obcnwtmn var. grands
florunt, Blennodia ptcrosperma, Cfoialaria dissitiflora, C. Cufinmghamii (parrot

bush), Panicum revt-rs-iim {Paractacnum novne-hollandiae) and some species very

common on the crests, like Salsola Kali (buck bush) and Plagiosetum refractum

(drooping oat grass).

A large number of species has been collected from sandhill and sandridge

slopes about the Desert fringe that do not apparently occur throughout the Desert
as a whole. More extensive work, however, may reveal the presence of some in

the Desert. The moist important of these on the western side tvere Abutiton
otontrpum, Sida inchtsa, Trianthema pilosa* Hcliotrofnum tenuifoltuw var. panA*
jlorum, Polanisia viscosa, Bassia bicornw, and the grasses Eragrostis laniflora,

£, Diclsii, Aristida liroamiana and Ichnanthus australicnsis. On the eastern and
south-eastern side of the Desert, adjacent to the channel country, gibber plain

or dissected tableland, are found Zygophyllum hiimitt-immu, Lepidimn rotxmdnm,
Babhagia acroptera (lower slopes only), Bassia uniflora (very common in places

at edge of sandhills along the Diamentina), Ptilotus murrayi var. major,

Acacia sp. (probably A. coUvtiaides), Trianthema decandra, Atriplex I'tfutincUitM,

A. spongiosum, Szvainsona rigida, PsoraUa eriantha, Pkmtago varia, and the

grasses Eragroslis Basedozm, E> Dielsii, £. crtopvda (on sandy slope near Hay
River) and Setnria Brtntmii. A single specimen of Codonocurpiis cotinifolius
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was seen on a sandslope adjacent to the Hay River floodplam. These fringe
desert species, although important locally, are nnt typical of the Desert proper.
Many of them arc making the most of a temporarily favourable sand slope habitat
and have little chance of gaining a foothold in the Desert itself, as they arc
species of the floodptaitis or gibber tableland (e.g., Plantago viiria, Eraqrostis
Dielsn, A. velutinellum and Bassia bicornis.

Although Triodia Basedowii js the most important species throughout the
hollows and sandy slopes, and the other species present occur too sporadically to
influence the general appearance of the association, there is a considerable area
west of the Hay River where the sandridges are much lower (frequently less
than 30 feet) and the relative abundance of the species quite different. Here
many species which occur only sparingly in other parts are more abundant, and
the elsewhere prominent T, Basedowii k much less conspicuous (pi xxxix, fig. 5).
The crests of these rises are not unstable as with the higher ones, but fixed chiefly
by species which throughout the remainder of the Desert occur sparingly on the
upper slope-ridge crest transition zone, together with plants of the unstable crests
prober.

^
The most prominent species are Cassia pleurocarpa, Eremiopkila Streh-

lowti Ercmophila sp., Spinifex paradoxus, Acacia Murrayana, Grevillea steno-
botrya, Calotis erinacea ("sand hill daisy'') , LeschenaulHa divaricate Adriana
Hookcri, Euphorbia Drummondii, Ptilotus latifolms, Crotalaria dissitifiora

t Sida
virgata, S. corrugaia, Trichodesma seylanica, Playiosetum refraction, Triodia
Basedimni, Eriachne aristidea, Eragrostis sp. Less frequent are Acacia ligulata,
Grevillea juncifolia, Dodonaea viscosa and Satsoki Kali. The short-lived Portu*
laca intratcrranea ("munyeroo 1

) was common in this area-

(3) Nitmria Schoberi association

In the sandhills about Lake Eyre where the soil is gypseous and more saline,
vegetation is xcry scarce. Triodia Basedowii (spinifex) does not occur, and in
its stead in both inter-ridge areas and on lower slopes Nitraria Schoberl (dillon
bush, nitre bush) is found. Other shrubs and small trees arc practically absent
except for occasional clumps of low needlebusb, ffakca Lcucoptera.

On the sandridge crests in this region Spinifex paradoxus (cane-grass)
occurs very sparingly, and the most conspicuous feature at the time of the expedi-
tion was the large bushes of Salsola Kali. Annuals and ephemerals prominent
after rains include Crotalaria dissitifiora, Trichodesma sseylanica, Myriocephalus
Stmrti*, BUnnodia plerasperma, and Goodenia cycloptera' On the lower slopes
Sida xrirgata is often prominent. Swainsona stipularis grows in profusion on
the slopes and in the gypseous hollows shortly after rains.

(4) Triodia Basedowii- Grevillea juncifolia -Eucalyptus bachyphylla association
(pi. xlii, fig, 12)

At the northern edge of the Desert, as described previously, the sandridges
give way to a teatureless sandplain—particularly south of the Jervoia and TarUon
Ranges. The principal species on this sandplain are Triodia Basedowii (spinifex)
and a few scattered stunted trees and large shrubs, of which two rruilkes
Eucalyptus pachyphylla and Eucalyptus sp. (probabfy E r oxymitra) and Grevillea
funcifma are most important.

rf» SStSl
l
fl ^Tit?0n *JSF& P* made about eiebt miles south from

the junction of the Arthur and the fhnng Rivers to take a soil sample on the
sandplain. At that tune a fairly severe "dry spell" was in progress, and annualsand ephemerals were nan-existent.

a . n*-
d[
?
CTC<

l
P^' «?3

>;.
th
i
s com™"% fe very ctose'y linked, edaphicallvand Jtortsticalfc to the Inodui Basedowii association of the inter-ridge corridors'.
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(5) Acacia Cambagei- A triplex vexicarium association.

Acacia Cambagei (gidgee or stinking wattle) is to be -found in a. few hollows

in Ihe Simpson Desert, but is very rare west of the Queensland border. East

of that longitude it is much more frequent, and reaches its greatest importance

(at the latitude of out crossing) twelve to eighteen miles west: of the Mulligan

River at Old Kaliduwarry Station. Here it is associated with Atripiex vest-

curium as an under-shrub l>ec pi, xl, fig. 7: pi. xli, tig. 8). The soil has a red fine

sand surface horizon of about twelve indies, increasing in texture to a sandy clay

with abundant amounts of free soft calcium carbonate at three to four feet (sec

Tabic III). The subsoil contains moderate quantities of sodium chloride
(•25--34%'as CI).

Associated with the saltbush are a number of other chenopods. principal of

which are Kochkt lanosa, Enchylaena tamentosa, Russia nmflora, B. paradoxa,

B, bicomis and D. inlricata, The principal grasses are Aristida sp., Eragrostis

Dictsii and Enneapogon sp.

At the edges of the hollows and lower slopes, the saltbush is replaced by
Triodia Basedowii and other common species of the sand slopes like Acacia

Murrayana, Grevillea juncifolia* Trichodcswa stylamca, Cassia pleurocxrpa and
Crotalarm, etc.

2. ASTKKRLA rECTJNATA-ATRTPLEX VESTCAIHTTM - BASSIA spp,

EUAPHIC COMPLEX

The associations in this edaphic complex are very variable. They are the

associations of the gibber flats, the stony downs* and the lower stony rises, The
edaphic factors influencing the principal variations are not fully known, and i

more thorough investigation wilt have to be made to elucidate them. However,
microclimate, determined through topography, as has already been shown by
Andrewartha (1), is no doubt very important. Soil salinity is also a most
important factor and has a large influence on the distribution of mitchell grass,

samphire and the chenopods generally. In the crabhole country much of the

gibber shelf is too saline and too arid to support vegetation at alt.

(1) North-east of Lake Eyre

The vegetation of the gravelly downs area in south-western Queensland has

already been very fully dealt with by S. T. Blake (1938 1. lie pointed out that

the dominant grass in that area is Astrebla pectinata (barley mitchell grass).

This grass, however, becomes less prominent southwards as one follows the downs
north-east and east of Lake. Eyre, It occurs in only restricted habitats in South
Australia, where the principal gibber downs grasses arc Enneapoyon polyphytlus,

E. a7>('na<:eus, Sporobohts ac linoclad us, Iseilema vaginiflonun and Tripogon
lolnfonnis.

Certain shrubs of the Chcnopodiaceae arc frequently locally important on
the gibber country, especially Knchia to»wntosa, K. pyramidala t K, aphylla,

K. plamfolio. K. pentagona and Atriplcx vvmcarium. The species of Bassia and

annual saltbushes may he very abundant in good seasons, e.g., Bassia dwaricata,

B, inlricata,. B. lanicuspis, B. quinque cusp-is var. glabra (?), B. patentiatspis,

B, Tatei, Airiplex spongiosum (pop saltbush), and less abundantly. A. halimoides

and A, angulatum. Other annuals and ephemerals, common after rains, are

Salsola Kulij Btennodia fiiifolia, Helichrysiim podolepidimn, Hetipterum flori-*

bundum, H, pterochavtmn and Minuria Icptophylla. Other plants recorded

during the expedition included Scaevola spinesevns, Sida intricala and Mai-
vostrmn sp.

On the low stony ridges larger shrubs and small trees occur spasmodically.

Of these the most important arc Acacia Cambagei, A, tetragonophylla (dead

finish), Cassia dcsolata, C. Sturlii var. involucrala, Acacia P'ktoriae (usually
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confined to wetter parts), Acacia pence (very limited distribution), Eremophiht

Duttovii and E. FreelingU.

In places there is little vegetation other than the burrs and biridyis (Bassia

spp.), but this was very rare in July 1939.

Eremophila Latrobei occurs at the head of small stony gullies, as already

recorded by Blake {loc, cit.).. In these small creeklets off the stony rises a wide

and interesting variety of plants occurs. Of those recorded, the most important

trees and shrubs are Acacia aneura (nmlga), A. Cambagei (gidgee), Santahuu
lanceolahun var. angustifoUuin (sweet bush). Cassia eremophila

t Grevilfa!

striata (beefwood). Acacia ligulaia and Rremophila macuJata, Didiscns gland*

foliits, Zygophyllum frnticulusum and Pimelea trichostofhya were frequent near

Mount Gason. Of the more ephemeral and herbaceous species the following arc

noteworthy as occurring in this habitat; Nicaiiam Goodspeedu, Trichinhim

obovatum var. grand iffarum, Iletichrysum semifcrtite, Heliptcrmn floribundum,

H. pterochaetum, Atriplex spongiosum, Trichodesma zeylamca, Chloris pectinate,

Iseilema vaginiflorum, Coodenia subintegra and Lotus OMtralis var. parvijlorns.

In small sandy pockets or shallow accumulations of sand on the gibber down*,

annuals, most of which are normally associated with sandridges, occur, Of tW
grasses, Eriachnc aristidea, and less abundantly Plagioseiitm refwctnnt, usso

ciated with Aristida Drotvniana
t
A. arenaria and Iseilema vaginiflortan arc to lx

found. Probably the most important cphemals are Portulaca spp. (munyeroo),
Helipterum mo$chahtm and Goodenia cycloptera.

In places crabholes occur; these arc both a wetter aud less saline habitat than

the surrounding gibber downs and support abundant vegetation.

MarsHia (nardoo) occurs in many local wetter situations.

(2) North-west of Lake Eyre

Only limited opportunity was afforded of studying and collecting on the

gibber downs on the south and western side of the desert. Collecting was limited

lo the immediate neighbourhood of Abminga and Charlotte Waters, and au area

near Andatlo Bore No. 2.

It is interesting to see many plants common on the eastern downs present

here also. Important species common to both areas include Atriplex vesicafium

(salibush), Koehia aphylla, K. ptanifnlw. Cassia desolata. Acacia Cambagei,

Acacia pence ("waddy"), Bassta tanicuspts, B. divancata, and the grasses

Enneapogon spp.. and Eragrostis teptacarpa.

Acacia pence (
wwaddy M

). occurring as it does in two such restricted and

widely separated localities, one on either side of the Desert ( Andado Bore No, 2)

and near Rtrdsville). has special significance. There is little doubt these two

occurrences are remnants of what was probably previously a wide belt before

the aridity from which the sands accumulated and piled up over the gibber

downs between.
Pachycorwa tenuis (samphire), which is quite common on the gibber downs

about Abminga,, was not recorded between Goyders Lagoon and Cowarie Station.

lts presence indicates very high soil salinity.

3 KlTCALYPTUS COOLABAH-ATRlPLiiX NU-MMULARrUM EI>APH1C COMPLEX
(PI. xxyviii, fig. 2; pi. xti, fig. 9)

This complex, includes all the associations fringing river channels and flood

plains. For simplicity these are divided into four associations:

—

Eucalyptus caolahah association;

Atriplex nunnnidariivm association;

Chenopodhau auricomum association;

Mnehlcnbeckut Cunnijigltamii association
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Encalxpins coolabah fringes the channels and occurs on the floodplains of

alt the rivers which flood into, or border, the Simpson Desert—the Finkc, Hale.

Todd, Hay, Georgina, Diamemina, Warburton and Kalikoopah Rivers. Coolabah

was also noted between some sandhills east of the Hale, where it no doubt repre-

sented the extreme flood limits of some creek Cram the Harts Ranges.

Beyond the fringing: forest, associations dominated by Atriplex numtnu-

larium (old man sakbush) are common. Local swamp communities of

Eragrostis australasira (cane-grass), Muehknheckiu Cunninghamii (lignum), or,

associated with the north-eastern rivers, Chenopodium anricomum, also occur.

Bauhlnia Carronii (bean-tree) and Acacia salicina arc fairly common along

the channels of the Georgina, and Ert-mophila bignoiniflora and Acacia satichta

are found about waterhnles in both the Diamctttina and Warburton Rivers, l.nea!

fringing communities dominated by paperback titree (Melaleuca glom-OraJa) grow

along the Finkc and Eranophila MacdonneUii, E, MacdamUii var. ghibrinscitUt,

E. Ivngifolia. Acacia sadcbia and A. estroph'tolata occur on the floodplain of the

Hale. Todd and FinWe Rivers.

Other species of particular prominence along flnndplains, and about channels

and watcrholes of the Dinmentina, Georgina, Warburton, Finke, Hale and Hay
Rivers, include Psorolea patens (/'verbine"), P. cinerea, Scaevola uvalifulia,

Alternanlhora nodi'flora, Hhagodia parahotica, Cnephosis sriocarpa, Teitcrium

racenwsunt. Ilalorrhagis heterophylla, Lavalera plebeja and Morgania glabra. In

addition a large number of other species, principally ephemerals, were collected

and will be listed elsewhere,

In the Finkc and Hale floodplains a large number of grasses were collected.

There include Panicum (Icconrpositnm, Aristida Muetleyi, A. anlhoxanthoidcs,

Eriochloa sp.j Iseitnna vaginifloruin, /. memhranaccum, Eulalia fulva, Dichan-

thinni tniwilius, Leptoehlaa digitata, ChlorLs virgata, C, pectinata, Eragrostis con-

fcriifiora, E. Didsii, £ japonica, Triraphis mollis, Ennoapogon polyphyllus,

Brachiaria praetcrz'isn, Solaria opfisiuenoideSj and Eriuchitc ovata var. pallida,

The following species were recorded in a sandy inter-ridge watercourse, near

Andado homestead ! Eragrostis Basedoxwi, Ennoapogon polyphyllus, Aristida

MuotU'viy Judicata ntaubranaccuiu. Panicum Whilei. Shin corrugala, Lepidium
roluadntu, Mnehlcnbcckia Cunninghamii; Ptcrigeron liatroidcs, Dysphania

litfaroU$
t
Plantago vario, Bocrhavia diffusa and Heiiplcrum flaribundutn.

As being typical of a number of moderate-sized sandy creeks off the gibber

•Jnwtis about Charlotte Waters and Abminga, the following species occur:

occasional Eucalyptus coolahah and Acacia Cambagci (gidgep). together with

Cassia Slut lit; Acacia brachystachya, Threlkcldia iuclwafa^ Kochia coronato,

Atriplex spongiosum, Bassia itniflara var. incongruous, Eriochloa sp., Panicum
decotnpoxilvm, fseihnia vugiuiflora oi , E alalia fah'a, DaetyloctrmUtn- radulans,

Clitoris virgalu, C. peciinata, Eragrostis Bascdoioii, £.. japomca, E. leptocarpa,

E, ..set)folia, Diftochao Mue.lleri, Tnraphh mollis, (.'yperns Virlariensis, C. <hicty-

Itttcs, Swainxona oligophylta, Catogync herardiana, Nicotiana ingulba, Lepidium

rotund urn, Btennodio, pterosperma, Gnephasis ortot arpa, Helipieruui floribandum,

II. pterochaelum, II, moscbatam, Myrioccphahts S'aartii, SenOtio Gregorn,

Minuria integcrrima, M, dcnticulata, Pterigeron liatroidcs, P. adscendens,

N'cptuniu motwspcrvia, Zygophxllmn Howittti Porhtlaca oleracea, Trianthema
derandra, Amarantus grand i'floras, Trkhinium cxallatum, Euphorbia Drum-
inondii, eie.

The vegetation of Seven Mile Creek, near Goyder's Lagoon ttore, can be

taken as typieai of many of the larger creeks of? the gibber tableland in that

region, The principal tr^es are Eucalyptus coolahah (box) and GrevUlea striata

(hechvood). logerher with, occasional Acacia Victoriae, Ercwophila sp. ami
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Sanlahmi fanceohhnn. Amongst the associated species Bassia b&ornis (goat-
head), Salsola Kali (buck bush), Goodcnia subinfegra, IVahlenbergia qaadrtfida,
Calandrimo. ptychosperma, Blennodia lasbcarpa, Menkea sphaerocarpa, Minuria
sp-. the grasses Clitoris pectinata, Chrysopogon sp., and in the more sandy parts,
Crotalaria dissitiflora, are most common,

Kchinachloa Turneriana (cane-grass) grows along most of the numerous
small channels that intersect the flood plain of the Diameiitina River at Goyders
Lagoon. Beyond the cane-grass, and liable to less frequent flooding"*, are lignum
(Muehtenbi'ckia Cmnvngltamii) and saltbush (Alriphx nmytmularitim) flats.

Much of the saltbush is now dead and only old sticks remain. The principal

grasses apart from cane-grass are F.riochloa sp. and Agrostis avmarea. Other
species recorded were few and practically limited to areas adjacent to the small
channels. Craspedia chrysantha, Ixiolaena leptolepis and Senecio hiultts were
particularly common, together with Alriphx limbahon (annual saltbush), Blen-
nodia eremigena, Lepidium rotundum, Alternanthera nodiflora, Lotus aitstrails

var, parz<iflams and Trigonelta sitavissirna, Chenopodium Ourkomum (bine
bush) swamps are frequent adjacent to the southern edge of Goyder's Lagoon.
The grasses, Emgrostis australaska (cane-grass) and Panicum decompnsitum,
are commonly found in these swamps.

4 Vegetation of Bore DfiArNs

The vegetation along bore drains at Mount Gason and Goyder's Lagoon is

practically confined to a grass Diplachne Muelleri, together with Scirpus mari-
timus, Cyperus laevigatas and C. gymnovaidos.

VI. SOIL-VEGETATION RELATIONSHIPS
Soil factors, including the. moisture regime, appear to be the most important

environmental factors governing the distribution of the vegetation in and about
the Simpson Desert.

The general similarity between the corridor and northern sand-plain soils

is paralleled by a very close relationship between the florisric composition of the
communities associated with each. On the gravelly downs the moisture relation-
ships (and consequent soluble salt statu?) appear to be particularly important m
the distribution of the associated communities.

The effect of soil fertility 13 much more difficult to assess than the other
environmental factors. It is quite possible that much of the sand has not been
transported far by wind, and that local variations in mineralogy of the sands,
dependant upon fluctuations or differences in supply and composition of parent
material, is reflected in their fertility. Unfortunately, chemical methods of assess-
ing soil fertility are very restricted in both range and application. The use of
single value factors, as has been shown earlier for the phosphate (P2 5 j status,
as a fertility index, is extremely dangerous.

But in any case on a survey of this type, carried out on only two short visits

to the region, only broad generalisations on the soil-vegetation relationships can
be made. The associations fall very neatly, however, into edaphic complexes,
and can be conveniently mapped as such.

No mention has been made in (he text of the Casuarina decaistwana (desert
oak)

—

Triodia Basedoimi association that occurs on an undulating sanely off-
shoot of the Desert south and east of the Finke River, west of Rumbulara and
Alice Well; or of the Astrehla spp, (mitchell grass) and Acacia Cambagel
fgidgee) downs north of the Desert sandplain. The former is a variant within
the Triodia Basedouni-Spinifex paradoxus edaphic complex, and the latter has
many aflinities with Blake's "Ashy Downs association."
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The distribution of certain species on one side of the Desert and apparent

absence on the other, v.g., Crotolaria CxtnnmgkmnU on the eastern side, probably

indicates their spread from a surviving centre.

VII. SUMMARY
The general ecology and climate of the Simpson Desert and its margins has

been briefly reviewed and the soils described. The soils fall into three main

groups; (I) aeolian sands; (2) brown soils associated with surface gibbers; and

(3) alluvial soils associated with floodplains of the principal rivers and water-

courses.

Some analytical data on the soil types has been presented, and in the case of

the Desert sands a series of sieving* carried out. Unfortunately, the number of

samples taken on the expedition were limited.

The most important feature of the brown gibber soils is their high salinity,

which varies considerably with micro-climate.

The Desert sands are predominantly quartz and near the extreme limit of

fineness for aeolian sands (*08 mm- diameter).

The peak diameters of the sands are coarser on the ridge crests than in the

inter-ridge corridors, and the reverse therefore of the relationship found ior the

Libyan Desert sands and postulated as general. It is suggested that the extreme

fineness of the Simpson Desert sands is responsible for this reversal.

The extreme fineness of the sands suggests that they consist of previously

abraded material, probably having passed through several cycles of erosion, and

the arenaceous Eyrian series were probably the principal source of supply. The

limited presence of minerals of a predominantly metamorphic and granitic suite

(Carrol) show that contributions from other sources have also been made.

There is a conspicuous absence of the silt (02-002 mm. diameter) fraction

in the sands. This has no doubt been removed as loess, and deposited further

afield—chiefly to the north and east.

The sand gradings are variable and many of them have the characteristics

of mixed sands. The surface half inch from the northern sandplain is a special

mixed sand with two peak diameters, one approximately ten times as great as

the other.

It is suggested that the reason for the development of a sandsheet in the

north, and the typical sandridge system in the south, majr rest in a difference in

grading of the parent sand, which it is supposed contained more coarse sand in

the former.

The principal vegetation communities are described under twelve associa-

tions. These have been grouped for convenience of demonstrating the major

habitat linkages, and for ease of mapping into edaphic complexes.

The chief communities on the Desert sands are dominated either by Triad i

a

Basedoivii or Spinifex paradoxus.

One of the most interesting vegetation assemblages is an association of the

gibber downs dominated by Acacia peace (waddy). This occurs as two small

relict areas on either side of the Desert now separated by more than 200 miles

of superficial sand.

A tentative vegetation map of the area, drawn from all the information

available, is presented. The base map used was that of Dr. C. T, Madigan.
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Fig. i

Trioilia Bast'duTvii association in inter ridge corridor near Camp 6. Tin- dead grasses
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Fig. 3—Sriinfex pafado nts, Salsola Kali and . Icat ia Murrayaim towards crest of a low dune.
The dead grasses arc chiefly Playiosctitw rciractum and Eriachuc arislidca*
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JmV. 4—Triadiu Basedvzvii association in inter-ridge corridor, with dead Acacia sp,, about small
claypan. Serrated crests of "tear drop" sandridges in background. Camp 9.

Photo, U. Marshal]
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—

Triodin Bascdotmi
J $al$ohi Kali, Cttstia picurociVpa, Ctotuluria dissitifioni, Adrian

Hooked, Acacia Murrayana, etc., on low sandhill west of the Hay River.
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./. Cambagci-Atriplex vcsicarium association in corridor between Camps IN and 1°.

Photo, I). Marshall
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Fig, (
)

Hood plain of Tlay River. Hiwulyptus ciiulahuh with Sc&cvola ovnlifoJiu as tin- most
prominent unclershrub. l'rincipal i^rassus .iristuia and Jirai/rostis spp.

Plinto, D. Marshal!
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Fig. 13

Low sandridge near Camp 12. Spimfex paradoxus association on ridge crest (fore-

ground) and Triociia Basedowii in corridor.

Phoio. I). Marshall

Fig. 14

Sandridges flanking a flood-plain offshoot of the Mulligan River near old Annandah
Station. The trees skirting the flood plain are Actftcia Catnba-gei.

Photo. D. Marsh;,!

V
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Fig. 15

Eucalyptus coolahali lining a small c-reeklet off the gibber downs at Andado Bore No.2.

The ground flora is mainly grasses (Enncapof/ou spp. and Sporobohis arliuocladus)

and bindyi (Bassia spp.).

Photo. D. Marshall
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THE VEGETATION OF THE SOUTHERN FLINDERS RANGES, SOUTH
AUSTRALIA

By C. Z). Boomsma

Summary

This paper contains an account of the vegetation of a portion of the Southern Flinders Ranges. The

area is the hinterland of the coast from Port Pirie to Port Augusta, extending inland for a distance of

approximately 20 miles. The area comprises about 650,000 acres, in the whole of which the

vegetation associations were mapped; in addition detailed mapping of vegetation types was carried

out in a smaller area of about 15,000 acres situated in the Hundreds of Darling and Howe.
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THE VEGETATION OF THE SOUTHERN FLINDERS RANGES,
SOUTH AUSTRALIA

By C. D. Boomsma

[Read 8 August 1946]

This paper contains an account of the vegetation of a portion of the

Southern Flinders Ranges. The area is the hinterland of the coast from Port

Piric to Port Augusta, extending inland for a distance of approximately 20 miles.

The area comprises about 650,000 acres, in the whole of which the vegetation

associations were mapped ; m addition detailed mapping of vegetation types was

carried out in a smaller area of about 15,000 acres situated in the Hundreds of

Darling and Howe*

PHYSIOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY
This larger area contains five topographic regions, and the smaller area con-

tains three of these regions, via., a coastal spur of the Flinders Range with the

associated foothills and hillocks in the east. Numerous high peaks are present,

but the absence of lakes and swamps is noteworthy in an area which receives up

to 30" annual rainfall. The topographic regions are:—1, Coastal Plain; 2, Coastal

Spur of the Flinders Ranges; 3, Eastern Foothills; 4, Eastern Hillocks; 5, Eastern

Plain.

Coastal Plain

The plain varies in width from one half mile to six miles, being widest near

Baroota and narrowest near Yatala Harbour. It occurs along the full length

of the coast from Port Pirie to Port Augusla and is bounded in Ihe cast by the

coastal spur of the Flinders Range. Because of the gradual slope to the west

drainage is generally impeded, as indicated by restricted communities of man-

groves at Port Pirie and salt tolerant herbs in the northern portion of the coastal

plain. Nevertheless, numerous creeks and smaller watercourses have their out-

lets to the sea.

Coastal Spur ok the Flinders Rangks

This spur forms the most prominent topographic feature of the area and

contains peaks of considerable altitude—the Bluff, Mount Remarkable (3,178')

Mount Brown (3.152'). together with numerous steep-sided peaks of lower

altitude.

Advanced dissection contributes to the rough nature of this region, Ihe hill

slopes bciug steep and abrupt with few gaps in the ridge line to permit crossing

from side to side. The western side is the steeper and is frequently a scarp face,

but the eastern side grades into foothills. Drainage is free, there being

numerous steep-sided creeks and several long gorges cut Lhrough the resistant

quartzites. In general the ridge tops are rounded to flat rather than angular,

although access is reduced to a minimum.

Eastern Foothills

Unlike the western side,, in the east the coastal spur grades into foothills

with broader, less steep-sided valleys. The foothills are round-topped when
isolated, but minor flat-topped ridges are frequent. Drainage is adequate and

free, there being numerous creeks flowing north, south, cast and west. In the

south, P>eetaloo Reservoir receives the flow from several creeks, while several

others flow eastwards into the Rocky River. Willochra Creek flows inland and

Trans. Roy. Sue. S. Aust., 70, <2>, 1 Dec. 1946
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northwards, and receives many eastward flowing tributaries such as the Beautiful
Valley Creek, Mount Brown Creek and Richman Creek. Access is possible over
must of this region.

Eastern Hjllqcks
The eastern foothills grade into the eastern plains as small hillocks. The

topography is undulating and the hillocks are pleasantly rounded. The hillocks
are more noticeable in the south than in the north of this area. Drainage is

adequate, creeks being numerous and flowing in all directions. In the south of the
region the "Rocky River flows southwards into the Broughton River, whilst in

the north, numerous eastward (lowing creeks flow into Spring Creek. Access is

free, there being few topographic obstacles other than the watercourses.

Eastern Plain

The eastern plain is elevated to 1,200' and lies between the eastern hillocks

and the Pekina Ranges which are east of the area under discussion. The plain

is traversed by numerous sub-parallel watercourses, which adequately drain this

region. In the south of the region drainage is to the south, and in tiie north
drainage is to the north. Access is free, there being few topographic obstacles

other than watercourses and low ranges.

UROLOGY
The geology of Counties Frome and Victoria is continuous in a north-south

direction there being similar upland ridges of resistant quartzite beds often

separated by intervening softer beds. The softer beds yield more readily to water
erosion, so (hat the watercourses tend to follow the strike of these beds. Zones of

weakness are found in the more resistant quartzite beds, and there the water-
courses arc able to cross into the adjoining softer beds.

Stephens et al. (15) produced a list of the rock types occurring in County
Victoria, as well as a table showing the relation between rock type arid physio-
graphy. They discussed Fenner's conclusions that the prevailing structures were
due to tilted fault blocks, and also Ilowchin's theory of the relation of present:

topography to ancient watercourses, The authors' views were not conclusive as

they observed ancient stream gravels, but no major strike faults. However, fold-

ing is general in County Victoria and also in County Frome. the axis of the folds

being in a north-south direction, the folds being anticlines or domes, and syndines
or basins, e.g., Caltuwie is located along the axis of a syncline and Jamestown
is situated on an eroded anticline.

The Pre-Cambrian succession in County Frome forms the backbone of the

ranges and »s widespread in its occurrence. To obtain the correct order of the

beds in County Frome, detailed field work is necessary, as the numerous faults

and folds cause many variations in the normal order of succession. Segnit (14)
has mapped in details considerable areas of the Flinders Ranges and includes

several areas of County Frome. Segnit (14) and Howclun (9), as well as others,

have recorded the basins, pounds and the domes. Some of the basins have been
Utilised as sites for reservoirs, viz., Baroota and Beetaloo Reservoirs. It is

notable that the main features of this vast geological series are maintained in au
unique fashion over vast areas.

Parallelism, which leads to a duplication of the beds, is frequent and some-
times the correlation with forest types is remarkable, e.g, t a basal transition bed
of purple-grey quartzite occurs well up in the thick quartzite bed in Sections 19,

10, 8 and 4, Hundred of Darling, over a distance of 10 miles and supports an
exclusive forest type of E, leucoxylon.
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The publications concerning rock-types oC the area provide a more complete

picture of their distribution and relationships than is possible in this paper.

Briefly, rocks of the middle Pre-Cambrian to lower Cambrian are present and
include such rock-types as sandstones, quartzites, conglomerates, siliceous slates,

dolomitic limestones, grey shales and feispathic sandstones. The absence of

igneous rocks, volcanic rocks, latcrite and extensive mineralization is notable.

Segnit (14) measures a thickness of over 10,000 feet from Fichi-Richi Pass and

Horrocks' Pass areas. The coastal spur of the Flinders Ranges is mainly com-
posed of the resistant Flinders Range quartzite and purple slates with a general

dip to the east, while the eastern foothills arc mainly composed of the middle

group of the upper Pre-Cambrian. Sturtian tillitc is. found outcropping in the

eastern hillocks, and travertine limestone is found on the plains.

CLIMATE
To adequately describe the climate reliable records are required from many

stations for a considerable period of time. Unfortunately, there are hut few
stations, so that climatic data are extremely limited. Consequently, the division

of the subject, area into small climatic zones is problematical.

It is convenient to describe the climate under:—1, Rainfall; 2, Temperature.

Rainfam.

Because of the important relationship between annual rainfall and forest

formation, ah available gaugings were collected from both official stations and
reliable settlers. The data were used to draw an inch gradient isohyet map. By
comparing the maps the trend of saltbush to mallec. lo peppermint, to grey-box,

to long-leaved box associations is seen to follow the trend of low annual rainfall

area? to those of higher raini'ail.

The characteristics of the annual rainfall may be divided into reliability,

sources, effectiveness, period of wet season, fogs and snow.

Reliability—Although the greater part of the smaller subject area receives

more than 20" mean annual rainfall, droughts are frequent and severe. The
expectation of receiving the average rainfall is relatively high in this area, but

is low over a great part of the larger subject area. Drought occurs when the

annual rainfall is much below the mean, with consequent disastrous results on
the growth of annual plants. Large woody plants like the eucalypts, which may
have a tap root up to 50' long are well fitted to survive periods of drought, but the

nature of the effect of drought on eucalypt associations would require a con-
siderable amount of regular field observations extending over a period of years.

It is noted that £ cladocalyA? is tolerant and even drought resistant when
planted out of its natural habitat. It grows naturally on areas receiving 33"

rainfall, but will grow when planted on areas receiving 12" rainfall, *?.</,, at

Loxton. Many smaller plants have specialized structures to aid drought
resistance.

Sources—During the winter the greater proportion of the rainfall results

from the normal west to east procession of the pressure systems. Showers are

frequent and light rain may extend over several days, but in summer monsoonal
storms from the north may produce floods in a few hours.

Effectiveness—The soil receives a higher proportion of moisture from a
5" rainfall extending over days than from a 5" rainfall extending over a few
hours. A small shower of 25 points has little effect on the percentage of soil

moisture during the hot summer, as evaporation is so rapid. Various equations
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have been advocated to express the effectiveness of a mean rainfall. The most

efficient and convenient to use is that of Trumble (17). which requires the rain-

tall to be greater than one-third of the evaporation from a free water surface,

On that basis the rainfall is effective for the five months. May to September,

over the whole of the smaller subject area. In the eastern vicinity of the upland*

of the coastal spur and eastern Foothills the period of effective rainfall may be

be as long- as six months. Farther east, on the eastern plain, beyond the rain

shadow effect of the uplands, the effective rainfall period is no more than 6ve

months. In the north, where the. mean annual rainfall is under 13", the effective

period is also less than five months. Stephens ct at (15) give the analysis of

weather data for the adjacent County Victoria. There it is shown that a portion

of the county has a period of five months of effective rainfall.

Extent of the Wet Season—In areas where there is at least five months of

effective rainfall, wet and dry seasons are characteristic of the climate. Typical

areas having wet seasons are those in the rain shadows of uplands, when July

is the average wettest month, and March the driest. In the north, where there

i^> no rain shadow, the rainfall o\ 13" or less is equally di&trihulcd iu each month,

and so there is no obvious wet season,

Fagi and Snow—Fogs occur occasionally each winter, but snow rarelv, falls

being separated by years.

Temperature

On the smaller suhjeet area there is a hot summer when temperatures over

100° _F. are frequent, followed by a co!d winter with frosLs, Frosts do not occur

to any extent on the coastal plain. Mean monthly temperatures are less in the

eastern vicinity of the coastal spur where elevations arc considerable, than on

the eastern hillocks or eastern plain.

In the hot season severe scorching dust storms are frequent and sear the

crowns of trees, while strong; winds in the wet season cause some windthrow ot

trees. The drought resistance of plants is tested during these periods, in which
the transpiration rate must be greatly increased. Both Pidgeun (10, 11) and

Cockagne (5) have observed that exposure to wind can be limiting when othct

factors favour the development of a forest.

SOILS

To show the relations between vegetation and soil types a soil map !5

required. As time did not permit the gathering of sufficient data to map the

soil types, it is possible, ro make only general observations.

In the smaller subject areas the soils are classed as either residual or trans-

ported. In the case of residual soils, the skeletal soils are shallow and have an
incomplete profile. They are typical of the upland areas and comprise at lea^t

one-third of the area of soils on the smaller subject area, Deeper soils result on
areas of more favourable topography and may be classed according to whether

they were derived from calcareous or non-calcareous rocks. The development of

the profile of transported soils generally depends on the age of the soil, as

recently transported soils show immature profiles, whilst those of ancient water-

courses show more complete profiles. Stephens, ef at (15), give a detailci

description of the soils in part of the adjacent County Victoria, and relations are

evident between these soils and those of County Frome.

The soils of the smaller subject area are derived from Pre-Cambrian rock*,

and Tabic I shows the general relations between rocks and soil groups.
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Table I

Pre-Ombrian Series

i

Residual rocks Transported soils

Profile incomplete- Profile complete

Calcareous

rocks

1

Non-calcareous

rocks

Recent
1

Ancient

Skeletal soils Terra-

rossas

Drier localities

Rcd-lbrown

earths

Wetter localities

Podsols Alluvial

Observations in the smaller subject area show that the two extremes of soil

tolerance occur. The E. transcontinentalxs association, a mallee association, is

restricted to the terra-rossa soils derived from calcareous rocks of the middle

Pre-Cambrian. But the E. leucoxylon association occurs on most of the soil

types, from skeletal to alluvial. Other vegetation associations show a

soil tolerance to a lesser degree, viz., the E. cladocalyx association is typically

found on skeletal soils of the quartzite uplands, but in the Hundred of Howe
it is found on terra-rossas derived from calcareous rocks.

The soil groups may be further related to other natural features (Table II).

Table II
Mean

Formation Association Locality Soil Type Annual Rainfall

rE. claeophora Uplands Skeletal 27" plus

Dry jj i» Podsol 26"
<i

Sclcroj>hyII E. cladocalyx If Skeletal 25"
!1

Forest if It Podsol »? tt

E. leucoxylon M Podsol 26"
ft

IE. cladocalyx ii Terra-rossa 18"
It

E. leucoxylon Various Podsol 21"
7)

i* « Red-brown 17" n

1 Water-courses Alluvial 16" i

E. micmcarpa Foothills Podsol 18" n

i» U Red-brown 17"
ti

Savannah »> Valleys Alluvial 17"
t*

Woodland n. odorairt var.

erythrandra

Hillocks Red-brown 17"
11

u Plains Solonized brown 14"
J)

E. cwkkitltrix Hillocks

Valleys

Terra-rossa

Alluvial

15"

14"
II

E. camaldulensis Valleys Alluvial 13" n

\ i> Valley slopes Red-brown IS" II

Malice fe francontinenlalis Plains Solonizcd-brown 12"-17' '
P^us

Ridges Terra-rossa 17"-24 ;
' plus
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As in other parts of South Australia, there is a clear-cut division between

sclerophyll communities on the nutrient-poor skeletal soils and podsols, and

savannah woodlands on relatively nutrient-rich soils. The above associations are

widespread and typical, but changes occur under the influence of compensating

factors, especially water relations, e.ij. t E. elacophora and R. eladocaiyx associa-

tions may approach savannah woodland and E, microcarpa and E. leitcoxyton

approach sclerophyll forest in formation,

The same association tends to recur in similar environments, but precise

evaluation of an environment extending: over thousands of acres depends upon
climatic records, physiographic and soil surveys, all of which arc fragmentary.

Consequently, a detailed study correlating environment and association is not

possible. However, when the vegetation map is superimposed upon the isohyet

map the main trends are apparent. The trend is from malice associations

( E. transcontinentalis ) on limestone ridges to E. odorata var. erythrandra

(peppermint) association on the hillocks; then to £ mkrocarpa (grey-box) on
the red-brown soils of the foothills; then to E. Icmoxylon (blue gum) associa-

tion on soils of varied origin; to E. eladocaiyx (sugar gum) and £. elaeophora

(long-leaved box) associations on the podsols derived from quartzites of the

uplands. This trend coincides with increasing annual rainfall and increasing

altitude and is summarised in Table II. The occurrence of the associations are

shown on the vegetation map.

To a large degree changes in any factor of the environment are reflected by

changes iu the association. Soil water content is a major factor

In -some instances aspect produces marked effects, eg., The extension of the

E. ccmolthttensh association up the southern aspect of protected valleys. On
the exposed rough north-west aspects in the range country, the hardy CaUitris

proplt\i[tK\ colonises and successfully excludes other tree species The Bunksia

marghiata society is limited to a few acres on the protected southerly aspect of

deep fertile gorges in the range country. Constant exposure to winds produces

a defective growth form and a stunted forest type may he observed on the western

scarp of the Flinders Range in the E. eladocaiyx association, and on the upper

slopes of the quartette series in Section 19. Hundred of Darling, in the

E. latcoxylon association. That the soil moisture relationship is dominant Sfe

shown by the occurrence of an island of E. comaldulcnsis on a skeletal soil on. the

upper slopes of a quartzite ridge at the site ot a permanent spring.

The natural changes of an association are frequent and involvt* three main

alterations !—1. Changes in formation. 2. Alterations in the frequency of

dominant species. 3. Alterations in the growth habit of the dominant species.

In addition extensive alterations have taken place in forest associations

through man's opening up of the country, involving clearing, burning and grazing,

together with the subsequent introduction of exotic species and soil erosion. In

changes of formation to type an association reflects a change in the environ-

ment which may mean that either the dominant species is sufficiently exclusive

and tolerant to grow in the changed environment, or the change fa not of sufficient

degree to enable the development of another association. The E. eladocaiyx dry

sclerophyll formal ion is frequently observed on areas of less than 19" annual

rainfall as a savannah woodland formation, while the E, leucoxyfon savannah

woodland formation on areas of more than 24" annual rainfall frequently adopts a

dry sclerophyll formation. More often an association adapts itself to minor changes

in the environment by alteration in the frequency of the dominant species, or

alterations in the understory, thus forming a forest type or a society respectively.

When the change in the environment is sufficiently great other tree species may
become associated with the dominant, resulting in a grading forest type between

two associations; e.g., E. camaldulenses association in the watercourses, changes
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through E. camaldulensis - E. leucoxylon grading forest type of the lower valley

slopes to E. leucoxylon association of the middle slopes.

The major forest types recognised, together with factors chiefly responsible

for their maintenance, are set out in Table III. The factor chiefly responsible

is the soil water content, which is only partially expressed in terms of annual

rainfall. The occurrence of types is indicated on the vegetation map of the

smaller area of 15,000 acres, and to a large extent on the balance of the area.

Table III

Associations and Forest Types
Associations Types

LOWLANDS—

E. oleosa

E. iranscontinentalis

R, gracilis

E, leptophylla

E. fruticeiorum

E. duinosa

E. viridis

E. calycogona

E> calcicultrix - - - E. calckultrix ~ E. camaldulensis

E. calcicultrix - E. leucoxylon

E, cakkulirix-E. transcontinentalls

£. vdorata var. erythrandra E. odorata var. erythrandra- E. microcarpa

E. odorata var. erythrandra -E. microcarpa- E. leucoxylon

E. odorata var. erythrandra- E. leucoxylon-- E. microcarpa

-E. camaldulensis

E, microcarpa - - • E. microcarpa - E. odorata var. erythrandra

E, microcarpa- E. leucoxylon

E. microcarpa -E. leucoxylon -E. camaldulensis

E, microcarpa- E. cladocalyx

Foothills—
E, lencoxylon

Urr.ANns

—

E. cladocalyx

E. elaeophora

Valleys—
E. camaldulensis -

E. leucoxylon -E. transcontinentatis

E. leucoxylon -£. microcarpa

E. leucoxylon -E. elaeophara

E. leucoxylon -E. cladocalyx

E. leucoxylon - E. camaldulensis

E, leucoxylon- - E. calckultrix

E, leucoxylon -E, microcarpa -E. odorata var. erythrandra

- E. camaldulensis

E. cladocalyx -E. microcarpa

E. cladocalyx- E. leucoxylon

E. cladocalyx- E. elaeophara

E. elaeophara- E, leucoxylon

E. elaenphora — E, cladocalyx

E. elaeophora-E* camaldulensis - E. leucoxylon

E. elaeophara — Stunted E. leucoxylon

E. camaldulensis - E. leucoxylon.

E> camaldulensis - E. leucoxylon -E. microcarpa

E. camaldulensis - E. cladocalyx - E. elaeophara

E. camaldulensis -E, calcicultrix

E. carmaldulensis - Callitris propinqua



VEGETATION

Nomenclature

Wood (19) summarised the terms and meanings and pointed out the coti-

fustou that exists, and then defined an association as a constant group of dominant

species recurring in similar habitats, where the dominant species refer both to

tree and undergrowth species which give the characteristic look or facies of the

community. This definition of an association is adopted in this paper-

Associations may vary in floristie content and vegetative habit. When the

variation takes place amongst the dominant tree species then the variant com-

munity is a forest type, but when the dominant tree species are constant, but

changes occur in the undergrowth, then the changed community comprises a

society,

The development of closer subdivisions is the obvious step in the mapping

of forests. Tins is brought about by the use of the concept of forest types.

Because this term has. only recently been used in Australian ecological

publications, a brief history of its origin will be given. Griseback, in Germany

in 1838, classified the plant communities and used the term "plant association."

IJts usage of the term "plant association" is identical with the present usage of

"forest type." Graves (8) in 1899 stated that, "If nature is left undisturbed,

the same type of forest will tend to be produced on similar classes of situation

and soil in' a specified region. There will be variations within the type,, but the

characteristic features of the forest will remain constant, that is the predominant

species, density, habit of tree, reproduction and character of undergrowth, It a

portion of the forest is destroyed by fire, wind or otherwise, the type may Eot

the lime being be changed, but it* left undisturbed, it will revert to the original

form."
Ecological workers from 1920 onwards were active m Europe and often very

detailed communities "were described, but application of similar principles to

Australian communities is unsatisfactory. Fidgcon (10), in 1937, was aware

of the problems created by the frequent dominance of the genus Eucalyptus and

grouped the communities for the coastal area of New South Wales as mixed

Eucalyptus forest She added detailed forest types in 1941 (11).

Foresters in vegetation surveys of Australia have, lot a long time, probably

since 1917, used a subdivisional system involving forest types, where a type i
c

-

defined as a variation in the dominant stratum of the association. In this case

there is no recognition o[ succession, associations, or smaller units, as the forest

type ij{ i he only unit used.

The botanical mapping of forest types is carried out according to the

floristic content of the dominant stratum, together with characters of habit an'J

form, so that with field experience ocular estimates are all chat are necessary in

fixing the boundaries of any two adjacent types. For example, E r camatduiensi^

tyjM, which is found along the watercourses, may give way to E, lewoxylon

type on the middle slopes of the valley. There is, however, a zone of gradation

(see Table IV) of varying width in which E. camahhdensis is more frequent

than E. Icucoxylon; climbing further up the slope, the two species intermingle

and form the E.. IcucoA'yhn type. If the zone where the species are approxi-

mately equal in frequency is five chains wide, then it was mapped as the

E t
leucaxyknt - E t c a maid aleas is type. If less than five chains wide, then notes

were made on the map of the presence of other species, during the gradation

from one community to another. It is not proposed to map the types of a further

subdivision used in forest surveys,wherc the trees are classified as growing stock

and the area is divided into open areas, regenerating areas with seedlings or

coppice, saplings, poles, piles and finally stags or over-mature trees.
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Table IV

Valley bottom to upper slopes

Topographical position

Valley bottom

Lower slopes of valley

Middle slopes ot valley

Ridge toys

Forest type;

- E. emmkhtietms
- E. caruaidulensis-E. kucoxylott

- E. Irncttxyfon

- E. cladocalyx or E. rheophora

It is evident that the boundaries of the types are not constant, as man in a

short space of time has considerably altered them by burning, clearing, and by-

extensive exploitation of the trees. These alterations 31* shown by areas of

regeneration with large stumps. The composition of an altered type may have

been due to selective exploitation, and this change can be examined by identifica-

tion of the stumps through the u*e of wood technology. In addition the environ-

ment slowly alters over a long period of time, and so growth adjustments are made

by the residual types, either by changes in habit or composition.

To a large extent residual soil series are correlated with the nature of bed-

rock (sec Table 1) 3
as well as the effective rainfall, lnter-rclated correlations

are frequent between soil types and plant types on a given area of 10,000 acres

approximately. Some correlations ate particularly stable, e.g., E, transconti-

ncntdis, a mallee in this district,, is always found on calcareous soils.

The factors determining the distribution of vegetation involve interrelations

between soil fertility, rainfall and water-retaining capacity of the soil. A lew
vegetation societies axid types are widely dstributed over a variety of sites, fio

that the compensating factors are difficult to evaluate in the absence of further

dala, such as rainfall gauging*, soil surveys, frost incidence, and Ihe effect of

drought. An example is Citlltfris propinqna, a widely occurring tree oti soils

with a quartzite bedrock, which may occur as a restricted forest type in the. range

country of Section 19, Hundred of Darling, or may form a forest type with

E. camaidulcusis bordering Mambrayr Creek, or occur as a member of the under-

siory in the E. leucoxylon, E. inkrocarpa and E. caJckutlrix associations.

Floristtcs

Quick identification of the species, frequently from a distance up to

300 feet, is necessary to make the best use of the time: available for mapping.

The most convenient method in mapping the occurrence of species is to use a

key based on field characters, as oue based on the various organs would impede

the rate of mapping.

It frequently happens that the. usual hcterogonic variations of a species are

significantly different from the published description, which is often limited by

incomplete examination of a species. Even so, the genus Eucalyptus, besides its

numerous identified species and varieties, still seems capable of producing new
forms. It is common knowledge that specific identification generally requires a

comprehensive collection of correctly named specimens for comparison, for

example, certain species like E. hentiphlola, have been recorded and denied by
different botanists for South Australia. The following floristic difficulties were
encountered: E. jur/alis, a previously imperfect^ known species in this State, is

recorded in Blakely, but described by Maiden as a synonym of E. leucoxylon var.

paupcrUa, which is definitely a different tree from E. jugalis. E. hucoxyton var.

paupcrita, if justified, js irregular m its occurrence, and is merely a depauperate
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form of £. leucoxylon involving little constant botanical difference. The field

characters of habit and form were insufficient to separate E. microcdrpaj

Ei. albens and E. hcmiphhia from one another. The separation of a number of

malice species is difficult both in the field and the laboratory, for example, the

difference between conical and rostrate-shaped opercula used to separate 22. oleosa

and E. transcontinenialis
} between which gradations are found. E. calci-

citltrix, black mallee-box, was identified and is recorded in Blakely (2), but is

omitted by Black (1). However, the two varieties recorded by Blakely were

not located, and it is doubtful whether they occur in this area. The narrow-

leaved peppermint is best named E. odorata var. eryihrandra} i) despite the rare-

ness of red-flowering trees.

It seems certain that a detailed use of field ecology would strengthen and

facilitate identification of the genus Eucalyptus. Throughout this paper the

nomenclature of the genus Eucalyptus conforms to that of Blakely, and the other

species to that of Black.

THE PLANT ASSOCIATIONS
Eight associations have been defined in the area. These are named from

their dominants, formation, topography, soil type and rainfall characteristics,

as set out in Table III.

E. calcicultrix Association

The description of E. calcicultrix is facilitated by the study of a large pure

aland near Yatina in County Dalhousie. There it may be a small tree up to

25' high or a malice with several steins arising from a common rootstock. The
bark is greyish, somewhat flaky, and often with brownish stains caused by dust-

The stem is generally less than 12" in diameter at 4' from the ground, but trees

up to 20" in diameter with a height up to 30' occur along the Booleroo Creek near

Boolerorx The crown is compact, rounded, pleasantly fresh-green and is often

a shining green on a sunny day. The leaves have an obvious venation, the intra-

marginal veins being very distinct, and when dried, the veins may stand out
^
as

liclges. The shape is ovate, acute and usually under 4" long, but a wide variation

in shape and size has been observed. The buds mature in October, and early flowers

are observed in October, whilst late ones may continue to February. The buds

are typically stellate in arrangement, pedicellate, and are somewhat similar to

those of E. odorata var. erytfirnndra. The matured capsules are held for &l

least one year, and the proportion of length to breadth i* reasonably constant.

E. calckuUrix occurs as a pure stand in a few restricted areas near Quorn,

but near Yatina there are at least 500 crowns per acre forming a thin canopy

to the exclusion of any other tree except for a sporadic dryland ti-trce, Melaleuca

pubescens, Acacia Victoriae, Dodonaea attenuato, and Bursarh spinosa^ are the

shrubs occasionally seen; Zygophyllum crenaium, Zygophyllmn spp. are common
herbs, while Dantfionia spp. and Stipa spp, are the commonest grasses forming

the partial ground cover.

£. calcicultrix is found in three vegetation types. One is a semi-arid malice

type, dominated by E. trancontinentalh - E. cdcicultrix. This type has numerous

shrubs, herbs and mat-like plants in the understory, This type is generally found

on solonized brown soils and terra-rossas.

The E. cQlekultrix^E. leucoxylon type is a savannah woodland in facies,

although it contains numerous shrubs, herbs and ground cover plants in its under-

('» Personal communication—N, T. Bitchidgc,
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story. Here E. leucoxylon is at its limits of occurrence and has a dwarfed and

defective form due to twists in the stem, and an unbalanced, wind-blown crown.

Along the fertile banks of watercourses, in semi-avid country, E. catciatltrix \s

found associated with E. camaidulensis as a narrow fringing community. In

general it occurs on areas with less rainfall than E. ochrata var. erylhrandra and

the soils are predominantly solonized,

E\ odorata var. erylhrandra Association

This association is typical of the eastern limits of the lowlands, being found

on the eastern hillocks and to the west of the eastern plain. To the cast it grades

into the mallee-box and malice associations, and to the west into the E, micro-

carpa association through the E. microcarpa- £. odorata var. erylhrandra. forest

type. This association occupies a similar ecological position to that of the

E, odorata association in the foothills of the Mount Lofty Ranges. The tree is

rather similar from a distance, having dark-grey, twisted, rough bark, often

Stained by exudations of kino. In height it may reach 45', with a bole up to

25' long, and is often 20" in diameter at 4' from ground level. The crown !&

thin, being composed of narrow lanceolate leaves up to 5" long, which are often

pctidant when the tree is growing on more favourable sites. The leaves are never

a shining green but are usually dull or subgkucous, and so the crown has a

similar dull appearance to thar of E. odorata, but is thinner in density. Occa-

sional saplings have erect leaves which gradually become depressed as the Lree

matures. Buds mature in autumn, early flowers may be seen in April, and late

flowers in August. The buds have a wide range of shapf^s and lengthy of

pedicels, but the inflorescence is typically stellate with 6-7 buds. There is also a

wide range of capsule sizes,, but ihe proportion of length to width is reasonably

constant. The matured capsules are held for less than one year.

In descrihing the appearance of the association, considerable difficulty exists

in locating a compact area that has not been altered bioiically. Just north of

Melrose, and also near Yandiah, are two areas in which occur several hundred

trees per acre. No doubt there arc other isolated patches, hut it is thought that

the original density was, much less, for at least half of the trees are of small

diameter, It is therefore presumed that the association was a typical savannah

woodland and had a similar fades to that of the £. odomta association.

Geographically, it is believed that this association is the northern counterpart of

the E. odorata association. It occurs on the Bundaleer Ranges far to the west

of the area mapped, therefore no attempt lias been made to define the limits of

its occurrence. This association now consists of isolated patches along a few
uncleared roads, and single trees left standing as the remnants of a once wide-

spread association.

There is a Avidely spaced dominant with a few scattered shrubs, such

as Bitrsaria spinosa, Acacia arntata. Acacia Victoriae and Acacia pycnantlm.

Grasses form the bulk of the ground cover, and are mostly Danthonia spp. and

Themeda triandra. Some annual species of Stipa are also found, together with

many exotic grasses and annuals such as Rchinm phmlugineum which covers

thousands of acres.

This association contains two forest types, the E. odorata var. rrythrandra -

E. 'mkroctxrpai
and the E. odorata var. crythmndra-- R , raldcnllrix. The former

is found along the western boundary of the eastern plain, and the latter along

the western margin of the coastal spur as well as on the northern and southern

limits nf the area mapped. It is also occasionally found with £. camaldnhnsh -

E. leucoxyton, and E. mkrocarpa- E. leucoxylon types.
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E. vikrocarpa Association

Grey-box is the common name given to E, mkrocarpa^ and also to the very
similar trees, E. tmniphloia and E, albens, While E* mkrocarpa forms an
exclusive association and occurs as a pure stand over a large area, both the other
species occur scattered with E. mkrocarpa, A small area of E. hemiphtoia occurs
due west of Murraytown, but E. albens occurs only as a mixed stand.

E. mkrocarpa is a tree often growing up to 70' in height, and useful trees

may have a diameter of 36" four feet from ground level, although larger trees have
been measured. The crown is not dense as the leaves are generally over 3" long,

cockled and are dull green, sub-glaucous to glaucous. Much variation is there-

fore encountered in the colour of the leaves. The bark is characteristically grey to

ttgtitygrCjj in colour, tighlly plaited, and continuous even up to limbs only 4" iu

diameter. An occasional tree has smooth white upper bark. The buds anvl

capsules are generally .shortly pedicellate. The buds mature in February and
early flowers appear in late February to March. Although cream-coloured
flowers are general, two trees with pink flowers were recorded. E. hemiphtoia
has a capsule nearly twice the volume of E. mkrocarpa and E. aJbens ha* a
capsule about twice the volume of E. hcmiphlaia. Buds of both the latter species

mature earlier than those of E. mkrocarptt, In each species the timber is dense,

hard, durable and nutty-brown in colour.

The association is a savannah woodland, but it is doubtful if any virgin
areas are now in existence, as pit sawing, sleeper cutting, and clearing has taken
place for a period of 80 years in this reasonably accessible forest. It seems
certain that there were once 10-20 trees per acre over a grassy ground cover.

On two occasions this association was found with a thin, incomplete canopy
which was successful in crowding out all shrubs and the ground cover. This
can be seen on the lower western slopes of Richmau's Valley, and a limited area
!« the north-east of Section 9 in the Hundred of Darling. Occasional occurrences
of shrubs such as Bursaria spinosa, Acacia pycnantha, Acacia Vktoriae, Acacia
Wattsiam, and Dodonaea attcnuata are to be observed. The grasses are
numerous and are chiefly Danthonia spp. and SHpa spp. Casuarina strktu occurs
on the more rocky sites with sporadic occurrences of Callitris prapitujtui.

On the western margin of its occurrence where it grades into the eucalypt
associations of moister areas it forms forest types with E. icucoxylon, E t carnal*

dulensis, E. cladocalyx or E, eiacophora. The number of trees per acre is

generally over 400, and the understory is often shrubby when it occurs with
E. cladocalyx or E, elacopHora.

On the drier margins near Yaudiah it occurs with £". odorata var. ery-

thrandra, and on other areas with Ca$uariua. stricta. The former type has a
similar understory to the pure E. mkrocarpa type, but the latter contams several

societies. The most frequently occurring are the soft grasses, replaced by porcu-
pine grass. Triodia irritans, which in turn is replaced by Xanthon-koea quadrattgip-

tata and Calythnx UHragona.

Although the geographical occurrence of the box association has been
mapped, considerable areas have been cleared which may amount to one-third
of the original areas dominated by this tree. The northern limit of the associa-
tion is in the vicinity of Mount Brown, and the southern limit near Wirrabaxa.
This distance is about 50 miles with a width oi 10 miles near Wirrabara. but the
association docs not extend over the crest of the coastal spur as has been
reported by Robertson (13).

E. hucoxylon Association

Because E. leucoxylon is such an adaptable specie?, generalities are too broad
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to convey precise information. In the larger subject area, it is the dominant uf

a degraded savannah woodland near Saltia where the mean annual rainfall h
approximately 12", On the southern ridges of the Bcetaloo Valley, where the

mean annual rainfall is approximately 15", it forms a scrubby type with affinities

to a mallee association on the one hand, and a savannah woodland on the other.

Si cokintlfrtx is present in equal numbers,

This association is at its best on the red-brown earths, with a moist climate,

and on alluvial soils or tcrra-rossas with an even moister climate. There it may
reach a height in excess of 80'

r
with a clean straight hole of 4CK to 8" top

diameter and 30" diameter at 4' from the ground. This das?, of tree is generally

free of dry rough bark, but as the climate becomes drier there is- a tendency for

dry rough bark to persist as a basal "stocking
1
' of 6' in height, and may even

clothe half the length of the bole, The smooth barl< has s grey- while base with

olive-green and slaty-blue streaks.

In the Range sections 4 f 10, 11 and 19. Hundred of Darling, this species varies

from a stunted tree of 25' in height to a tree of 65' in height, according to the

suitability of the site. Here the bark markings are yellowish-green and some-
times almost orange in colour. Generally the leaves are dark shining green on both

sides, the venation is obvious, and the length is 3"-8" with a corresponding range

in width from '5-*8 of an inch. The buds are more uniform in size and shape
than those collected from the Mount Lofty Ranges but agree in being restricted

to the maximum of three per peduncle. The operculum is typically conical, hue
sometimes sub-rostrate. Buds mature in April and early flowers may be seen in

April, but the flowering period is indefinite, being annually May to December.
The fruit shows great variations in volume and shape and the valves are deeply
enclosed itt the larger fruits, hut are shallow in the smaller fruits.

The association is typically a savannah woodland and exhibits an adapt-
ability to environmental changes. It may have a dense sclerophyllous under-
siory in the high rainfall range areas, or a shrubby xcrophytic understory in the

E, Ieucoxylon -E. calckultrix type on the outlying southern ridges of the

Beetatoo Valley. Typically, the understory consists of a ground cover of grasses

with a few scattered shrubs such as Bursaria spinosa, Acacia pyenantha, and
Acacia IVattsiana. Societies of Acacia continua-Caiythrix tetragona occur in

the ranges; Acacia I'upicola in the E. Ieucoxylon — E. microcarpa forest type, and
Acacia bmchybotrya in the pure E. ieucoxylon type on a terra-rossa in Section
1 B, Hundred oi Howe.

The frequency of the dominants is much greater than in the original virgin

areas. This is due to the stimulation of regeneration from the timber operations

of 1870 to the present day. It is now common to see stands with 200 stems per
acre, but it is thought that the original stands had only 20-30 trees per acre.

In the smaller subject area /?. Ieucoxylon forms at least six types, one of
which includes a mallee, R. transcantivtntalis. The mallee association occupies
limestone and calcareous ridges in the higher rainfall areas, and the areas
are small and are usually islands or inliers in a savannah woodland formation.
The understory consists of numerous sclcrophyllous shrubs and herbs, such as
Hibbcrtia sericea, Hxhhvriki aciatiaris, Hakea rugosa, Grevillaa tet-andulacca and
Acrolriche spp.

The E, Ieucoxylon- E, microcarpa type is a grading type between the
E. microcarpa and the E. Ieucoxylon association, The understory may be grasses

on the more favourable sites nearer the E, Ieucoxylon association, or shrubs such
as Burmria spinosa, Xantharrhoea qua-drangulata, Casuarina siricto and Triodia
initans prominent on the less favourable sites.
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The. E. leucoxylon-E, cladocalyx and £. leucoxylon- E. elaeaphora types

may reach the status of a dry sclerophyll forest where a thin canopy partially

shades the forest floor and the understory is a. dense assemblage of sclerophyllous

shrubs and herbs. These types are best seen on the coastal spur on areas receiv-

ing at least 24" mean annual rainiall. The undcrstories are composed of
Qdythrix - Xanthorrkoea -Cassinia complauata society ; the Hakca \dicina -
Hibbertia stricta society and the Acacia Wattsuma society. There Calythrix
tetragona and Hibbertia stricta may reach 8' and 6' in height respectively.

E, leticoxylon forms a forest type with E t camatduUiviis on the broad valleys

containing fertile red-brown earths, or alluvial soils receiving a rainfall of 20"
plus. The understory is usually a grassy ground cover wth scattered shrubs of

Bursarin spittosa and Acacia JVotfsiana, Some fine large trees occur in this

forest type.

In semi-arid areas, E t leucoxylon manages to obtrude into the niallee areas.

Jt may form a relatively pure type on red-brown soils as in the elevated Beautiful

Valley, where the trees are several hundred to the acre, stunted and small with
twisted defective stems. The understory is grassy, with a few herbs. On terra-

rossas of the southern ridges of Beetaloo Valley, E. Uncoxylon forms a type with

£. calcicuUrix over an understory of Cassinia lacvis, Bnrsana spinosa, Xan~
ihorrhoca quadrungnhitaj Pitfospomm phyllyrcoidcs and Lcpidospcrma spp. The
habit of E. Icitcoxyton shows gradual changes from the extreme of dwarfness in

the above drought resistant type to the fine trees of the normal savannah wood-
land type. The understories also show changes in size of the species, floristic

content and frequency.

The northern geographical range of the E. leucoxyUm association is only
partly shown on the vegetation map, as there are small islands north of Quorvi in the

vicinity of the Dutchman's Keel, and far on the eastern plain scattered remnants
of islands are now marked by an occasional stump, or a scraggy windblown tree

on the roadside. Generally it is not fotrnd on the coastal plain, but k- found in

valleys on the western side of the Beetaloo Valley throughout the coastal spur,

as islands ftl the higher rainfall areas, and typically occupies the area between
the £. cladocalyx association and the ZL microcarpa association.

E. cladocalyx Association

Few large pure areas exist and the association extends from four miles
north of the Hughes Gap road to Purt Pirie to as far north as the Dutchman's
Keel, just a few miles north-west of Quorn. It is typical of the uplands, rarely

descending below the 1,000' contour, and is generally found on the exposed
quartzite ridge-tops, but occasionally occurs on limestone ridgetops in the Beetaloo
Catchment area.

At its best E. cladocalyx is a handsome tree, having a clean, yellowish -brown,
smooth barked bole with a striking, small, dark-green osmpact crown perched on
the ends of the branches. The bole reaches 70' in length to the first branch with
a total height of i20' and diameters of 72" have been recorded four feet from
ground level. Botanical Jv, it is well figured in the "Forest Flora of South Aus-
tralia" by J. E. Brown (3).

On areas near the limit of its occurrence which receive approximately 18"
mean annual rainfall, the association is savannah woodland in formation. This
formation grades into the complex dry sclerophyll formation as the rainfall

increases,

£. microcarpa or E, leucoxylon are frequently found associated with
E. cladocalyx in the savannah woodland formation. In these types the dominants
ate widely spaced, usually less than 60 trees per acre,, but the regene/at-nn may
increase the number of stems to over 100 per acre.
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As is to be expected in an association with this range of environment, a

number of societies are found in the understory. The sub-humid E, cladocalyx-

E. mkrocarpa type has an understory of grass cover with occasional shrubs.

The E. cladocalyx -E. fcncoxylon type has a similar understory, but in

moistcr localities the understory may contain numerous shrubs to form societies

of Acacia Watlskma or Cassima complanata and grass, or Trlodia spp., Lomandra

fpp. and grasses on podsols.

In cooler, moister localities islands of pure B. cladocalyx may Occur, and

these may extend over an area of up to 300 acres of adjacent uplands and valleys.

The understory grades into a dense assemblage of shrubs in which three common
societies are seen. The Acacia Wattsiana society forms a dense, bushy, exclusive

society which may be difficult to penetrate. Calythrix tetragona-Xanthorrhoea

quadrangulaia - Cassinia complanata also form a dense society which may be

difficult to penetrate. Hakea nlicina-Hibbcrtia stricta -Casuarina Murllerina

comprise a society on extremely infertile exposed skeletal soils of the range

sections 4, 8, 10 and 19 in the Hundred of Darling. Small areas nf Triadia spp.

were also seen. These understories are also found in the £. elacophora

association.

Associated plants are trees, Callitris propinqua, Casuarina stricta, Exocarpus
spartea, and Exocarpus cuprcssiformis. Shrubs are Acacia continua, Acacia

rupicohl, Acadd pvenantha, and in watercourses, Acacia itcaphyUa, Acacia calama-

folia and CMistemon nufidosus. Other common shrubs are Davicsia ulicina,

Davicsia corymbosa, Hakca- rugose, Grcvillva lavandulacca, Callistcmon tereti-

folius and Enxtaxia microphyila, The commonest herbs are Ilibbcrtia sericca,

Hibberlia adcularis, Astroloma humifusum, Acrotrichc spp. and Goodema
pinnatifida. The rush, Lepidospcrma semit4?rcs

:i
may sometimes form small exclu-

sive societies on exposed skeletal soils,

On the coastal spur Casuarina stricta is often the dominant tree on southern

aspects, and CaUitris propinqua on the northern aspects. Water plants* geophytes

and grasses are scarce, and only occasional Dantfwma spp. and orchids were seen.

The pure E. cladocalyx association grades into the pure E. claeophora asso-

ciation through the £. cladocalyx -£. elacophora type.

E. elacophora Association

This association occupies a greater area of the highlands than the E* dado-
calyx association, and occurs as a pure association, exceeding 4,000 acres in

area. It teuds to replace E. cladocolyx on the wetter sites, and may continue
along the banks of watercourses In intrude into the E. camaldulensis savannah
woodland formation in Section 9, Hundred of Darling, and Section 3> Hun-
dred of Howe.

£. claeophora has a rough, persistent, scaly bark which is continuous to the

smaller branches. The tree is not impressive in habit, top height being generally

under 40^. The stem is frequently forked and the branches twisted, bowed
and bearing a thin crown. This tree habit is typical of the frosty, wet highlands

with infertile skeletal soils. In the protected fertile valleys it may reach a top

height of 50' and be 40" in diameter at four feet from the ground. Botanicaily,

it agrees with the description in BlakeVy (2).

AH the eucalypt species found on the uplands form forest types with

E. elacophora and are associated with shrubby undertones similar in composi-
tion to those, found in the R. cladocalyx association as previously described. The
understory at its most complex development closely resembles some of the under-
stories of the dry sclerophyll formation dominated by E, nbliqua in the Mount
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Lofty Ranges, Notable differences are the- absences of Pultenaea spp., Lcpio-
Spermum .spp., Banksia spp., Picridhtm aqnitinum, and Ixodia achillevidcs. The
nearest i£. abUqua association is distant, being near Clare, where there arc several
thousand acres.

Geographically, £. claeophora docs not extend north of Mount Brown, while
its southerly limit is 6-7 miles north of the Hughes Gap Road to Port Pine.
Typically, it is found on the highlands and may reach an altitude of over 3,000'.

E camuhlidcnsis Association

As is usual, this association is found on fertile soils with an adequate water
supply. Such areas are the banks of watercourses, and the nearby plains which
are subject to periodical flooding;. In semi-arid to arid areas E. camaldu!crisis
grows in the watercourse*, and as it stretches for many miles across otherwise
treeles-s country., it forms unique ribbon-like communities, This feature is vividly

shown on the vegetation map.

The tree has a smooth bark with a dull grey-white to light grey base colour,

relieved by patches of light-grey, white, ligru-ycllowish-orange colours. Some-
times there are only a few markings, but: generally they arc more numerous after

the spring- and summer rains when decortication takes place. The crown is dense
and luxuriant, being dull green and occasionally bronze in colour. Heights up
to 120' have been recorded with diameters of 13' at four feet from ground level.

Botanically, it agrees with the description in Hlakely (2), Generally the buds
have a rostrate operculum, but some with a conical-shaped operculum were found
along the watercourses in arid areas. Robertson (13) makes some pertinent
remarks on the variation of bud shapes in relation to geographical occurrence.

In this area the buds mature in late autumn to spring, early flowers- appear in

October, and late Mowers in February and March. The capsules are usually in

the lower size range as given in Blakely.

The association in its pure state is a savannah woodland having a few widely
spaced trees over a ground cover of grasses with an occasional shrub and herb.
but when exploitation o^ the mature trees has been carried out. regeneration may
he so dense that the crowns may form a thin canopy. The shrubs are Acacia
Victoriae, Acacia rupicola, Acacia Waltsiana and Bursaria spinosa, , On the.

malice plains limited areas of Callitris praphiqua mixed with E. coynalduhnscs
are found, as at Mambray Creek on (he coastal plain. In watercourses in the
highlands Cctsitarhia stricta may be found associated with E. cmualdnlcnsis, and
along the deep gorge bottoms societies of Acacia itcaphylla, Acacia lalamufulia,

or CalHstcnwn rugulosus are found.

£. leucoxylun is frequently found with E. camuldulcnsis, and this type
occupies similar sites as the E. lcncoxylon~ E. camaidulcnsis type, It also has
a similar understory- Dense societies of Acacia IVaftstana or Acacia rupkoia
may be found in the understory over a ground cover of grasses.

Along the valleys of the Ippinitchic and White Park Creeks limited areas
are seen where E. microcarpa has hecome associated with E. cama?dulcus is -
E. leucoxylon type. In the frosty, wetter valleys of die eastern slopes of the
coastal spur, both E. cladocalyx and E. cltwophora are found associated with
£. camafdulensis. Here the understory is usually denser, and is typically com-
posed of thickets of Acacia Wuttsiaaa. A small area of Banksia rnurginata in
tree form is found in this type in Section 4. Hundred of Darling. Tluckets of
Casnarina stricta frequently occur on either aspect of the steep rncky slopes of
skeletal soils. Geographically, it* uccurrencc is unique in being closely correlated
with the presence of watercourses.
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SUMMARY
This paper contains a description of the environment of County Frorne, an

area of 650,000 acres. The main topographical feature is the coastal spur of

the Flinders Ranges with its associated foothills. The spur has a marked
influence on the climate, as the high rainfall areas ate closely associated with it

and the rainfall decreases on areas a few miles distant from it. The six soil

series are derived from Pre-Cambrian rocks. Those of the higher rainfall areas

are mainly podsols and skeletal soils, supporting sclerophyll forests, while several

soil series are represented on areas with an intermediate rainfall which generally

support a savannah woodland., and on the drier areas are red-earths and solonized

brown soils supporting mallee formations.

Eight vegetation associations were mapped, representing three vegetation

formations. Each association contains several types, where a type is defined as

a community which varies from the pure association in floristic content or in

habit. The types were mapped on an area of 15,000 acres in the Hundred of

Darling.
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BARIUM-RICH APLITIC GNEISSES OF BROKEN HILL

ByD. MawsonandE. R. Segnit

Summary

Herein is described in some detail die unique occurrence of barium-rich, aplitic schliers in the early

Precambrian, granitic, flaser-gneisses in the neighbourhood of Broken Hill. Their occurrence was

first recorded some 24 years ago by E. C. Andrews in his memoir on the Geology of the Broken

Hill District. In an appendix to that volume W. R. Browne makes special reference to these barytic

gneisses. He states on page 337: "A remarkable rock type was found in a few places in the vicinity

of Broken Hill, which appeal's to be unique in petrology. It was first observed as a dyke-like

intrusion into the Hanging Wall Augen Gneiss some distance south of the Municipal Abattoirs, in

fact at the most southerly extremity of the Augen Gneiss. Later on a precisely similar rock (B222)

was found near the western margin of the Platy Gneiss just north of the De Bavay shear zone, and

what appeal* to be allied types occur elsewhere in the Platy Gneiss, as on top of the hill in M.L.75."
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
Herein is described in some detail the unique occurrence of barium-rich,

aplitic sehliers in the early Precambrian, granitic, flaser-gneisses in the neigh-
bourhood of Broken Hill. Their ocavrrence was first recorded some 24 years
ago by E, C. Andrews in his memoir on the Geology of the Broken Hill District.

In an appendix to that volume W. R. Browne makes special reference to these

barytic gneisses. He states on page 337: "A remarkable rock type was found in

a few places in the vicinity of Broken Hill, which appears to be unique in

petrology. It was first observed as a dyke-like intrusion into the Hanging Wall
Augen Gneiss some distance south of the Municipal Abattoirs, in fact at the most
southerly extremity of the Augen Gneiss. Later on a precisely similar rock
[B222] was found near the western margin of the Platy Gneiss just north of the

De Bavay shear zone, and what appear to be allied types occur elsewhere in the
Platy Gneiss, as on top of the hill in M.L. 75."

An analysis by H. P. White (Mines Department) of this type of rock from
the De Bavay shear zone is given. This is quoted in our table on pp. 280-281.
Browne concludes his account by stating;

"This rock appears, in its barium content, to be quite unique among silicate

rocks. It seems most reasonable to suppose that the barium is contained in the
feldspar, hut a calculation shows that there is not enough alumina present in the

rock to satisfy the feldspar formula, assuming all the barium and lime to be
present in this mineral. The latter must remain unexplained for the present

Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Au»t. t 70, (2), 1 Dec. 1946
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"As regards the affinities of the rock little can be said with certainty. The
dykes arc apparently intrusive into the gneiss and are sometimes pretty closely

associated with gabbros. It was thought from the field occurrence, together with
the microscope characteristics, that the feldspar rock might be of the nature of
an anorthosite derived from the gabbro magma, but there is no certain proof
that this is so."

Some years later S, R, Nockolds and E. G. Zies petrologically examined a
specimen catalogued as [B222] and believed it to be the same as that collected

from the De Bavay shear zone locality, which had been analysed by Ii. P. White,
as quoted in Browne's pctrotogical report.

The contribution of these authors to the problem is of a very high order of
merit. They concluded that the barium is included in the plagioclase—-a new
barium plagioclase which they refer to as "a barium ancmousite or. more appro-
priately, a barium anorthite."

They state, however, that "the barium content in our analyses of the feldspar
shows a large discrepancy when compared with that found for the rock as a
whole in the analyses made by If. P. White. On the other hand, there does not
seem to be a sufficient quantity of any other mineral in the rock to bring the total

up, even if we assume the mineral in the rock to be rich in barium."

Nockolds and Zies went further with the enquiry, and then stated; "Finally,
our analysis shows an amount of RaO comparable with the hypothesis that it is

all in the feldspar, whereas White's analysis demands the presence of another
barium-bearing mineral which, if it carries the same percentage as feldspar,

should be almost as abundant. It is thus possible that the rock varies in com-
position and that another barium-bearing mineral such as sanbornite was presetit

in the sample analysed by White."

During a visit to Broken Hill, eight years ago, one of us examined the areas
remarked upon by Browne. The occurrence south of the old Municipal Abattoirs
site appeared to be of special interest. Of specimens collected, one was kindly
examined for BaO content by R. G. Thomas (University of Adelaide; now
C.S.I.R. Geochcmical Laboratory) and found to contain 13*7% BaO. From this

rock, by a bromiform separation, Mr, Thomas then isolated the feldspars. The
mixed feldspars thus separated were found to contain 19-50^? BaO.

At this stage the problem had become a very interesting one, consequently
it was decided to prosecute it further, it was obvious that there was no uni-
formity in the mineral composition of the various outcrops of these aphrtc bafytic
gneisses; more especially it was clear that the rock analysed by White was not
identical with that examined by Nockolds and Zies.

In the prosecution of this investigation the nature of the barium feldspars
proved so interesting that one of us has already published (Segnit, 1946) n
separate report on them.

THE PIGGERY LOCALITY
The area mentioned by Browne as south of the old Municipal Abattoirs was

found to be by far the most interesting and important. The general locality is.

known as Soudan Hill ; this is indicated on Andrews' map where he shows a large
area of Augen and Plaiy Gneiss near the southern boundary of -which arc, on the
southern slopes, of the hill, two patches marked "barium/* roughly indicating th«
whereabouts of the barytic aptite; outcrops of amphibolite are also shown.
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We include herewith, below, a more detailed sketch map of the imme-
diate area, including the barytic aplitic schliers. A location where specimens

especially rich in BaO were obtained is marked with a cross on the plan.

The barium-rich schliers are irregular in width, ranging from a few inches

to a few feet in thickness. The broken nature of the outcrop, as shown in the

\\

SKETCH PLAN OF ROCK OUTCROPS
AT

THE PIGGERY LOCALITY ON SOUDAN HILL

AUGEN GNEISS THE BLANK AREA

APLITIC BARIUM-RICH GNEISS &. » ,'./.J1&

AMPHIBOLITE ^jijjjjj/j *

PEGMATITE ^ --, £1
&P

plan, is due partly to sand and soil covering sections of the outcrop, and partly

to the irregular distribution of the rock itself.

The aplitic gneiss being distinctly lighter in colour than the general gneiss
of the locality readily catches the eye, and can be traced following along in general
accord with the schistosity of the flaser-gneiss.
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Light-coloured phases of the gneiss are not always notably barytic. When
they are barytic, however, the nature of the weathered surface is usually a very

good indication of the probable richness in BaO of the rock. The feldspars rich

in barium are more easily eroded, mainly by corrosion, than normal feldspars.

Their presence is indicated, therefore, when the exposed surface of the rock shows

pitting or smooth corrosion features. When present embedded in a mass of the

feldspathic material, quartz and usually also amphibole stand up in positive relief.

This is the one helpful criterion in the field in attempting to locate barium-rich

schliers in the gneiss.

The barytic aplitic phase of the gneiss appears to be distributed, in part at

least, along special shear zones in the flaser-gneiss. In some places it passes

rather abruptly into the normal flaser-gneiss with very low BaO content. In

other cases examined there is a progressive transition both in general physical

appearance and in BaO content from the richly-barytic, aplitic variety to the

normal flaser-gneiss.

The Nature of the Gneiss in which the Barytic Schliers occur

W. R. Browne, who has dealt petrographically with the rock formations

surrounding Broken Hill, refers to extensive occurrences of rather similar

gneisses extending with the trend of the country and outcropping both to the ea.it

and to the west of the great Broken Hill ore body. He distinguishes in the field

three variations of this type of rock referred to respectively as the Hanging-Wall-
Gneiss, the Platy Gneiss and the Augen Gneiss. These three forms he regards

as nothing more nor less than phases in the crytallization of an original igneous

magma. He further states "that the augen gneiss and the platy gneiss are igneous

is beyond question/*'

Our own observations suggest that in some areas these gneisses may be

sheared migmatites; they are traversed occasionally by fine-grained granitic rocks

which exhibit comparatively little evidence of structural orientation.

Brown quotes chemical analyses of these granitic gneisses. The mean of

three examples typical of the foot-wall and Potosi-Gnciss is given in column IV
of the table on pp, 280-281. The mean of the Augen-Gneiss and the Platy-Gneiss

is stated in column V of the same table. Both of the above types are potash granites,

the former with a leaning towards granodiorite. Variations of these gneisses,

collected adjacent to the Broken Hill ore body were reported upon by P. J,.

Stillwell; these are more granodioritic, as will be seen by reference to column VI
of the table of analyses, where a mean of four such examples is given.

In dealing with this class of Gneiss as the host of the aplitic schliers, we refer

to it herein as a sheared or nascr-jnieiss.

I II III IV V VI VII vnr
SiO„ ^. .... wm 55-12 68-97 66-04 72*04 6S>-29 35-1 42-0

Al.A, - .. - 25-43 20-72 16*45 14*37 13-47 55*73 26 -a 25-8

KO.. ... .—• 0-04 0-75 0- 36 1-28 1-00 l'0i — —
Feb .... 0-19 0-36 3-38 5*50 2*61 3*60 — —
MgO .... — a 1-00 0-85 0-7S 1-42 — —
CaO ..-• 7 -65 10-08 4-32 2-71 t-30 .1-31 —

.

4-Q

Mkjq . . ._ _ 1-68 1-13 3-14 1-79 2-46 1-56 — 0-3

K
2
b .... . 0-73 0-39 1-28 4-8S 4*92 2-03 23 1-4

H^O+ D-35 1-3(5 0-40 1-06 0-84 0-12 —

-

—
H-O- .... 0-08 0-22 0-20 a-u 01B fl*4B — —
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C°
2

TiO
ZrOn

CI

s
MnO
BaO
SrO

I II III IV V VI
_ Is — 0-01 0-01 0*08

0-17 0-65 0-10 0-65 0*36 0<64

,—

-

a — a a —
0*06 0-25 0-26 0-19 0-11 —
— a — a a —
0-04 a 0-06 tr tr —
0-04 a 0-01 a a —
0-005 tr 0-03 0-28 0-03 0*20

14-72 9*23 0-09 0*10 0*03 —
tr — tr tr —

VII VIII

— 35*8 25-8

100*28 100-26* 100-05 99-91f 100-llt 100-20 100-0 99-3

Less O for S & CI -02 -02

Total 100*26 100-26 100*03 99-91 100*11 100*20 100*0 99*3

Sp. Gr 2*887 2*806 2-694

*F, Cr-O* NiO, LLO, ViOB and C11O absent. f CrsO,i, NiO, LisO, and VsO* absent

J CraOa, NiO, and VaOs absent; T.iaO trace.

I. Barium-rich gneiss [5081] from The Piggery, Broken Hill (N.S.W.).

Analysed by E. R. Sennit.

II. Barium-rich gneiss [B 222:] from the western margin of the platy-gneiss

just north of the De Bavay shear zone. Broken Hill (N.S.W.)* Analysed

by H. P. White; quoted by Dr. VV. R. Browne.

Ill The tfaser-eneiss [5033] adjacent to the aplitic barium-rich schliers. at The.

Piggery, Broken Hill. Analysed by E. R, Segnit.

IV. The foot-wall- and potosi-gneiss, Broken Hill; the mean of three analyses,

numbers 1, 3 and 4, of the table quoted by W. R, Browne.

V. The nugen-gneiss and platy-gneiss, Broken Hill; the mean of two analyses,

numbers 2 and 3 of the table quoted ty W. R. Browne.

VI. The augen- and platy-gneiss adjacent to the Broken Hill lode; the mean of

four analyses quoted by Dr. F. L. Stillwell.

VII. Celsian of rock [5081 A] calculated to 100% after eliminating contaminating

plagioclase. Analysed by E, R. Segnit (1946).

VIII. Calciocelsian mechanically separated from rock [5081]. Analysed by E. R.
Segnit (1946).

Petrography of thk Flaser-gneiss of the Piggery Locality

Quaris-feldspar-biotite ftaser-yneiss [5083] is a good example of the general

type of gneiss enclosing the aplitic harytic schliers at the Piggery locality. The

specimen was collected about six feet from a barytic schlier. The sehistosity is

strongly defined by the orientation of biotite-rich tracts and intervening quartzo-

feldspathic streaks and lenticular patches. In some portions of the outcrop

typical augeti are developed. Its chemical character is illustrated by an analysis

made by one of us as stated in the table on pp. 280-281.

In the microscope slide the quartz is seen to be in irregular grains up to

5 mm. in length, elongated parallel to the direction of foliation of the rock. The
larger individuals usually exhibit undulose extinction. Solid, liquid and gaseous

inclusions are plentiful.

The feldspar is almost entirely plagioclase. It has a tendency to appear in

lens-shaped masses, one or two centimetres in length, composed of smaller equi-
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granular individuals averaging about 1 mm, diameter. These plagioclase grains

exhibit albitc, and occasionally pericline and Carlsbad twinning. In a small

degree, sericitization is evidenced in some instances. The optical characters of

this plagioclase are: 2V = 89°; sign, negative; X' A 1010 max.) = 18°. Thus
it is an andesine of composition AnayAb6i .

Biotite is abundantly represented in the slides of this rock, appearing usually

as lens-shaped aggregates parallel to the foliation. The small flakes of biotite

tend to accord with the foliation but may lie in any direction. In size individual

flalces rarely exceed 1 mm. x 0*5 mm. It is a dark variety with strong pleo-

chroism. X= pale yellow-brown, Y = Z= deep red-brown.

A little black iron-ore, apatite and zircon are present as accessories. The
Latter is usually included in the biotite and exhibits pleochroic haloes.

The granodioritic character of this gneiss is borne out by the analysis which
shows it to be related more nearly to the augen- and platy—gneisses recorded by
Sttllwell from locations adjacent to the Broken Hill Lode than to those recorded

by Browne from elsewhere in the district (see table,, pp. 280-281). It is probable

that the relative abundance of orthoclase and plagioclase in these gneisses varies

considerably even in neighbouring areas. However, we have established that the

gneiss at the Piggery adjacent to the barium-rich rocks is granodioritic in

character. It will be observed that the barium content, namely BaO — 0*09%,
is notable, but probably not much greater than is normal in such rocks.

Another example of the flaser-gneiss, rock [5930], collected some 20 yards

from [5083], exhibits marked augen-sttueture. It occasionally encloses streaks,

mainly composed of garnet and biotite,

A further example is rock [5932|. resembling [5083 J. It was collected

within 4 feet of a barytic schlier. This is found to contain 0*29% BaO, which
is a notable increase on that of [5083].

Petrography of the Barium-rich Aflitic Gneisses

A penological study of specimens from the various outcrops indicates that,

when considering the barium minerals contained therein, the barytic-gneisses of

the locality naturally fall into the following three groups:

I. Those containing 8% to 15% of BaO. la these the barium minerals are

chiefly celsian and calciocelsian. In exceptional cases rocks containing

eclsian or calciocelsian from this locality may contain a yet lower BaO
content.

II. Those containing 4% to 7% BaO. The barium mineral in these is chiefly

hyalophane.

III. Those with lower amounts of BaO. In these the barium is taken up in

the structure of the plagioclase.

Group 1

Herein comprised are light-coloured gneisses, bearing only a small amount
dI dark ferromagnesian constituents, which may be either hornblende or biotite.

The BaO content in these ranges from 8*04% in [59483 fco 1472% in [5081].

Rocks [5080] and [5081] were collected from the same spot marked A on
the plan (p. 279) and differ only in that [5080] contains even less ferromagne-
sian constituent than [5081]. There are occasional streaks of black biotite along
the shear planes of the gneiss. Elsewhere the rock presents a white alabaster-like

appearance. The former, [5080], was found to contain 12'65% BaO, while the
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latter, [5081], carries the record amount of 14*72% BaO. The feldspars of the

weathered surface of these rocks exhibit corrosion effects, indicating that they

weather more readily than normal feldspars. A penological description of [5081

1

will suffice to illustrate the character of both specimens.

Cahiecehian^bytozmitc—quartz—hioiite-gneisses

Rock [50811 is mainly an cqtiigranular mass of Feldspar wuh subordinate

quartz and a small but variable amount of biotite which is directed in conformity
with the foliation of the adjacent gneisses.

The feldspars which constitute about 85 Jo of the rock are of two distinct

varieties. These two feldspars govern the structure of the rock, forming an
cquigranular mass, the individual crystal grains having rough irregular boun-
daries. The average grain size is of the order of 0*5 ram*

The more abundant of these feldspars is a variety of celsian, containing

about 4% CaO. The composition and optical properties of this variety dis-

tinguished as calciocclsian have been described elsewhere by one of us (Segnit).

It now suffices to mention only that in thin section, it is quite clear and untwinned.
rarely showing cleavages and determined only with difficulty by subjecting to

both chemical and optical investigations, a heavy-mineral fraction separated from a
crushed sample of the rock.

The second variety of feldspar is a plagioclase, frequently twinned on one
or both of the albite or pericline laws. Examples of oilier twin laws were sought,

but not found. Except when twinned this feldspar cannot be distinguished at

sight from the caldocelsian. Its ascertained characters arc 2V = 80°
; sign, nega-

tive; extinction angle X' A 010 in section normal to 001 =45°; these are the

characters of a bytownite of composition Ab^An^.

Quartz occurs in rather smaller grains than the feldspar; these are frequently

rounded. The norm indicates its presence to the extent of about 10%.

The biotite is the common red-brown variety; strongly pleochroic X— pale
straw colour, Y=? Z == dark red-brown. It most commonly forms clusters of
small flakes, with which are associated the hulk of the accessor}' minerals. These
comprise sphene, ilmenite, zircon, apatite and a little muscovite and orthite. Some
of the itmenite is replaced by fine granular sphene, and in these cases expansion
resulting therefrom has developed a system of radial cracks in the surrounding
feldspar. Similar radial cracks mantle the grains of orthite.

The chemical analysis of silicate rocks with so high a barium content presents
features requiring special attention and method, otherwise the barium recorded
may be grossly in error. Irregularities arising during the analysis of these barium-
rich rocks and minerals caused one of us (Segnit, 1946) to publish a short note
on methods to be adopted to ensure accuracy in such determinations.

A chemical analysis of [5081] is given in the table on pp. 280-281, which h
approximately equivalent to the following percentage (weight) composition

:

Celsian 35*6, orthoclasc 3*9, albite 13*8, anorthite 37-0. quartz 9*0, apatite 0'3,
black iron ores (ilmenite and magnetite) 0*4. No pyritc is visible in the rock.
It is likely that the sulphur and the excess chlorine are present as adventitious
traces of chloride and sulphate from the seepage of surface water into the rock
outcrop.

Rock [5939] contains 9-39% BaO. It is a light-coloured gneiss streaked
with only a very little coloured mineral, biotite. The weathered surface is

corroded, rendering obvious a small amount of quartz raised in positive relief.
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In microscope slide, calciocelsian is observed co be the principal mineral, with
which is associated some quartz irregularly distributed. Red-brown biotite is

fairly plentiful, and in places is seen to be changing its character with the libera-

tion of colourless dust-like sphene. In view of the fact that so much oi the
barium is not acid soluble, it is probable that hya'ophane is also present.

Of the accessory minerals clove-brown sphene is abundant; in some cases
the sphene has a core of black Iron-ore, probably ilmemte. Colourless apatite is

not an uncommon constituent.

CaIciocelsian-bytozunite-quart£-hornbleiidc-(jnei$$es

Other rocks of this group, but containing hornblende as the ferromagnesian
mineral, arc [5944]. (5941J, [5942], and [5948]. These are generally similar

to the foregoing but cany hornblende which stands in relief on the weathered
surface in streaks and lenticles up to 3 cm. long, parallel to the foliation, Tiny
pink garnets also may be prcseut.

Rock [5944]. which is representative of the others, will be considered at

some length. The face of the hand-specimen is corroded by weathering and
exhibits a streaked gncissic appearance.

A microscopic examination reveals that feldspar, the chief mineral, form*
granular aggregates of interlocking individuals ot very irregular outline. The
BaO content of this rock was found to be 10-88% and it is almost completely acid

soluble, as in rock [5081]. This suggests the presence of a barium feldspar like

that of the latter rock, but no distinction can be made by optical means between
any of the feldspars of the slide except that a. few show fine multiple twinning.
Most of the untwinned feldspar, like the calciocelsian of [5081], shows little or
no cleavage On this evidence the feldspars present arc considered to be similar
to those in rock [5081], namely calciocelsian and plagioelaae..

Further investigation by chemical means is limited by the interlocking
granular and sieve structure of the Tock being such that effective separation of
the constituent minerals by mechanical means is almost impossible. Very little

twinning of the feldspars is observable in the slide. Sections showing one or two
good cleavages were examined on the Universal-Stage. These proved to be
plagiocJase of negative sign and 2V = 85°, indicating Ab20An8a bytownite. This
finding was verified by the position of the 001 cleavage pole when superimposed
on Emmon's graphs.

The quartz occurs in large irregular crystal grains included in the feldspar.

The hornblende is strongly pleochroic. Its characters are; 2V = 79°. sign,,

negative; ZAc~13 u
; pleochroism, X — very pale green, Y= green, Z —

-

blue-green. The hornblende individuals lie athwart the fulfae of the rock. They
often contain patches of dark inclusions, which appear to be the relics of original
biotite from which the hornblende has been formed. Dark brown haloes arc
developed around small included crystals of zircon and orthite. The apatite also
gives rise to less pronounced haloes.

Of accessory minerals, brown pleochroic sphene is the most notable enn-
stituent Orthite is common; it is always altered, expansion during the process
causing radial cracks in the enveloping feldspar and hornblende. Apatite and
zircon are less common.

Zoishe. secondarily developed, occurs as small crystal grains scattered irregu-
larly through the rock. Garnet appears occasionally as larger subhedra! crystals.

Rock [5491] contains 11-21% BaO. It is rich in calciocelsian. Quite
rarely scraps of primary white mica appear. Grains of brown sphene are plenti-
ful, Secondary Xftfette is fairly abundant and there is some clinozoisite.
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Rock [5942] contain* 11*18% BaO. Calciocelsian and plagioclasc arc the

principal constituents, but quartz grains are in notable quantity. Brown sphene

and a little g<irnet are the most obvious accessories, while apatite and zircon arc

also present

Rock [5943] has a mineral constitution similar to [5944], though containing

somewhat less celsian. In it, however, there is a well-developed augen structure

as in the general gneiss of the locality.

Rock [5948] contains 8*04% BaO. Tt is very light-coloured with occasional

faint streaks of dark amphibok*. Microscopic investigation shows that the

abundant calciocelsian and plagioclase have undergone mechanical shattering and
are presented as fine granules. The amphibole, present in the :>lide as individuals

up to 1"75 mm. in length, has rather unusual pleochroic colours, namely yellow,

yellowish-green and yellowish-blue. Sphcne in fragments up lo 1*5 mm. long is

plentiful. Odd apatites up to 1"5 mm. in length and occasional crystals of faintly

pink garnet up to 0*5 rnnx diameter are to be observed.

Cdsian-bytozvt^h!-quof^~lu7rnhlcn4^-gticisses

Rock [508IA] exhihits Hat gneissic banding in the hand-specimen and con-

tains 11*79% BaO. Though generally similar in outward appearance to the fore-

going, it differs therefrom in that it contains ordinary celsian.

Viewed under the microscope it is seen to he ati even-grained rock, of grain-

size about 0-2 mm. Feldspar constitutes 85 to 90% of the rock, the other 10 to

\5 f
fo being chiefly quartz and hornblende. The two feldspars present, plagio-

clase and celsian, are both quite unaltered and practically indistinguishable in a
cursory microscopical examination.

The plagioclasc, though rarely twinned, is found conforming to the albite

and peridiue laws. The optic axial angle (2V) is 82° and die sign is negative;

this, together with the high extinction angles of the albite twins, indicates a
bytOYvnitc of composition Ab1HAn s;r

The celsian is perfectly clear and untwinned. It commonly exhibits two
perfect cleavages at 90°. The optical properties are: 2V=88°; sie^n, negative;

R.I. (1=1-579, £ = 1-583; y := 1*588; ZAa^28°; Y = b. During the

examination of the slide on the universal-stage, about one crystal in three was
found lo be celsian. This amount would account for the total BaO content of

the rock.

The hornblende, which is concentrated along" gneissic bands in the rock, is a
green variety with strong pleochroism ; X == pale greenish-yellow, Y = dark
green, Z= blue-green.

Accessory minerals are plentiful. They include epidote, sphene, .garnet,

apatite. 2ircou ? orthite, chlorite, biotite and muscovite.

Rock [5937] contains 4'54% of BaO, practically all of which is acid soluble;

it is therefore present as celsian or calciocelsian. The barium content is lower

than usual for rock of this locality bearing such minerals. This is to be explained

by the greater abundance of quartz and amphibole with reduction in the feldspar

content. The fcrro-magnesian mineral is hornblende, the presence of which
renders more obvious the gneissic character of the rock.

Rock [5933] is a granular mass mainly of small equigranular particles but

includes some larger straggling grains of quartz. Sieve structure is well evi-

denced, especially in the case of the garnet.

The minerals present arc chiefly feldspars of which celsian is much fn evi-

dence, and there is very little ordinary plagioclase, Hyalophane appears also to
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be present , Quartz is the next most abundant constituent but is mainly in large

irregular masses, though small grains are infrequently met with among the

granular feldspars. Bluish-green amphibole is the principal coloured constituent,

though scraps of biotitc are in evidence.

Light pink garnet is a rather abundant accessory and apatite is present in

quite notable amount. Original ilmenite has changed to granular sphene and

some magnetite. Orthite occurs sparingly in very tiny grains.

Group II

The barium-rich gneisses of this group contain from 4 to 7% BaO. In

these, hyalophane is the chief barium-containing mineral. Rocks [594-5] and

[5938] fall into this group.

Aplitic hvalophane-bytozwute-mica-gneiss

Rock [5945] contains 7*06% BaO. It is a grey, fine and evcn-gTaincd rock

traversed by occasional white veins 3 or 4 mm. wide. The weathered surface

exhibits smooth areas, the result of corrosion. It is composed almost entirely of

feldspar of which there are two varieties, namely plagioclase and hyalophane,

present in about equal amounts.

Jtt microscopic examination,, the plagioclase is observed to form compara-
tively large irregu-ar individuals (up to 1*5 mm. in length) in which are abundant

inclusions. Some degree of secondary change is evidenced which has resulted in

the development of an opaque white alteration product. Twinning is not common
nor is it clearly shown; but a high extinction angle in albite twins is indicated.

This, combined with a 2V of -87°, indicates that the composition is abou'-

Ab.^An
7((

.

The hyalophane forms a much finer equigranular aggregate among the

larger plagioclase. The average grain-size is about 0*2 mm. It is clear, rarely

rwinne-i or cleaved and presents an appearance very like that of quartz. The
D.R. is low, 2V = -76°, and the R.I. is about 1*54. Most of the crystals exhibit

minor zoning phenomena. Early in its investigation, the fact that the barium in

this rock is not present in the form of celsian was demonstrated by the fact that

it cannot be extracted by acid.

The rest of the rock is made up of small flakes of muscovite and biotite,

together with occasional crystals of apatite, sphene. zircon and black iron-ore.

The white veins obvious in the hand-specimen appear to be the channels along

which alteration has taken place. The material of these veins is characterised by

a relative abundance of the white opaque alteration product of the plagioclase,

Aplitic hydophanr^abradoyite-quctytz-gnciss

Rock [5938 1 contains 4'64%> BaO. It is rather different from the preceding

in that it is porcelain-white in colour and contains dark specks and grains of black

iron-ore. However, the bulk of the rock is constituted of plagioclase, quartz and
hyalophane.

Microscopic observations show the plagioclase to be well twinned on the

albite law. the maximum symmetrical extinction angle (X' A 010) being 45°,

indicating a composition Ab75An23 ; this is closely in accord with that indicated

by the optic axial angle determined as -88°.

The hyalophane is untwinned and can be distinguished from the quartz by
a slight difference in relief and by the fact that perthitic intergrowths are not
uncommonly to be seen growing into the edges of the crystals, which are up to

1 mm. in diameter. The optic axial angle 2V is -77°, which, according to
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Winchell, indicates a composition of about Oi\-
5
Cn 25 . Quartz, containing

abundant inclusions, is plentiful, while the only other accessory constituents are

Umeritc and sphene.

Group III

Rocks of this group have a BaO content of less than 3% and generally fcss

than 2%. Here the quantity of barium present is so small that it has been taken

into the plagioclase framework, thus presenting barium-plagioclases. Rocks
[5936], [5080A], [5934] and IS935J are of this group.

Barium-plagioclase~quQrtz~hornblendt--gneisS€$

Rock [5936] contains 2*22% BaO, and is light grey streaked with a moderate
amount of dark amphibole.

Under the microscope the average grain-size is observed to be about 0*75 mm.
Feldspar and quartz, the former predominating, are the main constituents. Brown
sphene is abundant, as well as smaller amounts of ilmenite, hornblende, luotite,

chlorite and epidote.

The plagioclase is well twinned on both the albite and pericline laws. It has
the following optical characters: 2V — S9° ; sign, negative; X' A 010 (max.)
= 45°. The composition thus indicated, respectively by the 2V value and by the
extinction angle, is Ab25An75 and Ab

11>
An71 . This variation is probably due to

instrumental error, rather than the effect of the barium content; ( |5080A]
shows no such variation). The plagioclase is quite unaltered, occurring hi

anhedral crystals which show a tendency to elongation parallel to the gncissic
foliation of the rock.

The quartz contains an abundance of minute inclusions, imparting to it a
cloudy appearance, It frequently appears as large individuals, markedly elongated
hi the direction of foliation. One such crystal observed measures 5*5 mm. by
l'S mm. It also appears as small rounded grains distributed through the feldspar.

Rock [5080AJ, which contains 1*44% BaO, is similar to the foregoing but
differs m several respects. The feldspar is cloudy, due, partly to alteration pro-
ducts, partly to inclusions, Its optical characters are: 2V = 86°

; sign* negative;
X 7 A 010 (max.) =45°. In the case of normal plagioclase these figures would
indicate a composition Ab25AnT5 .

Quartz is a little more abundant than in rock [5936]. but the chief difference

is in the accessories. Of these latter sphene, biotite and hornblende are rare;
muscovite and black iron-ore are more common.

Rock J5934] is somewhat similar in appearance to [5938] but contains only
Q-SOfo BaO. In microscope section it differs only in a relative paucity of quartz
and in the nature o£ the accessory minerals. Of the latter the most important is

ilmenite, which appears in small grains surrounded by light-coloured granular
sphene. Rutite occurs in the centre of some of the larger grains of ilmenite.

Other accessory minerals present include zircon, muscovite, clinozoisire, orthlte

and apatite.

The feldspar is generally twinned but albite and pericline types only are
present. The optical character are ; 2V = S5£° ; sign, negative, X' A 010
(normal to 031) =41°. Thus it is a bytownite containing 2 or 3% of the celsian
molecule. Referred to the plagioclase series it approximates to Ab30An80 .

Barytic bytimmitc-quarbs—biotitc-gneiss

Containing 0'fj2% BaO, rock [5935] differs from the three preceding rocks
in being of finer grain (average about 0*3 mm.) It is a light grey, even, fine-
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grained tack. The weathered surface is fairly smooth but the feldspars are not so

depressed by corrosion as is usual in the high-barium rocks of the locality.

It is made up chiefly of feldspar, which appears as irregular grains with

sutured boundaries. Twinning is mainly a fine albite type s but is rare. The
value of 2V is -80°, indicating a bytownite (containing, of course, a little BaO)
of composition about Ab12Anss . There is a patchy distribution of fine, irregular,

sieve-like intergrowths of quartz and feldspar.

Quartz is not very abundant, OE the minor constituents sphene is again

notable; hiotite is present in small amount, but hornblende is absent; a little

apatite, orthite, zircon and black iron-ore are present.

Petrography of the Amphjbolitks of the Piggery Locality

Amphibolite [5082] is a rather typical example of the outcrop just east of

the main barytic belt. It is an even, medium-grained, very dark grey to black,

foliated nick found to contain 0*04% BaO. In the hand-specimen there is a
strongly marked schistose arrangement of the amphibole.

About half the area of the slide is feldspar; the rest is chiefly amphibole and
pyroxene, the former predominating. Just a little quartz is. also present.

Plagtoclase is in compact grains mostly under 0'5 mm. diameter. It is

usually twinned rather coarsely on the albite law; also ala A and ala E twinning
are lo be observed. No example of pericline twinning is observable in the slide.

Optical determinations gave 2V = 85° ; sign, negative ; X' A 010 (normal to 001

)

= 40°. The feldspar is thus a bytownite of composition Ab18An.. v .

The amphibole and pyroxene form somewhat larger and more irregular

crystals than the plagioclase. They are evenly distributed throughout the rock.
The amphibole is a light brown variety with the following optical character* t

2V = 85
c

; sign, negative; D.R. = 0022; Z A c —- 17V\ Pleochroism X = nearly

colourless, Y=Z = light brown. Small zircons are sometimes included and
these have developed dark green pleochroic haloes.

The pyroxene is colourless or cloudy in section; it has a high R.I., giving it

a marked relief. Optical characters determined are 2V = 56
D

; sign, positive;

D.R. — 0*022 ; Z Ac— 40°. There is evidence that in part at least this pyroxene
has been made over to die amphibole.

There is present accessory black iron-ore, probably ilmenite, siirrounded by
colourless granular sphene.

Rock [5946] appears, in the hand-specimen, to be a variant of [5082]. Ti

contains a small proportion only of plagioclase whose composition is Ab
13
Ansv

It is constituted of ahout 75% of amphibole In this rock the breakdown of the
brown hornblende to actinoiitic amphibole has proceeded very far, so that only
cores of the original mineral are to be observed.

Amphibolite [5079] is another modification of [5082] and is much finer in
grain. Colour, dark grey. The BaO content is 0*09. There is no obvious
schistnsity in the hand-specimen. Relict structure discernible suggests that it V&

the metamorphic equivalent of an original basic gabbro. Microscopic examina-
tion reveals that the plagioclase is very similar to that of rock [5082]. Its optical

properties were found to be 2V — 80° ; sign, negative; X' A 010 (normal 001)
= 42°; thus it is a bytownite of composition Ab l4An st;

. Twinning is chiefly on
the albite law, rarely on pericline and ala laws.

The amphibole is in large connected aggregates of very small individuals.

It appears to have originated from the breaking down of the brown amphibole
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secondary amphibole is a pate green actinolite with the following characters:

2V= 82°; sign, negative: ZAc= 20° (approx.). Plcochroism : X= colour-

less ; Y s Z — pale green.

Garnet is present in very abundant small rounded crystals > scattered chiefly

through the amphibole. Magnetite, chlorite and a little apatite are also present-

Rock [5947], collected' 50 yards east of the main barytic sehlicr, is a type

intermediate between [5079] and [5082]. It is similar in appearance to the latter

but contains no pyroxene. The amphibole is present in two forms, of which the

brown variety represented in [5082] is most abundant. In places the margins

of the latter are seen to be changing over to a colourless to pate amphibole of the

nature of tremolite or light-coloured actinolitc comparable to that iu rock [5079].

Plagioclase is less abundant than in the earlier described amphibolites,

Rock [5951 J is a very fine-grained black variety occurring to the north-west

of the barytic area. Tn the microscope slide it is seen lo have a relict dolcrite

structure but original pyroxene has been entirely converted to actinolitic amphi-

bole with pleuchroism; yellow, yellow-green and blue-green. Original ilmenite

has been converted to sphene and magnetite.

THE DE BAVAY FAULT ZONE LOCALITY
Though not exhaustively examined we succeeded in locating in this neigh-

bourhood only limited outcrops of barytic gneiss, none of which proved to be as

rich in BaO as some of those from the Piggery. Further, it is to be noted that

none of our samples from this area was found to contain as much barium as that

collected by the N.'S.W. Mines Department and analysed by H. P. White.

There is here a wide outcrop of flaser-gnciss with occasional apiitic schliers,

one at least of which carries a notable barium content. Amphibolites cutting the

gneiss are again met with; also towards the eastern side of the area there are local

narrow outcrops of an epidote, clinozoisite rock. The latter appear to have been

derived from an original basic igneous rock. Penological notes on these various

types are as follows.

Quurtsta-Fcldspathic Rocks containing Barium

Included here are [5957], [5959], [5956] and f5958| collected in the south-

ern section of Mineral Lease 134,

Rock [5957], which contains 0*68% BaO, is a light to medium grey and
moderately coarse-grained flascr type of gneiss consisting largely of quartz and
feldspar with a notable development of biotite. The latter appears mainly along
definite fohae, and the rock itself has a tendency to split along these, planes.

It is variable in grain-size but chiefly constituted of equigranular feldspar

and quartz of about 0*4 mm. diameter ; exceptional grains both of quartz and of

feldspar may reach to 6 or 7 mm. in length. The feldspar is frequently twinned
on both the albite and pericline laws. It has an optic axial angle of 80° and nega-

tive sign; thus it is an Ab13 An^T bytownite containing a little barium.

The biotite is strongly plcochroic with X= light yellow-brown, Y — Z
= dark brnwn. Accessories arc rather plentiful. Small grains of an epidote

mineral are most common, but there are present also a tittle apatite, chlorite,

musD^vitc and black iron-ore.

Rock [5959], containing 0*64% BaO, is very fine-grained and darker
coloured than the preceding. It exhibits schistose structure and, like the fore-
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going, is composed of quartz, feldspar and biotite, with the feldspar rather less

plentiful than in the case of rock [5957]. The grains are roughly ecmidimen-

sional with an average size of about 0*22 mm. While the quartz is clear and free

from inclusions, the feldspar encloses abundant particles of biotite, apatite and
epidote. The feldspar is a barium-containing' Ab2eAn74 bytownite (2V= 87°).

The biotitc is similar to that in rock [5957] but is more abundant, often In clusters

of small Hakes.

Hock [5956] contains 2'24% BaO. This is a light-coloured gneiss, studded

with dark spots of actiuolitic amphibole and specks of brown sphene. often strung

out in the direction of schistosity T

In microscope slide the rock is seen to be mainly constituted of basic plagio-

clase, evidently carrying some celsian molecule and quartz. There is also a little

yellow tu yellow-green actiuolitic amphibole which usually exhibits sieve struc-

ture and is associated with clinozoisite. Small grains of brown sphene are

abundant, but biotite., garnet, apatite and ilmenite are present in very small

amount.

Hock [5958] is akin to [5957] . The weathered surface exhibits corrosion

pitting. Jt is mainly composed of quartz and basic plagioclase (probably barytic),

the latter predominating. Yellowish-brown biotite is not uncommon, Amphibole
in bluish-green laths is quite rare. Apatite and minute zircons are present. Tiny

granules of zoisite riddle some areas of the slide and grains of epidote are widely

distributed.

Amphibolitcs

There are in this locality also some amphibolite intrusions. Examples were
collected near the south-west corner of Mineral Lease 134, Of rhese rock [5953]

is a coarse-grained variety7 with a marked schistose structure. Some 75 5& of its

bulk is hornblende. X =. light brownish-yellow. Y — Z= olive-green. The
plagioclase is an Abs5An- n bytownite, Accessories arc biotite, apatite and black

iron-ore all in very small amount.

Rock [5954] is a dark, very fine and even-grained variety penetrated by a

mining shaft on the western side of the area. In addition to basic plagioclase

there is much red-brown biotite. Magnetite and sphene are abundant, while

apatite and faintly pink garnet are a minor feature. This rock appears to be a

meta-basalt.

Epidutt'—Clinosoisitc Rocks

These were collected in Mineral Lease 109 and occur in narrow formations

and local patches in the eastern portion of the area examined.

Rock [5964] is light grey and of high specific gravity for normal silicate

rocks. It was found to contain 0*16% BaO.

Microscopically examined it is an even and fine-grained (0*3 mm.) rock,

composed of mineral grains exhibiting little tendency to develop crystal outlines.

There is present, but in subordinate amount only, a finely twinned basic plagio-

clase which .however, in some areas has undergone considerable alteration with

the development of coarse seriate.

Epidote minerals are very abundant and are present in two forms which are

indistinguishable m ordinary light. Optic axial angle measurements were made
on a number of these, with the result that both epidote of 2V= (-) 82° aiid

clinozoisite of 2V— (+ ) 82i° were found to be present, each in relatively large

amounts. This* is further indicated by the fact that many crystals show a high

D.R. and others show anomalous blue tints.



Rounded grains of light brown spbene are quite common. Also black iron-

ore and chlorite are present.

Rock [5961] is very light grey and fine-grained. In microscope slide it is

found to be composed almost entirely of zoisite. Very small amounts of quarts,

sericite and chlorite are present,

Rock [5963] is an even, fine-grained, zuisite-chno*oJsue-hornblende-plagk>-

clase variety. It bleaches to a very light grey colour in the more highly zoisitised

areas, contrasting strongly with the darker colour of the original rock.

SUMMARY OF DISTRIBUTION OF BARIUM IN THE ROCKS

The average barium content of the Earth's crust is given (Clark) as 0*05%.

An overall average in the case uf first-class analyses listed by Washington record-

ing BaO is approximately 0T0%. In the case of normal basic rocks the BaO
content averages about 0*03%, but some groups of basic composition average as

high as 0*06%. Average granites contain about 0'08% BaO, but an aplitic granite

group listed by Washington contains an average of 0*12%. Washington records

aplites containing as much as 0'30% and quotes an ala^kite porphyry as contain-

ing 0*60%. Furthermore, magmas of some localities may be exceptionally rich

in barium; for instance a group of alaskitcs from Yellowstone average 0*28%.

Of the rhyolites and granitic rocks of South Austi-alia that have been analysed

for BaO, the average is low, only about 0'05%. A surprising case is an albititc

from Millalie (sec Jack, 1914)/ which is stated to contain 2*04% BaO. The
aplitic granites of the Giant's Head locality, Umberatana, South Australia,

recently analysed have no appreciable KaO content. In the case of mclaphyres

and amphibolites, several examples from South Australia average 0'05%.

In relation to the above it is interesting to make a comparison with the

barium content of rocks from the Piggery and De Bavay Shear Zone localities

of Broken Hill and of rocks associated therewith.

The average BaO content, based on published analyses (see p. 280-281 ) of the

associated Broken I Till rocks works out at 0*10% in the case of the Foot-Wall and
Potosi Gneiss and 0'03% in the case of the Augen- and Platy-Gneiss,

The table on p, 292 summarises the barium content of rocks collected by
us from the barium-rich outcrops and in their immediate vicinity. The exact

localities, of all the rocks specified by numbers were entered upon a sketch plan

which, unfortunately, was subsequently lost. However, it can be stated that those

from "die Piggery locality, except representatives of the general flasci—gneiss, the

amphibolies and the pegmatite were taken at regular intervals throughout the

full exLent of (he outcrops of the aplitic harytic gneiss, and therefore give a good
general idea of the degree of variation both in barium content and penological

character of the entire formation.

It will be observed that whereas very high barium \*alues were obtained in

the case of aplitic phases of the flaser—gneiss, a normal flaser^gneiss collected

near the barytic aplitic bodies at ihe Piggery was found Lo contain only 009%
BaO, and even less where further away ; a sample collected nearer to the barytic

apiite contains 0*29% BaO. The amphibolitcs of the Piggery locality have a
BaO content ranging from 0-04-% to 0-09%.

The feldspar of a coarse granilic pegmatite which intersects both the barium-
rich aplitic gneiss and the general rlaser-gneiss, was found to contain 0*28% BaO.
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Barium Content of Rocks .from the Piggery and De Bavay

Fault Zone
Rock

Number

5079

508O

5080A

5081

5081A

5082

5083

5930

5932

5933

5934

5935

5936

5937

5938

5939

5941

5942

5944

5945

5948

5950

5952

5956

5957

5959

5964

EaO content
percentage

Total

0-09

12-65

1-44

14-72

11-79

0-04

0-09

0-04

0-29

10-03

0-80

0-62

2-22

4-00

4-64

9-39

11-21

11-18

10-88

7-06

8-04

0-16

4-08

2-24

0-68

0-64

0-16

0-28

BaO content:
percentage

Acid Soluble

0-08

11*9

0-66

12-9

11-1

5-1

0-32

0-53

1-8

1-4

4*9

10-5

9-4

10-8

0-96

7*00

0-60

59

Type of Rock

Arnphiholite

Aplitic calciocelsian-bytownite-quartz-gneiss

Barium-plagiocJase-quartz-hornblende-gneiss

Cakiocelsian-quartz-biotite-gneiss

Celsian-bytownite-quartz-horublende-gnciss

Arnphiholite

Flaser-gneiss

Augen-gneiss

Flaser-gneiss

Cebian-plagioclase-quartz-hornbleude-garnct-gneiss

Rarium-plagioclase-quartz-hornblende-gneiss

Barytic bytownite-quartz-biatite-gneiss

Barium-plagioclase-quartz-horiiblende-gneiss

Cc'sian-bytownile-quartz-hornblende-gneiss

ApHtic hyalophane-labradoritc-quartz-gneiss

Calciocetsian-bytownitc-quartz-biotitc-gneiss

Calciocelsian-bytownite-quartz-biotite-gneiss

Calciocelsian-bytownite-quarlz-biotite-earnct-gneiss

Cakiocelsian-bytownite-quartz-hortiblendc-gnciss

Aplitic hyalophane-bytowmte-Tniea-gneiss

CaIr.k>cclsian-bytownite-qUartz—hornblende-gneiss

Aplitic labradorite-quartz-gneiss

Cakioceisian-bytownile-quartz-mica-schist

Barium plagioclase-hornblende-quartz-clmzoisite-

gneiss

Barytic flaser-gneiss

Bytownite-quartz-biotite-gneiss

Epidote-clinozoisitc rock

Feldspar of pegmatite cutting the ftaser-gneiss

The barium-rich aplitic rocks of Broken Hill, in part at least, appear to

occupy minor shear zones and were probably introduced as late crystallising frac-

tion of the granodioritic magma of the area,

Both the aplitic schliers and the general body of the gneiss appear to have
undergone an equal amount of shearing, though in the case of the aplitic rock

evidence of foliation shows up less in the hand-specimen owing to the compara-

tive absence of directed particles of coloured constituents.

Amphibolites at the Piggery locality cut across the direction of foliation of

the acid gneisses. They contain only a normal quantity of barium. Thus we have

no evidence that the barium-rich schliers bear any genetic relationship to the

amphibolites.

On the other hand, analyses of the granitic gneisses of the neighbourhood

of Broken Hill show, in almost all cases, an appreciable amount of barium. A
segregation vein in the Foot-Wall-Gneiss of the Zinc Corporation Mine is reported

(Browne) to contain 0*17% BaO.

We found that white the norma! augen-gneiss [5930] of the Piggery locality

collected some distance from the barytic schliers contains only Q'04-% BaO, the

corresponding flaser-gneiss [5083] collected 6 feet away contained 0*09% BaO,
while at 4 feet away [5932] it contained 0*29% BaO.
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Specimens [5952] and [5937], recorded in the field as transitions in type

between the enclosing gneiss and the aplitic gneiss of the barytic schliers, were
found to contain respectively 4*08% and 4-00% BaO thus supporting the conten-

tion that they are, chemically as well as physically, transition types. The margins
of the schliers were found to be lower in barium than the central areas.

Usually the more aplitic phases of the gneiss contain a higher barium
content, but this is not always the case, for [5080] (12-65% BaO) and [5080A]
(1"44% BaO) arc both markedly wanting in fcrro-magncsium minerals.

The evidence obtained is strongly iu favour of the schliers originating as a

differentiate of the granitic magma rather than genetically connected with the

amphibolites,
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A FOSSIL SOIL FROM KANGAROO ISLAND, SOUTH AUSTRALIA

ByK. H. Northcote

Summary

In the course of the field operations of the Division of Soils, C.S.I.R., on Kangaroo Island, South

Australia, during 1945, a soil belonging to a monotype series, named the Eleanor Sand, proved to be

of special interest both because of the morphology of its profile and because of its relationship to

the other soils of the Island. It is of interest not only to the pedologist and geologist but also to the

agriculturist in considering soil fertility problems.
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A FOSSIL SOIL FROM KANGAROO ISLAND, SOUTH AUSTRALIA

By K. II. Northcote Ci) (Communicated by J. A. Prescott)

[Read 8 August 1946]

In the course o£ the field operations of the Division of Soils, C.S.LR., on

Kangaroo Island, South Australia, during 1945, a soil belonging to a monotype

series, named the Eleanor Sand, proved to be of special interest both because of

the morphology of its profile and because of its relationship to the other soils

of the Island. It is of interest not only to the penologist and geologist but also

to the agriculturist in considering soil fertility problems,

In this paper the topographical and vegetational associations, the morphology

of the profile and the origin of the Eleanor Sand are discussed.

The Eleanor Sand, typically, occurs 011 small, slightly elevated portions of

the lateritic plateau country of Kangaroo Island. These slightly elevated por-

tions of the plateau have suffered only a minimum of the natural erosion endured

by the plateau as a whole. From evidence brought forward it will be seen that

these areas represent remnants of the original plateau country.

The vegetation association typical of this sand is dominated by a dwarfed

form of Eucalyptus Daxteri (stringybark). This association, because of the open

spacing of E. Buxtcri, presents a peculiar physiognomy which is in striking con-

trast to the taller, closely grouped stringybark, E. Baateri-E. obliqiia associa-

tions of the main plateau soils. Leptospenman myrsinoides (tea-tree), Adenan-

thos sericca and Platylohhtm obtusancmlmn commonly occur, but are only rarely

found on the main areas of the plateau soils.

Table I gives the detailed morphology of a typical profile of the sand.

Table I

Detailed Morphology of the Eleanor Sand Profile

0-3"

3-7"

7-14"

14-31"

31-44'

44-54'

54-60"

60-72"

A 0-1

A2
A2

Laterite horizon

(pseudo-B horizon)

B2

B2

B-C
C

72'

Grey fine sand with some organic matter.

Light grey fine sand, main root zone.

Light grey to white fine sand.

Laterite boulders of conglomerate laterite containing

about 10% of brown or yellow-brown fine sand in

small channels. The laterite is sandy and con-

cretionary in form- It may be stained dark brown

by organic material on the surface.

Yellow-brown clay with bands of concretionary

lateritic gravel.

Yellow-brown clay with red and light grey inclusions.

Sometimes with bands of concretionary lateritic

gravel.

Mottled red and light grey sandy clay.

Light grey sandy clay with some yellow and light red

mottlings. Structure of underlying rock may be

preserved.

Decomposing Frecambrian sedimentaries.

<*) An officer of the Division of Soils, C.S-LR.

Trans, Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 70, (2), 1 Dec. 1946
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The sand exhibits the main features suggested by Prescott (1931) as

occurring in a lateritic profile, and he considers that the latcrite formations ot

Australia are fossil in character. Further, it conforms to the profiles described

by Stephens (1946) for the "normal lateritic profile
1

' of southern Australia. It

is essentially a podsol with an accessory laterite horizon. The latcrite horizon

is located on top of the clayey B2 horizons, but does not invariably occur in this

position in related soils. Other bands of lateritic gravel occur at irregular

intervals in the B2 horizons. These bands suggest that there were variations in

the level of the watertable during the period of laterisation. The clays of the

E2 horizon have a typically sub-kaolinitic feci or texture, and the C horizon clays

have a typically kaolinitic texture. The structure of the underlying rock is

frequently preserved in the C horizon

Table II

Laboratory Analyses of the Eleanor Sand (2)

Location of sample site ,* South-western portion Hundred of Scddon,

Kangaroo Island.

Soil type Eleanor sand

Soil No, 10139 10140 1014; 10142 10143 10144 10145 10146

Depth in inches 0-3 3-7 7-14 14-31 31-44 44-54 54-60 60-72

Texture S S S S C C sc SC
Gravel % > 2 mm — — — 90 61 50 24 —
Mechanical analysis of fine

earth %<2mm f
—

Coarse sand 24-8 25-0 2.V0 22-1 16-1 13-9 12-5 14-6

Fine sand 69-9 71-1 74-4 75-2 45*6 40*4 38*3 52-1

sat 1-3 1*4 1-2 1-8 3-6 3*2 2-0 0-8

Clay 1-8 i-5 1-2 6*2 34-7 43-1 46-1 33-3

Proportion coarse to fins sand 26:74 26:74 24:76 25:75 26:74 26:74 25:75 22:78

"Loss on acid treatment % ... 0-3 0-2 0*1 3-5 0-7 0-2 0-3 0-1

Moisture % 0-4 0-3 0*1 1»9 1-9 2-1 2-1 1*4

Total soluble salts % 0-008 0-013 0-008 0-013 0-02,3 0*020 0-023 0-035

Chlorides, % CI 0-002 0-002 0-002 0-003 0-007 0-005 0-007 0*013

Reaction (pH) S-S 5-2 6-1 6-1 6-3 6-3 6-1 6-0

Table II shows the results of the laboratory examination of one profile

of Eleanor Sand. These analyses were carried out by methods described by
Piper (1942). The mechanical analysis shows that the fine sand is the dominant
fraction in all horizons. Both fine and coarse sand decrease in amount from
the surface to the deep subsoil. Further, it will be seen that the proportion of

coarse to fine sand (sec Tabic II) remains practically constant throughout
the profile. The silt content is negligible. Clay is the controlling- factor

texturally, in the B and C horizons, although the fine sand is important.

Reaction shows it to be an acid soil, with pll rising slightly in the £ horizons.

The analyses for the exchangeable cations (see Table 111) show that this

soil is low in fertility. The figures for the number of milligram equivalents per

gram of clay are very low in relation to clay content and pll values; they are

about half the value over a similar pH range obtained by Piper (1938) for the

red-brown earths. Magnesium is the dominant metal ion and calcium is second
in order of importance.

<") All analyses were carried out by the Chemistry Section of the Division of Soils
under the direction of Dr. C S. Piper.
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Table III

Exchangeable Cations in the B and C Horizons

Soil No. .i.. .... -... 10143 10144 10145 10146

Reaction PH -.r-- .... .... 6*3 6>3 6-1 6-0

Total metal ions rag. equiv. per

100
*frm. soil 5-48 5-26 5-44 4-13

No, mg. equiv. exch. cations per

grm. clay 0-16 0-12 0-12 0-12

Percentage of total metal ions-

Ca ... .... .... .... 22 22 22 23

Mg .... .... .... ,,,, *»'i
60 63 64 63

K ..„ .... .... .r.. 13 10 9 8

Na .... .... .... .... .... 5 5 4 5

The origin of the Eleanor Sand is of special interest. The profile charac-

teristics and the topographical situation definitely suggest that it is a relic of a

former period of laterisation. In recent years evidence has been accumulating

which suggests a Pliocene age for the pedogenesis of Australian laterites (vide

Whitehouse 1940). It is highly feasible that the Eleanor Sand is the remnant

of a "fossil" Pliocene soil, although some of the original surface horizon material

may have been removed. Therefore, it could be classified as a "lafcritic residual"

which now appears in podsolic or pseudo-podsolic form.

Crocker (1946) records that in the vicinity of Mount Taylor and Mount
Stockdale, Kangaroo Island, the lateritic residuals are overlain by a covering of

grey and white siliceous sands. He considers that the sands are the re-sorted,

leached A horizons of Pleistocene calcareous sand dunes. This suggests the possi-

bility that much of the plateau received accessions of blown siliceous sand during

the Pleistocene; since the laterite would undoubtedly guard the subsoil against any

contamination by wind-blown sands, accumulation would have occurred in

the surface (A) horizons. However, evidence brought forward in this paper,

notably the constant proportion of coarse and fine sands throughout the profile,

shows that all horizons are definitely related and that the surface (A) horizons

did not receive accessions of blown sand. Thus, it appears that the Eleanor Sand

is a relatively undisturbed fossil soil containing a laterite horizon in situ.

It is quite clear in the field that the Eleanor Sand is the immediate precursor

of the main group of plateau soils, the Seddon series. This relationship will be
discussed in a forthcoming Bulletin of the Division of Soils, CS.I.R,

The author wishes to gratefully acknowledge his indebtedness to Professor

J. A. Prescott, Chief of the Division of Soils, and especially for assistance in the

interpretation of the analytical data.
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FORAMINIFERA AND OTHER MICRO-FOSSILS FROM SOME OF THE
TERTIARY DEPOSITS IN THE VICINITY OF ALDINGA BAY, SOUTH

AUSTRALIA

ByL Crespin

Summary

This report gives the result of a microscopic examination of a small collection of fossiliferous rocks

made by the writer in 1936 from the glauconite deposits at Maslin Beach, Blanche Point, and of

material collected by Sir Douglas Mawson from the vicinity of Aldinga Bay. Only the micro-fauna

has been investigated as the mega-fossils have been described by many palaeontologists.
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FORAMINIFERA AND OTHER MICRO-FOSSILS FROM SOME OF THE
TERTIARY DEPOSITS IN THE VICINITY OF ALDINGA BAY,

SOUTH AUSTRALIA (?)

By I. Cresimn

[Read 8 August 1946]

This report gives the result of a microscopic examination of a small collec-

tion of fossiliferous rocks made by the writer in 1936 from the glauconite deposits

at Maslin Reach, Blanche Point, and of material collected by Sir Douglas Mawson
from the vicinity of Aldinga Bay. Only the micro-fauna has been investigated

as the mega-fossils have been described by many palaeontologists.

There is lillle doubt that the sediments examined are of Middle Miocene

age and are referable to the basal part of the Balcombian Stage of the Victorian

Tertiaries. The presence, in some abundance, of certain foraminiferal species in

some samples suggests a correlation with the Longford Substage of the Balcom-
bian (Crespin 1943).

The samples examined are as follows

;

1. Whitish bryozoal sandstone from a small Headland, just north of

Aldinga Creek.

2. Yellowish marl from the same locality as No, I, but stratigraphically

higher than that sample,

3. Yellowish marl from Cliffs immediately south of Aldinga Creek, about

200 yards north of the jetty, and stratigraphically higher than No. 2.

4. Yellowish marl from Cliffs 12 feet above beach level, several hundred
yards south of jetty, and stratigraphically higher than No. 3.

5- Greenish glauconitic marl, Maslin Beach, Blanche Point.

The micro- faunal content of these rocks and the distribution of species is

given below

;

Species Localises

FORAMINIKERA 12 3 4 5

Anomalina ammonoides Reuss - * - - - - f - - r

A. glabra ta Cushman - - - - - - - - - r r

A. iwnionoides Parr - - - - - - r f f - •

Astrononion cmstrale Cushman - - - - _ - ~ r _ r

Baggim sp. - - - - - - ___„ c _

Bolivina Umbata Brady - - - - _ _ _ r _ _

B. victariana Cushman - - - - - _ _ _ f _ _

Cassidulina subglobosa d'Orb. - - - - - - - r r -

Carpenteria rotaUformis Chapm. & Cresp. ^ - - - _ r _ _

Cibicides lobatulus (W. & J.) - - - - -r-crc
C\ refiilgens (Montf.) - - - - - ___f r -

C. ungerianus (d'Orb.) - - - - -r-frc
C. victoriensis Chapm., Parr & Collins - - - r f - - -

C. sp. 2 - - - - - - - - r r c r f

C. sp. - - - - - - - _____f
Dentalina fiMformis (d'Orb.) - - - - _ _ _ r _ ^

D. fissicostata (Gumbel) - - - - _ _ ~ r _ _

D. obliqua (Linne) - - - - - _-_ r __

W Report No. 1946/27 Bureau of Mineral Resources. Department of Supply and
Shipping*, Commonwealth of Australia.

Trans. Roy. Son. S. Aust., 70, (2), 1 Dec. 1946



Species Localises

13 3 4 5

D, soluta Reuss - - - - - - - - - r f

D, sp. - - -
- " " ~ * " "" "

Discorbis orbicularis (Terq.) - - - - ____ r _

D. sp - - - -
- - - ; - ~ r -

Dorothia parri Cushman - - - * - i - t i -

Eponides concentricicm (P. & J.)
- - - - - - - r -

E. repandus (F, & M.) - - - - f - r r f

E. cf. scabriculus (Chapman) - - - - _ _ r _ _ -

Frondicalaria sp. nov. - - - - - ___ r _-
Gaudryina (Pseudogaudryina) crespinae Cushman - - - - - f r

Glandulina laevigata Reuss - - - - - - - r r r

Globigerinoides trilobus (Reuss) - - - ._-__£
Gutttdina irregularis (d'Orb.) - - - - - - r r - -

G. lactea (W. & J.) - - - - " _-___ r

G. problema (d'Orb.) - - - - - . - - - _ r

G. (Sigmoidina) silvestri Cush. & Ozawa. - - - -ff-r
Gyr idina soldanii (d'Orb.) - - - - . - _ r _ -

Heronallenia lingidata (B. & H.) - - - _ _ _ f _ -

II. zvilsoni (H. A. & E.) - - - - - - - f r r

cf. Karrericlla barbati Cushman - - - ____ r _

Lagena hexagona Williamson - - - - - - r f r -

L. laevis ( Monti*. ) - - - - - „ - r - - -

L. marginata (W, &B.) - - - - _ _ _ r _ _

L. stdcata (W. & B.) - - - - - - - r - r

Lenticulina arttcidata (Reuss) - - - - ___-_ r

L. gibba (d'Orb.) - - - ----- r

L. rotidata (Lam,) - - - - - _-__ r
_

L. sp. - - - - - - - - - r - r -

cf. Massilina torquayensis (Chapm.) - - - ____ r _

Planorbulina mediterranensis d'Orb. - - - - - r r c -

cf. Planidina ziniellerstorfi (Schw.) - - - ^ - - _ r -

Discorbinella biconcava (P. & J.)
- - - - - - - r -

Polysiomellina miocenica Cushman - - - - r r f - -

Pseudopolymorphina sp. - - - - ___ r
_-

Pyrulina fusiformts (Roemer) - - = - _ ^ _ - r -

Pyrulina sp.- - - - " - - - - r - -

Pidlenia bidloidcs (d'Orb.) - - - - - - - r - r

Quinqueloculina lamarckiana (d'Orb.) - - - _ _ _ - r -

Reussella spinulosa (Reuss) - - - - ___ r
_-

Sherbornina atkwsoni Chapman - - - - c c c r -

Sigomidella elega-ntissima (P. &J.)- - - - --rrr
Sigmomorphina cf. batcsfordensis Parr & Collins - - - - - r -
5*. chapmani (H, A. & E.) - - - - ____ r -

Sphaeroidina bidloides d'Orb. - - - - __ r __-
Spirillina inaequalis Brady - - - - _ _ _ c r -
Texttdaria carinata d

J

Orb. - - - - -___ r _

T. cf. flintii Cushman - - - - - -____ r

T- sagittida Defr. - - - - - - - - - r r

Trifarina bradyi Cushman - - - - --crrc
Uvigerinella sp. - - - - - _ _____ f

Vaginulina legumen (Linne) - - - - ._--_ —

Verneuilina triquetra ( Munster

)

- - - - - - - r r
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Species Localises

~ 12 3 4 5
Spongida—
Ecionema newberyi (McCoy) - - - - ---ft*"
Anthozoa—
Mopsea tenisoni Chapman

Bryozoa—
Acanthodesia simplex (McG.) -

Adeonellopsis clavata (Stol.) -

A. obliqua (McG.)
A. symmetrica (McG.)
Cellaria contigua McG. -

C. depressa Maplestone

C. gracilis Busk
C. rigidia var. perampla Waters
Cellepora coronopus M. Edws. -

Chiastosella daedala (McG.)
Crista acropora Busk
Ellisinidra profunda (McG.) -

Escharoides erectus Canu & Bassler

Entalopho-ra australis Busk
E. longipora McG.
Filisparsa orakeiensis Stol.

Hincksina geminata (Waters) -

Hippomonella abdita (McG.) -

Hornera frondicidata McG.
H. striata Stache

H. sulcata McG.
Idmidronea sp. -

Idmonea bifrons Waters
/. contorta Busk
/. geminata McG,
A mihteana d'Orb.

/. trigona McG.
/. venusia McG.
Lichenopora australis McG.
Macropora clarkei (T. Woods)
M. crassatina (Waters)
Mecynoecia proboscidea (M. Edws.)
Membranipora concamerata Waters
M. macrostoma (Reuss)
Mesonea hochstetteriana (Stol.)

Omoiosia elongata Canu & Bassler

Palmicellaria magna Canu & Bassler

Porina gracilis (McG.)
P. vertcbralis Stol.

Retepora aciculifera McG.
R. porcellana McG.
R. rimata Waters
Schisolavellu phymatopara ("Reuss)

Smittina ordinata McG.
Smiitinella tatei (T. Woods) -

Trigonopora vermicularis Maplestone

r r r r -

f

f

f

f.

r
-

r r

f

f f

-

— - f r

r f

r

*~ r

r

r

-
r

f r

_ _ r

f

r —

- — r r r
- — - r r
— - -

f r
— - r F -

r — r — r

r

r - -

f

r

r

r

f

f

f

r

-

f r

1

r r -

•

-

r - —
r

f

r

-

r

r -
i

r

r r f f

r

r

r — — r r
— r f — —

-
f

f

r

f

r

f

F

- - - -

— - _ —
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Species Locilutss

OSTRACOHA 12 3 4 5

Bairdia amygdaloides G. S. B. - - - - - --{--
B. subdeltoidea G. S. B. - - - - - r - c r r

Bythocypris fitmefacta Chapman - - - _ _ - _ - T

Cythere dcmissa G. S, B. - - - - - - f r -

C. dktyofi G. S, B. - - - - - - - - r

C, lactea G. 5* B. - - - - - _ - -
r

_ -

C. cf. lauta G. S. B. - - - - - - -
r f

C. rastromargiuata G, S. B. - - - .__{--
C. scabrocuneata G. S. B. - - - - - - - r c r

Cytherella lata G. S. B. - - - - - - - r - c

C. pulchra G. S. B. - - - - - - - r - -

C. punctata G. S. B. - - - - - - - - r — r

C. stibtnincata Chapman - - - - - - - — c r

Loxoconcha australis G. S. B. - - - - -- - - r — -

Macrocypris decora G. S. B. - - - - - - - - - 1"

Notes on the Micro-fauna C2 >

The assemblage of species of foraminifera, sponge spicules, Mopsext,

bryozoa and ostracoda in samples 1 to 5, is typical of that found in the Balcom-
bian Stage of the Middle Miocene in the Victorian Tertiary deposits, certain

species of the foraminifera indicating that the beds may be referred to the Long-
ford substage of the Balcombian as developed in Gippsland.

Sir Douglas Mawson has intimated the stratigraphic sequence of samples

1 to 4 from Aldinga Bay, sample 1 being the lowest in the sequence. It would
appear that sample 5, from Maslin Beach. Blanche Point, with its glauconitic

lithology, forms the base of the section. It is impossible to distinguish any
stratigraphic difference in age of the faunas between samples 1 to 4 and 5, and
it must be concluded that, based on the micro-faunas., the five samples should be

referred to the same age, i.e., to the Longford substage of the Balcombian.

(a) Foramjnifera—The foraminiferal assemblage is distinctly Balcombian,

although many of the species range throughout the Middle Miocene up to Recent.

Amongst the species of zonal value is an undescribed Cibicides, referred to as

Cibicides sp. 2, a form which is very common in the sediments at Dowd's Quarry
near Longford, Gippsland, the type locality for Longford substage, and which is

present in all the Aldinga samples. An associated form is PolystomelUna
mwccnlca, described by Cushman from Batesford, Victoria, it is typically Bal-

combian in Eastern Victoria.

One of the most distinctive foraminiferal species is Sherbornina otknuwni,

which is well represented in samples 1, 2, 3 and 4. This form was described by
Chapman from Table Cape, Tasmania. It is rare in the Victorian Tertiarics,

one record being from the sample at 856 feet in No, 11 Bore, Ph. Colquhoun
near Lakes Entrance, in beds referable to the Longford substage. It has also

been found in South Australia in Culley's Bore, Hundred of Willunga, between
the depths of 80 and 125 feet, and in a bore at Sellick's Hill at 260-265 feet.

Other species characteristic of the Balcombian include Gaudryina (Fseudo-
gaudryina) crespinae, Bolivina victoriana, Sigmontorpinna chapmani, Guttnlina

(Sigmoidim) sifaestri, Carpente?ia rotaliformis, Cibicides xnctonensis, Heronal-
lenia Ungulata and Spirillina inaequalis. All these forms, except H . Ungulata and
S. maequaliS; were originally described from Balcombian deposits.

fcl Notes lor Nos* 1 to 4 supplied by Sir Douglas Mawson.
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(b) Ecionema newberyi and Mopsea tenisoni are typical Balcombian
fossils. At Dowd's Quarry, near Longford, spicules of the sponge £. newberyi
are very abundant.

(c) Bryozoa—The bryozoa are fragmentary and not well preserved, but
many species can be determined. They are typical of the Balcombian deposits in
Victoria,

^

The only species which was not recorded in Gippsland above the under-
lying Janjukian is Trigonopora vermkularis, which is present in sample 3.

(d) Ostracoda—Although the majority of species of ostracoda are long
ranging, the assemblage is typically Balcombian. Bythocypris tumefacta and
Cytherella subtruncata are the only Miocene species recorded, both being described
by Chapman from the Balcombian deposits in the Mallee Bores.

Reference
Crespin, I 1942 The Stratigraphy of the Tertiary Marine Rocks in Gippsland,

Victoria. Min. Res. Surv. Bull. 9 (Pal. Ser. 4). Mimeographed.
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COMPOSITION AND GENESIS OF LUNETTES

By C, G. Stepheks and R. L. Crocker

[Read 8 August 1946]

INTRODUCTION

Attention was drawn to special land forms associated with lakes in the

Echuca district and in the Parish of Benjeroop, Victoria, by Harris and Hills

in 1939. Hills proposed a theory for their genesis, and subsequently amplified

this, at the same time giving them the name of lunettes (Hills 1940),

Of recent years the authors have seen these land forms in all States except

Queensland. They are a feature in southern Australia and are always associated

with depressions variously termed lakes, lagoons, swamps or pans which are

periodically wet and dry. The present paper deals with the general distribution

of the lunette land form, its characteristics and composition, and introduces new
evidence to indicate that an alternative theory of genesis is possible. The
probable age of the lunettes is also discussed.

CHARACTERISTICS OF LUNETTES. ORIGINAL THEORY
OF ORIGIN

Lunettes are essentially low crescentic ridges with smooth even contours

that occur on the south-eastern to north-eastern sides of depressions which are.

frequently drainage terminals. They decrease in elevation towards the north and
south ends. It was because of their crescentic outline that the ridges were very
appropriately called lunettes.

There can be little doubt that the ridges have been built up by the dominant
westerly winds, which have played a major role in sand movement in southern

Australia generally (Hills 1939, Crocker 1946), The forcslope of the lunette ts

generally steeper than the hack slope, and usually provides a smooth clean sweep
for the eastern shore of the lake or depression. This frequently contrasts very
markedly to the irregular western edge (see pL xlvi, fig. 1).

Hills (1939) quotes a mechanical analysis of "loam" from one of the ridges
described by him as typical and in which the sand fraction (0*5 mm. and over)
was only 6*4%, the "silt*' fraction 78*3% and the material soluble in hydro-
chloric acid (chiefly caldum carbonate) 15*3%.

In suggesting the mode of genesis of lunettes, Hills (he. cit) considered
that the regular form of the ridges made it improbable that they were products of

aeolian surface drift and saltation. The fact that they were fixed was believed

sufficient to differentiate them from regular sand accumulations like barchans f

and other drift accumulations arc usually irregular and hutnmocky. Further*
Hills says that during the periods when the depression was dry, "The material of
the lake floor is so fine-grained that much of it would undoubtedly be lifted into

the air by strong winds and it is uniikely it would be redeposited on the lake

shore," In view of the above, and the mechanical analysis of the typical ridge,

he suggested that lunettes were built up when the lakes and depressions contained
water. He considered they were composed of atmospheric dust "captured by
spray droplets derived from the lake,** and that "the essential feature in all is the

tnrani. R07. Soc S. Au»L, 70, <2), 1 Dee. 1946
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deposition and retention of atmospheric dust." The possibility of drift accumu-
lations from the floor of depression during periods when the lake was dry was
discounted.

Before discussing the above theory further, some observations on lunettes in

various parts of southern Australia will be briefly recorded.

OBSERVATIONS IN VARIOUS STATES
Tasmania

A study of the soils of the Cressy-Longford district (Stephens, Baldwin and

Hosking 1942) revealed a distribution of lunettes of quite typical form on the

eastern side of a number of lagoons near Little Hampton and Wilmore's Lane,

These lunettes are coarser textured than those described by Hills, being composed
predominantly of fine sand. Mechanical analyses* 1 ^ of the Wilmore sandy loam,

the soil developed on the lunettes., are given in Table I.

Table I

Mechanical analysis of the Wilmore sandy loam

Soil number _ 6613 6614 6615

Depth in inches - 0-6 6-11 13-27

Horizon - Al A2 B

i % yo %
Coarse sand - 12-6 14-7 14-7

Fine sand - - 55*9 56*8 52-8

Silt - - 10*0 9-0 5-0

Clay - 15-7 16-9 26-6

Loss on acid treatment 1-0 0-8 0-5

Moisture — * 1-8 1-3 1-3

Loss on ignition - 6-2 4-0 4-0

Reaction (pH) - 6*1 6*4 7-2

The Little Hampton and Wibnore's Lane lunettes are associated with rem-
nants of a low lateritic tableland, formerly the floor of the Launceston Tertiary

basin—a lower Pliocene formation (Singleton 1941).

Another lunette which has not been closely studied occurs on the eastern side

of Lake Tiberias in the midlands of the State. It is of a sandy nature.

Victoria

In addition to the extensive lunettes described by Hills (1939, 1940) and
Harris (1939), others occur. Some of these have been given close attention in

soil surveys. Baldwin, Rurvill and Freedman (1939) mapped a number of

lunettes as Soil Type 4, in their survey of part of the Kerang Irrigation District.

These are undoubtedly almost identical with those described by Hills and Harris
for the nearby Swan Hill and Echuca districts- At Kerang Baldwin el al point

out that "the rises have been stable for a long time and the soil profiles have
reached an advanced stage of maturity."

Mechanical analysis of a profile of Soil Type 4 is shown in Table II, and
shows that the clay and fine sand fraction predominates.

f
1
) On the International System—coarse sand 2-0- -2 mm, fine sand -2-'02 mm.,

silt '02- -002 mm, and clay < -002 mm.
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Table II

Mechanical analysis of Soil Type 4. Kerang

Soil number - - 8026 8027 8028 8029 8030 8031 8032 8033

Depth in inches - 0-5 5-10 10-13 13-22 22-36 35-48 48-66 66-84

Texture SL MC LC LC CL CL LC SCL%%%%%%%%
Rubble and gravel 0-7 4-6 1-9 1-9 1-7 0*3

Coarse sand - - 22-9 15-3 11-7 12-3 13-2 12-2 10-4 11-6

Fine sand - - - 55-0 33-8 25-9 25-7 24-9 24-0 21-3 35-1

Silt - 6-9 4-0 3'G 1-9 3-0 2*7 4-3 4-5

Clay - 13-8 44-1 53-9 52-6 51-2 53-8 53-8 43-0

Moisture - 1-2 2-7 4*9 5-2 5-4 5-3 S-3 4-1

Loss on acid treatment 0-7 1*3 1-9 4-0 3-8 4-5 6-5 4-1

Loss on ignition - 2-9 4-7 5-3 5-9 S-l 5-6 6-4 4-3

Calcium carbonate - 0-01 0-01 0*06 1-41 1-07 2-32 3>82 1-91

Total soluble salts - 0-04 0-08 0-38 0-65 0-79 0*92 0*92 0-81

Reaction (pH) - - 6-9 7-7 8'3 8-6 8-6 8-6 8-6 8-6

New South Wales
Smith, Herriot and Johnston (1943) have mapped and recognised lunette

formations in the Wakool Irrigation Area. The soil type found on them was
called the Warobyan sandy loam, and the mechanical analysis of a profile from

an eroded site (Table HI), reveals that it is largely composed of fine-textured

material, the sandy loam surface soils being due to normal profile development.

The old lunette formations "occur in close association with the mallee rises, and
appear to be contemporaneous" (Smith ci al),

Tarle ITI

Mechanical analysis of an eroded profile of the Warobyan sandy loam

Soil No. -

Depth in inches -

Texture -

Coarse sand -

Fine sand - - - -

Silt -

Clay -

Loss on acid treatment -

Moisture -

Loss on ignition -

Reaction (pH) - 8-3 8-5 8*4

South Australia
Lunettes occur in quite a number of localities in South Australia. The Bool

Lagoon region near Naracoorte, the terminal of the Mosquito Creek, consists of

a complex of alternating swamp and lunette. A soil profile examined on one of

the ridges consisted of a deep coherent sandy loam, almost black in colour. There
is thus evidence that the sand fraction can dominate the composition of these

lunettes. Other lunettes in this region occur at Moyhall Swamp and Lake Roy.
This lalter carries a well-developed soil profile, the upper horizons being charac-

terised by fine sand, and the subsoil by clay (Table IV).

7311 7312 7313

0-21 21-30 30-53

CL MC MC
% % %
8-0 5-2 3-1

29-9 18-9 16-8

7-9 7-5 3-0

50-0 58-3 65-5

Bl 11*2 12-6

5-7 7>7 8-3

8-1 10-1 1O-0



Soil No. -

Depth in inches

Texture

Table IV
Mechanical analysis of soil from Lake Roy Lunette

8520

10-16

C

Coarse sand

Fine sand - -

Silt - - - -

Clay - -

Moisture -

Loss on acid treatment

Loss on ignition

Reaction (pH) -

8518

0-3

LS

%
9-1

71-1

8-2

8-2

1*0

0-7

4-1

6-9

8519

3-10

S-SL

%
8-3

74-8

7*2

7-7

0*6

0*3

1*7

7-0

3-7

26

1

57

7

1

7

6-9

8521

16-22

C

%
2*9

17-1

1-0

67-2

9*4

2*0

7-8

7*6

Other lunettes occur in the South-East of South Australia, and some of the

most conspicuous are those south of Kingston, as for example on Ashmore Station.

They have not been closely examined but appear very similar to those on the

Naracoorte-Penola plain, some of which were described in the last paragraph.

An interesting feature of many of the swamps in the Kalangadoo district is the

more loamy texture of the soils on the eastern bank. This is well known locally,

and freely' acknowledged and used when choosing sites for crops like potatoes.

There is, however, no development of the true crescentic bank, which charac-

terises the type lunettes.

Lunettes have been observed by Northcote (1946) and others associated with

lagoons and swamps on Kangaroo Island. These vary considerably in texture,

and some are associated with the lateritic tableland.

Two well-marked lunettes of a fine texture were recently investigated at

Hutton's Lagoon and an adjacent depression, at Ucolta, near Peterborough. The

lunette on Mutton's lagoon is badly eroded and the surface is littered with broken

stone chips. Amongst these aboriginal implements are recognisable, and the

presence of the stones is explained in this way. A soil sample from the eroded

surface is a clay in texture, and its mechanical analysis is given in Table V.

Table V.

Mechanical analysis of soil from Hutton's Lagoon Lunette (2 >

Soil number 10765

%
Retained by 1 mm. i iieve (1 mm.) 0-2

jj 77 i » ii
(0*5 mm.) 1*0

j) »T 40 mesh )» (0*38mm.) 0*4

tT it 70 „ LM.M. yt
(0-18 mm.) 4-0

?) »J 90 „ i) !» (0-14 mm.) 2-2

?? JJ 120 „ ii »»
(0-10 mm.) 3-8

'» 77
200 „ H JJ

(0-06 mm.) 5-6

Passed through 200 „ It }}
(0-06 mtrf.) 8*0

Silt 23*0

Clay 36-0

19-6

fine

sand
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Similar lunettes have also been seen at Willochra where the Willochra and
Boolcunda Creeks meet on a plain subject to flooding, and also on the south-
eastern shore of a small lagoon set deeply in a valley of the Flinders Ranges some
six miles west of Hawker,

Western Australia

An inspection of the unpublished soil map of the Salmon Gums District
survey (Teakle et al 1935), indicates that the soil mapped as the Red Lake sand
has formed on lunettes. In addition the distribution of the Doust sand, eastward
of, and partially in association with, the Red Lake sand, suggests a contribution
of wind-borne material from the latter. The Red Lake sand is essentially deep
and light-textured with some accumulation of clay in the B horizon, which is,

nevertheless, dominated by the sand fractions.

At Lake Muir, which lies about midway between Mount Barker and Man-
jimup in the jarrah forest zone (rainfall about 30" per annum), there is an
extensive development of a somewhat modified lunette of very coarse sandy
material, much of the sand being in the vicinity of 2 mm. in diameter. Lake Muir
is on the lateritic tableland.

On the western shores of Wagin Lake, and Lake Parkeyerritig, near Wagin,
there are two lunettes perfect in all topographic features (see pi, xlvi, fig. 2). They
are composed of very coarse sandy material with only a slight development of a
deep-seated B horizon. Mechanical analyses of material from the Wagin Lake
lunette are shown in Table VI.

Table VI
Mechanical analyses of soils from the Wagin Lake LunetteO

10763Soil number

Description

10762

Surface

%

Subsurface

%

10764

Subsoil

Reta ncd by 1 mm.

„ 40 mesh

,, 70 „

90 .,

., 120 „

.. 200 „

Passed through 200 „

Silt

Clav

I.M.M.

sieve (1 mm.)

,, (O'Smrn.)

(0-38 mm.)
(0-18 mm.)

(0-34 mm.)
(0-lOmm.)
(0-06 mm.)
(0-06 mm.)

3-2

36-0

11-0

30-4

80-6

coarse

sand

3-4

3-2

2-4

2-?\

I fin*

2

fine

sand

2-0

19-6

10-2

34-6

6-8

12-0

8-0

3-0

66-4

coarse

sand

29-8

fine

sand

2-6

23 -8

8-2

21-0

4-8

5-8

5-8

6-0

55-6

coarse

sand

22-4

fine

sand

9-5

12-7

GENESIS OF LUNETTES — A REVIVED THEORY
In discussing the lunettes of the Echuca district Harris (1939) considered

that "silt" blown from the adjacent depression was the probable source of
the ridge material, but he considered the explanation inadequate. Hills (1939),
as stated earlier, believed the material of the lake floors "so fine-grained that
much of it would undoubtedly be lifted into the air by strong winds, and it is

(

(
a
> Analyses under the direction of Dr. C. S. Piper, Waite Agricultural Research

Institute, Adelaide.
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unlikely that it would be rcdepo&ited on the lake shoTe, for there Is no particular

feature there that would cause the dust to be deposited," and so rejected this

mode of origin.

Two important aspects seem to be worthy of further consideration. Firstly,

clay dust is not usually, and certainly not entirely composed of ultimate particle*

but of aggregates. A certain size range of aggregates would behave like sand

grains in being transported by saltation and surface drift—especially over a

limited distance. In this way silt and clay particles from the lagoon or swamp
bed could readily contribute towards the building of a lunette. The "clay pellets"

he mentions as possible would be closely analogous (Hills 1940). Secondly, the

vegetation that would occur at the edge of a lake depression, be it grass samphire,

slirubfi or trees, could provide the type of surface required to cause deposition of

wind-transported material (Bagtiold 1940, Chepil 1945). Once this accumula-

tion had attained even a slight elevation it would continue to grow, both under its

own influence on the wind velocity and because uf any vegetation on the incipient

lunette.

There seems no reason, therefore, why the lunettes of finer material (the

"loam ridges") should not have been the product of saltation and surface creep.

Small qnantitics of fine particles being carried in true suspension could be

expected to be trapped within the accumulation, and locssial accession normal to

the region as a whole would also be contributed.

In putting forward his theory for spray-precipitated atmospheric dust as the

lunette parent material, Hills was no doubt greatly influenced by the composition

of lunettes in the Swan Hill district. These are predominantly "silty/
1

Fineness

of particle size of the lunette material is indeed essential to the atmospheric dust

theory. The extensive occurrences of lunettes in southern Australia made up of

material of widely differing grain-size, and listed in the foregoing section, indicate

thai the silt and loamy nature of those originally described is by no means general.

Indeed, they exhibit a diversity apparently not suspected by Hills, In many
localities, e,gtr Cressy-Longford (Tasmania), Lake Roy (South Australia), Wagin
Lake (Western Australia), lunettes characterised by the sand fraction are by ho
means uncommon.

It is apparent that lunettes cau be silt-clay dominant or sand dominant, and
probably every gradation between the two occurs. Any adequate theory of thetr

genesis must be able to explain the presence of both loam and sand lunettes.

The Wagin (Western Australia) lunette is ideal is essential features with

its crescentic and regular contours and perfect cross-section, but is composed
chiefly of very coarse sandy material (sec Tabic VI). It provides a key to the

origr'n of these land forms and a decisive counter to the spray precipitated atmos-
pheric dust theory. The size of atmospheric dust is considered to range between
-0001—-01 mm. (Bagnold 1940), and Beadle (1945) has recently given the pre-

dominant size of particles in New South Wales dust-storms of high turbulence a>

•03—'015 mm. The great bulk of the material in the Wagin Lake lunette is of

greater size than this, and obviously could not have been transported entirely in

atmospheric suspension. Some of it is too coarse to be transported by saltation

and was probably moved by surface creep. Moreover the. Wagin lunette, like all

those of southern Australia, has been built up under the influence of predominant
westerly winds. These in Western Australia, together with southerly winds, are

the least dust-bearing, coming as they do at Wagin from the ocean and forest

vegetated regions first.

This latter point is of even greater significance in relation to the lunettes of

the South-East of South Australia. It is impossible to imagine the westerly and
south-westerly winds as dust-bearing except under extreme aridity in those
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regions. These latter conditions would conflict with the presence of water in the
lakes and depressions so necessary for the provision of spray in the original
theory.

The presence of multiple lunettes, as those at Benjeroop, was indicated as
proof of the necessity of water. It is difficult to follow this argument. Recession
of the old shore line could have been caused by numerous factors—suddenly
improved vertical drainage, sinkhole development, increase in outlet size, deflec-

Q3 4

oQ
SCALE

20 40 80 CHAINS

ori. no.h.

Q O
€3

Fig. 1

A series of typical lunettes on the Naracoorte-Penola plain.
The crescentic pattern of the lunettes and the regular eastern shore of the

swamps are apparent.
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tion of drainage course, greater aridity, etc. Such a change would normally be

followed by an encroachment of vegetation to the new shore line, which could

act as a barrier causing discharge of wind-home material (see pi. xlvit).

It is seen, therefore, from the foregoing that: (1) lunettes are not necessarily

composed of essentially fine material (silt and clay)—that is, there are loamy

lunettes and sandy lunettes, and lunettes of intermediate character; (2) that the

loamy lunettes could have been built up by aggregates of silt and clay particles,

which would behave more like sand grains than the ultimate particles of silt and

clay; (3) the materia! in the sandy types is predominantly of too large diameter to

be carried in suspension as atmospheric dust (loess); (4) that multiple lunettes

are not proof that the depressions were full of water during the formation of the

cresceutic mounds. In view of these facts the initial theory of the genesis of the

lunette land form is considered inadequate, and it is suggested that lunettes merely

represent accumulation of wind transported material derived practically entirely

from the floors of the adjacent associated depressions during a period in which
they were dry. Their composition is governed by the nature of the material present

on the surface of the dry floor, and immediately to the windward, during these

periods, together with the minor loessial contributions as occur intermittently in

the region as a whole.

The details of this theory are in full agreement with the qualified sugges-

tions of Harris (toe. ciL), and they are supported by all the evidence and by the

interpretation of Baldwin, Burvill and Freedman (1939). The latter describe the

lunettes in the Kerang district as "accumulations on the leeward side of what are

now depressions liable to inundation for varying periods. In one instance the

rise was being added to at the present time with clay dust from the barren salty

Surface of such a dry swamp 1"

The occurrence of lunettes in such humid environments as Lake Muir and
in Tasmania also lends weight to the unlikelihood of atmospheric dust being the

principal parent material, The possibility of a more arid climate in the past can-

not, of course, be discounted, and there is ample evidence of such aridity

(Crocker 1946) in southern Australia.

It is apparent from the regular curve and sweep of so many of the eastern

lake and swamp shorelines, i.e., adjacent to the lunettes, especially by comparison
with the western shoreline, that the accumulations making up the lunette can
migrate small distances against the prevailing wind (see fig. 1, and pi. xlvi. fig. 1).

The steep foreslope is an expression of the fact that the steepest gradient in sur-

face roughness occurs at the shore, and the bulk ot the windhomc material is

deposited there. Any vegetation un the lunette would prevent the re-initiation

of particle movement necessary ior the development of a sleep back slope.

The recognition that lunettes can he either sandy or silty and clayey, or both,
depending nn the supply of material from in and across die depression during dry
periods, places them merely as a special land form representative of a far more
general expression. For example, the slightly higher and more loamy eastern
sides of the swamps in the Kalangadoo sand regions of the Lower South-East is

a minor expression of the same causative process (ace fig. 2 (a) ). In these
swamps the supply of material for the formation of ridges was limited, as they
are not part of any ancient or present drainage system or drainage by-way, being
due to subsidence in the underlying limestone. The low loam mounds which
occur along the eastern side of the Murray River and its anabranches (Hills 1939,

p. 314) is a somewhat similar example, where the detrital material was limited.

With a drainage system supplying ample sediments, or where the purely local

supply is greater, the typical lunette land form develops* Depending on the
source of the parent material these will be of either predominantly tine, pre-
dominantly coarse, or of fairly evenly mixed coarse and fine material*
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It follows that one can expect in regions of finely fluviatile and lacustrine

sediments, as in river terminals or flood plains, lunettes to be characterised by
fine-textured material, and indeed they are, e.g., Kerang, Benjeroop, Boort, Swan
Hill, etc. On the other hand, where a lunette occurs in a regiou in which erosion

is more active, and the landscape less mature, unless the region is singularly free

of sand, and coarse-grained rocks, it should be predominantly sandy. This is

demonstrated at Wagin Lake which occurs in a valley of the dissected latentic

tableland, Where the supply of material is very large and conditions for the

formation of wind-borne accumulations frequent or prolonged, the deposits may
reach the status of iittoral sand dunes, and lose the characteristic lunette regu-

larity. They may at times tend to trail off as a small system of seif-like dunes,

as with the Warobyan soil at Wakool, and partially the Doust sand at Salmon
Gums.

(a)

Fig.

Examples of three types of deposits which occur on the eastern side of

depressions in southern Australia.

(a) A "loam" accumulation near Kalangadoo, South Australia

—

supply of material capable of movement by wind limited.

(b) Hutton's Lagoon, Ucolta, South Australia, with a typical

lunette—supply ot material moderate -

(c) Relationship of Red Lake sand and DoU3t sand to a dry lake.

Section 631, Salmon Gums, Western Australia (after Teakle et al.).

—supply of material capable of wind transportation considerable.

The small series of dunes which frequently fringe the. eastern sides of lakes

and depressions in southern Australia have long been recognised as accumulations
blown up from the dry lake. bed. Such an explanation was put forward by
Jack (1921) in illustrating the mode of formation of seed and flour gypsum
deposits of the Murray Valley, Yorke Peninsula, etc. Hills (1929) recognises
that the sand dunes east of Lake Hindmarsh are of this origin. It is of interest

to note that in addition to the loam ridges occurring to the east of the Murray
River and its anabrancheSj sand dunes also occur in a similar situation. An
excellent example is afforded by the distribution of sand dunes along the Cochran-
Yarrien Creeks—an old anabranch system associated with the Edward River

—

itself a Murray anabranch, (see soil map, Smith et at).

Fig. 2 illustrates three types of resultant wind-piled accumulations that can
occur with variation in the supply of detritus to a drainage depression which is

alternately full and dry.
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AGE OF THE LUNETTE LAND FORM
The age of the lunettes is uncertain. Hills considered (1940) that "Junettcs

belong essentially to the relatively wet late Recent epoch, although the view cannot

btb fully substantiated."

In the South-East of South Australia lunettes are plentiful on the flats in a

region which is characterised by alternating strand dune ranges and swale flats,

considered to have been elevated with intervening still-stands in late Pleistocene

and Recent times. The lunettes south oi Kingston in the same region are cer-

tainly Recent (Crocker and Cotton 1946). In Tasmania, the Little Hampton—
Wilmore's Lane lunettes occur on a low lateritic tableland considered to be the

floor of the Launccston Tertiary Basin, Pliocene in age (Singleton 1941). The
dissection of this region was inaugurated in the Pleistocene, and is continuing

today on a reduced scale. It is interesting that the dissection has left the most
southerly of the lunettes without an associated lagoon. Smith et al (he, cit.)

consider the lunette formations in the Wakool region (N.S.W.) to be contem-

poraneous with the closely associated mallee rises. He believes the latter to be

the oldest deposits atid to Have preceded the lacustrine and fluviatile deposits of

the Western Riverina, which are placed as late Pleistocene or early Recent.

Hutton's Lagoon (S. Aust.) is on valley floor sediments, composed of mixed
alluvial fan and co'luvial apron material and undoubtedly Recent. Some of the

lunettes on Kangaroo Island are associated with lateritic tableland, while those

at Wagin Lake (W. Aust.) occur in a valley of a dissected lateritic tableland.

As the major dissection of the lateritic peneplains is thought to have commenced
in the late Pliocene or early Pleistocene, both these occurrences are post Pliocene.

It is apparent that the bulk of the lunettes belong to the late Pleistocene-

Recent period, and that they have been forming for a considerable time, and are

perhaps still being added to, as was suggested at Ketaug by Baldwin et al

(he, cit.).

The fact that all the lunette soil types, e,g tt Lake Roy, Kangaroo Island,

Hutton's Lagoon (S, Aust), Wagin Lake (W. Au&t.), Kerang (Vict), Warobyan
sandy loam, Wakool ( N.S.W.), etc., exhibit considerable different iation and
maturity of the profile is an indication of some age. The multiple lunettes are

of especial interest. They have been seen in South Australia (South-East) and
Victoria, and indicate either a migration westward or shrinking of the lake. In
most cases the cause has probably been due to a sudden decrease in size of the

lake, perhaps as a result of decrease in rainfall. In the South-East of South
Australia the migration of the lake shore nuty have been influenced by Jilting as

suggested by HiUs (193£). However, it this was so, there must have been
shrinkage at the same time—in all cases of multiple lunettes observed, the present-

day lake is much smaller in extent than the original one. The fact Jhal (he inner

lunettes are very much smaller than the outer would indicate a shorter time for

their formation, and/or a decrease in supply of suitable material (see pi. xlvii).

What influence the Recent arid conditions associated with a sudden decrease

in rainfall, considered to have been responsible for the wholesale destruction of

vegetation and loss of soil stability in southern Australia, has had in the formation
of lunettes is difficult to assess. It is hardly likely to have had no influence, how-
ever, and may have been responsible for the initial drying up of lakes and lagnons-,

which have subsequently been alternatively wet and dry and are much shrunken
in area.

SUMMARY
Notes on the distribution and composition of the lunette land form in south-

ern Australia generally ami analytical data on a number of soils from lunettes

have been presented.
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The initial hypothesis of their genesis put forward by Hills has been dis-

cussed and considered inadequate. As a more likely explanation than his spray-

deposited atmospheric dust theory, it has been suggested that they represent

accumulations of wind-transported material, largely derived from their associated

depressions, called variously lakes, lagoons, swamps or pans.

It is demonstrated that lunettes can be dominated by the silt and clay or the

sand fractions. That is that there can occur either silt-clay lunettes or sandy

lunettes, or others m which the amount of silt or clay and sand is fairly evenly

distributed.

Evidence for age of the deposits points to their being late Pleistocene-

Recent, but all that can be said of some of them is that they are post-Pliocene,

and this aspect requires further investigation. There seems little to indicate

that they are associated with a relatively wet period of the Recent, as has been

suggested.
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RECONNAISSANCE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF PORTION OF THE
WESTERN ESCARPMENT OF THE MOUNT LOFTY RANGES

ByReg. C. Sprigg, M.Sc.

Summary

The remaining portion of W. Howchin's Type Area for the Adelaide Series (Upper Proterozoic

and/or Eo-Cambrian) has been mapped and the geological history of the area with emphasis on

orogeny is discussed. Howchin's broad findings on the Adelaide Series are confirmed, but his

Pleistocene "dead river" theory in its local application is considered to be untenable.
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ABSTRACT
The remaining portion of W. Howchin's Type Area for the Adelaide Series

(Upper Proterozoic and/or Eo-Cambrian) has been mapped and the geological

history of the area with emphasis on orogeny is discussed. Howchin's broad
findings on the Adelaide Series are confirmed, but his Pleistocene "dead river"

theory in its local application is considered to be untenable.
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INTRODUCTION AND PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS

This contribution to the Geology of the Mount Lofty Ranges is the culmina-

tion of some two years private geological reconnaissance. The survey was under-

taken to be presented as portion of a thesis for the degree of Master of Science.

Since presentation the work has been expanded and slightly modified. The
portion of the thesis dealing with Geomorphology has been published separately

[Spriggl945(2)].

The area surveyed includes portion of the main escarpment foothills east of

the Adelaide Plains—St. Vincent Gulf senkungsfcld. To the north and south it

is bounded by the Rivers Torrens and Sturt respectively. It includes, therefore,

the northern extensions of the Eden-Moana and the Clarendon-Ochre Cove

Tilt blocks. The Eden-Moana block has previously been mapped and discussed

by the author (Sprigg 1942).

With the exception of two relatively small areas, geological mapping had

been neglected in this region. Professor Howchin (1906), however, attempted

to overcome this deficiency by a general description of the structure and strati-

graphy of the younger basement rocks which he termed the Adelaide Series.

These classical researches culminated in the preparation of a "type" sequence,

which with slight modification is still accepted by most geologists. Mr. P. S.

Hossfeld (1935), however, suggested radical modifications of the successional

detail of the Adelaide Series as a result of his own broad-scale geological survey

m the northern Mount Lofty Ranges.

In view of the close proximity of the area to Adelaide it is surprising that

more mapping has not been undertaken in the past, but as Professor Mawson
points out (1939)., "the faulted and broken nature of these beds in the neighbour-

hood of Adelaide renders a more complete investigation difficult and unattractive."

Furthermore, the series is practically unfossilifcrous,

The areas which have been mapped include about five square miles in the

Castamhool vicinity by Howchin (1915) and approximately eight square miles

by Messrs. T A. Barnes and A. W. Kleeman (1934) covering the Water rail

G
:

nlty area. Howchin was attempting to elucidate the stratigraphical succession

of the basal members of the Adelaide Series. Barnca and Kleeman set out tu

determine the thickness and stratigraphical relations of the Beaumont or Blue

Metal Limestones and associated beds in one of Howchin' s type localities.

Howchin (1927) also published a geological sketch map of the limits of the

Stitrtian tillite near Eden

There are a few very sketchy and incomplete records of mining" operations

published by the State Department of Mines. In 1928 Professor David announced

that he had discovered in the Adelaide Series a "Lipalian Marine Fauna" of giant

annelids aud Crustacea. He claimed that the fauna was distributed copiously

throughout several horizons of the Adelaide Series within the type area.

GEOMORPHOLOGY

In a recent publication [Spring 1945, (2)] the author dealt at length with cer-

tain major features of the. geomorphology and hydrology of the central Mount
Lofty Ranges, which includes the area under discussion. In the development of

the modern land forms within this area, Kosciusko block faulting has played a
major role, and as this faulting is discussed later in this paper a very brief sum-
mary of the former work Ls given here.
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In the early Tertiary Period much of South Australia had been reduced to a

base surface, that is, a surface"old and fully dissected." This surface was the"

buried by Tertiary lacustrine and marine deposits (overmass sediments). Late

in the Tertiary period block faulting commenced. Differential negative and posi-

tive movements of the various blocks, particularly those near Adelaide, resulted

in warping and tilting. A new cycle of erosion thus initiated has led to the

removal of much of the overmans sediments as well as much of the ancient erosion

surface. The topography in the vicinity of the major fault escarpments is

'"young, well dissected,"

hx the author's paper the configuration of the major block fault pattern was

outlined, using several recently developed methods of land form analysis. Polar

analysis of stream flow directions provided data from which a uew theory was
developed embracing a wider interpretation of river capture as a dominant factor

in the evolution of the Rivers Torrens and Onkaparinga. and certain smaller

related streams. Finally, quantitative hydrological factors were calculated

directly from Standard Military Survey Maps for the drainage basins and

drainage nets of the Torrens and Onkaparinga, This data supported the author's.

contention that block faulting had controlled stream development very

considerably.

GEOLOGY

Adelaide Series sedimentary rocks predominate throughout the surveyed area.

The series includes all the horizons of Howchin's lower Adelaide Series from trie

Basal Ilmenitic Grits to the Sturtian Tillite. Two inliers of Barossian igneous

and metamorphic rocks are exposed as the combined result of ancient fault move-
ments and erosion.

The Adelaide Series sediments generally have not suffered severe folding

except in the approaches to major fault zones. The presence of at least one
major "competent'' sedimentary formation, the Thick Quartzite, has inhibited

such folding. Over the greater part of its outcrop the Thick Quartzite occupies

a subhorizontal set or dips to the south and/or west at low angles,

At least three sets of faults disrupt the ancient rock series. Two of them
date from the Palaeozoic era. Those are respectively those associated with over-

thrust movements, and a group of steeply dipping normal or reverse faults. The
third group or high anglfi faults strike more or less meridionally and are approxi-
mately parallel in strike witli regional cleavage, but this latter correspondence may
he coincidental.

A protracted geological hiatus intervenes foliowhig rtac Palaeozoic deforma-
tion of these undermass rocks. The next record is of a nearly perfect fossil

peneplain or base surface, originally buried beneath sediments of late OUgoccne
or early Miocene Age. Evidence (Fenner 1931) favours the theory that such
fluviatile sediments, and probably also Miocene Marine Sediments, originally

covered the whole area.

With the advent of a third period of faulting (Kosciusko Epoch) the present
Mount Lofty "Horse" Range took form. Contemporaneously deep dissection and
the removal of the Tertiary sediments then began, exhuming the fossil peneplain
and consequently exposing the undermass rocks, Today only scattered outliers

of partly rewashed oligocene sediments remain on this area, while the Miocene
Marine Sediments tongue nut on the "back" of the Eden-Moana Fault Block
(Sprigg 1942),
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ARCHAEOZOIC
In the present contribution the author uses the term Archaeozolc in C K.

Lcith's sense, Leith (1933. 171) defines the "Arehaeozoic as the -underlying
more or less indivisible, basement complex, containing igneous or sedimentary
rocks or both, in which ordinary stratigraphic methods do not apply."

No detailed investigations were carried out on the metamorphosed sedimen-
tary and igneous mtrusives which are attributed to this period, The meta-
sechments underlie the Adelaide Series with pronounced erosional unconformity,
revealing a protracted geological hiatus—the cp-Archaean interval.

The original sediments have been metamorphosed to schists and gneisses.
Within the areas mapped "normal ** intrusion by igneous magma is not prominent.
Igneous activity appears to have been restricted largely to lit-par-lit injection and
to the iortnation of graphic quartz-tourmaline veins.

Mineralization of economic value has been very restricted in variety and
extent Occurrences of copper minerals, although not infrequent, are of poor grade
and may have been formed in a much later period.

ADELAIDE SERIES (LATE PROTEKOZOIC OR EO-CAMBRIAN)
Professor Howchin's classical researches into the stratigraphy of die

Adelaide Scries (1904, 1906, 191S, tttc.) have formed the basis of a stratigraphical
succession which has met with fairly general acceptance. Due partly to a lack
of better exposures of the lowest members of the series, elsewhere. Ilowchin
made bis most significant observations in an area on the Central Mount Lofty
Horst near Adelaide. Unfortunately, as that author realised., this area was one
of intense faulting, which rendered stratigraphical interpretations hazardous even
after completion of systematic field mapping. The complete lack of fossils (with
the possible exception of obscure problernmatiea recognised by Professor T. W.
E. David, 1922, 1928 and 1929) did not render the task easier.

More recently P. S. Hossielcl (1935) has disagreed fundamentally with
Howchin's scheme and suggests radical modifications. Unfortunately, for reasons
which will be dealt with in a later paper, the present author considers certain of
Hossfeld's broader findings erroneous.

Maw son (1939 and etc.), who has been the principal worker in this field in
succession to Howchin, has in genera! agreed with the latter's findings. Geo-
logical sections have been made across the Flinders Ranges in several places, and
although as expected there is considerable variation in successiomil detail 'with
Howchin's log, a broader correspondence is fair. Up to date, in the Flinders
Ranges, Mawson has not succeeded in checking satisfactorily HowcluVs findings
on the basal members of the Series. He has attempted to overcome this defi-
ciency tn some measure by seeking out a section across these lower beds in a less
disturbed though metamorphosed area nearer Adelaide, at Mount Magnificent
f Mawson 1939, (1)]. Mawson writes that "the want of strict correspondence
between the succession in the two areas (Howchin's Castambool area and Mount
Magnificent area—R. C. S.). is perhaps partly explained by the fact that deposi-
tion in shaJlow waters at points 30 miles apart cannot be expected to be identical.
It is especially remarked that whereas the marble horizons of the Torrens Gorge
sections are highly magnesia, those met with in the Mount Magnificent area are
notably deficient in magnesia."

Others who have carried out research on the series include Madman (1925
192?) and Barnes and Kleeman (1934), whose findings in general support
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Howchin's scheme. Segnit's findings (1939, 1940), although extensive, are very

confused, and it is now generally agreed (Maw.sou 1939; Sprigg 1942; Broad-

hurst 1943) that his geologicat survey results are practically valueless.

The present author has now mapped most of Howchin's type area, which

includes the foothills region about Adelaide from Marino on the coast to the

Torrens Gorge. In a previous publication (Sprigg 1942) heds of the Adelaide

Series from the base of the Archaeocyathinae limestones down to the Sturtian

tillite were discussed. In the text which follows sediments from trie rillite down
to the basal ilmenitic sandstones arc considered, and the writer has subdivided

formations of the Adelaide Scries riealt with into two portions—the Lower and

Middle divisions. The line of division is made at the base of the Glen Osmond
Arkosic Quartzke.

Lower Adelaide Series

The Lower Adelaide Scries in this contribution is defined as including all

sediments from and including the Basal Ilmenitic Sandstone or conglomerate up

to the base of the Glen Osmond Quartzite,

Concerning the lowest horizons of this group, the writer considers that not

all such beds are exposed within the "type area." However, the major sedi-

mentary horizons as they occur in the area will be discussed, beginning with the

Basal Ilmenitic Sandstone and the probable locations of gaps in die record noted.

0&$ct Ilmenitic Sandstone

This horizon has been located at two relatively widely separated situations

in the area mapped, namely at the Torrens Gorge near Castambool, and adjacent

the Prince's Highway between Crafers and Stirling. At neither locality are the

outcrops good or extensive. Faulting in both cases has complicated the immediate

stratigraphical succession to such an extent that it is impossible to say with any

degree of certainty what is the nature of the immediate overlying sediments.

However, the marked unconformable relations of the sandstone with the Archaeo-

zoic complex ate clear. No reliable estimate of the thickness of the unit is

possible, but it is at least 100 feet thick, and possibly much more and variable.

In his map of the basal beds in the Castambool type area, Howchin (1915)

indicates a south pitching major anticline with a core of Barossian igneous and

metamorphic rocks. He records "on the western and southern aide of the older

rocks, the basal grits of the Cambrian Series (Adelaide Series—R. C S.) out-

crop at a low angle of dip. They closely resemble the ilmenitic grits of Afdgate,

with an occasional pebble included."

The author has failed to locate the basal bed on the western side of the

pitching anticline, but instead Howchin's Lower Torrens Limestone is faulted

against the old core rocks, somewhat as can be interpreted on Howchin's map.

On the eastern side another fault has brought a faintly ilmenitic bed oE sand-

stone quaTfzite with overlying white marble against the old rocks. To the south

the two faults unite and continue as the Stony fell fault. Within the angle formed

by these two south converging faults, the unconformable relations that the basal

ilmenitic sandstone bears to the Barossian is readily apparent. Post-basal-sand-

stone sediments are not visible in the sector, and so the relations are obscure.

The author has been unable to decide for certain whether the "faintly

ilmenitic bed of sandstone quartzite" mentioned above is the basal ilmenitic

horizon, but apparently it is. However, this sandstone is overlain by slates and

Then a cream-coloured cryptocrystalline marble which is Howchin's T^mver

Torrens limestone.
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Alternate Sandstones and Silty and Sandy Slates

This group of sediments, which will be treated as a unit, outcrops widely

to the east of the area. Extensive exposures occur near Stirling, where the

relations of the bed with the basal ilmenitic sandstone are not clear, it appears

possible, however, that the unit may follow closely above the recognised basal

sandstones, as it contains some ilmenite and its structural relations appear to tie-

it in with ihat horizon. It may even belong to a hitherto unrecognised series.

Nevertheless, no positive statements can be made in this regard.

This formal ion or arenaceous and argillaceous sediments is at least 2,000

feet in thickness, is arkosk in part and contains laminations of heavy mineral*

not unlike some facies of the basal ilmenitic sandstone. Its relations with the

Torrens limestones so far is unknown.

The Torrens Dolomites and the Lower Phyllites

Sediments of this association are donnnantly fine-grained. They comprise

dolomitic limestone, dolomite and magnesite interbedded with calcareous slates

and phyllites, and minor sandstone quartzites occur frequently in the section.

On the area mapped the. dolomites are practically limited to the Castambool

and lower Sixth Creek vicinities. More restricted exposures occur in Fifth

Creek and in Horsnelts Cully. Howchin recorded the former occurrences, and

upon completion of field mapping in this "type" locality arrived at a tentative

sedimentary sequence for the limestones and the basal ilmenitic sandstone. He
indicated a white and buff-coloured marble (Lower Torrens Dolomite) 150 feet

thick, separated from 200 feet of blue limestones with interbedded slates (Upper
Torrens Dolomites) by 1,000 feet of phyllites which include two bands of

quartzite. The writer's investigations have indicated a similar succession but

that there is greater development of the upper limestones. In Pinkerton Gully

blue-grey dolomitic limestones occur through a stratigraphical thickness of aboul

500 feet, and in Pinkerton Gully and near the River Torrens lower weir a com-
parable thickness was also noted.

The Lower Torrens dolomite is a creamy-white or buff-coloured crypto-

crystaliine marble. Normally, it is massive throughout, although in some horizons

there is a tendency to indistinct lamination. Not infrequently the marble is some-

what schistose with development of micaceous numerals. The Upper Torrens
dolomite^ are much less homogeneous and range in colour from grey to dark blue-

grey. Nodules of chert are not uncommon, and some bands are slaty and
carbonaceous. Minor bluish and grey quartzites are interbedded with these upper
dolomites.

It is suggested that the type section for the limestones be taken along the

eastern side of Pinkerton Gully, as this appears to be the only section in the area
not seriously affected by cross-faulting. It includes beds from the base of the
Lower Torrens Dolomite to within a few hundred feet of the base of the Thick
Quartzite. Major north-south faults occur on either side of the block, but do
not appear to have disturbed the beds significantly. Compared with other local

exposures of these beds there are several minor discrepancies which may be
resolved when detailed mapping of the type area has been undertaken. For
example, it is noticed that in Sixth Creek, above the Stonyfell Fault, beds of

blue dolomitic limestones arc overlain by a much greater thickness of phyllites

and slates than in the Pinkerton Gully Section. The log of strata given is for

the Pinkerton Section,
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The successional detail of Pinkerton Gully Section is as follows:

—

Phyllitcs with few very minor dark grey dolomites at intervals, and

small sandstone bands.

Banded impure dolomites with chert.

Massive blue dolomite with suggestion of "Mawsonella" structure.

Irregularly banded quartzite. Bands weather in relief, suggesting

calcareous cement in alternate bands,

Phyllites with a few thin quartzites.

Thin dolomites in phyllite.

Very cherty blue banded dolomite (Analysis No. 5).

Grey dolomites with bands of "Mawsonella" siliceous dolomite

(Analyses No's. 4 'and 3 respectively),

Massive light grey dolomite with magnesitic "Mawsonclla" bands.

Phyllites.

Massive to slaty blue dolomite.

Phyllite.

Blue dolomite with plentiful chert inclusions.

Medium-grained sandstone quartzite* grains weather in relief.

Slaty blue dolomite.

Phyllites with very minor blue dolomites.

Medium-grained massive quartzite; grains weather in relief.

Calcareous phyllites and plentiful thin-bedded blue-grey dolomite.

Massive blue-grey dolomite.

Quartzite.

Slaty-phyllites with minor blue limestones.

Massive quartzite,

Phyllite with minor quartzites.

Reddish medium -grained sandstone quartzite.

Lower Torrcns light buff-coloured dolomite (Analyses 1 and 2)

Items numbered 7 to 24, inclusive, constitute Ilowchin's Upper Torrens
Dolomites. It is to be noted that a section across the Mawsonella magnesites in the

Torrens Gorge, near the weir, indicates a greater development of these sediments.

Analysis of the dolomites are quoted in Table I and the approximate strati-

graphical position of the samples in indicated in the log of strata. The lower
limestone is essentially a dolomite, and as such is very different from the

Angaston, Paris Creek and Mount Magnificent marbles (Table I), which are
almost pure calcium carbonate and which, not without doubt, have been considered
contemporaneous [Mawson 1939 (1)].

m Nc>. Feet

25, 400+

24. 12

23. 25

22. 3

21. 35

20. 6

19. 1

18. 25

17. 10

16 12

15. 15

14. 15

13. 15

12. 4

11. 15

10. 100

9. 15

8. 70

7. 10

6. 40+
5. 150-200

4. 30

3. 400+
2. 50+
1. 150?

Table I
InaoIubJes

Serial No. Locality Colour Aimlyst CaCO, M*C03 or etc.

1 - - Torrens Gorge - Lbuff T, W.D. 49*2 42-5 7*8

2 - - it «j f} ii 50-9 44-1 4-7

3 - - »» %f 1- grey ft 6-5 72-0 21-6

4 - - it n blue-grey If 44-5 36-7 17-0

5 - - »» j» if 71 4S-3 3S-S 8-1

15 - - Angaston - white tr 96*6 X-8 2-3

16 - - Paris Creek i» » 98-7 0*5 0-5

17 - - Mt. Magnificent if W. B. D. 96*6 0-8 I-S

T. W. D. = T. W. Dalwood, Government Analyst. W.B.D. = W. B. Dallwitz
TMawson 1939, (1)]. 1, 2 -Lower Torrens Dolomite of Howchin; 3 -"Maw-
sonella" siliceous magnesite, Upper Torrens horizon ; 4, 5 - Upper Torrens

Dolomites; 15, 16, 17 -Angaston Marble.
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Several distinct horizons within the Upper Torrens Dolomites are siliceous

magnesites. These magnesites are readily recognised by the "Mawsonella" struc-

ture associated with them. Chapman described such structure as an alga! form
(Mdwsonctla woottanevsis) having affinities with the living Haiimeda. How-
ever, field observations on this widely occurring structure leave little doubt that

it is inorganic origin, as was shown by Mawson and Dallwitz (1945) during field

investigations near Umberatana, Where the structure has been studied in the Tor-
rens Gorge and along the Corkscrw Hill Road many gradations between normal
"Mawsonella" and obvious intraformationat breccias or edgewise conglomerates
have been observed. Some of the "breccias are of the "desiccation" type of mud
curl. The importance of Mawsonetla structure stratigraphically will be discussed
in a later publication dealing with aspects of sedimentation in the Adelaide Series.

The Thick Quartette

This massive horizon forms the bolder scenery of the western Mount Lofty
Ranges. Repeated dip faulting has displaced the quartzite in such a manner that

in outcrop the rock formation now occurs in isolated "slabs" surrounded by
slates and limestones. Of the more important of these ^islands " the mos-t

northerly, forms Black Hill. To the south these are successively the outcrops
which form Rocky Hill, Slapes Hill (Stonyfctl) and Mount Lofty, The most
southerly outcrop commences just to the west of Upper Sturt and continues
across the River Sturt towards Cherry Gardens.

The quartzite shows little variation in mean grain size of the sand fraction
throughout its entire thickness. The amount of granular felspar (or its

alteration product) contained, however, is more variable. The original sediment
was obviously a well-washed and sorted sand deposited in an aqueous enviton-
ment. Where the quartzite forms cliffs, variations in hardness (largely due to

irregular secondary silicifkation) arc apparent, and it is seen that some bands are
much more massive than others. Some massive bands may measure almost
100 feet in thickness with little apparent macroscopic variation. In other
horizons there is a tendency to slabbiness, the relatively thin layers of solid stone
being separated by thm partings of clayey or slaty material, There is little

apparent gradation in grain size from the Thick Quartzite into both the under-
lying and overlying sediments. In several localities there is a restricted alternation
of thin bands of slate and sandstone quartzite for a short but variable distance
above and/or below the quartzite.

The low but variable angle of dip uf the quartzite and a scarcity of good
dip readings in (he bed make estimation of lis thickness approximate only. A
thickness of about 1,000 feet is indicated, and this agrees with Howchin's (1906)
estimate.

Dip is to (he south or west and rarely exceeds 20° , except in the vicinity of
the larger fault*. At the "Three Sugarloafs" a northerly dip of 4* was recorded,
but this is probably related to faulting in that vicinity/

In tnost exposures the base of the quartzite appears conformable with under-
lying^ sediments. To the east of Dunstonc's Quarries a doubtful slight uncon-
formity with an underlying 20-f t. quartzite has been noticed. It is thought more
probable that the apparent convergence here of the two arenaceous formations
may be a drag effect in the enclosed relatively incompetent slates in the proximity
of the great Stonyfell fault.

The considerable degree of ancient meridional block faulting to which the bed
has been subject, in combination with its subhorizontal set, is responsible for its
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relatively large area of outcrop and the co-related widespread production of poor,

shallow, acid, gravelly and sandy podsolic soils.

The Upper Phyllites

This group constitutes a considerable thickness of dominantly argillaceous

sediments in which in the upper portions several qttartzites appear together with

some very minor limestones (dolomites), When Howchin classified the group

as phyllites he correctly observed that the alteration from slates to phyllites is

frequently associated with fault movements.

The junction of the Thick Quartzitc with overlying slates and phyllites is

mostly quite sharp. There is no prominent gradation in grain size of the sedi-

ments and little alternation of sandy and slaty hands. The lower portion of the

phyllites or slates show little variation, laminations are not pronounced except

in restricted horizons and quartzitc bands are not prominent. Approximately

650 feet above the base, however, there is a strong qiiartzite bed. It is 30-40

feet thick and is fine- to medium-grained, cross laminated and banded. A charac-

teristic weathering effect in which certain bands etch out in relief as though in

part calcareous, renders it a useful field marker horizon. In some localities the

upper 10 feet are finer-grained and well laminated. Foreset laminations in the

sandstone, where studied, indicate currents from the south. With this bed is

associated a yellow dolomite. A smaller bed, a laminated fine-grained quartzite,

occurs about 100 feet below, and with this a thin band of blue limestone h
associated.

Additional quartzitcs occur above the coarser-grained bed. One such is

15 feet thick and occurs 800 feet above the Thick Quartzite.

These several qttartzites can be seen to advantage on the south slopes of

Waterfall GuHy. but they also outcrop one to two miles east of Belair Railway

Station and along the escarpment east of Coromandel Valley.

The relations that these beds bear to the Blue Metal or Beaumont
Dolomites is not known accurately, as the Beaumont fault has prevented measure-

ment of an unbroken sequence. The thickness of sediments "outfaultcd" is

probably not great.

The Beaumont Dolomites

Essentially this group is made up of a number of dark grey dolomites set

in calcareous slates in which there are also several small quartzites, Beaumont
dolomites outcrop in several "isolated" localities, their position being determined
largely by faulting. The most northerly occurrence within the area flanks Rocky
Hill on the west. To the south the group appears in the Magi II -Stony fell area,

at Beaumont, and in Brownhill and Chambers Creeks,

In the preceding sedimentary group, namely the upper phyllites, there is a

definite increase in lime content in the upper horizons. Several minor limestones

appear, and these are the fore-runners of the Beaumont period of deposition of

highly calcareous sediments. In fact, the gradation from the upper phyllites to

the Beaumont dolomites is such that if the full sequence was available for study,

difficulty would probably be experienced in deciding upon a division. However,
the intervention of the Beaumont fault has made a useful if rather arbitrary

break.

The slates immediately above the base of the Beaumont group include one

or possibly (near Waterfall Cully) two light cream-coloured cryptocrystalline
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dolomitic marbles. The main bed overlies a reddish coarse-grained sandstone
quartzite, It has been located in association with the Blue Metal (Beaumont)
dolomites at Beaumont and in Brownhill Creek, and chemical analysis of samples
taken in these two localities indicate a very close correspondence in composition.

An apparently similar limestone was located on the western slopes from Rocky
Hill, and on the south slope from Sturt Creek immediately to the east of Coro-
mandel Valley.

Typical "Blue Metal*' dolomites overly the cream-coloured dolomitic marble;
these beds have been dealt with in detail by Barnes and Kleeman (1934), and
readers are referred to this paper for a more complete description of them. The
authors measured 370 feet of sediments which included approximately 50 feet of

dolomitic limestones disposed in 13 bands, the thickest measuring 15 feet and
occurring at the lowest horizon.

Barnes and Kleeman made eight analyses of Beaumont dolomites, and for
purposes of comparison made analyses of Howchin's upper and lower Torrens
limestones (pre-Thick Quartzite formation). These analyses are reproduced
herein in terms of CaC0

3
and MgCOa , together with additional analyses by the

Government Analyst (Table II).

Table II

Dolomites and Dolomitic Limestones of the Beaumont or Blue Metal
Dolomite Series

la solubles
Serial No, Locality Colour Attalyst CsCo3 MgCO, or etc.

6 - - Beaumont - I buff - T. YV\ D, 47-0 34-9 12-7

7 - - Brownhill Creek
p >t 49-9 38-0 6«9

8 - - Beaumont - dk. grey T.A.B. 37-8 30-5 32-7

9 - - Kountain Hut -
t* " 38-8 30-9 30 '9

10 -
it ii 31 » 40-9 31-7 30-6

11 - Beaumont -
?J J! 42-7 32-3 27*4

12 - - Mountain Hut -
I* A. W. K, 43-8 34-0 25-4

13 - Beaumont - black T. A. B. 80-0 128 S-6

14 - Mount Osmond
turn-off - dk. grey ii 341 29-2 35-8

T.W. D. = T, W. Dalwood, Govt. Analyst.

T. A. B. =. T. A. Barnen.

A. W, K, = A. W- Kleeman.

Referring to their results the authors write: "These analyses show remark-
able similarity between the main Blue Metal Limestone over the whole area. The
high silica percentage occurs as free quartz in the slide. The carbonate portion
is purely dolomite; thus the rocks would be more truly classed as dolomites. The
inclusion of the analyses of the two Torrens Limestones is for comparison pur-
poses. It was thought that some distinction might be made between the Blue
Metal and Upper Torrens Limestones on chemical grounds. There seem to be
no essential differences, the higher percentage of magnesia in the Upper Torrens
Limestone being due to weathering, which in these areas tends to the formation
of magnesite. Nos. 9 and 17 are representative of the upper beds above the Blue
Metal Series. No. 17 is quite regular except for a greater percentage of clay.

No. 9 is composed entirely of black calcitc with curved faces which give an
unusual appearance in hand specimen. It forms an inconsistent band."



The correspondence in chemical composition between the Upper Torrens

Limestone and the Upper Blue Metal (Beaumont) Dolomites as indicated by

Barnes and Kleeman is interesting. More so since the present author located the

white cryptocrystaltine marhle in the lower Beaumont group which exhibits

strong affinities with the Lower Torrens Dolomite. This evidence led the writer

to anticipate contemporaneity for deposition of the two groups. Similar impres-

sions apparently were in the minds of Barnes and Kleeman upon completion of

their analyses- However, subsequent field mapping has proved such a theory

untenable.' Stratigraphically the Torrens Dolomites underlie Howchin's Thick

Quamite, but the Beaumont Dolomites occupy a superior position relative to the

marker formation.

A moot point raised by Barnes and Kleeman (see above) concerns the higher

percentage of magnesia in the Upper Torrens Dolomite, which they attribute to

the effects of weathering. This inference may or may not be correct, but the

occurrence of rnagnesitie
ifMawsonella" horizons in the Upper Torrens Dolomites

favours generally higher percentages of magnesia in that group as a whole.

The "Mawsonella" sample submitted for analysis was taken apparently utt-

wcathered from a deep road cutting. Similar Mawsonella beds in the Flinders

Ranges (p.^.. near Port Germein) are almost pure magnesite at the surface, and

the high percentage of magnesia has been shown to persist at depth.

The creamy-white or bufF coloured cryptocrystalline marble of the Beaumont

gTOup has not been recorded previously. The marble exhibits distinct laminations

in many instances, but otherwise in hand specimen and in chemical composition

is very like the Lower Torrens Dolomite. The unit is not reslrictcd in field

occurrence, Tt was first noted adjacent to the Beaumont fault a little north-east

of Goldsack's quarries. The marble is ten to twelve feet in thickness. Tt occurs

again in Brownhill Creek, where it shows similar stratigraphieal relations, vw. k

it overlies a medium coarse-grained reddish sandstone and underlies the principal

Blue Metal Dolomites, Apparently the same bed outcrops on the southern slopes

to Sturt Creek upstream from the Ochre-Cove block tault, and a similar dolomite

was noted immediately west of Rocky Hill about half of one mile north of

Waterfall Gully.

The Glen Osmond Slates

Concerning these sediments, the following details given by Barnes and

Kleeman (1934) are informative: "The phyllitcs between the Blue Metal (Beau-

mont Dolomites—R.C.S. i and the Quartzite (Glen Osmond Arkosic Quartzite

—

R. G. S.) exhibit a sequence. The beds just above the Blue Metal arc calcareous

phyUites with a few interbedded thin limestones. These semi-calcareous beds
occupy 440 feet above the Blue Metal. Above them come 370 feet of argillaceous

rocks without the thin limestones. Then follows 670 feet of silty rocks, which
suggest a gradual development of the conditions which lead to the quartzite,"

This description probably does not indicate the complete transition to the

Glen Osmond Quartzite. Field mapping has revealed an important fault striking

north from Brownlull Creek across Mount Barker Road towards Mount Osmond.
To the east of this fault the beds are relatively undisturbed, but to the west the

Glen Osmond Quartzite is folded severely and even over folded (in Unley
Corporation Quarry).

By reason of this faulting and an absence of better sections the complete
relationship that the Glen Osmond Quartzite bears to the Beaumont Dolomites
is unknown.
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The Middle Adelaide Series

Under this heading only sediments from the base of the Glen Osmond
Arkosic Quartzhe to the top of the Sturtian Tiliite are discussed in this paper.

The author has dealt with other overlying Middle and Upper Adelaide Series

Sediments in a previous publication (Sprigg 1942), These latter sediments
include the Tapley Hill Slates and Limestones, and the Brighton Limestones of

the Middle Adelaide Series, and the "purple'
1
or Upper Adelaide Series which

includes sJarcs and quartzites up to the base of the Cambrian Archaeocyathinae
limestones.

Following deposition of the Beaumont Dolomites group, the prevailing con-

ditions of sedimentation suggest that there was once again a slow increase in

erosive activity on the adjoining land mass. The Beaumont Dolomites had been
deposited under quiescent conditions, during which interval there was little

increment of clastic sediment

From then onwards muds in increasing quantities were carried into the.

geosyncline. Succeeding sediments increased gradually in grain-size, and became
more silty. The gradation generally was excellent. Unfortunately, because of fault-

ing, the full extent of sediments deposited immediately preceding the culmination

of this slow change has not been studied. Some degree of lamination is notice-

able in the upper zone, more particularly immediately underlying the Glen Osmond
Arkosic Sandstone Quartzite,

Despite this slow "build up." the junction of the Glen Osmond Quartzhe
with the Glen Osmond Clay Slates is sharp. The author feels that this is a con-

venient lower limit, to the Middle Adelaide Series. The arkosic quartzhe has

certain features which the present author claims foreshadows the glaciation of

the Sturtian Ice Age. Arkoses and varve-like associations may reflect a ftuvio-

glacial origin.

The Glen Osmond Arkosk Quartzite

This quartzite forms a prominent feature in the foothills region, extending

from Glen Osmond to Viaduct Gully. Outcrop of this horizon is repeated by

folding and faulting in the zone immediately cast of the Sturtian Tiliite, extend-

ing south to and beyond Sturt Gorge.

The quartzite is not homogeneous laterally or vertically. Bands vary con-

siderably in mineral composition from arkosic gravels to laminated hard
quartzites. Howchin has recorded that the proportion of felspar to quartz in the

arkosic band is 30% to 40% (specimen taken at Mhcham). Jn view of the

relatively close stratigraphical association with the Sturtian Tiliite the present

author suggests that the presence of so much felspar, much of it very little

altered, favours fluvioglacial origin. The arkose probably reflects rapid accumu-
lation and possibly cold climatic conditions, and the horizon may possibly corre-

spond with the lower tiliite which outcrops over much of the north-eastern dis-

trict of South Australia (Howchin 1908 and Jack 1913).

The Mitcham Slates and Quartsites

This group should include the Glen Osmond Arkosic Quartzhe> but as the

latter is a valuable marker horizon it has been considered advisable to continue

to distinguish the Glen Osmond Quartzite from subsequent quartzites, as Howchin
did. Due to this association of the Glen Osmond Quartzhe with the Mitcham
Slates and Quartzhes, the localities of outcrop already giv^n for the Glen

Osmond Quartzhe also apply to the Mitcham sedimentary group.
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As pointed out earlier, the Glen Osmond Quartette introduces a period of

clastic sedimentation characterised by marked fluctuation oi coarser- and finer-

grained sediments. The slates are frequently silty, siliceous and laminated, and
the quart2ites show even more variation in type. They range from massive
reddish and white quartzites through flaggy and banded variants to fissile finely

laminated quartzites and ( ?) varves. Sandstones are not uncommon, and many
of the quartzites exhihit shaly partings. In thickness the quartzites are very
variable, indicating considerable instability of either, or more probably, both, the
local landmass and/or climate.

The slates immediately overlying the Glen Osmond ATkosic Quartzite exhibit

pronounced banding and lamination. In many instances there is a pronounced
alternation in coarseness or fineness in grain size from lamination to lamination
which strongly suggests varve formation. Also, within 100 feet of the base of
the. Stnrtian Tillite, remarkable varve associations have been found amongst fissile

quartzites. In conjunction with other factors, namely the arkosic formation
described previously, and the presence in the north-east districts of the State of

two well-developed tillites of Upper Adelaide Series age
;
these varve-like forma-

tions strongly suggest fluvioglaciation at about this horizon/ 1 ) The local Sturr.ian

Tillite (in its type area) can possibly he correlated with the upper horizon in the
north-cast. If this is accepted there is a big possibility that the lower tillite in.

that area is contemporaneous with the arkosic and the problematical varves of
the. Glen Osmond Quajtzite vicinity.

Regarding the sediments overlying the Glen Osmond varve-like slates, diffi-

culty has been experienced in determining the complete succession. At least four
prominent quartzites, and possibly more, are included in the sequence in addition

to minor "slaty" quartzite bands. Detailed survey will be required to determine
the exact ctirrmologic.il succession, as the extent of deformation to which these

beds have been subject renders interpretation difficult and measurement only

approximate.

The Stnrtian THUte Formation

The author (1942) has previously dealt with this datum horizon as it occurs
at Sturt Gorge. For additional details, readers are referred to the extensive work
by Ilowchin (1908, 1927, etc) on this subject.

The tillite possesses a well-cleaved slaty or phyllitic hasc in which, dispersed

irregularly, arc a typically unassorted collection oi sedimentary, igneous and
metamorpluc "erracics." Larger erratics are frequently several ieet in length,

and some boulders are strongly faceted. The tillite mass shows effects of con-

siderable stress and many erratics arc elongated in the direction of slaty cleavage

(fig. 1) and fractured transversely.

The Sturtian formation is not all typical tillite, but certain horizons repre-

sent normal fluvioglacial interludes. Several such bands are gritty and gravelly

quartzites, and others include laminated slates. The conclusion of glaciation in

the locality is anticipated by the appearance of fluvioglacial quartzites and
gravelly conglomerates, and limestones interbedded with minor bands of tillite.

The tillite and fluvioglacial sediments were deposited in an aqueous environment
—a standing body of water.

<
J
) The author is grateful to Sir D. Mawson for drawing attention to a paper of

his in which reference was made to certain of these varve-3&e associations. The paper
was read to the A.A.A.S. meeting in 1907, but only the title was published in the Pro-
ceedings of the AssocialK>i>. Sir Douglas referred to the possible mfviogfackri origin of
some of these varve-like structures.
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Measurements carried out on the tillite formation (including the fluvio-

glacial horizon) indicate a thickness of at least 1,200 feet. Unfortunately , over-

folding and minor overthrusting has probably reduced the observable thickness

and consequently the reliability of the estimate.

Fig. 1

Sketch section through a deformed

tillite erratic as it appears on a vertical

plane in the direction of regional

cleavage dip. Relationships between

cleavage, pebble elongation and trans-

verse fracturing: are indicated. The

latter tension fractures are frequently

partially filled with fibrous quartz-

Howchin (1927, p. 335), in at least one of his papers, refers to an unconform-
ity at the base of the tillite in Viaduct Gully, Eden. He writes: "The uncon-
formity of the tillite to the older rocks is here a conspicuous feature, The Mitcham
Quartzites and Slates, which coming from Sleep's Hill quarries, strike south-

westerly through Ayliffe's old quarries and, either by a curve in strata or by sub-

sidiary faulting, meet the tillite in the Viaduct valley at right angles." In other

publications Howchin indicates an unbroken succession from below the Mitcharn

Quartzites and Slates through the tillite into the Cambrian Archaeocyathinae

series.

The geological sketch map which accompanies Howchin's impression on the

possible unconformity shows an "in faulted" block of tillite to the west of Eden
with pre-glactal quartzites running directly up against the fault. However, care-

ful observation indicates that this is not the case. The quartzites and slates are

folded and overfolded quite severely and arc slightly faulted, but the folds

definitely pitch south across Viaduct Valley and pass conformably below the

tillite (fig. 2). Tillite is preserved in a pinched synclinal trough to the north of

the creek, but this exposure was evidently not observed by Howchin,

Notes on Bkoader Sedimentary Features of the Adelaide Series
in the Adelaide Region. A Summary

The basal member of the series in the area mapped is an ilmenitic and some-
what arkosic sandstone quartzite. The original sand was a well washed and graded
product of erosion from an environment of igneous and metamorphic rocks. The
big development of heavy mineral laminations in the sandstone and the occurrence
of basal conglomerates in some localities in the Mount Lofty Ranges, suggests
proximity to a landmass or more probably deposition in a shallow sea dotted
with small islands.



There is some uncertainty as to the next stratigraphical unit. Howchin
indicates that the Torrcns Dolomites and Phyllites succeed immediately, and such

appears to be the case in the Torrens type area. However, in the Craters vicinity

and east of Mount Lofty generally, there appears a thickness of at least 2,000 feet

of alternate argillaceous sandstone and silty slates, which near Aldgate and

TH£ STUPT GORGC AP£A
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The Siltri Gorge Area.
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Crafers apparently rest conformably on a basal ihnenitic sandstone, It may be

that the original Archaeozoic floor to the geosyncline was uneven, presenting

a sedimentary environment of the Archipelago type. In this manner rapid

variations in sediment type and thicknesses of basal or near basal units would be

expected. As more sediments accumulated on the sinking geosynclinal floor, the

effects of the original topographic irregularities would be neutralised and con-

sequently lateral variation in younger individual sedimentary units would ulti-

mately be minimised.

The succeeding sedimentary phase is dominated by deposition of calcareous

muds and dolomitic limestones (the Torrens stage). Next there is an important

development of arenaceous sediments to form the Thick Quartzite, and this is

followed by the accumulation of more calcareous and argillaceous sediments of

the Beaumont stage. It appears that following deposition of the basal beds there

was a prolonged phase during which environmental conditions led to the deposi-

tion of a relatively thick scries of calcareo-argillaceous sediments. Minor environ-

mental variations led to accumulation of quartzites interbedded with the slates

and dolomites, while a major interphase resulted in the formation of the Massive

Thick Quartzhe. It is suggested that the beds from the base of the Torrens

stage to the top of the Beaumont stage, inclusive of the Thick Quartzite, be known
as the Dolomites phase.

As a matter of interest, the occurrence of Mawsonella structure in mag-
nesite beds associated with dolomites (Torrens stage) below Howchin's type

Thick Quartzite but above Mawson's Thick Quartzite of the Flinders Ranges

suggests that the two "Thick" Quartzites are not contemporaneous. If this theory

is accepted, die complete Dolomites phase of Howchin's sequence (i.e., Torrens

to Beaumont stages, inclusive) could be correlated with Mawson's dolomite-

magnesite sequence of the Flinders Ranges. In this manner Mawson's Thick

Quartzite may prove to be the equivalent of the basal ilmenftic sandstone in

Howchin's type area, while Howchin's (type area) Thick Quartzite would pro-

bably be contemporaneous with one or more minor quartzites within Mawson's
magnesite series of the Flinders Ranges. Detailed field mapping of the magnesite-

dolomite beds in an intermediate area (such as at Wirrabara) would probably

help to solve these relations-

To return to the consideration of the type sequence. The conclusion of

calcareo-argillaceous sedimentation is heralded by the appearance of silty slate*

and siltstones, some of which are well laminated. The next younger formation

is the Glen Osmond Arkosic Sandstone Quartzite. The writer considers that

the base of this formation is a convenient line at which to indicate the top of the

Lower Division of the Adelaide Series, as Ihe beds which follow, including the

Glen Osmond horizons, reflect a new set of environmental conditions.

In general the big development of dolomites and magnesites in the Lower
Adelaide Series, in association witb the formation of interesting magnesitic intra-

formational (desiccation) breccias* is thought to indicate a warm climate with

deposition in a shallow eperic lake or sea. The absence of red beds suggests

that the climate was not arid and that the sediments were deposited in an aqueous

environment.

The "Basal" bed of the Middle Adelaide Series, on the author's definition,

is the Glen Osmond arkosic formation. The arkose and certain associated varve-

like sediments are interpreted to indicate local fluvioglaciation, and so would
indicate the onset of the glariation which later was responsible for the formation

of the massive Sturtiau Tillite of the type sequence. Laminated and massive

slates and quartzites, and finally perhaps true varves, were deposited on the Glen

Osmond arkosic formations prior to the deposition of the Sturtian Tillite.



Sedimentary units of the type series above the Sturtian Tillite are not dealt

with in this paper, although a complete log of strata for the type series is

appended. The Sturtian glaciation fades away through stages of fluvioglaciation

into a thick sequence of well laminated (Tapley Hill) calcareous slates, and then
into laminated and banded siliceous limestones, culminating in the Brighton
Limestone, Elsewhere in the State the equivalent of the Tapley Hill sequence
contains thin tillite bands, suggesting that the laminations as a whole echo fluvio-

glaciation, and, as such, may represent some peculiar variation of varve pairs

indicating seasonal influence. Mawson has discussed aspects of the lamination

problem previously and refers to the laminated slates as "cxtraglacial" (Mawson
1912).

At about the top of the Brighton Limestone horizon in the Adelaide region
(and probably at a slightly lower but variable stratigraphical horizon in the
Flinders Ranges), sediment types and colours reflect a marked environment
change. The grey-blue colours of the Tapley Hill Series give way to reds and
purples in the overlying alternating slates and quartzitcs, and continue to

the base of the Cambrian Archaeocyathinae limestones. Howchin called these
"red" beds the "transitional" series—transitional to fossiferous Cambrian. Until
a reliable decision is reached as to where the base of the Cambrian is to be taken,
it is suggested that beds above the Brighton Limestones but below the Archaeo-
cyathinae limestones be considered as the Upper Division of the Adelaide Series.

In the foregoing description it will be noticed that the author has deviated
somewhat from the subdivisions of the Adelaide Series as suggested by Howchin,
Mawson, and others. It is hoped to discuss the merits of these various sub-
divisions in a later paper,

The following generalized log of strata for the Adelaide Series in Howchin's
type area commences with the youngest stratigraphical unit.

Upper Adelaide Series

Prc-Archaeocyathinae grey quartzitcs and slates.

Alternate purple slates and purple quartzites.

Massive grey-white quartzites.

Purple slates.

Massive quartzites.

Purple and grey slates.

Arkoses and quartzites.

Flag-gy quartzitcs.

Purple and grey flaggy quartzite and slate.

Purple siliceous slates with intraformational flakes.

5,920

Middle Adelaide Series

15. 100 Brighton limestones, dolomitic above.
14. 10,500 Tapley Hill laminated slates below (7,500 feet), and banded slaty

limestones (3,000 feet) above.
13. 210 Fluviofflacial sediments and minor limestones,

12, 1,000:!= Sturtian tillite.

11. 1,000± Mitcham slates and quartzites with Glen Osmond arkosic gravelly
quartzite at base.

12,810

Item No. i'eet

25. U50
24. 2,250

23. 300

22. 140

21. 270

20. 300

19. 180

18. 200

17. 500

16. 630



Hem No Feet

10. 1,540+

9. 450

8. 1,0002:

7. 1,000

6. 1,100+

5. 430

4. 680

3. 150±
2. *2,000±

1. 100+

Lower Adelaide Series

Glen Osmond slates and phyllites,

Beaumont dolomites.

Upper phyllites.

Thick quartzite.

Lower phyllites with minor quart2ites and dolomites.

Upper Torrens dolomites with. "Mawsonella" magnesites.

Phyllites with sandstone quartzite bands.

Lower Torrens dolomites.

Alternate argillaceous sandstones and sandy slates.

Basal ilmenitic sandstones. Thickness very variable.

8,450

Excluding item two, the thickness of the Adelaide Series, in its type locality*

taken to the base of the Archaeocyathinac limestones, exceeds 25,000 feet.

TERTIARY TO RECENT SEDIMENTARY FORMATIONS

Oligocexe Lacustrine Sediments

In the Adelaide region a great stratigraphical hiatus exists in the geological

record following the collapse and folding of the "Flinders" geosyncline. The
long period of subaerial peneplanation which followed exposed the "roots" of the

early Palaeozoic fold-mountain range. The immense stratigraphical hiatus is

broken only by Permian glaciation in all the period between Cambrian and

early Tertiary.

Permian glacigenes are not preserved in the area under discussion, although

an outlier of these sediments occurs a few miles to the south-west on the Eden-
Moana fault block. The next oldest formation, which in this case does occur in

the area, is a series of lacustrine sands and clays. It was laid down on an

extremely well developed "base surface."

The series is typically lignitic in South Australia* and it is overlain con-

formably (or disconformably) by fossiliferous Marine Miocene and possibly

Upper Oligoccnc in some localities. By analogy with similar beds occurring in

Victoria, their age is usually considered Oligocene. The sediments are typically

grey-white in colour, although yellow clays and reddish sands occur not in-

frequently.

The uplift of the Mount Lofty Ranges (Kosciusko Epoch) has resulted in

extensive stripping of the Tertiary "overmass" from the central ''horst" region.

On the lower portions of the pivotal or hinged fault blocks flanking the latter

region the Tertiary deposits are still in evidence. In the present area the Miocene
marine sediments have been removed entirely, although it is obvious that they

once covered most, if not all, of it. The underlying lacustrine sediments are now
almost gone, hut remnants of them occur in the Belair-Klackwood and Ironbank-

Cherry Gardens districts. These exposures represent the northern "tongueing

out" of the complete series occurring on the Eden-Moana and Clarendon-Ochre

Cove fault blocks respectively.

The Belair-Blackwood exposures arc described by Howchin (1933) in dis-

cussing a system of "dead rivers" of South Australia. In the succeeding section

of the present work the application of his "dead river" theory to these sediments

in shown to be a fallacy.

* Stratigraphical relations of this horizon are uncertain.
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At Belair and Blackwood, road and railway cuttings have sectioned the

remnant lacustrine series, which are chiefly light-coloured clays and sandy clays

with minor sand beds, Processes of laterization have caused incipient ferru-

ginous mottling or formed hands of gritty ironstone. Floaters and outcropping
beds of this ironstone have been of great aid in the field in delimiting the

boundaries of the outliers.

About Cherry Gardens there are few excavations in, or natural exposures
of, the lacustrine beds, and once more ironstone floaters have been an invaluable

aid in field mapping.

Howchin 's Dead River Theory (1933)

The author has carried out field investigations in many areas studied by
Howchin in forming his dead river theory, and as a result believes that Howchin
developed his theory far beyond the limits of his evidence. However, it is not
the author's intention to attempt to disprove Howchin's theory in its entirety, as
such refutation may be impossible. Where the theory concerns the Adelaide
region, it has been questioned previously bv Fenner [1939 (1)1 and Spring-

[1942; 1945 (1)1.

Howchin (1933, p. 2) considered that "the original river systems of South
Australia followed an inclined plane from Central Australia to the southern coast.
The elevation of the Mount Lofty Ranges, at a comparatively late geological
period, formed an east-west barrier to the central drainage by which these older
rivers were truncated and formed numerous takes on the northern side of the
barrier. Although the rivers ceased to flow in their lower channels, the physical
features incidental to their former existence have persisted, somewhat modified
to the present Lime. Among these features the most remarkable are the extensive
deposits of sands and gravels in a consolidated (as well as unconsolidated) con-
dition, xvhich bear testimony to their former existence." lie then proceeded to
describe in detail features of the numerous broad longitudinal valleys charac-
teristic of the Mount Lofty Ranges and in particular drew attention to many
ancient gravels, some of which were preserved in the valley bottoms and others
as outliers on hill-tops.

The details concerning multitudinous alluvial, fluviarile and lacustrine
deposits which Howchin had carefully collected and put on record on this
occasion covered a great range of sedimentary depositions! environments, and,
as such, were without doubt extremely valuable. Unfortunately, these records
were all considered together and assumed to be evidence of a single system of
remarkably parallel post-Mioccnc rivers draining from the far north of this State
into the Southern Ocean. Plans of the "trunk streams" indicate an abnormal
stream pattern over which, presumably, geological structures wielded supreme
control for great distances. Two such streams ran almost parallel courses for
100 miles, separated by a distance of between only six and twelve miles. It* one
section four streams are indicated in parallel flow for 30 miles atid spaced at
about 10 to 14 miles interval respectively. It is not suggested that cases of this
type are quite impossible, but it is pointed out that in order to make claims of
this nature very complete substantiating evidence is required*

Near Adelaide at least one. of these "river channels*' corresponds with early
Tertiary (?OHgocene) ligniiic lacustrine deposits preserved in tectonic valleys
formed by back-tilting of the sub-parallel Kosciusko Epoch fault blocks [Sprigg
1945, (1)]. One such ''channel" was described as passing along Hope Valley,
across Blackwood and south along the "back" uf the Eden-Monna fault block.
To account for the apparent discontinuity of the channel to the east of Adelaide,
Howchin suggested that "a remarkable tectonic feature is present in the foothills
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of the ranges m the neighbourhood of Adelaide, A crescentic segment has, by

faulting, been let down, which broke the continuity of the piedmont plateau

The piedmont plateau, to be consistent with the general physiographic features,

should be continuous between the Hope Valley plateau and the Belair-Blackwood

plateau/' However, this is only partially true, as the Para block is a well-defined

tilt block with its fossil "base-surface" and overlying oligocene lacustrine and

Miocene marine sediments plunging beneath Adelaide [Sprigg 1945, (1)J.
Referring to the Belair-Blackwood plateau Howchin records^ "In the

approach to the Railway Station (Blackwood—R. C. S.) an interesting section

is exposed .... an ancient river channel rilled with fluviatile deposits that are not

seen at the surface level and have no relationship to any form of existing

drainage." This group of sediments outcrops widely in the locality, and, as in

the case of similar deposits at Hope Valley, they are outliers or rewashed rem-

nants of the once very extensive ( ?) Oligocene lacustrine sediments.

In the Hope Valley and Blackwood area (?) Oligocene lacustrine sediments

are exposed on the higher portions of the tilt blocks, but to the south they plunge

conformably beneath Miocene marine sediments. "Rewashing" of the out-

cropping lacustrine sediments has led to redistribution in the direction of the tilt-

down of the block, so that beds of sands and clays extremely like the original

beds (although they do not contain lignite) come to overlie the Miocene marine

sediments. This fact misled Howchin into believing the whole group of sands

and clays in outcrop to be post-Miocene,

In order to make the foregoing argument clearer, a plan has been prepared

(fig, 3) to illustrate relationships between Howchin's "dead" Nuriootpa-Barossa-

Hope Valley-Blackwood and Noarlunga channel, and the outcropping (and in

part redistributed) oligocene lacustrine sediments, the preservation of which has

largely been controlled by Kosciusko Epoch block faulting.

Fig. 3

Portion of the courses of two of

Howchin's "dead rivers" have been

superimposed on a plan showing

Kosciusko Epoch Tectonic Valleys and

related lignitic (?) Oligocene fresh-

water deposits.
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TECTONICS
Palaeozoic Ouogeny

folding—Before dealing with fold movements in the restricted area sur-

veyed, an attempt will be made to trace very briefly the evolution of ideas on
folding of the Adelaide Series in the Mount Lofty Ranges. Only the major

stages in the development will be mentioned.

Professor Tate (1893) considered the Adelaide Series to be folded locally

in the form of a vast monocline. Howchin (1926) disproved this theory and
demonstrated that the beds were disposed in the form of a vast anticline with

a core of Archaeozoic rocks exposed along1

the centre of the Mount Lofty Rauge
Horst. Subsequent field work has only modified this theory.

In die central Mount Lofty region, faulting has complicated the major
structure* but its detailed elucidation will follow systematic survey, To the

south the regional anticline is overfoided to the west (Madigon 1925, 1927), and
satellite major anticlines pitch to the south (Sprigg 1942). Hossfcld's (1935)
field mapping has disclosed what may broadly be termed a north pitching anti-

cliiiorium occurring to the north of the River Torrens,

Viewed regionally, then, there is a domed antidmorittm with its major axis

directed north and south. It has pronounced satellite major and minor folds,

some of which on the west are overturned to the west. The whole structure, more
particularly in the central region, is greatly disturbed by faulting.

As for the more restricted area mapped by the author the folding is con-

sidered to fall naturally into two distinct but interrelated groups. The major
group {which lies to the east of the overfold and overthrust zone) is charac-

terised by folds which are essentially gentle undulations with subhorizontal sets.

There appear to be two major factors controlling the fold character. Firstly,

the subhorizontal beds occupy a location representing portion of the "roof* of

the ancient fold-mountain anticline. Secondly, one of the large single sedimen-
tary horizons included is the 1,000 feet thick major "competent" bed of the

Adelaide Series—the Thick Quartzite—which protected adjacent formations
from more severe deformation.

The second type of folding is much more severe and pronounced in

character but is found much less frequently, being restricted to areas west of

zones of minor overthrust- Ovcrfoiding occurs not uncommonly in such situa-

tions, and some excellent example;? of this can be seen in Viaduct GulJy. In a
ballast quarry north of the latter gully one such over fold was recognised by
means of a drag fold on the overturned limb.

The severity of folding of this second type in the Qapham—Viaduct Gully
area ia due to two factors. Firstly, the beds have been caught up in minor over-
thrust movements. Secondly, the sedimentary formations which have been
disturbed are admirably suited to intricate folding (and faulting). Slates and
rjuarrzites (chiefly) alternate to form relatively "incompetent" and "competent"
layers.

Faulting—It has long been recognised that the Adelaide Scries in (he Mount
Lolly Ranges has been subjected to a considerable degree of major faulting. The
author's survey has borne on I (his contention and resulted in the discovery of
many additional faults, some of which arc very extensive linearly, in the extenL
of "throw** and in the breadth of shatter zones. The larger faults conform to a
very definite fracture pattern.

For convenience of description the faults are classed in three major groups

:

J, Txnv angle overthrust fault*. 2. High angle faults of the overthrust "shatter

belt." 3. High angle faults of the major "meridional" pattern.

-1
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1. Overthrust Funits-—From the outset it IB made plain that the extent of

over-riding along- these faults is not extensive in any locality, Ovcrthrusting
largely amounts to movement along planes of weakness where overfolding became
too severe.

Broadly speaking, the zone of overthrusting skirts the western foothills of

the Mount Lofty Ranges. The zone cau be traced at intervals from Sturt Gorge,

through Viaduct Gully to Brownhill Creek (Mitcham Quarry area), after which

it is lost beneath the Adelaide Plains.

Minor overthrust disturbances are in evidence northward along the foot-

hills from Mitcham. They occur in Glen Osmond "gorge." in Waterfall Gully

near Magill, and near Morialta. St HI further north an important overthrust

zone crosses the Torrens Gorge at the Waterworks tunnel, half a mile down-
stream from Sixth Creek.

Effects on sediments due to overthrust movements in the Sturt Gorge have
been described previously (Sprigg 1942). In this locality it was found that the

rather perfect cleavage in the Tilhte base provided excellent planes of slippage.

At Viaduct Gully, Howchin (1927) referred to an overthrust fault immediately

east of the railway line where the upper limb of an overfold lias glided over the

lower limb.

Exposures in the south quarry near the right angle bend in Brownhill Creek
display movement along low angle fracture or cleavage planes. There has been
deposition of quartz in associated tension fractures.

A quarry across the gully to the south-west of the Mitcham cemetery has

exposed intimate mashing of quartzites in slate. One large mass of quartzite

appears to have been forcefully injected into slates and then severed off from its-

parent bed.

Mashing attributed to overthrust faulting also occurs in the Torrens Gorge
at the Waterworks tunnel; the zone extends southwards to the east of the "Three
Sugartoafs." Slates and quartzites occur interrelated in confusion. Irregularly

dissected masses of quartzite
;
large and small overfolding puckers, imbricalc

structure, overthrust gliding, normal and reverse faulting and quartz veins and
"gashes" occur in profusion. The zone of severest dislocation and brccciation is

at least 200 feet in thickness, but the extent to which movement has occurred
has not been determined ; it does not appear to have been extensive. Below the

main zone of brccciation, and to the west, overfolding dominates.

An excellent small stale example of "imbricate" structure is exposed in the

cliff section immediately over the north-western entrance to the Waterworks
tunnel to the Torrens Gorge. At least ten segments are plainly visible.

A prominent feature resulting from the overthrusting concerns the marked
difference in degree of folding to the east and to the west of the zones of maximum
movement. The over-riding segment is mostly only gently folded (normal fault

drag effects excluded), whereas the segment over-ridden is steeply folded and
over folded. Both segments have undergone considerable "high angle" faulting

and it is probable that overfolds originally existed in the over-riding segments.

These could have been "faulted out" and removed by subsequent erosion.

Structural relations of this type have been noted in the Torrens Gorge, at

Brownhill Creek and in the Sturt Gotge.

Among the foothills near Mitcham and south to Sturt Gorge many minor
overthrust planes have been noted In close association with overfolds.

2. High Angle Faults of the Overthrust "Shatter Zone"— Contemporan-
eously with overfolding and ovcrLhrti&tmg, beds caught in the zone of severest di*-
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tortiou were acutely faulted and shattered. So far, investigation has indicated no

very regular fault pattern for these steep "normal'' and "reverse*' faults, but two

dominant sets strike approximately at right angles. Hade and throw of the

individual faults is usually small, of the order of 100 feet or lefts. Such faults

were apparently planes of readjustment during the period of overthrusting, The

nature of the Glen Osmond and Mitcham series of alternating slates and quartzites

appears to have facilitated fautlng,

3, The High Angle Faults of the Major Meridional Scries—These, faults

are regional in' extent. They arc well defined and usually extend many miles.

They provide the major lines of weakness and movement in the Adelaide vicinity.

The* largest of them has been traced for 26 miles, and ai either extremity it con-

tinues strongly. In general the faults strike N.N.R. and S.SAV. and adhere to

a reasonably regular pattern. Drag effect and brecdation is displayed magnifi-

cently and there has been heavy deposition of quartz in associated tension frac-

tures", The throw of many of the faults was originally "east-down" with hade

nemlv -vertical, and usually extent of throw is to be measured in hundreds of feet.

The largest fault so far mapped has been named the "Ochre-Cove" fault.

Most strata immediately to the west of this iault arc strongly influenced in their

dip for half a mile in the approach. The great extent of fault-drag suggests

that when the original dislocation occurred xhe beds in question (about the strati-

graphical horizon of the Thick Quartzite) were then deeply buried. Fracturing

was much less in evidence then than during subsequent periods of movement.

It is evident that this meridional series of regional faults has figured very

prominently in the major physiographic evolution of the Adelaide region since

the early Palaeozoic era. At least three separate periods of movement along

some of the fault planes can be inferred.

Of these, the first probably occurred early in the Palaeozoic era before

erosion had "raised" the deeper beds far above the zone of "plastic deformation."

Certain stresses acting upon the geosynclinal sediments brought about monoclinal

drag folding (more particularly in The relatively "incompetent" beds), which was

intensified until faulting occurred in most cases. As mentioned previously, the

faulting originally, m many, but by nn means all cases, was "east-down" (see

Sections A-A', B-R' and OC', Geological Reconnaissance Map).

The extent to which monoclinal drag-folding and/or faulting occurred dur-

ing this period was largely governed by the type of rock under immediate stress.

The slates And phylliies typically were "dragged" severely prior to faulting, e.g.,

in Waterfall Gully, whereas the Thick Quartzite usually broke relatively cleanly.

However, in some instances (as to the west of Aslilon and near Crafers along

the strikes of the Corornandel and Crafers faults respectively) argillaceous sand-

stones and massive quartzitcs have yielded extensively and are dragged down at

high angles of dip.

The second period of faulting along this meridional series of fractures

probably occurred during the late Palaeozoic or Mesozoic era, but this is only

conjectural. Indirect evidence suggests that it followed a period of prolonged

erosion, perhaps pcncplanation. By then the lower stratigraphical units of the

Adelaide Series had been raised very considerably relative to the land surface,

and any heating effects of ancient phifnnic magmas had faded away. The rocks

concerned were now high in the zone of fracture. Little or no definite evidence

of drag accompanying the leversal of the direction of fault throw has been

observed.
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The third period corresponds with the Kosciusko Epoch (see below) , when
after a prolonged period of peneplanation block faulting occurred again.

Fig. 4 has been prepared to present a simplified view of the fault pattern.

The Ochre-Cove fault is one which has shared in all three periods of movement.
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Fig. 4

Generalised plan showing names of faults described In the text. The Kosciusko
Epoch Faults are re-opened ancient ( Palaeozoic) faults. Also indicated are
remnants of later hie soils and laterized parent rock preserved on Kosciusko
Epoch Fault blocks. Latemation has occurred partly on overmass sediments
and partly in undertnass bedrock. The attitudes at which lateritic remnants

occur are indicated in hundreds of feet (e.g., 11*5).
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It is probable that the main western escarpment faults {Eden and BurnEidc

faults) have had a comparable history.

Sufficient descriptive data has been included in the geological reconnaissance

map to render detailed description of individual faults superfluous. Zones of

shatter and brecciation are indicated by cross hatching, and bedding dip readings

indicate the extent of drag in the vicinity of the important faults. Quartz

deposition in fractured zones is universal in the form of irregular vein iufillings,

or as massive milky quartz reefs as in HorsnelFs Gully and at Upper Sturt.

Excellcut examples of "Island" masses of quartzite "abandoned" in slates in

fault lines occur near Brownhill Creek and along the Black Hill road to

Montacute.

The Kosciusko Epoch of Block Faulting

Faulting of this period occurs extensively in the central portion of South

Australia. Benson (1909). Femier (1931) and Sprigg (1945, (1)] have dis-

cussed the general local plan (with particular reference to the central Mount
Lofty Ranges), and various authors have referred to still more restricted por-

tions of it. Certain relative movements of the Eden-Moana Pivotal Fauh Block

have been illustrated (Sprigg 1942) and additional investigations on the Adelaide

Plains area is proceeding.

The foothills region surveyed is delineated on the west by the Bumside and
Eden faults. North from Viaduct Gully, the Eden fault is the major escarp-

ment-forming fault. The Burnside fault in this region is largely obscured by
alluvial debris, although bores sunk short distances to the west of this fault

indicate that it is a fault of considerable magnitude. South-west from Viaduct

Gully the Bumside fault appears to have become the major escarpment fault, and
as such it continues to the sea-board at Marino.

The Ochre-Cove fault, striking from Noarlunga, has its "hinge point in

the vicinity of Eagle-on-the-HilL This Kosciusko fault represents a re-opening

along portion of a more extensive palaeozoic fault which continues N.N.E. beyond
Eagle-on-the-Hill, passing to the west of Ashton. Field topography and evidence

from generalised contouring suggests a possible fault escarpment striking north

and south just to the west of Mount Lofty, and running out to the south in

the vicinity of Upper Sturt. Reconnaissance mapping has not located such
a fault.

The Kitchener fault may correspond in pan with the Stonyfell fault, and
if so it "hinges out'

5 near Montacute.

The westerly downthrow of the Burnside fault splinter relative to the

northern extension of the Eden-Moana fault block has been calculated; the extent

of downthrow at Mitcham, Burnside and Athclstone approximates 600. 900 and
1,100 feet respectively. By coincidence, from Athelstone to Springbank, the

Burnside fault splinter preserves a remarkably horizontal surface at about 450
feet above sea level.

The interpretation of "Kosciusko" faults as distinct from more ancient

faults has been dependent to a large extent upon obvious breaks in topography
or escarpment formations with which normal fault phenomena are in close asso-

ciation. In several iustances washouts and quarries along escarpments have
exposed the exact fault line. Where such exposures do not occur the location

of the fault in many cases can be decided from topographical conditions with
reasonable accuracy (providing, of course, stratigraphical and/or other evidences
of faulting are present).
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Near the bend in the railway before ihe straight track descending into Belair

Station, a washout has exposed the Ochre-Cove fault. The fault is obviously

one of the more ancient group re-opened. On the western aspect the wall rock

is partly rewashed early tertiary sediments, but the opposing face is of shattered

Adelaide Series Slates and quartzites seamed with epigenctic quartz. North,

along the same fault, the topographic break is marked by similar disturbances and

rloaters of epigenetic quartz, but the tertiary beds have been eroded away. At

the exposure mentioned above the Tertiary beds dip away westwards from the

fault at only a few degrees and the throw here is probably no more than 200 feet.

At Ochre-Cove and Noarlunga the same fault has dragged the tertiary beds up

to angles of 30g and 40°. The fault-throw in the latter locality is about 600 feet.

The Eden and Eurnside faults, in a number of instances, have been delineated

within a few feet, but only on two or three occasions were "fault outcrops"

noted. One such "otttcrop" of the Eden Fault is exposed in Goldsack's Beaumont

Dolomite Quarries, where operations have left standing a vertical face of talus

and alluvial outwash which marks the trace of the faults, A buried "cliff-like"

escarpment is indicated. Further north, in the vicinity of Athelstoiie, the same

fault was noted in natural "outcrop." Partly rewashed and mottled early Ter-

tiary sands and sandstones abut (vertically in section) against the ancient slates

and quartzites.

The Kosciusko faults are not necessarily "simple," and a particular example of

"compound' faulting will be described to illustrate this point. A site was selected

by the Department for Engineering and Water Supply for a second 2,000,00 gallon

pressure tank behind Springfield Estate. In excavating for solid foundations, bed-

rock was encountered over most of the proposed site within several feet of the sur-

face, approximately at depths anticipated. On the western border, however, bed-

rock was not reached in sinking to IS feet. Consequently it was found that a fault

traversed this western border producing a buried "cliff face" in the basement rock.

A sketch section (fig. 5) illustrates the subsurface features. From evidence based

on topography the major escarpment fault occurs 100 yards or more to the east,

indicating the formation of quite narrow fault splinters and the compound nature

of the major fault lines.

For evidence of recent movements along Kosciusko faults the reader is

referred to a later section on river deposits.

PI*-Lofty Horst

ion

Fig- 5

To illustrate subsurface relations at the original Springfield tank site.
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A Tentative Sequence for Local Tectontc Events

An attempt has been made to summarise the major phases in the Orogenic

history of the Adelaide Series in the area mapped, by means of simplified hypo-

thetical sketches. The scheme proposed must be regarded as only tentative.

During portion of the Proterozoic Era, the Cambrian and possibly during
the earlier Ofdovician period, much of South Australia was the site of the

accumulation of the vast Flinders [Sprigg 1945, (2)] geosynclino of sediments.

Sedimentation was terminated probably as a result of crustal instability due to

overloading and consequent collapse of the geosynclinal area. Deformation of
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Diagrammatized cross sections to illustrate major stages in the history of fault
movements in the vicinity of Mount T-ofty. The series is strictly tentative

and greatly simplified.
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the strata in the southern portions of the geosyncline {i.e., in the Adelaide

region) commenced with major stresses directed westwards. Major regional

folds with north-south axes were initiated and the complete east-west section

across the basin probably approximated an anticlinorium. Relatively minor

pressure from the north (in this area) may have introduced the weak doming

influence on the major fold structure. As the westerly directed pressure became

more intense a strong cleavage developed, and minor overthrusting commenced
in restricted areas. Howchin's type locality for the Adelaide Series is one such

area of overthrusting.

Fig. 6 A represents an idealired sketch section across one of these zone of

minor overthrust at about the latitude of Eclair as it might have appeared in the

early Palaeozoic era. In the ovcrfolding of the Mitcham alternate slates and

quartzitcs, variations in competence produced localised shearing stresses which

resulted in both high angle and low angle thrust faults upon which displacement

developed through flexing of the beds ami bedding plane slippage. Isostatic

instability caused by the increased mass of beds superimposed in the vicinity of

the overthrust and overfold belt at this early period would, presumably, be largely

compensated more or less contemporaneously by transference of material in the

subcrustal layers.

At a much later stage, when erosion had reduced the land surface very con*-

siderably (^•g- ? had exposed the Brighton Limestones), a new isostatic instability

was probably caused by the relatively greater erosion and transport of material

from the region of overthrusting. At this stage, presumably, transfer of material

in related subcrustal layers apparently would not occur so readily. Differential

crustal stres-ses would build up until relief came m the form of block faulting

(fig. 6B). This first period of major block faulting probably occurred during

early or mid-Palaeozoic Era. The older members of the Adelaide Scries were
still buried deeply, as intense drag effects along many of the original block faults

suggest that the beds concerned were near the lower limit of the zone of fracture

In the area major throw was down to the east, although this* was not so in all

cases. Contemporaneous and subsequent erosion possibly reduced the ancient

land surface to a base surface (fig. 6C) and possibly kept pace with block fault-

ing, but such is only conjectural.

Following this long period of erosive activity, along some of the original

block fault-? of the area, movement occurred again, but frequently in a reversed
direction (fig. 6DJ, e.g., Stonyfe]] and Crafers faults. In such cases where the

extent of reversal has exceeded the original tbrowdown, drag effects suggest

faulting down in a particular direction, white stratigraphical relations indicate

faulting in quite the opposite direction {sections A.A' and C.C/ t Reconnaissance

map). The extent of displacement in most of these reversed faults is con-

siderable. By now the lower units of the Adelaide Series were much closer to

the surface and high in the zone of fracture, and hence in the fault zones brecda-
tion and fracturing were much more strongly in evidence,

A further very prolonged period of peneplanatiou later reduced the area to

a remarkable base surface (fig, 6E), upon which only low monadnocks {e.g.,

the "original" Mount Lofty) remained. With a further depression of the land

surface, the area (and much of southern Australia) became a site of deposition

of a series of ( ?) Oligocene lacustrine and fluviatile sediments. Much, if not all, of

the ancient erosion surface, including many of the tnonadnocks, were buried

partially or completely, and then with A general negative movement of the land-

mass, perhaps as early as the late Oligocene period, the sea transgressed the area

and left its increment of marine sediments (fig. 6F).
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At approximately the end of Miocene time the instability of the land mass

was again apparent (fig. 6G) and further movements along many of the ancient

faults recommenced. Faulting continued actively throughout the Pliocene and

Pleistocene times (Kosciusko Epoch), with the formation of a horst range with

maximum local uplift at Mount Lofty. Minor fault adjustments made manifest

by small or insignificant earthquake tremors continue infrequently to the

present day.

With this latest uplift a new cycle of erosion was initiated, and consequently

the Oligocene and Miocene sediments were stripped from the higher portions of

the horst range, and deep dissection of the undermass rocks commenced (fig. 6H).

MISCELLANIA
Sandstone Dykes

Several of these dyke formations have been found in the Belair-Blackwood

area. At least three of them occur in the road cutting immediately south of the

Belair Railway Station, and five or more are exposed in the railway cutting south

of Blackwood Railway Station. The dykes vary in width from one inch to four

feet six inches.

Two other sandstone dykes are known in South Australia, and the author

was present at Yankaninna in the Flinders Ranges with Sir. D, Mawson when the

first of these was found; the second example was found when making field

observations at Bibliando dome. In both these cases the dykes occurred

(?)Oli^octn« clays d. 3Qn<tv

B - *•

O O

* »

leached stated with ferru
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Railway

SANDSTO tit
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Fig. 7

The sketches illustrate certain structural associations of sandstone
discovered in the Belair-Blackwood vicinity. Example A occurs in a

cutting at Belair, and example B in the Blackwood railway cutting.

dykes
road
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in Sturtian tillite, and it is to be noted that the latest examples occur

in slates which are members of the Mitcham slates and quaruitc group, which
the writer considers may be members oi a fluvioglacial or tnterglacial phase
associated with the SturHan tillite.

The sedimentary relations of the dykes have been examined carefully in

each of the cuttings, and they are rather similar in each case. Generalised sketch

plans and sections have been prepared (fig. 7) for two of these structures. The
Belair example (fig. 7 A) is strongly discordant, cutting- the sedimentary lamina-

tions at about 60-80 3 and lying obliquely to the regional deavage. This dyke
was formed before severe folding commenced, as the structure is influenced by
regional cleavage in an interesting manner. During folding, with the "stretch-

ing" of the slates in the direction of cleavage (compression at right angles), the

dyke structure has been drawn out, allowing deposition of quart? in the tension

cracks in the form of small-scale "Madder veins." Subsidiary irregular quartz

veins also occur.

Speculation as to the origin of the sandstone dyke?, is interesting. The
dykes probably formed where tension produced open fissures Md allowed an
ingress of sand, presumably from above. In each -case (with due allowance for

the effects of erosion) bedded sandstones of apparently similar composition are

known to occur stratigraphically above.

However, the Blackwood example (fig. 7B)
f
which is the largest recorded

in the area (approximately 4 feet 6 inches wide), presents some unusual features

the development of which are obscure. The bottle-necked (in section) upper
portion and the drag affects apparent in the slates adjacent to the dyke are

peculiar.

Laterite

The genesis of laterite in South Australia has recently received much
attention, particularly by Prescott (1931) and Crocker (1945), There now
seems to be general agreement that prerequisite conditions for the formation of

laterite include impeded drainage (e.g., in low lying or peneplancd surfaces) and
tropical humidity. Such conditions were fulfilled over wide areas in Australia

in the Pleistocene (Whitehouse 1927, David 1932).

Prescott has demonstrated that most of the iaterites of Australia are fossil
crB" soil horizons, and in South Australia these arc almost invariably preserved

on plateau areas. Lateritic "ironstones
1
' and laterised horizons occur overlying

a very diverse suite of bed-rocks such as igneous rocks (as at Houghton), slates

(e.g rt Belair), quartzites {e.g., on thick quartzite plateau south of HorsnelVs
Gully) and Tertiary clayey sandstones (Cherry Gardens). In the Mount Lofty
Ranges laterisation was carried out both on overmass and undermass sediments.

The period of formation W3s post-Miocene and probably pre- Pleistocene ^laciation,

Occurrences of laterite or lateritic bed-rock are indicated in fig. 4, together

with the approximate heights above sea level of the respective outcrops.

If impeded drainage is a requirement in the formation of Iaterites, then
obviously only ldatively low-lying and fiat (or only slightly undulating) surfaces

could provide such conditions. Such conditions- of impeded drainage could not
obtain immediately adjacent (and on both sides) of prominent fault escarpments.
In this way it is obvious (after consideration of the akitudinal distribution of

Iaterites on the area) that very considerable block faulting occurred since their

formation. Relative movement between the Eden-Moana and Clarendon Ochre-
Cove fault blocks in this manner averages some 600 feet along most of its length,

and between the Para block and the major horst region about 1,000 feet.

It is anticipated that when the age relationships of the laterite are known
more fully, given that the formation of laterite implies a land surface of v^ry
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subdued relief (piobably with undulations within the zone of latemation not

exceeding, say, & 50 feet over considerable areas), one more link will be available

in dating periods of, and for calculating- extent of, movement along block faults.

Already, in the Adelaide region, there are base-levels of (?) Ohgocene, Miocene

and Lower and Upper Pliocene deposition which offer datum levels for calculat-

ing relative movement on a time basis (Sprigg 1942).

Concerning the age of the latcrization. if a correlation can be effected

between the extensive scries of mottled clays (occurring about the gulf region

of South Australia) and undoubted latcrite, such would offer an excellent basis

for age correlation. In the author's, mind these mottled clays show many simi-

larities with the bleached and mottled "C" horizons of latcrite profiles, and

recently F. W. Whitehouse (personal communication), on viewing these mottled

clays at Ardrossan, Yorke Peninsula, pronounced them as very probably associated

with processes oi laterization. The age of the mottled clays is definitely post-

Lower Pliocene Marine and almost certainly post-Adelaidcan (Upper Pliocene

Marine).

A final point of considerable importance concerning laterization concerns

D. W. Johnson's '"double peneplanatioir theory [see Fenncr 1930, 1931; Sprigs

19+5, (2)], For reasons which must be obvious from the foregoing discussion

(impeded drainage and consequent depressed topography, etc.). the occurrence

of laterite over much of the Mount Lofty Range* suggests that here is one very

potent argument in favour of such a theory. This and other aspects of faulting

will be considered in a subsequent publication.

Evidence of Recent Uplift of the Mount Lofty Ranges

A search was conducted for any evidence which might indicate periods oi

prolonged still-stand during the Kosciusko Fpoch block faulting. No un-

questionable valley-iu-vahey structure was recorded, although a suggestion of

this structure was observed in the Torrens Gorge up-stream from Castambool.

River terraces are prominent features in the lower reaches of the larger escarp-

ment streams, as in Waterfall Gully. Brownhill Creek and Viaduct Gully. The
average elevation of these terraces above present stream level is about 15 to 20

feet. As anticipated, prominent terraces do not occur up-stream front Ihe tirst

important rapids or waterfalls to the east of the escarpment faults. This feature,

together with the writer's view that the modern stream bed has eroded too deeply

for the terraces to be normal flood plains, may be evidence of a recent uplift. In

contrast, il is noted that where flood plains (usually very small) occur in un-

doubted relation to the modern stream beds in question, they are elevated only

a few feet. This is the case above and below the waterfalls, where stream

grades are relatively low.

A more ancient feature associated with the block faulting concerns the

presence of a very remarkable river boulder conglomerate "perched** about

150 feet above the bed of Brownhill Creek and exposed in quarries to the east

of the "mouth" of that valley. The conglomeratic boulders arc unusually coarse

for the Adelaide region (many exceed 4 feet in diameter), indicating a stream

with considerable erosive power. The boulders are largety well rounded quarrzites

and they rest as a basement of quartzite.

A very similar boulder bed which rests on quattzitc in a rail cutting north of

Hallctt Cove has been described previously (llowchin 1933. Sprigg 1942).

Landslides and Screes

Landslides are not uncommon along steep valley walls, particularly where

the bedrock is slate. Excellent examples may be seen in Glen Osmond Gorge
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within a mile of the Adelaide Plains. Several slides have occurred in soil and

talus along- high-grade streamlets on the eastern slope. The slippage has, in

several cases, blocked the original channels, and as a result the drainage has been

divided, forming parallel streams, as often occurs when lava flows have displaced

streams from their original beds.

From near the Montacute Church Howchin describes (1915, p. 7): "the

greatest landslip that I have hitherto seen. At the base of the remarkable scarp

left by the slide an extraordinary medly of piled-up rocks occurs through which

the older "Corkscrew" Road was cue, and its effects can be traced to the level

of the valley below. A fault plane may have existed and created a line of weak-

ness from which the imperfectly supported rocks on the side of the steep valley

slipped away." The present survey has established that such a fault does exist.

It is a minor branch of the Pinkerton fault.

In regions of steep topography where quartzite forms bedrock, landslides

are exceptional and their role is assumed by screes. Wherever steep-sided gullies

traverse the Thick Quartzite numerous examples are found.

In general, in sp'te of the common occurrence of extreme slopes and the

high grades of minor side valleys, landslides are infrequent in the area, instead,

"youthful" instability is registered by large screes and talus accumulations.

The Soils

Skeletal soils figure prominently in the western escarpment foothills. The
high grades of stream run-off cause severe erosion, and so deeper soils are

limited to valley bottoms.

The soils will ultimately be classified in some detail, but meanwhile several

major groupings seem obvious—the soils which overlie sandstone and quartzitcs,

the soils of the slates, phylntes and limestones, and the valley bottom sohV

The major sandstones and quartzite horizons in areas of more subdued

topography give rise to podsolized soils. A thin grey 1 humic horizon is under-

lain by a leached sand, and then by a yellow heavy clay. These soils are acid

and generally unsuited for horticulture, although clovers may be established

quite well on them. In the natural state the soils support a sclerophyll vegeta-

tion dominated by heath, yacca and stringybark.

The slates, and to a lesser extent the limestones, give thin brown or reddish

loams and clay loams. Travertine is frequently deposited in the "B" horizon.

Such soils commonly support apple orchards. In virgin state they support a
savannah type vegetat-ion association.

The valley bottom soils are normally grey to black at the surface, and com-
monly contain a high humus content. They are the most valuable agriculturaKy

and are eminently suitable for market gardening.

Economic Gkolouy

The Adelaide Series locally have only been mineralised to small degree
Small quantities of a number of ore minerals have been prospected along the

foothills region. Two deposits have been worked on a very moderate scale, the

Glen Osmond silver-lead mines opened in 1841 and the Montacute copper mines

in 1843. These were the earliest mines in South Australia, and among the fiflSt

in Australia.

Fourteen lodes were discovered at Glen Osmond- Of these, six were
prospected and worked. The lodes varied in width from one to four feet and
consisted of sidcrite, iron oxides, barytes and quartz in calcareous slates. Shafts

were sunk on at least four parallel lodes to a maximum of 310 feet (see S.A.

Mining Reviews), During the period 1847 to 1850 an English company extracted
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ore to the value of £30,000; the ore averaged 21 ounces silver and 71% lead

per ton.

These associated parallel Jodes were deposited in major regional joints, along

some of svhich movement appears to have occurred and which strike approxi-

mately east and west and dip 70 1o 90° to the south. This same persistent joint

system has also provided the locus of ore deposition at the Mount Malvern deport

(Section 269, Hundred Noarlunga). The galena occurs separately or intimately

associated with barytcs and a little copper pyrites. In the oxidised zone ccrussite

occurs in association with cerargyrite and copper carbonates.

The extent to which faulting controls ore deposition in the foregoing cases

is not known. At least one north-south fault is known to strike from Brown-

hill Creek to Glen Osmond through the mineralised belt, and some silver-lead

lodes aTe associated with coarse fault breccias.

At Morialta (Section 1,164, Hundred Adelaide) silver is recorded in asso-

ciation with lead and antimony deposited in a broken zone.

Several copper lodes have been prospected and mined in or near the Torrens

Gorge. Of these the Montacute mines were most important. During 1843 to

1844, 1,500 tons of 18% copper ore were won. Bomite, chalcopyrite and a little

native copper and copper carbonates were mined from a wide compound Jault

shatter zone in Sixth Creek,

Gold has been prospected in very small quantities in several localities.

Alluvial gold has been taken from Morialta, Torrens Gorge and Sixth Creek.

Quartz crystals, usually small, are found in most quartzite quarries in con-

siderable numbers; a few are satisfactory for radio requirements,

The area is very convenient to Adelaide for building stone and ballast. The
Thick Quartette has been quarried extensively as road metal, and in some cases

provides a good freestone- The Glen Osmond and associated quartzites have

provided another valuable source of road metal and railway ballast. The more

arkosic fades of the Glen Osmond quartzite is in considerable demand as a

moulding sand.

At one time slates were quarried extensively along the foothills, but they

are no longer fashionable in building construction. For fancy walls and "crazy-

paving" there is still a limited demand.

The Beaumont Blue Metal dolomites have been used to a limited degree in

"lime burning" as well as for road metal.

ACCURACY OF SURVEY DATA
The use of the term "reconnaissance" to describe the accompanying geological

imp requires a few words of explanation. Reconnaissance here should not be

taken to imply the lack of accuracy associated with sketch mapping, but as an
attempt to describe that degree of detail which a scale of 40 chains to the inch

permits. Field survey was carried out using base maps on a scale of 6 inches

to one mile, and practically all roads, major creeks and ridges were traversed.

Unsuitable outcrops in several localities reduced the reliability of some record-

ings, while in others extensive soil or vegetation cover prevented observation

altogether. Unfortunately, aerial photographs of the area were not available until

held work was in its final stages.

Particular attention is drawn to the thick group of alternate slates and sand-

stones included very tentatively in the foregoing work near the base of the

Adelaide Series. These sediments outcrop extensively on the eastern limits of

the mapped area, but because of unsuitable outcrops in critical localities the

solution of certain puzzling problems associated with them must await the com-

pletion of field mapping in other area* .
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Concerning the plan illustrating distribution of laterite or lateritic bedrock

tio claim is made fur finality. Boundaries, in many cases, have simply been

sketched in. Some outcrops may have been omitted, and^ in other instances it

may not have been correct to interpret certain fcrruginization as lateritk.

Finally, attention is drawn to the reliability of bed thicknesses indicated in

the stratigraphical table for the Adelaide Series. It will be readily appreciated

that the essentially subhorizontal set of strata over much of the area in associa-

tion with numerous major faults has introduced many difficulties, which in several

instances have prevented measurement of unbroken sequences. As far as

practicable such indefinitcness has been indicated by plus and/or minus signs in

the stratigraphical table. Jn particular, the principal exposures of the lowest

members of the Adelaide Series occur in the Torrens Gorge region where the

full extent of faulting is still uncertain. In order to arrive at a more accurate

picture of the geological structure hi this area and of the stratigraphical sequence,

if anywhere complete in outcrop, more detailed survey will be necessary.
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THE MOORUMBUNNA METEORITE

By A. B. Edwards

Summary

As this siderite was found adjacent to Anna Creek Station's Moorumbunna Paddock, it has been

named the Moorumbunna Meteorite to distinguish it from other falls from that region.
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THE MOORUMBUNNA METEORITE

By A. B. Edwards

With an Introductory Note by D. Mawson

[Read 12 September 1946]

Plates XLVIII and XLIX

LOCATION AND DISCOVERY
(Note by D. Mawson)

As this siderite was found adjacent to Anna Creek Station's Moorum-

bunna (1) Paddock, it has been named the Moorumbunna Meteorite to distinguish

it from other falls from that region.

It was kindly presented to the University of Adelaide by Mr. G. K. G.

Warren, of Springfield, Mount Crawford, acting on behalf of his brother in

whose Anna Creek sheep station it was discovered by an aboriginal in the year

1943. As originally observed, only a small part of the meteorite projected from

the soil. It was found near a dam on the track leading from Anna Creek Head

Sheep Station to William Creek Railway Station (see plan), via McAlpine's

Dam. William Creek Station is a point on the railway track to Central Aus-

tralia, situated south-west of Lake Eyre and 547 miles by rail from Adelaide.

The Moorumbunna Meteorite is a siderite of a total weight of 169 lb. 14 oz.

It is elongated but compact in form, as illustrated in pi. xlix, fig. 3; extreme

length 50 cm., breadth 31 cm., and width 19 cm.

O) Spelt Moorambuna in the survey plan of the district, but Mr. Warren advises

that the spelling should be Moorumbunna if to accord with the aboriginal pronunciation.

Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 70, (2), 1 Dec. 1946
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The entire surface is pitted, apparently the result of corrosion which must

have continued over a long period of time. The pitting reaches a maximum depth

of 5 cm. below the mean surface level, thus indicating that the fall is by no

means of recent occurrence.

Dr. A. B. Edwards, of the C.S.I.R. Micrographic Laboratory, Melbourne,

kindly undertook to investigate its composition and texture. A slice was sawn
from one end of the mass and submitted to him for examination.

THE COMPOSITION AND TEXTURE OF THE
MOORUMBUNNA METEORITE

The following observations were made on a piece of the Moorumbunna
meteorite, measuring about 8 cm. x 7*5 cm. x3*5 cm. and weighing about 1*5 lb.,

put at my disposal by Professor Sir Douglas Mawson. The piece had been cut

so as to include a sulphide nodule, and portion of the exterior surface, which is

coated with a film of limonite.

Chemical Composition
An analysis of the metal was made by Mr. F. D. Drews, of the Melbourne

University Ore Dressing Laboratory, and is as shown in Table I, column 1, where
it is compared with some other South and Central Australian meteoric irons that

show similar texture.

Table I.

Analyses of Some South and Central Australian Meteoric Irons

1 A B C
Fc 89-53 91-77 91-54 90-57

Ni 8-82 7*80 7-54 7-30

Co 0-56 0-44 0-37 0-39

P 0-29 0-08 0-08 nil

S 0-02 0-03 0-01 1-12

CI 0-07 n.d. n.d. tr.

C n.d. 0-05 0-01 0-13

Insol 0-30 0-01 0-03 0-22

Totals .... 99-59 100*18 99-58 99-73

Sp.Gr. .... 7-80 7-53 7-72,

1. Moorumbunna iron. Analyst, F. D. Drews.

A. Boxhole iron (Madigan, 1940, Min. Mag., 25, 481).

B. Henbury iron (Alderman, 1932, Rec. S. Aust. Mus., 4, 555).

C. Kyancutta iron (Spencer, 1932, Min. Mag., 23, 329).

The sample analysed consisted of freshly-cut filings obtained by drilling

10 holes to a depth of about 1 cm. within an area 7 cm. x 7 cm., taking care to

exclude any limonitic skin.

The Moorumbunna iron is distinctly richer in nickel (plus cobalt) and in

phosphorus than either the Boxhole (Madigan 1940), the Henbury (Alderman
1932), or the Kyancutta (Spencer 1932) iron.

Macrotexture

The iron is a medium octahedrite, with a well-developed Widmanstatten
texture (pi. xlviii, fig. 1), in which respect it resembles the three other

irons referred to above. The individual lamellae of kamacite are 0*5 to

1*5 mm. wide and 1 to 2 cm. long. In places, the regularity of the Widman-
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statten pattern is interrupted by irregular veinlets of schreibersite swathed
in kamacite, but otherwise the texture persists practically to the margin, where
there is a "skin'* of limonite less than 0*5 mm. thick.

The iron also shows a series of "Reichenbach lamellae," consisting of thin

blades of troilite encased in kamacite (pi. xlviii, fig. 1, 3 and 4), in which respect

it resembles the Kyancutta iron. In addition, there is an occasional nodule of

troilite.

Mineral Composition and Microtextures

Microscopical examination of polished sections shows that the meteorite

consists chiefly of kamacite (a-nickel-iron) with lesser amounts of taenite

(y-nickel-iron), schreibersite, troilite, limonite and lawrencite.

Nickel-Iron Alloys

The a-nickel-iron (kamacite) which forms the broad blades in the Wid-
manstatten texture is iron-white and isotropic, strongly magnetic, and is readily

scratched by a steel needle. Its behaviour with standard etching reagents is as

follows : 1:1 nitric acid produces an immediate etching, bringing up grain

boundaries, cracks and scratches, and roughening the surface, but without

effervescence ; 1 : 1 hydrochloric acid fumes tarnish the iron, but the effects are

inconsistent; 20% potassium hydroxide, and 20% potassium cyanide are nega-

tive ; 20% ferric chloride instantly darkens the iron, bringing up grain boundaries

and scratches ; saturated mercuric chloride darkens the surface at once.

The y-nickel-iron (taenite) is also iron-white, isotropic, strongly magnetic,

and is readily scratched by a steel needle, so that it is not easily distinguished

from the kamacite in unetched surfaces, although it is harder than the kamacite,

as can be seen by examining the polishing scratches brought up by etching in

fig. 3. It is readily distinguished, however, by etching with 2% nitric acid

in alcohol, or with picric acid or bromine, which attack the kamacite, roughening

its surface, and leave the taenite practically unaffected. The standard etching

reagents, 1 : 1 nitric acid, 1 : 1 hydrochloric acid, 20% potassium hydroxide,

20% potassium cyanide, 20% ferric chloride, and saturated mercuric chloride

do not attack taenite.

The taenite occurs as narrow impersistent lamellae between the kamacite

bands (pi. xlix, fig. 1), anct rather more abundantly in finer lamellar inter-

growths with kamacite in so-called "plessite" areas (pi. xlix, fig, 1 and 2).

These are commonly triangular or rhomboid areas intersertal to the groups of

large kamacite blades, and probably represent the last portions of the iron to invert

to the a-form. They may show a simple lamellar intergrowth of kamacite and
taenite lamellae, or they may repeat the octahedral pattern on a microscale

(pi. xlviii, fvg. 2, 3, 4). They are equivalent to patches of fine octahedrite

texture.

Associated with these "plessite" areas are smaller areas of so-called "dense

plessite" which consist of minutely fine intergrowths of taenite and kamacite
enclosed by taenite (pi. xlix, fig. 1 ) . This "dense plessite" after etching

generally appears almost black at low and medium magnifications, owing to the

etching of the innumerable kamacite boundaries.

Schreibersite

The phosphorus in the meteorite occurs as the iron-nickel phosphide,

schreibersite (Fe, Ni, Co) aP, which appears tin-white to the unaided eye. In
polished sections it has a brownish tinge compared with the kamacite or taenite,

and is weakly anisotropic. It is strongly magnetic, and is hard and brittle, so that

it cannot be scratched with a steel needle, and is difficult to polish, developing
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numerous cracks. It effervesces slowly with 1 : 1 hydrochloric acid, the bubbles

rising from the cracks in the surface, but is negative to the other standard etch-

ing reagents.

It occurs as blebs (pi. xlix, fig. 1) and as irregular or branching veinlets in

the interstices of the kamacite plates. Several veinlets of schreibersite, appear-

ing dark grey, "swathed" in kamacite, can be seen interrupting the regularity of

the Widmanstatten texture in pi. xlviii, fig. 1, 2 and 4. These veinlets are 0*5 to

1 mm. wide.

Troilite

A nodule of troilite, FeS, cut in section, occurs in the margin of the piece

of iron (pi. xlix, fig. 1). The nodule measured about 2 cm. x 2 cm. x 1 cm. and

consisted of allotriomorphic grains of troilite separated from the iron by a narrow

rim of schreibersite next to the sulphide, and a further rim of limonite between

the schreibersite and the iron. The limonite appears to have developed from the

oxidation of kamacite, since the fall of the meteorite, for it contains residual

lamellae of taenite. The schreibersite is negative to all etching reagents other

than HC1, which caused slow effervescence. It is thus quite distinct from the

"swathing" kamacite reported by Perry (1944, p. 87) as enclosing troilite nodules.

The iron adjacent to the nodule in pi. xlviii, fig. 1, has been darkened by the action

of hydrogen sulphide set free during the etching of the specimen.

The troilite resembles pyrrhotite in all respects, except that it effervesces

vigorously with 1 : 1 hydrochloric acid with the evolution of hydrogen sulphide,

which is a distinguishing feature. Normally troilite also effervesces with 1 :

1

nitric acid, but this specimen failed to do so. The troilite also occurs as occasional

lamellae—the so-called "Reichenbach lamellae" about 0*1 mm. wide and up to

3 cm. long, enclosed in "swathing" kamacite (pi. xlviii, fig. 1, 3 and 4)). These

lamellae appear to occur in two (? three) parallel sets whose relationship to each

other is not clear. Each appears to be parallel to the long axis of the enclosing

kamacite blade. One of these troilite lamellae (pi. xlviii, fig. 4) appears to cut

through several small areas of schreibersite, enclosed in the kamacite.

Lawrencite

Minute drops of ferrous chloride (containing some nickel chloride) ooze

from freshly cut or freshly polished surfaces. If exposed to the air, they oxidise

first to ferric chloride and then to ferric oxide, deeply corroding the kamacite in

the process. If the specimen is immersed in kerosene the droplets are retained

as ferrous chloride.

Origin of the Microtextures

It is established that the Widmanstatten textures in meteoric irons arise from

the transformation of original y-nickel-iron to a-nickel-iron (Edwards and

Hodge-Smith 1941; Perry 1944). The transformation proceeds according to

equilibrium relationships as outlined by Marsh (1938). The newly precipitated

a-iron grows most readily in the octahedral planes of the y-iron, so that oriented

blade-like crystals of a-iron develop. The a-iron carries a maximum of about

5-5% nickel, and any nickel (and cobalt) in excess of this amount is retained in

the untransformed y-iron, which becomes isolated in the interstices between the

widening blades of a-iron. This transference of nickel is probably caused by

the fact that the y-iron has a face-centred structure, and the a-iron to which it

transforms has a body-centred structure, whereas nickel can only form a face-

centred structure, and hence cannot substitute for iron so freely in the new lattice.

The effect of transferring the excess nickel to the residual y-iron is to depress

the temperature at which transformation to a-iron occurs, so that above a cer-
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tain nickel content the temperature of transformation falls below the temperature
at which solid diffusion ceases, when any untransformed y-iron, now enriched in

nickel, remains as taenite.

The mass of iron thus becomes stable as an intergrowth of lamellae of
a-iron (kamacite) of varying widths, according to the nickel-content of the
original y-iron, separated by bands or lamellae of nickel-enriched y-iron (taenite).

Each a-iron lamella is oriented in one or other of the octahedral crystallographic
directions of the original y-iron. Other conditions being uniform, the coarseness
of the resultant Widmanstatten texture will be in inverse proportion to the nickel

content of the original y-iron, i.e., to the nickel (plus cobalt) content of the
meteoric iron as a whole. With nickel (and cobalt) in excess of 20%, the tem-
perature of the y- to a-transformation is depressed to such a degree that no
transformation is possible, and the iron remains as a y-iron ataxite. Iron with
15% to 20% nickel develops an incipient Widmanstatten texture, and becomes an
"eotaxite." Iron with 10% to 15% nickel form a fine octahedrite, that with
7% to 10% nickel forms a medium octahedrite. Iron with less than 5% to 6%
nickel transforms more or less completely to a-iron, and forms a nickel-poor or
a-iron ataxite (hexahedrite).

^
The areas of "plessite" and "dense plessite" represent interstitial areas where

enrichment in nickel has increased the proportion of taenite, and slowed down the
rate of diffusion, particularly in the case of the "dense plessite" areas, where
segregation of the minute kamacite and taenite bodies has been prevented.

The coarseness of the Widmanstatten texture is also affected by the rate of
cooling, which sets a limit to the extent of solid diffusion. In Ni-poor irons, the
transformation to a-iron takes place at temperatures sufficiently high for diffu-

sion to be rapid, so that the effect of different rates of cooling is minimised,
and the range of composition which can yield a particular coarseness of texture
is small. With higher nickel contents, and slower rates of diffusion, the effect

of different rates of cooling is more pronounced and the range of composition
which can yield a particular coarseness or fineness of texture is widened. Thus
the analyses cited in Table I show that medium octahedrites of similar texture
can develop from irons containing from 7*7% to 9*4% nickel (plus cobalt).

The troilite nodules appear to arise from onset of immiscibility between
sulphide and iron, caused by the presence of impurities, at temperatures when
the iron sulphide is still above its melting point. The "Reichenbach" lamellae,
on the other hand, suggest unmixing of iron sulphide from solid solution in the
iron at a considerably lower temperature.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XLVIII

Fig. 1

Section of the Moorumbunna meteoric iron, showing Widmanstatten texture

of a typical medium octahedrite, with troilite nodule on the margin.

Etched with 2% HNOs in alcohol. Reduced 1 diameters.

Fig. 2

Portion of fig. 1 enlarged to show irregular lamellae of schreibersite (S)

swathed in a-iron (kamacite). A "Reichenbach" lamella (R) crosses the

field on the left, and several areas of "plessite" (P) can be seen. Magnified

3£ diameters.

Fig- 3

Portion of fig. 1 enlarged to show a "Reichenbach" lamella (R) enclosed

in a-iron (kamacite), and areas of "plessite" (P) and schreibersite (S).

Magnified 3h diameters.

Fig. 4

Portion of fig. 1 enlarged to show a "Reichenbach" lamella (R) intersecting

areas of schreibersite (S). Magnified 3| diameters.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XLIX

Fig. 1

Interstitial area of "plessite" consisting of lamellae of residual v_u
"on or

taenite (T), inter-leaved with orientated a-iron or kamacite. Etched with

2% HNOs in alcohol. Magnified 120 diameters.

Fig. 2

Area of "plessite" and "dense plessite" (D) adjacent to a broad lamella of

a-iron (kamacite) which encloses blebs of minute schreibersite (S), and
is bounded by thin lamellae of -y-iron (taenite) (T). Etched with 2%

HNOa in alcohol. Magnified 63 diameters.

Fig. 3

A general view of the Moorumbunna meteorite. Scale in inches.
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GENERAL INDEX
[Generic and specific names in italics indicate that the forms described

are new to science.]
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